English Language Arts Public Feedback on the 2016 Draft ELA Standards - Kindergarten
SID Number Standard
Coding
50
K.RF.3

Draft Standard

Public Comment

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.a. Demonstrate basic knowledge of one‐to‐one letter‐sound
correspondence by producing the primary or most frequent sound(s) for each consonant and the five major vowels.b. Decode
regularly spelled closed syllable words.c. Read the 50 most common high-frequency words by sight from a research-based word
list.d. Distinguish between similarly spelled words by identifying the sounds of the letters that differ.

It is more explicit in its wording. I
K12 Teacher General
especially appreciate having clear
Support
and easy to interpret spelling and
writing standards as well as having a
baseline number of 50 high
frequency words listed for
kindergarten. 50 gives teachers the
opportunity to focus on a reasonable
number of words and have ample
time to facilitate rigorous and
meaningful reading instruction which
is incredibly important in
transitioning to 1st grade.

Comment in support of the standard no
refinement necessary

52

K.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.a. Demonstrate basic knowledge of one‐to‐one letter‐sound
correspondence by producing the primary or most frequent sound(s) for each consonant and the five major vowels.b. Decode
regularly spelled closed syllable words.c. Read the 50 most common high-frequency words by sight from a research-based word
list.d. Distinguish between similarly spelled words by identifying the sounds of the letters that differ.

Will there be some suggested
K12 Teacher Curriculum
"research-based word lists" that can
&
be made available for teachers and
Instruction
or parents?

District/School decision to select research based
word list.

53

K.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills when encoding words.a. Represent phonemes in simple words, using letter-sound
relationships.b. Write or select an initial or final consonant when a medial vowel is provided.c. Spell VC (Vowel-Consonant) (e.g., at,
in) and CVC (Consonant-Vowel-Consonant) (e.g., pet, mud) words with short vowel sounds.d. Write the 20 most frequently used
words accurately, as found in a research-based list.e. Attempt phonetic spelling of unknown words.

Will there be some suggested
K12 Teacher
"research-based word lists" that can
be made available for teachers and
or parents?

District/School decision to select research based
word list.

54

K.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.a. Demonstrate basic knowledge of one‐to‐one letter‐sound
correspondence by producing the primary or most frequent sound(s) for each consonant and the five major vowels.b. Decode
regularly spelled closed syllable words.c. Read the 50 most common high-frequency words by sight from a research-based word
list.d. Distinguish between similarly spelled words by identifying the sounds of the letters that differ.

50 sight words is extreme for
K12 Teacher Other
students would often start
kindergarten without even knowing
the letters in their names. Please
keep in mind kindergarten is not
even mandatory in this state.
Furthermore, if you wish
kindergarten student to meet these
standards you need to start by
providing free preschool. I have
been teaching kindergarten for 16
years and Ithe students start out
each year knowing less and less. The
kids start out very low. Go back to
stardards that allow kids to enjoy
school

Not an actionable item

58

K.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.a. Demonstrate basic knowledge of one‐to‐one letter‐sound
correspondence by producing the primary or most frequent sound(s) for each consonant and the five major vowels.b. Decode
regularly spelled closed syllable words.c. Read the 50 most common high-frequency words by sight from a research-based word
list.d. Distinguish between similarly spelled words by identifying the sounds of the letters that differ.

In Kindergarten, the changes are very K12 Teacher Curriculum
minor and do not address the biggest
&
concern I know is held by many
Instruction
Kindergarten teachers. The writing
standards are NOT holding our
Kindergarten students to a high level
of expectation. Students should be
able to write simple sentences using
sight words and phonetic spelling.
The language indicating a
combination of writing, dictating &
drawing lessens the goal for
students. I am thankful to finally see
a minimum goal for sight word
reading!

The first part of the comment does not address the
standards KRF3. The remainder of the comment is
in support of the standard.

Role

Category

Refinement Note

82

K.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.a. Demonstrate basic knowledge of one‐to‐one letter‐sound
correspondence by producing the primary or most frequent sound(s) for each consonant and the five major vowels.b. Decode
regularly spelled closed syllable words.c. Read the 50 most common high-frequency words by sight from a research-based word
list.d. Distinguish between similarly spelled words by identifying the sounds of the letters that differ.

Why do we keep pushing down
K12 Teacher
curriculum!? I've been teaching for
20 years and most of these kids
aren't ready for what you are asking.
They need social skills and a solid
base in phonemic awareness,
phonics, and comprehension, NOT 50
sight words. Who is creating this?
Also, if the state is going to ask us to
do more, then they should start
giving us funding for decent
programs.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Not an actionable item. This item speaks to
perceptions of readiness and reading instruction.

151

K.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.a. Demonstrate basic knowledge of one‐to‐one letter‐sound
correspondence by producing the primary or most frequent sound(s) for each consonant and the five major vowels.b. Decode
regularly spelled closed syllable words.c. Read the 50 most common high-frequency words by sight from a research-based word
list.d. Distinguish between similarly spelled words by identifying the sounds of the letters that differ.

I would specifically like to address
Retired
Teacher
the Kindergarten and First Grade
Foundation Standards. As a former K3 curriculum specialist, trainer for
LETRS and TRE. I believe these
standards can be improved to
emphasize the importance of
phonemic awareness and phonics
and their role in developing
proficient readers. The expectation
of reading 50 high frequency words
by sight (K.RF.3) may drive
kindergarten teachers to believe
reading is based on sight memory.
1st grade should include PA
manipulation.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Not an actionable item. This item speaks to
perceptions of readiness and reading instruction.

161

K.RF.2

Demonstrate understanding of spoken words, syllables, and sounds (phonemes).

K.RF.3a & K.RF.2a are duplicates.This K12 Teacher
should be under K.RF.3 phonics. Also,
does this include long vowels? It
a. Demonstrate basic knowledge of one-to-one letter-sound correspondence by producing the primary or many of the most
frequent sound(s) for each consonant and the five major vowels.
should.
b. Recognize and produce rhyming words.
c. Count, pronounce, blend, and segment syllables in spoken words. Blend and segment onsets and rimes of single-syllable spoken
words. Blend spoken phonemes to form one-syllable words (e.g., /m/ /a/ /n/).
d. Isolate and pronounce the initial, medial vowel (long and short vowels) and final sounds (phonemes) in three-phoneme words.
*(This does not include CVCs (Consonant-Vowel-Consonant) ending with /l/, /r/, or /x/.)
e. Manipulation of phonemes - add, substitute, and delete individual phonemes in simple, one-syllable words to make new words.

Grade Level K. RF. 2 Standard should read:
Additions/D a. Identify and produce sounds (phonemes) in a
eletions/Ch spoken word.
anges
Standards b-e stay the same.

Curriculum
&
Instruction

162

K.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.a. Demonstrate basic knowledge of one‐to‐one letter‐sound
correspondence by producing the primary or most frequent sound(s) for each consonant and the five major vowels.b. Decode
regularly spelled closed syllable words.c. Read the 50 most common high-frequency words by sight from a research-based word
list.d. Distinguish between similarly spelled words by identifying the sounds of the letters that differ.

163

K.RI.5

Recognize common types of informational text; identify the front cover, back cover, and title page of a book.

164

K.WF.2

165

K.WF.3

K.RF.3c-Which HFW list? our
Houghton Mifflin list has 80 words.

Long vowel concern is currently included in the
draft standard.

K.RI.5 - "Recognize common types of K12 Teacher General
informational text" too vague. Need
Perception
examples like K.RL.5.
and
Concerns
Demonstrate and apply sound-letter concepts.a. Repeat multi-syllable words and pronounce the separate syllables.b. Segment all K.WF.2a -This should be under K.RF.3 K12 Teacher Grade Level
the phonemes in two and three-phoneme syllables and represent those phonemes with letters.c. Write the letters used to
Phonological Awareness- no writing
Additions/D
represent vowel phonemes and those used to represent consonants, knowing that every syllable has a vowel.
is happening.
eletions/Ch
K.WF.2b-Need to specify writing like
anges
K.WF.2c.
Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills when encoding words.a. Represent phonemes in simple words, using letter-sound K.WF.3d-Which 20 frequently used K12 Teacher Grade Level
relationships.b. Write or select an initial or final consonant when a medial vowel is provided.c. Spell VC (Vowel-Consonant) (e.g., at, words? Which list? HFW? Regular
Additions/D
in) and CVC (Consonant-Vowel-Consonant) (e.g., pet, mud) words with short vowel sounds.d. Write the 20 most frequently used
words can be sounded out but not
eletions/Ch
words accurately, as found in a research-based list.e. Attempt phonetic spelling of unknown words.
HFW - we should focus on these for
anges
spelling.

Not actionable - curriculum issue - List is a district
decision. 50 words is the minimum standard.
Districts have the flexibility to do more.

Types of Informational text are addressed in the
glossary.

Remove a and move the others standards up.
Agreement with previous group. Remove a.
Spelling begins at the sound level. Statement b and
c address the kindergarten focus.
The prescribed number of words has been
removed from the standards. The words need to
come from a locally selected research based list.

2112

K.L.1

Demonstrate command of the conventions of Standard English grammar and usage when writing or speaking.a. Use frequently
occurring nouns and verbs.b. Form regular plural nouns orally by adding /s/ or /es/ (e.g., dog, dogs; wish, wishes).c. Understand
and use question words (interrogatives) (e.g., who, what, where, when, why, how).d. Use the most frequently occurring
prepositions (e.g., to, from, in, out, on, off, for, of, by, with).e. Produce and expand complete sentences in shared language
activities.
Demonstrate command of the conventions of Standard English grammar and usage when writing or speaking.a. Use frequently
occurring nouns and verbs.b. Form regular plural nouns orally by adding /s/ or /es/ (e.g., dog, dogs; wish, wishes).c. Understand
and use question words (interrogatives) (e.g., who, what, where, when, why, how).d. Use the most frequently occurring
prepositions (e.g., to, from, in, out, on, off, for, of, by, with).e. Produce and expand complete sentences in shared language
activities.

OK folks, earlier you told how many K12 Teacher General
of the "frequently occurring" words
Support
we had to know. This one (a) is
written perfectly--don't tell us how
manyl
b. It is ok for Kindergarten to
K12 Teacher General
understand plural but expecting
Perception
them to know s or es is not
and
Concerns
appropriate. When this standard was
given in 2010 it was one of the two
(K.L.b inflections/ affixes was the
other one) that actually said on the
comparison chart from 3rd grade!
The 3rd grade teachers agreed this is
not appropriate for Kindergarten.

Comment in support of the standard no
refinement necessary

2139

K.L.1

Email
Comment

K.L.1

Demonstrate command of the conventions of Standard English grammar and usage when writing or speaking.a. Use frequently
occurring nouns and verbs.b. Form regular plural nouns orally by adding /s/ or /es/ (e.g., dog, dogs; wish, wishes).c. Understand
and use question words (interrogatives) (e.g., who, what, where, when, why, how).d. Use the most frequently occurring
prepositions (e.g., to, from, in, out, on, off, for, of, by, with).e. Produce and expand complete sentences in shared language
activities.

Curriculum
&
Instruction

The metric is a distict or school based decision.

2334

K.L.1

Demonstrate command of the conventions of Standard English grammar and usage when writing or speaking.a. Use frequently
occurring nouns and verbs.b. Form regular plural nouns orally by adding /s/ or /es/ (e.g., dog, dogs; wish, wishes).c. Understand
and use question words (interrogatives) (e.g., who, what, where, when, why, how).d. Use the most frequently occurring
prepositions (e.g., to, from, in, out, on, off, for, of, by, with).e. Produce and expand complete sentences in shared language
activities.

• The L.1/L.2 standards
“Demonstrate command of
conventions” at elementary level is
concerning. It is not specific as to
what the level of command will be.
What will be the metric?
Kindergarten:
K12
The following standards should not ParentGuar
be used for one or more of the
dian
following reasons:
•considered developmentally
inappropriate,
•have multiple standards within a
standard,
•are unclear
•teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed
content
K.RL.1-4, 6-10
K.RI.1-5, 6 (name the author and
illustrator only), 7-10
K.RF.2e, 4
K.W.1-8
K.WF. 2c, 3e
K.SL.1, 2 (remove “through other
media”), 3-5
K.L.1b, d, e, 4-6

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

2389

K.L.1

Demonstrate command of the conventions of Standard English grammar and usage when writing or speaking.a. Use frequently
occurring nouns and verbs.b. Form regular plural nouns orally by adding /s/ or /es/ (e.g., dog, dogs; wish, wishes).c. Understand
and use question words (interrogatives) (e.g., who, what, where, when, why, how).d. Use the most frequently occurring
prepositions (e.g., to, from, in, out, on, off, for, of, by, with).e. Produce and expand complete sentences in shared language
activities.

K12
General
ParentGuar Perception
dian
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

Delete e. Age-inappropriate.

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

2335

K.L.2

Demonstrate command of the conventions of Standard English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when writing.a. Capitalize
the first word in a sentence and the pronoun I.b. Recognize and name end punctuation.

Kindergarten:
K12
The following standards should not ParentGuar
be used for one or more of the
dian
following reasons:
•considered developmentally
inappropriate,
•have multiple standards within a
standard,
•are unclear
•teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed
content
K.RL.1-4, 6-10
K.RI.1-5, 6 (name the author and
illustrator only), 7-10
K.RF.2e, 4
K.W.1-8
K.WF. 2c, 3e
K.SL.1, 2 (remove “through other
media”), 3-5
K.L.1b, d, e, 4-6

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

2336

K.L.3

(Begins in grade 2)

Kindergarten:
K12
The following standards should not ParentGuar
be used for one or more of the
dian
following reasons:
•considered developmentally
inappropriate,
•have multiple standards within a
standard,
•are unclear
•teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed
content
K.RL.1-4, 6-10
K.RI.1-5, 6 (name the author and
illustrator only), 7-10
K.RF.2e, 4
K.W.1-8
K.WF. 2c, 3e
K.SL.1, 2 (remove “through other
media”), 3-5
K.L.1b, d, e, 4-6

General
Perception
and
Concerns

No action necessary. No standard exists for
kindergarten.

2138

K.L.4

With guidance and support from adults, determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple‐meaning words and phrases
based on kindergarten reading and content.a. Identify new meanings for familiar words and apply them accurately (e.g., knowing
duck is a bird and learning the verb to duck).b. Use the most frequently occurring inflections and affixes (e.g., ‐ed, ‐s, re‐, un‐, pre‐,
‐ful, ‐less) as a clue to the meaning of an unknown word.

K.L.4 b. is NOT appropriate for
K12 Teacher
Kindergarten. When this was given in
2010 it was listed on the comparison
chart from the previous standards as
being from 3rd grade. The 3rd grade
teachers were shocked and agree
that this is not appropriate for
Kindergarten. Yes Kinders can often
rise to the occasion and learn what is
given to them but when concepts are
introduced beyond their
developmental comprehension
frustration sets in for student,
teacher and parents.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

2337

K.L.4

With guidance and support from adults, determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple‐meaning words and phrases
based on kindergarten reading and content.a. Identify new meanings for familiar words and apply them accurately (e.g., knowing
duck is a bird and learning the verb to duck).b. Use the most frequently occurring inflections and affixes (e.g., ‐ed, ‐s, re‐, un‐, pre‐,
‐ful, ‐less) as a clue to the meaning of an unknown word.

Kindergarten:
K12
The following standards should not ParentGuar
be used for one or more of the
dian
following reasons:
•considered developmentally
inappropriate,
•have multiple standards within a
standard,
•are unclear
•teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed
content
K.RL.1-4, 6-10
K.RI.1-5, 6 (name the author and
illustrator only), 7-10
K.RF.2e, 4
K.W.1-8
K.WF. 2c, 3e
K.SL.1, 2 (remove “through other
media”), 3-5
K.L.1b, d, e, 4-6

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

2390

K.L.4

2338

K.L.5

With guidance and support from adults, determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple‐meaning words and phrases
based on kindergarten reading and content.a. Identify new meanings for familiar words and apply them accurately (e.g., knowing
duck is a bird and learning the verb to duck).b. Use the most frequently occurring inflections and affixes (e.g., ‐ed, ‐s, re‐, un‐, pre‐,
‐ful, ‐less) as a clue to the meaning of an unknown word.
With guidance and support from adults, explore word relationships and nuances in word meanings.a. Sort common objects into
categories (e.g., shapes, foods) to gain a sense of the concepts the categories represent.b. Demonstrate understanding of
frequently occurring verbs and adjectives by relating them to their opposites (antonyms).c. Identify real‐life connections between
words and their use (e.g., note places at school that are colorful).d. Distinguish shades of meaning among verbs describing the
same general action (e.g., walk, march, strut, prance) by acting out the meanings.

Delete. Age-inappropriate.
Expecting "nuance" from young
children is beyond their
development.
Kindergarten:
The following standards should not
be used for one or more of the
following reasons:
•considered developmentally
inappropriate,
•have multiple standards within a
standard,
•are unclear
•teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed
content
K.RL.1-4, 6-10
K.RI.1-5, 6 (name the author and
illustrator only), 7-10
K.RF.2e, 4
K.W.1-8
K.WF. 2c, 3e
K.SL.1, 2 (remove “through other
media”), 3-5
K.L.1b, d, e, 4-6

K12
General
ParentGuar Perception
dian
and
Concerns
K12
General
ParentGuar Perception
dian
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

2391

K.L.5

With guidance and support from adults, explore word relationships and nuances in word meanings.a. Sort common objects into
categories (e.g., shapes, foods) to gain a sense of the concepts the categories represent.b. Demonstrate understanding of
frequently occurring verbs and adjectives by relating them to their opposites (antonyms).c. Identify real‐life connections between
words and their use (e.g., note places at school that are colorful).d. Distinguish shades of meaning among verbs describing the
same general action (e.g., walk, march, strut, prance) by acting out the meanings.

Delete. Age-inappropriate. See
comment re K.L.4.

K12
General
ParentGuar Perception
dian
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

2339

K.L.6

Use words and phrases acquired through conversations, reading and being read to, and responding to texts.

Kindergarten:
K12
The following standards should not ParentGuar
be used for one or more of the
dian
following reasons:
•considered developmentally
inappropriate,
•have multiple standards within a
standard,
•are unclear
•teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed
content
K.RL.1-4, 6-10
K.RI.1-5, 6 (name the author and
illustrator only), 7-10
K.RF.2e, 4
K.W.1-8
K.WF. 2c, 3e
K.SL.1, 2 (remove “through other
media”), 3-5
K.L.1b, d, e, 4-6

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

2392

K.L.6

Use words and phrases acquired through conversations, reading and being read to, and responding to texts.

Delete. Age-inappropriate.
Unnecessary and bothersome.

K12
General
ParentGuar Perception
dian
and
Concerns
Demonstrate understanding of the organization and basic features of print.a. Follow words from left to right, top to bottom, and
Love the changes to this standard!!! K12 Teacher General
page by page.b. Recognize that spoken words are represented in written language by specific sequences of letters.c. Identify that a More clear now.
Support
sentence is made up of a group of words.d. Recognize the difference between a letter and a printed word. Understand that words
are separated by spaces in print.e. Recognize and name all upper and lowercase letters of the alphabet.

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

1325

K.RF.1

2313

K.RF.1

Demonstrate understanding of the organization and basic features of print.a. Follow words from left to right, top to bottom, and
page by page.b. Recognize that spoken words are represented in written language by specific sequences of letters.c. Identify that a
sentence is made up of a group of words.d. Recognize the difference between a letter and a printed word. Understand that words
are separated by spaces in print.e. Recognize and name all upper and lowercase letters of the alphabet.

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

Kindergarten:
K12
The following standards should not ParentGuar
be used for one or more of the
dian
following reasons:
•considered developmentally
inappropriate,
•have multiple standards within a
standard,
•are unclear
•teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed
content
K.RL.1-4, 6-10
K.RI.1-5, 6 (name the author and
illustrator only), 7-10
K.RF.2e, 4
K.W.1-8
K.WF. 2c, 3e
K.SL.1, 2 (remove “through other
media”), 3-5
K.L.1b, d, e, 4-6

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Comment in support of the standard no
refinement necessary

1296

K.RF.2

Demonstrate understanding of spoken words, syllables, and sounds (phonemes).a. Demonstrate basic knowledge of one-to-one
letter-sound correspondence by producing the primary or many of the most frequent sound(s) for each consonant and the five
major vowels.b. Recognize and produce rhyming words.c. Count, pronounce, blend, and segment syllables in spoken words. Blend
and segment onsets and rimes of single-syllable spoken words. Blend spoken phonemes to form one-syllable words (e.g., /m/ /a/
/n/).d. Isolate and pronounce the initial, medial vowel (long and short vowels) and final sounds (phonemes) in three-phoneme
words. *(This does not include CVCs (Consonant-Vowel-Consonant) ending with /l/, /r/, or /x/.)e. Manipulation of phonemes - add,
substitute, and delete individual phonemes in simple, one-syllable words to make new words.

K.RF.2 a is redundant and does not
Community General
belong under phonological
Member
Perception
awareness. The progression of
and
phonological awareness is found
Concerns
throughout the foundation
standards, from sentence
segmentation in K.RF.1 c to rhyming
to syllabication to individual
phonemes. Thoughtful consideration
needs to be given to redundant
standards because it means we are
asking our students to master the
same skill in multiple places; it
hinders true progression and
alignment.

1333

K.RF.2

Demonstrate understanding of spoken words, syllables, and sounds (phonemes).a. Demonstrate basic knowledge of one-to-one
Like the changes
letter-sound correspondence by producing the primary or many of the most frequent sound(s) for each consonant and the five
major vowels.b. Recognize and produce rhyming words.c. Count, pronounce, blend, and segment syllables in spoken words. Blend
and segment onsets and rimes of single-syllable spoken words. Blend spoken phonemes to form one-syllable words (e.g., /m/ /a/
/n/).d. Isolate and pronounce the initial, medial vowel (long and short vowels) and final sounds (phonemes) in three-phoneme
words. *(This does not include CVCs (Consonant-Vowel-Consonant) ending with /l/, /r/, or /x/.)e. Manipulation of phonemes - add,
substitute, and delete individual phonemes in simple, one-syllable words to make new words.

1337

K.RF.2

Demonstrate understanding of spoken words, syllables, and sounds (phonemes).a. Demonstrate basic knowledge of one-to-one
letter-sound correspondence by producing the primary or many of the most frequent sound(s) for each consonant and the five
major vowels.b. Recognize and produce rhyming words.c. Count, pronounce, blend, and segment syllables in spoken words. Blend
and segment onsets and rimes of single-syllable spoken words. Blend spoken phonemes to form one-syllable words (e.g., /m/ /a/
/n/).d. Isolate and pronounce the initial, medial vowel (long and short vowels) and final sounds (phonemes) in three-phoneme
words. *(This does not include CVCs (Consonant-Vowel-Consonant) ending with /l/, /r/, or /x/.)e. Manipulation of phonemes - add,
substitute, and delete individual phonemes in simple, one-syllable words to make new words.

I believe teaching long vowels in
K12 Teacher
words confusing students not
developmentally ready to transfer
that knowledge. Many students
confuse the medial sound in a cvc
words once they are taught the long
vowel sound. This would be better
kept as a first grade standard.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

1363

K.RF.2

Demonstrate understanding of spoken words, syllables, and sounds (phonemes).a. Demonstrate basic knowledge of one-to-one
letter-sound correspondence by producing the primary or many of the most frequent sound(s) for each consonant and the five
major vowels.b. Recognize and produce rhyming words.c. Count, pronounce, blend, and segment syllables in spoken words. Blend
and segment onsets and rimes of single-syllable spoken words. Blend spoken phonemes to form one-syllable words (e.g., /m/ /a/
/n/).d. Isolate and pronounce the initial, medial vowel (long and short vowels) and final sounds (phonemes) in three-phoneme
words. *(This does not include CVCs (Consonant-Vowel-Consonant) ending with /l/, /r/, or /x/.)e. Manipulation of phonemes - add,
substitute, and delete individual phonemes in simple, one-syllable words to make new words.

D - I have a concern with medial
K12 Teacher
vowels being long in kindergarten.
Kinder should focus on closed
syllables with short vowel sounds to
get a completely solid foundation in
these types of words before adding
the long vowel sounds to help curb
their confusion moving into first
grade.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

1620

K.RF.2

Demonstrate understanding of spoken words, syllables, and sounds (phonemes).a. Demonstrate basic knowledge of one-to-one
letter-sound correspondence by producing the primary or many of the most frequent sound(s) for each consonant and the five
major vowels.b. Recognize and produce rhyming words.c. Count, pronounce, blend, and segment syllables in spoken words. Blend
and segment onsets and rimes of single-syllable spoken words. Blend spoken phonemes to form one-syllable words (e.g., /m/ /a/
/n/).d. Isolate and pronounce the initial, medial vowel (long and short vowels) and final sounds (phonemes) in three-phoneme
words. *(This does not include CVCs (Consonant-Vowel-Consonant) ending with /l/, /r/, or /x/.)e. Manipulation of phonemes - add,
substitute, and delete individual phonemes in simple, one-syllable words to make new words.

K.RF.2a is the exact same standard as K12 Teacher
K.RF.3a. 2a is a phonological
awareness standard. It should be
very different than a phonics
standard. Teachers need to be very
aware that we are not connecting to
a symbol in phonological awareness
lessons.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

KRF 2a addresses phonological awareness of letter
sounds while KRF3a addresses letter sounds in
decoding. No revision necessary.

1639

K.RF.2

Demonstrate understanding of spoken words, syllables, and sounds (phonemes).a. Demonstrate basic knowledge of one-to-one
The one to one letter sound
K12 Teacher
letter-sound correspondence by producing the primary or many of the most frequent sound(s) for each consonant and the five
correspondence should be under
major vowels.b. Recognize and produce rhyming words.c. Count, pronounce, blend, and segment syllables in spoken words. Blend phonics, not phonological awareness.
and segment onsets and rimes of single-syllable spoken words. Blend spoken phonemes to form one-syllable words (e.g., /m/ /a/
/n/).d. Isolate and pronounce the initial, medial vowel (long and short vowels) and final sounds (phonemes) in three-phoneme
words. *(This does not include CVCs (Consonant-Vowel-Consonant) ending with /l/, /r/, or /x/.)e. Manipulation of phonemes - add,
substitute, and delete individual phonemes in simple, one-syllable words to make new words.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

KRF 2a addresses phonological awareness of letter
sounds while KRF3a addresses letter sounds in
decoding. No revision necessary.

K12 Teacher General
Support

We are in support of keeping the standard as
written. KRF2 encompasses phonological
awareness while KRF1 addresses concepts of print.
No revision necessary.

Comment in support of Standard. No revision
necessary.

2032

K.RF.2

Demonstrate understanding of spoken words, syllables, and sounds (phonemes).a. Demonstrate basic knowledge of one-to-one
letter-sound correspondence by producing the primary or many of the most frequent sound(s) for each consonant and the five
major vowels.b. Recognize and produce rhyming words.c. Count, pronounce, blend, and segment syllables in spoken words. Blend
and segment onsets and rimes of single-syllable spoken words. Blend spoken phonemes to form one-syllable words (e.g., /m/ /a/
/n/).d. Isolate and pronounce the initial, medial vowel (long and short vowels) and final sounds (phonemes) in three-phoneme
words. *(This does not include CVCs (Consonant-Vowel-Consonant) ending with /l/, /r/, or /x/.)e. Manipulation of phonemes - add,
substitute, and delete individual phonemes in simple, one-syllable words to make new words.

Delete e. Age inappropriate. Also,
K12
please note that there are 5
ParentGuar
standards buried in this standard.
dian
Please allow time for teachers to be
the professionals they've been
educated to be. There are so many
standards, there is no room for
individual attention and creativity on
the part of the teacher.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

2123

K.RF.2

Demonstrate understanding of spoken words, syllables, and sounds (phonemes).a. Demonstrate basic knowledge of one-to-one
K.RF.2 a is the same as K.RF.3 .
letter-sound correspondence by producing the primary or many of the most frequent sound(s) for each consonant and the five
Originally on K.RF.3
major vowels.b. Recognize and produce rhyming words.c. Count, pronounce, blend, and segment syllables in spoken words. Blend
and segment onsets and rimes of single-syllable spoken words. Blend spoken phonemes to form one-syllable words (e.g., /m/ /a/
/n/).d. Isolate and pronounce the initial, medial vowel (long and short vowels) and final sounds (phonemes) in three-phoneme
words. *(This does not include CVCs (Consonant-Vowel-Consonant) ending with /l/, /r/, or /x/.)e. Manipulation of phonemes - add,
substitute, and delete individual phonemes in simple, one-syllable words to make new words.

2314

K.RF.2

Demonstrate understanding of spoken words, syllables, and sounds (phonemes).a. Demonstrate basic knowledge of one-to-one
letter-sound correspondence by producing the primary or many of the most frequent sound(s) for each consonant and the five
major vowels.b. Recognize and produce rhyming words.c. Count, pronounce, blend, and segment syllables in spoken words. Blend
and segment onsets and rimes of single-syllable spoken words. Blend spoken phonemes to form one-syllable words (e.g., /m/ /a/
/n/).d. Isolate and pronounce the initial, medial vowel (long and short vowels) and final sounds (phonemes) in three-phoneme
words. *(This does not include CVCs (Consonant-Vowel-Consonant) ending with /l/, /r/, or /x/.)e. Manipulation of phonemes - add,
substitute, and delete individual phonemes in simple, one-syllable words to make new words.

Kindergarten:
K12
The following standards should not ParentGuar
be used for one or more of the
dian
following reasons:
•considered developmentally
inappropriate,
•have multiple standards within a
standard,
•are unclear
•teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed
content
K.RL.1-4, 6-10
K.RI.1-5, 6 (name the author and
illustrator only), 7-10
K.RF.2e, 4
K.W.1-8
K.WF. 2c, 3e
K.SL.1, 2 (remove “through other
media”), 3-5
K.L.1b, d, e, 4-6

985

K.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.a. Demonstrate basic knowledge of one‐to‐one letter‐sound
correspondence by producing the primary or most frequent sound(s) for each consonant and the five major vowels.b. Decode
regularly spelled closed syllable words.c. Read the 50 most common high-frequency words by sight from a research-based word
list.d. Distinguish between similarly spelled words by identifying the sounds of the letters that differ.

Who determines the "researchbased" word list?

K12 Teacher Curriculum
&
Instruction

District/School decision to select research based
word list.

988

K.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.a. Demonstrate basic knowledge of one‐to‐one letter‐sound
correspondence by producing the primary or most frequent sound(s) for each consonant and the five major vowels.b. Decode
regularly spelled closed syllable words.c. Read the 50 most common high-frequency words by sight from a research-based word
list.d. Distinguish between similarly spelled words by identifying the sounds of the letters that differ.

Who determines the "researchbased" word list? Please define.

K12 Teacher Curriculum
&
Instruction

district/School decision to select research based
word list.

1028

K.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.a. Demonstrate basic knowledge of one‐to‐one letter‐sound
correspondence by producing the primary or most frequent sound(s) for each consonant and the five major vowels.b. Decode
regularly spelled closed syllable words.c. Read the 50 most common high-frequency words by sight from a research-based word
list.d. Distinguish between similarly spelled words by identifying the sounds of the letters that differ.

1191

K.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.a. Demonstrate basic knowledge of one‐to‐one letter‐sound
correspondence by producing the primary or most frequent sound(s) for each consonant and the five major vowels.b. Decode
regularly spelled closed syllable words.c. Read the 50 most common high-frequency words by sight from a research-based word
list.d. Distinguish between similarly spelled words by identifying the sounds of the letters that differ.

If a school is not full day K…these
K12 Teacher
standards are too much! 50 words!
Reading is developmental…K.RF.3: 50
is excessive. These are horribly
written. 2010 standards are
appropriate, these are not.
I like that an expectation was set to Community
be able to decode regularly spelled Member
closed syllable words. I think that
will be important in bridging the gap
with kindergarten and first grade
reading expectations. I also like the
expectation to read 50 high
frequency words.

K12 Teacher

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary. Individual attention and creativity is an
instructional decision.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

General
Support

Comment in support of Standard. No revision
necessary.

1355

K.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.a. Demonstrate basic knowledge of one‐to‐one letter‐sound
correspondence by producing the primary or most frequent sound(s) for each consonant and the five major vowels.b. Decode
regularly spelled closed syllable words.c. Read the 50 most common high-frequency words by sight from a research-based word
list.d. Distinguish between similarly spelled words by identifying the sounds of the letters that differ.

"b" was changed also but not noted. K12 Teacher General
what are regularly spelled closed
Perception
syllable words?
and
Concerns

Definitions are provided in the glossary. No
revision necessary.

1360

K.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.a. Demonstrate basic knowledge of one‐to‐one letter‐sound
correspondence by producing the primary or most frequent sound(s) for each consonant and the five major vowels.b. Decode
regularly spelled closed syllable words.c. Read the 50 most common high-frequency words by sight from a research-based word
list.d. Distinguish between similarly spelled words by identifying the sounds of the letters that differ.

A - I like that "most frequent sound" K12 Teacher General
was added "five major vowels".
Support

Comment in support of Standard. No revision
necessary.

1369

K.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.a. Demonstrate basic knowledge of one‐to‐one letter‐sound
correspondence by producing the primary or most frequent sound(s) for each consonant and the five major vowels.b. Decode
regularly spelled closed syllable words.c. Read the 50 most common high-frequency words by sight from a research-based word
list.d. Distinguish between similarly spelled words by identifying the sounds of the letters that differ.

K12 Teacher General
Perception
and
Concerns

definitions are provided in the glossary. No
revision necessary.

1375

K.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.a. Demonstrate basic knowledge of one‐to‐one letter‐sound
correspondence by producing the primary or most frequent sound(s) for each consonant and the five major vowels.b. Decode
regularly spelled closed syllable words.c. Read the 50 most common high-frequency words by sight from a research-based word
list.d. Distinguish between similarly spelled words by identifying the sounds of the letters that differ.

B - I'm afraid that a new teacher
coming in would not know what
"regularly spelled closed syllable
words" are. I think this needs some
clarification.
50 most common high frequency
words? Which words? Which list?

K12 Teacher Curriculum
&
Instruction

District/School decision to select research based
word list.

1384

K.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.a. Demonstrate basic knowledge of one‐to‐one letter‐sound
correspondence by producing the primary or most frequent sound(s) for each consonant and the five major vowels.b. Decode
regularly spelled closed syllable words.c. Read the 50 most common high-frequency words by sight from a research-based word
list.d. Distinguish between similarly spelled words by identifying the sounds of the letters that differ.

c. like that the number is specific
K12 Teacher General
regarding how many sight words are
Support
expected in the grade level

Comment in support of Standard. No revision
necessary.

1385

K.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.a. Demonstrate basic knowledge of one‐to‐one letter‐sound
correspondence by producing the primary or most frequent sound(s) for each consonant and the five major vowels.b. Decode
regularly spelled closed syllable words.c. Read the 50 most common high-frequency words by sight from a research-based word
list.d. Distinguish between similarly spelled words by identifying the sounds of the letters that differ.

Pending review of Moats research.

1387

K.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.a. Demonstrate basic knowledge of one‐to‐one letter‐sound
correspondence by producing the primary or most frequent sound(s) for each consonant and the five major vowels.b. Decode
regularly spelled closed syllable words.c. Read the 50 most common high-frequency words by sight from a research-based word
list.d. Distinguish between similarly spelled words by identifying the sounds of the letters that differ.

c. What are the 50 most common
K12 Teacher Curriculum
high-frequency words? And why 50?
&
This should state: Read 50 of the
Instruction
most common high-frequency words
by sight....
What are the 50 most common high K12 Teacher Curriculum
frequency words? Which list- whose
&
opinion? Researched based?
Instruction

1388

K.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.a. Demonstrate basic knowledge of one‐to‐one letter‐sound
correspondence by producing the primary or most frequent sound(s) for each consonant and the five major vowels.b. Decode
regularly spelled closed syllable words.c. Read the 50 most common high-frequency words by sight from a research-based word
list.d. Distinguish between similarly spelled words by identifying the sounds of the letters that differ.

"The" 50 most common highK12 Teacher Curriculum
frequency words makes it sound like
&
a particular list is being referenced
Instruction
without naming it. It feels like a
guessing game. What exactly is the
goal here? That students are able to
read as many high-frequency words
in isolation as they can? Perhaps I'm
not clear on the research behind the
power of 50.

Pending review of Moats research.

1389

K.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.a. Demonstrate basic knowledge of one‐to‐one letter‐sound
correspondence by producing the primary or most frequent sound(s) for each consonant and the five major vowels.b. Decode
regularly spelled closed syllable words.c. Read the 50 most common high-frequency words by sight from a research-based word
list.d. Distinguish between similarly spelled words by identifying the sounds of the letters that differ.

K.RF.3c appears to indicate that
K12 Teacher Curriculum
there is a right answer to "the 50
&
most common high-frequency
Instruction
words" rather than leaving it open to
"50 of the most common" - the
language implies that there is one,
correct list rather than leaving those
decisions to a local level.

Pending review of Moats research.

District/School decision to select research based
list.

1391

K.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.a. Demonstrate basic knowledge of one‐to‐one letter‐sound
correspondence by producing the primary or most frequent sound(s) for each consonant and the five major vowels.b. Decode
regularly spelled closed syllable words.c. Read the 50 most common high-frequency words by sight from a research-based word
list.d. Distinguish between similarly spelled words by identifying the sounds of the letters that differ.

Regarding K.RF.3.c - "Read the 50
K12 Teacher Curriculum
most common high-frequency
&
Instruction
words" sounds too prescribed. Which
50? How would that decision be
made? It would read better if it said
"Read common high-frequency
words by sight from a research-based
word list" -- that way schools and
districts can decide which lists to use.

Pending review of Moats research.

1414

K.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.a. Demonstrate basic knowledge of one‐to‐one letter‐sound
correspondence by producing the primary or most frequent sound(s) for each consonant and the five major vowels.b. Decode
regularly spelled closed syllable words.c. Read the 50 most common high-frequency words by sight from a research-based word
list.d. Distinguish between similarly spelled words by identifying the sounds of the letters that differ.

A list of the 50 words should be
K12 Teacher Curriculum
provided. If there is flexibility of
&
what those
Instruction
50 words are, the standard needs to
be changed to reflect that flexibility.

Pending review of Moats research.

1416

K.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.a. Demonstrate basic knowledge of one‐to‐one letter‐sound
correspondence by producing the primary or most frequent sound(s) for each consonant and the five major vowels.b. Decode
regularly spelled closed syllable words.c. Read the 50 most common high-frequency words by sight from a research-based word
list.d. Distinguish between similarly spelled words by identifying the sounds of the letters that differ.

KRF3 c- remove the word "the" 50
most common. It implies a specific
50. It would depend upon the
selected word list.

Pending review of Moats research.

1641

K.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.a. Demonstrate basic knowledge of one‐to‐one letter‐sound
correspondence by producing the primary or most frequent sound(s) for each consonant and the five major vowels.b. Decode
regularly spelled closed syllable words.c. Read the 50 most common high-frequency words by sight from a research-based word
list.d. Distinguish between similarly spelled words by identifying the sounds of the letters that differ.

Having the 50 words is so helpful for K12 Teacher General
rigor!!
Support

Comment in support of Standard

1665

K.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.a. Demonstrate basic knowledge of one‐to‐one letter‐sound
correspondence by producing the primary or most frequent sound(s) for each consonant and the five major vowels.b. Decode
regularly spelled closed syllable words.c. Read the 50 most common high-frequency words by sight from a research-based word
list.d. Distinguish between similarly spelled words by identifying the sounds of the letters that differ.

I think reading the 50 most common K12 Teacher General
high frequency words by sight from a
Support
researched based word list is very
important and should be approved.

Comment in support of Standard

1872

K.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.a. Demonstrate basic knowledge of one‐to‐one letter‐sound
correspondence by producing the primary or most frequent sound(s) for each consonant and the five major vowels.b. Decode
regularly spelled closed syllable words.c. Read the 50 most common high-frequency words by sight from a research-based word
list.d. Distinguish between similarly spelled words by identifying the sounds of the letters that differ.

I support "Read the 50 most common K12
high-frequency words..." Here's a
Administrat
bigger question that involves both
or
reading AND math: If we believe
that kinders can read 50 words, why
do we believe they can only
add/subtract fluently through 5?

Comment in support of Standard

1946

K.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.a. Demonstrate basic knowledge of one‐to‐one letter‐sound
correspondence by producing the primary or most frequent sound(s) for each consonant and the five major vowels.b. Decode
regularly spelled closed syllable words.c. Read the 50 most common high-frequency words by sight from a research-based word
list.d. Distinguish between similarly spelled words by identifying the sounds of the letters that differ.

I think it is important to state the
number of words that students are
expected to know.

1992

K.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.a. Demonstrate basic knowledge of one‐to‐one letter‐sound
correspondence by producing the primary or most frequent sound(s) for each consonant and the five major vowels.b. Decode
regularly spelled closed syllable words.c. Read the 50 most common high-frequency words by sight from a research-based word
list.d. Distinguish between similarly spelled words by identifying the sounds of the letters that differ.

What are the 50 most common high K12 Teacher Curriculum
frequency words? What is the
&
research-based word list? Dolch
Instruction
words/Fry's?

Pending review of Moats research.

1996

K.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.a. Demonstrate basic knowledge of one‐to‐one letter‐sound
correspondence by producing the primary or most frequent sound(s) for each consonant and the five major vowels.b. Decode
regularly spelled closed syllable words.c. Read the 50 most common high-frequency words by sight from a research-based word
list.d. Distinguish between similarly spelled words by identifying the sounds of the letters that differ.

Pending review of Moats research.

2110

K.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.a. Demonstrate basic knowledge of one‐to‐one letter‐sound
correspondence by producing the primary or most frequent sound(s) for each consonant and the five major vowels.b. Decode
regularly spelled closed syllable words.c. Read the 50 most common high-frequency words by sight from a research-based word
list.d. Distinguish between similarly spelled words by identifying the sounds of the letters that differ.

Is there research behind the
K12 Teacher Curriculum
acquisition of learning 50 site words
&
in kindergarten and from which
Instruction
research-based list are these words
taken?
Don't add the number to c--50
K12 Teacher Curriculum
common high-frequency words. You
&
could say high-frequency words by
Instruction
sight from a research=based word list
appropriate for Kindergarten.

K12 Teacher Curriculum
&
Instruction

General
Perception
and
Concerns

K12 Teacher General
Support

Comment in Support of Standard

Pending review of Moats research.

2147

K.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.a. Demonstrate basic knowledge of one‐to‐one letter‐sound
correspondence by producing the primary or most frequent sound(s) for each consonant and the five major vowels.b. Decode
regularly spelled closed syllable words.c. Read the 50 most common high-frequency words by sight from a research-based word
list.d. Distinguish between similarly spelled words by identifying the sounds of the letters that differ.

K.RF.3 b - wording for previous
K12 Teacher
standard is much better and makes
more sense. We have to remember
that parents also read standards and
closed syllable words is confusing. I
even had to look it up and I am the
teacher! Don't complete things with
"fancy words / definitions"

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Definitions are provided in the glossary. No
revision necessary.

Email
Comment

K.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.a. Demonstrate basic knowledge of one‐to‐one letter‐sound
correspondence by producing the primary or most frequent sound(s) for each consonant and the five major vowels.b. Decode
regularly spelled closed syllable words.c. Read the 50 most common high-frequency words by sight from a research-based word
list.d. Distinguish between similarly spelled words by identifying the sounds of the letters that differ.

• In RF.3, there is mention of “the
most common”, but there is no
guidance as to what should be done
at each grade level.

K12
Curriculum
Administrat &
or
Instruction

District/School based decision. No revision
necessary.

2315

K.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.a. Demonstrate basic knowledge of one‐to‐one letter‐sound
correspondence by producing the primary or most frequent sound(s) for each consonant and the five major vowels.b. Decode
regularly spelled closed syllable words.c. Read the 50 most common high-frequency words by sight from a research-based word
list.d. Distinguish between similarly spelled words by identifying the sounds of the letters that differ.

Kindergarten:
K12
The following standards should not ParentGuar
be used for one or more of the
dian
following reasons:
•considered developmentally
inappropriate,
•have multiple standards within a
standard,
•are unclear
•teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed
content
K.RL.1-4, 6-10
K.RI.1-5, 6 (name the author and
illustrator only), 7-10
K.RF.2e, 4
K.W.1-8
K.WF. 2c, 3e
K.SL.1, 2 (remove “through other
media”), 3-5
K.L.1b, d, e, 4-6

2974

K.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.a. Demonstrate basic knowledge of one‐to‐one letter‐sound
correspondence by producing the primary or most frequent sound(s) for each consonant and the five major vowels.b. Decode
regularly spelled closed syllable words.c. Read the 50 most common high-frequency words by sight from a research-based word
list.d. Distinguish between similarly spelled words by identifying the sounds of the letters that differ.

I am so glad to see the mastery of
K12 Teacher General
sight words as a standard. This is so
Support
import for successful readers, and I
do it in my classroom anyway. This
standard will support my
communication with parents about
the sight word mastery program I do
in my kdg classroom!

Comment in Support of Standard. No revision
necessary.

3010

K.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.a. Demonstrate basic knowledge of one‐to‐one letter‐sound
correspondence by producing the primary or most frequent sound(s) for each consonant and the five major vowels.b. Decode
regularly spelled closed syllable words.c. Read the 50 most common high-frequency words by sight from a research-based word
list.d. Distinguish between similarly spelled words by identifying the sounds of the letters that differ.

This is an important part of the skill- K12
General
based acquisition process to help a ParentGuar Support
student develop their decoding skills. dian

Comment in Support of Standard. No revision
necessary.

2033

K.RF.4

Read emergent-reader texts with purpose and understanding.

Delete standard. It is ageK12
inappropriate. This is way too much ParentGuar
to expect from a Kindergartner. They dian
are learning to identify letters, and
now they are expected to read texts
with purpose and understanding?
No. They are missing out on the
richness of age-appropriate learning.

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

Email
Comment

K.RF.4

Read emergent-reader texts with purpose and understanding.

Here are a few examples of
Inappropriate English Language Arts
and Math Standards required of
Kindergarteners. This list is by no
means exhaustive. It’s the tip of the
iceberg.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

K12
General
ParentGuar Perception
dian
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

English/Language Arts
K.RF.4. “Read emergent-reader texts
with purpose and understanding.”
K.W.5.“With guidance and support
from adults, respond to questions
and suggestions from peers and add
details to strengthen writing as
needed. K.W.6. “With guidance and
support from adults, explore a
variety of digital tools to produce and
publish writing, including in
collaboration with peers.”

2316

K.RF.4

Read emergent-reader texts with purpose and understanding.

Kindergarten:
K12
The following standards should not ParentGuar
be used for one or more of the
dian
following reasons:
•considered developmentally
inappropriate,
•have multiple standards within a
standard,
•are unclear
•teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed
content
K.RL.1-4, 6-10
K.RI.1-5, 6 (name the author and
illustrator only), 7-10
K.RF.2e, 4
K.W.1-8
K.WF. 2c, 3e
K.SL.1, 2 (remove “through other
media”), 3-5
K.L.1b, d, e, 4-6

2023

K.RI.1

With prompting and support, ask and answer questions about key details in a text.

Delete standard. It is ageinappropriate.

2303

K.RI.1

With prompting and support, ask and answer questions about key details in a text.

Kindergarten:
K12
The following standards should not ParentGuar
be used for one or more of the
dian
following reasons:
•considered developmentally
inappropriate,
•have multiple standards within a
standard,
•are unclear
•teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed
content
K.RL.1-4, 6-10
K.RI.1-5, 6 (name the author and
illustrator only), 7-10
K.RF.2e, 4
K.W.1-8
K.WF. 2c, 3e
K.SL.1, 2 (remove “through other
media”), 3-5
K.L.1b, d, e, 4-6

1336

K.RI.10

With prompting and support, actively engage in group reading activities with purpose and understanding.

2031

K.RI.10

With prompting and support, actively engage in group reading activities with purpose and understanding.

Love that "prompting and support"
was added.
Delete standard. It is ageinappropriate.

2312

K.RI.10

With prompting and support, actively engage in group reading activities with purpose and understanding.

Kindergarten:
The following standards should not
be used for one or more of the
following reasons:
•considered developmentally
inappropriate,
•have multiple standards within a
standard,
•are unclear
•teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed
content
K.RL.1-4, 6-10
K.RI.1-5, 6 (name the author and
illustrator only), 7-10
K.RF.2e, 4
K.W.1-8
K.WF. 2c, 3e
K.SL.1, 2 (remove “through other
media”), 3-5
K.L.1b, d, e, 4-6

2024

K.RI.2

With prompting and support, identify the main topic and retell key details of a text.

Delete standard. It is ageinappropriate.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

K12 Teacher General
Support
K12
General
ParentGuar Perception
dian
and
Concerns
K12
General
ParentGuar Perception
dian
and
Concerns

Comment in Support of Standard. No revision
necessary.
Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

K12
General
ParentGuar Perception
dian
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

2304

K.RI.2

With prompting and support, identify the main topic and retell key details of a text.

Kindergarten:
K12
The following standards should not ParentGuar
be used for one or more of the
dian
following reasons:
•considered developmentally
inappropriate,
•have multiple standards within a
standard,
•are unclear
•teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed
content
K.RL.1-4, 6-10
K.RI.1-5, 6 (name the author and
illustrator only), 7-10
K.RF.2e, 4
K.W.1-8
K.WF. 2c, 3e
K.SL.1, 2 (remove “through other
media”), 3-5
K.L.1b, d, e, 4-6

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

2025

K.RI.3

With prompting and support, describe the connection between two individuals, events, ideas, or pieces of information in a text.

Delete standard. It is ageinappropriate.

K12
General
ParentGuar Perception
dian
and
Concerns
K12
General
ParentGuar Perception
dian
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

2305

K.RI.3

With prompting and support, describe the connection between two individuals, events, ideas, or pieces of information in a text.

Kindergarten:
The following standards should not
be used for one or more of the
following reasons:
•considered developmentally
inappropriate,
•have multiple standards within a
standard,
•are unclear
•teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed
content
K.RL.1-4, 6-10
K.RI.1-5, 6 (name the author and
illustrator only), 7-10
K.RF.2e, 4
K.W.1-8
K.WF. 2c, 3e
K.SL.1, 2 (remove “through other
media”), 3-5
K.L.1b, d, e, 4-6

2026

K.RI.4

With prompting and support, ask and answer questions about unknown words in a text.

Delete standard. It is ageinappropriate.

K12
General
ParentGuar Perception
dian
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

2306

K.RI.4

With prompting and support, ask and answer questions about unknown words in a text.

Kindergarten:
K12
The following standards should not ParentGuar
be used for one or more of the
dian
following reasons:
•considered developmentally
inappropriate,
•have multiple standards within a
standard,
•are unclear
•teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed
content
K.RL.1-4, 6-10
K.RI.1-5, 6 (name the author and
illustrator only), 7-10
K.RF.2e, 4
K.W.1-8
K.WF. 2c, 3e
K.SL.1, 2 (remove “through other
media”), 3-5
K.L.1b, d, e, 4-6

1320

K.RI.5

Recognize common types of informational text; identify the front cover, back cover, and title page of a book.

What are the common types of
informational text?

1321

K.RI.5

Recognize common types of informational text; identify the front cover, back cover, and title page of a book.

1327

K.RI.5

Recognize common types of informational text; identify the front cover, back cover, and title page of a book.

1334

K.RI.5

1646

K.RI.5

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

K12 Teacher General
Perception
and
Concerns
It would be beneficial to know what K12 Teacher General
informational text are considered
Perception
"common".
and
Concerns
What are common types of
K12 Teacher General
informational text? I appreciate the
Perception
clarification in K.RL.5, but would like
and
similar clarification for this standard.
Concerns
Is this meaning magazines,
newspapers, biographies, or is it
more common today to be digital
resources like websites?

Definitions are provided in the glossary. No
revision necessary.

Recognize common types of informational text; identify the front cover, back cover, and title page of a book.

Should examples be provided for
"common types of informational
text"?
Does this imply books, magazines,
newspaper articles?
Or does it imply students should be
able to identify biographies from
autobiographies.....

K12 Teacher General
Perception
and
Concerns

Definitions are provided in the glossary. No
revision necessary.

Recognize common types of informational text; identify the front cover, back cover, and title page of a book.

These are 2 very different concepts.
They need to be separate.

K12 Teacher General
Perception
and
Concerns

Concepts both encompass informational text. No
revision necessary.

Definitions are provided in the glossary. No
revision necessary.

Definitions are provided in the glossary. No
revision necessary.

2307

K.RI.5

Recognize common types of informational text; identify the front cover, back cover, and title page of a book.

Kindergarten:
K12
The following standards should not ParentGuar
be used for one or more of the
dian
following reasons:
•considered developmentally
inappropriate,
•have multiple standards within a
standard,
•are unclear
•teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed
content
K.RL.1-4, 6-10
K.RI.1-5, 6 (name the author and
illustrator only), 7-10
K.RF.2e, 4
K.W.1-8
K.WF. 2c, 3e
K.SL.1, 2 (remove “through other
media”), 3-5
K.L.1b, d, e, 4-6

2027

K.RI.6

Name the author and illustrator of a text and define the role of each in presenting the ideas or information in a text.

It's enough for children to simply
name the author and illustrator, but
not define the role of each......

2308

K.RI.6

Name the author and illustrator of a text and define the role of each in presenting the ideas or information in a text.

Kindergarten:
The following standards should not
be used for one or more of the
following reasons:
•considered developmentally
inappropriate,
•have multiple standards within a
standard,
•are unclear
•teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed
content
K.RL.1-4, 6-10
K.RI.1-5, 6 (name the author and
illustrator only), 7-10
K.RF.2e, 4
K.W.1-8
K.WF. 2c, 3e
K.SL.1, 2 (remove “through other
media”), 3-5
K.L.1b, d, e, 4-6

2028

K.RI.7

With prompting and support, describe the relationship between illustrations and the text in which they appear (e.g., what person,
place, thing, or idea in the text an illustration depicts).

Delete standard. It is ageinappropriate.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

K12
General
ParentGuar Perception
dian
and
Concerns
K12
General
ParentGuar Perception
dian
and
Concerns

Understanding the role of the author and
illustrator is vital to naming them. No revision
necessary.

K12
General
ParentGuar Perception
dian
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

2309

K.RI.7

With prompting and support, describe the relationship between illustrations and the text in which they appear (e.g., what person,
place, thing, or idea in the text an illustration depicts).

Kindergarten:
K12
The following standards should not ParentGuar
be used for one or more of the
dian
following reasons:
•considered developmentally
inappropriate,
•have multiple standards within a
standard,
•are unclear
•teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed
content
K.RL.1-4, 6-10
K.RI.1-5, 6 (name the author and
illustrator only), 7-10
K.RF.2e, 4
K.W.1-8
K.WF. 2c, 3e
K.SL.1, 2 (remove “through other
media”), 3-5
K.L.1b, d, e, 4-6

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

2029

K.RI.8

With prompting and support, identify the reasons an author gives to support points in a text.

Delete standard. It is ageinappropriate.

K12
General
ParentGuar Perception
dian
and
Concerns
K12
General
ParentGuar Perception
dian
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

2310

K.RI.8

With prompting and support, identify the reasons an author gives to support points in a text.

Kindergarten:
The following standards should not
be used for one or more of the
following reasons:
•considered developmentally
inappropriate,
•have multiple standards within a
standard,
•are unclear
•teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed
content
K.RL.1-4, 6-10
K.RI.1-5, 6 (name the author and
illustrator only), 7-10
K.RF.2e, 4
K.W.1-8
K.WF. 2c, 3e
K.SL.1, 2 (remove “through other
media”), 3-5
K.L.1b, d, e, 4-6

2030

K.RI.9

With prompting and support, identify basic similarities in and differences between two texts on the same topic (e.g., in
illustrations, descriptions, or procedures).

Delete standard. It is ageinappropriate.

K12
General
ParentGuar Perception
dian
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

2311

K.RI.9

With prompting and support, identify basic similarities in and differences between two texts on the same topic (e.g., in
illustrations, descriptions, or procedures).

Kindergarten:
K12
The following standards should not ParentGuar
be used for one or more of the
dian
following reasons:
•considered developmentally
inappropriate,
•have multiple standards within a
standard,
•are unclear
•teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed
content
K.RL.1-4, 6-10
K.RI.1-5, 6 (name the author and
illustrator only), 7-10
K.RF.2e, 4
K.W.1-8
K.WF. 2c, 3e
K.SL.1, 2 (remove “through other
media”), 3-5
K.L.1b, d, e, 4-6

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

1308

K.RL.1

With prompting and support, ask and answer questions about key details in a text.

1651

K.RL.1

With prompting and support, ask and answer questions about key details in a text.

2015

K.RL.1

With prompting and support, ask and answer questions about key details in a text.

This should have the who, what,
when, where why and how of the
first grade standards.
Should add: who, what, when,
where, why and how to this standard
to be more specific with what
questions should be asked and
answered.
Delete standard. It is ageinappropriate.

2293

K.RL.1

With prompting and support, ask and answer questions about key details in a text.

Kindergarten:
The following standards should not
be used for one or more of the
following reasons:
•considered developmentally
inappropriate,
•have multiple standards within a
standard,
•are unclear,
•teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed
content
K.RL.1-4, 6-10
K.RI.1-5, 6 (name the author and
illustrator only), 7-10
K.RF.2e, 4
K.W.1-8
K.WF. 2c, 3e
K.SL.1, 2 (remove “through other
media”), 3-5
K.L.1b, d, e, 4-6

1326

K.RL.10

With prompting and support, actively engage in group reading activities with purpose and understanding.

This is a much more realistic
K12 Teacher General
standard. Students may interact
Support
with puppets, response cards, drama,
etc. This leaves it wide open.

Comment in Support of Standard. No revision
necessary.

1339

K.RL.10

With prompting and support, actively engage in group reading activities with purpose and understanding.

2022

K.RL.10

With prompting and support, actively engage in group reading activities with purpose and understanding.

Love that "prompting and support"
was added.
Delete standard. It is ageinappropriate. Give the teacher
some time to be the professional
he/she was educated to be.

Comment in Support of Standard. No revision
necessary.
Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

K12 Teacher Curriculum
&
Instruction
K12 Teacher Curriculum
&
Instruction

Type of questions is an insructional decision. No
revision necessary.

K12
General
ParentGuar Perception
dian
and
Concerns
K12
General
ParentGuar Perception
dian
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

K12 Teacher General
Support
K12
General
ParentGuar Perception
dian
and
Concerns

Type of questions is an insructional decision. No
revision necessary.

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

2302

K.RL.10

With prompting and support, actively engage in group reading activities with purpose and understanding.

Kindergarten:
K12
The following standards should not ParentGuar
be used for one or more of the
dian
following reasons:
•considered developmentally
inappropriate,
•have multiple standards within a
standard,
•are unclear
•teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed
content
K.RL.1-4, 6-10
K.RI.1-5, 6 (name the author and
illustrator only), 7-10
K.RF.2e, 4
K.W.1-8
K.WF. 2c, 3e
K.SL.1, 2 (remove “through other
media”), 3-5
K.L.1b, d, e, 4-6

1309

K.RL.2

With prompting and support, retell familiar stories, including key details.

familiar stories may be too vague.

2016

K.RL.2

With prompting and support, retell familiar stories, including key details.

Delete standard. It is ageinappropriate.

2294

K.RL.2

With prompting and support, retell familiar stories, including key details.

Kindergarten:
The following standards should not
be used for one or more of the
following reasons:
•considered developmentally
inappropriate,
•have multiple standards within a
standard,
•are unclear,
•teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed
content
K.RL.1-4, 6-10
K.RI.1-5, 6 (name the author and
illustrator only), 7-10
K.RF.2e, 4
K.W.1-8
K.WF. 2c, 3e
K.SL.1, 2 (remove “through other
media”), 3-5
K.L.1b, d, e, 4-6

2017

K.RL.3

With prompting and support, identify characters, settings, and major events in a story.

Delete standard. It is ageinappropriate.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

K12 Teacher Curriculum
&
Instruction
K12
General
ParentGuar Perception
dian
and
Concerns
K12
General
ParentGuar Perception
dian
and
Concerns

District/School based decision. No revision
necessary.

K12
General
ParentGuar Perception
dian
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.
Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

2295

K.RL.3

With prompting and support, identify characters, settings, and major events in a story.

Kindergarten:
K12
The following standards should not ParentGuar
be used for one or more of the
dian
following reasons:
•considered developmentally
inappropriate,
•have multiple standards within a
standard,
•are unclear
•teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed
content
K.RL.1-4, 6-10
K.RI.1-5, 6 (name the author and
illustrator only), 7-10
K.RF.2e, 4
K.W.1-8
K.WF. 2c, 3e
K.SL.1, 2 (remove “through other
media”), 3-5
K.L.1b, d, e, 4-6

General
Perception
and
Concerns

1189

K.RL.4

With prompting and support, ask and answer questions about unknown words in a text.

1312

K.RL.4

With prompting and support, ask and answer questions about unknown words in a text.

2018

K.RL.4

With prompting and support, ask and answer questions about unknown words in a text.

Like the addition of with prompting
and support.
This is confusing. Is this just new
vocabulary or words children would
read independently?
Delete standard. It is ageinappropriate.

2296

K.RL.4

With prompting and support, ask and answer questions about unknown words in a text.

Kindergarten:
The following standards should not
be used for one or more of the
following reasons:
•considered developmentally
inappropriate,
•have multiple standards within a
standard,
•are unclear
•teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed
content
K.RL.1-4, 6-10
K.RI.1-5, 6 (name the author and
illustrator only), 7-10
K.RF.2e, 4
K.W.1-8
K.WF. 2c, 3e
K.SL.1, 2 (remove “through other
media”), 3-5
K.L.1b, d, e, 4-6

1190

K.RL.5

Recognize common types of texts (e.g., storybooks, poems); identify the front cover, back cover, and title of a book.

1322

K.RL.5

Recognize common types of texts (e.g., storybooks, poems); identify the front cover, back cover, and title of a book.

1647

K.RL.5

Recognize common types of texts (e.g., storybooks, poems); identify the front cover, back cover, and title of a book.

I like that this standard was included Community General
to identify the parts of a fiction book Member
Support
and not just an informational text as
was the case with the other
standards.
Should include technology such as
K12 Teacher Curriculum
online stories.
&
Instruction
These are 2 very different concepts K12 Teacher General
and should be on 2 separate
Perception
standards.
and
Concerns

Community General
Member
Support
K12 Teacher Curriculum
&
Instruction
K12
General
ParentGuar Perception
dian
and
Concerns
K12
General
ParentGuar Perception
dian
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

Comment in Support of Standard. No revision
necessary.
Words chosen are an instructional decision. No
revision necessary.
Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.
Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

Comment in Support of Standard. No revision
necessary.

Technology is an instructional decision.

Both concepts encompass literature. No revision
necessary.

2297

K.RL.5

Recognize common types of texts (e.g., storybooks, poems); identify the front cover, back cover, and title of a book.

Kindergarten:
K12
The following standards should not ParentGuar
be used for one or more of the
dian
following reasons:
•considered developmentally
inappropriate,
•have multiple standards within a
standard,
•are unclear
•teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed
content
K.RL.1-4, 6-10
K.RI.1-5, 6 (name the author and
illustrator only), 7-10
K.RF.2e, 4
K.W.1-8
K.WF. 2c, 3e
K.SL.1, 2 (remove “through other
media”), 3-5
K.L.1b, d, e, 4-6

General
Perception
and
Concerns

1855

K.RL.6

With prompting and support, name the author and illustrator of a story and define the role of each in telling the story.

Kinder: Identifying the author and
K12
Curriculum
illustrator is trite. This standard is
Administrat &
under-developed and needs to be
or
Instruction
written to help kinders understand
what authors and illustrators do and
their purpose and importance. I'm
not convinced the second half of the
standard portrays its importance.

This is an instructional issue. No revision
necessary.

2019

K.RL.6

With prompting and support, name the author and illustrator of a story and define the role of each in telling the story.

Understanding the role of the author and
illustrator is vital to naming them. No revision
necessary.

2298

K.RL.6

With prompting and support, name the author and illustrator of a story and define the role of each in telling the story.

Delete "and define the role of each in K12
General
telling the story."
ParentGuar Perception
dian
and
Concerns
Kindergarten:
K12
General
The following standards should not ParentGuar Perception
be used for one or more of the
dian
and
following reasons:
Concerns
•considered developmentally
inappropriate,
•have multiple standards within a
standard,
•are unclear
•teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed
content
K.RL.1-4, 6-10
K.RI.1-5, 6 (name the author and
illustrator only), 7-10
K.RF.2e, 4
K.W.1-8
K.WF. 2c, 3e
K.SL.1, 2 (remove “through other
media”), 3-5
K.L.1b, d, e, 4-6

2020

K.RL.7

With prompting and support, describe the relationship between illustrations and the story in which they appear (e.g., what
moment in a story an illustration depicts).

Delete standard. It is ageinappropriate.

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

K12
General
ParentGuar Perception
dian
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

2299

K.RL.7

With prompting and support, describe the relationship between illustrations and the story in which they appear (e.g., what
moment in a story an illustration depicts).

Kindergarten:
K12
The following standards should not ParentGuar
be used for one or more of the
dian
following reasons:
•considered developmentally
inappropriate,
•have multiple standards within a
standard,
•are unclear
•teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed
content
K.RL.1-4, 6-10
K.RI.1-5, 6 (name the author and
illustrator only), 7-10
K.RF.2e, 4
K.W.1-8
K.WF. 2c, 3e
K.SL.1, 2 (remove “through other
media”), 3-5
K.L.1b, d, e, 4-6

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

2300

K.RL.8

(Not applicable to literature)

Kindergarten:
K12
The following standards should not ParentGuar
be used for one or more of the
dian
following reasons:
•considered developmentally
inappropriate,
•have multiple standards within a
standard,
•are unclear
•teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed
content
K.RL.1-4, 6-10
K.RI.1-5, 6 (name the author and
illustrator only), 7-10
K.RF.2e, 4
K.W.1-8
K.WF. 2c, 3e
K.SL.1, 2 (remove “through other
media”), 3-5
K.L.1b, d, e, 4-6

General
Perception
and
Concerns

No standard exists at kindergarten level. No action
necessary.

2021

K.RL.9

With prompting and support, compare and contrast the adventures and experiences of characters in familiar stories.

Delete standard. It is ageinappropriate.

K12
General
ParentGuar Perception
dian
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

2301

K.RL.9

With prompting and support, compare and contrast the adventures and experiences of characters in familiar stories.

Kindergarten:
K12
The following standards should not ParentGuar
be used for one or more of the
dian
following reasons:
•considered developmentally
inappropriate,
•have multiple standards within a
standard,
•are unclear
•teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed
content
K.RL.1-4, 6-10
K.RI.1-5, 6 (name the author and
illustrator only), 7-10
K.RF.2e, 4
K.W.1-8
K.WF. 2c, 3e
K.SL.1, 2 (remove “through other
media”), 3-5
K.L.1b, d, e, 4-6

1361

K.SL.1

Participate in collaborative conversations with diverse partners about kindergarten topics and texts with peers and adults in small
and larger groups.a. Follow agreed‐upon rules for discussions (e.g., listening to others, taking turns speaking about the topics and
texts under discussion).b. Continue a conversation through multiple exchanges.

1486

K.SL.1

Participate in collaborative conversations with diverse partners about kindergarten topics and texts with peers and adults in small
and larger groups.a. Follow agreed‐upon rules for discussions (e.g., listening to others, taking turns speaking about the topics and
texts under discussion).b. Continue a conversation through multiple exchanges.

Could add students use academic
language prompts such as sentence
frames to participate in discussion.
For example, I agree with......or I
disagree with..........
The word "diverse" should either be
eliminated or reworded with "a
variety of" or "different."

Developme Technical reviewer found standard to be
ntally
developmentally appropriate. No revision
Appropriate recessary.
/Rigor

K12 Teacher General
Perception
and
Concerns

Instructional decision. No revision necessary.

K12 Teacher General
Perception
and
Concerns

Workgroup agrees vocabulary is appropriately
used in the standard. No revision necessary.

Also, the standards shouldn't dictate
grouping. That is an instructional
decision that should be made by the
teacher.
2048

K.SL.1

Participate in collaborative conversations with diverse partners about kindergarten topics and texts with peers and adults in small
and larger groups.a. Follow agreed‐upon rules for discussions (e.g., listening to others, taking turns speaking about the topics and
texts under discussion).b. Continue a conversation through multiple exchanges.

2328

K.SL.1

Participate in collaborative conversations with diverse partners about kindergarten topics and texts with peers and adults in small
and larger groups.a. Follow agreed‐upon rules for discussions (e.g., listening to others, taking turns speaking about the topics and
texts under discussion).b. Continue a conversation through multiple exchanges.

Delete standard. Age-inappropriate. K12
General
ParentGuar Perception
dian
and
Concerns
Kindergarten:
K12
General
The following standards should not ParentGuar Perception
be used for one or more of the
dian
and
following reasons:
Concerns
•considered developmentally
inappropriate,
•have multiple standards within a
standard,
•are unclear
•teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed
content
K.RL.1-4, 6-10
K.RI.1-5, 6 (name the author and
illustrator only), 7-10
K.RF.2e, 4
K.W.1-8
K.WF. 2c, 3e
K.SL.1, 2 (remove “through other
media”), 3-5
K.L.1b, d, e, 4-6

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.
Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

2384

K.SL.1

Participate in collaborative conversations with diverse partners about kindergarten topics and texts with peers and adults in small
and larger groups.a. Follow agreed‐upon rules for discussions (e.g., listening to others, taking turns speaking about the topics and
texts under discussion).b. Continue a conversation through multiple exchanges.

Delete this standard. It's ageK12
inappropriate. Teachers should be
ParentGuar
encouraging young children in what dian
they are ready to learn: Being
independent. Being creative. NOT
"collaborating with diverse
partners....." a. is somewhat ok, as
far as reinforcing simple manners:
listen to others without interrupting
them, taking turns speaking.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

2976

K.SL.1

Participate in collaborative conversations with diverse partners about kindergarten topics and texts with peers and adults in small
and larger groups.a. Follow agreed‐upon rules for discussions (e.g., listening to others, taking turns speaking about the topics and
texts under discussion).b. Continue a conversation through multiple exchanges.

Glad to see the standards include
K12 Teacher General
specific behaviors (actions) attached
Support
to these standards. Parents need to
see that these standards require
actions in the classroom.

Comment in Support of Standard. No revision
necessary.

2049

K.SL.2

Confirm understanding of a text read aloud or information presented orally or through other media by asking and answering
questions about key details and requesting clarification if something is not understood.

Delete "through other media."

"Through other media" is a choice. No revision
necessary.

2329

K.SL.2

Confirm understanding of a text read aloud or information presented orally or through other media by asking and answering
questions about key details and requesting clarification if something is not understood.

Kindergarten:
The following standards should not
be used for one or more of the
following reasons:
•considered developmentally
inappropriate,
•have multiple standards within a
standard,
•are unclear
•teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed
content
K.RL.1-4, 6-10
K.RI.1-5, 6 (name the author and
illustrator only), 7-10
K.RF.2e, 4
K.W.1-8
K.WF. 2c, 3e
K.SL.1, 2 (remove “through other
media”), 3-5
K.L.1b, d, e, 4-6

K12
General
ParentGuar Perception
dian
and
Concerns
K12
General
ParentGuar Perception
dian
and
Concerns

2385

K.SL.2

Confirm understanding of a text read aloud or information presented orally or through other media by asking and answering
questions about key details and requesting clarification if something is not understood.

Delete "or through other media"

"Through other media" is a choice. No revision
necessary.

2050

K.SL.3

Ask and answer questions in order to seek help, get information, or clarify something that is not understood.

Delete. This is irrelevant and not a
true standard.

K12
General
ParentGuar Perception
dian
and
Concerns
K12
General
ParentGuar Perception
dian
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

2330

K.SL.3

Ask and answer questions in order to seek help, get information, or clarify something that is not understood.

Kindergarten:
K12
The following standards should not ParentGuar
be used for one or more of the
dian
following reasons:
•considered developmentally
inappropriate,
•have multiple standards within a
standard,
•are unclear
•teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed
content
K.RL.1-4, 6-10
K.RI.1-5, 6 (name the author and
illustrator only), 7-10
K.RF.2e, 4
K.W.1-8
K.WF. 2c, 3e
K.SL.1, 2 (remove “through other
media”), 3-5
K.L.1b, d, e, 4-6

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

2386

K.SL.3

Ask and answer questions in order to seek help, get information, or clarify something that is not understood.

Delete. This standard should be
K12
replaced with readings from the
ParentGuar
teacher. The teacher should be able dian
to test student comprehension based
on what he/she has read.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

This is a speaking and listening standard not a
reading standard. No revision necessary.

2051

K.SL.4

Describe familiar people, places, things, and events and, with prompting and support, provide additional detail.

People, places, things, and events are content
related. No revision necessary.

2331

K.SL.4

Describe familiar people, places, things, and events and, with prompting and support, provide additional detail.

Delete. Irrelevant and getting into
K12
General
too much trivial detail. Need to focus ParentGuar Perception
on delivering content.
dian
and
Concerns
Kindergarten:
K12
General
The following standards should not ParentGuar Perception
be used for one or more of the
dian
and
following reasons:
Concerns
•considered developmentally
inappropriate,
•have multiple standards within a
standard,
•are unclear
•teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed
content
K.RL.1-4, 6-10
K.RI.1-5, 6 (name the author and
illustrator only), 7-10
K.RF.2e, 4
K.W.1-8
K.WF. 2c, 3e
K.SL.1, 2 (remove “through other
media”), 3-5
K.L.1b, d, e, 4-6

2387

K.SL.4

Describe familiar people, places, things, and events and, with prompting and support, provide additional detail.

Delete. This standard should be
replaced with readings from the
teacher. To clarify, the teacher
should read to the students. The
teacher should be able to test
student comprehension based on
what he/she has read. (This also
applies to K.SL.3.)

K12
General
ParentGuar Perception
dian
and
Concerns

This is a speaking and listening standard not a
reading standard. No revision necessary.

2052

K.SL.5

Add drawings or other visual displays to descriptions as desired to provide additional detail.

Delete standard. Just adding more
standards unnecessarily. Ageinappropriate.

K12
General
ParentGuar Perception
dian
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

2332

K.SL.5

Add drawings or other visual displays to descriptions as desired to provide additional detail.

Kindergarten:
K12
The following standards should not ParentGuar
be used for one or more of the
dian
following reasons:
•considered developmentally
inappropriate,
•have multiple standards within a
standard,
•are unclear
•teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed
content
K.RL.1-4, 6-10
K.RI.1-5, 6 (name the author and
illustrator only), 7-10
K.RF.2e, 4
K.W.1-8
K.WF. 2c, 3e
K.SL.1, 2 (remove “through other
media”), 3-5
K.L.1b, d, e, 4-6

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

2388

K.SL.5

Add drawings or other visual displays to descriptions as desired to provide additional detail.

Delete. This standard should be
K12
replaced with readings from the
ParentGuar
teacher. To clarify, the teacher
dian
should read to the students. The
teacher should be able to test
student comprehension based on
what he/she has read. Students can
draw something relating to what
they have heard in the story.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

This is a speaking and listening standard not a
reading standard. Using a story is an instructional
decision. No revision necessary.

2333

K.SL.6

Speak audibly and express thoughts, feelings, and ideas clearly.

Kindergarten:
K12
The following standards should not ParentGuar
be used for one or more of the
dian
following reasons:
•considered developmentally
inappropriate,
•have multiple standards within a
standard,
•are unclear
•teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed
content
K.RL.1-4, 6-10
K.RI.1-5, 6 (name the author and
illustrator only), 7-10
K.RF.2e, 4
K.W.1-8
K.WF. 2c, 3e
K.SL.1, 2 (remove “through other
media”), 3-5
K.L.1b, d, e, 4-6

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

2037

K.W.1

With guidance and support from adults, use a combination of drawing, dictating, and writing to compose opinion pieces in which
they tell a reader the topic or the name of the book they are writing about and state an opinion or preference about the topic or
book (e.g., My favorite book is . . .).

Delete. Age-inappropriate.

K12
General
ParentGuar Perception
dian
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

2317

K.W.1

With guidance and support from adults, use a combination of drawing, dictating, and writing to compose opinion pieces in which
they tell a reader the topic or the name of the book they are writing about and state an opinion or preference about the topic or
book (e.g., My favorite book is . . .).

Kindergarten:
K12
The following standards should not ParentGuar
be used for one or more of the
dian
following reasons:
•considered developmentally
inappropriate,
•have multiple standards within a
standard,
•are unclear
•teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed
content
K.RL.1-4, 6-10
K.RI.1-5, 6 (name the author and
illustrator only), 7-10
K.RF.2e, 4
K.W.1-8
K.WF. 2c, 3e
K.SL.1, 2 (remove “through other
media”), 3-5
K.L.1b, d, e, 4-6

General
Perception
and
Concerns

1367

K.W.2

With guidance and support from adults, use a combination of drawing, dictating, and writing to compose informative/explanatory
texts in which they name what they are writing about and supply some information about the topic.

Since functional text was removed
from the standards, will it be added
here to informative text? Perhaps
consider adding examples of
informative/explanatory text
including memos, letter writing,
experiments and things listed under
functional text along with reports
and other informative writing.

2040

K.W.2

With guidance and support from adults, use a combination of drawing, dictating, and writing to compose informative/explanatory
texts in which they name what they are writing about and supply some information about the topic.

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

2318

K.W.2

With guidance and support from adults, use a combination of drawing, dictating, and writing to compose informative/explanatory
texts in which they name what they are writing about and supply some information about the topic.

Delete standard. Age-inappropriate. K12
General
ParentGuar Perception
dian
and
Concerns
Kindergarten:
K12
General
The following standards should not ParentGuar Perception
be used for one or more of the
dian
and
following reasons:
Concerns
•considered developmentally
inappropriate,
•have multiple standards within a
standard,
•are unclear
•teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed
content
K.RL.1-4, 6-10
K.RI.1-5, 6 (name the author and
illustrator only), 7-10
K.RF.2e, 4
K.W.1-8
K.WF. 2c, 3e
K.SL.1, 2 (remove “through other
media”), 3-5
K.L.1b, d, e, 4-6

2041

K.W.3

With guidance and support from adults, use a combination of drawing, dictating, and writing to narrate a single event or several
loosely linked events, tell about the events in the order in which they occurred, and provide a reaction to what happened.

Delete standard. Age-inappropriate. K12
General
ParentGuar Perception
dian
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

K12 Teacher General
Perception
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

Definitions are provided in the glossary. No
revision necessary.

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

2319

K.W.3

With guidance and support from adults, use a combination of drawing, dictating, and writing to narrate a single event or several
loosely linked events, tell about the events in the order in which they occurred, and provide a reaction to what happened.

Kindergarten:
K12
The following standards should not ParentGuar
be used for one or more of the
dian
following reasons:
•considered developmentally
inappropriate,
•have multiple standards within a
standard,
•are unclear
•teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed
content
K.RL.1-4, 6-10
K.RI.1-5, 6 (name the author and
illustrator only), 7-10
K.RF.2e, 4
K.W.1-8
K.WF. 2c, 3e
K.SL.1, 2 (remove “through other
media”), 3-5
K.L.1b, d, e, 4-6

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

2042

K.W.4

With guidance and support from adults, produce writing in which the development and organization are appropriate to task and
purpose. (Grade‐specific expectations for writing types are defined in standards 1–3 above).

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

2124

K.W.4

With guidance and support from adults, produce writing in which the development and organization are appropriate to task and
purpose. (Grade‐specific expectations for writing types are defined in standards 1–3 above).

Delete standard. Age-inappropriate. K12
General
ParentGuar Perception
dian
and
Concerns
Please keep AZKW4 - it is important K12 Teacher General
for students to understand many
Perception
formats of writing not just formal
and
sentences. By making lists, labels,
Concerns
notes, etc. they where able to
understand a purpose for writing and
gained more confidence with their
formal writing. This is also something
people do everyday in the real world
and it makes connections for them.
Parents liked seeing them write at
home making labels, lists, etc. Keep
this but change the experiments to
making lists.

2320

K.W.4

With guidance and support from adults, produce writing in which the development and organization are appropriate to task and
purpose. (Grade‐specific expectations for writing types are defined in standards 1–3 above).

Kindergarten:
K12
The following standards should not ParentGuar
be used for one or more of the
dian
following reasons:
•considered developmentally
inappropriate,
•have multiple standards within a
standard,
•are unclear
•teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed
content
K.RL.1-4, 6-10
K.RI.1-5, 6 (name the author and
illustrator only), 7-10
K.RF.2e, 4
K.W.1-8
K.WF. 2c, 3e
K.SL.1, 2 (remove “through other
media”), 3-5
K.L.1b, d, e, 4-6

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Informative text is covered in KW2. No revision
recessary.

Email
Comment

K.W.5

With guidance and support from adults, respond to questions and suggestions from peers and add details to strengthen writing as Here are a few examples of
K12
needed.
Inappropriate English Language Arts ParentGuar
and Math Standards required of
dian
Kindergarteners. This list is by no
means exhaustive. It’s the tip of the
iceberg.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

English/Language Arts
K.RF.4. “Read emergent-reader texts
with purpose and understanding.”
K.W.5.“With guidance and support
from adults, respond to questions
and suggestions from peers and add
details to strengthen writing as
needed. K.W.6. “With guidance and
support from adults, explore a
variety of digital tools to produce and
publish writing, including in
collaboration with peers.”

2043

K.W.5

With guidance and support from adults, respond to questions and suggestions from peers and add details to strengthen writing as Delete standard. Age-inappropriate. K12
needed.
This forces children to behave like
ParentGuar
board members. They are striving to dian
be Independent and Creative, not
dependent on others. We should be
encouraging their independence and
creativity.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

2321

K.W.5

With guidance and support from adults, respond to questions and suggestions from peers and add details to strengthen writing as Kindergarten:
K12
needed.
The following standards should not ParentGuar
be used for one or more of the
dian
following reasons:
•considered developmentally
inappropriate,
•have multiple standards within a
standard,
•are unclear
•teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed
content
K.RL.1-4, 6-10
K.RI.1-5, 6 (name the author and
illustrator only), 7-10
K.RF.2e, 4
K.W.1-8
K.WF. 2c, 3e
K.SL.1, 2 (remove “through other
media”), 3-5
K.L.1b, d, e, 4-6

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

1483

K.W.6

With guidance and support from adults, explore a variety of digital tools to produce and publish writing, including in collaboration
with peers.

General
Support

Comment in Support of Standard. No revision
necessary.

2044

K.W.6

With guidance and support from adults, explore a variety of digital tools to produce and publish writing, including in collaboration
with peers.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

It is essential to begin the exploration K12 Teacher
of digital skills at the kindergarten
level. They are absolutely capable of
meeting this standard and it is
essential for college and workplace
success.
Delete standard. Age-inappropriate. K12
ParentGuar
dian

Email
Comment

K.W.6

With guidance and support from adults, explore a variety of digital tools to produce and publish writing, including in collaboration
with peers.

Here are a few examples of
K12
Inappropriate English Language Arts ParentGuar
and Math Standards required of
dian
Kindergarteners. This list is by no
means exhaustive. It’s the tip of the
iceberg.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

English/Language Arts
K.RF.4. “Read emergent-reader texts
with purpose and understanding.”
K.W.5.“With guidance and support
from adults, respond to questions
and suggestions from peers and add
details to strengthen writing as
needed. K.W.6. “With guidance and
support from adults, explore a
variety of digital tools to produce and
publish writing, including in
collaboration with peers.”

2322

K.W.6

With guidance and support from adults, explore a variety of digital tools to produce and publish writing, including in collaboration
with peers.

Kindergarten:
K12
The following standards should not ParentGuar
be used for one or more of the
dian
following reasons:
•considered developmentally
inappropriate,
•have multiple standards within a
standard,
•are unclear
•teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed
content
K.RL.1-4, 6-10
K.RI.1-5, 6 (name the author and
illustrator only), 7-10
K.RF.2e, 4
K.W.1-8
K.WF. 2c, 3e
K.SL.1, 2 (remove “through other
media”), 3-5
K.L.1b, d, e, 4-6

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

2973

K.W.6

With guidance and support from adults, explore a variety of digital tools to produce and publish writing, including in collaboration
with peers.

NO exactly sure what is meant by
K12 Teacher
K.W.6. in using digital tools to
"produce and publish" at the kdg
level. More explanation, clarification,
or example is needed.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Definitions are provided in the glossary. No
revision necessary.

2323

K.W.7

With guidance and support from adults, participate in shared research and writing projects (e.g., explore a number of books by a
favorite author and express opinions about them).

Kindergarten:
K12
The following standards should not ParentGuar
be used for one or more of the
dian
following reasons:
•considered developmentally
inappropriate,
•have multiple standards within a
standard,
•are unclear
•teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed
content
K.RL.1-4, 6-10
K.RI.1-5, 6 (name the author and
illustrator only), 7-10
K.RF.2e, 4
K.W.1-8
K.WF. 2c, 3e
K.SL.1, 2 (remove “through other
media”), 3-5
K.L.1b, d, e, 4-6

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

2045

K.W.8

With guidance and support from adults, recall information from experiences or gather information from provided sources to
answer a question.

Delete standard. Age-inappropriate. K12
What experiences do they have at
ParentGuar
this age? They haven't accumulated dian
a base of knowledge. This is the time
when they are soaking up more and
more content.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

2324

K.W.8

With guidance and support from adults, recall information from experiences or gather information from provided sources to
answer a question.

Kindergarten:
K12
The following standards should not ParentGuar
be used for one or more of the
dian
following reasons:
•considered developmentally
inappropriate,
•have multiple standards within a
standard,
•are unclear
•teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed
content
K.RL.1-4, 6-10
K.RI.1-5, 6 (name the author and
illustrator only), 7-10
K.RF.2e, 4
K.W.1-8
K.WF. 2c, 3e
K.SL.1, 2 (remove “through other
media”), 3-5
K.L.1b, d, e, 4-6

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

1192

K.WF.1

1356

K.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Match upper and lower case manuscript letters.b. Write upper and lower manuscript
letters, with reference to a model.c. Write left to right using appropriate spacing between words.
Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Match upper and lower case manuscript letters.b. Write upper and lower manuscript
letters, with reference to a model.c. Write left to right using appropriate spacing between words.

2046

K.WF.1

I like the addition of the writing
foundational skills.
I like the common vocabulary of
upper and lower case (not big and
little or capital and lower case) as this
gives consistent vocabulary through
the state.
Delete b and c. Age-inappropriate.

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Match upper and lower case manuscript letters.b. Write upper and lower manuscript
letters, with reference to a model.c. Write left to right using appropriate spacing between words.

Community General
Member
Support
K12 Teacher General
Support

Comment in Support of Standard. No revision
necessary.
Comment in Support of Standard. No revision
necessary.

K12
General
ParentGuar Perception
dian
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

2325

K.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Match upper and lower case manuscript letters.b. Write upper and lower manuscript
letters, with reference to a model.c. Write left to right using appropriate spacing between words.

Kindergarten:
K12
The following standards should not ParentGuar
be used for one or more of the
dian
following reasons:
•considered developmentally
inappropriate,
•have multiple standards within a
standard,
•are unclear
•teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed
content
K.RL.1-4, 6-10
K.RI.1-5, 6 (name the author and
illustrator only), 7-10
K.RF.2e, 4
K.W.1-8
K.WF. 2c, 3e
K.SL.1, 2 (remove “through other
media”), 3-5
K.L.1b, d, e, 4-6

2972

K.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Match upper and lower case manuscript letters.b. Write upper and lower manuscript
letters, with reference to a model.c. Write left to right using appropriate spacing between words.

Again, so glad to see the foundation
writing and spelling skills included.

1029

K.WF.2

Demonstrate and apply sound-letter concepts.a. Repeat multi-syllable words and pronounce the separate syllables.b. Segment all
the phonemes in two and three-phoneme syllables and represent those phonemes with letters.c. Write the letters used to
represent vowel phonemes and those used to represent consonants, knowing that every syllable has a vowel.

a-c.None of these are age
appropriate

1295

K.WF.2

Demonstrate and apply sound-letter concepts.a. Repeat multi-syllable words and pronounce the separate syllables.b. Segment all
the phonemes in two and three-phoneme syllables and represent those phonemes with letters.c. Write the letters used to
represent vowel phonemes and those used to represent consonants, knowing that every syllable has a vowel.

Email
Comment

K.WF.2

1390

K.WF.2

General
Perception
and
Concerns

K12 Teacher General
Support

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

Comment in Support of Standard. No revision
necessary.

K12 Teacher General
Perception
and
Concerns
K.WF.2 a is addressed in K.RF.2 c to Community General
show a student's ability to apply this Member
Perception
skill, which is not necessary for
and
writing in Kindergarten. However,
Concerns
older students, who have no
phonological awareness standards,
may need to apply this skill for
writing and need this added in their
writing foundations.

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

Demonstrate and apply sound-letter concepts.a. Repeat multi-syllable words and pronounce the separate syllables.b. Segment all
the phonemes in two and three-phoneme syllables and represent those phonemes with letters.c. Write the letters used to
represent vowel phonemes and those used to represent consonants, knowing that every syllable has a vowel.

I appreciate the work of the
K12
committees to date and agree with Administrat
the decision to articulate a separate or
Writing Foundations strand.
However, I believe there is
redundancy in the Sound-Letter
Basics (WF.2) standards – these
standards are represented already in
phonological awareness and spelling.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Sound-letter basics are represented in multiple
areas with different applications. No revisions
necessary.

Demonstrate and apply sound-letter concepts.a. Repeat multi-syllable words and pronounce the separate syllables.b. Segment all
the phonemes in two and three-phoneme syllables and represent those phonemes with letters.c. Write the letters used to
represent vowel phonemes and those used to represent consonants, knowing that every syllable has a vowel.

A - Why multi-syllable in
K12 Teacher
kindergarten? The first grade
standard reads "orally segment the
phonemes in a single-syllable spoken
word," yet kinder is more rigorous.
Consider adding to 1st grade or
moving to 1st grade.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Revision 9/23 resolves issue.

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

2326

K.WF.2

Demonstrate and apply sound-letter concepts.a. Repeat multi-syllable words and pronounce the separate syllables.b. Segment all
the phonemes in two and three-phoneme syllables and represent those phonemes with letters.c. Write the letters used to
represent vowel phonemes and those used to represent consonants, knowing that every syllable has a vowel.

Kindergarten:
K12
The following standards should not ParentGuar
be used for one or more of the
dian
following reasons:
•considered developmentally
inappropriate,
•have multiple standards within a
standard,
•are unclear
•teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed
content
K.RL.1-4, 6-10
K.RI.1-5, 6 (name the author and
illustrator only), 7-10
K.RF.2e, 4
K.W.1-8
K.WF. 2c, 3e
K.SL.1, 2 (remove “through other
media”), 3-5
K.L.1b, d, e, 4-6

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

824

K.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills when encoding words.a. Represent phonemes in simple words, using letter-sound The spelling list needs to be
relationships.b. Write or select an initial or final consonant when a medial vowel is provided.c. Spell VC (Vowel-Consonant) (e.g., at, specified.
in) and CVC (Consonant-Vowel-Consonant) (e.g., pet, mud) words with short vowel sounds.d. Write the 20 most frequently used
words accurately, as found in a research-based list.e. Attempt phonetic spelling of unknown words.

K12 Teacher Curriculum
&
Instruction

District/School based decision. No revision
necessary.

986

K.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills when encoding words.a. Represent phonemes in simple words, using letter-sound Who determines the "researchrelationships.b. Write or select an initial or final consonant when a medial vowel is provided.c. Spell VC (Vowel-Consonant) (e.g., at, based" word list?
in) and CVC (Consonant-Vowel-Consonant) (e.g., pet, mud) words with short vowel sounds.d. Write the 20 most frequently used
words accurately, as found in a research-based list.e. Attempt phonetic spelling of unknown words.

K12 Teacher Curriculum
&
Instruction

District/School based decision. No revision
necessary.

989

K.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills when encoding words.a. Represent phonemes in simple words, using letter-sound Who determines the "researchrelationships.b. Write or select an initial or final consonant when a medial vowel is provided.c. Spell VC (Vowel-Consonant) (e.g., at, based" word list? Please define.
in) and CVC (Consonant-Vowel-Consonant) (e.g., pet, mud) words with short vowel sounds.d. Write the 20 most frequently used
words accurately, as found in a research-based list.e. Attempt phonetic spelling of unknown words.

K12 Teacher Curriculum
&
Instruction

District/School based decision. No revision
necessary.

1030

K.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills when encoding words.a. Represent phonemes in simple words, using letter-sound
relationships.b. Write or select an initial or final consonant when a medial vowel is provided.c. Spell VC (Vowel-Consonant) (e.g., at,
in) and CVC (Consonant-Vowel-Consonant) (e.g., pet, mud) words with short vowel sounds.d. Write the 20 most frequently used
words accurately, as found in a research-based list.e. Attempt phonetic spelling of unknown words.

Again…developmentally
inappropriate, spelling in
kindergarten! NO! K.WF.3 e. is fine,
the rest…with help/assistance.

K12 Teacher General
Perception
and
Concerns

1267

K.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills when encoding words.a. Represent phonemes in simple words, using letter-sound Writing 20 HFW is a lot to ask of a 5
relationships.b. Write or select an initial or final consonant when a medial vowel is provided.c. Spell VC (Vowel-Consonant) (e.g., at, year old. Reading them at this age
in) and CVC (Consonant-Vowel-Consonant) (e.g., pet, mud) words with short vowel sounds.d. Write the 20 most frequently used
should be enough.
words accurately, as found in a research-based list.e. Attempt phonetic spelling of unknown words.

K12 Teacher General
Perception
and
Concerns

Email
Comment

K.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills when encoding words.a. Represent phonemes in simple words, using letter-sound
relationships.b. Write or select an initial or final consonant when a medial vowel is provided.c. Spell VC (Vowel-Consonant) (e.g., at,
in) and CVC (Consonant-Vowel-Consonant) (e.g., pet, mud) words with short vowel sounds.d. Write the 20 most frequently used
words accurately, as found in a research-based list.e. Attempt phonetic spelling of unknown words.

I am enthusiastic about articulating K12
Curriculum
spelling progressions but believe that Administrat &
the specificity of some spelling
or
Instruction
standards suggest the use of only
certain programs that match the
progression outlined. As you know,
scopes and sequences vary beyond
basic agreed upon progressions and
there is no research that supports
one particular program. I am hopeful
that these standards can be
reviewed and limited to basic, widely
agreed upon progressions.

To a literate adult, spelling might appear as an
archaic or rote skill but research strongly supports
that spelling instruction should be integrated in
both reading and writing instruction.
There is considerable authority and emperical
evidence to support the use of spelling to enhance
reading instruction. Recommendations from
recognized authorities in literacy suggest that
spelling instruction should be integrated with
reading instruction. (Arreker, 1999, Carver, 2003;
Henry, 1997; Moats, 1995; Templeton, 1997;
Treiman, 1998)
"Spelling plays a fundamental role in the writing
process, especially in early stages of formal literacy
acquisition. Because many young students
experience difficulties in the spelling phase, which
in turn limits the overall writing process, it is
cruicial to assess spelling performance as early as
possible, in order to detect difficulties that might
impair children's writing skills. (Bigozzi, Tarchi &
Pinto, 2016)
Teaching reading and
spelling together gives students more
opportunities to practice applying common and
uncommon patterns. - A synthesis of studies
conducted with developing readers concluded that
integrated decoding and encoding instruction led
to significant gains in phonemic awareness,
decoding, word reading, spelling, fluency and
comprehension. Why Teach Spelling - (Weiser &
Mathes 2011)
Studies revealed
that at risk 2-3 graders who received explicit
spelling instruction based on sound-letter
correspondence and spelling patterns improved
not only spelling skills but word recognition,
handwriting and compositional skills. (How Words
Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate.

The standards do not support any particular
program. That is a curriculum decision to be
determined by district/school.

1294

K.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills when encoding words.a. Represent phonemes in simple words, using letter-sound
relationships.b. Write or select an initial or final consonant when a medial vowel is provided.c. Spell VC (Vowel-Consonant) (e.g., at,
in) and CVC (Consonant-Vowel-Consonant) (e.g., pet, mud) words with short vowel sounds.d. Write the 20 most frequently used
words accurately, as found in a research-based list.e. Attempt phonetic spelling of unknown words.

Shouldn't the verbiage from K.WF.3 d Community Curriculum
match that of K.RF.3 d '...most
Member
&
common high-frequency words by
Instruction
sight from a research-based word
list' for consistency and clarification
to teachers? That would convey the
importance of reading and writing
instruction being connected, with
writing as the higher level skill and,
therefore, the smaller number for
mastery. Otherwise, what is meant
by 'most frequently used words' in
kindergarten? It makes the standard
unclear for instruction.

1374

K.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills when encoding words.a. Represent phonemes in simple words, using letter-sound e. is VERY unclear!!!
relationships.b. Write or select an initial or final consonant when a medial vowel is provided.c. Spell VC (Vowel-Consonant) (e.g., at,
in) and CVC (Consonant-Vowel-Consonant) (e.g., pet, mud) words with short vowel sounds.d. Write the 20 most frequently used
words accurately, as found in a research-based list.e. Attempt phonetic spelling of unknown words.

1376

K.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills when encoding words.a. Represent phonemes in simple words, using letter-sound Spell the 20 most frequent used
K12 Teacher Curriculum
relationships.b. Write or select an initial or final consonant when a medial vowel is provided.c. Spell VC (Vowel-Consonant) (e.g., at, words? Which words? A researched
&
in) and CVC (Consonant-Vowel-Consonant) (e.g., pet, mud) words with short vowel sounds.d. Write the 20 most frequently used
based list? Which list?
Instruction
words accurately, as found in a research-based list.e. Attempt phonetic spelling of unknown words.

District/School based decision.

1378

K.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills when encoding words.a. Represent phonemes in simple words, using letter-sound
relationships.b. Write or select an initial or final consonant when a medial vowel is provided.c. Spell VC (Vowel-Consonant) (e.g., at,
in) and CVC (Consonant-Vowel-Consonant) (e.g., pet, mud) words with short vowel sounds.d. Write the 20 most frequently used
words accurately, as found in a research-based list.e. Attempt phonetic spelling of unknown words.

The number 20 is based on Moats/Adams
research. No revision necessary.

1380

K.WF.3

d. What are THE 20 mist frequently K12 Teacher Curriculum
used words? And, why 20? It should
&
state: Accurately write 20 of the
Instruction
most frequently used words as found
in a research-based list.
Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills when encoding words.a. Represent phonemes in simple words, using letter-sound In K.WF.3.d -- the wording "write the K12 Teacher General
relationships.b. Write or select an initial or final consonant when a medial vowel is provided.c. Spell VC (Vowel-Consonant) (e.g., at, 20 most frequently used words"
Perception
in) and CVC (Consonant-Vowel-Consonant) (e.g., pet, mud) words with short vowel sounds.d. Write the 20 most frequently used
makes it sound like there is one
and
words accurately, as found in a research-based list.e. Attempt phonetic spelling of unknown words.
prescribed list to which to adhere.
Concerns
Changing it to "Write 20 of the most
frequently used words accurately"
would be better especially when
followed by the phrase "as found in a
research-based list"

1396

K.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills when encoding words.a. Represent phonemes in simple words, using letter-sound
relationships.b. Write or select an initial or final consonant when a medial vowel is provided.c. Spell VC (Vowel-Consonant) (e.g., at,
in) and CVC (Consonant-Vowel-Consonant) (e.g., pet, mud) words with short vowel sounds.d. Write the 20 most frequently used
words accurately, as found in a research-based list.e. Attempt phonetic spelling of unknown words.

The wording of K.WF.3d saying "the
20 most frequently used words"
implies that there are 20 words
everyone should be teaching rather
than leaving it up to districts and
schools. Changing the word "the"
will help add the flexibility that
should come from the State.

K12 Teacher General
Perception
and
Concerns

Standard should read: d. Accurately write 20 of the
most frequently used words, as found in a researchbased list.

1424

K.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills when encoding words.a. Represent phonemes in simple words, using letter-sound
relationships.b. Write or select an initial or final consonant when a medial vowel is provided.c. Spell VC (Vowel-Consonant) (e.g., at,
in) and CVC (Consonant-Vowel-Consonant) (e.g., pet, mud) words with short vowel sounds.d. Write the 20 most frequently used
words accurately, as found in a research-based list.e. Attempt phonetic spelling of unknown words.

KWF3 d- remove the word "the" 20
most common. It implies a specific
20. It would depend upon the
selected word list.

K12 Teacher General
Perception
and
Concerns

Standard should read: d. Accurately write 20 of the
most frequently used words, as found in a researchbased list.

K12 Teacher General
Perception
and
Concerns

The verbage of the two standards is different
because they are two different skills. The research
based list is a district/school based decision.

Workgroup determined e is clear. No revision
necessary.

Standard should read: d. Accurately write 20 of the
most frequently used words, as found in a researchbased list.

1436

K.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills when encoding words.a. Represent phonemes in simple words, using letter-sound
relationships.b. Write or select an initial or final consonant when a medial vowel is provided.c. Spell VC (Vowel-Consonant) (e.g., at,
in) and CVC (Consonant-Vowel-Consonant) (e.g., pet, mud) words with short vowel sounds.d. Write the 20 most frequently used
words accurately, as found in a research-based list.e. Attempt phonetic spelling of unknown words.

B - Confusing as written. Is only
K12 Teacher
medial sound provided? Is it a
specific word that teachers would be
looking for or just any word,
including non-sense words? Is
teacher providing word or picture
along with vowel sound? Please add
clarification and examples.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Use of words and pictures is a
curriculum/instruction decision.

1465

K.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills when encoding words.a. Represent phonemes in simple words, using letter-sound
relationships.b. Write or select an initial or final consonant when a medial vowel is provided.c. Spell VC (Vowel-Consonant) (e.g., at,
in) and CVC (Consonant-Vowel-Consonant) (e.g., pet, mud) words with short vowel sounds.d. Write the 20 most frequently used
words accurately, as found in a research-based list.e. Attempt phonetic spelling of unknown words.

I feel some clarity should be added to K12 Teacher
letter b - what is the end goal of this
sub standard?
If /a/ is provided by the teacher and
the student adds the initial sound /z/
......a nonsense word has been
created.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Workgroup determined standard is appropriate as
written.

Should the standard state "an initial
and/or final consonant....to produce
a CVC word"?
1622

K.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills when encoding words.a. Represent phonemes in simple words, using letter-sound I like the explicit addition of spelling
relationships.b. Write or select an initial or final consonant when a medial vowel is provided.c. Spell VC (Vowel-Consonant) (e.g., at, foundational standards.
in) and CVC (Consonant-Vowel-Consonant) (e.g., pet, mud) words with short vowel sounds.d. Write the 20 most frequently used
words accurately, as found in a research-based list.e. Attempt phonetic spelling of unknown words.

K12 Teacher General
Support

Comment in Support of Standard.

1677

K.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills when encoding words.a. Represent phonemes in simple words, using letter-sound This standard is very important for
relationships.b. Write or select an initial or final consonant when a medial vowel is provided.c. Spell VC (Vowel-Consonant) (e.g., at, writing and should be approved.
in) and CVC (Consonant-Vowel-Consonant) (e.g., pet, mud) words with short vowel sounds.d. Write the 20 most frequently used
words accurately, as found in a research-based list.e. Attempt phonetic spelling of unknown words.

K12 Teacher General
Support

Comment in Support of Standard

1882

K.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills when encoding words.a. Represent phonemes in simple words, using letter-sound
relationships.b. Write or select an initial or final consonant when a medial vowel is provided.c. Spell VC (Vowel-Consonant) (e.g., at,
in) and CVC (Consonant-Vowel-Consonant) (e.g., pet, mud) words with short vowel sounds.d. Write the 20 most frequently used
words accurately, as found in a research-based list.e. Attempt phonetic spelling of unknown words.

K12
Curriculum
Administrat &
or
Instruction

1947

K.WF.3

This feels out of context and looks
like a spelling test which research
does not overwhelmingly support.
Writing words needs to be in the
context of writing, not isolated.
Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills when encoding words.a. Represent phonemes in simple words, using letter-sound d. Would students be able to use a
relationships.b. Write or select an initial or final consonant when a medial vowel is provided.c. Spell VC (Vowel-Consonant) (e.g., at, word wall to spell the 20 words or
in) and CVC (Consonant-Vowel-Consonant) (e.g., pet, mud) words with short vowel sounds.d. Write the 20 most frequently used
would they have to spell them from
words accurately, as found in a research-based list.e. Attempt phonetic spelling of unknown words.
memory?

Joshi, Triman, Carreker and Moats (2009) state,
"Spelling is not a rote memory skill but a linguistic
task that requires knowledge of sounds and letter
patterns." The standard reflects that research. No
revision is necessary.
A word wall is a curriculum/instruction decision.

1993

K.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills when encoding words.a. Represent phonemes in simple words, using letter-sound What are the 20 most frequently
relationships.b. Write or select an initial or final consonant when a medial vowel is provided.c. Spell VC (Vowel-Consonant) (e.g., at, used words? What research-based
in) and CVC (Consonant-Vowel-Consonant) (e.g., pet, mud) words with short vowel sounds.d. Write the 20 most frequently used
list are these words found on?
words accurately, as found in a research-based list.e. Attempt phonetic spelling of unknown words.

K12 Teacher Curriculum
&
Instruction

District/School based decision.

1997

K.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills when encoding words.a. Represent phonemes in simple words, using letter-sound Which research-based word list are
relationships.b. Write or select an initial or final consonant when a medial vowel is provided.c. Spell VC (Vowel-Consonant) (e.g., at, the 20 most frequently used words
in) and CVC (Consonant-Vowel-Consonant) (e.g., pet, mud) words with short vowel sounds.d. Write the 20 most frequently used
taken?
words accurately, as found in a research-based list.e. Attempt phonetic spelling of unknown words.

K12 Teacher Curriculum
&
Instruction

District/School based decision.

2047

K.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills when encoding words.a. Represent phonemes in simple words, using letter-sound There are 5 standards here. Too
relationships.b. Write or select an initial or final consonant when a medial vowel is provided.c. Spell VC (Vowel-Consonant) (e.g., at, many for kindergartners. Delete 3.
in) and CVC (Consonant-Vowel-Consonant) (e.g., pet, mud) words with short vowel sounds.d. Write the 20 most frequently used
Age-inappropriate.
words accurately, as found in a research-based list.e. Attempt phonetic spelling of unknown words.

K12
General
ParentGuar Perception
dian
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

2111

K.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills when encoding words.a. Represent phonemes in simple words, using letter-sound Don't add the number to d. 20 most K12 Teacher
relationships.b. Write or select an initial or final consonant when a medial vowel is provided.c. Spell VC (Vowel-Consonant) (e.g., at, frequently used words...that is
in) and CVC (Consonant-Vowel-Consonant) (e.g., pet, mud) words with short vowel sounds.d. Write the 20 most frequently used
curricula decision.
words accurately, as found in a research-based list.e. Attempt phonetic spelling of unknown words.

K12 Teacher Curriculum
&
Instruction

General
Perception
and
Concerns

The number 20 is based on Moats/Adams
research. No revision necessary.

2327

K.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills when encoding words.a. Represent phonemes in simple words, using letter-sound
relationships.b. Write or select an initial or final consonant when a medial vowel is provided.c. Spell VC (Vowel-Consonant) (e.g., at,
in) and CVC (Consonant-Vowel-Consonant) (e.g., pet, mud) words with short vowel sounds.d. Write the 20 most frequently used
words accurately, as found in a research-based list.e. Attempt phonetic spelling of unknown words.

Kindergarten:
K12
The following standards should not ParentGuar
be used for one or more of the
dian
following reasons:
•considered developmentally
inappropriate,
•have multiple standards within a
standard,
•are unclear
•teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed
content
K.RL.1-4, 6-10
K.RI.1-5, 6 (name the author and
illustrator only), 7-10
K.RF.2e, 4
K.W.1-8
K.WF. 2c, 3e
K.SL.1, 2 (remove “through other
media”), 3-5
K.L.1b, d, e, 4-6

2975

K.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills when encoding words.a. Represent phonemes in simple words, using letter-sound
relationships.b. Write or select an initial or final consonant when a medial vowel is provided.c. Spell VC (Vowel-Consonant) (e.g., at,
in) and CVC (Consonant-Vowel-Consonant) (e.g., pet, mud) words with short vowel sounds.d. Write the 20 most frequently used
words accurately, as found in a research-based list.e. Attempt phonetic spelling of unknown words.

Again, so glad to see the foundation
writing and spelling skills included.
This is SO much a part of teaching
beginning writing. We do it anyway
in our classroom. Finally it would be
part of the standards. It is also
helpful for parent to see this
foundation building skills in the
standards, to help them understand
why we as teachers put so much
emphasis on it.

With guidance and support from adults, use a combination of drawing, dictating, and
writing to compose opinion pieces in which they tell a reader the topic or the name of the
book they are writing about and state an opinion or preference about the topic or book
(e.g., My favorite book is . . .).

The kindergarten standards were
K12 Teacher
easy to read and understand. I have
a few questions. On K.W.1, Why does
the opinion piece have to be about a
favorite book. I think that is limiting.
Did they mean to have that as the
example of what it might look like?
Also, on K.WF.2c, I am not sure it is
developmentally appropriate for
them to know that every syllable has
a vowel. I think it is more appropriate
for them to produce them correctly.
Other than that, I am very pleased
with the standards.

647 K.W.1

General
Perception
and
Concerns

K12 Teacher General
Support

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

Comment in Support of Standard

Commenter's concern is listed as an example. No
revision necessary.

647 K.WF.2

Demonstrate and apply sound-letter concepts.
a. Repeat multi-syllable words and pronounce the separate syllables.
b. Segment all the phonemes in two and three-phoneme syllables and represent those
phonemes with letters.
c. Write the letters used to represent vowel phonemes and those used to represent
consonants, knowing that every syllable has a vowel.

672

1265

1530 K.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills when encoding words.
a. Represent phonemes in simple words, using letter-sound relationships.
b. Write or select an initial or final consonant when a medial vowel is provided.
c. Spell VC (Vowel-Consonent) (e.g., at, in) and CVC (Consonent-Vowel-Consonent)
(e.g., pet, mud) words with short vowel sounds.
d. Write the 20 most frequently used words accurately, as found in a research-based list.
e. Attempt phonetic spelling of unknown words.

The kindergarten standards were
K12 Teacher
easy to read and understand. I have
a few questions. On K.W.1, Why does
the opinion piece have to be about a
favorite book. I think that is limiting.
Did they mean to have that as the
example of what it might look like?
Also, on K.WF.2c, I am not sure it is
developmentally appropriate for
them to know that every syllable has
a vowel. I think it is more appropriate
for them to produce them correctly.
Other than that, I am very pleased
with the standards.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

Kindergarten: It would be beneficial K12 Teacher
to clearly define what "with
prompting and support" looks like.
This could easily lead to confusion
about the level of understanding a K
student must have.
1st/4th/6th- Clear and well-written
as is.
2nd: I like the focus on specific
spelling standards.
3rd: Clear and well-written as is.
Appropriate vertical articulation.
5th: I dug into this deeply and feel
they are well written, clear, and
appropriate.
Please adopt these standards

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Workgroup determined "with prompting and
support" is clear.

I'm only answering in regard to the K K12 Teacher General
standards: There are several
Support
improvements in both language and
depth of knowledge. I love the
addition of "with guidance and
support" in many of the ELA
standards. This clears up whether we
can use any scaffolding when we
assess a standard. I also especially
like the additions in the Listening and
Speaking and Writing sections. I feel
these skills are crucial components of
a well-rounded student and things
good teachers are doing already, so
why not assess?

Comment in Support of Standard

I prefer the progression format to the K12 Teacher Curriculum
current draft format. Teachers need
&
to be able to see how the standards
Instruction
build and align across grade-levels.
The sight word list should be
standardized and provided
("research based" is vague).
Removing examples from 4th and 5th
grade standards does not help to
clarify.

The sight word list is a curriculum/instruction
decision. No revision necessary.

1597 K.RF.2.a
and
K.RF.3.a

K.RF.2.a - Demonstrate understanding of spoken words, syllables, and sounds (phonemes).
a. Demonstrate basic knowledge of one-to-one letter-sound correspondence by producing
the primary or many of the most frequent sound(s) for each consonant and the five major vowels.
b. Recognize and produce rhyming words.
c. Count, pronounce, blend, and segment syllables in spoken words. Blend and segment onsets and rimes of single-syllable spoken
words. Blend spoken phonemes to form one-syllable words (e.g., /m/ /a/ /n/).
d. Isolate and pronounce the initial, medial vowel (long and short vowels) and final sounds (phonemes) in three-phoneme words.
*(This does not include CVCs (Consonent-Vowel-Consonent) ending with /l/, /r/, or /x/.)
e. Manipulation of phonemes-add, substitute, and delete individual phonemes in simple,
one-syllable words to make new words.
K.RF.3.a - Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.
a. Demonstrate basic knowledge of one‐to‐one letter‐sound correspondence by producing the primary or most frequent sound(s)
for each consonant and the five major vowels.
b. Decode regularly spelled closed syllable words.
c. Read the 50 most common high-frequency words by sight from a research-based word list.
d. Distinguish between similarly spelled words by identifying the sounds of the letters that differ.

I believe that the addition of the
K12 Teacher
explicit foundational writing skills
(spelling and writing). was a great
addition.
However, the K.RF.2a standard
(under the phonological awareness
strand) is the exact same standard as
the Phonics RF.3a standard. They
should read differently as phonics
and phonological awareness are very
DIFFERENT. I noticed that this
standard is noted in the 2016
standards, but not in the changes
document. Why was functional
writing deleted?

1811 K.RF.2

Demonstrate understanding of spoken words, syllables, and sounds (phonemes).
a. Demonstrate basic knowledge of one-to-one letter-sound correspondence by producing
the primary or many of the most frequent sound(s) for each consonant and the five major vowels.
b. Recognize and produce rhyming words.
c. Count, pronounce, blend, and segment syllables in spoken words. Blend and segment onsets and rimes of single-syllable spoken
words. Blend spoken phonemes to form one-syllable words (e.g., /m/ /a/ /n/).
d. Isolate and pronounce the initial, medial vowel (long and short vowels) and final sounds (phonemes) in three-phoneme words.
*(This does not include CVCs (Consonent-Vowel-Consonent) ending with /l/, /r/, or /x/.)
e. Manipulation of phonemes-add, substitute, and delete individual phonemes in simple,
one-syllable words to make new words.

I don't feel that understanding the six K12 Teacher
syllable types would be necessary for
this age-level. It is a great strategy in
reading, however, can be difficult to
grasp for struggling readers and don't
need to be able to understand to
become a fluent reader. I do agree
with the handwriting. I feel that this
is a great addition to the standards. I
disagree with having to identify the
different types of sentences, this is
something that would be understood
at higher grade levels.

1983 K.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills when encoding words.
a. Represent phonemes in simple words, using letter-sound relationships.
b. Write or select an initial or final consonant when a medial vowel is provided.
c. Spell VC (Vowel-Consonent) (e.g., at, in) and CVC (Consonent-Vowel-Consonent)
(e.g., pet, mud) words with short vowel sounds.
d. Write the 20 most frequently used words accurately, as found in a research-based list.
e. Attempt phonetic spelling of unknown words.

I am glad that handwriting is added
to the standards. I am glad to see
explicit spelling standards.

2119 K.L.1.b

Demonstrate command of the conventions of Standard English grammar and usage when
writing or speaking.
a. Use frequently occurring nouns and verbs.
b. Form regular plural nouns orally by adding /s/ or /es/ (e.g., dog, dogs; wish, wishes).
c. Understand and use question words (interrogatives) (e.g., who, what, where, when, why,
how).
d. Use the most frequently occurring prepositions (e.g., to, from, in, out, on, off, for, of, by,
with).
e. Produce and expand complete sentences in shared language activities.

Kindergarten still has 2 standards
K12 Teacher
that are NOT appropriate for this
age. K.L.1b plural of adding s or es.
Understanding plural is find but
expecting them to know when to add
es is not. K.L.4b inflictions /affixes is
also NOT appropriate. When these
first came out in 2010 we studied
these for hours and the 3rd grade
teachers were shocked that a 3rd
grade concept was for Kinder. It also
stated this was 3rd grade given to
Kinder. I have taught Kinder for 12
years these are not appropriate.

RF2a and RF3a are applied differently in each
standard. One is phonological awareness and the
other one is decoding. Functional writing is not
deleted, it comes under informative writing. No
revision necessary.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

K12 Teacher General
Support

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Kindergarten standards do not address 6 syllable
types or types of sentences. No revision needed.

Support of standard. No revisions needed.

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

2119 K.L.4.B

With guidance and support from adults, determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and
multiple‐meaning words and phrases based on kindergarten reading and content.
a. Identify new meanings for familiar words and apply them accurately (e.g., knowing duck
is a bird and learning the verb to duck).
b. Use the most frequently occurring inflections and affixes (e.g., ‐ed, ‐s, re‐, un‐, pre‐, ‐ful,
‐less) as a clue to the meaning of an unknown word.

Kindergarten still has 2 standards
K12 Teacher
that are NOT appropriate for this
age. K.L.1b plural of adding s or es.
Understanding plural is find but
expecting them to know when to add
es is not. K.L.4b inflictions /affixes is
also NOT appropriate. When these
first came out in 2010 we studied
these for hours and the 3rd grade
teachers were shocked that a 3rd
grade concept was for Kinder. It also
stated this was 3rd grade given to
Kinder. I have taught Kinder for 12
years these are not appropriate.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

2454 K.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills when encoding words.
a. Represent phonemes in simple words, using letter-sound relationships.
b. Write or select an initial or final consonant when a medial vowel is provided.
c. Spell VC (Vowel-Consonent) (e.g., at, in) and CVC (Consonent-Vowel-Consonent)
(e.g., pet, mud) words with short vowel sounds.
d. Write the 20 most frequently used words accurately, as found in a research-based list.
e. Attempt phonetic spelling of unknown words.

I currently teach kindergarten and
K12 Teacher
was disappointed to find a spelling
standard at this grade level.
Students in kindergarten should NOT
be concerned with "perfect" spelling.
They should be encouraged to write
anything and everything
phonetically. Teachers at this grade
level are not only challenged by
academic standards but by physical,
social, and emotional challenges too.
Spelling should not be included until
1st grade in my opinion.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Technical reviewer found standard to be
developmentally appropriate. No revision
recessary.

English Language Arts Public Feedback on the Draft Standards - Grade 1
SID Number Standard
Coding
58
1.WF.2

Draft Standard

Public Comment

Demonstrate and apply sound-letter concepts.
a. Orally segment the phonemes in any single-syllable, spoken word.
b. Demonstrate and understand that each syllable is organized around a
vowel sound.

151

1467

1.L.1

Demonstrate command of the conventions of Standard English grammar
and usage when writing or speaking.a. Use common, proper, and possessive
nouns.b. Use singular and plural nouns with matching verbs in basic
sentences (e.g., He hops. We hop.).c. Use personal, possessive, and
indefinite pronouns (e.g., I, me, my; they, them, their; anyone,
everything).d. Use verbs to convey a sense of past, present, and future (e.g.,
Yesterday I walked home; Today I walk home; Tomorrow I will walk
home).e. Use frequently occurring adjectives.f. Use frequently occurring
conjunctions (e.g., and, but, or, so, because).g. Use determiners (e.g.,
articles, demonstratives).h. Use frequently occurring prepositions (e.g.,
during, beyond, toward).i. Produce and expand complete simple and
compound sentences.j. Identify declarative, interrogative, imperative, and
exclamatory sentences in response to prompts.k. Write multiple sentences
in an order that supports a main idea or story.

Role

Category

Refinement Note

My comments are specific to 1st K12 Teacher
grade. I appreciate the inclusion
of writing foundational
standards. However, SoundLetter Basics and Handwriting
1.WF.2 do not accurately
describe grapheme-phoneme
mapping--confusing wording. In
addition, I'm not sure how
necessary the Writing Standards
under Research to Build
Knowledge are, as I would think
these are covered under
narrative and informational
writing. Why the inclusion of
"how-to" books?

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Comment does not apply to standard 1. WF 2. The how-to book is an example in 1.W7. How-to books are
listed as an example in that standard.

I would specifically like to
Retired
address the Kindergarten and
Teacher
First Grade Foundation
Standards. As a former K-3
curriculum specialist, trainer for
LETRS and TRE. I believe these
standards can be improved to
emphasize the importance of
phonemic awareness and
phonics and their role in
developing proficient readers.
The expectation of reading 50
high frequency words by sight
(K.RF.3) may drive kindergarten
teachers to believe reading is
based on sight memory. 1st
grade should include PA
manipulation.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Not an actionable item. This comment speaks to the perception of readiness and reading instruction.
1.RF2.g Standard should read manipulation of phonemes-add, substitute, and delete individual phonemes
in words to make new words.

Agree with moving printing to K12 Teacher Curriculum
&
writing foundations. Identifying
declarative, interrogative,
Instruction
imperative and exclamatory is
not necessary if it is done for
vocabulary. Discussing the type
of sentence is important but I
feel this lends itself to some
teachers using the vocabulary as
the focus.

The comment and the standard were reveiwed and discussed. Comment refers to 1.L.1j. The standard was
revised for clarity. The standard should read "j. in response to prompts, distinguish between and identify
declarative, interrogative, imperative, and exclamatory sentences."

Email
Comment

1.L.1

Demonstrate command of the conventions of Standard English grammar
and usage when writing or speaking.a. Use common, proper, and possessive
nouns.b. Use singular and plural nouns with matching verbs in basic
sentences (e.g., He hops. We hop.).c. Use personal, possessive, and
indefinite pronouns (e.g., I, me, my; they, them, their; anyone,
everything).d. Use verbs to convey a sense of past, present, and future (e.g.,
Yesterday I walked home; Today I walk home; Tomorrow I will walk
home).e. Use frequently occurring adjectives.f. Use frequently occurring
conjunctions (e.g., and, but, or, so, because).g. Use determiners (e.g.,
articles, demonstratives).h. Use frequently occurring prepositions (e.g.,
during, beyond, toward).i. Produce and expand complete simple and
compound sentences.j. Identify declarative, interrogative, imperative, and
exclamatory sentences in response to prompts.k. Write multiple sentences
in an order that supports a main idea or story.

·         The L.1/L.2 standards
“Demonstrate command of
conventions” at elementary
level is concerning. It is not
specific as to what the level of
command will be. What will be
the metric?

K12
Curriculum
Administrat &
or
Instruction

comment was reviewed and dicussed. This comment deals with curriculum and assessment which is
determined at the local level. No revision needed.

2116

1.L.1

Demonstrate command of the conventions of Standard English grammar
Remove k. It is a writing
K12 Teacher
and usage when writing or speaking.a. Use common, proper, and possessive standard and is already present
nouns.b. Use singular and plural nouns with matching verbs in basic
in Writing Standards 1-3
sentences (e.g., He hops. We hop.).c. Use personal, possessive, and
indefinite pronouns (e.g., I, me, my; they, them, their; anyone,
everything).d. Use verbs to convey a sense of past, present, and future (e.g.,
Yesterday I walked home; Today I walk home; Tomorrow I will walk
home).e. Use frequently occurring adjectives.f. Use frequently occurring
conjunctions (e.g., and, but, or, so, because).g. Use determiners (e.g.,
articles, demonstratives).h. Use frequently occurring prepositions (e.g.,
during, beyond, toward).i. Produce and expand complete simple and
compound sentences.j. Identify declarative, interrogative, imperative, and
exclamatory sentences in response to prompts.k. Write multiple sentences
in an order that supports a main idea or story.

Grade Level Standard was reviewed and discussed across vertical grade levels. It was determined that 1.L.1k refers to
Additions/D the usage of grammar, structure and coventions necessary when writing multiple sentences that support a
eletions/Cha main idea. This standard aligns grades 1-5. No revision made.
nges

2421

1.L.1

Demonstrate command of the conventions of Standard English grammar
a. through k. is too prescriptive. K12
ParentGuard
and usage when writing or speaking.a. Use common, proper, and possessive Leave to teacher.
nouns.b. Use singular and plural nouns with matching verbs in basic
ian
sentences (e.g., He hops. We hop.).c. Use personal, possessive, and
indefinite pronouns (e.g., I, me, my; they, them, their; anyone,
everything).d. Use verbs to convey a sense of past, present, and future (e.g.,
Yesterday I walked home; Today I walk home; Tomorrow I will walk
home).e. Use frequently occurring adjectives.f. Use frequently occurring
conjunctions (e.g., and, but, or, so, because).g. Use determiners (e.g.,
articles, demonstratives).h. Use frequently occurring prepositions (e.g.,
during, beyond, toward).i. Produce and expand complete simple and
compound sentences.j. Identify declarative, interrogative, imperative, and
exclamatory sentences in response to prompts.k. Write multiple sentences
in an order that supports a main idea or story.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Standard was reviewed and discussed. L.a-k. are intentionally specific k-3 to thoroughly address necessary
foundational skills. No revision made.

2377

1.L.4

With guidance and support from adults, determine or clarify the meaning of
unknown and multiple‐meaning words and phrases based on grade 1
reading and content, choosing flexibly from an array of strategies.a. Use
sentence‐level context as a clue to the meaning of a word or phrase.b. Use
frequently occurring affixes as a clue to the meaning of a word.c. Identify
frequently occurring root words (e.g., look) and their inflectional forms (e.g.,
looks, looked, looking).

The following standard should K12
not be used for one or more of ParentGuard
the following
ian
reasons:considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear, teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood."

Developmen comment was reviewed and discussed. Technical Review done by Dr. Abercombie determined that 1.L4 is
tally
developmentally appropriate. No revision made.
Appropriate/
Rigor

2422

1.L.4

With guidance and support from adults, determine or clarify the meaning of Delete. Age-inappropriate.
unknown and multiple‐meaning words and phrases based on grade 1
reading and content, choosing flexibly from an array of strategies.a. Use
sentence‐level context as a clue to the meaning of a word or phrase.b. Use
frequently occurring affixes as a clue to the meaning of a word.c. Identify
frequently occurring root words (e.g., look) and their inflectional forms (e.g.,
looks, looked, looking).

1878

1.L.5

With guidance and support from adults, demonstrate understanding of
word relationships and nuances in word meanings.a. Sort words into
categories (e.g., colors, clothing) to gain a sense of the concepts the
categories represent.b. Define words by category and by one or more key
attributes (e.g., a duck is a bird that swims; a tiger is a large cat with
stripes).c. Identify real‐life connections between words and their use (e.g.,
note places at home that are cozy).d. Distinguish shades of meaning among
verbs differing in manner (e.g., look, peek, glance, stare, glare, scowl) and
adjectives differing in intensity (e.g., large, gigantic) by defining or choosing
them or by acting out the meanings.

Although it is important to learn K12 Teacher
the parts of speech and apply
them in writing, I feel the
distinguishing shades of
meaning in verbs and adjectives
are more a second grade
standard.

Developmen
tally
Appropriate/
Rigor

comment was reviewed and discussed across vertical k-3 teams. The incorporation of synonyms and
antonyms will help bridge the gap between first grade and second grade expectations and provides
alignment across k-3. The standard should read: 1.L5.d "With prompting and support, identify synonyms
and antonyms and distinguish shades of meaning among verbs differing in manner (e.g.look, peek, glance,
stare, glare, scowl) and adjectives differing in intensity (eg. large, gigantic) by defining or choosing them or
by acting out the meanings."

1886

1.L.5

With guidance and support from adults, demonstrate understanding of
Please, keep expectations at age K12 Teacher
word relationships and nuances in word meanings.a. Sort words into
appropriate, introductory levels.
Especially on 'd'.
categories (e.g., colors, clothing) to gain a sense of the concepts the
categories represent.b. Define words by category and by one or more key
attributes (e.g., a duck is a bird that swims; a tiger is a large cat with
stripes).c. Identify real‐life connections between words and their use (e.g.,
note places at home that are cozy).d. Distinguish shades of meaning among
verbs differing in manner (e.g., look, peek, glance, stare, glare, scowl) and
adjectives differing in intensity (e.g., large, gigantic) by defining or choosing
them or by acting out the meanings.

Developmen
tally
Appropriate/
Rigor

comment was reviewed and discussed across vertical k-3 teams. The incorporation of synonyms and
antonyms will help bridge the gap between first grade and second grade expectations and provides
alignment across k-3. The standard should read: 1.L5.d "With prompting and support, identify synonyms
and antonyms and distinguish shades of meaning among verbs differing in manner (e.g.look, peek, glance,
stare, glare, scowl) and adjectives differing in intensity (eg. large, gigantic) by defining or choosing them or
by acting out the meanings."

K12
Developmen comment was reviewed and discussed. Technical Review done by Dr. Abercombie from NAU determined
ParentGuard tally
that 1.L4 is developmentally appropriate. No revision made.
ian
Appropriate/
Rigor

2378

1.L.5

With guidance and support from adults, demonstrate understanding of
word relationships and nuances in word meanings.a. Sort words into
categories (e.g., colors, clothing) to gain a sense of the concepts the
categories represent.b. Define words by category and by one or more key
attributes (e.g., a duck is a bird that swims; a tiger is a large cat with
stripes).c. Identify real‐life connections between words and their use (e.g.,
note places at home that are cozy).d. Distinguish shades of meaning among
verbs differing in manner (e.g., look, peek, glance, stare, glare, scowl) and
adjectives differing in intensity (e.g., large, gigantic) by defining or choosing
them or by acting out the meanings.

The following standard should K12
not be used for one or more of ParentGuard
the following
ian
reasons:considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear, teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood."

Developmen
tally
Appropriate/
Rigor

2379

1.L.6

Use words and phrases acquired through conversations, reading and being
read to, and responding to texts, including using frequently occurring
conjunctions to signal simple relationships (e.g., because).

The following standard should K12
not be used for one or more of ParentGuard
the following
ian
reasons:considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear, teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood."

Developmen comment was reviewed and discussed. Technical Review done by Dr. Abercombie from NAU determined
tally
that the standard is developmentally appropriate. No revision made.
Appropriate/
Rigor

2425

1.L.6

Use words and phrases acquired through conversations, reading and being
read to, and responding to texts, including using frequently occurring
conjunctions to signal simple relationships (e.g., because).

Delete. Unnecessary.
Prescriptive.

1244

1.RF.2

Demonstrate understanding of spoken words, syllables, and sounds
(phonemes).a. Distinguish long from short vowel sounds in spoken
single‐syllable words.b. Orally produce single‐syllable words by blending
sounds (phonemes), including consonant blends.c. Isolate and pronounce
initial, medial vowel, and final sounds (phonemes) in spoken single-syllable
words.d. Segment spoken one-syllable words of three to five phonemes into
individual phonemes (e.g., /s/p/l/a/t/).e. Orally generate a series of original
rhyming words using a variety of phonograms (e.g., -ed, -ake, -ant, ain) and
consonant blends (e.g., bl, st, tr).

e. Orally generate a series of
original rhyming words using
consonant blends???? How do
you rhyme the beginning of
words?

K12
Grade Level
ParentGuard Additions/D
ian
eletions/Cha
nges
K12 Teacher Grade Level
Additions/D
eletions/Cha
nges

comment was reviewed and discussed across vertical k-3 teams. Technical review done by Dr. Abercrombie
from NAU determined the developmental appropriateness of it. however, the incorporation of synonyms
and antonyms will help bridge the gap between first grade and second grade expectations and provides
alignment across k-3. The standard should read: 1.L5.d "With prompting and support, identify synonyms
and antonyms and distinguish shades of meaning among verbs differing in manner (e.g.look, peek, glance,
stare, glare, scowl) and adjectives differing in intensity (eg. large, gigantic) by defining or choosing them or
by acting out the meanings."

Comment was reviewed and discussed. Standard encourages students to utilize vocabulary obtained
through listening comprehension and to speak in complete, complex sentences. No changes made.

Comment was reviewed and discussed. 1.RF.2.e referrs to how words can end with consonant blend
sounds. For example, "bubble" and "trouble", "last" and "fast" "mister and "faster" Verguals were added to
the parenthesis with consonant blends as the words may not be spelled the same but will sound the same.
The standard should read the same until the final parenthesis which should read "(e.g. /bl/, /st/, /tr/).

1377

1.RF.2

Demonstrate understanding of spoken words, syllables, and sounds
(phonemes).a. Distinguish long from short vowel sounds in spoken
single‐syllable words.b. Orally produce single‐syllable words by blending
sounds (phonemes), including consonant blends.c. Isolate and pronounce
initial, medial vowel, and final sounds (phonemes) in spoken single-syllable
words.d. Segment spoken one-syllable words of three to five phonemes into
individual phonemes (e.g., /s/p/l/a/t/).e. Orally generate a series of original
rhyming words using a variety of phonograms (e.g., -ed, -ake, -ant, ain) and
consonant blends (e.g., bl, st, tr).

Standard 1.RF.2 is nearly the
K12 Teacher
same as kindergarten. This
should be a first grade standard
and not a kindergarten
standard.

Grade Level Comment was reviewed and discussed. Standard will remain a first grade standard.
Additions/D
eletions/Cha
nges

2360

1.RF.2

Demonstrate understanding of spoken words, syllables, and sounds
e. phonograms are inaccurate
(phonemes).a. Distinguish long from short vowel sounds in spoken
according to some phonics
single‐syllable words.b. Orally produce single‐syllable words by blending
programs
sounds (phonemes), including consonant blends.c. Isolate and pronounce
initial, medial vowel, and final sounds (phonemes) in spoken single-syllable
words.d. Segment spoken one-syllable words of three to five phonemes into
individual phonemes (e.g., /s/p/l/a/t/).e. Orally generate a series of original
rhyming words using a variety of phonograms (e.g., -ed, -ake, -ant, ain) and
consonant blends (e.g., bl, st, tr).

K12
General
ParentGuard Perception
ian
and
Concerns

comment was reviewed and discussed. The term "phonogram" is the correct term for this standard. No
changes made.

2407

1.RF.2

Demonstrate understanding of spoken words, syllables, and sounds
Recheck accuracy. Too
(phonemes).a. Distinguish long from short vowel sounds in spoken
prescriptive.
single‐syllable words.b. Orally produce single‐syllable words by blending
sounds (phonemes), including consonant blends.c. Isolate and pronounce
initial, medial vowel, and final sounds (phonemes) in spoken single-syllable
words.d. Segment spoken one-syllable words of three to five phonemes into
individual phonemes (e.g., /s/p/l/a/t/).e. Orally generate a series of original
rhyming words using a variety of phonograms (e.g., -ed, -ake, -ant, ain) and
consonant blends (e.g., bl, st, tr).

K12
General
ParentGuard Perception
ian
and
Concerns

comment was reviewed and discussed. The skills described provide are necessary for reading foundations.
No change needed.

1204

1.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.a. Know I like the addition of the six
the spelling‐sound correspondences for common consonant digraphs.b.
syllable types.
Decode regularly spelled one-syllable words.c. Use knowledge that every
syllable must have a vowel sound to determine the number of syllables in a
printed word.d. Recognize and apply all six syllable types when decoding
grade level texts.e. Read words with inflectional endings.f. Recognize and
read grade‐appropriate irregularly spelled words.

Community
Member

General support of Standard

1269

1.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.a. Know
the spelling‐sound correspondences for common consonant digraphs.b.
Decode regularly spelled one-syllable words.c. Use knowledge that every
syllable must have a vowel sound to determine the number of syllables in a
printed word.d. Recognize and apply all six syllable types when decoding
grade level texts.e. Read words with inflectional endings.f. Recognize and
read grade‐appropriate irregularly spelled words.

All six syllable types in 1st
K12 Teacher Curriculum
grade?? These children need to
&
be flexible and fluent with
Instruction
closed syllable and V-E words,
and read at least 150 HFW; after
that, let's give them a chance to
practice and perfect these early
skills before piling on more.

Comment reviewed and discussed. Standard specifies all six syllable types within grade level text. No
changes made.

1425

1.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.a. Know
the spelling‐sound correspondences for common consonant digraphs.b.
Decode regularly spelled one-syllable words.c. Use knowledge that every
syllable must have a vowel sound to determine the number of syllables in a
printed word.d. Recognize and apply all six syllable types when decoding
grade level texts.e. Read words with inflectional endings.f. Recognize and
read grade‐appropriate irregularly spelled words.

ALL 6 syllable types? Fewer
would be good to start at 1st.
closed, open, silent e and then
progress and add in higher
grades.

Comment reviewed and discussed. Standard specifies all six syllable types within grade level text. No
changes made.

K12 Teacher Curriculum
&
Instruction

1426

1.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.a. Know
the spelling‐sound correspondences for common consonant digraphs.b.
Decode regularly spelled one-syllable words.c. Use knowledge that every
syllable must have a vowel sound to determine the number of syllables in a
printed word.d. Recognize and apply all six syllable types when decoding
grade level texts.e. Read words with inflectional endings.f. Recognize and
read grade‐appropriate irregularly spelled words.

d. recognizing and applying 6
K12 Teacher
syllable types is too difficult for
1st grade. Various might be a
better word than 6.

Grade Level Comment reviewed and discussed. There are 6 types of syllables. Standards specifices all six syllable types
Additions/D within grade level text.
eletions/Cha
nges

1429

1.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.a. Know
the spelling‐sound correspondences for common consonant digraphs.b.
Decode regularly spelled one-syllable words.c. Use knowledge that every
syllable must have a vowel sound to determine the number of syllables in a
printed word.d. Recognize and apply all six syllable types when decoding
grade level texts.e. Read words with inflectional endings.f. Recognize and
read grade‐appropriate irregularly spelled words.

1.RF.3d seems a lot for 1st
K12 Teacher
Grade and has a similar
expectation in Grades 2 and 3.
If it was reworded to say
"recognize and apply various
syllable types" in first grade and
didn't specify "all six syllable
types" until Grades 2-3 it would
allow flexibility at the local level

Grade Level Comment reviewed and discussed. There are 6 types of syllables. Standards specifices all six syllable types
Additions/D within grade level text. No changes made.
eletions/Cha
nges

1442

1.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.a. Know
the spelling‐sound correspondences for common consonant digraphs.b.
Decode regularly spelled one-syllable words.c. Use knowledge that every
syllable must have a vowel sound to determine the number of syllables in a
printed word.d. Recognize and apply all six syllable types when decoding
grade level texts.e. Read words with inflectional endings.f. Recognize and
read grade‐appropriate irregularly spelled words.

Examples of "regularly" spelled
words for clarity. The words
considered regular may differ
from site to site, district to
district, county to county.

1449

1.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.a. Know add back in the silent-e vowel
the spelling‐sound correspondences for common consonant digraphs.b.
team. old RF3c standard
Decode regularly spelled one-syllable words.c. Use knowledge that every
syllable must have a vowel sound to determine the number of syllables in a
printed word.d. Recognize and apply all six syllable types when decoding
grade level texts.e. Read words with inflectional endings.f. Recognize and
read grade‐appropriate irregularly spelled words.

1538

1.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.a. Know
the spelling‐sound correspondences for common consonant digraphs.b.
Decode regularly spelled one-syllable words.c. Use knowledge that every
syllable must have a vowel sound to determine the number of syllables in a
printed word.d. Recognize and apply all six syllable types when decoding
grade level texts.e. Read words with inflectional endings.f. Recognize and
read grade‐appropriate irregularly spelled words.

1607

1.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.a. Know Like the specificity of all six
the spelling‐sound correspondences for common consonant digraphs.b.
syllable types.
Decode regularly spelled one-syllable words.c. Use knowledge that every
syllable must have a vowel sound to determine the number of syllables in a
printed word.d. Recognize and apply all six syllable types when decoding
grade level texts.e. Read words with inflectional endings.f. Recognize and
read grade‐appropriate irregularly spelled words.

K12 Teacher

1648

1.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.a. Know
the spelling‐sound correspondences for common consonant digraphs.b.
Decode regularly spelled one-syllable words.c. Use knowledge that every
syllable must have a vowel sound to determine the number of syllables in a
printed word.d. Recognize and apply all six syllable types when decoding
grade level texts.e. Read words with inflectional endings.f. Recognize and
read grade‐appropriate irregularly spelled words.

K12
Developmen Comment reviewed and discussed. Standard specifies all six syllable types within grade level text. Technical
ParentGuard tally
review done by Dr. Abercrombie from NAU determined the developmental appropriateness of it. No
ian
Appropriate/ changes made.
Rigor

K12 Teacher Curriculum
&
Instruction

K12 Teacher Grade Level Comment was reviewed and discussed. The incorporation of all 6 syllable types include silent-e pattern. No
Additions/D changes made.
eletions/Cha
nges

Students are expected to be
K12 Teacher
readers by the middle of first
grade. Knowing and applying all
six syllable types will help
students become better
readers.
I love that "six syllable types"
was added.

D. recognize and apply all six
syllable types when decoding
grade level tests should be
refined for 1st grade as all
syllable types may not be
appropriate for 1st grade.

Comment was reviewed and discussed. The term "regularly" referrs to a predictable spelling pattern. No
changes made.

General support of Standard

General support of Standard

1831

1.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.a. Know
the spelling‐sound correspondences for common consonant digraphs.b.
Decode regularly spelled one-syllable words.c. Use knowledge that every
syllable must have a vowel sound to determine the number of syllables in a
printed word.d. Recognize and apply all six syllable types when decoding
grade level texts.e. Read words with inflectional endings.f. Recognize and
read grade‐appropriate irregularly spelled words.

There needs to be additional
K12 Teacher
clarification as to the six
syllables. Some of these syllable
rules are not appropriate for the
first grade level.

Developmen Comment reviewed and discussed. Standard specifies all six syllable types within grade level text. Technical
tally
review done by Dr. Abercrombie from NAU determined the developmental appropriateness of it. No
Appropriate/ changes made.
Rigor

1844

1.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.a. Know
the spelling‐sound correspondences for common consonant digraphs.b.
Decode regularly spelled one-syllable words.c. Use knowledge that every
syllable must have a vowel sound to determine the number of syllables in a
printed word.d. Recognize and apply all six syllable types when decoding
grade level texts.e. Read words with inflectional endings.f. Recognize and
read grade‐appropriate irregularly spelled words.

Knowledge of syllable type
K12 Teacher
requirements needs to be grade
level appropriate. Application
level of all six at first grade may
be difficult if mastery is
expected.

Developmen Comment reviewed and discussed. Standard specifies all six syllable types within grade level text. Technical
tally
review done by Dr. Abercrombie from NAU determined the developmental appropriateness of it. No
Appropriate/ changes made.
Rigor

1895

1.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.a. Know
the spelling‐sound correspondences for common consonant digraphs.b.
Decode regularly spelled one-syllable words.c. Use knowledge that every
syllable must have a vowel sound to determine the number of syllables in a
printed word.d. Recognize and apply all six syllable types when decoding
grade level texts.e. Read words with inflectional endings.f. Recognize and
read grade‐appropriate irregularly spelled words.

Six syllable types is a tool, not a K12
standard. Everyone on the
Administrat
committee did not master the or
six syllable types. What
happens is that something like
this actually distracts from the
reading process of strong and
gifted readers. Please be careful
about what becomes a
standard. It might read,
"Recognize and apply all six
syllable types when decoding
grade level texts for students
needing further reading skill
development with syllables."

Developmen Comment reviewed and discussed. Standard specifies all six syllable types within grade level text. Technical
tally
review done by Dr. Abercrombie from NAU determined the developmental appropriateness of it. No
Appropriate/ changes made.
Rigor

2075

1.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.a. Know
the spelling‐sound correspondences for common consonant digraphs.b.
Decode regularly spelled one-syllable words.c. Use knowledge that every
syllable must have a vowel sound to determine the number of syllables in a
printed word.d. Recognize and apply all six syllable types when decoding
grade level texts.e. Read words with inflectional endings.f. Recognize and
read grade‐appropriate irregularly spelled words.

Part d is not appropriate for 1st K12 Teacher
grade. What is the difference
between recognize and identify
for six syllable types for 1st and
2nd grade? The progression for
the six syllable types should
start in 2nd grade, not 1st
grade. Specific syllable types for
1st grade like close or silent e
are appropriate, but recognizing
and applying all 6 types does
not seem developmentally
appropriate.

Developmen Comment reviewed and discussed. Standard specifies all six syllable types within grade level text. Technical
tally
review done by Dr. Abercrombie from NAU determined the developmental appropriateness of it. No
Appropriate/ changes made.
Rigor

2408

1.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.a. Know Too prescriptive.
the spelling‐sound correspondences for common consonant digraphs.b.
Decode regularly spelled one-syllable words.c. Use knowledge that every
syllable must have a vowel sound to determine the number of syllables in a
printed word.d. Recognize and apply all six syllable types when decoding
grade level texts.e. Read words with inflectional endings.f. Recognize and
read grade‐appropriate irregularly spelled words.

K12
General
ParentGuard Perception
ian
and
Concerns

comment was reviewed and discussed. The skills described provide are necessary for reading foundations.
No change needed.

Email
Comment

1.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.a. Know In RF.3, there is mention of
K12
Curriculum
the spelling‐sound correspondences for common consonant digraphs.b.
“the most common”, but there Administrat &
is no guidance as to what should or
Decode regularly spelled one-syllable words.c. Use knowledge that every
Instruction
syllable must have a vowel sound to determine the number of syllables in a be done at each grade level.
printed word.d. Recognize and apply all six syllable types when decoding
grade level texts.e. Read words with inflectional endings.f. Recognize and
read grade‐appropriate irregularly spelled words.

Comment was reviewed and discussed. This is a curricular and instructional decision.

3011

1.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.a. Know
the spelling‐sound correspondences for common consonant digraphs.b.
Decode regularly spelled one-syllable words.c. Use knowledge that every
syllable must have a vowel sound to determine the number of syllables in a
printed word.d. Recognize and apply all six syllable types when decoding
grade level texts.e. Read words with inflectional endings.f. Recognize and
read grade‐appropriate irregularly spelled words.

This is an important part of the
skill-based reading acquisition
process to help a student gain
decoding skills.

K12
General
ParentGuard Support
ian

General support of Standard

2361

1.RF.4

a. Take out purpose and
understanding; c. can be
interpreted in various ways
(simplify)

K12
Grade Level Comment was reviewed. A. reading with purpose and for understanding is necessary B. These are
ParentGuard Additions/D appropriate strategies for the grade level. No changes made.
ian
eletions/Cha
nges

2409

1.RF.4

Delete b and c.

K12
Grade Level Comment Reviewed and discussed. Skills described in B and C are necessary and appropriate for the grade
ParentGuard Additions/D level. No changes made.
ian
eletions/Cha
nges

1368

1.RI.1

Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support comprehension.a.
Read on-level text with purpose and understanding.b. Read on‐level text
orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, and expression on successive
readings.c. Use context to confirm or self‐correct word recognition and
understanding, rereading as necessary.
Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support comprehension.a.
Read on-level text with purpose and understanding.b. Read on‐level text
orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, and expression on successive
readings.c. Use context to confirm or self‐correct word recognition and
understanding, rereading as necessary.
Ask and answer questions such as who, what, where, why, and how about
key details in a text.

I really like the question words
being added to this standard.

K12 Teacher General
Support

General support of Standard

1732

1.RI.1

Ask and answer questions such as who, what, where, why, and how about
key details in a text.

K12 Teacher General
Support

General support of Standard

2350

1.RI.1

Ask and answer questions such as who, what, where, why, and how about
key details in a text.

Adding "who, what, where, why,
and how" makes this more
accessible for parents.
The following standard should
not be used for one or more of
the following
reasons:considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear, teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood."

2397

1.RI.1

Ask and answer questions such as who, what, where, why, and how about
key details in a text.

K12
Developmen comment was reviewed and discussed. Technical Review done by Dr. Abercombie from NAU determined
ParentGuard tally
that the standard is developmentally appropriate. No revision made.
ian
Appropriate/
Rigor

Delete. They've done this
K12
exercise with Literature. They ParentGuard
should spend more time with
ian
various forms of
literature/fiction (poems, fables,
folk tales, legends, myths, etc.)

Grade Level comment was reviewed and discuessed. Suggested forms of literature are addressed in 1.RL.10 and 1.RL.5.
Additions/D This skill is needed. No changes made.
eletions/Cha
nges

3019

1.RI.1

Ask and answer questions such as who, what, where, why, and how about
key details in a text.

AZ.2.RI.10 a. By the end of the K12
Implementat comment was reviewed and discussed. RI.10a was revised, but not removed. No changes made.
year, read and comprehend
ParentGuard ion of
functional texts, including
ian
Standards
history/social studies, science,
and technical texts, in the
grades 2-3 text complexity band
proficiently, with scaffolding as
needed at the high end of the
range.
Why is the following standard
being removed? This isn’t
something we should wait for
our kids to learn until 3rd grade
when AzMERIT begins. All three
of my boys, in 2nd grade, were
capable of grasping this
standards and should be
introduced

1373

1.RI.10

With prompting and support, read informational texts, including functional This is excellent that it is
K12 Teacher General
texts, history/social studies, science, and technical texts, appropriately
Support
combined with the AZ standard.
This clarifies that informational
complex for grade 1.
text comes from many sources.

General support of Standard

1395

1.RI.10

K12 Teacher General
Support

General support of Standard

1440

1.RI.10

With prompting and support, read informational texts, including functional
texts, history/social studies, science, and technical texts, appropriately
complex for grade 1.
With prompting and support, read informational texts, including functional
texts, history/social studies, science, and technical texts, appropriately
complex for grade 1.

comment was reviewed and discussed. These terms are defined in the glossary. No changes made.

1734

1.RI.10

K12 Teacher General
Perception
and
Concerns
K12 Teacher General
Support

2359

1.RI.10

Thanks for the clarification.

New teachers may need clarity.
Maybe include an example of
functional text, and technical
text.
With prompting and support, read informational texts, including functional This change lessens
texts, history/social studies, science, and technical texts, appropriately
misunderstanding about what
complex for grade 1.
informational text is by
providing more specific
examples.
With prompting and support, read informational texts, including functional The following standard should
texts, history/social studies, science, and technical texts, appropriately
not be used for one or more of
complex for grade 1.
the following
reasons:considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear, teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood."

General support of Standard

K12
Developmen comment was reviewed and discussed. Technical Review done by Dr. Abercombie from NAU determined
ParentGuard tally
that 1.L4 is developmentally appropriate. No revision made.
ian
Appropriate/
Rigor

2406

1.RI.10

With prompting and support, read informational texts, including functional Instead of this standard, suggest K12
Curriculum
texts, history/social studies, science, and technical texts, appropriately
children bring to class a piece of ParentGuard &
non-fiction/informational text ian
complex for grade 1.
Instruction
to read. Then, identify
differences between a fictional
story and the non-fiction piece.

2351

1.RI.2

Identify the main topic and retell key details of a text.

The following standard should K12
not be used for one or more of ParentGuard
the following
ian
reasons:considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear, teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood."

Developmen comment was reviewed and discussed. Technical Review done by Dr. Abercombie from NAU determined
tally
that the standard is developmentally appropriate. No revision made.
Appropriate/
Rigor

2398

1.RI.2

Identify the main topic and retell key details of a text.

Delete. They've done this
K12
exercise with Literature. They ParentGuard
should spend more time with
ian
various forms of
literature/fiction (poems, fables,
folk tales, legends, myths, etc.)

Grade Level comment was reviewed and discuessed. Suggested forms of literature are addressed in 1.RL.10 and 1.RL.5.
Additions/D This skill is needed. No changes made.
eletions/Cha
nges

1412

1.RI.3

Describe the connection between two individuals, events, ideas, or pieces of key details addition is good
information in a text using key details.
Describe the connection between two individuals, events, ideas, or pieces of Do not need add “key detail”
information in a text using key details.
(individuals, events, ideas) specify this

Email
1.RI.3
Comment #3

2352

1.RI.3

Describe the connection between two individuals, events, ideas, or pieces of The following standard should
information in a text using key details.
not be used for one or more of
the following
reasons:considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear, teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood."

K12 Teacher General
Support
K12
Grade Level
Administrat Additions/D
or
eletions/Cha
nges
K12
Developmen
ParentGuard tally
ian
Appropriate/
Rigor

Comment was reviewed and discussed. This is a curricular and instructional decision. No changes made.

General support of Standard
comment was reviewed. Identifying key details is a necessary skill. No changes made.

comment was reviewed and discussed. Technical Review done by Dr. Abercombie from NAU determined
that the standard is developmentally appropriate. No revision made.

2399

1.RI.3

Describe the connection between two individuals, events, ideas, or pieces of Delete. They've done this
K12
information in a text using key details.
exercise with Literature. They ParentGuard
should spend more time with
ian
various forms of
literature/fiction (poems, fables,
folk tales, legends, myths, etc.)

Grade Level comment was reviewed and discuessed. Suggested forms of literature are addressed in 1.RL.10 and 1.RL.5.
Additions/D This skill is needed. No changes made.
eletions/Cha
nges

2353

1.RI.4

Ask and answer questions to help determine or clarify the meaning of words The following standard should K12
and phrases in a text.
not be used for one or more of ParentGuard
the following
ian
reasons:considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear, teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood."

Developmen comment was reviewed and discussed. Technical Review done by Dr. Abercombie from NAU determined
tally
that the standard is developmentally appropriate. No revision made.
Appropriate/
Rigor

2400

1.RI.4

Ask and answer questions to help determine or clarify the meaning of words Delete. They've done this
K12
and phrases in a text.
exercise with Literature. They ParentGuard
should spend more time with
ian
various forms of
literature/fiction (poems, fables,
folk tales, legends, myths, etc.)

Grade Level comment was reviewed and discuessed. Suggested forms of literature are addressed in 1.RL.10 and 1.RL.5.
Additions/D This skill is needed. No changes made.
eletions/Cha
nges

1441

1.RI.5

Know and use various text features (e.g., headings, tables of contents,
glossaries, electronic menus, icons) to locate key facts or information in a
text.

2354

1.RI.5

Know and use various text features (e.g., headings, tables of contents,
glossaries, electronic menus, icons) to locate key facts or information in a
text.

The inclusion of electronic
menus and icons is imperative
for students of this age to be
able to interact with for
learning.
The following standard should
not be used for one or more of
the following
reasons:considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear, teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood."

K12 Teacher General
Perception
and
Concerns

Suppport of Standard

K12
Developmen comment was reviewed and discussed. Technical Review done by Dr. Abercombie from NAU determined
ParentGuard tally
that the standard is developmentally appropriate. No revision made.
ian
Appropriate/
Rigor

2401

1.RI.5

Know and use various text features (e.g., headings, tables of contents,
glossaries, electronic menus, icons) to locate key facts or information in a
text.

Delete. This is boring. They
K12
should spend more time with
ParentGuard
various forms of
ian
literature/fiction (poems, fables,
folk tales, legends, myths, etc.)

Grade Level comment was reviewed and discuessed. Suggested forms of literature are addressed in 1.RL.10 and 1.RL.5.
Additions/D This skill is needed. No changes made.
eletions/Cha
nges

2355

1.RI.6

Distinguish between information provided by pictures or other illustrations The following standard should K12
and information provided by the words in a text.
not be used for one or more of ParentGuard
the following
ian
reasons:considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear, teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood."

Developmen comment was reviewed and discussed. Technical Review done by Dr. Abercombie from NAU determined
tally
that the standard is developmentally appropriate. No revision made.
Appropriate/
Rigor

2402

1.RI.6

Distinguish between information provided by pictures or other illustrations Delete. They've done this
K12
and information provided by the words in a text.
exercise with Literature. They ParentGuard
should spend more time with
ian
various forms of
literature/fiction (poems, fables,
folk tales, legends, myths, etc.)

Grade Level comment was reviewed and discuessed. Suggested forms of literature are addressed in 1.RL.10 and 1.RL.5.
Additions/D This skill is needed. No changes made.
eletions/Cha
nges

2356

1.RI.7

Use the illustrations and details in a text to describe its key ideas.

The following standard should K12
not be used for one or more of ParentGuard
the following
ian
reasons:considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear, teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood."

Developmen comment was reviewed and discussed. Technical Review done by Dr. Abercombie from NAU determined
tally
that the standard is developmentally appropriate. No revision made.
Appropriate/
Rigor

2403

1.RI.7

Use the illustrations and details in a text to describe its key ideas.

Delete.

K12
Grade Level Comment reviewed. This is a necessary skill. No changes made.
ParentGuard Additions/D
ian
eletions/Cha
nges

2357

1.RI.8

Identify the reasons an author gives to support points in a text.

The following standard should K12
not be used for one or more of ParentGuard
the following
ian
reasons:considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear, teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood."

2404

1.RI.8

Identify the reasons an author gives to support points in a text.

Delete.

2358

1.RI.9

Identify basic similarities in and differences between two texts on the same The following standard should
topic (e.g., in illustrations, descriptions, or procedures).
not be used for one or more of
the following
reasons:considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear, teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood."

2405

1.RI.9

Identify basic similarities in and differences between two texts on the same Delete.
topic (e.g., in illustrations, descriptions, or procedures).

1731

1.RL.1

Ask and answer questions such as who, what, where, why, and how about
key details in a text.

1820

1.RL.1

Ask and answer questions such as who, what, where, why, and how about
key details in a text.

Developmen comment was reviewed and discussed. Technical Review done by Dr. Abercombie from NAU determined
tally
that the standard is developmentally appropriate. No revision made.
Appropriate/
Rigor

K12
Grade Level Comment reviewed. This is a necessary skill. No changes made.
ParentGuard Additions/D
ian
eletions/Cha
nges
K12
Developmen comment was reviewed and discussed. Technical Review done by Dr. Abercombie from NAU determined
ParentGuard tally
that the standard is developmentally appropriate. No revision made.
ian
Appropriate/
Rigor

K12
Grade Level Comment reviewed. This is a necessary skill. No changes made.
ParentGuard Additions/D
ian
eletions/Cha
nges
Adding "who, what, where, why, K12 Teacher General
General support of Standard
and how" makes this more
Support
accessible for parents.
I like the clarification of key
K12 Teacher General
Support of Standard
elements.
Support

2340

1.RL.1

Ask and answer questions such as who, what, where, why, and how about
key details in a text.

The following standard should K12
not be used for one or more of ParentGuard
the following
ian
reasons:considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear, teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content.“We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood."

Developmen comment was reviewed and discussed. Technical Review done by Dr. Abercombie from NAU determined
tally
that the standard is developmentally appropriate. No revision made.
Appropriate/
Rigor

2349

1.RL.10

With prompting and support, read prose and poetry of appropriate
complexity for grade 1.

The following standard should K12
not be used for one or more of ParentGuard
the following
ian
reasons:considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear, teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood."

Developmen comment was reviewed and discussed. Technical Review done by Dr. Abercombie from NAU determined
tally
that the standard is developmentally appropriate. No revision made.
Appropriate/
Rigor

1386

1.RL.2

2341

1.RL.2

Retell stories, including key details, and demonstrate understanding of their Like that "main idea" was added. K12 Teacher General
Support of Standard
main idea, central message, or lesson.
Perception
and
Concerns
Retell stories, including key details, and demonstrate understanding of their The following standard should K12
Developmen comment was reviewed and discussed. Technical Review done by Dr. Abercombie from NAU determined
main idea, central message, or lesson.
not be used for one or more of ParentGuard tally
that the standard is developmentally appropriate. No revision made.
the following
ian
Appropriate/
reasons:considered
Rigor
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear, teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood."

1372

1.RL.3

Describe characters, settings, and major events in a story, using key details. Consider adding who, what,
K12 Teacher Grade Level
when, where, why and how like
Additions/D
in 1.RL.1.
eletions/Cha
nges
Describe characters, settings, and major events in a story, using key details. Do key details include the who, K12 Teacher General
what, where,why and how as it
Perception
does in RL1?
and
Concerns
Describe characters, settings, and major events in a story, using key details. The following standard should K12
Developmen
not be used for one or more of ParentGuard tally
the following
ian
Appropriate/
reasons:considered
Rigor
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear, teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood."

1428

1.RL.3

2342

1.RL.3

2343

1.RL.4

Identify words and phrases in stories or poems that suggest feelings or
appeal to the senses.

The following standard should K12
not be used for one or more of ParentGuard
the following
ian
reasons:considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear, teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood."

2393

1.RL.4

Identify words and phrases in stories or poems that suggest feelings or
appeal to the senses.

1365

1.RL.5

Explain major differences between books that tell stories and books that
give information, drawing on a wide reading of a range of text types.

Change to "Identify the sense
(touch, hearing, sight, taste,
smell) implied in words
appealing to the senses."
Wide range of text types or
grade level bands? Is this
referring to Lexile levels?

Email
1.RL.5
Comment #2

Explain major differences between books that tell stories and books that
give information, drawing on a wide reading of a range of text types.

comment discussed. Suggestions are present in 1.RL.1.

comment discussed. Yes, they do. No changes made.

comment was reviewed and discussed. Technical Review done by Dr. Abercombie from NAU determined
that the standard is developmentally appropriate. No revision made.

Developmen comment was reviewed and discussed. Technical Review done by Dr. Abercombie from NAU determined
tally
that the standard is developmentally appropriate. No revision made.
Appropriate/
Rigor

K12
Grade Level comment reviewed. This is a curricular or instructional decision. No changes made.
ParentGuard Additions/D
ian
eletions/Cha
nges
K12 Teacher General
comment reviewed. This standard refers to genres of text. No changes made.
Perception
and
Concerns
No further explanation needed. K12
General
General support of Standard
Administrat Support
or

1432

1.RL.5

Explain major differences between books that tell stories and books that
give information, drawing on a wide reading of a range of text types.

New teachers may need clarity K12 Teacher
with this standard of what is the
"range"? Is the range referring
to the variety of text OR the
variety of lexile levels?

General
Perception
and
Concerns

comment reviewed. This standard refers to genres of text. No changes made.

2344

1.RL.5

Explain major differences between books that tell stories and books that
give information, drawing on a wide reading of a range of text types.

The following standard should K12
not be used for one or more of ParentGuard
the following
ian
reasons:considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear, teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood."

Developmen comment was reviewed and discussed. Technical Review done by Dr. Abercombie from NAU determined
tally
that the standard is developmentally appropriate. No revision made.
Appropriate/
Rigor

2394

1.RL.5

Explain major differences between books that tell stories and books that
give information, drawing on a wide reading of a range of text types.

Delete. These children haven't
had a "wide reading of a range
of text types." They haven't
even scratched the surface of
literature, poems, fables, folk
tales, legends, myths, or the
myriad types of non-fiction.

2345

1.RL.6

Identify who is telling the story at various points in a text.

The following standard should K12
Curriculum
not be used for one or more of ParentGuard &
the following
ian
Instruction
reasons:considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear, teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood."

K12
Grade Level comment was reviewed and discuessed. Suggested forms of literature are addressed in 1.RL.10 and 1.RL.5.
ParentGuard Additions/D This skill is needed. No changes made.
ian
eletions/Cha
nges

comment was reviewed and discussed. Technical Review done by Dr. Abercombie from NAU determined
that the standard is developmentally appropriate. No revision made.

2347

1.RL.7

Use illustrations and details in a story to describe its characters, setting, or
events.

The following standard should K12
not be used for one or more of ParentGuard
the following
ian
reasons:considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear, teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood."

2395

1.RL.7

Use illustrations and details in a story to describe its characters, setting, or
events.

Delete. Repetitive.

2346

1.RL.8

(Not applicable to literature)

The following standard should
not be used for one or more of
the following
reasons:considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear, teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood."

2348

1.RL.9

Compare and contrast the adventures and experiences of characters in
stories.

The following standard should K12
not be used for one or more of ParentGuard
the following
ian
reasons:considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear, teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood."

Developmen comment was reviewed and discussed. Technical Review done by Dr. Abercombie from NAU determined
tally
that the standard is developmentally appropriate. No revision made.
Appropriate/
Rigor

K12
Developmen comment was reviewed and discussed. Standard is aligned with RI.7. No changes made.
ParentGuard tally
ian
Appropriate/
Rigor
K12
Developmen comment was reviewed and discussed. Technical Review done by Dr. Abercombie from NAU determined
ParentGuard tally
that the standard is developmentally appropriate. No revision made.
ian
Appropriate/
Rigor

Developmen comment was reviewed and discussed. Technical Review done by Dr. Abercombie from NAU determined
tally
that the standard is developmentally appropriate. No revision made.
Appropriate/
Rigor

2396

1.RL.9

Compare and contrast the adventures and experiences of characters in
stories.

Delete. Unnecessary.

K12
Grade Level
ParentGuard Additions/D
ian
eletions/Cha
nges
K12 Teacher Grade Level
Additions/D
eletions/Cha
nges

1488

1.SL.1

Participate in collaborative conversations with diverse partners about grade
1 topics and texts with peers and adults in small and larger groups.a. Follow
agreed‐upon rules for discussions (e.g., listening to others with care,
speaking one at a time about the topics and texts under discussion).b. Build
on others’ talk in conversations by responding to the comments of others
through multiple exchanges.c. Ask questions to clear up any confusion
about the topics and texts under discussion.

The word "diverse" should
either be eliminated or
reworded with "a variety of" or
"different."

The following standard should K12
not be used for one or more of ParentGuard
the following
ian
reasons:considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear, teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood."

Comment reviewed. This is a necessary skill. No changes made.

Comment Reviewed. "Diverse" is a term that aligns with other grade levels. Different Speaking and
Listening skills are needed, dependent on the size of the group. Standard does not dictate specific size or
structure of groups. No changes made.

Also, the standards shouldn't
dictate grouping. That is an
instructional decision that
should be made by the teacher.

2371

1.SL.1

Participate in collaborative conversations with diverse partners about grade
1 topics and texts with peers and adults in small and larger groups.a. Follow
agreed‐upon rules for discussions (e.g., listening to others with care,
speaking one at a time about the topics and texts under discussion).b. Build
on others’ talk in conversations by responding to the comments of others
through multiple exchanges.c. Ask questions to clear up any confusion
about the topics and texts under discussion.

2420

1.SL.1

Participate in collaborative conversations with diverse partners about grade Delete. Age-inappropriate.
1 topics and texts with peers and adults in small and larger groups.a. Follow
agreed‐upon rules for discussions (e.g., listening to others with care,
speaking one at a time about the topics and texts under discussion).b. Build
on others’ talk in conversations by responding to the comments of others
through multiple exchanges.c. Ask questions to clear up any confusion
about the topics and texts under discussion.

2372

1.SL.2

Ask and answer questions about key details in a text read aloud or
information presented orally or through other media.

Developmen comment was reviewed and discussed. Technical Review done by Dr. Abercombie from NAU determined
tally
that the standard is developmentally appropriate. No revision made.
Appropriate/
Rigor

K12
Developmen comment was reviewed and discussed. Technical Review done by Dr. Abercombie from NAU determined
ParentGuard tally
that the standard is developmentally appropriate. No revision made.
ian
Appropriate/
Rigor

The following standard should K12
not be used for one or more of ParentGuard
the following
ian
reasons:considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear, teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood."

Developmen comment was reviewed and discussed. Technical Review done by Dr. Abercombie from NAU determined
tally
that the standard is developmentally appropriate. No revision made.
Appropriate/
Rigor

2373

1.SL.3

Ask and answer questions about what a speaker says in order to gather
additional information or clarify something that is not understood.

The following standard should K12
not be used for one or more of ParentGuard
the following
ian
reasons:considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear, teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood."

Developmen comment was reviewed and discussed. Technical Review done by Dr. Abercombie from NAU determined
tally
that the standard is developmentally appropriate. No revision made.
Appropriate/
Rigor

2374

1.SL.4

Describe people, places, things, and events with relevant details, expressing The following standard should K12
ideas and feelings clearly.
not be used for one or more of ParentGuard
the following
ian
reasons:considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear, teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood."

Developmen comment was reviewed and discussed. Technical Review done by Dr. Abercombie from NAU determined
tally
that the standard is developmentally appropriate. No revision made.
Appropriate/
Rigor

2375

1.SL.5

Add drawings or other visual displays to descriptions when appropriate to
clarify ideas, thoughts, and feelings.

Developmen comment was reviewed and discussed. Technical Review done by Dr. Abercombie from NAU determined
tally
that the standard is developmentally appropriate. No revision made.
Appropriate/
Rigor

The following standard should K12
not be used for one or more of ParentGuard
the following
ian
reasons:considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear, teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood."

2376

1.SL.6

Produce complete sentences when appropriate to task and situation. (See
grade 1 Language standard 1 for specific expectations.)

The following standard should K12
not be used for one or more of ParentGuard
the following
ian
reasons:considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear, teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood."

Developmen comment was reviewed and discussed. Technical Review done by Dr. Abercombie from NAU determined
tally
that the standard is developmentally appropriate. No revision made.
Appropriate/
Rigor

2362

1.W.1

Write opinion pieces in which they introduce the topic or name the book
they are writing about, state an opinion, supply a reason for the opinion,
and provide some sense of closure.

The following standard should K12
not be used for one or more of ParentGuard
the following
ian
reasons:considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear, teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood."

Developmen comment was reviewed and discussed. Technical Review done by Dr. Abercombie from NAU determined
tally
that the standard is developmentally appropriate. No revision made.
Appropriate/
Rigor

2410

1.W.1

Write opinion pieces in which they introduce the topic or name the book
they are writing about, state an opinion, supply a reason for the opinion,
and provide some sense of closure.

1411

1.W.2

Write informative/explanatory texts in which they name a topic, supply
some facts about the topic, and provide some sense of closure.

Delete. Age-inappropriate.
Children do not have enough
knowledge to write opinion
pieces.
Consider adding functional text
or an example of functional text
to this standard since it was
removed from the draft.

K12
Developmen comment was reviewed and discussed. Technical Review done by Dr. Abercombie from NAU determined
ParentGuard tally
that the standard is developmentally appropriate. No revision made.
ian
Appropriate/
Rigor
K12 Teacher Grade Level comment reviewed. Functional text is defined within nonfiction in the glossary. No revision made.
Additions/D
eletions/Cha
nges

2363

1.W.2

Write informative/explanatory texts in which they name a topic, supply
some facts about the topic, and provide some sense of closure.

The following standard should K12
not be used for one or more of ParentGuard
the following
ian
reasons:considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear, teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood."

2411

1.W.2

Write informative/explanatory texts in which they name a topic, supply
some facts about the topic, and provide some sense of closure.

Delete. Age-inappropriate.

2364

1.W.3

Write narratives in which they recount two or more appropriately
sequenced events, include some details regarding what happened, use
temporal words to signal event order, and provide some sense of closure.

The following standard should
not be used for one or more of
the following
reasons:considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear, teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood."

2412

1.W.3

Write narratives in which they recount two or more appropriately
sequenced events, include some details regarding what happened, use
temporal words to signal event order, and provide some sense of closure.

Delete. Age-inappropriate.

Developmen comment was reviewed and discussed. Technical Review done by Dr. Abercombie from NAU determined
tally
that the standard is developmentally appropriate. No revision made.
Appropriate/
Rigor

K12
Developmen comment was reviewed and discussed. Technical Review done by Dr. Abercombie from NAU determined
ParentGuard tally
that the standard is developmentally appropriate. No revision made.
ian
Appropriate/
Rigor
K12
Developmen comment was reviewed and discussed. Technical Review done by Dr. Abercombie from NAU determined
ParentGuard tally
that the standard is developmentally appropriate. No revision made.
ian
Appropriate/
Rigor

K12
Developmen comment was reviewed and discussed. Technical Review done by Dr. Abercombie from NAU determined
ParentGuard tally
that the standard is developmentally appropriate. No revision made.
ian
Appropriate/
Rigor

2365

1.W.4

With guidance and support from adults, produce writing in which the
development and organization are appropriate to task and purpose.
(Grade‐specific expectations for writing types are defined in standards 1–3
above).

The following standard should K12
not be used for one or more of ParentGuard
the following
ian
reasons:considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear, teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood."

2413

1.W.4

Delete. Age-inappropriate.

2366

1.W.5

With guidance and support from adults, produce writing in which the
development and organization are appropriate to task and purpose.
(Grade‐specific expectations for writing types are defined in standards 1–3
above).
With guidance and support from adults, focus on a topic, respond to
questions and suggestions from peers, and add details to strengthen writing
as needed.

2414

1.W.5

With guidance and support from adults, focus on a topic, respond to
Delete. Age-inappropriate.
questions and suggestions from peers, and add details to strengthen writing Fosters group think.
as needed.

1450

1.W.6

With guidance and support from adults, use a variety of digital tools to
produce and publish writing, including in collaboration with peers.

1849

1.W.6

With guidance and support from adults, use a variety of digital tools to
produce and publish writing, including in collaboration with peers.

1853

1.W.6

With guidance and support from adults, use a variety of digital tools to
produce and publish writing, including in collaboration with peers.

The following standard should
not be used for one or more of
the following
reasons:considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear, teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood."

Developmen comment was reviewed and discussed. Technical Review done by Dr. Abercombie from NAU determined
tally
that the standard is developmentally appropriate. No revision made.
Appropriate/
Rigor

K12
Developmen comment was reviewed and discussed. Technical Review done by Dr. Abercombie from NAU determined
ParentGuard tally
that the standard is developmentally appropriate. No revision made.
ian
Appropriate/
Rigor
K12
Developmen comment was reviewed and discussed. Technical Review done by Dr. Abercombie from NAU determined
ParentGuard tally
that the standard is developmentally appropriate. No revision made.
ian
Appropriate/
Rigor

K12
Developmen comment was reviewed and discussed. Technical Review done by Dr. Abercombie from NAU determined
ParentGuard tally
that the standard is developmentally appropriate. No revision made.
ian
Appropriate/
Rigor
K12 Teacher General
General support of Standard
Support

It is essential to have this
interaction with technology at
this age. I appreciate the
inclusion of digital collaboration
with peers.
Having key boarding skills would K12 Teacher Curriculum comment reviewed. This is a curricular or instructional decision. No changes made.
be more age appropriate.
&
Instruction
Keyboarding skills development K12 Teacher Developmen comment reviewed. Producing and publishing is completed with guidance and support from teachers and
is appropriate for first graders,
tally
is done at the first grade level. No changes made.
but production and publishing
Appropriate/
would be a daunting task.
Rigor

1858

1.W.6

With guidance and support from adults, use a variety of digital tools to
produce and publish writing, including in collaboration with peers.

Applying knowledge on how to K12 Teacher
find/use digital tools is a great
grade level expectation. Having
the students actually compose
and publish writing digitally is
not age appropriate when they
are still becoming proficient at
writing in general.

Developmen comment reviewed. Producing and publishing is completed with guidance and support from teachers and
tally
is done at the first grade level. No changes made.
Appropriate/
Rigor

2367

1.W.6

With guidance and support from adults, use a variety of digital tools to
produce and publish writing, including in collaboration with peers.

The following standard should K12
not be used for one or more of ParentGuard
the following
ian
reasons:considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear, teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood."

Developmen comment was reviewed and discussed. Technical Review done by Dr. Abercombie from NAU determined
tally
that the standard is developmentally appropriate. No revision made.
Appropriate/
Rigor

2418

1.W.6

With guidance and support from adults, use a variety of digital tools to
produce and publish writing, including in collaboration with peers.

Delete. Age-inappropriate.

2368

1.W.7

With guidance and support from adults, participate in shared research and The following standard should
writing projects (e.g., explore a number of &quot;how‐to&quot; books on a not be used for one or more of
given topic and use them to write a sequence of instructions).
the following
reasons:considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear, teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood."

2415

1.W.7

With guidance and support from adults, participate in shared research and Delete. Age-inappropriate.
K12
writing projects (e.g., explore a number of &quot;how‐to&quot; books on a Children do not have enough
ParentGuard
knowledge to be doing "shared" ian
given topic and use them to write a sequence of instructions).
research and writing projects.
Rather, they could read a how
to book and explain how to do
something.

K12
Developmen comment was reviewed and discussed. Technical Review done by Dr. Abercombie from NAU determined
ParentGuard tally
that the standard is developmentally appropriate. No revision made.
ian
Appropriate/
Rigor
K12
Developmen comment was reviewed and discussed. Technical Review done by Dr. Abercombie from NAU determined
ParentGuard tally
that the standard is developmentally appropriate. No revision made.
ian
Appropriate/
Rigor

Developmen comment was reviewed and discussed. Technical Review done by Dr. Abercombie from NAU determined
tally
that the standard is developmentally appropriate. No revision made.
Appropriate/
Rigor

2369

1.W.8

With guidance and support from adults, recall information from experiences The following standard should K12
or gather information from provided sources to answer a question.
not be used for one or more of ParentGuard
the following
ian
reasons:considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear, teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood."

Developmen comment was reviewed and discussed. Technical Review done by Dr. Abercombie from NAU determined
tally
that the standard is developmentally appropriate. No revision made.
Appropriate/
Rigor

2416

1.W.8

With guidance and support from adults, recall information from experiences Delete. Unnecessary, not
or gather information from provided sources to answer a question.
worthwhile.

1600

1.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Write upper and lower case
manuscript alphabet from memory using correct letter formation.b. Write
common grapheme (letter or letter group) for each phoneme.c. Write with
appropriate spacing between letters and words.

1652

1.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Write upper and lower case
manuscript alphabet from memory using correct letter formation.b. Write
common grapheme (letter or letter group) for each phoneme.c. Write with
appropriate spacing between letters and words.

1841

1.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Write upper and lower case
manuscript alphabet from memory using correct letter formation.b. Write
common grapheme (letter or letter group) for each phoneme.c. Write with
appropriate spacing between letters and words.

Thank you for reincorporating K12 Teacher General
Support
this skill back into the standards.

Comment in support of Standard

1857

1.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Write upper and lower case
manuscript alphabet from memory using correct letter formation.b. Write
common grapheme (letter or letter group) for each phoneme.c. Write with
appropriate spacing between letters and words.

Great that basic handwriting as
a communication tool may be
given more emphasis.

K12 Teacher General
Support

Comment in support of Standard

1871

1.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Write upper and lower case
manuscript alphabet from memory using correct letter formation.b. Write
common grapheme (letter or letter group) for each phoneme.c. Write with
appropriate spacing between letters and words.

So glad handwriting is back in
the standards.

K12 Teacher General
Support

Comment in support of Standard

2062

1.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Write upper and lower case
manuscript alphabet from memory using correct letter formation.b. Write
common grapheme (letter or letter group) for each phoneme.c. Write with
appropriate spacing between letters and words.

THANK YOU FOR INCLUDING
K12 Teacher General
Support
HANDWRITING! I get so tired of
students with sloppy
penmanship. Good handwriting
not only leads to a better ability
to write coherent ideas -- it is
also an indicator of a student's
level of effort, attention to
detail, and pride in the work
they are doing.

Comment in support of Standard

K12
Grade Level comment reviewed. Skills described in this standard are necessary. No changes made.
ParentGuard Additions/D
ian
eletions/Cha
nges
K12 Teacher General
Comment in support of Standard
Support

Writing print concepts is an
important piece of
communication and I agree that
is should be added to the
standards.
Instruction of correct letter
K12
General
formation is essential for
ParentGuard Support
students.
ian

Comment in support of Standard

2078

1.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Write upper and lower case
manuscript alphabet from memory using correct letter formation.b. Write
common grapheme (letter or letter group) for each phoneme.c. Write with
appropriate spacing between letters and words.

I agree with the addition of the
sound-letter basics and
handwriting for K-2.

K12 Teacher General
Support

Comment in support of Standard

2076

1.WF.2

Comment in support of Standard

1.WF.2

K12
General
Administrat Support
or

Comment reviewed. Standard should read: Demonstrate and apply sound-letter concepts when writing.
A and B are removed

2113

1.WF.2

Demonstrate and apply sound-letter concepts.a. Orally segment the
phonemes in any single-syllable, spoken word.b. Demonstrate and
understand that each syllable is organized around a vowel sound.

1205

1.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills when encoding words.a.
Spell common, regular, single-syllable words using:1. Short vowels and
single consonants.2. Consonant graphemes including qu, x, and -ck;
digraphs (e.g., thin, shop, when, much, sing); and doubled letters (e.g., off,
will, mess).3. Initial and final consonant blends (e.g., must, slab, plump).4.
Long vowel patterns spelled correctly, including VCe (Vowel-Consonantsilent e) (e.g., came, like), common vowel teams (e.g., boat, play, wait, see,
team, right), and open syllables (e.g., go, cry).5. Vowel-r combinations,
including er, ar, or (e.g., car, her, stir, for, burn).b. Spell words with
inflectional endings:1. Verbs with -ing, -ed, -s, and no change in the base
word (e.g., snowed, playing, jumps).2. Nouns with -s, -es, and no change to
the base word (e.g., rugs, kisses).3. Adjectives with -er, -est, and no change
to the base word (e.g., slower).c. Spell two-syllable words, including:1.
Words that end in -y or -ly (e.g., smelly, gladly).2. Common compound
words (e.g., hotdog).3. Words with two closed syllables (e.g., rabbit,
wagon).d. Spell the 100 most often used words in English as found in a
research-based list, including:1. Irregular words (e.g., said, what, are, they,
was).2. Pattern based words (e.g., he, him, for, in, by, like).e. Spell
unfamiliar words phonetically, applying phonemic awareness and spelling
conventions.

I agree with the addition of the
sound-letter concepts for K-3rd
grade.
I believe there is redundancy in
the Sound-Letter Basics (WF.2)
standards – these standards are
represented already in
phonological awareness and
spelling.
b wording is awkward. Instead
consider Demonstrate and
understand that each syllable
must have a written vowel. or
you could say.....written vowel
sound.
I appreciate the addition of the
writing foundational skills.

K12 Teacher General
Support

Email
Comment

Demonstrate and apply sound-letter concepts.a. Orally segment the
phonemes in any single-syllable, spoken word.b. Demonstrate and
understand that each syllable is organized around a vowel sound.
Demonstrate and apply sound-letter concepts.a. Orally segment the
phonemes in any single-syllable, spoken word.b. Demonstrate and
understand that each syllable is organized around a vowel sound.

K12 Teacher Grade Level comment reviewed and discussed. Each syllable has a vowel sound, but could contain more than one
Additions/D written vowel. No changes made.
eletions/Cha
nges

Community General
Member
Support

Comment in support of Standard

Email
Comment

1.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills when encoding words.a.
Spell common, regular, single-syllable words using:1. Short vowels and
single consonants.2. Consonant graphemes including qu, x, and -ck;
digraphs (e.g., thin, shop, when, much, sing); and doubled letters (e.g., off,
will, mess).3. Initial and final consonant blends (e.g., must, slab, plump).4.
Long vowel patterns spelled correctly, including VCe (Vowel-Consonantsilent e) (e.g., came, like), common vowel teams (e.g., boat, play, wait, see,
team, right), and open syllables (e.g., go, cry).5. Vowel-r combinations,
including er, ar, or (e.g., car, her, stir, for, burn).b. Spell words with
inflectional endings:1. Verbs with -ing, -ed, -s, and no change in the base
word (e.g., snowed, playing, jumps).2. Nouns with -s, -es, and no change to
the base word (e.g., rugs, kisses).3. Adjectives with -er, -est, and no change
to the base word (e.g., slower).c. Spell two-syllable words, including:1.
Words that end in -y or -ly (e.g., smelly, gladly).2. Common compound
words (e.g., hotdog).3. Words with two closed syllables (e.g., rabbit,
wagon).d. Spell the 100 most often used words in English as found in a
research-based list, including:1. Irregular words (e.g., said, what, are, they,
was).2. Pattern based words (e.g., he, him, for, in, by, like).e. Spell
unfamiliar words phonetically, applying phonemic awareness and spelling
conventions.

I am enthusiastic about
K12
Curriculum
articulating spelling
Administrat &
progressions but believe that
or
Instruction
the specificity of some spelling
standards suggest the use of
only certain programs that
match the progression outlined.
As you know, scopes and
sequences vary beyond basic
agreed upon progressions and
there is no research that
supports one particular
program. I am hopeful that
these standards can be
reviewed and limited to basic,
widely agreed upon
progressions.

comment reviewed. Standards do not dictate the scope and sequence in which they will be taught but
rather end of year mastery goals. No changes made.

Email
1.WF.3
Comment #1

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills when encoding words.a.
Spell common, regular, single-syllable words using:1. Short vowels and
single consonants.2. Consonant graphemes including qu, x, and -ck;
digraphs (e.g., thin, shop, when, much, sing); and doubled letters (e.g., off,
will, mess).3. Initial and final consonant blends (e.g., must, slab, plump).4.
Long vowel patterns spelled correctly, including VCe (Vowel-Consonantsilent e) (e.g., came, like), common vowel teams (e.g., boat, play, wait, see,
team, right), and open syllables (e.g., go, cry).5. Vowel-r combinations,
including er, ar, or (e.g., car, her, stir, for, burn).b. Spell words with
inflectional endings:1. Verbs with -ing, -ed, -s, and no change in the base
word (e.g., snowed, playing, jumps).2. Nouns with -s, -es, and no change to
the base word (e.g., rugs, kisses).3. Adjectives with -er, -est, and no change
to the base word (e.g., slower).c. Spell two-syllable words, including:1.
Words that end in -y or -ly (e.g., smelly, gladly).2. Common compound
words (e.g., hotdog).3. Words with two closed syllables (e.g., rabbit,
wagon).d. Spell the 100 most often used words in English as found in a
research-based list, including:1. Irregular words (e.g., said, what, are, they,
was).2. Pattern based words (e.g., he, him, for, in, by, like).e. Spell
unfamiliar words phonetically, applying phonemic awareness and spelling
conventions.

would be hard to assess. It is
K12
Curriculum
including in the six syllable types Administrat &
and would better be assessed
or
Instruction
there.

comment reviewed. This is a curricular or instructional decision. No changes made.

1268

1.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills when encoding words.a.
Spell common, regular, single-syllable words using:1. Short vowels and
single consonants.2. Consonant graphemes including qu, x, and -ck;
digraphs (e.g., thin, shop, when, much, sing); and doubled letters (e.g., off,
will, mess).3. Initial and final consonant blends (e.g., must, slab, plump).4.
Long vowel patterns spelled correctly, including VCe (Vowel-Consonantsilent e) (e.g., came, like), common vowel teams (e.g., boat, play, wait, see,
team, right), and open syllables (e.g., go, cry).5. Vowel-r combinations,
including er, ar, or (e.g., car, her, stir, for, burn).b. Spell words with
inflectional endings:1. Verbs with -ing, -ed, -s, and no change in the base
word (e.g., snowed, playing, jumps).2. Nouns with -s, -es, and no change to
the base word (e.g., rugs, kisses).3. Adjectives with -er, -est, and no change
to the base word (e.g., slower).c. Spell two-syllable words, including:1.
Words that end in -y or -ly (e.g., smelly, gladly).2. Common compound
words (e.g., hotdog).3. Words with two closed syllables (e.g., rabbit,
wagon).d. Spell the 100 most often used words in English as found in a
research-based list, including:1. Irregular words (e.g., said, what, are, they,
was).2. Pattern based words (e.g., he, him, for, in, by, like).e. Spell
unfamiliar words phonetically, applying phonemic awareness and spelling
conventions.

Most of these skills are more
K12 Teacher
appropriate to 2nd grade than
1st grade. Encoding is a difficult
skill, especially for emergent
readers. 1.WF. 3.a.4-6 are better
left in 2nd grade, as are
1.WF.3.c.1and 3 (wagon is a
schwa, by the way, not
technically a closed syllable
because the vowel sound is NOT
the short sound). Also,
encoding 100 HFW is a huge
task for 1st graders.
Spelling/writing vowel teams is
also not 1st grade appropriate.
It is enough to read this type of
word at this age.

Developmen Numbers can remain pending L. Motes research. If numbers remain, verbage should include statements
tally
focusing on spelling patterns.
Appropriate/
Rigor

1404

1.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills when encoding words.a.
Spell common, regular, single-syllable words using:1. Short vowels and
single consonants.2. Consonant graphemes including qu, x, and -ck;
digraphs (e.g., thin, shop, when, much, sing); and doubled letters (e.g., off,
will, mess).3. Initial and final consonant blends (e.g., must, slab, plump).4.
Long vowel patterns spelled correctly, including VCe (Vowel-Consonantsilent e) (e.g., came, like), common vowel teams (e.g., boat, play, wait, see,
team, right), and open syllables (e.g., go, cry).5. Vowel-r combinations,
including er, ar, or (e.g., car, her, stir, for, burn).b. Spell words with
inflectional endings:1. Verbs with -ing, -ed, -s, and no change in the base
word (e.g., snowed, playing, jumps).2. Nouns with -s, -es, and no change to
the base word (e.g., rugs, kisses).3. Adjectives with -er, -est, and no change
to the base word (e.g., slower).c. Spell two-syllable words, including:1.
Words that end in -y or -ly (e.g., smelly, gladly).2. Common compound
words (e.g., hotdog).3. Words with two closed syllables (e.g., rabbit,
wagon).d. Spell the 100 most often used words in English as found in a
research-based list, including:1. Irregular words (e.g., said, what, are, they,
was).2. Pattern based words (e.g., he, him, for, in, by, like).e. Spell
unfamiliar words phonetically, applying phonemic awareness and spelling
conventions.

The list of 100 words for spelling K12 Teacher Curriculum
should be given if there is this
&
specific standard.
Instruction
If there is flexibility of those 100
words, there should be a change
in the wording of the
standard to imply that flexibility.

Numbers can remain pending L. Motes research. If numbers remain, verbage should include statements
focusing on spelling patterns.

1406

1.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills when encoding words.a.
Spell common, regular, single-syllable words using:1. Short vowels and
single consonants.2. Consonant graphemes including qu, x, and -ck;
digraphs (e.g., thin, shop, when, much, sing); and doubled letters (e.g., off,
will, mess).3. Initial and final consonant blends (e.g., must, slab, plump).4.
Long vowel patterns spelled correctly, including VCe (Vowel-Consonantsilent e) (e.g., came, like), common vowel teams (e.g., boat, play, wait, see,
team, right), and open syllables (e.g., go, cry).5. Vowel-r combinations,
including er, ar, or (e.g., car, her, stir, for, burn).b. Spell words with
inflectional endings:1. Verbs with -ing, -ed, -s, and no change in the base
word (e.g., snowed, playing, jumps).2. Nouns with -s, -es, and no change to
the base word (e.g., rugs, kisses).3. Adjectives with -er, -est, and no change
to the base word (e.g., slower).c. Spell two-syllable words, including:1.
Words that end in -y or -ly (e.g., smelly, gladly).2. Common compound
words (e.g., hotdog).3. Words with two closed syllables (e.g., rabbit,
wagon).d. Spell the 100 most often used words in English as found in a
research-based list, including:1. Irregular words (e.g., said, what, are, they,
was).2. Pattern based words (e.g., he, him, for, in, by, like).e. Spell
unfamiliar words phonetically, applying phonemic awareness and spelling
conventions.

The use of the word "the" in
K12 Teacher
1.WF.3d implies everyone
should be using the same list of
"the 100 most often used
words" - if the State is allowing
for flexibility at the local level,
the word "the" should not be
used.

1407

1.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills when encoding words.a.
Spell common, regular, single-syllable words using:1. Short vowels and
single consonants.2. Consonant graphemes including qu, x, and -ck;
digraphs (e.g., thin, shop, when, much, sing); and doubled letters (e.g., off,
will, mess).3. Initial and final consonant blends (e.g., must, slab, plump).4.
Long vowel patterns spelled correctly, including VCe (Vowel-Consonantsilent e) (e.g., came, like), common vowel teams (e.g., boat, play, wait, see,
team, right), and open syllables (e.g., go, cry).5. Vowel-r combinations,
including er, ar, or (e.g., car, her, stir, for, burn).b. Spell words with
inflectional endings:1. Verbs with -ing, -ed, -s, and no change in the base
word (e.g., snowed, playing, jumps).2. Nouns with -s, -es, and no change to
the base word (e.g., rugs, kisses).3. Adjectives with -er, -est, and no change
to the base word (e.g., slower).c. Spell two-syllable words, including:1.
Words that end in -y or -ly (e.g., smelly, gladly).2. Common compound
words (e.g., hotdog).3. Words with two closed syllables (e.g., rabbit,
wagon).d. Spell the 100 most often used words in English as found in a
research-based list, including:1. Irregular words (e.g., said, what, are, they,
was).2. Pattern based words (e.g., he, him, for, in, by, like).e. Spell
unfamiliar words phonetically, applying phonemic awareness and spelling
conventions.

What are the 100 most often
used words in English? Specific
list??

Grade Level Numbers can remain pending L. Motes research. If numbers remain, verbage should include statements
Additions/D focusing on spelling patterns. "the" changed to "a"
eletions/Cha
nges

K12 Teacher Curriculum
&
Instruction

Numbers can remain pending L. Motes research. If numbers remain, verbage should include statements
focusing on spelling patterns. Specifically named list is curricular.

1408

1.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills when encoding words.a.
Spell common, regular, single-syllable words using:1. Short vowels and
single consonants.2. Consonant graphemes including qu, x, and -ck;
digraphs (e.g., thin, shop, when, much, sing); and doubled letters (e.g., off,
will, mess).3. Initial and final consonant blends (e.g., must, slab, plump).4.
Long vowel patterns spelled correctly, including VCe (Vowel-Consonantsilent e) (e.g., came, like), common vowel teams (e.g., boat, play, wait, see,
team, right), and open syllables (e.g., go, cry).5. Vowel-r combinations,
including er, ar, or (e.g., car, her, stir, for, burn).b. Spell words with
inflectional endings:1. Verbs with -ing, -ed, -s, and no change in the base
word (e.g., snowed, playing, jumps).2. Nouns with -s, -es, and no change to
the base word (e.g., rugs, kisses).3. Adjectives with -er, -est, and no change
to the base word (e.g., slower).c. Spell two-syllable words, including:1.
Words that end in -y or -ly (e.g., smelly, gladly).2. Common compound
words (e.g., hotdog).3. Words with two closed syllables (e.g., rabbit,
wagon).d. Spell the 100 most often used words in English as found in a
research-based list, including:1. Irregular words (e.g., said, what, are, they,
was).2. Pattern based words (e.g., he, him, for, in, by, like).e. Spell
unfamiliar words phonetically, applying phonemic awareness and spelling
conventions.

Again, using the word "the"
K12 Teacher General
implies a specific list. Allow for
Perception
flexibility and take the word out.
and
Concerns

1410

1.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills when encoding words.a.
Spell common, regular, single-syllable words using:1. Short vowels and
single consonants.2. Consonant graphemes including qu, x, and -ck;
digraphs (e.g., thin, shop, when, much, sing); and doubled letters (e.g., off,
will, mess).3. Initial and final consonant blends (e.g., must, slab, plump).4.
Long vowel patterns spelled correctly, including VCe (Vowel-Consonantsilent e) (e.g., came, like), common vowel teams (e.g., boat, play, wait, see,
team, right), and open syllables (e.g., go, cry).5. Vowel-r combinations,
including er, ar, or (e.g., car, her, stir, for, burn).b. Spell words with
inflectional endings:1. Verbs with -ing, -ed, -s, and no change in the base
word (e.g., snowed, playing, jumps).2. Nouns with -s, -es, and no change to
the base word (e.g., rugs, kisses).3. Adjectives with -er, -est, and no change
to the base word (e.g., slower).c. Spell two-syllable words, including:1.
Words that end in -y or -ly (e.g., smelly, gladly).2. Common compound
words (e.g., hotdog).3. Words with two closed syllables (e.g., rabbit,
wagon).d. Spell the 100 most often used words in English as found in a
research-based list, including:1. Irregular words (e.g., said, what, are, they,
was).2. Pattern based words (e.g., he, him, for, in, by, like).e. Spell
unfamiliar words phonetically, applying phonemic awareness and spelling
conventions.

d. What are the 100 most often K12 Teacher
used words in English? Why
100? It should read: Spell 100
of the most often used words in
English.
The way it is stated implies
there is a specific list of 100
words that every teacher must
have the students spell. That is
not the case. That is a
district/school decision.

Numbers can remain pending L. Motes research. If numbers remain, verbage should include statements
focusing on spelling patterns. "the" changed to "a"

Grade Level Numbers can remain pending L. Motes research. If numbers remain, verbage should include statements
Additions/D focusing on spelling patterns.
eletions/Cha
nges

1437

1.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills when encoding words.a.
Spell common, regular, single-syllable words using:1. Short vowels and
single consonants.2. Consonant graphemes including qu, x, and -ck;
digraphs (e.g., thin, shop, when, much, sing); and doubled letters (e.g., off,
will, mess).3. Initial and final consonant blends (e.g., must, slab, plump).4.
Long vowel patterns spelled correctly, including VCe (Vowel-Consonantsilent e) (e.g., came, like), common vowel teams (e.g., boat, play, wait, see,
team, right), and open syllables (e.g., go, cry).5. Vowel-r combinations,
including er, ar, or (e.g., car, her, stir, for, burn).b. Spell words with
inflectional endings:1. Verbs with -ing, -ed, -s, and no change in the base
word (e.g., snowed, playing, jumps).2. Nouns with -s, -es, and no change to
the base word (e.g., rugs, kisses).3. Adjectives with -er, -est, and no change
to the base word (e.g., slower).c. Spell two-syllable words, including:1.
Words that end in -y or -ly (e.g., smelly, gladly).2. Common compound
words (e.g., hotdog).3. Words with two closed syllables (e.g., rabbit,
wagon).d. Spell the 100 most often used words in English as found in a
research-based list, including:1. Irregular words (e.g., said, what, are, they,
was).2. Pattern based words (e.g., he, him, for, in, by, like).e. Spell
unfamiliar words phonetically, applying phonemic awareness and spelling
conventions.

1RF3 d- remove the word "the" K12 Teacher
100 most common. It implies a
specific 100. It would depend
upon the selected word list.

Grade Level Numbers can remain pending L. Motes research. If numbers remain, verbage should include statements
Additions/D focusing on spelling patterns.
eletions/Cha
nges

1868

1.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills when encoding words.a.
Spell common, regular, single-syllable words using:1. Short vowels and
single consonants.2. Consonant graphemes including qu, x, and -ck;
digraphs (e.g., thin, shop, when, much, sing); and doubled letters (e.g., off,
will, mess).3. Initial and final consonant blends (e.g., must, slab, plump).4.
Long vowel patterns spelled correctly, including VCe (Vowel-Consonantsilent e) (e.g., came, like), common vowel teams (e.g., boat, play, wait, see,
team, right), and open syllables (e.g., go, cry).5. Vowel-r combinations,
including er, ar, or (e.g., car, her, stir, for, burn).b. Spell words with
inflectional endings:1. Verbs with -ing, -ed, -s, and no change in the base
word (e.g., snowed, playing, jumps).2. Nouns with -s, -es, and no change to
the base word (e.g., rugs, kisses).3. Adjectives with -er, -est, and no change
to the base word (e.g., slower).c. Spell two-syllable words, including:1.
Words that end in -y or -ly (e.g., smelly, gladly).2. Common compound
words (e.g., hotdog).3. Words with two closed syllables (e.g., rabbit,
wagon).d. Spell the 100 most often used words in English as found in a
research-based list, including:1. Irregular words (e.g., said, what, are, they,
was).2. Pattern based words (e.g., he, him, for, in, by, like).e. Spell
unfamiliar words phonetically, applying phonemic awareness and spelling
conventions.

What list for 'd' to measure 100 K12 Teacher Grade Level Numbers can remain pending L. Motes research. If numbers remain, verbage should include statements
most often?
Additions/D focusing on spelling patterns.
eletions/Cha
nges

1869

1.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills when encoding words.a.
Spell common, regular, single-syllable words using:1. Short vowels and
single consonants.2. Consonant graphemes including qu, x, and -ck;
digraphs (e.g., thin, shop, when, much, sing); and doubled letters (e.g., off,
will, mess).3. Initial and final consonant blends (e.g., must, slab, plump).4.
Long vowel patterns spelled correctly, including VCe (Vowel-Consonantsilent e) (e.g., came, like), common vowel teams (e.g., boat, play, wait, see,
team, right), and open syllables (e.g., go, cry).5. Vowel-r combinations,
including er, ar, or (e.g., car, her, stir, for, burn).b. Spell words with
inflectional endings:1. Verbs with -ing, -ed, -s, and no change in the base
word (e.g., snowed, playing, jumps).2. Nouns with -s, -es, and no change to
the base word (e.g., rugs, kisses).3. Adjectives with -er, -est, and no change
to the base word (e.g., slower).c. Spell two-syllable words, including:1.
Words that end in -y or -ly (e.g., smelly, gladly).2. Common compound
words (e.g., hotdog).3. Words with two closed syllables (e.g., rabbit,
wagon).d. Spell the 100 most often used words in English as found in a
research-based list, including:1. Irregular words (e.g., said, what, are, they,
was).2. Pattern based words (e.g., he, him, for, in, by, like).e. Spell
unfamiliar words phonetically, applying phonemic awareness and spelling
conventions.

Spelling the most 100 often
K12 Teacher
used words in English is
important, but what researchbased list? This seems very
subjective depending on where
people go to find this list.

Grade Level Numbers can remain pending L. Motes research. If numbers remain, verbage should include statements
Additions/D focusing on spelling patterns.
eletions/Cha
nges

1984

1.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills when encoding words.a.
Spell common, regular, single-syllable words using:1. Short vowels and
single consonants.2. Consonant graphemes including qu, x, and -ck;
digraphs (e.g., thin, shop, when, much, sing); and doubled letters (e.g., off,
will, mess).3. Initial and final consonant blends (e.g., must, slab, plump).4.
Long vowel patterns spelled correctly, including VCe (Vowel-Consonantsilent e) (e.g., came, like), common vowel teams (e.g., boat, play, wait, see,
team, right), and open syllables (e.g., go, cry).5. Vowel-r combinations,
including er, ar, or (e.g., car, her, stir, for, burn).b. Spell words with
inflectional endings:1. Verbs with -ing, -ed, -s, and no change in the base
word (e.g., snowed, playing, jumps).2. Nouns with -s, -es, and no change to
the base word (e.g., rugs, kisses).3. Adjectives with -er, -est, and no change
to the base word (e.g., slower).c. Spell two-syllable words, including:1.
Words that end in -y or -ly (e.g., smelly, gladly).2. Common compound
words (e.g., hotdog).3. Words with two closed syllables (e.g., rabbit,
wagon).d. Spell the 100 most often used words in English as found in a
research-based list, including:1. Irregular words (e.g., said, what, are, they,
was).2. Pattern based words (e.g., he, him, for, in, by, like).e. Spell
unfamiliar words phonetically, applying phonemic awareness and spelling
conventions.

I strongly feel that this is
K12 Teacher
inappropriate for 1st grade. The
students are still learning to
read and as they read the
spelling patterns and rules come
with it. Spelling is memorization
and some students really
struggle with this. I think that as
the students start to grasp
reading spelling will come along
with it. I as a teacher feel like it
is more important for the
children to sound words out
phonetically rather than
memorization and focus on
reading.

Developmen Numbers can remain pending L. Motes research. If numbers remain, verbage should include statements
tally
focusing on spelling patterns.
Appropriate/
Rigor

1986

1.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills when encoding words.a.
Spell common, regular, single-syllable words using:1. Short vowels and
single consonants.2. Consonant graphemes including qu, x, and -ck;
digraphs (e.g., thin, shop, when, much, sing); and doubled letters (e.g., off,
will, mess).3. Initial and final consonant blends (e.g., must, slab, plump).4.
Long vowel patterns spelled correctly, including VCe (Vowel-Consonantsilent e) (e.g., came, like), common vowel teams (e.g., boat, play, wait, see,
team, right), and open syllables (e.g., go, cry).5. Vowel-r combinations,
including er, ar, or (e.g., car, her, stir, for, burn).b. Spell words with
inflectional endings:1. Verbs with -ing, -ed, -s, and no change in the base
word (e.g., snowed, playing, jumps).2. Nouns with -s, -es, and no change to
the base word (e.g., rugs, kisses).3. Adjectives with -er, -est, and no change
to the base word (e.g., slower).c. Spell two-syllable words, including:1.
Words that end in -y or -ly (e.g., smelly, gladly).2. Common compound
words (e.g., hotdog).3. Words with two closed syllables (e.g., rabbit,
wagon).d. Spell the 100 most often used words in English as found in a
research-based list, including:1. Irregular words (e.g., said, what, are, they,
was).2. Pattern based words (e.g., he, him, for, in, by, like).e. Spell
unfamiliar words phonetically, applying phonemic awareness and spelling
conventions.

I disagree with standards
K12 Teacher
1.WF.3.b, 1.WF.3.c, 1.WF.3.d,
1.WF.3.e. They are
inappropriate for our first grade
students. Developmentally,
these students are still learning
to read and need those
foundational skills before they
can spell words with inflectional
endings, two syllables words,
and the 100 most often used
words.

Developmen Numbers can remain pending L. Motes research. If numbers remain, verbage should include statements
tally
focusing on spelling patterns.
Appropriate/
Rigor

2061

1.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills when encoding words.a.
Spell common, regular, single-syllable words using:1. Short vowels and
single consonants.2. Consonant graphemes including qu, x, and -ck;
digraphs (e.g., thin, shop, when, much, sing); and doubled letters (e.g., off,
will, mess).3. Initial and final consonant blends (e.g., must, slab, plump).4.
Long vowel patterns spelled correctly, including VCe (Vowel-Consonantsilent e) (e.g., came, like), common vowel teams (e.g., boat, play, wait, see,
team, right), and open syllables (e.g., go, cry).5. Vowel-r combinations,
including er, ar, or (e.g., car, her, stir, for, burn).b. Spell words with
inflectional endings:1. Verbs with -ing, -ed, -s, and no change in the base
word (e.g., snowed, playing, jumps).2. Nouns with -s, -es, and no change to
the base word (e.g., rugs, kisses).3. Adjectives with -er, -est, and no change
to the base word (e.g., slower).c. Spell two-syllable words, including:1.
Words that end in -y or -ly (e.g., smelly, gladly).2. Common compound
words (e.g., hotdog).3. Words with two closed syllables (e.g., rabbit,
wagon).d. Spell the 100 most often used words in English as found in a
research-based list, including:1. Irregular words (e.g., said, what, are, they,
was).2. Pattern based words (e.g., he, him, for, in, by, like).e. Spell
unfamiliar words phonetically, applying phonemic awareness and spelling
conventions.

Thank you for including all of
K12 Teacher General
these specifics. As a first grade
Support
teacher I feel it is very important
for students to learn the basic
rules of phonics for both
reading and spelling success.

General support of Standard

2114

1.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills when encoding words.a.
Spell common, regular, single-syllable words using:1. Short vowels and
single consonants.2. Consonant graphemes including qu, x, and -ck;
digraphs (e.g., thin, shop, when, much, sing); and doubled letters (e.g., off,
will, mess).3. Initial and final consonant blends (e.g., must, slab, plump).4.
Long vowel patterns spelled correctly, including VCe (Vowel-Consonantsilent e) (e.g., came, like), common vowel teams (e.g., boat, play, wait, see,
team, right), and open syllables (e.g., go, cry).5. Vowel-r combinations,
including er, ar, or (e.g., car, her, stir, for, burn).b. Spell words with
inflectional endings:1. Verbs with -ing, -ed, -s, and no change in the base
word (e.g., snowed, playing, jumps).2. Nouns with -s, -es, and no change to
the base word (e.g., rugs, kisses).3. Adjectives with -er, -est, and no change
to the base word (e.g., slower).c. Spell two-syllable words, including:1.
Words that end in -y or -ly (e.g., smelly, gladly).2. Common compound
words (e.g., hotdog).3. Words with two closed syllables (e.g., rabbit,
wagon).d. Spell the 100 most often used words in English as found in a
research-based list, including:1. Irregular words (e.g., said, what, are, they,
was).2. Pattern based words (e.g., he, him, for, in, by, like).e. Spell
unfamiliar words phonetically, applying phonemic awareness and spelling
conventions.

This is way to prescriptive and K12 Teacher Curriculum
&
should be a curricula decision as
to when these are given--there
Instruction
are some you left out. Suggest
you add this to the glossary to
indicate what a comprehensive
program would have.
2nd problem is that you are now
using the word "including"
rather than e.g.
3rd problem Don't add the
number 100 most frequently
used words...that is curricula
decision

Numbers can remain pending L. Motes research. If numbers remain, verbage should include statements
focusing on spelling patterns. Listing a comprehensive program is a curricular decision.

2370

1.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills when encoding words.a.
Spell common, regular, single-syllable words using:1. Short vowels and
single consonants.2. Consonant graphemes including qu, x, and -ck;
digraphs (e.g., thin, shop, when, much, sing); and doubled letters (e.g., off,
will, mess).3. Initial and final consonant blends (e.g., must, slab, plump).4.
Long vowel patterns spelled correctly, including VCe (Vowel-Consonantsilent e) (e.g., came, like), common vowel teams (e.g., boat, play, wait, see,
team, right), and open syllables (e.g., go, cry).5. Vowel-r combinations,
including er, ar, or (e.g., car, her, stir, for, burn).b. Spell words with
inflectional endings:1. Verbs with -ing, -ed, -s, and no change in the base
word (e.g., snowed, playing, jumps).2. Nouns with -s, -es, and no change to
the base word (e.g., rugs, kisses).3. Adjectives with -er, -est, and no change
to the base word (e.g., slower).c. Spell two-syllable words, including:1.
Words that end in -y or -ly (e.g., smelly, gladly).2. Common compound
words (e.g., hotdog).3. Words with two closed syllables (e.g., rabbit,
wagon).d. Spell the 100 most often used words in English as found in a
research-based list, including:1. Irregular words (e.g., said, what, are, they,
was).2. Pattern based words (e.g., he, him, for, in, by, like).e. Spell
unfamiliar words phonetically, applying phonemic awareness and spelling
conventions.

d, Simplify to 100 most often
used words in English

Numbers can remain pending L. Motes research. If numbers remain, verbage should include statements
focusing on spelling patterns.

K12
Curriculum
ParentGuard &
ian
Instruction

2419

1.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills when encoding words.a.
Spell common, regular, single-syllable words using:1. Short vowels and
single consonants.2. Consonant graphemes including qu, x, and -ck;
digraphs (e.g., thin, shop, when, much, sing); and doubled letters (e.g., off,
will, mess).3. Initial and final consonant blends (e.g., must, slab, plump).4.
Long vowel patterns spelled correctly, including VCe (Vowel-Consonantsilent e) (e.g., came, like), common vowel teams (e.g., boat, play, wait, see,
team, right), and open syllables (e.g., go, cry).5. Vowel-r combinations,
including er, ar, or (e.g., car, her, stir, for, burn).b. Spell words with
inflectional endings:1. Verbs with -ing, -ed, -s, and no change in the base
word (e.g., snowed, playing, jumps).2. Nouns with -s, -es, and no change to
the base word (e.g., rugs, kisses).3. Adjectives with -er, -est, and no change
to the base word (e.g., slower).c. Spell two-syllable words, including:1.
Words that end in -y or -ly (e.g., smelly, gladly).2. Common compound
words (e.g., hotdog).3. Words with two closed syllables (e.g., rabbit,
wagon).d. Spell the 100 most often used words in English as found in a
research-based list, including:1. Irregular words (e.g., said, what, are, they,
was).2. Pattern based words (e.g., he, him, for, in, by, like).e. Spell
unfamiliar words phonetically, applying phonemic awareness and spelling
conventions.

Most of this should be deleted. K12
Curriculum
It is much too prescriptive. Let ParentGuard &
teacher make decisions about
ian
Instruction
proper spelling.

Numbers can remain pending L. Motes research. If numbers remain, verbage should include statements
focusing on spelling patterns.

2865

1.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills when encoding words.a.
Spell common, regular, single-syllable words using:1. Short vowels and
single consonants.2. Consonant graphemes including qu, x, and -ck;
digraphs (e.g., thin, shop, when, much, sing); and doubled letters (e.g., off,
will, mess).3. Initial and final consonant blends (e.g., must, slab, plump).4.
Long vowel patterns spelled correctly, including VCe (Vowel-Consonantsilent e) (e.g., came, like), common vowel teams (e.g., boat, play, wait, see,
team, right), and open syllables (e.g., go, cry).5. Vowel-r combinations,
including er, ar, or (e.g., car, her, stir, for, burn).b. Spell words with
inflectional endings:1. Verbs with -ing, -ed, -s, and no change in the base
word (e.g., snowed, playing, jumps).2. Nouns with -s, -es, and no change to
the base word (e.g., rugs, kisses).3. Adjectives with -er, -est, and no change
to the base word (e.g., slower).c. Spell two-syllable words, including:1.
Words that end in -y or -ly (e.g., smelly, gladly).2. Common compound
words (e.g., hotdog).3. Words with two closed syllables (e.g., rabbit,
wagon).d. Spell the 100 most often used words in English as found in a
research-based list, including:1. Irregular words (e.g., said, what, are, they,
was).2. Pattern based words (e.g., he, him, for, in, by, like).e. Spell
unfamiliar words phonetically, applying phonemic awareness and spelling
conventions.

I like 3. I would hesitate
K12 Teacher Assessment Numbers can remain pending L. Motes research. If numbers remain, verbage should include statements
GREATLY to add such a large
focusing on spelling patterns.
section on spelling.
Traditionally, spelling was a
focus in writing curricula, but it
was a gross misappropriation of
time and resources. One can be
a fabulous writer while not be a
great speller. Being a great
speller has LITTLE TO NOTHING
to do with being a great writer. I
understand popular perception
dictates that spelling be
included, but it should be
integrated into a standard about
the presentation and clarity of
writing.

3018

1.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills when encoding words.a.
Spell common, regular, single-syllable words using:1. Short vowels and
single consonants.2. Consonant graphemes including qu, x, and -ck;
digraphs (e.g., thin, shop, when, much, sing); and doubled letters (e.g., off,
will, mess).3. Initial and final consonant blends (e.g., must, slab, plump).4.
Long vowel patterns spelled correctly, including VCe (Vowel-Consonantsilent e) (e.g., came, like), common vowel teams (e.g., boat, play, wait, see,
team, right), and open syllables (e.g., go, cry).5. Vowel-r combinations,
including er, ar, or (e.g., car, her, stir, for, burn).b. Spell words with
inflectional endings:1. Verbs with -ing, -ed, -s, and no change in the base
word (e.g., snowed, playing, jumps).2. Nouns with -s, -es, and no change to
the base word (e.g., rugs, kisses).3. Adjectives with -er, -est, and no change
to the base word (e.g., slower).c. Spell two-syllable words, including:1.
Words that end in -y or -ly (e.g., smelly, gladly).2. Common compound
words (e.g., hotdog).3. Words with two closed syllables (e.g., rabbit,
wagon).d. Spell the 100 most often used words in English as found in a
research-based list, including:1. Irregular words (e.g., said, what, are, they,
was).2. Pattern based words (e.g., he, him, for, in, by, like).e. Spell
unfamiliar words phonetically, applying phonemic awareness and spelling
conventions.

As a parent, I would rather my K12
child spend their time reading ParentGuard
or writing, as opposed to
ian
memorizing spelling words. One
of my boys is a natural speller,
the other two are not. And
while I understand that
experiences with the rules and
patterns in our language are
helpful, I would rather not add
more spelling at the expense
potentially of writing

Grade Level Numbers can remain pending L. Motes research. If numbers remain, verbage should include statements
Additions/D focusing on spelling patterns.
eletions/Cha
nges

58

1.WF.2

Demonstrate and apply sound-letter concepts.
a. Orally segment the phonemes in any single-syllable, spoken word.
b. Demonstrate and understand that each syllable is organized around a
vowel sound.

My comments are specific to 1st K12 Teacher
grade. I appreciate the inclusion
of writing foundational
standards. However, SoundLetter Basics and Handwriting
1.WF.2 do not accurately
describe grapheme-phoneme
mapping--confusing wording. In
addition, I'm not sure how
necessary the Writing Standards
under Research to Build
Knowledge are, as I would think
these are covered under
narrative and informational
writing. Why the inclusion of
"how-to" books?

Grade Level comment reviewed. Standard should read "Demonstrate and apply sound-letter concepts when writing."
Additions/D A and B are removed. In 1.W.7 "how to" books are listed as an example.
eletions/Cha
nges

The 2010 version the standards K12
were extremely easy to
Administrat
consume. You could see the
or
progression by including grade
level standards side by side.
Adding who, what, etc to
standard 1 in 1 & 2 is limiting;
doesn't promote higher level
thinking questions. Functional
texts should be taken out as it is
an artifact from AIMS & part of
informational text. Most grade
levels have the e.g. taken out,
but they were added in
foundational, so it should be
consistent. Consider adding an
appendix of seminal works.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

1227

comment reviewed and discussed. The addition of "who, what, where, why" is a suggestion as indicated by
the words "such as"; the term "functional texts" was previously removed and is defined in the glossary
under informational text.

1264

The current first grade ELA
K12 Teacher General
standards present the students
Support
with skills from all areas of
reading. These standards help
students to develop
comprehension and decoding
skills which will lead them to
begin to understand that
reading should make sense, has
meaning, and there is purpose
for reading different genres.
The ELA standardes include a
study of different usage and
grammar basics to help students
write and speak properly. I do
feel contractions should be put
back into the standards.

General support of Standard

1530

1.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills when encoding words.a.
Spell common, regular, single-syllable words using:1. Short vowels and
single consonants.2. Consonant graphemes including qu, x, and -ck;
digraphs (e.g., thin, shop, when, much, sing); and doubled letters (e.g., off,
will, mess).3. Initial and final consonant blends (e.g., must, slab, plump).4.
Long vowel patterns spelled correctly, including VCe (Vowel-Consonantsilent e) (e.g., came, like), common vowel teams (e.g., boat, play, wait, see,
team, right), and open syllables (e.g., go, cry).5. Vowel-r combinations,
including er, ar, or (e.g., car, her, stir, for, burn).b. Spell words with
inflectional endings:1. Verbs with -ing, -ed, -s, and no change in the base
word (e.g., snowed, playing, jumps).2. Nouns with -s, -es, and no change to
the base word (e.g., rugs, kisses).3. Adjectives with -er, -est, and no change
to the base word (e.g., slower).c. Spell two-syllable words, including:1.
Words that end in -y or -ly (e.g., smelly, gladly).2. Common compound
words (e.g., hotdog).3. Words with two closed syllables (e.g., rabbit,
wagon).d. Spell the 100 most often used words in English as found in a
research-based list, including:1. Irregular words (e.g., said, what, are, they,
was).2. Pattern based words (e.g., he, him, for, in, by, like).e. Spell
unfamiliar words phonetically, applying phonemic awareness and spelling
conventions.

I prefer the progression format K12 Teacher General
to the current draft format.
Support
Teachers need to be able to see
how the standards build and
align across grade-levels. The
sight word list should be
standardized and provided
("research based" is vague).
Removing examples from 4th
and 5th grade standards does
not help to clarify.

Numbers can remain pending L. Motes research. If numbers remain, verbage should include statements
focusing on spelling patterns.

1811

1.WF.2

Demonstrate and apply sound-letter concepts.
a. Orally segment the phonemes in any single-syllable, spoken word.
b. Demonstrate and understand that each syllable is organized around a
vowel sound.

I don't feel that understanding K12 Teacher
the six syllable types would be
necessary for this age-level. It is
a great strategy in reading,
however, can be difficult to
grasp for struggling readers and
don't need to be able to
understand to become a fluent
reader. I do agree with the
handwriting. I feel that this is a
great addition to the standards.
I disagree with having to identify
the different types of sentences,
this is something that would be
understood at higher grade
levels.

Comment reviewed and discussed. Standard specifies all six syllable types within grade level text. No
changes made.The standard was revised for clarity. The standard should read "j. in response to prompts,
distinguish between and identify declarative, interrogative, imperative, and exclamatory sentences."

General
Perception
and
Concerns

1813

1.WF.2

Demonstrate and apply sound-letter concepts.
a. Orally segment the phonemes in any single-syllable, spoken word.
b. Demonstrate and understand that each syllable is organized around a
vowel sound.

I don't think the 6 syllable types K12 Teacher
are necessary to know and be
able to identify. Yes, that is a
good strategy but I don't feel
students need to identify them
in order to be able to read and
comprehend as second graders.
This will definitely be a
challenge for many of our
struggling readers. Handwriting
is a great addition to the
standards. I don't feel it's age
appropriate for students to be
able to identify interrogative
and imperative sentences. They
should be focused on complete
sentences

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Comment reviewed and discussed. Standard specifies all six syllable types within grade level text. No
changes made.The standard was revised for clarity. The standard should read "j. in response to prompts,
distinguish between and identify declarative, interrogative, imperative, and exclamatory sentences."

1985

1.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills when encoding words.

I do not believe the "Spelling"
K12 Teacher
section under writing standards:
foundational skills is appropriate
for first graders. It is not an
appropriate expectation to have
first graders spell words that
they have not learned to read
yet.

Grade Level
Additions/D
eletions/Cha
nges

comment reviewed. To a literate adult, spelling might appear as an archaic or rote skill but research
strongly supports that spelling instruction should be integrated in both reading and writing instruction.
There is considerable authority and emperical evidence to support the use of spelling to enhance reading
instruction. Recommendations from recognized authorities in literacy suggest that spelling instruction
should be integrated with reading instruction. (Arreker, 1999, Carver, 2003; Henry, 1997; Moats, 1995;
Templeton, 1997; Treiman, 1998)
"Spelling
plays a fundamental role in the writing process, especially in early stages of formal literacy acquisition.
Because many young students experience difficulties in the spelling phase, which in turn limits the overall
writing process, it is cruicial to assess spelling performance as early as possible, in order to detect
difficulties that might impair children's writing skills. (Bigozzi, Tarchi & Pinto, 2016)
Teaching
reading and spelling together gives students more opportunities to practice applying common and
uncommon patterns. - A synthesis of studies conducted with developing readers concluded that integrated
decoding and encoding instruction led to significant gains in phonemic awareness, decoding, word reading,
spelling, fluency and comprehension. Why Teach Spelling - (Weiser & Mathes 2011)
Studies revealed that at risk 2-3 graders who received explicit spelling instruction based on sound-letter
correspondence and spelling patterns improved not only spelling skills but word recognition, handwriting
and compositional skills. (How Words Cast Their Spell - Joshi, Treiman, Carreker and Moats 2009) Spell
check catches about 70% of words (here/hear, their/there/they're). Spell check should be used for
confirmation. (How Spelling Supports Reading Moats 2006) Students should not be asked to spell a word
they haven't learned to read yet.

a. Spell common, regular, single-syllable words using:
1. Short vowels and single consonants.
2. Consonant graphemes including qu, x, and -ck; digraphs (e.g., thin,
shop, when, much, sing);
and doubled letters (e.g., off, will, mess).
3. Initial and final consonant blends (e.g., must, slab, plump).
4. Long vowel patterns spelled correctly, including VCe (Vowel-Consonentsilent e)
(e.g., came, like), common vowel teams (e.g., boat, play, wait, see,
team, right), and open
syllables (e.g., go, cry).
5. Vowel-r combinations, including er, ar, or (e.g., car, her, stir, for, burn).
b. Spell words with inflectional endings:
1. Verbs with -ing, -ed, -s and no change in the base word (e.g., snowed,
playing, jumps).
2. Nouns with -s, -es and no change to the base word (e.g., rugs, kisses).
3. Adjectives with -er, -est and no change to the base word (e.g., slower).
c. Spell two-syllable words, including:
1. Words that end in -y or -ly (e.g., smelly, gladly).
2. Common compound words (e.g., hotdog).
3. Words with two closed syllables (e.g., rabbit, wagon).
d. Spell the 100 most often used words in English as found in a researchbased list, including:
1. Irregular words (e.g., said, what, are, they, was).
2. Pattern based words (e.g., he, him, for, in, by, like).
e. Spell unfamiliar words phonetically, applying phonemic awareness and
spelling conventions.

2060

THANK YOU for including
K12 Teacher General
specific guidance on
Support
handwriting. I teach 1st grade
and the kids who have mastered
handwriting almost always have
an edge academically. Inclusion
in the standards will give me the
freedom to focus on this more
in class. I also like that the
reading foundations (phonics)
standards have more specific
components listed (e.g., vowel
pairs, blends, etc.), because this
is really the "meat and
potatoes" of first grade reading
and spelling instruction.

Comment in support of Standard

English Language Arts Public Feedback on the Draft Standards - Grade 2
SID Number

Standard Coding

Draft Standard

Role

Category

Refinement Note

1169

2.L.1

Demonstrate command of the conventions of
Difficult, but, doable with enough practice.
Standard English grammar and usage when
writing or speaking.a. Use collective nouns (e.g.,
group).b. Form and use frequently occurring
irregular plural nouns (e.g., feet, children, teeth,
mice, fish).c. Use reflexive pronouns (e.g., myself,
ourselves).d. Form and use the past, present, and
future tenses of frequently occurring regular and
irregular verbs (e.g. sat, hit, and told).e. Use
adjectives and adverbs, and choose between
them depending on what is to be modified.f. Use
interjections (e.g., Yes! That is mine; Yes, that is
mine!)g. Produce, expand, and rearrange
complete simple and compound sentences using
frequently occurring conjunctions (e.g., and, but,
or, yet, so).h. Identify and use declarative,
interrogative, imperative, and exclamatory
sentences.i. With assistance, link sentences into a
simple, cohesive paragraph that contains: A main
idea, supporting details, and a conclusion.

Public Comment

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment in Support of Standards

1756

2.L.1

Demonstrate command of the conventions of
This seems, as written, to belong more to the
Standard English grammar and usage when
Writing Standards than the Language,
writing or speaking.a. Use collective nouns (e.g., Conventions of Standard English Standard.
group).b. Form and use frequently occurring
irregular plural nouns (e.g., feet, children, teeth,
mice, fish).c. Use reflexive pronouns (e.g., myself,
ourselves).d. Form and use the past, present, and
future tenses of frequently occurring regular and
irregular verbs (e.g. sat, hit, and told).e. Use
adjectives and adverbs, and choose between
them depending on what is to be modified.f. Use
interjections (e.g., Yes! That is mine; Yes, that is
mine!)g. Produce, expand, and rearrange
complete simple and compound sentences using
frequently occurring conjunctions (e.g., and, but,
or, yet, so).h. Identify and use declarative,
interrogative, imperative, and exclamatory
sentences.i. With assistance, link sentences into a
simple, cohesive paragraph that contains: A main
idea, supporting details, and a conclusion.

K12 Teacher

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Standard was reveiwed and discussed across
vertical grade levels. It was determined that 2.L1
refers to the usage of grammar, structure, and
conventions when writing a paragraph that
supports a main idea. He standard aligns 1-5. No
revision made.

Email Comment

2.L.1

Demonstrate command of the conventions of
Standard English grammar and usage when
writing or speaking.a. Use collective nouns (e.g.,
group).b. Form and use frequently occurring
irregular plural nouns (e.g., feet, children, teeth,
mice, fish).c. Use reflexive pronouns (e.g., myself,
ourselves).d. Form and use the past, present, and
future tenses of frequently occurring regular and
irregular verbs (e.g. sat, hit, and told).e. Use
adjectives and adverbs, and choose between
them depending on what is to be modified.f. Use
interjections (e.g., Yes! That is mine; Yes, that is
mine!)g. Produce, expand, and rearrange
complete simple and compound sentences using
frequently occurring conjunctions (e.g., and, but,
or, yet, so).h. Identify and use declarative,
interrogative, imperative, and exclamatory
sentences.i. With assistance, link sentences into a
simple, cohesive paragraph that contains: A main
idea, supporting details, and a conclusion.

·         The L.1/L.2 standards “Demonstrate
command of conventions” at elementary level
is concerning. It is not specific as to what the
level of command will be. What will be the
metric?

K12
Administrator

2174

2.L.1

Demonstrate command of the conventions of
Standard English grammar and usage when
writing or speaking.a. Use collective nouns (e.g.,
group).b. Form and use frequently occurring
irregular plural nouns (e.g., feet, children, teeth,
mice, fish).c. Use reflexive pronouns (e.g., myself,
ourselves).d. Form and use the past, present, and
future tenses of frequently occurring regular and
irregular verbs (e.g. sat, hit, and told).e. Use
adjectives and adverbs, and choose between
them depending on what is to be modified.f. Use
interjections (e.g., Yes! That is mine; Yes, that is
mine!)g. Produce, expand, and rearrange
complete simple and compound sentences using
frequently occurring conjunctions (e.g., and, but,
or, yet, so).h. Identify and use declarative,
interrogative, imperative, and exclamatory
sentences.i. With assistance, link sentences into a
simple, cohesive paragraph that contains: A main
idea, supporting details, and a conclusion.

I. This is writing not language. Take it out. If
K12 Teacher
you decide to leave it, it contradicts the writing
standard that does not include the words "with
assistance." But take it out. This is covered in
Writing standards 1, 2, and 3.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

District curriculum issue

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Standard was reveiwed and discussed across
vertical grade levels. It was determined that 2.L1
refers to the usage of grammar, structure, and
conventions when writing a paragraph that
supports a main idea. He standard aligns 1-5. No
revision made.

2617

2.L.1

Demonstrate command of the conventions of
Remove "with assistance" in i.
Standard English grammar and usage when
writing or speaking.a. Use collective nouns (e.g.,
group).b. Form and use frequently occurring
irregular plural nouns (e.g., feet, children, teeth,
mice, fish).c. Use reflexive pronouns (e.g., myself,
ourselves).d. Form and use the past, present, and
future tenses of frequently occurring regular and
irregular verbs (e.g. sat, hit, and told).e. Use
adjectives and adverbs, and choose between
them depending on what is to be modified.f. Use
interjections (e.g., Yes! That is mine; Yes, that is
mine!)g. Produce, expand, and rearrange
complete simple and compound sentences using
frequently occurring conjunctions (e.g., and, but,
or, yet, so).h. Identify and use declarative,
interrogative, imperative, and exclamatory
sentences.i. With assistance, link sentences into a
simple, cohesive paragraph that contains: A main
idea, supporting details, and a conclusion.

K12
General
ParentGuardian Perception
and
Concerns

2nd graders still need spport with this skill

1170

2.L.2

Demonstrate command of the conventions of
Difficult, but, doable with enough practice.
Standard English capitalization, punctuation, and
spelling when writing.a. Capitalize holidays,
product names, and geographic names.b. Use
commas in greetings and closings of letters.c. Use
an apostrophe to form contractions and
frequently occurring possessives.d. Generalize
learned spelling patterns when writing words
(e.g., cage → badge; boy → boil).e. Consult
reference materials, including beginning
dictionaries, as needed to check and correct
spellings.

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment in support of Standards

2618

2.L.2

Demonstrate command of the conventions of
Remove e. It is developmentally inappropriate. K12
Standard English capitalization, punctuation, and
ParentGuardian
spelling when writing.a. Capitalize holidays,
product names, and geographic names.b. Use
commas in greetings and closings of letters.c. Use
an apostrophe to form contractions and
frequently occurring possessives.d. Generalize
learned spelling patterns when writing words
(e.g., cage → badge; boy → boil).e. Consult
reference materials, including beginning
dictionaries, as needed to check and correct
spellings.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental
Psychologist from NAU, the standard is
developmentally appropriate.

1171

2.L.3

Use knowledge of language and its conventions
when writing, speaking, reading, or listening.a.
Compare formal and informal uses of English.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental
Psychologist from NAU, the standard is
developmentally appropriate.

Difficult for most second grade students.

K12 Teacher

2619

2.L.3

Use knowledge of language and its conventions
when writing, speaking, reading, or listening.a.
Compare formal and informal uses of English.

This standard should not be used for one or
K12
more of the following reasons: considered
ParentGuardian
developmentally inappropriate, have multiple
standards within a standard, are unclear. teach
“all-purpose tools” vs needed content. “We
cannot regulate biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in the type of
critical thinking that the Common Core calls for.
That would require a fully developed prefrontal
cortex, a part of the brain that is not fully
functional until early adulthood"

1172

2.L.4

Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown
Difficult, but, doable with enough practice.
and multiple‐meaning words and phrases based
on grade 2 reading and content, choosing flexibly
from an array of strategies.a. Use sentence‐level
context as a clue to the meaning of a word or
phrase.b. Determine the meaning of the new
word formed when a known prefix is added to a
known word (e.g., happy/unhappy, tell/retell).c.
Use a known root word as a clue to the meaning
of an unknown word with the same root (e.g.,
addition, additional).d. Use knowledge of the
meaning of individual words to predict the
meaning of compound words (e.g., birdhouse,
lighthouse, housefly; bookshelf, notebook,
bookmark).e. Use glossaries and beginning
dictionaries, both print and digital, to determine
or clarify the meaning of words and phrases.

2620

2.L.4

Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown
and multiple‐meaning words and phrases based
on grade 2 reading and content, choosing flexibly
from an array of strategies.a. Use sentence‐level
context as a clue to the meaning of a word or
phrase.b. Determine the meaning of the new
word formed when a known prefix is added to a
known word (e.g., happy/unhappy, tell/retell).c.
Use a known root word as a clue to the meaning
of an unknown word with the same root (e.g.,
addition, additional).d. Use knowledge of the
meaning of individual words to predict the
meaning of compound words (e.g., birdhouse,
lighthouse, housefly; bookshelf, notebook,
bookmark).e. Use glossaries and beginning
dictionaries, both print and digital, to determine
or clarify the meaning of words and phrases.

K12 Teacher

This standard should not be used for one or
K12
more of the following reasons: considered
ParentGuardian
developmentally inappropriate, have multiple
standards within a standard, are unclear. teach
“all-purpose tools” vs needed content. “We
cannot regulate biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in the type of
critical thinking that the Common Core calls for.
That would require a fully developed prefrontal
cortex, a part of the brain that is not fully
functional until early adulthood"

General
Perception
and
Concerns

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental
Psychologist from NAU, the standard is
developmentally appropriate.

General
Support

Comment in Support of Standard

General
Perception
and
Concerns

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental
Psychologist from NAU, the standard is
developmentally appropriate.

1173

2.L.5

Demonstrate understanding of word
Doable
relationships and nuances in word meanings.a.
Identify real‐life connections between words and
their use (e.g., describe foods that are spicy or
juicy).b. Distinguish shades of meaning among
closely related verbs (e.g., toss, throw, hurl) and
closely related adjectives (e.g., thin, slender,
skinny, scrawny).

2621

2.L.5

Demonstrate understanding of word
relationships and nuances in word meanings.a.
Identify real‐life connections between words and
their use (e.g., describe foods that are spicy or
juicy).b. Distinguish shades of meaning among
closely related verbs (e.g., toss, throw, hurl) and
closely related adjectives (e.g., thin, slender,
skinny, scrawny).

1174

2.L.6

2622

2.L.6

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment in Support of Standard

This standard should not be used for one or
K12
more of the following reasons: considered
ParentGuardian
developmentally inappropriate, have multiple
standards within a standard, are unclear. teach
“all-purpose tools” vs needed content. “We
cannot regulate biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in the type of
critical thinking that the Common Core calls for.
That would require a fully developed prefrontal
cortex, a part of the brain that is not fully
functional until early adulthood"

General
Perception
and
Concerns

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental
Psychologist from NAU, the standard is
developmentally appropriate.

Use words and phrases acquired through
conversations, reading and being read to, and
responding to texts, including using adjectives
and adverbs to describe (e.g., When other kids
are happy that makes me happy).

Doable

General
Support

Comment in Support of Standard

Use words and phrases acquired through
conversations, reading and being read to, and
responding to texts, including using adjectives
and adverbs to describe (e.g., When other kids
are happy that makes me happy).

This standard should not be used for one or
K12
more of the following reasons: considered
ParentGuardian
developmentally inappropriate, have multiple
standards within a standard, are unclear. teach
“all-purpose tools” vs needed content. “We
cannot regulate biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in the type of
critical thinking that the Common Core calls for.
That would require a fully developed prefrontal
cortex, a part of the brain that is not fully
functional until early adulthood"

General
Perception
and
Concerns

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental
Psychologist from NAU, the standard is
developmentally appropriate.

K12 Teacher

1150

2.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills Doable with repeated practice.
in decoding words.a. Distinguish long and short
vowels when reading regularly spelled
one‐syllable words.b. Know spelling‐sound
correspondences for additional common vowel
teams.c. Identify and apply all six syllable types to
decode appropriate grade-level text.d. Decode
words with common prefixes and suffixes.e.
Identify words with inconsistent but common
spelling‐sound correspondences.f. Recognize and
read grade‐appropriate irregularly spelled words.

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Email Comment

2.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills • In RF.3, there is mention of “the most
in decoding words.a. Distinguish long and short common”, but there is no guidance as to what
vowels when reading regularly spelled
should be done at each grade level.
one‐syllable words.b. Know spelling‐sound
correspondences for additional common vowel
teams.c. Identify and apply all six syllable types to
decode appropriate grade-level text.d. Decode
words with common prefixes and suffixes.e.
Identify words with inconsistent but common
spelling‐sound correspondences.f. Recognize and
read grade‐appropriate irregularly spelled words.

K12
Administrator

Curriculum District curriculum issue
& Instruction

1609

2.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills I appreciate the specificity of six syllable types. K12 Teacher
in decoding words.a. Distinguish long and short
vowels when reading regularly spelled
one‐syllable words.b. Know spelling‐sound
correspondences for additional common vowel
teams.c. Identify and apply all six syllable types to
decode appropriate grade-level text.d. Decode
words with common prefixes and suffixes.e.
Identify words with inconsistent but common
spelling‐sound correspondences.f. Recognize and
read grade‐appropriate irregularly spelled words.

General
Support

Comment in support of Standard

Comment in Support of Standard

1898

2.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills
in decoding words.a. Distinguish long and short
vowels when reading regularly spelled
one‐syllable words.b. Know spelling‐sound
correspondences for additional common vowel
teams.c. Identify and apply all six syllable types to
decode appropriate grade-level text.d. Decode
words with common prefixes and suffixes.e.
Identify words with inconsistent but common
spelling‐sound correspondences.f. Recognize and
read grade‐appropriate irregularly spelled words.

Six syllable types is a tool, not a standard.
K12
Everyone on the rdg committee did not master Administrator
the six syllable types yet you all read and many
of you have a masters degree. What happens is
that something like this actually distracts from
the reading process of strong and gifted
readers. Please be careful about what becomes
a standard. It might read, "Recognize and apply
all six syllable types when decoding grade level
texts for students needing further reading skill
development with syllables."

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Standard specifies all six syllable types within grade
level text. Developmental psychologist deemed
standard appropriate.

2140

2.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills
in decoding words.a. Distinguish long and short
vowels when reading regularly spelled
one‐syllable words.b. Know spelling‐sound
correspondences for additional common vowel
teams.c. Identify and apply all six syllable types to
decode appropriate grade-level text.d. Decode
words with common prefixes and suffixes.e.
Identify words with inconsistent but common
spelling‐sound correspondences.f. Recognize and
read grade‐appropriate irregularly spelled words.

a. Distinguish? Read or do you mean decode. K12 Teacher
c. Take out six. Programs use various ways of
teaching syllables. Say. apply all syllable types.
e. give an e.g. for what you mean by
inconsistent by common spelling-sound
correspondences
b. what are the common vowel teams--this is
curriculum sometimes you are being specific
and sometimes really general. Be general.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Standard specifies all six syllable types within grade
level text. Developmental psychologist deemed
standard appropriate; the specific common vowel
teams is a curriculum decision; common spellingsound correspondences are addressed in the
glossary.; no change to standard

3012

2.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills This is an important part of the skill-based
in decoding words.a. Distinguish long and short reading acquisition process to help a student
vowels when reading regularly spelled
gain decoding skills.
one‐syllable words.b. Know spelling‐sound
correspondences for additional common vowel
teams.c. Identify and apply all six syllable types to
decode appropriate grade-level text.d. Decode
words with common prefixes and suffixes.e.
Identify words with inconsistent but common
spelling‐sound correspondences.f. Recognize and
read grade‐appropriate irregularly spelled words.

K12
General
ParentGuardian Support

Comment in Support of Standard

1151

2.RF.4

Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to
Doable with repeated practice.
support comprehension.a. Read on‐level text
with purpose and understanding.b. Read on‐level
text orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, and
expression on successive readings.c. Use context
to confirm or self‐correct word recognition and
understanding, rereading as necessary.

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment in Support of Standard

1140

2.RI.1

Ask and answer such questions as who, what,
where, when, why, and how to demonstrate
understanding of key details in a text.

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment in Support of Standard

Doable with repeated practice.

1736

2.RI.1

Ask and answer such questions as who, what,
where, when, why, and how to demonstrate
understanding of key details in a text.
Ask and answer such questions as who, what,
where, when, why, and how to demonstrate
understanding of key details in a text.

Adding "who, what, where, why, and how"
makes this more accessible for parents.

2592

2.RI.1

3022

2.RI.1

1149

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment in Support of Standard

This standard should not be used for one or
K12
more of the following reasons: considered
ParentGuardian
developmentally inappropriate, have multiple
standards within a standard, are unclear. teach
“all-purpose tools” vs needed content. “We
cannot regulate biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in the type of
critical thinking that the Common Core calls for.
That would require a fully developed prefrontal
cortex, a part of the brain that is not fully
functional until early adulthood"

General
Perception
and
Concerns

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental
Psychologist from NAU, the standard is
developmentally appropriate.

Ask and answer such questions as who, what,
where, when, why, and how to demonstrate
understanding of key details in a text.

AZ.2.RI.10 a. By the end of the year, read and K12
comprehend functional texts, including
ParentGuardian
history/social studies, science, and technical
texts, in the grades 2-3 text complexity band
proficiently, with scaffolding as needed at the
high end of the range.
Why is the following standard being removed?
This isn’t something we should wait for our kids
to learn until 3rd grade when AzMERIT begins.
All three of my boys, in 2nd grade, were
capable of grasping this standards and should
be introduced now.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Functional Text is includded within RI.10- Reading
Informational text

2.RI.10

By the end of the year, proficiently and
independently read and comprehend
informational texts, including history/social
studies, science, and technical texts, in a text
complexity range determined by qualitative and
quantitative measures appropriate to grade 2.

Difficult, but, doable with enough practice.

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment in Support of Standard

1187

2.RI.10

By the end of the year, proficiently and
independently read and comprehend
informational texts, including history/social
studies, science, and technical texts, in a text
complexity range determined by qualitative and
quantitative measures appropriate to grade 2.

I appreciate the addition of qualitative and
quantitative measures. How is it determined
what appropriate for grade two means?

Community
Member

General
Perception
and
Concerns

See Text Complexity Response in General
Comments

1737

2.RI.10

By the end of the year, proficiently and
independently read and comprehend
informational texts, including history/social
studies, science, and technical texts, in a text
complexity range determined by qualitative and
quantitative measures appropriate to grade 2.

This change lessens misunderstanding about
what informational text is by providing more
specific examples.

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment in Support of Standard

2129

2.RI.10

By the end of the year, proficiently and
independently read and comprehend
informational texts, including history/social
studies, science, and technical texts, in a text
complexity range determined by qualitative and
quantitative measures appropriate to grade 2.

Include the third dimension of text complexity. K12 Teacher
Change to…..in a text complexity range
determined by qualitative measures,
quantitative measures, and reader and task
considerations appropriate...

General
Perception
and
Concerns

See Text Complexity Response in General
Comments

2601

2.RI.10

By the end of the year, proficiently and
independently read and comprehend
informational texts, including history/social
studies, science, and technical texts, in a text
complexity range determined by qualitative and
quantitative measures appropriate to grade 2.

This standard should not be used for one or
K12
more of the following reasons: considered
ParentGuardian
developmentally inappropriate, have multiple
standards within a standard, are unclear. teach
“all-purpose tools” vs needed content. “We
cannot regulate biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in the type of
critical thinking that the Common Core calls for.
That would require a fully developed prefrontal
cortex, a part of the brain that is not fully
functional until early adulthood"

General
Perception
and
Concerns

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental
Psychologist from NAU, the standard is
developmentally appropriate.

1141

2.RI.2

Doable with repeated practice.

General
Support

Comment in Support of Standard

2593

2.RI.2

Identify the main topic of a multi-paragraph text
as well as the focus of specific paragraphs within
the text.
Identify the main topic of a multi-paragraph text
as well as the focus of specific paragraphs within
the text.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental
Psychologist from NAU, the standard is
developmentally appropriate.

1142

2.RI.3

Describe the connection between a series of
historical events, scientific ideas or concepts, or
steps in technical procedures in a text.

Difficult for many second grade students.

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental
Psychologist from NAU, the standard is
developmentally appropriate.

2594

2.RI.3

Describe the connection between a series of
historical events, scientific ideas or concepts, or
steps in technical procedures in a text.

General
Perception
and
Concerns
This standard should not be used for one or
K12
General
more of the following reasons: considered
ParentGuardian Perception
developmentally inappropriate, have multiple
and
standards within a standard, are unclear. teach
Concerns
“all-purpose tools” vs needed content. “We
cannot regulate biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in the type of
critical thinking that the Common Core calls for.
That would require a fully developed prefrontal
cortex, a part of the brain that is not fully
functional until early adulthood"

K12 Teacher

This standard should not be used for one or
K12
more of the following reasons: considered
ParentGuardian
developmentally inappropriate, have multiple
standards within a standard, are unclear. teach
“all-purpose tools” vs needed content. “We
cannot regulate biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in the type of
critical thinking that the Common Core calls for.
That would require a fully developed prefrontal
cortex, a part of the brain that is not fully
functional until early adulthood"
K12 Teacher

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental
Psychologist from NAU, the standard is
developmentally appropriate.

1143

2.RI.4

Determine the meaning of words and phrases in a Doable with repeated practice.
text relevant to a grade 2 topic or subject area.

2595

2.RI.4

1144

2.RI.5

2596

2.RI.5

1145

2.RI.6

2597

2.RI.6

1146

2.RI.7

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment in Support of Standard

Determine the meaning of words and phrases in a This standard should not be used for one or
K12
text relevant to a grade 2 topic or subject area.
more of the following reasons: considered
ParentGuardian
developmentally inappropriate, have multiple
standards within a standard, are unclear. teach
“all-purpose tools” vs needed content. “We
cannot regulate biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in the type of
critical thinking that the Common Core calls for.
That would require a fully developed prefrontal
cortex, a part of the brain that is not fully
functional until early adulthood"

General
Perception
and
Concerns

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental
Psychologist from NAU, the standard is
developmentally appropriate.

Know and use various text features (e.g.,
captions, bold print, subheadings, glossaries,
indexes, electronic menus, icons) to locate key
facts or information in a text efficiently.
Know and use various text features (e.g.,
captions, bold print, subheadings, glossaries,
indexes, electronic menus, icons) to locate key
facts or information in a text efficiently.

Doable with repeated practice.

General
Support

Comment in Support of Standard

This standard should not be used for one or
K12
more of the following reasons: considered
ParentGuardian
developmentally inappropriate, have multiple
standards within a standard, are unclear. teach
“all-purpose tools” vs needed content. “We
cannot regulate biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in the type of
critical thinking that the Common Core calls for.
That would require a fully developed prefrontal
cortex, a part of the brain that is not fully
functional until early adulthood"

General
Perception
and
Concerns

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental
Psychologist from NAU, the standard is
developmentally appropriate.

Identify the main purpose of a text, including
what the author wants to answer, explain, or
describe.
Identify the main purpose of a text, including
what the author wants to answer, explain, or
describe.

Difficult, but, doable with repeated practice.

General
Support

Comment in Support of Standard

General
Perception
and
Concerns

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental
Psychologist from NAU, the standard is
developmentally appropriate.

General
Support

Comment in Support of Standard

K12 Teacher

K12 Teacher

This standard should not be used for one or
K12
more of the following reasons: considered
ParentGuardian
developmentally inappropriate, have multiple
standards within a standard, are unclear. teach
“all-purpose tools” vs needed content. Solely
write "Identify the main purpose of a text."

Explain how specific images (e.g., a diagram
Doable with repeated practice.
showing how a machine works) contribute to and
clarify a text.

K12 Teacher

2598

2.RI.7

Explain how specific images (e.g., a diagram
This standard should not be used for one or
K12
ParentGuardian
showing how a machine works) contribute to and more of the following reasons: considered
clarify a text.
developmentally inappropriate, have multiple
standards within a standard, are unclear. teach
“all-purpose tools” vs needed content. “We
cannot regulate biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in the type of
critical thinking that the Common Core calls for.
That would require a fully developed prefrontal
cortex, a part of the brain that is not fully
functional until early adulthood"

General
Perception
and
Concerns

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental
Psychologist from NAU, the standard is
developmentally appropriate.

1147

2.RI.8

Describe how reasons support specific points the Difficult for many second grade students.
author makes in a text.

General
Perception
and
Concerns
Describe how reasons support specific points the This standard should not be used for one or
K12
General
author makes in a text.
more of the following reasons: considered
ParentGuardian Perception
developmentally inappropriate, have multiple
and
standards within a standard, are unclear. teach
Concerns
“all-purpose tools” vs needed content. “We
cannot regulate biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in the type of
critical thinking that the Common Core calls for.
That would require a fully developed prefrontal
cortex, a part of the brain that is not fully
functional until early adulthood"

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental
Psychologist from NAU, the standard is
developmentally appropriate.

2599

2.RI.8

1148

2.RI.9

Compare and contrast the most important points Difficult, but, doable with enough practice.
presented by two texts on the same topic.

General
Support

Comment in Support of Standard

2600

2.RI.9

Compare and contrast the most important points This standard should not be used for one or
K12
presented by two texts on the same topic.
more of the following reasons: considered
ParentGuardian
developmentally inappropriate, have multiple
standards within a standard, are unclear. teach
“all-purpose tools” vs needed content. “We
cannot regulate biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in the type of
critical thinking that the Common Core calls for.
That would require a fully developed prefrontal
cortex, a part of the brain that is not fully
functional until early adulthood"

General
Perception
and
Concerns

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental
Psychologist from NAU, the standard is
developmentally appropriate.

1131

2.RL.1

1735

2.RL.1

Ask and answer such questions as who, what,
where, when, why, and how to demonstrate
understanding of key details in a text.
Ask and answer such questions as who, what,
where, when, why, and how to demonstrate
understanding of key details in a text.

K12 Teacher

K12 Teacher

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental
Psychologist from NAU, the standard is
developmentally appropriate.

Doable with repeated practice.

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment in Support of Standard

Adding "who, what, where, why, and how"
makes this more accessible for parents.

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment in Support of Standard

2583

2.RL.1

Ask and answer such questions as who, what,
where, when, why, and how to demonstrate
understanding of key details in a text.

This standard should not be used for one or
K12
more of the following reasons: considered
ParentGuardian
developmentally inappropriate, have multiple
standards within a standard, are unclear. teach
“all-purpose tools” vs needed content. “We
cannot regulate biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in the type of
critical thinking that the Common Core calls for.
That would require a fully developed prefrontal
cortex, a part of the brain that is not fully
functional until early adulthood"

General
Perception
and
Concerns

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental
Psychologist from NAU, the standard is
developmentally appropriate.

1139

2.RL.10

By the end of the year, proficiently and
independently read and comprehend literature,
including stories, dramas, and poetry, in a text
complexity range determined by qualitative and
quantitative measures appropriate to grade 2.

Doable with repeated practice.

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment in Support of Standard

1186

2.RL.10

By the end of the year, proficiently and
independently read and comprehend literature,
including stories, dramas, and poetry, in a text
complexity range determined by qualitative and
quantitative measures appropriate to grade 2.

I appreciate how the clarification of this
standard defines text complexity as a
combination of qualitative and quantitative
measures. How is it determined what is
appropriate for grade two?

Community
Member

General
Support

See Text Complexity Response in General
Comments

1573

2.RL.10

By the end of the year, proficiently and
independently read and comprehend literature,
including stories, dramas, and poetry, in a text
complexity range determined by qualitative and
quantitative measures appropriate to grade 2.

Like the changes that were made - "proficiently K12 Teacher
and independently.........determined by
qualitative and quantitative measures".

General
Support

Comment in Support of Standard

1633

2.RL.10

By the end of the year, proficiently and
independently read and comprehend literature,
including stories, dramas, and poetry, in a text
complexity range determined by qualitative and
quantitative measures appropriate to grade 2.

I like the qualitative and quantitative instead of K12 Teacher
Lexile.

General
Support

Comment in Support of Standard

2128

2.RL.10

By the end of the year, proficiently and
independently read and comprehend literature,
including stories, dramas, and poetry, in a text
complexity range determined by qualitative and
quantitative measures appropriate to grade 2.

Include the third dimension of text complexity. K12 Teacher
Change to…..in a text complexity range
determined by qualitative measures,
quantitative measures, and reading and task
considerations appropriate….

General
Perception
and
Concerns

See Text Complexity Response in General
Comments

2591

2.RL.10

By the end of the year, proficiently and
independently read and comprehend literature,
including stories, dramas, and poetry, in a text
complexity range determined by qualitative and
quantitative measures appropriate to grade 2.

This standard should not be used for one or
K12
more of the following reasons: considered
ParentGuardian
developmentally inappropriate, have multiple
standards within a standard, are unclear. teach
“all-purpose tools” vs needed content. “We
cannot regulate biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in the type of
critical thinking that the Common Core calls for.
That would require a fully developed prefrontal
cortex, a part of the brain that is not fully
functional until early adulthood"

General
Perception
and
Concerns

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental
Psychologist from NAU, the standard is
developmentally appropriate.

1132

2.RL.2

More difficult, but, doable with repeated
practice.

General
Support

Comment in Support of Standard

2584

2.RL.2

Recount stories, including fables and folktales
from diverse cultures, and determine their
central message, lesson, or moral.
Recount stories, including fables and folktales
from diverse cultures, and determine their
central message, lesson, or moral.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental
Psychologist from NAU, the standard is
developmentally appropriate.

1133

2.RL.3

Doable with repeated practice.

2585

2.RL.3

Describe how characters in a story respond to
major events and challenges.
Describe how characters in a story respond to
major events and challenges.

1134

2.RL.4

K12 Teacher

This standard should not be used for one or
K12
more of the following reasons: considered
ParentGuardian
developmentally inappropriate, have multiple
standards within a standard, are unclear. teach
“all-purpose tools” vs needed content. “We
cannot regulate biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in the type of
critical thinking that the Common Core calls for.
That would require a fully developed prefrontal
cortex, a part of the brain that is not fully
functional until early adulthood"

General
Support
This standard should not be used for one or
K12
General
more of the following reasons: considered
ParentGuardian Perception
developmentally inappropriate, have multiple
and
standards within a standard, are unclear. teach
Concerns
“all-purpose tools” vs needed content. “We
cannot regulate biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in the type of
critical thinking that the Common Core calls for.
That would require a fully developed prefrontal
cortex, a part of the brain that is not fully
functional until early adulthood"

Describe how words and phrases (e.g., regular
Difficult for many second grade students.
beats, alliteration, rhymes, repeated lines) supply
rhythm and meaning in a story, poem, or song.

K12 Teacher

K12 Teacher

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Comment in Support of Standard
According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental
Psychologist from NAU, the standard is
developmentally appropriate.

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental
Psychologist from NAU, the standard is
developmentally appropriate.

2586

2.RL.4

Describe how words and phrases (e.g., regular
This standard should not be used for one or
K12
ParentGuardian
beats, alliteration, rhymes, repeated lines) supply more of the following reasons: considered
rhythm and meaning in a story, poem, or song.
developmentally inappropriate, have multiple
standards within a standard, are unclear. teach
“all-purpose tools” vs needed content. “We
cannot regulate biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in the type of
critical thinking that the Common Core calls for.
That would require a fully developed prefrontal
cortex, a part of the brain that is not fully
functional until early adulthood"

General
Perception
and
Concerns

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental
Psychologist from NAU, the standard is
developmentally appropriate.

1135

2.RL.5

Doable with repeated practice.

General
Support

Comment in Support of Standard

2587

2.RL.5

Describe the overall structure of a story, including
how the beginning introduces the story and the
ending concludes the action.
Describe the overall structure of a story, including
how the beginning introduces the story and the
ending concludes the action.

This standard should not be used for one or
K12
more of the following reasons: considered
ParentGuardian
developmentally inappropriate, have multiple
standards within a standard, are unclear. teach
“all-purpose tools” vs needed content. “We
cannot regulate biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in the type of
critical thinking that the Common Core calls for.
That would require a fully developed prefrontal
cortex, a part of the brain that is not fully
functional until early adulthood"

General
Perception
and
Concerns

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental
Psychologist from NAU, the standard is
developmentally appropriate.

1136

2.RL.6

Doable with repeated practice.

General
Support

Comment in Support of Standard

2588

2.RL.6

Acknowledge differences in the points of view of
characters, including by speaking in a different
voice for each character when reading dialogue
aloud.
Acknowledge differences in the points of view of
characters, including by speaking in a different
voice for each character when reading dialogue
aloud.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental
Psychologist from NAU, the standard is
developmentally appropriate.

1137

2.RL.7

General
Support

Comment in Support of Standard

K12 Teacher

K12 Teacher

This standard should not be used for one or
K12
more of the following reasons: considered
ParentGuardian
developmentally inappropriate, have multiple
standards within a standard, are unclear. teach
“all-purpose tools” vs needed content. “We
cannot regulate biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in the type of
critical thinking that the Common Core calls for.
That would require a fully developed prefrontal
cortex, a part of the brain that is not fully
functional until early adulthood"

Use information gained from the illustrations and More difficult, but, doable with repeated
words in a print or digital text to demonstrate
practice.
understanding of its characters, setting, or plot.

K12 Teacher

2589

2.RL.7

Use information gained from the illustrations and This standard should not be used for one or
K12
words in a print or digital text to demonstrate
more of the following reasons: considered
ParentGuardian
understanding of its characters, setting, or plot. developmentally inappropriate, have multiple
standards within a standard, are unclear. teach
“all-purpose tools” vs needed content. “We
cannot regulate biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in the type of
critical thinking that the Common Core calls for.
That would require a fully developed prefrontal
cortex, a part of the brain that is not fully
functional until early adulthood"

General
Perception
and
Concerns

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental
Psychologist from NAU, the standard is
developmentally appropriate.

1138

2.RL.9

Doable with repeated practice.

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment in Support Standard

1619

2.RL.9

Clarifying how they are comparing and
contrasting by adding the word plot is very
helpful.

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment in Support Standard

Email Comment
#1

2.RL.9

This is a very narrow focus. We recommend
going beyond comparing plot to plot and/ or
character and/ or setting and/ or voice.

K12
Administrator

2590

2.RL.9

Compare and contrast the plot from two or more
versions of the same story (e.g., Cinderella
stories) by different authors or from different
cultures.
Compare and contrast the plot from two or more
versions of the same story (e.g., Cinderella
stories) by different authors or from different
cultures.
Compare and contrast the plot from two or more
versions of the same story (e.g., Cinderella
stories) by different authors or from different
cultures.
Compare and contrast the plot from two or more
versions of the same story (e.g., Cinderella
stories) by different authors or from different
cultures.

1988

2.RL.10 and 2.RI.10

2.RL.10 - By the end of the year, proficiently and
independently read and comprehend literature,
including stories, dramas, and poetry, in a text
complexity range determined by qualitative and
quantitative measures appropriate to grade two.

Concern for 2.RL.10 and 2.RI.10 who
determines the qualitative and quantitative
measures for grade two? The teachers? The
school? or the district?

2.RI.10 - By the end of the year, proficiently and
independently read and comprehend
informational texts, including history/social
studies, science, and technical texts, in a text
complexity range determined by qualitative and
quantitative measures appropriate to grade two.

General
Perception
and
Concerns
This standard should not be used for one or
K12
General
more of the following reasons: considered
ParentGuardian Perception
developmentally inappropriate, have multiple
and
standards within a standard, are unclear. teach
Concerns
“all-purpose tools” vs needed content. “We
cannot regulate biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in the type of
critical thinking that the Common Core calls for.
That would require a fully developed prefrontal
cortex, a part of the brain that is not fully
functional until early adulthood"
K12 Teacher

This standard was changed to include comparison
and contrast of characters, setting, and events.
Voice is addressed in 3rd grade.
According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental
Psychologist from NAU, the standard is
developmentally appropriate.

Grade Level See Text Complexity response in General
Additions/De Comments
letions/Chan
ges

1163

2.SL.1

Participate in collaborative conversations with
diverse partners about grade 2 topics and texts
with peers and adults in small and larger
groups.a. Follow agreed‐upon rules for
discussions (e.g., gaining the floor in respectful
ways, listening to others with care, speaking one
at a time about the topics and texts under
discussion).b. Build on others’ talk in
conversations by linking their comments to the
remarks of others.c. Ask for clarification and
further explanation as needed about the topics
and texts under discussion.

Easy for some students much more challenging K12 Teacher
for many students.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

no revision

1446

2.SL.1

Participate in collaborative conversations with
diverse partners about grade 2 topics and texts
with peers and adults in small and larger
groups.a. Follow agreed‐upon rules for
discussions (e.g., gaining the floor in respectful
ways, listening to others with care, speaking one
at a time about the topics and texts under
discussion).b. Build on others’ talk in
conversations by linking their comments to the
remarks of others.c. Ask for clarification and
further explanation as needed about the topics
and texts under discussion.

Insted of diverse partners use: different
K12 Teacher
partnering strategies. Or variety of partners. Or
take out diverse.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Diverse is a universal term; no change made

1470

2.SL.1

Participate in collaborative conversations with
diverse partners about grade 2 topics and texts
with peers and adults in small and larger
groups.a. Follow agreed‐upon rules for
discussions (e.g., gaining the floor in respectful
ways, listening to others with care, speaking one
at a time about the topics and texts under
discussion).b. Build on others’ talk in
conversations by linking their comments to the
remarks of others.c. Ask for clarification and
further explanation as needed about the topics
and texts under discussion.

The word "diverse" should either be eliminated K12 Teacher
or reworded with "a variety of" or "different."

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Diverse is a universal term; no change made;
Groupings are an instructional choice

Also, the standards shouldn't dictate grouping.
That is an instructional decision that should be
made by the teacher.
I'm going to mention this on the Anchor
standards, so that the change is made all the
way through.

1485

2.SL.1

Participate in collaborative conversations with
diverse partners about grade 2 topics and texts
with peers and adults in small and larger
groups.a. Follow agreed‐upon rules for
discussions (e.g., gaining the floor in respectful
ways, listening to others with care, speaking one
at a time about the topics and texts under
discussion).b. Build on others’ talk in
conversations by linking their comments to the
remarks of others.c. Ask for clarification and
further explanation as needed about the topics
and texts under discussion.

I worry that the inclusion of the word diverse K12 Teacher
along with peers and adults in small and large
groups is moving over into the area of
instruction and that the standard might better
be stated as "Participate in collaborative
conversations about grade 2 topics and texts."

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Diverse is a universal term; no change made;
standard encourages diverse viewpoints

2611

2.SL.1

Participate in collaborative conversations with
diverse partners about grade 2 topics and texts
with peers and adults in small and larger
groups.a. Follow agreed‐upon rules for
discussions (e.g., gaining the floor in respectful
ways, listening to others with care, speaking one
at a time about the topics and texts under
discussion).b. Build on others’ talk in
conversations by linking their comments to the
remarks of others.c. Ask for clarification and
further explanation as needed about the topics
and texts under discussion.

This standard should not be used for one or
K12
more of the following reasons: considered
ParentGuardian
developmentally inappropriate, have multiple
standards within a standard, are unclear. teach
“all-purpose tools” vs needed content. “We
cannot regulate biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in the type of
critical thinking that the Common Core calls for.
That would require a fully developed prefrontal
cortex, a part of the brain that is not fully
functional until early adulthood"

General
Perception
and
Concerns

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental
Psychologist from NAU, the standard is
developmentally appropriate.

1164

2.SL.2

Difficult, but, doable with enough practice.

General
Support

Comment in Support of Standard

2612

2.SL.2

Recount or describe key ideas or details from a
text read aloud or information presented orally
or through other media.
Recount or describe key ideas or details from a
text read aloud or information presented orally
or through other media.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental
Psychologist from NAU, the standard is
developmentally appropriate.

1165

2.SL.3

General
Support

Comment in Support of Standard

K12 Teacher

This standard should not be used for one or
K12
more of the following reasons: considered
ParentGuardian
developmentally inappropriate, have multiple
standards within a standard, are unclear. teach
“all-purpose tools” vs needed content. “We
cannot regulate biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in the type of
critical thinking that the Common Core calls for.
That would require a fully developed prefrontal
cortex, a part of the brain that is not fully
functional until early adulthood"

Ask and answer questions about what a speaker Difficult, but, doable with enough practice.
says in order to clarify comprehension, gather
additional information, or deepen understanding
of a topic or issue.

K12 Teacher

2613

2.SL.3

Ask and answer questions about what a speaker
says in order to clarify comprehension, gather
additional information, or deepen understanding
of a topic or issue.

This standard should not be used for one or
K12
more of the following reasons: considered
ParentGuardian
developmentally inappropriate, have multiple
standards within a standard, are unclear. teach
“all-purpose tools” vs needed content. “We
cannot regulate biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in the type of
critical thinking that the Common Core calls for.
That would require a fully developed prefrontal
cortex, a part of the brain that is not fully
functional until early adulthood"

General
Perception
and
Concerns

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental
Psychologist from NAU, the standard is
developmentally appropriate.

1166

2.SL.4

Tell a story or recount an experience with
appropriate facts and relevant, descriptive
details, speaking audibly in coherent sentences.

Doable

General
Support

Comment in Support of Standard

2614

2.SL.4

Tell a story or recount an experience with
appropriate facts and relevant, descriptive
details, speaking audibly in coherent sentences.

This standard should not be used for one or
K12
more of the following reasons: considered
ParentGuardian
developmentally inappropriate, have multiple
standards within a standard, are unclear. teach
“all-purpose tools” vs needed content. “We
cannot regulate biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in the type of
critical thinking that the Common Core calls for.
That would require a fully developed prefrontal
cortex, a part of the brain that is not fully
functional until early adulthood"

General
Perception
and
Concerns

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental
Psychologist from NAU, the standard is
developmentally appropriate.

1167

2.SL.5

Create audio recordings of stories or poems; add Difficult, but, doable with enough practice.
drawings or other visual displays to stories or
recounts of experiences when appropriate to
clarify ideas, thoughts, and feelings.

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment in Support of Standard

1439

2.SL.5

Create audio recordings of stories or poems; add This standard encourages the practice of
drawings or other visual displays to stories or
essential technology skills.
recounts of experiences when appropriate to
clarify ideas, thoughts, and feelings.

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment in Support of Standard

2615

2.SL.5

Create audio recordings of stories or poems; add
drawings or other visual displays to stories or
recounts of experiences when appropriate to
clarify ideas, thoughts, and feelings.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental
Psychologist from NAU, the standard is
developmentally appropriate.

K12 Teacher

This standard should not be used for one or
K12
more of the following reasons: considered
ParentGuardian
developmentally inappropriate, have multiple
standards within a standard, are unclear. teach
“all-purpose tools” vs needed content. “We
cannot regulate biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in the type of
critical thinking that the Common Core calls for.
That would require a fully developed prefrontal
cortex, a part of the brain that is not fully
functional until early adulthood"

1168

2.SL.6

Produce complete sentences when appropriate
to task and situation in order to provide
requested detail or clarification. (See grade 2
Language standards 1 and 3 for specific
expectations.)
Produce complete sentences when appropriate
to task and situation in order to provide
requested detail or clarification. (See grade 2
Language standards 1 and 3 for specific
expectations.)

Difficult, but, doable with enough practice.

2616

2.SL.6

1152

2.W.1

Write opinion pieces in which they introduce the Difficult, but, doable with enough practice.
topic or book they are writing about, state an
opinion, supply reasons that support the opinion,
use linking words (e.g., because, and, also) to
connect opinion and reasons, and provide a
concluding statement or section.

2602

2.W.1

Write opinion pieces in which they introduce the
topic or book they are writing about, state an
opinion, supply reasons that support the opinion,
use linking words (e.g., because, and, also) to
connect opinion and reasons, and provide a
concluding statement or section.

1153

2.W.2

1628

2.W.2

Write informative/explanatory texts in which
they introduce a topic, use facts and definitions
to develop points, and provide a concluding
statement or section.
Write informative/explanatory texts in which
they introduce a topic, use facts and definitions
to develop points, and provide a concluding
statement or section.

K12 Teacher

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Comment in Support of Standard

General
Perception
and
Concerns

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental
Psychologist from NAU, the standard is
developmentally appropriate.

General
Support

Comment in support of Standard

This standard should not be used for one or
K12
more of the following reasons: considered
ParentGuardian
developmentally inappropriate, have multiple
standards within a standard, are unclear. teach
“all-purpose tools” vs needed content. “We
cannot regulate biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in the type of
critical thinking that the Common Core calls for.
That would require a fully developed prefrontal
cortex, a part of the brain that is not fully
functional until early adulthood"

General
Perception
and
Concerns

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental
Psychologist from NAU, the standard is
developmentally appropriate.

Difficult, but, doable with enough practice.

General
Support

Comment in Support of Standard

This standard should not be used for one or
K12
more of the following reasons: considered
ParentGuardian
developmentally inappropriate, have multiple
standards within a standard, are unclear. teach
“all-purpose tools” vs needed content. “We
cannot regulate biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in the type of
critical thinking that the Common Core calls for.
That would require a fully developed prefrontal
cortex, a part of the brain that is not fully
functional until early adulthood"
K12 Teacher

K12 Teacher

Consider adding examples that include
K12 Teacher
functional text as well, since that was removed
from the draft.

Grade Level Functional Text is included within 2.W.2; examples
Additions/De should be provided by district curriculum
letions/Chan
ges

2603

2.W.2

Write informative/explanatory texts in which
they introduce a topic, use facts and definitions
to develop points, and provide a concluding
statement or section.

This standard should not be used for one or
K12
more of the following reasons: considered
ParentGuardian
developmentally inappropriate, have multiple
standards within a standard, are unclear. teach
“all-purpose tools” vs needed content. “We
cannot regulate biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in the type of
critical thinking that the Common Core calls for.
That would require a fully developed prefrontal
cortex, a part of the brain that is not fully
functional until early adulthood"

1154

2.W.3

Write narratives in which they recount a
Difficult, but, doable with enough practice.
well‐elaborated event or short sequence of
events; include details to describe actions,
thoughts, and feelings; use temporal words to
signal event order and provide a sense of closure.

2604

2.W.3

Write narratives in which they recount a
well‐elaborated event or short sequence of
events; include details to describe actions,
thoughts, and feelings; use temporal words to
signal event order and provide a sense of closure.

1155

2.W.4

With guidance and support from adults, produce Difficult, but, doable with enough practice.
writing in which the development and
organization are appropriate to task and purpose.
(Grade‐specific expectations for writing types are
defined in standards 1–3 above).

2141

2.W.4

With guidance and support from adults, produce Include WF standards (Grade-specific
writing in which the development and
expectations for writing types are defined in
organization are appropriate to task and purpose. standards 1-3 above and WF standards)
(Grade‐specific expectations for writing types are
defined in standards 1–3 above).

General
Perception
and
Concerns

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental
Psychologist from NAU, the standard is
developmentally appropriate.

General
Support

Comment in Support of Standard

General
Perception
and
Concerns

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental
Psychologist from NAU, the standard is
developmentally appropriate.

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment in Support of Standard

K12 Teacher

General
Perception
and
Concerns

WF are skill based standards not writing types

K12 Teacher

This standard should not be used for one or
K12
more of the following reasons: considered
ParentGuardian
developmentally inappropriate, have multiple
standards within a standard, are unclear. teach
“all-purpose tools” vs needed content. “We
cannot regulate biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in the type of
critical thinking that the Common Core calls for.
That would require a fully developed prefrontal
cortex, a part of the brain that is not fully
functional until early adulthood"

2605

2.W.4

With guidance and support from adults, produce
writing in which the development and
organization are appropriate to task and purpose.
(Grade‐specific expectations for writing types are
defined in standards 1–3 above).

This standard should not be used for one or
K12
more of the following reasons: considered
ParentGuardian
developmentally inappropriate, have multiple
standards within a standard, are unclear. teach
“all-purpose tools” vs needed content. “We
cannot regulate biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in the type of
critical thinking that the Common Core calls for.
That would require a fully developed prefrontal
cortex, a part of the brain that is not fully
functional until early adulthood"

General
Perception
and
Concerns

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental
Psychologist from NAU, the standard is
developmentally appropriate.

3021

2.W.4

With guidance and support from adults, produce
writing in which the development and
organization are appropriate to task and purpose.
(Grade‐specific expectations for writing types are
defined in standards 1–3 above).

AZ.2.W.4 With guidance and support from
K12
adults, produce functional writing (e.g.,
ParentGuardian
classroom rules, experiments, notes/messages,
friendly letters, labels, graphs/tables,
directions, posters) in which the development
and organization are appropriate to task and
purpose.
If they want to eliminate the reading standard
for functional text, it makes sense that they
want to eliminate the writing standard too. I
disagree for the same reasons. 2nd graders are
capable of grasping this concept.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Functional Text reading and writing is including in
Informational Text reading and writing.

1156

2.W.5

Difficult, but, doable with enough practice.

General
Support

Comment in Support of Standard

2606

2.W.5

With guidance and support from adults and
peers, focus on a topic and strengthen writing as
needed by revising and editing.
With guidance and support from adults and
peers, focus on a topic and strengthen writing as
needed by revising and editing.

This standard should not be used for one or
K12
more of the following reasons: considered
ParentGuardian
developmentally inappropriate, have multiple
standards within a standard, are unclear. teach
“all-purpose tools” vs needed content. “We
cannot regulate biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in the type of
critical thinking that the Common Core calls for.
That would require a fully developed prefrontal
cortex, a part of the brain that is not fully
functional until early adulthood"

General
Perception
and
Concerns

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental
Psychologist from NAU, the standard is
developmentally appropriate.

1157

2.W.6

Difficult, but, doable with enough practice.

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment in Support of standard

1433

2.W.6

With guidance and support from adults, use a
variety of digital tools to produce and publish
writing, including in collaboration with peers.
With guidance and support from adults, use a
variety of digital tools to produce and publish
writing, including in collaboration with peers.

This standard encourages essential
foundational experiences with technology. I
appreciate that this is included at the primary
level.

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment in Support of standard

K12 Teacher

2607

2.W.6

With guidance and support from adults, use a
variety of digital tools to produce and publish
writing, including in collaboration with peers.

This standard should not be used for one or
K12
more of the following reasons: considered
ParentGuardian
developmentally inappropriate, have multiple
standards within a standard, are unclear. teach
“all-purpose tools” vs needed content. “We
cannot regulate biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in the type of
critical thinking that the Common Core calls for.
That would require a fully developed prefrontal
cortex, a part of the brain that is not fully
functional until early adulthood"

General
Perception
and
Concerns

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental
Psychologist from NAU, the standard is
developmentally appropriate.

1158

2.W.7

Difficult, but, doable with enough practice.

General
Support

Comment in Support of Standard

2608

2.W.7

Participate in shared research and writing
projects (e.g., read a number of books on a single
topic to produce a report; record science
observations).
Participate in shared research and writing
projects (e.g., read a number of books on a single
topic to produce a report; record science
observations).

This standard should not be used for one or
K12
more of the following reasons: considered
ParentGuardian
developmentally inappropriate, have multiple
standards within a standard, are unclear. teach
“all-purpose tools” vs needed content. “We
cannot regulate biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in the type of
critical thinking that the Common Core calls for.
That would require a fully developed prefrontal
cortex, a part of the brain that is not fully
functional until early adulthood"

General
Perception
and
Concerns

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental
Psychologist from NAU, the standard is
developmentally appropriate.

1159

2.W.8

Difficult, but, doable with enough practice.

General
Support

Comment in Support of Standard

2609

2.W.8

Recall information from experiences or gather
information from provided sources to answer a
question.
Recall information from experiences or gather
information from provided sources to answer a
question.

This standard should not be used for one or
K12
more of the following reasons: considered
ParentGuardian
developmentally inappropriate, have multiple
standards within a standard, are unclear. teach
“all-purpose tools” vs needed content. “We
cannot regulate biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in the type of
critical thinking that the Common Core calls for.
That would require a fully developed prefrontal
cortex, a part of the brain that is not fully
functional until early adulthood"

General
Perception
and
Concerns

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental
Psychologist from NAU, the standard is
developmentally appropriate.

1160

2.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a.
Write legibly in manuscript.b. Write with
sufficient fluency to support composition.c.
Transcribe ideas legibly in manuscript with
appropriate spacing.

Most students can do this rather well, some
need a great deal of practice, but they can do
it.

General
Support

Comment in Support of Standard

K12 Teacher

K12 Teacher

K12 Teacher

1962

2.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a.
Write legibly in manuscript.b. Write with
sufficient fluency to support composition.c.
Transcribe ideas legibly in manuscript with
appropriate spacing.

3.WF.1 is less rigorous than 2.WF.1. because in K12
2nd grade they are expected to write fluently Administrator
to support composition. This piece is omitted
in 3rd grade. Please swap these two standards
or add 2.WF.1.b in to 3rd grade as well.

2143

2.WF.1

General
Perception
and
Concerns

2.WF.1 continues the practice and mastery of
manuscript writing from 1st grade.

1161

2.WF.2

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a.
What does transcribe ideas mean? How is this K12 Teacher
Write legibly in manuscript.b. Write with
different from 1.WF.2.?
sufficient fluency to support composition.c.
Transcribe ideas legibly in manuscript with
appropriate spacing.
Demonstrate and apply sound-letter concepts.a. doable
K12 Teacher
Write the most common graphemes (letters or
letter groups) for each phoneme. For example:1.
Consonants: /s/= s, ss, ce, ci, cy /f/= f, ff, ph /k/=
c, k, ck2. Vowels: /o/= o, o_e, oa, ow (long o) /a/=
a, a_e, ai, ay, eigh (long a)

General
Support

Comment in Support of Standard

Email Comment

2.WF.2

Demonstrate and apply sound-letter concepts.a.
Write the most common graphemes (letters or
letter groups) for each phoneme. For example:1.
Consonants: /s/= s, ss, ce, ci, cy /f/= f, ff, ph /k/=
c, k, ck2. Vowels: /o/= o, o_e, oa, ow (long o) /a/=
a, a_e, ai, ay, eigh (long a)

K12
Administrator

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Spelling plays a fundamental role in the reading
and writing process (Bigozzi, Tarchi, Pinto 2016)

2085

2.WF.2

Demonstrate and apply sound-letter concepts.a. To improve our Arizona Standards, please
Write the most common graphemes (letters or
reference RF.3 throughout this section
letter groups) for each phoneme. For example:1.
Consonants: /s/= s, ss, ce, ci, cy /f/= f, ff, ph /k/=
c, k, ck2. Vowels: /o/= o, o_e, oa, ow (long o) /a/=
a, a_e, ai, ay, eigh (long a)

K12 Teacher

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Spelling plays a fundamental role in the reading
and writing process (Bigozzi, Tarchi, Pinto 2016)

2149

2.WF.2

Demonstrate and apply sound-letter concepts.a.
Write the most common graphemes (letters or
letter groups) for each phoneme. For example:1.
Consonants: /s/= s, ss, ce, ci, cy /f/= f, ff, ph /k/=
c, k, ck2. Vowels: /o/= o, o_e, oa, ow (long o) /a/=
a, a_e, ai, ay, eigh (long a)

This is not writing, this is spelling. It is also a
K12 Teacher
practice that would be found in a program--it is
curriculum specific/instruction specific.
Students should be writing these graphemes in
the context of real words. Remove this
standard.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Spelling plays a fundamental role in the reading
and writing process (Bigozzi, Tarchi, Pinto 2016);
curriculum issue

I believe there is redundancy in the SoundLetter Basics (WF.2) standards – these
standards are represented already in
phonological awareness and spelling.

Grade Level Standard has been aligned vertically for alignment.
Additions/De
letions/Chan
ges

1162

2.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills Difficult for many students, but, doable with
when encoding words.a. Spell regular, singleenough practice.
syllable words that include:1. Position-based
patterns (e.g., ch, -tch; k, -ck; -ge, -dge).2.
Complex consonant blends (e.g., scr, str, squ).3.
Less common vowel teams for long vowels (e.g.,
ow, oo, au, ou, ue).4. Vowel-r combinations (e.g.,
turn, star, third, four, for).5. Contractions (e.g.,
we'll, I'm, they've, don't).6. Homophones (e.g.,
bear, bare; past, passed).7. Plurals and
possessives (e.g., its, it's).b. Spell two- and threesyllable words that:1. Combine closed, open,
vowel teams, vowel-r, and CVe (Consonant-Vowelsilent e) syllables (e.g., compete, robot, violet,
understand).2. Include familiar compound words
(e.g., houseboat, yellowtail).3. Include the most
common prefixes and derivational suffixes (e.g.,
un-, re-, en-, -ful, -ment, -less).c. Spell words with
suffixes that require:1. Consonant doubling (e.g.,
running, slipped).2. Dropping silent e (e.g.,
smiled, paving).3. Changing y to i (e.g., cried).d.
Spell the 200 most often used words in English, as
found in a research-based list, including:1.
Irregular words (e.g., against, many, enough,
does).2. Pattern-based words (e.g., which, kind,
have).

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment in Support of Standard

1188

2.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills I like the addition of the writing foundations
when encoding words.a. Spell regular, singleskills section.
syllable words that include:1. Position-based
patterns (e.g., ch, -tch; k, -ck; -ge, -dge).2.
Complex consonant blends (e.g., scr, str, squ).3.
Less common vowel teams for long vowels (e.g.,
ow, oo, au, ou, ue).4. Vowel-r combinations (e.g.,
turn, star, third, four, for).5. Contractions (e.g.,
we'll, I'm, they've, don't).6. Homophones (e.g.,
bear, bare; past, passed).7. Plurals and
possessives (e.g., its, it's).b. Spell two- and threesyllable words that:1. Combine closed, open,
vowel teams, vowel-r, and CVe (Consonant-Vowelsilent e) syllables (e.g., compete, robot, violet,
understand).2. Include familiar compound words
(e.g., houseboat, yellowtail).3. Include the most
common prefixes and derivational suffixes (e.g.,
un-, re-, en-, -ful, -ment, -less).c. Spell words with
suffixes that require:1. Consonant doubling (e.g.,
running, slipped).2. Dropping silent e (e.g.,
smiled, paving).3. Changing y to i (e.g., cried).d.
Spell the 200 most often used words in English, as
found in a research-based list, including:1.
Irregular words (e.g., against, many, enough,
does).2. Pattern-based words (e.g., which, kind,
have).

Community
Member

General
Support

Comment in Support of Standard

1435

2.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills d. What are the 200 most often used words in K12 Teacher
when encoding words.a. Spell regular, singleEnglish? It should read: Spell 200 of the most
syllable words that include:1. Position-based
often used words in English...
patterns (e.g., ch, -tch; k, -ck; -ge, -dge).2.
Complex consonant blends (e.g., scr, str, squ).3. It should not imply there is a list of 200 words
Less common vowel teams for long vowels (e.g., that everyone should use.
ow, oo, au, ou, ue).4. Vowel-r combinations (e.g.,
turn, star, third, four, for).5. Contractions (e.g.,
we'll, I'm, they've, don't).6. Homophones (e.g.,
bear, bare; past, passed).7. Plurals and
possessives (e.g., its, it's).b. Spell two- and threesyllable words that:1. Combine closed, open,
vowel teams, vowel-r, and CVe (Consonant-Vowelsilent e) syllables (e.g., compete, robot, violet,
understand).2. Include familiar compound words
(e.g., houseboat, yellowtail).3. Include the most
common prefixes and derivational suffixes (e.g.,
un-, re-, en-, -ful, -ment, -less).c. Spell words with
suffixes that require:1. Consonant doubling (e.g.,
running, slipped).2. Dropping silent e (e.g.,
smiled, paving).3. Changing y to i (e.g., cried).d.
Spell the 200 most often used words in English, as
found in a research-based list, including:1.
Irregular words (e.g., against, many, enough,
does).2. Pattern-based words (e.g., which, kind,
have).

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Specific word list is a district curriculum decision

Email Comment

2.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills I am enthusiastic about articulating spelling
K12
when encoding words.a. Spell regular, singleprogressions but believe that the specificity of Administrator
syllable words that include:1. Position-based
some spelling standards suggest the use of only
patterns (e.g., ch, -tch; k, -ck; -ge, -dge).2.
certain programs that match the progression
Complex consonant blends (e.g., scr, str, squ).3. outlined. As you know, scopes and sequences
Less common vowel teams for long vowels (e.g., vary beyond basic agreed upon progressions
ow, oo, au, ou, ue).4. Vowel-r combinations (e.g., and there is no research that supports one
turn, star, third, four, for).5. Contractions (e.g.,
particular program. I am hopeful that these
standards can be reviewed and limited to basic,
we'll, I'm, they've, don't).6. Homophones (e.g.,
widely agreed upon progressions.
bear, bare; past, passed).7. Plurals and
possessives (e.g., its, it's).b. Spell two- and threesyllable words that:1. Combine closed, open,
vowel teams, vowel-r, and CVe (Consonant-Vowelsilent e) syllables (e.g., compete, robot, violet,
understand).2. Include familiar compound words
(e.g., houseboat, yellowtail).3. Include the most
common prefixes and derivational suffixes (e.g.,
un-, re-, en-, -ful, -ment, -less).c. Spell words with
suffixes that require:1. Consonant doubling (e.g.,
running, slipped).2. Dropping silent e (e.g.,
smiled, paving).3. Changing y to i (e.g., cried).d.
Spell the 200 most often used words in English, as
found in a research-based list, including:1.
Irregular words (e.g., against, many, enough,
does).2. Pattern-based words (e.g., which, kind,
have).

General
Perception
and
Concerns

The standard does not support a specific program
or progression, but skills that need to be mastered
for each grade level.

1438

2.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills The 200 most often used words? Which list?
when encoding words.a. Spell regular, singlesyllable words that include:1. Position-based
patterns (e.g., ch, -tch; k, -ck; -ge, -dge).2.
Complex consonant blends (e.g., scr, str, squ).3.
Less common vowel teams for long vowels (e.g.,
ow, oo, au, ou, ue).4. Vowel-r combinations (e.g.,
turn, star, third, four, for).5. Contractions (e.g.,
we'll, I'm, they've, don't).6. Homophones (e.g.,
bear, bare; past, passed).7. Plurals and
possessives (e.g., its, it's).b. Spell two- and threesyllable words that:1. Combine closed, open,
vowel teams, vowel-r, and CVe (Consonant-Vowelsilent e) syllables (e.g., compete, robot, violet,
understand).2. Include familiar compound words
(e.g., houseboat, yellowtail).3. Include the most
common prefixes and derivational suffixes (e.g.,
un-, re-, en-, -ful, -ment, -less).c. Spell words with
suffixes that require:1. Consonant doubling (e.g.,
running, slipped).2. Dropping silent e (e.g.,
smiled, paving).3. Changing y to i (e.g., cried).d.
Spell the 200 most often used words in English, as
found in a research-based list, including:1.
Irregular words (e.g., against, many, enough,
does).2. Pattern-based words (e.g., which, kind,
have).

K12 Teacher

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Any reference made to the number of words is
pending research from Louisa Moats.

1469

2.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills KWF3 d- remove the word "the" 200 most
when encoding words.a. Spell regular, singlecommon. It implies a specific 200. It would
syllable words that include:1. Position-based
depend upon the selected word list.
patterns (e.g., ch, -tch; k, -ck; -ge, -dge).2.
Complex consonant blends (e.g., scr, str, squ).3.
Less common vowel teams for long vowels (e.g.,
ow, oo, au, ou, ue).4. Vowel-r combinations (e.g.,
turn, star, third, four, for).5. Contractions (e.g.,
we'll, I'm, they've, don't).6. Homophones (e.g.,
bear, bare; past, passed).7. Plurals and
possessives (e.g., its, it's).b. Spell two- and threesyllable words that:1. Combine closed, open,
vowel teams, vowel-r, and CVe (Consonant-Vowelsilent e) syllables (e.g., compete, robot, violet,
understand).2. Include familiar compound words
(e.g., houseboat, yellowtail).3. Include the most
common prefixes and derivational suffixes (e.g.,
un-, re-, en-, -ful, -ment, -less).c. Spell words with
suffixes that require:1. Consonant doubling (e.g.,
running, slipped).2. Dropping silent e (e.g.,
smiled, paving).3. Changing y to i (e.g., cried).d.
Spell the 200 most often used words in English, as
found in a research-based list, including:1.
Irregular words (e.g., against, many, enough,
does).2. Pattern-based words (e.g., which, kind,
have).

K12 Teacher

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Any reference made to the number of words is
pending research from Louisa Moats.

1472

2.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills The use of the word "the" in 2.WF.3d implies a K12 Teacher
when encoding words.a. Spell regular, singlespecific list. Wording such as "200 of the most
syllable words that include:1. Position-based
often used" will allow for local control of which
patterns (e.g., ch, -tch; k, -ck; -ge, -dge).2.
words are expected.
Complex consonant blends (e.g., scr, str, squ).3.
Less common vowel teams for long vowels (e.g.,
ow, oo, au, ou, ue).4. Vowel-r combinations (e.g.,
turn, star, third, four, for).5. Contractions (e.g.,
we'll, I'm, they've, don't).6. Homophones (e.g.,
bear, bare; past, passed).7. Plurals and
possessives (e.g., its, it's).b. Spell two- and threesyllable words that:1. Combine closed, open,
vowel teams, vowel-r, and CVe (Consonant-Vowelsilent e) syllables (e.g., compete, robot, violet,
understand).2. Include familiar compound words
(e.g., houseboat, yellowtail).3. Include the most
common prefixes and derivational suffixes (e.g.,
un-, re-, en-, -ful, -ment, -less).c. Spell words with
suffixes that require:1. Consonant doubling (e.g.,
running, slipped).2. Dropping silent e (e.g.,
smiled, paving).3. Changing y to i (e.g., cried).d.
Spell the 200 most often used words in English, as
found in a research-based list, including:1.
Irregular words (e.g., against, many, enough,
does).2. Pattern-based words (e.g., which, kind,
have).

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Any reference made to the number of words is
pending research from Louisa Moats.

1668

2.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills Is all of this spelling in isolation or in context? I K12 Teacher
when encoding words.a. Spell regular, singlethink that spelling these words correctly in
syllable words that include:1. Position-based
context needs to be specified.
patterns (e.g., ch, -tch; k, -ck; -ge, -dge).2.
Complex consonant blends (e.g., scr, str, squ).3.
Less common vowel teams for long vowels (e.g.,
ow, oo, au, ou, ue).4. Vowel-r combinations (e.g.,
turn, star, third, four, for).5. Contractions (e.g.,
we'll, I'm, they've, don't).6. Homophones (e.g.,
bear, bare; past, passed).7. Plurals and
possessives (e.g., its, it's).b. Spell two- and threesyllable words that:1. Combine closed, open,
vowel teams, vowel-r, and CVe (Consonant-Vowelsilent e) syllables (e.g., compete, robot, violet,
understand).2. Include familiar compound words
(e.g., houseboat, yellowtail).3. Include the most
common prefixes and derivational suffixes (e.g.,
un-, re-, en-, -ful, -ment, -less).c. Spell words with
suffixes that require:1. Consonant doubling (e.g.,
running, slipped).2. Dropping silent e (e.g.,
smiled, paving).3. Changing y to i (e.g., cried).d.
Spell the 200 most often used words in English, as
found in a research-based list, including:1.
Irregular words (e.g., against, many, enough,
does).2. Pattern-based words (e.g., which, kind,
have).

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Instuctional decision if words taught in isolation or
context

2086

2.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills To improve our Arizona Standards, please
when encoding words.a. Spell regular, singlereference RF.3 throughout this section
syllable words that include:1. Position-based
patterns (e.g., ch, -tch; k, -ck; -ge, -dge).2.
Complex consonant blends (e.g., scr, str, squ).3.
Less common vowel teams for long vowels (e.g.,
ow, oo, au, ou, ue).4. Vowel-r combinations (e.g.,
turn, star, third, four, for).5. Contractions (e.g.,
we'll, I'm, they've, don't).6. Homophones (e.g.,
bear, bare; past, passed).7. Plurals and
possessives (e.g., its, it's).b. Spell two- and threesyllable words that:1. Combine closed, open,
vowel teams, vowel-r, and CVe (Consonant-Vowelsilent e) syllables (e.g., compete, robot, violet,
understand).2. Include familiar compound words
(e.g., houseboat, yellowtail).3. Include the most
common prefixes and derivational suffixes (e.g.,
un-, re-, en-, -ful, -ment, -less).c. Spell words with
suffixes that require:1. Consonant doubling (e.g.,
running, slipped).2. Dropping silent e (e.g.,
smiled, paving).3. Changing y to i (e.g., cried).d.
Spell the 200 most often used words in English, as
found in a research-based list, including:1.
Irregular words (e.g., against, many, enough,
does).2. Pattern-based words (e.g., which, kind,
have).

K12 Teacher

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Spelling plays a fundamental role in the reading
and writing process (Bigozzi, Tarchi, Pinto 2016);
curriculum issue

2171

2.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills Go back to the old spelling standard which is
K12 Teacher
when encoding words.a. Spell regular, singlegeneralize learned spelling patterns. Put this
syllable words that include:1. Position-based
information in the glossary. Way too specific.
patterns (e.g., ch, -tch; k, -ck; -ge, -dge).2.
Don't put in numbers (200 most often used
Complex consonant blends (e.g., scr, str, squ).3. words) don't use the word including if you are
Less common vowel teams for long vowels (e.g., prescribing what is to be taught. Use e.g. to
ow, oo, au, ou, ue).4. Vowel-r combinations (e.g., give examples. You are specifying a curriculum
or way of teaching. Don't list the syllable types,
turn, star, third, four, for).5. Contractions (e.g.,
just say ...combine words with various
we'll, I'm, they've, don't).6. Homophones (e.g.,
syllables. Sugg. if you keep specifics. You have
bear, bare; past, passed).7. Plurals and
possessives (e.g., its, it's).b. Spell two- and three- left some out.
syllable words that:1. Combine closed, open,
vowel teams, vowel-r, and CVe (Consonant-Vowelsilent e) syllables (e.g., compete, robot, violet,
understand).2. Include familiar compound words
(e.g., houseboat, yellowtail).3. Include the most
common prefixes and derivational suffixes (e.g.,
un-, re-, en-, -ful, -ment, -less).c. Spell words with
suffixes that require:1. Consonant doubling (e.g.,
running, slipped).2. Dropping silent e (e.g.,
smiled, paving).3. Changing y to i (e.g., cried).d.
Spell the 200 most often used words in English, as
found in a research-based list, including:1.
Irregular words (e.g., against, many, enough,
does).2. Pattern-based words (e.g., which, kind,
have).

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Any reference made to the number of words is
pending research from Louisa Moats.

2610

2.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills The very successful phonics program that my
K12
when encoding words.a. Spell regular, singlesix children have been taught does not present ParentGuardian
syllable words that include:1. Position-based
phonics in the manner described in section a.
patterns (e.g., ch, -tch; k, -ck; -ge, -dge).2.
The standard should be more inclusive of all
Complex consonant blends (e.g., scr, str, squ).3. phonics programs. Section d should be spell the
Less common vowel teams for long vowels (e.g., 200 most often used words in English, as found
ow, oo, au, ou, ue).4. Vowel-r combinations (e.g., in a research-based list.
turn, star, third, four, for).5. Contractions (e.g.,
we'll, I'm, they've, don't).6. Homophones (e.g.,
bear, bare; past, passed).7. Plurals and
possessives (e.g., its, it's).b. Spell two- and threesyllable words that:1. Combine closed, open,
vowel teams, vowel-r, and CVe (Consonant-Vowelsilent e) syllables (e.g., compete, robot, violet,
understand).2. Include familiar compound words
(e.g., houseboat, yellowtail).3. Include the most
common prefixes and derivational suffixes (e.g.,
un-, re-, en-, -ful, -ment, -less).c. Spell words with
suffixes that require:1. Consonant doubling (e.g.,
running, slipped).2. Dropping silent e (e.g.,
smiled, paving).3. Changing y to i (e.g., cried).d.
Spell the 200 most often used words in English, as
found in a research-based list, including:1.
Irregular words (e.g., against, many, enough,
does).2. Pattern-based words (e.g., which, kind,
have).

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Any reference made to the number of words is
pending research from Louisa Moats.

2866

2.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills I would hesitate GREATLY to add such a large
K12 Teacher
when encoding words.a. Spell regular, singlesection on spelling. Traditionally, spelling was a
syllable words that include:1. Position-based
focus in writing curricula, but it was a gross
patterns (e.g., ch, -tch; k, -ck; -ge, -dge).2.
misappropriation of time and resources. One
Complex consonant blends (e.g., scr, str, squ).3. can be a fabulous writer while not be a great
Less common vowel teams for long vowels (e.g., speller. Being a great speller has LITTLE TO
ow, oo, au, ou, ue).4. Vowel-r combinations (e.g., NOTHING to do with being a great writer. I
turn, star, third, four, for).5. Contractions (e.g.,
understand popular perception dictates that
spelling be included, but it should be integrated
we'll, I'm, they've, don't).6. Homophones (e.g.,
into a standard about the presentation and
bear, bare; past, passed).7. Plurals and
possessives (e.g., its, it's).b. Spell two- and three- clarity of writing.
syllable words that:1. Combine closed, open,
vowel teams, vowel-r, and CVe (Consonant-Vowelsilent e) syllables (e.g., compete, robot, violet,
understand).2. Include familiar compound words
(e.g., houseboat, yellowtail).3. Include the most
common prefixes and derivational suffixes (e.g.,
un-, re-, en-, -ful, -ment, -less).c. Spell words with
suffixes that require:1. Consonant doubling (e.g.,
running, slipped).2. Dropping silent e (e.g.,
smiled, paving).3. Changing y to i (e.g., cried).d.
Spell the 200 most often used words in English, as
found in a research-based list, including:1.
Irregular words (e.g., against, many, enough,
does).2. Pattern-based words (e.g., which, kind,
have).

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Spelling plays a fundamental role in the reading
and writing process (Bigozzi, Tarchi, Pinto 2016);
curriculum issue

3023

2.WF.3

1248

AZ.2.RI.10

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills As a parent, I would rather my child spend their K12
when encoding words.a. Spell regular, singletime reading or writing, as opposed to
ParentGuardian
memorizing spelling words. One of my boys is a
syllable words that include:1. Position-based
natural speller, the other two are not. And
patterns (e.g., ch, -tch; k, -ck; -ge, -dge).2.
Complex consonant blends (e.g., scr, str, squ).3. while I understand that experiences with the
Less common vowel teams for long vowels (e.g., rules and patterns in our language are helpful, I
ow, oo, au, ou, ue).4. Vowel-r combinations (e.g., would rather not add spelling at the expense
potentially of writing
turn, star, third, four, for).5. Contractions (e.g.,
we'll, I'm, they've, don't).6. Homophones (e.g.,
bear, bare; past, passed).7. Plurals and
possessives (e.g., its, it's).b. Spell two- and threesyllable words that:1. Combine closed, open,
vowel teams, vowel-r, and CVe (Consonant-Vowelsilent e) syllables (e.g., compete, robot, violet,
understand).2. Include familiar compound words
(e.g., houseboat, yellowtail).3. Include the most
common prefixes and derivational suffixes (e.g.,
un-, re-, en-, -ful, -ment, -less).c. Spell words with
suffixes that require:1. Consonant doubling (e.g.,
running, slipped).2. Dropping silent e (e.g.,
smiled, paving).3. Changing y to i (e.g., cried).d.
Spell the 200 most often used words in English, as
found in a research-based list, including:1.
Irregular words (e.g., against, many, enough,
does).2. Pattern-based words (e.g., which, kind,
have).

Why is the AZ.2.RI.10 standard being
removed? It is a difficult standard, but why
would we not introduce it in 2nd grade if we
expect them to use these skills in 2nd grade.
This isn’t something you should wait to teach
until 3rd grade (a tested year.)
If they want to eliminate the reading standard
for functional text, it makes sense that they
want to eliminate the writing standard too. I
disagree for the same reasons.
The addition of the spelling standards is
ridiculous!

K12 Teacher

General
Perception
and
Concerns

"Memorizing spelling words" is an instructional
choice made by the classroom teacher and not
stated in the standard.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Functional Text reading is included in Informational
Text reading.

1248

2.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills Why is the AZ.2.RI.10 standard being
when encoding words.a. Spell regular, singleremoved? It is a difficult standard, but why
syllable words that include:1. Position-based
would we not introduce it in 2nd grade if we
patterns (e.g., ch, -tch; k, -ck; -ge, -dge).2.
expect them to use these skills in 2nd grade.
Complex consonant blends (e.g., scr, str, squ).3. This isn’t something you should wait to teach
Less common vowel teams for long vowels (e.g., until 3rd grade (a tested year.)
ow, oo, au, ou, ue).4. Vowel-r combinations (e.g., If they want to eliminate the reading standard
turn, star, third, four, for).5. Contractions (e.g.,
for functional text, it makes sense that they
we'll, I'm, they've, don't).6. Homophones (e.g.,
want to eliminate the writing standard too. I
bear, bare; past, passed).7. Plurals and
disagree for the same reasons.
possessives (e.g., its, it's).b. Spell two- and three- The addition of the spelling standards is
syllable words that:1. Combine closed, open,
ridiculous!
vowel teams, vowel-r, and CVe (Consonant-Vowelsilent e) syllables (e.g., compete, robot, violet,
understand).2. Include familiar compound words
(e.g., houseboat, yellowtail).3. Include the most
common prefixes and derivational suffixes (e.g.,
un-, re-, en-, -ful, -ment, -less).c. Spell words with
suffixes that require:1. Consonant doubling (e.g.,
running, slipped).2. Dropping silent e (e.g.,
smiled, paving).3. Changing y to i (e.g., cried).d.
Spell the 200 most often used words in English, as
found in a research-based list, including:1.
Irregular words (e.g., against, many, enough,
does).2. Pattern-based words (e.g., which, kind,
have).

K12 Teacher

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Spelling plays a fundamental role in the reading
and writing process.

1530

2.WF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills I prefer the progression format to the current K12 Teacher
when encoding words.a. Spell regular, singledraft format. Teachers need to be able to see
syllable words that include:1. Position-based
how the standards build and align across gradepatterns (e.g., ch, -tch; k, -ck; -ge, -dge).2.
levels. The sight word list should be
Complex consonant blends (e.g., scr, str, squ).3. standardized and provided ("research based" is
Less common vowel teams for long vowels (e.g., vague). Removing examples from 4th and 5th
ow, oo, au, ou, ue).4. Vowel-r combinations (e.g., grade standards does not help to clarify.
turn, star, third, four, for).5. Contractions (e.g.,
we'll, I'm, they've, don't).6. Homophones (e.g.,
bear, bare; past, passed).7. Plurals and
possessives (e.g., its, it's).b. Spell two- and threesyllable words that:1. Combine closed, open,
vowel teams, vowel-r, and CVe (Consonant-Vowelsilent e) syllables (e.g., compete, robot, violet,
understand).2. Include familiar compound words
(e.g., houseboat, yellowtail).3. Include the most
common prefixes and derivational suffixes (e.g.,
un-, re-, en-, -ful, -ment, -less).c. Spell words with
suffixes that require:1. Consonant doubling (e.g.,
running, slipped).2. Dropping silent e (e.g.,
smiled, paving).3. Changing y to i (e.g., cried).d.
Spell the 200 most often used words in English, as
found in a research-based list, including:1.
Irregular words (e.g., against, many, enough,
does).2. Pattern-based words (e.g., which, kind,
have).

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Any reference made to the number of words is
pending research from Louisa Moats.

1811

2.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills
in decoding words.a. Distinguish long and short
vowels when reading regularly spelled
one‐syllable words.b. Know spelling‐sound
correspondences for additional common vowel
teams.c. Identify and apply all six syllable types to
decode appropriate grade-level text.d. Decode
words with common prefixes and suffixes.e.
Identify words with inconsistent but common
spelling‐sound correspondences.f. Recognize and
read grade‐appropriate irregularly spelled words.

I don't feel that understanding the six syllable K12 Teacher
types would be necessary for this age-level. It is
a great strategy in reading, however, can be
difficult to grasp for struggling readers and
don't need to be able to understand to become
a fluent reader. I do agree with the
handwriting. I feel that this is a great addition
to the standards. I disagree with having to
identify the different types of sentences, this is
something that would be understood at higher
grade levels.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Syllable types support word analysis skills in
decoding grade level words.

I am glad that handwriting is added to the
standards. I am glad to see explicit spelling
standards.

General
Support

Comment in Support of Standards

1983

K12 Teacher

2898

2.WF.3

2.L.5

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills What are the 200 words that 2nd graders
K12 Teacher
when encoding words.a. Spell regular, singleshould be able to spell or the 500 words for 3rd
graders? Is this our new spelling program-is the
syllable words that include:1. Position-based
ADE providing it? But more importantly, the
patterns (e.g., ch, -tch; k, -ck; -ge, -dge).2.
Complex consonant blends (e.g., scr, str, squ).3. new writing (cursive) and spelling foundation
Less common vowel teams for long vowels (e.g., standards are adding even more to a
ow, oo, au, ou, ue).4. Vowel-r combinations (e.g., curriculum that we struggle to teach and
students to achieve! We also are expected to
turn, star, third, four, for).5. Contractions (e.g.,
teach keyboarding! Our day isn't any longer,
we'll, I'm, they've, don't).6. Homophones (e.g.,
yet you're expecting more of the students. No
bear, bare; past, passed).7. Plurals and
possessives (e.g., its, it's).b. Spell two- and three- wonder scores are what they are. It's too
much!!
syllable words that:1. Combine closed, open,
vowel teams, vowel-r, and CVe (Consonant-Vowelsilent e) syllables (e.g., compete, robot, violet,
understand).2. Include familiar compound words
(e.g., houseboat, yellowtail).3. Include the most
common prefixes and derivational suffixes (e.g.,
un-, re-, en-, -ful, -ment, -less).c. Spell words with
suffixes that require:1. Consonant doubling (e.g.,
running, slipped).2. Dropping silent e (e.g.,
smiled, paving).3. Changing y to i (e.g., cried).d.
Spell the 200 most often used words in English, as
found in a research-based list, including:1.
Irregular words (e.g., against, many, enough,
does).2. Pattern-based words (e.g., which, kind,
have).

Based on comment from 1st grade

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Cursive is introduced in 3rd grade; Any reference
made to the number of words is pending research
from Louisa Moats.

Grade level The standard should read: Demonstrate
additions/de understanding of word relationships and nuances
letions
in word meanings.a. Identify real‐life connections
between words and their use (e.g., describe foods
that are spicy or juicy).b. Identify synonyms and
antonyms to distinguish shades of meaning among
closely related verbs (e.g., toss, throw, hurl) and
closely related adjectives (e.g., thin, slender,
skinny, scrawny).

English Language Arts Public Feedback on the Draft Standards - Grade 3
SID Number Standard
Coding
54
3.WF.1

Draft Standard

Public Comment

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

The handwriting requirement for cursive is ridiculous.
K12 Teacher
There is no research to support that cursive helps create
college and career ready citizens. Furthermore, the
spelling requirement for looking words up in dictionaries
is outdated. 21st Century students don't use, and don't
need dictionaries, they need Google. The entire spelling
standards should be scrapped.

Grade Level
The inclusion of cursive writing standards is supported by current
Additions/Deletions/Chang brain research. Producing legible writing quickly may feel like an
es
automatic process for adults but for children, the development of
handwriting is a complex task requiring coordination of cognitive,
motor, and neuromotor skills (Dinehart, 2015). When writing in
cursive, the word becomes a unit rather than a series of separate
strokes and correct spelling is more likely to be retained (King, 2015).
Cursive engages more cognitive resources than keyboarding (King,
2015, Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). In classroom studies, new
research demonstrates that writing by hand allows the students to
process and summarize the lecture’s notes, through reflection and
synthesis that leads to better understanding and retention than
keyboarding (Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). Evidence supports
teaching both manuscript and cursive formats of writing and letting
students choose which works best for them (Berninger, 2014). Many
adults who were taught both use a combination of both formats
(Berninger, 2014).

66

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

Please remove any requirements about teaching of
K12
cursive writing. Arizona's scarce educational resources
Parent/Guardian
should be spent more wisely and efficiently. If students
cannot read a teacher's handwriting, improve the
teacher's penmanship rather than wasting classroom
hours teaching students to decipher teacher handwriting.
I am a lawyer and count myself among those who see no
practical or professional value to cursive.

Grade Level
The inclusion of cursive writing standards is supported by current
Additions/Deletions/Chang brain research. Producing legible writing quickly may feel like an
es
automatic process for adults but for children, the development of
handwriting is a complex task requiring coordination of cognitive,
motor, and neuromotor skills (Dinehart, 2015). When writing in
cursive, the word becomes a unit rather than a series of separate
strokes and correct spelling is more likely to be retained (King, 2015).
Cursive engages more cognitive resources than keyboarding (King,
2015, Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). In classroom studies, new
research demonstrates that writing by hand allows the students to
process and summarize the lecture’s notes, through reflection and
synthesis that leads to better understanding and retention than
keyboarding (Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). Evidence supports
teaching both manuscript and cursive formats of writing and letting
students choose which works best for them (Berninger, 2014). Many
adults who were taught both use a combination of both formats
(Berninger, 2014).

67

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

I did not read through this entire draft but am
Community
commenting on one issue. Bring back cursive writing to Member
elementary schools. When a legal "signature" is required,
often you are asked to PRINT your name and also to give
your SIGNATURE. There is a huge difference between the
two. I absolutely think cursive writing is a necessity. How
can students read historical documents if they cannot
read cursive writing? This is an art that should never be
lost. I STRONGLY SUPPORT cursive writing.

General Support

Getting away from Common Core and bringing back
cursive writing is just a start to improving standards in the
State of AZ.

Role

Category

Refinement Note

Comment in support of standards.

68

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and Will additional funding be provided to purchase needed K12 Teacher
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
resources to teach cursive writing?
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.
If teaching cursive is required in third grade this standard
needs to be continued into the next grade levels so the
skills are not lost. This happened when I taught 5th grade
20 years ago, because students did not continue cursive
in 4th grade I would need to retch in 5th.

General Support

Continued support through 4th and 5th grade.
The inclusion of cursive writing standards is supported by current
brain research. Producing legible writing quickly may feel like an
automatic process for adults but for children, the development of
handwriting is a complex task requiring coordination of cognitive,
motor, and neuromotor skills (Dinehart, 2015). When writing in
cursive, the word becomes a unit rather than a series of separate
strokes and correct spelling is more likely to be retained (King, 2015).
Cursive engages more cognitive resources than keyboarding (King,
2015, Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). In classroom studies, new
research demonstrates that writing by hand allows the students to
process and summarize the lecture’s notes, through reflection and
synthesis that leads to better understanding and retention than
keyboarding (Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). Evidence supports
teaching both manuscript and cursive formats of writing and letting
students choose which works best for them (Berninger, 2014). Many
adults who were taught both use a combination of both formats
(Berninger, 2014).

74

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

I LOVE that there are writing foundation standards. I like
that spelling guidelines are in place in those standards. I
also really like the cursive addition to the third grade
standards.

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

81

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

Standards haven't really changed, simply the title keeps K12 Teacher
changing. Requiring cursive is near-sighted at best,
ignorant at worst. Pens/pencils will be obsolete in 20
years, people! It's like teaching kids how to use card
catalogs to find books, use of cassette tapes to listen to
music. We are quickly evolving to textbooks from tablets
and classroom online programs with laptops for turning in
work! Signatures will be thumbprints. Let us please teach
children skills they will actually need in life.

General Perception and
Concerns

The inclusion of cursive writing standards is supported by current
brain research. Producing legible writing quickly may feel like an
automatic process for adults but for children, the development of
handwriting is a complex task requiring coordination of cognitive,
motor, and neuromotor skills (Dinehart, 2015). When writing in
cursive, the word becomes a unit rather than a series of separate
strokes and correct spelling is more likely to be retained (King, 2015).
Cursive engages more cognitive resources than keyboarding (King,
2015, Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). In classroom studies, new
research demonstrates that writing by hand allows the students to
process and summarize the lecture’s notes, through reflection and
synthesis that leads to better understanding and retention than
keyboarding (Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). Evidence supports
teaching both manuscript and cursive formats of writing and letting
students choose which works best for them (Berninger, 2014). Many
adults who were taught both use a combination of both formats
(Berninger, 2014).

K12 Teacher

83

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

Understanding that students are no longer taught
grammar at the elementary level, yet expected to know
basic writing skills by the middle school level; and now
the biggest concern this committee has is to add cursive
writing to the standards? We are moving into the 21st
century where students are encouraged to use
technology to write, not a pencil. Cursive is a luxury our
teachers do not have time to teach when kids cannot
read and write.

K12 Teacher

General Perception and
Concerns

Grammar is addressed in the languge standards K-12.
The inclusion of cursive writing standards is supported by current
brain research. Producing legible writing quickly may feel like an
automatic process for adults but for children, the development of
handwriting is a complex task requiring coordination of cognitive,
motor, and neuromotor skills (Dinehart, 2015). When writing in
cursive, the word becomes a unit rather than a series of separate
strokes and correct spelling is more likely to be retained (King, 2015).
Cursive engages more cognitive resources than keyboarding (King,
2015, Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). In classroom studies, new
research demonstrates that writing by hand allows the students to
process and summarize the lecture’s notes, through reflection and
synthesis that leads to better understanding and retention than
keyboarding (Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). Evidence supports
teaching both manuscript and cursive formats of writing and letting
students choose which works best for them (Berninger, 2014). Many
adults who were taught both use a combination of both formats
(Berninger, 2014).

87

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

It ignores what we now know about handwriting.
Handwriting matters: does cursive? Research shows:
legible cursive averages no faster than print-writing of
equal/greater legibility. (Sources available on request.)

Other

General Perception and
Concerns

The inclusion of cursive writing standards is supported by current
brain research. Producing legible writing quickly may feel like an
automatic process for adults but for children, the development of
handwriting is a complex task requiring coordination of cognitive,
motor, and neuromotor skills (Dinehart, 2015). When writing in
cursive, the word becomes a unit rather than a series of separate
strokes and correct spelling is more likely to be retained (King, 2015).
Cursive engages more cognitive resources than keyboarding (King,
2015, Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). In classroom studies, new
research demonstrates that writing by hand allows the students to
process and summarize the lecture’s notes, through reflection and
synthesis that leads to better understanding and retention than
keyboarding (Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). Evidence supports
teaching both manuscript and cursive formats of writing and letting
students choose which works best for them (Berninger, 2014). Many
adults who were taught both use a combination of both formats
(Berninger, 2014).

General Perception and
Concerns

The inclusion of cursive writing standards is supported by current
brain research. Producing legible writing quickly may feel like an
automatic process for adults but for children, the development of
handwriting is a complex task requiring coordination of cognitive,
motor, and neuromotor skills (Dinehart, 2015). When writing in
cursive, the word becomes a unit rather than a series of separate
strokes and correct spelling is more likely to be retained (King, 2015).
Cursive engages more cognitive resources than keyboarding (King,
2015, Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). In classroom studies, new
research demonstrates that writing by hand allows the students to
process and summarize the lecture’s notes, through reflection and
synthesis that leads to better understanding and retention than
keyboarding (Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). Evidence supports
teaching both manuscript and cursive formats of writing and letting
students choose which works best for them (Berninger, 2014). Many
adults who were taught both use a combination of both formats
(Berninger, 2014).

The fastest, clearest handwriters shun cursive: joining
ONLY the most easily joined letters, and "printing" those
letters whose printed & cursive shapes disagree.
Reading cursive (which still matters) can be taught in just
30 to 60 minutes once kids read print.

104

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

I was excited to see as changes such as the focus on
K12 Teacher
foundational skills around the six syllable types which has
been virtually foreign to our teachers. Since it was in the
appendix, it was often ignored. This is a big yahoo and
aligns with a lot of my work. I also love that the
standards reference complexity through Lexiles as young
as second grade.
I do not like the proposal to remove the minimum
requirement of 50/50 text type reading or addition of
cursive writing.

177

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

I teach third grade, and the third grade standards
reintroduce cursive writing. I struggle to fit all the
reading, math, writing, and P.E. requirements into each
school day while also having time for science and social
studies. Adding the additional requirement of cursive,
which frankly, is no longer needed in today's computerbased society, would simply be too much. The spelling
standards would require a new curriculum adoption, as
Harcourt does not cover everything in the draft
standards.

K12 Teacher

General Perception and
Concerns

The inclusion of cursive writing standards is supported by current
brain research. Producing legible writing quickly may feel like an
automatic process for adults but for children, the development of
handwriting is a complex task requiring coordination of cognitive,
motor, and neuromotor skills (Dinehart, 2015). When writing in
cursive, the word becomes a unit rather than a series of separate
strokes and correct spelling is more likely to be retained (King, 2015).
Cursive engages more cognitive resources than keyboarding (King,
2015, Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). In classroom studies, new
research demonstrates that writing by hand allows the students to
process and summarize the lecture’s notes, through reflection and
synthesis that leads to better understanding and retention than
keyboarding (Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). Evidence supports
teaching both manuscript and cursive formats of writing and letting
students choose which works best for them (Berninger, 2014). Many
adults who were taught both use a combination of both formats
(Berninger, 2014).

180

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

This is not necessary in today's computer-based society. K12 Teacher
No one uses cursive anymore, and requiring us to teach it
will take away time for teaching other subjects such as
science and social studies, which I hardly have time to
teach as it is. Either that, or it will take away from actual
writing instruction on 3.W.1-3.W.3, which I already
struggle to fit into my 5 1/2 hour day.

General Perception and
Concerns

The inclusion of cursive writing standards is supported by current
brain research. Producing legible writing quickly may feel like an
automatic process for adults but for children, the development of
handwriting is a complex task requiring coordination of cognitive,
motor, and neuromotor skills (Dinehart, 2015). When writing in
cursive, the word becomes a unit rather than a series of separate
strokes and correct spelling is more likely to be retained (King, 2015).
Cursive engages more cognitive resources than keyboarding (King,
2015, Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). In classroom studies, new
research demonstrates that writing by hand allows the students to
process and summarize the lecture’s notes, through reflection and
synthesis that leads to better understanding and retention than
keyboarding (Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). Evidence supports
teaching both manuscript and cursive formats of writing and letting
students choose which works best for them (Berninger, 2014). Many
adults who were taught both use a combination of both formats
(Berninger, 2014).

181

3.WF.3

Know and apply spelling conventions and patterns.a.
Spell single-syllable words with less common and
complex graphemes (e.g., ough, augh, old, -ind, -ost, ild families).b. Use a dictionary or thesaurus to check
spellings of unknown words.c. Identify language of
origin for words, as noted in dictionaries.d. Spell
singular and plural possessives (e.g., teacher's,
teachers').e. Spell regular two-and three-syllable
words that:1. Combine all basic syllable types: closed,
VCe (Vowel-Consonant-silent e), open, vowel team,
vowel-r, and consonant le.2. Include common,
transparent prefixes and suffixes (e.g., re-, pre-, sub-,
un-, dis-, mis-; -able, -ness, -ful, -tion).f. Spell the 500
most common words in English, including regular and
irregular forms, as found in a research-based list.

The graphemes in 3.WF.3a and many of the words in
3.WF.3f are not included in the spelling lessons in our
current curriculum adoption (Harcourt). If this is to be
the new standard, we will need a new curriculum
adoption for spelling.

Curriculum & Instruction

local control

K12 Teacher

186

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

I'm concerned about cursive showing up in third grade
and then nothing. If it is worth doing, then we should do
it right. If it's going to be a third grade expectation then
there needs to be follow up in grades 4 and 5 at least.
There should also be something about manuscript in K-2
as well.

K12 Administrator

General Perception and
Concerns

The inclusion of cursive writing standards is supported by current
brain research. Producing legible writing quickly may feel like an
automatic process for adults but for children, the development of
handwriting is a complex task requiring coordination of cognitive,
motor, and neuromotor skills (Dinehart, 2015). When writing in
cursive, the word becomes a unit rather than a series of separate
strokes and correct spelling is more likely to be retained (King, 2015).
Cursive engages more cognitive resources than keyboarding (King,
2015, Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). In classroom studies, new
research demonstrates that writing by hand allows the students to
process and summarize the lecture’s notes, through reflection and
synthesis that leads to better understanding and retention than
keyboarding (Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). Evidence supports
teaching both manuscript and cursive formats of writing and letting
students choose which works best for them (Berninger, 2014). Many
adults who were taught both use a combination of both formats
(Berninger, 2014). ~Cursive will be added to 4th and 5th grade to
extend the progression.

The common core standards are a vast improvement over K12 Teacher
previous state standards, but I do not agree with the
cursive requirement. Technology has made cursive
obsolete and using extremely valuable and limited
instructional to teach it seems frivolous. I used to be
concerned about the lack of experience with cursive only
because my students couldn't read the comments I wrote
in cursive on their papers, but now I make comments on
their Google docs and voice text messages. It is an
outmoded skill

General Perception and
Concerns

The inclusion of cursive writing standards is supported by current
brain research. Producing legible writing quickly may feel like an
automatic process for adults but for children, the development of
handwriting is a complex task requiring coordination of cognitive,
motor, and neuromotor skills (Dinehart, 2015). When writing in
cursive, the word becomes a unit rather than a series of separate
strokes and correct spelling is more likely to be retained (King, 2015).
Cursive engages more cognitive resources than keyboarding (King,
2015, Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). In classroom studies, new
research demonstrates that writing by hand allows the students to
process and summarize the lecture’s notes, through reflection and
synthesis that leads to better understanding and retention than
keyboarding (Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). Evidence supports
teaching both manuscript and cursive formats of writing and letting
students choose which works best for them (Berninger, 2014). Many
adults who were taught both use a combination of both formats
(Berninger, 2014).

The 2016 AZ ELA Standards are an improvement to the
K12 Teacher
current 2010 standards. Arizona K-20 educators and
content experts have vetted the changes and know what
is best for Arizona's kids. Some significant improvements
were removing the ELA examples. To reduce the illusion
that the curriculum is being dictated through the
standards, specific examples will now have to come from
schools and districts. Other improvements were adding
the K-3 Reading and Writing Foundations, as well as
cursive writing.

General Support

Comment in support of standards

I think the changes have made things more clear.
Again, I think several items were clarified. The addition of
cursive needs to be well planned out. If it only shows up
at one grade level what good is it? It appears it was added
because of someone's special interest. Would we put
comprehending text at only one grade level? If it is
important enough to put it in, there needs to consistency
from grade to grade. K-2 needs to be responsible for
manuscript and 3-5 need to be responsible for cursive.

218

3.WF.1

221

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

227

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and Cursive writing and reading skills MUST be taught
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

Community
Member

General Support

Comment in support of standards

228

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

K12
Parent/Guardian

General Support

Comment in support of standards

However our children need to know cursive writing
penmanship matters not to mention the fact everyone
still needs an actual signature. In life . Many historic
documents are written in cursive please bring it back to
school

230

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and Yes I believe cursive writing is a must add to all schools.
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

K12
Parent/Guardian

General Perception and
Concerns

Comment in support of standards

231

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and Cursive writing should be taught at every school. From 3
grade on thru all grades.
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

K12
Parent/Guardian

General Perception and
Concerns

Comment in support of standards

232

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

General Support

Comment in support of standards

234

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and Thank you for adding cursive writing! I hope there will be K12
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
instruction offered to those in upper grades who have
Parent/Guardian
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
missed out on this educational opportunity.
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

General Support

Comment in support of standards

235

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

We should definitely have cursive writing brought back. K12
Unfortunately my kids will be beyond the age to get help Parent/Guardian
at this point. I've done my best to teach them myself, but
it should be taught at the schools, as well as home
economics, and shop and wood working. These things
never should've been taken out in my opinion.

General Perception and
Concerns

Comment in support of standards; Does not address ELA standards

239

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

I have lived in Texas and California where cursive has
K12
been taken out education. I feel that is tradgic! Kids
Parent/Guardian
won't know how to read their parents or grandparents
notes they have written. More importantly they need to
learn how to sign their name! It is also an easier form of
writing if it is learned. This is too beautiful a skill and
must be continued! Furthermore, I have many banking
friends who are floored that new young people opening
accounts have no odea how to cursive sign their name

General Support

Comment in support of standards

240

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and Yes! Please bring back cursive writing to the schools. My K12
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
oldest never learned. It's a lost art form that kids these Parent/Guardian
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
days need to be taught.
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

General Support

Comment in support of standards

241

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

General Perception and
Concerns

Comment in support of standards

I strongly agree with teaching students to write and read Community
cursive manuscript. Without this skill they will not be able Member
to read historical documents as well as public notes. If
other states and schools include this in their curriculums
and AZ does not, our students will be at a disadvantage.

I read the Executive Summary. I saw a story on television Community
that stated the teaching of cursive was to be dropped
Member
from Arizona public schools. However, your DRAFT
Executive Summary seems to include the teaching of it. If
you do plan to drop it, I that would be a terrible loss to
the education of our students. I hold a bachelor's degree
in English with honors from one of our finest universities.
I believe manual cursive trains one for: spelling, word
structure, sentence structure and recall.

244

3.WF.1

275

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and Removing the mandate for a balance between
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
informative and literary texts was a poor choice, as was
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
forcing cursive handwriting.
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

K12
Parent/Guardian

General Perception and
Concerns

The inclusion of cursive writing standards is supported by current
brain research. Producing legible writing quickly may feel like an
automatic process for adults but for children, the development of
handwriting is a complex task requiring coordination of cognitive,
motor, and neuromotor skills (Dinehart, 2015). When writing in
cursive, the word becomes a unit rather than a series of separate
strokes and correct spelling is more likely to be retained (King, 2015).
Cursive engages more cognitive resources than keyboarding (King,
2015, Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). In classroom studies, new
research demonstrates that writing by hand allows the students to
process and summarize the lecture’s notes, through reflection and
synthesis that leads to better understanding and retention than
keyboarding (Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). Evidence supports
teaching both manuscript and cursive formats of writing and letting
students choose which works best for them (Berninger, 2014). Many
adults who were taught both use a combination of both formats
(Berninger, 2014). Percent of balance for Literary and Informational
text is a district curriculum issue.

Functional text was removed from 3rd, which is
K12 Teacher
disappointing. Also, no noticeable developmental
changes were made.
Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and It seems to be more cohesive and not so vague that
K12 Teacher
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
teachers have to spend hours trying to figure out what is
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
actually required. I am very glad cursive was added back
with appropriate spacing and indentation.
in. I also like that the writing standards are clear and
appropriate (5th Grade). I am concerned that there is too
much to cover in the year. Especially the research
portions, which is difficult to fit in because many students
do not comprehend what research says or can assimilate
it into their own words at the age of 11.

General Perception and
Concerns

Functional Text writing falls under Informative/Explanatory writing
standard.

General Support

in general support. Concerns regarding 5th grade shared with 5th
grade group.

283

3.WF.1

307

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and Some schools in Arizona uses Spalding method. It would K12
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
be good if you introduce the same here in Arizona Public Parent/Guardian
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
schools.
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

Curriculum & Instruction

District school curriculum decision

355

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and Please take out the requirement for CURSIVE. This is a
K12 Administrator
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
local control issue and should not be included in our state
standards.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

General Perception and
Concerns

The inclusion of cursive writing standards is supported by current
brain research. Producing legible writing quickly may feel like an
automatic process for adults but for children, the development of
handwriting is a complex task requiring coordination of cognitive,
motor, and neuromotor skills (Dinehart, 2015). When writing in
cursive, the word becomes a unit rather than a series of separate
strokes and correct spelling is more likely to be retained (King, 2015).
Cursive engages more cognitive resources than keyboarding (King,
2015, Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). In classroom studies, new
research demonstrates that writing by hand allows the students to
process and summarize the lecture’s notes, through reflection and
synthesis that leads to better understanding and retention than
keyboarding (Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). Evidence supports
teaching both manuscript and cursive formats of writing and letting
students choose which works best for them (Berninger, 2014). Many
adults who were taught both use a combination of both formats
(Berninger, 2014).

356

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and I fully support the teaching of cursive at grade 3 along
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
with the additions of the glossary of key terms and
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
emphasis on phonics instruction.
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

K12 Teacher

General Support

comment in support of standards

Email
3.L.1
Comment #4

Demonstrate command of the conventions of
Standard English grammar and usage when writing or
speaking.a. Explain the function of nouns, pronouns,
verbs, adjectives, and adverbs in general and their
functions in particular sentences.b. Form and use
regular and irregular plural nouns.c. Use abstract
nouns (e.g., childhood).d. Form and use regular and
irregular verbs.e. Form and use the simple verb
tenses (e.g., I walked; I walk; I will walk).f. Ensure
subject-verb and pronoun-antecedent agreement.g.
Form and use comparative and superlative adjectives
and adverbs, and choose between them depending
on what is to be modified.h. Use coordinating and
subordinating conjunctions. i. Produce simple,
compound, and complex sentences. j. Write one or
more paragraphs that explain a main idea within a
topic and support it with details and
conclusions/closure.

K12 Administrator

General Perception and
Concerns

District school curriculum decision

Email
3.L.1
Comment #5

Eliminate “j” this should be including in the Writing
Demonstrate command of the conventions of
Standard English grammar and usage when writing or Standards.
speaking.a. Explain the function of nouns, pronouns,
verbs, adjectives, and adverbs in general and their
functions in particular sentences.b. Form and use
regular and irregular plural nouns.c. Use abstract
nouns (e.g., childhood).d. Form and use regular and
irregular verbs.e. Form and use the simple verb
tenses (e.g., I walked; I walk; I will walk).f. Ensure
subject-verb and pronoun-antecedent agreement.g.
Form and use comparative and superlative adjectives
and adverbs, and choose between them depending
on what is to be modified.h. Use coordinating and
subordinating conjunctions. i. Produce simple,
compound, and complex sentences. j. Write one or
more paragraphs that explain a main idea within a
topic and support it with details and
conclusions/closure.

K12 Administrator

General Perception and
Concerns

Standard was reviewed and discussed across vertical grade levels.

The L.1/L.2 standards “Demonstrate command of
conventions” at elementary level is concerning. It is
not specific as to what the level of command will be.
What will be the metric?

1362

3.L.1

Demonstrate command of the conventions of
3.L.1.J. Approve. This is much clearer than how it was
Standard English grammar and usage when writing or written as an AZ standard.
speaking.a. Explain the function of nouns, pronouns,
verbs, adjectives, and adverbs in general and their
functions in particular sentences.b. Form and use
regular and irregular plural nouns.c. Use abstract
nouns (e.g., childhood).d. Form and use regular and
irregular verbs.e. Form and use the simple verb
tenses (e.g., I walked; I walk; I will walk).f. Ensure
subject-verb and pronoun-antecedent agreement.g.
Form and use comparative and superlative adjectives
and adverbs, and choose between them depending
on what is to be modified.h. Use coordinating and
subordinating conjunctions. i. Produce simple,
compound, and complex sentences. j. Write one or
more paragraphs that explain a main idea within a
topic and support it with details and
conclusions/closure.

1765

3.L.1

Demonstrate command of the conventions of
Standard English grammar and usage when writing or
speaking.a. Explain the function of nouns, pronouns,
verbs, adjectives, and adverbs in general and their
functions in particular sentences.b. Form and use
regular and irregular plural nouns.c. Use abstract
nouns (e.g., childhood).d. Form and use regular and
irregular verbs.e. Form and use the simple verb
tenses (e.g., I walked; I walk; I will walk).f. Ensure
subject-verb and pronoun-antecedent agreement.g.
Form and use comparative and superlative adjectives
and adverbs, and choose between them depending
on what is to be modified.h. Use coordinating and
subordinating conjunctions. i. Produce simple,
compound, and complex sentences. j. Write one or
more paragraphs that explain a main idea within a
topic and support it with details and
conclusions/closure.

K12 Teacher

My hard copy shows "j. Write one or more paragraphs..." K12 Teacher
but that is not visible here. If it is, indeed, supposed to be
here, I suggest removing it as it seems redundant; it
belongs in the Writing Standards.

General Support

comment in support of standards

General Perception and
Concerns

Standard was reviewed and discussed across vertical grade levels.

2210

3.L.1

Demonstrate command of the conventions of
j. This is a writing standard not a language standard.
Standard English grammar and usage when writing or Take it out. Writing standards 1, 2 and 3 address this.
speaking.a. Explain the function of nouns, pronouns,
verbs, adjectives, and adverbs in general and their
functions in particular sentences.b. Form and use
regular and irregular plural nouns.c. Use abstract
nouns (e.g., childhood).d. Form and use regular and
irregular verbs.e. Form and use the simple verb
tenses (e.g., I walked; I walk; I will walk).f. Ensure
subject-verb and pronoun-antecedent agreement.g.
Form and use comparative and superlative adjectives
and adverbs, and choose between them depending
on what is to be modified.h. Use coordinating and
subordinating conjunctions. i. Produce simple,
compound, and complex sentences. j. Write one or
more paragraphs that explain a main idea within a
topic and support it with details and
conclusions/closure.

K12 Teacher

General Perception and
Concerns

2658

3.L.1

Demonstrate command of the conventions of
c. 3rd graders do not think abstractly. g. Is wordy and
Standard English grammar and usage when writing or unclear
speaking.a. Explain the function of nouns, pronouns,
verbs, adjectives, and adverbs in general and their
functions in particular sentences.b. Form and use
regular and irregular plural nouns.c. Use abstract
nouns (e.g., childhood).d. Form and use regular and
irregular verbs.e. Form and use the simple verb
tenses (e.g., I walked; I walk; I will walk).f. Ensure
subject-verb and pronoun-antecedent agreement.g.
Form and use comparative and superlative adjectives
and adverbs, and choose between them depending
on what is to be modified.h. Use coordinating and
subordinating conjunctions. i. Produce simple,
compound, and complex sentences. j. Write one or
more paragraphs that explain a main idea within a
topic and support it with details and
conclusions/closure.

K12 ParentGuardian General Perception and
Concerns

standard reviewed, no changes made

2939

3.L.2

Demonstrate command of the conventions of
Capitalize appropriate words in titles is not clear. What
Standard English capitalization, punctuation, and
titles? Books? People? Movies? Should be more
spelling when writing.a. Capitalize appropriate words specific!
in titles.b. Use commas in addresses.c. Use commas
and quotation marks in dialogue. d. Form and use
possessives.

K12 Teacher

curriculum decision

2659

3.L.3

Use knowledge of language and its conventions when
writing, speaking, reading, or listening.a. Choose
words and phrases for effect.b. Recognize and
observe differences between the conventions of
spoken and written Standard English.

General Perception and
Concerns

This standard should not be used for one or more of the K12 ParentGuardian Developmentally
following reasons: considered developmentally
Appropriate/Rigor
inappropriate, have multiple standards within a standard,
are unclear. teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed content.
“We cannot regulate biology. Young children are simply
not wired to engage in the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That would require a fully
developed prefrontal cortex, a part of the brain that is not
fully functional until early adulthood"

Standard was reviewed and discussed across vertical grade levels.

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental Psychologist from
NAU, the standard is developmentally appropriate.

2660

3.L.4

Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and
multiple-meaning word and phrases based on grade 3
reading and content, choosing flexibly from a range of
strategies.a. Use sentence-level context as a clue to
the meaning of a word or phrases.b. Determine the
meaning of the new word formed when a known affix
is added to a known word (e.g.,
agreeable/disagreeable, comfortable/uncomfortable,
care/careless, heat/preheat).c. Use a known root
word as a clue to the meaning of an unknown word
with the same root (e.g., company, companion).d.
Use glossaries or beginning dictionaries, both print
and digital, to determine or clarify the precise
meaning of key words and phrases.

This standard should not be used for one or more of the K12 ParentGuardian Developmentally
following reasons: considered developmentally
Appropriate/Rigor
inappropriate, have multiple standards within a standard,
are unclear. teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed content.
“We cannot regulate biology. Young children are simply
not wired to engage in the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That would require a fully
developed prefrontal cortex, a part of the brain that is not
fully functional until early adulthood"

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental Psychologist from
NAU, the standard is developmentally appropriate.

2661

3.L.5

Demonstrate understanding of word relationships
and nuances in word meanings.a. Distinguish the
literal and nonliteral meanings of words and phrases
in context (e.g., take steps).b. Identify real-life
connections between words and their uses (e.g.,
describe people who are friendly or helpful).c.
Distinguish shades of meaning among related words
that describe states of mind or degrees of certainty
(e.g., knew, believed, suspected, heard, and
wondered).

This standard should not be used for one or more of the K12 ParentGuardian Developmentally
following reasons: considered developmentally
Appropriate/Rigor
inappropriate, have multiple standards within a standard,
are unclear. teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed content.
“We cannot regulate biology. Young children are simply
not wired to engage in the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That would require a fully
developed prefrontal cortex, a part of the brain that is not
fully functional until early adulthood"

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental Psychologist from
NAU, the standard is developmentally appropriate.

2662

3.L.6

Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate
conversational, general academic, and domainspecific words and phrases, including those that
signal spatial and temporal relationships (e.g., After
dinner that night, we went looking for them).

This standard should not be used for one or more of the K12 ParentGuardian Developmentally
following reasons: considered developmentally
Appropriate/Rigor
inappropriate, have multiple standards within a standard,
are unclear. teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed content.
“We cannot regulate biology. Young children are simply
not wired to engage in the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That would require a fully
developed prefrontal cortex, a part of the brain that is not
fully functional until early adulthood"

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental Psychologist from
NAU, the standard is developmentally appropriate.

1193

3.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in
I think it is important the the six syllable types be part of
decoding words.a. Identify and know the meaning of the standards.
the most common prefixes and derivational
suffixes.b. Decode words with common Latin
suffixes.c. Apply knowledge of the six syllable types to
read grade-level words accurately.d. Read grade-level
appropriate irregularly spelled words.

1253

3.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in
decoding words.a. Identify and know the meaning of
the most common prefixes and derivational
suffixes.b. Decode words with common Latin
suffixes.c. Apply knowledge of the six syllable types to
read grade-level words accurately.d. Read grade-level
appropriate irregularly spelled words.

Community
Member

General Support

I commented in the 5th grade standard regarding phonics K12 ParentGuardian Developmentally
and repeat the same concern here. These phonics skills
Appropriate/Rigor
should have been mastered by 2nd grade, they are not
developmentally appropriate. Furthermore, it was stated
that the new standards are "free from embedded
pedagogy and instructional practices." Phonics is an
instructional practice and as such, should be removed. As
a teaching practice, students in 3rd and higher would
receive phonics instruction due to intervention needs.

comment in support of standards

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental Psychologist from
NAU, the standard is developmentally appropriate.

1626

3.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in
These foundationl skills are important for reading fluency K12 Teacher
decoding words.a. Identify and know the meaning of and comprehension and should remain across all
the most common prefixes and derivational
elementary and junior high reading standards.
suffixes.b. Decode words with common Latin
suffixes.c. Apply knowledge of the six syllable types to
read grade-level words accurately.d. Read grade-level
appropriate irregularly spelled words.

General Support

comment in support of standards

1899

3.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in
decoding words.a. Identify and know the meaning of
the most common prefixes and derivational
suffixes.b. Decode words with common Latin
suffixes.c. Apply knowledge of the six syllable types to
read grade-level words accurately.d. Read grade-level
appropriate irregularly spelled words.

Six syllable types is a tool, not a standard. Everyone on
the rdg committee did not master the six syllable types
yet you all read and many of you have a masters degree.
What happens is that something like this actually
distracts from the reading process of strong and gifted
readers. Please be careful about what becomes a
standard. It might read, "Recognize and apply all six
syllable types when decoding grade level texts for
students needing further reading skill development with
syllables."

K12 Administrator

General Perception and
Concerns

Standard specifies all six syllable types within grade level text.
Developmental psychologist deemed standard appropriate.

2200

3.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in
decoding words.a. Identify and know the meaning of
the most common prefixes and derivational
suffixes.b. Decode words with common Latin
suffixes.c. Apply knowledge of the six syllable types to
read grade-level words accurately.d. Read grade-level
appropriate irregularly spelled words.

Take out the reference to 6 syllable types. Just say
syllable types. There are experts who include a final
stable syllable type which includes Cle and tion. Other
programs use other ways to teach syllables for example
Spalding uses rules. Take out the word six. Just say… of
the syllable types...

K12 Teacher

General Perception and
Concerns

6 syllable types is supported by research (Moats, 2009) and is
supported in the glossary.

2641

3.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in
d is unclear and dependent on what program a school
decoding words.a. Identify and know the meaning of may use.
the most common prefixes and derivational
suffixes.b. Decode words with common Latin
suffixes.c. Apply knowledge of the six syllable types to
read grade-level words accurately.d. Read grade-level
appropriate irregularly spelled words.

2934

3.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in
decoding words.a. Identify and know the meaning of
the most common prefixes and derivational
suffixes.b. Decode words with common Latin
suffixes.c. Apply knowledge of the six syllable types to
read grade-level words accurately.d. Read grade-level
appropriate irregularly spelled words.

3013

3.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in
Phonics is an important part of the skill-based reading
K12 ParentGuardian General Support
decoding words.a. Identify and know the meaning of acquisition process to help a student gain decoding skills.
the most common prefixes and derivational
suffixes.b. Decode words with common Latin
suffixes.c. Apply knowledge of the six syllable types to
read grade-level words accurately.d. Read grade-level
appropriate irregularly spelled words.

K12 ParentGuardian General Perception and
Concerns

The six syllable types are not correct! What language arts K12 Teacher
program are these from!? I have NEVER heard of these!
Magic "e", r-controlled vowels, and vowel teams are
vowel rules, not syllable rules! Students should look for:
compound words, prefixes/suffixes, double consonants
(rab-bit), open/closed syllables, consonant-le. These help
students chunk out longer words. Please change!!!

General Perception and
Concerns

Irregular words identified is a curriculum decision

6 syllable types is supported by research (Moats, 2009) and is
supported in the glossary.

Comment in support of standards

3026

3.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in
decoding words.a. Identify and know the meaning of
the most common prefixes and derivational
suffixes.b. Decode words with common Latin
suffixes.c. Apply knowledge of the six syllable types to
read grade-level words accurately.d. Read grade-level
appropriate irregularly spelled words.

These skills should be developed and mastered prior to
K12 ParentGuardian General Perception and
grade 3. Can you provide language to clarify the need for
Concerns
additional phonics instruction in grades 3-5, do not
understand the need as reading acquisition should have
occurred by this grade. Furthermore, your draft summary
indicates that the ELA standards are “free from
embedded pedagogy and instructional practices.” I see
phonics as an instructional practice.

E-mail
Comment 1

3.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in
In RF.3, there is mention of “the most common”, but
decoding words.a. Identify and know the meaning of there is no guidance as to what should be done at each
the most common prefixes and derivational
grade level.
suffixes.b. Decode words with common Latin
suffixes.c. Apply knowledge of the six syllable types to
read grade-level words accurately.d. Read grade-level
appropriate irregularly spelled words.

2642

3.RF.4

Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support a. take out purpose and understanding b. read grade-level K12 ParentGuardian General Perception and
Concerns
comprehension.a. Read grade-level text with purpose prose and poetry c. is teaching all purpose tools not
and understanding.b. Read grade-level prose and
needed content.
poetry orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, and
expression on successive readings.c. Use context to
confirm or self-correct word recognition and
understanding, rereading as necessary.

The standard remains as written for clarity.

2631

3.RI.1

Ask and answer questions to demonstrate
This standard should not be used for one or more of the K12 ParentGuardian
understanding of a text, referring explicitly to the text following reasons: considered developmentally
as the basis for the answers.
inappropriate, have multiple standards within a standard,
are unclear. teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed content.
“We cannot regulate biology. Young children are simply
not wired to engage in the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That would require a fully
developed prefrontal cortex, a part of the brain that is not
fully functional until early adulthood"

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental Psychologist from
NAU, the standard is developmentally appropriate.

2932

3.RI.1

Do they have to be able to "cite" their evidentce?

3027

3.RI.1

Ask and answer questions to demonstrate
understanding of a text, referring explicitly to the text
as the basis for the answers.
Ask and answer questions to demonstrate
understanding of a text, referring explicitly to the text
as the basis for the answers.

2178

3.RI.10

By the end of the year, proficiently and
independently read and comprehend informational
texts, including history/social studies, science, and
technical texts, in a text complexity range determined
by qualitative and quantitative measures appropriate
to grade 3.

Include the third dimension of text complexity. Change K12 Teacher
to…..in a text complexity range determined by qualitative
measures, quantitative measures, and reader and task
considerations appropriate….

K12 Administrator

K12 Teacher

General Perception and
Concerns

General Perception and
Concerns

The removal of recommended texts is a positive change. K12 ParentGuardian General Perception and
However, I would prefer to see the percentage of literary
Concerns
and informational text recommendations stay. Prior to
the shift to increase the amount of reading students do of
informational text, teachers focused on literary text and
provided little instruction on informational text. The
removal of these recommendations may lead to some
teachers reverting back to teaching comprehension based
mostly or solely on literary text.

Phonics instruction is one of the 5 Big Ideas of Reading- National
Reading Panel, 1999

"Most Common" is a curriculum decision

Citations are not a part of the third grade standards. Students are
expected to find evidence within the text to support their response
without the process of citation.
The percentage of literary and informational text is a district level
decision.

See Text Complexity response in Genral Comments

2640

3.RI.10

By the end of the year, proficiently and
independently read and comprehend informational
texts, including history/social studies, science, and
technical texts, in a text complexity range determined
by qualitative and quantitative measures appropriate
to grade 3.

This standard should not be used for one or more of the K12 ParentGuardian
following reasons: considered developmentally
inappropriate, have multiple standards within a standard,
are unclear. teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed content.
“We cannot regulate biology. Young children are simply
not wired to engage in the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That would require a fully
developed prefrontal cortex, a part of the brain that is not
fully functional until early adulthood"

2933

3.RI.10

By the end of the year, proficiently and
Same as for literature.
independently read and comprehend informational
texts, including history/social studies, science, and
technical texts, in a text complexity range determined
by qualitative and quantitative measures appropriate
to grade 3.

2632

3.RI.2

Determine the main idea of a text-recount and
paraphrase the key details and explain how they
support the main idea.

This standard should not be used for one or more of the K12 ParentGuardian
following reasons: considered developmentally
inappropriate, have multiple standards within a standard,
are unclear. teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed content.
“We cannot regulate biology. Young children are simply
not wired to engage in the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That would require a fully
developed prefrontal cortex, a part of the brain that is not
fully functional until early adulthood"

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental Psychologist from
NAU, the standard is developmentally appropriate.

2633

3.RI.3

Describe the relationship between a series of
historical events, scientific ideas or concepts, or steps
in technical procedures in a text, using language that
pertains to time, sequence, and cause/effect.

This standard should not be used for one or more of the K12 ParentGuardian
following reasons: considered developmentally
inappropriate, have multiple standards within a standard,
are unclear. teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed content.
“We cannot regulate biology. Young children are simply
not wired to engage in the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That would require a fully
developed prefrontal cortex, a part of the brain that is not
fully functional until early adulthood"

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental Psychologist from
NAU, the standard is developmentally appropriate.

2634

3.RI.4

Determine the meaning of general academic and
This standard should not be used for one or more of the K12 ParentGuardian
domain-specific words and phrases in a text relevant following reasons: considered developmentally
inappropriate, have multiple standards within a standard,
to a grade 3 topic or subject area.
are unclear. teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed content.
“We cannot regulate biology. Young children are simply
not wired to engage in the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That would require a fully
developed prefrontal cortex, a part of the brain that is not
fully functional until early adulthood"

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental Psychologist from
NAU, the standard is developmentally appropriate.

2635

3.RI.5

Use text features and search tools (e.g., key words,
This standard should not be used for one or more of the K12 ParentGuardian
sidebars, hyperlinks) to locate information relevant to following reasons: considered developmentally
a given topic efficiently.
inappropriate, have multiple standards within a standard,
are unclear. teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed content.
“We cannot regulate biology. Young children are simply
not wired to engage in the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That would require a fully
developed prefrontal cortex, a part of the brain that is not
fully functional until early adulthood"

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental Psychologist from
NAU, the standard is developmentally appropriate.

K12 Teacher

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental Psychologist from
NAU, the standard is developmentally appropriate.

Other

The standard is the same regarding text complexity except for the
different types of text.

2636

3.RI.6

Distinguish one&#039;s own point of view from that This standard should not be used for one or more of the K12 ParentGuardian
of the author of a text.
following reasons: considered developmentally
inappropriate, have multiple standards within a standard,
are unclear. teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed content.
“We cannot regulate biology. Young children are simply
not wired to engage in the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That would require a fully
developed prefrontal cortex, a part of the brain that is not
fully functional until early adulthood"

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental Psychologist from
NAU, the standard is developmentally appropriate.

2637

3.RI.7

Use information gained from illustrations (e.g., maps,
photographs) and the words in a text to demonstrate
understanding of the text (e.g., where, when, why,
and how key events occur).

This standard should not be used for one or more of the K12 ParentGuardian
following reasons: considered developmentally
inappropriate, have multiple standards within a standard,
are unclear. teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed content.
“We cannot regulate biology. Young children are simply
not wired to engage in the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That would require a fully
developed prefrontal cortex, a part of the brain that is not
fully functional until early adulthood"

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental Psychologist from
NAU, the standard is developmentally appropriate.

2638

3.RI.8

Describe the logical connection between particular
This standard should not be used for one or more of the K12 ParentGuardian
sentences and paragraphs in a text (e.g., comparison, following reasons: considered developmentally
inappropriate, have multiple standards within a standard,
cause/effect, first/second/third in a sequence).
are unclear. teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed content.
“We cannot regulate biology. Young children are simply
not wired to engage in the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That would require a fully
developed prefrontal cortex, a part of the brain that is not
fully functional until early adulthood"

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental Psychologist from
NAU, the standard is developmentally appropriate.

2639

3.RI.9

Compare and contrast the most important points and This standard should not be used for one or more of the K12 ParentGuardian
key details presented in two texts on the same topic. following reasons: considered developmentally
inappropriate, have multiple standards within a standard,
are unclear. teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed content.
“We cannot regulate biology. Young children are simply
not wired to engage in the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That would require a fully
developed prefrontal cortex, a part of the brain that is not
fully functional until early adulthood"

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental Psychologist from
NAU, the standard is developmentally appropriate.

2623

3.RL.1

Ask and answer questions to demonstrate
This standard should not be used for one or more of the K12 ParentGuardian
understanding of a text, referring explicitly to the text following reasons: considered developmentally
as the basis for the answers.
inappropriate, have multiple standards within a standard,
are unclear. teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed content.
“We cannot regulate biology. Young children are simply
not wired to engage in the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That would require a fully
developed prefrontal cortex, a part of the brain that is not
fully functional until early adulthood"

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental Psychologist from
NAU, the standard is developmentally appropriate.

2929

3.RL.1

2177

3.RL.10

Ask and answer questions to demonstrate
understanding of a text, referring explicitly to the text
as the basis for the answers.
By the end of the year, proficiently and
independently read and comprehend literature,
including stories, dramas, and poetry, in a text
complexity range determined by qualitative and
quantitative measures appropriate to grade 3.

Do they have to be able to "cite" their evidence?

K12 Teacher

Include the third dimension of text complexity. Change K12 Teacher
to…..in a text complexity range determined by qualitative
measures, quantitative measures, and reader and task
considerations appropriate….

General Perception and
Concerns

Citations are not a part of the third grade standards. Students are
expected to find evidence within the text to support their response
without the process of citation.
See Text Complexity response in General Comments

2630

3.RL.10

By the end of the year, proficiently and
independently read and comprehend literature,
including stories, dramas, and poetry, in a text
complexity range determined by qualitative and
quantitative measures appropriate to grade 3.

This standard should not be used for one or more of the K12 ParentGuardian General Perception and
following reasons: considered developmentally
Concerns
inappropriate, have multiple standards within a standard,
are unclear. teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed content.
“We cannot regulate biology. Young children are simply
not wired to engage in the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That would require a fully
developed prefrontal cortex, a part of the brain that is not
fully functional until early adulthood"

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental Psychologist from
NAU, the standard is developmentally appropriate.

2931

3.RL.10

By the end of the year, proficiently and
independently read and comprehend literature,
including stories, dramas, and poetry, in a text
complexity range determined by qualitative and
quantitative measures appropriate to grade 3.

The AzMERIT reading levels were above 3rd grade level. K12 Teacher
My students said the hardest part was they didn't know a
lot of the vocabulary used in the selections. Title 1
students do not have the same background knowledge or
schema to draw from to be able to comprehend texts that
are above grade level.

General Perception and
Concerns

Standards are not assessment. Non-actionable.See text complexity
response in General Comments.

1601

3.RL.2

Recount and paraphrase stories, including fables,
i like the addition of paraphrase.
folktales, and myths from diverse cultures; determine
the central message, lesson, or moral and explain
how it is conveyed through key details in text.

K12 Teacher

2196

3.RL.2

Recount and paraphrase stories, including fables,
Explain how recount and paraphrase is different.
folktales, and myths from diverse cultures; determine
the central message, lesson, or moral and explain
how it is conveyed through key details in text.

K12 Teacher

General Perception and
Concerns

Cited in the glossary

2624

3.RL.2

Recount and paraphrase stories, including fables,
folktales, and myths from diverse cultures; determine
the central message, lesson, or moral and explain
how it is conveyed through key details in text.

2930

3.RL.2

Recount and paraphrase stories, including fables,
Are they still expected to "cite" evidence?
folktales, and myths from diverse cultures; determine
the central message, lesson, or moral and explain
how it is conveyed through key details in text.

2625

3.RL.3

Describe characters in a story (e.g., their traits,
motivations, or feelings) and explain how their
actions contribute to the sequence of events.

This standard should not be used for one or more of the K12 ParentGuardian
following reasons: considered developmentally
inappropriate, have multiple standards within a standard,
are unclear. teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed content.
“We cannot regulate biology. Young children are simply
not wired to engage in the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That would require a fully
developed prefrontal cortex, a part of the brain that is not
fully functional until early adulthood"
K12 Teacher

This standard should not be used for one or more of the K12 ParentGuardian
following reasons: considered developmentally
inappropriate, have multiple standards within a standard,
are unclear. teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed content.
“We cannot regulate biology. Young children are simply
not wired to engage in the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That would require a fully
developed prefrontal cortex, a part of the brain that is not
fully functional until early adulthood"

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental Psychologist from
NAU, the standard is developmentally appropriate.

General Perception and
Concerns

Citations are not a part of the third grade standards. Students are
expected to find evidence within the text to support their response
without the process of citation.

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental Psychologist from
NAU, the standard is developmentally appropriate.

2626

3.RL.4

Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they This standard should not be used for one or more of the K12 ParentGuardian
are used in a text, distinguishing literal from
following reasons: considered developmentally
inappropriate, have multiple standards within a standard,
nonliteral language.
are unclear. teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed content.
“We cannot regulate biology. Young children are simply
not wired to engage in the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That would require a fully
developed prefrontal cortex, a part of the brain that is not
fully functional until early adulthood"

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental Psychologist from
NAU, the standard is developmentally appropriate.

2627

3.RL.5

Refer to parts of stories, dramas, and poems when
writing or speaking about a text, using terms such as
chapter, scene, and stanza; describe how each
successive part builds on earlier sections.

This standard should not be used for one or more of the K12 ParentGuardian
following reasons: considered developmentally
inappropriate, have multiple standards within a standard,
are unclear. teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed content.
“We cannot regulate biology. Young children are simply
not wired to engage in the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That would require a fully
developed prefrontal cortex, a part of the brain that is not
fully functional until early adulthood"

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental Psychologist from
NAU, the standard is developmentally appropriate.

2628

3.RL.7

Explain how specific aspects of a text’s illustrations
contribute to what is conveyed by the words in a
story (e.g., create mood, emphasize aspects of a
character or setting).

This standard should not be used for one or more of the K12 ParentGuardian
following reasons: considered developmentally
inappropriate, have multiple standards within a standard,
are unclear. teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed content.
“We cannot regulate biology. Young children are simply
not wired to engage in the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That would require a fully
developed prefrontal cortex, a part of the brain that is not
fully functional until early adulthood"

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental Psychologist from
NAU, the standard is developmentally appropriate.

1350

3.RL.9

Compare and contrast the themes, settings, and plots This standard is too restrictive by requiring the same
of stories written by the same author about the same author. A teacher could have two similar books by
or similar characters (e.g., in books from a series).
different authors, i.e Nate the Great and Cam Jansen.
Both are detectives, but by different authors.

2629

3.RL.9

Compare and contrast the themes, settings, and plots This standard should not be used for one or more of the K12 ParentGuardian
of stories written by the same author about the same following reasons: considered developmentally
or similar characters (e.g., in books from a series).
inappropriate, have multiple standards within a standard,
are unclear. teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed content.
“We cannot regulate biology. Young children are simply
not wired to engage in the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That would require a fully
developed prefrontal cortex, a part of the brain that is not
fully functional until early adulthood"

K12 Teacher

General Perception and
Concerns

The purpose of the standard is to analyze the author's craft of
characters, settings, themes, and plots in different contexts.

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental Psychologist from
NAU, the standard is developmentally appropriate.

1493

3.SL.1

Engage effectively in a range of collaborative
discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led)
with diverse partners on grade 3 topics and texts,
building on others’ ideas and expressing their own
clearly.a. Come to discussions prepared, having read
or studied required material; explicitly draw on that
preparation and other information known about the
topic to explore ideas under discussion.b. Follow
agreed-upon rules for discussions (e.g., gaining the
floor in respectful ways, listening to others with care,
speaking one at a time about the topics and texts
under discussion).c. Ask questions to check
understanding of information presented, stay on
topic, and link their comments to the remarks of
others. d. Explain their own ideas and understanding
in light of the discussion.

The word "diverse" should either be eliminated or
reworded with "a variety of" or "different."

K12 Teacher

General Perception and
Concerns

Collaborative discussions require more than one person. The
formation of groups is an instructional decision. In this context,
diverse means different.

Also, the standards shouldn't dictate grouping. That is an
instructional decision that should be made by the
teacher.

2652

3.SL.1

Engage effectively in a range of collaborative
discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led)
with diverse partners on grade 3 topics and texts,
building on others’ ideas and expressing their own
clearly.a. Come to discussions prepared, having read
or studied required material; explicitly draw on that
preparation and other information known about the
topic to explore ideas under discussion.b. Follow
agreed-upon rules for discussions (e.g., gaining the
floor in respectful ways, listening to others with care,
speaking one at a time about the topics and texts
under discussion).c. Ask questions to check
understanding of information presented, stay on
topic, and link their comments to the remarks of
others. d. Explain their own ideas and understanding
in light of the discussion.

This standard should not be used for one or more of the K12 ParentGuardian
following reasons: considered developmentally
inappropriate, have multiple standards within a standard,
are unclear. teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed content.
“We cannot regulate biology. Young children are simply
not wired to engage in the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That would require a fully
developed prefrontal cortex, a part of the brain that is not
fully functional until early adulthood"

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental Psychologist from
NAU, the standard is developmentally appropriate.

2653

3.SL.2

Determine the main ideas and supporting details of a
text read aloud or information presented in diverse
media and formats, including visually, quantitatively,
and orally.

This standard should not be used for one or more of the K12 ParentGuardian
following reasons: considered developmentally
inappropriate, have multiple standards within a standard,
are unclear. teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed content.
“We cannot regulate biology. Young children are simply
not wired to engage in the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That would require a fully
developed prefrontal cortex, a part of the brain that is not
fully functional until early adulthood"

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental Psychologist from
NAU, the standard is developmentally appropriate.

2654

3.SL.3

Ask and answer questions about information from a This standard should not be used for one or more of the K12 ParentGuardian
speaker, offering appropriate elaboration and detail. following reasons: considered developmentally
inappropriate, have multiple standards within a standard,
are unclear. teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed content.
“We cannot regulate biology. Young children are simply
not wired to engage in the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That would require a fully
developed prefrontal cortex, a part of the brain that is not
fully functional until early adulthood"

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental Psychologist from
NAU, the standard is developmentally appropriate.

2655

3.SL.4

Report on a topic or text, tell a story, or recount an
experience with appropriate facts and relevant,
descriptive details, speaking clearly at an
understandable pace.

This standard should not be used for one or more of the K12 ParentGuardian
following reasons: considered developmentally
inappropriate, have multiple standards within a standard,
are unclear. teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed content.
“We cannot regulate biology. Young children are simply
not wired to engage in the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That would require a fully
developed prefrontal cortex, a part of the brain that is not
fully functional until early adulthood"

1421

3.SL.5

Create engaging audio recordings of stories or poems Digital storytelling that this standard implies is essential
that demonstrate fluid reading at an understandable for student success in college and the workplace.
pace-add visual displays when appropriate to
emphasize or enhance certain facts or details.

2656

3.SL.5

Create engaging audio recordings of stories or poems
that demonstrate fluid reading at an understandable
pace-add visual displays when appropriate to
emphasize or enhance certain facts or details.

This standard should not be used for one or more of the K12 ParentGuardian
following reasons: considered developmentally
inappropriate, have multiple standards within a standard,
are unclear. teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed content.
“We cannot regulate biology. Young children are simply
not wired to engage in the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That would require a fully
developed prefrontal cortex, a part of the brain that is not
fully functional until early adulthood"

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental Psychologist from
NAU, the standard is developmentally appropriate.

2657

3.SL.6

Speak in complete sentences when appropriate to
task and situation in order to provide requested
detail or clarification. (See grade 3 Language
standards 1 and 3 for specific expectations.)

This standard should not be used for one or more of the K12 ParentGuardian
following reasons: considered developmentally
inappropriate, have multiple standards within a standard,
are unclear. teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed content.
“We cannot regulate biology. Young children are simply
not wired to engage in the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That would require a fully
developed prefrontal cortex, a part of the brain that is not
fully functional until early adulthood"

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental Psychologist from
NAU, the standard is developmentally appropriate.

1194

3.W.1

Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, using reasons I like the clarification with the use of one's point of view.
to support one's point of view.a. Introduce the topic
or text, state an opinion, and create an organizational
structure that lists reasons.b. Provide reasons that
support the opinion. c. Use linking words and phrases
(e.g., because, therefore, since, for example) to
connect opinion and reasons.d. Provide a concluding
statement or section.

2643

3.W.1

Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, using reasons
to support one's point of view.a. Introduce the topic
or text, state an opinion, and create an organizational
structure that lists reasons.b. Provide reasons that
support the opinion. c. Use linking words and phrases
(e.g., because, therefore, since, for example) to
connect opinion and reasons.d. Provide a concluding
statement or section.

K12 Teacher

Community
Member

This standard should not be used for one or more of the K12 ParentGuardian
following reasons: considered developmentally
inappropriate, have multiple standards within a standard,
are unclear. teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed content.
“We cannot regulate biology. Young children are simply
not wired to engage in the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That would require a fully
developed prefrontal cortex, a part of the brain that is not
fully functional until early adulthood"

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental Psychologist from
NAU, the standard is developmentally appropriate.

Comment in Support of Standards

Comment in Support of Standards

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental Psychologist from
NAU, the standard is developmentally appropriate.

2935

3.W.1

Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, using reasons Has having to cite from the text been dropped from what K12 Teacher
to support one's point of view.a. Introduce the topic they'll have to write on the AzMERIT test?
or text, state an opinion, and create an organizational
structure that lists reasons.b. Provide reasons that
support the opinion. c. Use linking words and phrases
(e.g., because, therefore, since, for example) to
connect opinion and reasons.d. Provide a concluding
statement or section.

2651

3.W.10

Write routinely over extended time frames (time for
research, reflection, and revision) and shorter time
frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of
discipline-specific tasks, purposes, and audiences.

This standard should not be used for one or more of the K12 ParentGuardian
following reasons: considered developmentally
inappropriate, have multiple standards within a standard,
are unclear. teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed content.
“We cannot regulate biology. Young children are simply
not wired to engage in the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That would require a fully
developed prefrontal cortex, a part of the brain that is not
fully functional until early adulthood"

1196

3.W.2

Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a
topic and convey ideas and information clearly.a.
Introduce a topic and group related information
together; include illustrations when useful to aiding
comprehension.b. Develop the topic with facts,
definitions, and details.c. Use linking words and
phrases (e.g., also, another, and, more, but) to
connect ideas within categories of information.d.
Provide a concluding statement or section.

Do the standards W.1, W.2 and W.3 need to clarify the
Community
length the writing pieces should be, for example single or Member
mulit-paragraph?

2644

3.W.2

Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a
topic and convey ideas and information clearly.a.
Introduce a topic and group related information
together; include illustrations when useful to aiding
comprehension.b. Develop the topic with facts,
definitions, and details.c. Use linking words and
phrases (e.g., also, another, and, more, but) to
connect ideas within categories of information.d.
Provide a concluding statement or section.

This standard should not be used for one or more of the K12 ParentGuardian
following reasons: considered developmentally
inappropriate, have multiple standards within a standard,
are unclear. teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed content.
“We cannot regulate biology. Young children are simply
not wired to engage in the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That would require a fully
developed prefrontal cortex, a part of the brain that is not
fully functional until early adulthood"

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental Psychologist from
NAU, the standard is developmentally appropriate.

2645

3.W.3

Write narratives to develop real or imagined
experiences or events using effective technique,
descriptive details, and clear event sequences.a.
Establish a situation and introduce a narrator and/or
characters; organize an event sequence that unfolds
naturally.b. Use dialogue and descriptions of actions,
thoughts, and feelings to develop experiences and
events or show the response of characters to
situations.c. Use temporal words and phrases to
signal event order. d. Provide a sense of closure.

This standard should not be used for one or more of the K12 ParentGuardian
following reasons: considered developmentally
inappropriate, have multiple standards within a standard,
are unclear. teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed content.
“We cannot regulate biology. Young children are simply
not wired to engage in the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That would require a fully
developed prefrontal cortex, a part of the brain that is not
fully functional until early adulthood"

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental Psychologist from
NAU, the standard is developmentally appropriate.

2203

3.W.4

With guidance and support from adults, produce
writing in which the development and organization
are appropriate to task and purpose. (Grade-specific
expectations for writing types are defined in
standards 1–3 above.)

Include WF standards (Grade-specific expectations for
writing types are defined in standards 1-3 above and WF
standards)

K12 Teacher

General Perception and
Concerns

Citations are not a part of the third grade standards.

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental Psychologist from
NAU, the standard is developmentally appropriate.

General Perception and
Concerns

General Perception and
Concerns

The length of the writing pieces is a district or instructional decision.

The WF standards are included in a separate document.

2646

3.W.4

With guidance and support from adults, produce
writing in which the development and organization
are appropriate to task and purpose. (Grade-specific
expectations for writing types are defined in
standards 1–3 above.)

This standard should not be used for one or more of the K12 ParentGuardian
following reasons: considered developmentally
inappropriate, have multiple standards within a standard,
are unclear. teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed content.
“We cannot regulate biology. Young children are simply
not wired to engage in the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That would require a fully
developed prefrontal cortex, a part of the brain that is not
fully functional until early adulthood"

2204

3.W.5

With guidance and support from peers and adults,
Include WF standards (Grade-specific expectations for
develop and strengthen writing as needed by
writing types are defined in standards 1-3 above and WF
planning, revising, and editing. (Editing for
standards)
conventions should demonstrate command of
Language standards 1–3 up to and including grade 3.)

2648

3.W.5

With guidance and support from peers and adults,
develop and strengthen writing as needed by
planning, revising, and editing. (Editing for
conventions should demonstrate command of
Language standards 1–3 up to and including grade 3.)

This standard should not be used for one or more of the K12 ParentGuardian
following reasons: considered developmentally
inappropriate, have multiple standards within a standard,
are unclear. teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed content.
“We cannot regulate biology. Young children are simply
not wired to engage in the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That would require a fully
developed prefrontal cortex, a part of the brain that is not
fully functional until early adulthood"

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental Psychologist from
NAU, the standard is developmentally appropriate.

1402

3.W.6

I appreciate the inclusion of technology standards as
these skills are essential for college and career success.

Comment in Support of Standards

2647

3.W.6

With guidance and support from adults, use
technology to produce and publish writing (using
keyboarding skills) as well as to interact and
collaborate with others.
With guidance and support from adults, use
technology to produce and publish writing (using
keyboarding skills) as well as to interact and
collaborate with others.

This standard should not be used for one or more of the K12 ParentGuardian
following reasons: considered developmentally
inappropriate, have multiple standards within a standard,
are unclear. teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed content.
“We cannot regulate biology. Young children are simply
not wired to engage in the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That would require a fully
developed prefrontal cortex, a part of the brain that is not
fully functional until early adulthood"

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental Psychologist from
NAU, the standard is developmentally appropriate.

2649

3.W.7

only one project

The number of projects is an instructional decision.

2650

3.W.8

Conduct short research projects that build knowledge
about a topic.
Recall information from experiences or gather
information from print and digital sources-take brief
notes on sources and sort evidence into provided
categories.

This standard should not be used for one or more of the
following reasons: considered developmentally
inappropriate, have multiple standards within a standard,
are unclear. teach “all-purpose tools” vs needed content.
“We cannot regulate biology. Young children are simply
not wired to engage in the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That would require a fully
developed prefrontal cortex, a part of the brain that is not
fully functional until early adulthood"

K12 Teacher

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental Psychologist from
NAU, the standard is developmentally appropriate.

General Perception and
Concerns

K12 Teacher

K12 ParentGuardian General Perception and
Concerns
K12 ParentGuardian

The WF standards are included in a separate document.

According to Dr. Abercrombie, a developmental Psychologist from
NAU, the standard is developmentally appropriate.

Email
3.WF.1
Comment #6

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and We do not believe that cursive needs to be taught in
school/ mastered. Today students will use this in
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
limited form if at all.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

K12 Administrator

The inclusion of cursive writing standards is supported by current
brain research. Producing legible writing quickly may feel like an
automatic process for adults but for children, the development of
handwriting is a complex task requiring coordination of cognitive,
motor, and neuromotor skills (Dinehart, 2015). When writing in
cursive, the word becomes a unit rather than a series of separate
strokes and correct spelling is more likely to be retained (King, 2015).
Cursive engages more cognitive resources than keyboarding (King,
2015, Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). In classroom studies, new
research demonstrates that writing by hand allows the students to
process and summarize the lecture’s notes, through reflection and
synthesis that leads to better understanding and retention than
keyboarding (Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). Evidence supports
teaching both manuscript and cursive formats of writing and letting
students choose which works best for them (Berninger, 2014). Many
adults who were taught both use a combination of both formats
(Berninger, 2014).

1001

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

Our state should NOT mandate cursive. Cursive is a skill K12 Teacher
that can be taught at home and will not affect or
influence student's future. There is essential learning that
needs to occur throughout the school day and cursive
should not be a priority. It would be a waste of valuable
time.

The inclusion of cursive writing standards is supported by current
brain research. Producing legible writing quickly may feel like an
automatic process for adults but for children, the development of
handwriting is a complex task requiring coordination of cognitive,
motor, and neuromotor skills (Dinehart, 2015). When writing in
cursive, the word becomes a unit rather than a series of separate
strokes and correct spelling is more likely to be retained (King, 2015).
Cursive engages more cognitive resources than keyboarding (King,
2015, Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). In classroom studies, new
research demonstrates that writing by hand allows the students to
process and summarize the lecture’s notes, through reflection and
synthesis that leads to better understanding and retention than
keyboarding (Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). Evidence supports
teaching both manuscript and cursive formats of writing and letting
students choose which works best for them (Berninger, 2014). Many
adults who were taught both use a combination of both formats
(Berninger, 2014).

1195

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

I am not sure that with the heavy Move on When Reading Community
requirements placed on our third graders we should be
Member
including also an expectation for cursive writing. I am
unclear on the purpose for transcribing ideas being a
standard.

The inclusion of cursive writing standards is supported by current
brain research. Producing legible writing quickly may feel like an
automatic process for adults but for children, the development of
handwriting is a complex task requiring coordination of cognitive,
motor, and neuromotor skills (Dinehart, 2015). When writing in
cursive, the word becomes a unit rather than a series of separate
strokes and correct spelling is more likely to be retained (King, 2015).
Cursive engages more cognitive resources than keyboarding (King,
2015, Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). In classroom studies, new
research demonstrates that writing by hand allows the students to
process and summarize the lecture’s notes, through reflection and
synthesis that leads to better understanding and retention than
keyboarding (Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). Evidence supports
teaching both manuscript and cursive formats of writing and letting
students choose which works best for them (Berninger, 2014). Many
adults who were taught both use a combination of both formats
(Berninger, 2014).

1255

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

As a parent with one child that writes cursive and two
that do not, I do not believe that cursive is NOT a critical
standard to be taught in 2016. I have volunteered in a
3rd grade classroom at least weekly for each of my 3
children and 3rd grade teachers are hit with an
overwhelming load of standards that must be taught.
Adding another, of the which the utility is suspect, is
ridiculous and poorly thought out. This needs to be
removed.

K12 ParentGuardian

The inclusion of cursive writing standards is supported by current
brain research. Producing legible writing quickly may feel like an
automatic process for adults but for children, the development of
handwriting is a complex task requiring coordination of cognitive,
motor, and neuromotor skills (Dinehart, 2015). When writing in
cursive, the word becomes a unit rather than a series of separate
strokes and correct spelling is more likely to be retained (King, 2015).
Cursive engages more cognitive resources than keyboarding (King,
2015, Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). In classroom studies, new
research demonstrates that writing by hand allows the students to
process and summarize the lecture’s notes, through reflection and
synthesis that leads to better understanding and retention than
keyboarding (Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). Evidence supports
teaching both manuscript and cursive formats of writing and letting
students choose which works best for them (Berninger, 2014). Many
adults who were taught both use a combination of both formats
(Berninger, 2014).

1288

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and I'm glad to see cursive writing back in third grade!
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

K12 Teacher

Comment in Support of Standards

1359

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

Yea!!! Bring back cursive writing!! Handwriting is
K12 Teacher
fundamental to brain development, retention of
information, and the creative process all of which are the
focus of elementary education. It should continue being
reinforced in 4th - 6th gr. Only seeing it in one year will
not help students master it. They are still clumsy with it
at the end of 3rd grade.

Cursive was added to the fourth and fifth grade draft standards at the
10-26-16 meeting.

1417

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

This is not an acceptable standard. According to the
language of the introduction these standards are meant
to "define the knowledge, understanding, and skills that
need to be effectively taught and learned for each and
every student to be college and workplace ready, the
standards are not instructional practices." Cursive is an
instructional practice and is not a standard. If it is felt to
be necessary for understanding primary source
documents, it should be included in a HS history course.

The inclusion of cursive writing standards is supported by current
brain research. Producing legible writing quickly may feel like an
automatic process for adults but for children, the development of
handwriting is a complex task requiring coordination of cognitive,
motor, and neuromotor skills (Dinehart, 2015). When writing in
cursive, the word becomes a unit rather than a series of separate
strokes and correct spelling is more likely to be retained (King, 2015).
Cursive engages more cognitive resources than keyboarding (King,
2015, Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). In classroom studies, new
research demonstrates that writing by hand allows the students to
process and summarize the lecture’s notes, through reflection and
synthesis that leads to better understanding and retention than
keyboarding (Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). Evidence supports
teaching both manuscript and cursive formats of writing and letting
students choose which works best for them (Berninger, 2014). Many
adults who were taught both use a combination of both formats
(Berninger, 2014).

K12 Teacher

1490

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and Cursive needs to be taught, but not necessarily mastered. K12 Teacher
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

The inclusion of cursive writing standards is supported by current
brain research. Producing legible writing quickly may feel like an
automatic process for adults but for children, the development of
handwriting is a complex task requiring coordination of cognitive,
motor, and neuromotor skills (Dinehart, 2015). When writing in
cursive, the word becomes a unit rather than a series of separate
strokes and correct spelling is more likely to be retained (King, 2015).
Cursive engages more cognitive resources than keyboarding (King,
2015, Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). In classroom studies, new
research demonstrates that writing by hand allows the students to
process and summarize the lecture’s notes, through reflection and
synthesis that leads to better understanding and retention than
keyboarding (Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). Evidence supports
teaching both manuscript and cursive formats of writing and letting
students choose which works best for them (Berninger, 2014). Many
adults who were taught both use a combination of both formats
(Berninger, 2014).

1514

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

Comment in Support of Standards

1616

3.WF.1

Glad cursive writing is included. Research supports
K12 Teacher
instruction; it provides students another form of
communication; it is important to be able to read
historical documents; great for kids with reversal issues
and dyslexics.
Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and Cursive writing is not a necessary skill and should not be a K12 Teacher
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
standard. All students should have practice writing their
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
signature, but print concepts introduced in Kindergarten
with appropriate spacing and indentation.
and supported in subsequent grades is adequate.
Students should be able to write a hand written piece
that is legible, but not necessarily in cursive.
Keyboarding skills are the next important written
communication process that should be introduced in this
grade.

The inclusion of cursive writing standards is supported by current
brain research. Producing legible writing quickly may feel like an
automatic process for adults but for children, the development of
handwriting is a complex task requiring coordination of cognitive,
motor, and neuromotor skills (Dinehart, 2015). When writing in
cursive, the word becomes a unit rather than a series of separate
strokes and correct spelling is more likely to be retained (King, 2015).
Cursive engages more cognitive resources than keyboarding (King,
2015, Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). In classroom studies, new
research demonstrates that writing by hand allows the students to
process and summarize the lecture’s notes, through reflection and
synthesis that leads to better understanding and retention than
keyboarding (Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). Evidence supports
teaching both manuscript and cursive formats of writing and letting
students choose which works best for them (Berninger, 2014). Many
adults who were taught both use a combination of both formats
(Berninger, 2014).

1764

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

My concern is we will spend so much time teaching
K12 Teacher
cursive that we will lose the gains we’ve made in the
primary grades in reading and writing; if cursive becomes
a focus, too little time will remain for instruction involving
critical and creative thinking. Perhaps a discussion based
on current research would be helpful.

The inclusion of cursive writing standards is supported by current
brain research. Producing legible writing quickly may feel like an
automatic process for adults but for children, the development of
handwriting is a complex task requiring coordination of cognitive,
motor, and neuromotor skills (Dinehart, 2015). When writing in
cursive, the word becomes a unit rather than a series of separate
strokes and correct spelling is more likely to be retained (King, 2015).
Cursive engages more cognitive resources than keyboarding (King,
2015, Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). In classroom studies, new
research demonstrates that writing by hand allows the students to
process and summarize the lecture’s notes, through reflection and
synthesis that leads to better understanding and retention than
keyboarding (Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). Evidence supports
teaching both manuscript and cursive formats of writing and letting
students choose which works best for them (Berninger, 2014). Many
adults who were taught both use a combination of both formats
(Berninger, 2014).

1905

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

While I appreciate cursive a lot, I don't see it as a
standard. I propose that you remove it and let it be a
local control issue as time permits. I'm not convinced
that my students in poverty, English Learners, migrant
students (and I have a lot of them) need this.

The inclusion of cursive writing standards is supported by current
brain research. Producing legible writing quickly may feel like an
automatic process for adults but for children, the development of
handwriting is a complex task requiring coordination of cognitive,
motor, and neuromotor skills (Dinehart, 2015). When writing in
cursive, the word becomes a unit rather than a series of separate
strokes and correct spelling is more likely to be retained (King, 2015).
Cursive engages more cognitive resources than keyboarding (King,
2015, Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). In classroom studies, new
research demonstrates that writing by hand allows the students to
process and summarize the lecture’s notes, through reflection and
synthesis that leads to better understanding and retention than
keyboarding (Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). Evidence supports
teaching both manuscript and cursive formats of writing and letting
students choose which works best for them (Berninger, 2014). Many
adults who were taught both use a combination of both formats
(Berninger, 2014).

1961

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and 3.WF.1 is less rigorous than 2.WF.1. because in 2nd grade K12 Administrator
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
they are expected to write fluently to support
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
composition. Please swap these two standards.
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

General Perception and
Concerns

Third grade includes cursive which is an added skill. Manuscript
writing legibility is expected to be mastered at the end of second
grade.

2072

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and It doesn't make sense to drop in a cursive standard in 3rd K12 Teacher
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
grade and never refer back to it again just to appeal to
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
public demand for cursive writing.
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

General Perception and
Concerns

Cursive was added to the fourth and fifth grade draft standards at the
10-26-16 meeting.

K12 Administrator

2077

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

I believe that this is not a relevant standard to learn in 3rd K12 Teacher
grade for this day and age. Schools, businesses and
companies are moving towards technology based letters,
signatures, etc. and I believe that is is more important to
learn how to type than it is to write in cursive.

2080

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and If cursive is going to be adopted as one of the standards, I K12 Teacher
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
think that it shouldn't just be in third grade. It should be
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
an expectation through the upper grades as well.
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

Cursive was added to the fourth and fifth grade draft standards at the
10-26-16 meeting.

2082

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

Cursive was added to the fourth and fifth grade draft standards at the
10-26-16 meeting.

2282

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and These are skills, not standards and keyboarding would be Other
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
a better skill to give to our students in the 21st century
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

The inclusion of cursive writing standards is supported by current
brain research. Producing legible writing quickly may feel like an
automatic process for adults but for children, the development of
handwriting is a complex task requiring coordination of cognitive,
motor, and neuromotor skills (Dinehart, 2015). When writing in
cursive, the word becomes a unit rather than a series of separate
strokes and correct spelling is more likely to be retained (King, 2015).
Cursive engages more cognitive resources than keyboarding (King,
2015, Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). In classroom studies, new
research demonstrates that writing by hand allows the students to
process and summarize the lecture’s notes, through reflection and
synthesis that leads to better understanding and retention than
keyboarding (Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). Evidence supports
teaching both manuscript and cursive formats of writing and letting
students choose which works best for them (Berninger, 2014). Many
adults who were taught both use a combination of both formats
(Berninger, 2014).

2488

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

Comment in Support of Standards

The students are expected to learn and transcribe cursive K12 Teacher
all in the same year. No other grade level has cursive even
mentioned so it seems unfair for the kids to both learn
and apply in one year. I also believe that teaching typing
seems more appropriate as we are preparing students for
a digital future and the students are also ask to type in
the 4th grade standards.

Happy to see that cursive will be taught! Students need to K12 Teacher
be able to read cursive in order to read primary sources in
history. They can choose later what type of handwriting
will be their primary writing style as an adult. Knowing
cursive will not exclude them from other experiences in
their future.

The inclusion of cursive writing standards is supported by current
brain research. Producing legible writing quickly may feel like an
automatic process for adults but for children, the development of
handwriting is a complex task requiring coordination of cognitive,
motor, and neuromotor skills (Dinehart, 2015). When writing in
cursive, the word becomes a unit rather than a series of separate
strokes and correct spelling is more likely to be retained (King, 2015).
Cursive engages more cognitive resources than keyboarding (King,
2015, Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). In classroom studies, new
research demonstrates that writing by hand allows the students to
process and summarize the lecture’s notes, through reflection and
synthesis that leads to better understanding and retention than
keyboarding (Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). Evidence supports
teaching both manuscript and cursive formats of writing and letting
students choose which works best for them (Berninger, 2014). Many
adults who were taught both use a combination of both formats
(Berninger, 2014).

2868

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

This is the worst change of the standards. It is a complete K12 Teacher
abdication of our roles as educational experts. Cursive is
an outdated technique that fulfilled its usefulness.
Cursive doesn't need to go extinct, however, we shouldn't
devote any capital to its instruction in school. It may be
an unpopular decision, but we are tasked not with
holding with tradition but preparing our students for
college and/or workplace. We must uphold the tradition
that school prepare students for their future.

The inclusion of cursive writing standards is supported by current
brain research. Producing legible writing quickly may feel like an
automatic process for adults but for children, the development of
handwriting is a complex task requiring coordination of cognitive,
motor, and neuromotor skills (Dinehart, 2015). When writing in
cursive, the word becomes a unit rather than a series of separate
strokes and correct spelling is more likely to be retained (King, 2015).
Cursive engages more cognitive resources than keyboarding (King,
2015, Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). In classroom studies, new
research demonstrates that writing by hand allows the students to
process and summarize the lecture’s notes, through reflection and
synthesis that leads to better understanding and retention than
keyboarding (Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). Evidence supports
teaching both manuscript and cursive formats of writing and letting
students choose which works best for them (Berninger, 2014). Many
adults who were taught both use a combination of both formats
(Berninger, 2014).

2936

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

How are we supposed to find time in our day for this
K12 Teacher
added standard, plus give them computer time to learn
keyboarding, which is another expectation!? Our day
isn't any longer, yet more has been added to teach. We
struggle to cover everything and students are struggling
to achieve! Common Core was "sold" as less standards to
cover so we could go more in depth. Our reality is there
is just as much AND standards and reading levels are
more rigorous. It's too much for students to be
successful!

The inclusion of cursive writing standards is supported by current
brain research. Producing legible writing quickly may feel like an
automatic process for adults but for children, the development of
handwriting is a complex task requiring coordination of cognitive,
motor, and neuromotor skills (Dinehart, 2015). When writing in
cursive, the word becomes a unit rather than a series of separate
strokes and correct spelling is more likely to be retained (King, 2015).
Cursive engages more cognitive resources than keyboarding (King,
2015, Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). In classroom studies, new
research demonstrates that writing by hand allows the students to
process and summarize the lecture’s notes, through reflection and
synthesis that leads to better understanding and retention than
keyboarding (Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). Evidence supports
teaching both manuscript and cursive formats of writing and letting
students choose which works best for them (Berninger, 2014). Many
adults who were taught both use a combination of both formats
(Berninger, 2014).

3014

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

Research shows writing is important to the learning
K12 ParentGuardian
process but disagree that this has to be demonstrated
through cursive. Would prefer to remove this so teachers
have the time to focus on literacy development of 3rd
grade students to meet their reading potential. In light of
MOWR taking time out to focus on cursive when it is not
supported by consistent scientific evidence seems
counter productive.

The inclusion of cursive writing standards is supported by current
brain research. Producing legible writing quickly may feel like an
automatic process for adults but for children, the development of
handwriting is a complex task requiring coordination of cognitive,
motor, and neuromotor skills (Dinehart, 2015). When writing in
cursive, the word becomes a unit rather than a series of separate
strokes and correct spelling is more likely to be retained (King, 2015).
Cursive engages more cognitive resources than keyboarding (King,
2015, Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). In classroom studies, new
research demonstrates that writing by hand allows the students to
process and summarize the lecture’s notes, through reflection and
synthesis that leads to better understanding and retention than
keyboarding (Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). Evidence supports
teaching both manuscript and cursive formats of writing and letting
students choose which works best for them (Berninger, 2014). Many
adults who were taught both use a combination of both formats
(Berninger, 2014).

3024

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

I don’t understand the need to add cursive. One of my
K12 ParentGuardian General Perception and
boys learned cursive, the other two did not. They have
Concerns
not been hampered by their lack of cursive writing.
Furthermore, I’d rather my boys focus their limited time
on keyboarding, as they use Chromebooks and the
computer at home, for almost all of their writing
assignments. Learning cursive takes up a lot of time.
Cursive writing could be taught in a higher grade or could
be an enrichment area of writing.

Email
3.WF.2
Comment #7

Standard ends at grade 2.

This should be eliminated it is at a DOK 1 and is not
meritorious of time in the classroom, where children
can be learning 21st Century skills and dispositions.

1364

3.WF.3

Email
Comment

3.WF.3

K12 Administrator

The inclusion of cursive writing standards is supported by current
brain research. Producing legible writing quickly may feel like an
automatic process for adults but for children, the development of
handwriting is a complex task requiring coordination of cognitive,
motor, and neuromotor skills (Dinehart, 2015). When writing in
cursive, the word becomes a unit rather than a series of separate
strokes and correct spelling is more likely to be retained (King, 2015).
Cursive engages more cognitive resources than keyboarding (King,
2015, Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). In classroom studies, new
research demonstrates that writing by hand allows the students to
process and summarize the lecture’s notes, through reflection and
synthesis that leads to better understanding and retention than
keyboarding (Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). Evidence supports
teaching both manuscript and cursive formats of writing and letting
students choose which works best for them (Berninger, 2014). Many
adults who were taught both use a combination of both formats
(Berninger, 2014).

General Perception and
Concerns

The standard ends at grade 2. It is not a 3rd grade standard.

Know and apply spelling conventions and patterns.a. I really like this. It gives lots of focus areas for teaching
K12 Teacher
Spell single-syllable words with less common and
spelling, and I like the clarification of multi-syllables as the
complex graphemes (e.g., ough, augh, old, -ind, -ost, - basic syllable types.
ild families).b. Use a dictionary or thesaurus to check
spellings of unknown words.c. Identify language of
origin for words, as noted in dictionaries.d. Spell
singular and plural possessives (e.g., teacher's,
teachers').e. Spell regular two-and three-syllable
words that:1. Combine all basic syllable types: closed,
VCe (Vowel-Consonant-silent e), open, vowel team,
vowel-r, and consonant le.2. Include common,
transparent prefixes and suffixes (e.g., re-, pre-, sub-,
un-, dis-, mis-; -able, -ness, -ful, -tion).f. Spell the 500
most common words in English, including regular and
irregular forms, as found in a research-based list.

General Support

Comment in support of standards

Know and apply spelling conventions and patterns.a.
Spell single-syllable words with less common and
complex graphemes (e.g., ough, augh, old, -ind, -ost, ild families).b. Use a dictionary or thesaurus to check
spellings of unknown words.c. Identify language of
origin for words, as noted in dictionaries.d. Spell
singular and plural possessives (e.g., teacher's,
teachers').e. Spell regular two-and three-syllable
words that:1. Combine all basic syllable types: closed,
VCe (Vowel-Consonant-silent e), open, vowel team,
vowel-r, and consonant le.2. Include common,
transparent prefixes and suffixes (e.g., re-, pre-, sub-,
un-, dis-, mis-; -able, -ness, -ful, -tion).f. Spell the 500
most common words in English, including regular and
irregular forms, as found in a research-based list.

General Perception and
Concerns

The six-syllable types are foundational skills that are needed for early
reading and writing. Examples are used for clarification. Districts will
make the decisions regarding the curriculum or programs used.

I am enthusiastic about articulating spelling progressions k12 Administrator
but believe that the specificity of some spelling standards
suggest the use of only certain programs that match the
progression outlined. As you know, scopes and
sequences vary beyond basic agreed upon progressions
and there is no research that supports one particular
program. I am hopeful that these standards can be
reviewed and limited to basic, widely agreed upon
progressions.

1409

3.WF.3

Know and apply spelling conventions and patterns.a.
Spell single-syllable words with less common and
complex graphemes (e.g., ough, augh, old, -ind, -ost, ild families).b. Use a dictionary or thesaurus to check
spellings of unknown words.c. Identify language of
origin for words, as noted in dictionaries.d. Spell
singular and plural possessives (e.g., teacher's,
teachers').e. Spell regular two-and three-syllable
words that:1. Combine all basic syllable types: closed,
VCe (Vowel-Consonant-silent e), open, vowel team,
vowel-r, and consonant le.2. Include common,
transparent prefixes and suffixes (e.g., re-, pre-, sub-,
un-, dis-, mis-; -able, -ness, -ful, -tion).f. Spell the 500
most common words in English, including regular and
irregular forms, as found in a research-based list.

In 3.WF.3.f -- the same issue occurs as did in
K12 Teacher
Kindergarten. using "spell the 500 most common words in
English" implies that everyone must use a specified list -taking out the or rewriting it will alleviate that issue.

General Perception and
Concerns

The word list would be a district or school decision.

1512

3.WF.3

Know and apply spelling conventions and patterns.a.
Spell single-syllable words with less common and
complex graphemes (e.g., ough, augh, old, -ind, -ost, ild families).b. Use a dictionary or thesaurus to check
spellings of unknown words.c. Identify language of
origin for words, as noted in dictionaries.d. Spell
singular and plural possessives (e.g., teacher's,
teachers').e. Spell regular two-and three-syllable
words that:1. Combine all basic syllable types: closed,
VCe (Vowel-Consonant-silent e), open, vowel team,
vowel-r, and consonant le.2. Include common,
transparent prefixes and suffixes (e.g., re-, pre-, sub-,
un-, dis-, mis-; -able, -ness, -ful, -tion).f. Spell the 500
most common words in English, including regular and
irregular forms, as found in a research-based list.

What are the 500 most common words in English? This
should not imply a specific list of words that must be
used. This should read: Spell 500 of the most common
words in English...

K12 Teacher

General Perception and
Concerns

The word "the" was removed from the standard.

1518

3.WF.3

Know and apply spelling conventions and patterns.a. 3WF3 f- remove the word "the" 500 most common. It
K12 Teacher
Spell single-syllable words with less common and
implies a specific 500. It would depend upon the selected
complex graphemes (e.g., ough, augh, old, -ind, -ost, - word list.
ild families).b. Use a dictionary or thesaurus to check
spellings of unknown words.c. Identify language of
origin for words, as noted in dictionaries.d. Spell
singular and plural possessives (e.g., teacher's,
teachers').e. Spell regular two-and three-syllable
words that:1. Combine all basic syllable types: closed,
VCe (Vowel-Consonant-silent e), open, vowel team,
vowel-r, and consonant le.2. Include common,
transparent prefixes and suffixes (e.g., re-, pre-, sub-,
un-, dis-, mis-; -able, -ness, -ful, -tion).f. Spell the 500
most common words in English, including regular and
irregular forms, as found in a research-based list.

General Perception and
Concerns

The word "the" was removed from the standard.

1904

3.WF.3

Know and apply spelling conventions and patterns.a.
Spell single-syllable words with less common and
complex graphemes (e.g., ough, augh, old, -ind, -ost, ild families).b. Use a dictionary or thesaurus to check
spellings of unknown words.c. Identify language of
origin for words, as noted in dictionaries.d. Spell
singular and plural possessives (e.g., teacher's,
teachers').e. Spell regular two-and three-syllable
words that:1. Combine all basic syllable types: closed,
VCe (Vowel-Consonant-silent e), open, vowel team,
vowel-r, and consonant le.2. Include common,
transparent prefixes and suffixes (e.g., re-, pre-, sub-,
un-, dis-, mis-; -able, -ness, -ful, -tion).f. Spell the 500
most common words in English, including regular and
irregular forms, as found in a research-based list.

2084

3.WF.3

2209

3.WF.3

Spelling is important...but in context. The introductory
sentence could read, "Know and apply spelling
conventions and patterns in the context of writing in all
subjects across the curriculum with an emphasis in
shorter and extended time frames as defined in the
standard 3.W.10.

K12 Administrator

General Perception and
Concerns

Spelling in context is an instructional decision.

Know and apply spelling conventions and patterns.a. To improve our Arizona Standards, please reference RF.3 K12 Teacher
Spell single-syllable words with less common and
throughout this section.
complex graphemes (e.g., ough, augh, old, -ind, -ost, ild families).b. Use a dictionary or thesaurus to check
spellings of unknown words.c. Identify language of
origin for words, as noted in dictionaries.d. Spell
singular and plural possessives (e.g., teacher's,
teachers').e. Spell regular two-and three-syllable
words that:1. Combine all basic syllable types: closed,
VCe (Vowel-Consonant-silent e), open, vowel team,
vowel-r, and consonant le.2. Include common,
transparent prefixes and suffixes (e.g., re-, pre-, sub-,
un-, dis-, mis-; -able, -ness, -ful, -tion).f. Spell the 500
most common words in English, including regular and
irregular forms, as found in a research-based list.

General Perception and
Concerns

There is a reciprocal relationship between reading and writing.
Referencing RF.3 would be an instructional decision.

Know and apply spelling conventions and patterns.a.
Spell single-syllable words with less common and
complex graphemes (e.g., ough, augh, old, -ind, -ost, ild families).b. Use a dictionary or thesaurus to check
spellings of unknown words.c. Identify language of
origin for words, as noted in dictionaries.d. Spell
singular and plural possessives (e.g., teacher's,
teachers').e. Spell regular two-and three-syllable
words that:1. Combine all basic syllable types: closed,
VCe (Vowel-Consonant-silent e), open, vowel team,
vowel-r, and consonant le.2. Include common,
transparent prefixes and suffixes (e.g., re-, pre-, sub-,
un-, dis-, mis-; -able, -ness, -ful, -tion).f. Spell the 500
most common words in English, including regular and
irregular forms, as found in a research-based list.

General Perception and
Concerns

Spelling plays a fundamental role in the reading and writing process,
(Bogozzi, Tarchi, Pinto, 2016). Sight word and syllable-type curriculum
and instruction is defined by the dsitrict or school. The syllable types
are listed for clarity.

Go back to the old spelling standard which is generalize K12 Teacher
learned spelling patterns. Put this information in the
glossary. Way too specific. But if you must keep these…
Don't put in numbers (500 most often used words) don't
use the word include just say spell…etc. Use e.g. to give
examples. You are specifying a curriculum or way of
teaching. Don't list the syllable types, just say ...combine
all basic syllable types.

2867

3.WF.3

Know and apply spelling conventions and patterns.a.
Spell single-syllable words with less common and
complex graphemes (e.g., ough, augh, old, -ind, -ost, ild families).b. Use a dictionary or thesaurus to check
spellings of unknown words.c. Identify language of
origin for words, as noted in dictionaries.d. Spell
singular and plural possessives (e.g., teacher's,
teachers').e. Spell regular two-and three-syllable
words that:1. Combine all basic syllable types: closed,
VCe (Vowel-Consonant-silent e), open, vowel team,
vowel-r, and consonant le.2. Include common,
transparent prefixes and suffixes (e.g., re-, pre-, sub-,
un-, dis-, mis-; -able, -ness, -ful, -tion).f. Spell the 500
most common words in English, including regular and
irregular forms, as found in a research-based list.

I like F. I would hesitate GREATLY to add such a large
K12 Teacher
section on spelling. Traditionally, spelling was a focus in
writing curricula, but it was a gross misappropriation of
time and resources. One can be a fabulous writer while
not be a great speller. Being a great speller has LITTLE TO
NOTHING to do with being a great writer. I understand
popular perception dictates that spelling be included, but
it should be integrated into a standard about the
presentation and clarity of writing.

General Perception and
Concerns

Spelling plays a fundamental role in the reading and writing process,
(Bogozzi, Tarchi, Pinto, 2016).

2937

3.WF.3

Know and apply spelling conventions and patterns.a. What are the 500 most common words in English?
K12 Teacher
Spell single-syllable words with less common and
Where is this research-based list? Is this our new spelling
complex graphemes (e.g., ough, augh, old, -ind, -ost, - program and is the ADE providing this to us?
ild families).b. Use a dictionary or thesaurus to check
spellings of unknown words.c. Identify language of
origin for words, as noted in dictionaries.d. Spell
singular and plural possessives (e.g., teacher's,
teachers').e. Spell regular two-and three-syllable
words that:1. Combine all basic syllable types: closed,
VCe (Vowel-Consonant-silent e), open, vowel team,
vowel-r, and consonant le.2. Include common,
transparent prefixes and suffixes (e.g., re-, pre-, sub-,
un-, dis-, mis-; -able, -ness, -ful, -tion).f. Spell the 500
most common words in English, including regular and
irregular forms, as found in a research-based list.

General Perception and
Concerns

The word list would be a district or school decision. The spelling
program is also a district decision. Fluency in handwriting and spelling
are foundational skills that support writing.

3025

3.WF.3

Know and apply spelling conventions and patterns.a.
Spell single-syllable words with less common and
complex graphemes (e.g., ough, augh, old, -ind, -ost, ild families).b. Use a dictionary or thesaurus to check
spellings of unknown words.c. Identify language of
origin for words, as noted in dictionaries.d. Spell
singular and plural possessives (e.g., teacher's,
teachers').e. Spell regular two-and three-syllable
words that:1. Combine all basic syllable types: closed,
VCe (Vowel-Consonant-silent e), open, vowel team,
vowel-r, and consonant le.2. Include common,
transparent prefixes and suffixes (e.g., re-, pre-, sub-,
un-, dis-, mis-; -able, -ness, -ful, -tion).f. Spell the 500
most common words in English, including regular and
irregular forms, as found in a research-based list.

I think learning phonics in K, 1, and 2 is important but
there are so many other important standards in third
grade reading language arts, learning irregular spelling
patterns is not that crucial when students can use spell
check or dictionary.

K12 ParentGuardian General Perception and
Concerns

Spelling plays a fundamental role in the reading and writing process,
(Bogozzi, Tarchi, Pinto, 2016).

473

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

Addition of cursive writing will result in a loss of
instructional time when students could otherwise be
working to attain college and career ready skills.
Cursive does not equate to college or career ready in
today's technological age

620

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and I do not feel standards 3.WF.1.a and b are age
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
appropriate. Manuscript mastery at this level is more
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
important than intro of cursive.
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

668

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and Cursive is a dying art. Data based decisions and coding
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
would be much more useful. Typing would be more
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
advantageous.
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

The inclusion of cursive writing standards is supported by current
brain research. Producing legible writing quickly may feel like an
automatic process for adults but for children, the development of
handwriting is a complex task requiring coordination of cognitive,
motor, and neuromotor skills (Dinehart, 2015). When writing in
cursive, the word becomes a unit rather than a series of separate
strokes and correct spelling is more likely to be retained (King, 2015).
Cursive engages more cognitive resources than keyboarding (King,
2015, Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). In classroom studies, new
research demonstrates that writing by hand allows the students to
process and summarize the lecture’s notes, through reflection and
synthesis that leads to better understanding and retention than
keyboarding (Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). Evidence supports
teaching both manuscript and cursive formats of writing and letting
students choose which works best for them (Berninger, 2014). Many
adults who were taught both use a combination of both formats
(Berninger, 2014).
General Perception and
Concerns

Manuscript should be mastered by the end of 2nd grade. Cursive
writing was added to the 3rd through 5th grade standards to aid with
the progression of cursive writing skills.

The inclusion of cursive writing standards is supported by current
brain research. Producing legible writing quickly may feel like an
automatic process for adults but for children, the development of
handwriting is a complex task requiring coordination of cognitive,
motor, and neuromotor skills (Dinehart, 2015). When writing in
cursive, the word becomes a unit rather than a series of separate
strokes and correct spelling is more likely to be retained (King, 2015).
Cursive engages more cognitive resources than keyboarding (King,
2015, Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). In classroom studies, new
research demonstrates that writing by hand allows the students to
process and summarize the lecture’s notes, through reflection and
synthesis that leads to better understanding and retention than
keyboarding (Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). Evidence supports
teaching both manuscript and cursive formats of writing and letting
students choose which works best for them (Berninger, 2014). Many
adults who were taught both use a combination of both formats
(Berninger, 2014).

669

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and I am concerned that we're the only state in the nation
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
that would require cursive -- and that a special interest
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
group (of retirees) pushed this agenda.
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

The inclusion of cursive writing standards is supported by current
brain research. Producing legible writing quickly may feel like an
automatic process for adults but for children, the development of
handwriting is a complex task requiring coordination of cognitive,
motor, and neuromotor skills (Dinehart, 2015). When writing in
cursive, the word becomes a unit rather than a series of separate
strokes and correct spelling is more likely to be retained (King, 2015).
Cursive engages more cognitive resources than keyboarding (King,
2015, Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). In classroom studies, new
research demonstrates that writing by hand allows the students to
process and summarize the lecture’s notes, through reflection and
synthesis that leads to better understanding and retention than
keyboarding (Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). Evidence supports
teaching both manuscript and cursive formats of writing and letting
students choose which works best for them (Berninger, 2014). Many
adults who were taught both use a combination of both formats
(Berninger, 2014).

680

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

I represent the campaign for cursive handwriting. Our
group wants cursive handwriting required in the
standards. Cursive handwriting supports brain
development and literacy.

Comment in support of Standards

821

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

Research shows that cursive improves reading skills, fine
motor skills, spelling, memory, fosters high level of
thought, and increases mental focus. We, at the
Campaign for Cursive, hope that it would be in our state's
standards as it would give every student the opportunity
for this brain building tool.

Comment in support of Standards

830

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and Not sure if cursive writing needs to be added in.Necessary
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
curriculum??
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

The inclusion of cursive writing standards is supported by current
brain research. Producing legible writing quickly may feel like an
automatic process for adults but for children, the development of
handwriting is a complex task requiring coordination of cognitive,
motor, and neuromotor skills (Dinehart, 2015). When writing in
cursive, the word becomes a unit rather than a series of separate
strokes and correct spelling is more likely to be retained (King, 2015).
Cursive engages more cognitive resources than keyboarding (King,
2015, Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). In classroom studies, new
research demonstrates that writing by hand allows the students to
process and summarize the lecture’s notes, through reflection and
synthesis that leads to better understanding and retention than
keyboarding (Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). Evidence supports
teaching both manuscript and cursive formats of writing and letting
students choose which works best for them (Berninger, 2014). Many
adults who were taught both use a combination of both formats
(Berninger, 2014).

857

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and Cursive is not necessary.
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

The inclusion of cursive writing standards is supported by current
brain research. Producing legible writing quickly may feel like an
automatic process for adults but for children, the development of
handwriting is a complex task requiring coordination of cognitive,
motor, and neuromotor skills (Dinehart, 2015). When writing in
cursive, the word becomes a unit rather than a series of separate
strokes and correct spelling is more likely to be retained (King, 2015).
Cursive engages more cognitive resources than keyboarding (King,
2015, Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). In classroom studies, new
research demonstrates that writing by hand allows the students to
process and summarize the lecture’s notes, through reflection and
synthesis that leads to better understanding and retention than
keyboarding (Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). Evidence supports
teaching both manuscript and cursive formats of writing and letting
students choose which works best for them (Berninger, 2014). Many
adults who were taught both use a combination of both formats
(Berninger, 2014).

940

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and We need examples back in the standards. Cursive writing
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
is problematic because we are still working to ensure that
students can type.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

The inclusion of cursive writing standards is supported by current
brain research. Producing legible writing quickly may feel like an
automatic process for adults but for children, the development of
handwriting is a complex task requiring coordination of cognitive,
motor, and neuromotor skills (Dinehart, 2015). When writing in
cursive, the word becomes a unit rather than a series of separate
strokes and correct spelling is more likely to be retained (King, 2015).
Cursive engages more cognitive resources than keyboarding (King,
2015, Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). In classroom studies, new
research demonstrates that writing by hand allows the students to
process and summarize the lecture’s notes, through reflection and
synthesis that leads to better understanding and retention than
keyboarding (Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). Evidence supports
teaching both manuscript and cursive formats of writing and letting
students choose which works best for them (Berninger, 2014). Many
adults who were taught both use a combination of both formats
(Berninger, 2014).

964

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

I am concerned with requiring that cursive writing be
taught. I have no problem with teaching students to read
cursive, but writing is a very different skill and honestly
not necessary.

General Perception and
Concerns

The inclusion of cursive writing standards is supported by current
brain research. Producing legible writing quickly may feel like an
automatic process for adults but for children, the development of
handwriting is a complex task requiring coordination of cognitive,
motor, and neuromotor skills (Dinehart, 2015). When writing in
cursive, the word becomes a unit rather than a series of separate
strokes and correct spelling is more likely to be retained (King, 2015).
Cursive engages more cognitive resources than keyboarding (King,
2015, Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). In classroom studies, new
research demonstrates that writing by hand allows the students to
process and summarize the lecture’s notes, through reflection and
synthesis that leads to better understanding and retention than
keyboarding (Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). Evidence supports
teaching both manuscript and cursive formats of writing and letting
students choose which works best for them (Berninger, 2014). Many
adults who were taught both use a combination of both formats
(Berninger, 2014).

100

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

Our state should not mandate cursive. Cursive is a skill
that can be easily taught at home. The number of hours
during the day are limited and should be used for more
essential learning! Students will not need cursive to be
successful in the future.

General Perception and
Concerns

The inclusion of cursive writing standards is supported by current
brain research. Producing legible writing quickly may feel like an
automatic process for adults but for children, the development of
handwriting is a complex task requiring coordination of cognitive,
motor, and neuromotor skills (Dinehart, 2015). When writing in
cursive, the word becomes a unit rather than a series of separate
strokes and correct spelling is more likely to be retained (King, 2015).
Cursive engages more cognitive resources than keyboarding (King,
2015, Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). In classroom studies, new
research demonstrates that writing by hand allows the students to
process and summarize the lecture’s notes, through reflection and
synthesis that leads to better understanding and retention than
keyboarding (Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). Evidence supports
teaching both manuscript and cursive formats of writing and letting
students choose which works best for them (Berninger, 2014). Many
adults who were taught both use a combination of both formats
(Berninger, 2014).

1004

3,WF,1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

I have only read 3rd grade since that is what I've taught
for several years and I'm extremely familiar with it. It is
easy to understand and in some cases slightly more
simplified on certain standards than previously. However,
little has changed. I don't think the handwriting and
cursive standard is necessary - this is just to appease
parents. Handwriting gets taught in lower grades and is
taught on an as-needed basis in 3rd grade. Cursive gets
taught in an exploratory way when possible.

General Perception and
Concerns

The inclusion of cursive writing standards is supported by current
brain research. Producing legible writing quickly may feel like an
automatic process for adults but for children, the development of
handwriting is a complex task requiring coordination of cognitive,
motor, and neuromotor skills (Dinehart, 2015). When writing in
cursive, the word becomes a unit rather than a series of separate
strokes and correct spelling is more likely to be retained (King, 2015).
Cursive engages more cognitive resources than keyboarding (King,
2015, Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). In classroom studies, new
research demonstrates that writing by hand allows the students to
process and summarize the lecture’s notes, through reflection and
synthesis that leads to better understanding and retention than
keyboarding (Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). Evidence supports
teaching both manuscript and cursive formats of writing and letting
students choose which works best for them (Berninger, 2014). Many
adults who were taught both use a combination of both formats
(Berninger, 2014).

1039

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

There are some improvements in wording and clarity in
the new draft of the standards. The one area which
undermines the other improvements, however, is the
handwriting portion. Insisting that third graders learn to
write cursive is ludicrous. Teaching cursive will rob time
from other, far more essential standards, and it is entirely
unnecessary in the modern world. Teaching must focus
on the way students will communicate in the future, not
the way we communicated in the past.

General Perception and
Concerns

The inclusion of cursive writing standards is supported by current
brain research. Producing legible writing quickly may feel like an
automatic process for adults but for children, the development of
handwriting is a complex task requiring coordination of cognitive,
motor, and neuromotor skills (Dinehart, 2015). When writing in
cursive, the word becomes a unit rather than a series of separate
strokes and correct spelling is more likely to be retained (King, 2015).
Cursive engages more cognitive resources than keyboarding (King,
2015, Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). In classroom studies, new
research demonstrates that writing by hand allows the students to
process and summarize the lecture’s notes, through reflection and
synthesis that leads to better understanding and retention than
keyboarding (Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). Evidence supports
teaching both manuscript and cursive formats of writing and letting
students choose which works best for them (Berninger, 2014). Many
adults who were taught both use a combination of both formats
(Berninger, 2014).

1047

3.WF.13.WF.3

I read the 3rd grade standards. I like the addition of the
handwriting standards and spelling standards ensures
that all students will receive instruction in those areas
whereas some are and some are not currently.

General Support

Comment in support of Standards

1092

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

Specifically 3.WF.1 needs to be deleted. Students no
longer need to know cursive to survive in the real world.
Everything is manuscript from keyboarding. You can read
any piece of literature from around the world in
manuscript. We currently force them to learn it in third
grade and then it is never reinforced again from that
point on. Never. Please drop this from the new
standards. Concentrate on the mechanics of good
sentence structure. Period.

General Perception and
Concerns

The inclusion of cursive writing standards is supported by current
brain research. Producing legible writing quickly may feel like an
automatic process for adults but for children, the development of
handwriting is a complex task requiring coordination of cognitive,
motor, and neuromotor skills (Dinehart, 2015). When writing in
cursive, the word becomes a unit rather than a series of separate
strokes and correct spelling is more likely to be retained (King, 2015).
Cursive engages more cognitive resources than keyboarding (King,
2015, Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). In classroom studies, new
research demonstrates that writing by hand allows the students to
process and summarize the lecture’s notes, through reflection and
synthesis that leads to better understanding and retention than
keyboarding (Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). Evidence supports
teaching both manuscript and cursive formats of writing and letting
students choose which works best for them (Berninger, 2014). Many
adults who were taught both use a combination of both formats
(Berninger, 2014).

1221
1728

3.WF.13.WF.3
3.WF.1

I like the Handwriting, Spelling and number of sight words
(50)
Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and The 2016 ELA Standards are an improvement on Arizona's
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
current standards because some of the ambiguity from
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
2010 has been helped with simpler/clearer language.
with appropriate spacing and indentation.
Additionally, parts of the standards that seemed to
confuse the public, such as textual examples in the high
school standards, have been removed.
My primary concern is the addition of "cursive" to the
curriculum. Although I am not against it being taught, I
am concerned it will take away from the progress made in
reading and writing.

General Support

Comment in support of Standards

General Perception and
Concerns

The inclusion of cursive writing standards is supported by current
brain research. Producing legible writing quickly may feel like an
automatic process for adults but for children, the development of
handwriting is a complex task requiring coordination of cognitive,
motor, and neuromotor skills (Dinehart, 2015). When writing in
cursive, the word becomes a unit rather than a series of separate
strokes and correct spelling is more likely to be retained (King, 2015).
Cursive engages more cognitive resources than keyboarding (King,
2015, Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). In classroom studies, new
research demonstrates that writing by hand allows the students to
process and summarize the lecture’s notes, through reflection and
synthesis that leads to better understanding and retention than
keyboarding (Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). Evidence supports
teaching both manuscript and cursive formats of writing and letting
students choose which works best for them (Berninger, 2014). Many
adults who were taught both use a combination of both formats
(Berninger, 2014).

1811

3.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in
decoding words.
a. Identify and know the meaning of the most
common prefixes and derivational suffixes.
b. Decode words with common Latin suffixes.
c. Apply knowledge of the six syllable types to read
grade-level words accurately.
d. Read grade-level appropriate irregularly spelled
words.

General Perception and
Concerns

The six-syllable types are foundational skills that are needed for early
reading and writing. Knowing the variations of sentences and
sentence structure helps students to become better readers and
writers.

I don't feel that understanding the six syllable types
would be necessary for this age-level. It is a great strategy
in reading, however, can be difficult to grasp for
struggling readers and don't need to be able to
understand to become a fluent reader. I do agree with
the handwriting. I feel that this is a great addition to the
standards. I disagree with having to identify the different
types of sentences, this is something that would be
understood at higher grade levels.

1838

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

Overall this is an improvement. I like the delineation in
the primary grades. I also like the writing foundational
standards although cursive writing is unnecessary as a
standard. Cursive writing needs to be a local control
issue, not a state mandate. This survey is typed, not
written in cursive.

General Support

The inclusion of cursive writing standards is supported by current
brain research. Producing legible writing quickly may feel like an
automatic process for adults but for children, the development of
handwriting is a complex task requiring coordination of cognitive,
motor, and neuromotor skills (Dinehart, 2015). When writing in
cursive, the word becomes a unit rather than a series of separate
strokes and correct spelling is more likely to be retained (King, 2015).
Cursive engages more cognitive resources than keyboarding (King,
2015, Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). In classroom studies, new
research demonstrates that writing by hand allows the students to
process and summarize the lecture’s notes, through reflection and
synthesis that leads to better understanding and retention than
keyboarding (Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). Evidence supports
teaching both manuscript and cursive formats of writing and letting
students choose which works best for them (Berninger, 2014). Many
adults who were taught both use a combination of both formats
(Berninger, 2014).

1854

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and I like that cursive writing is being brought back into the
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
standards in 3rd grade.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

General Support

Comment in Support of Standards

1983

3.WF.13.WF.3
3.WF.1

I am glad that handwriting is added to the standards. I am
glad to see explicit spelling standards.
Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and I note in draft, cursive handwriting is taught in Grade 3.
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
Because cursive handwriting requires continuous practice
so that it becomes fluent to the writer, it is important to
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
encourage students to write cursive beyond Grade 3.
with appropriate spacing and indentation.
Beyond Grade 3, students do not necessarily need to be
instructed in cursive handwriting, but they need to
practice the skill so it's reinforced. Recommended
addition to Grades 4 and 5: "“Transcribe ideas legibly in
cursive.”

General Support

Comment in Support of Standards

General Perception and
Concerns

Cursive was added to the fourth and fifth grade draft standards at the
10-26-16 meeting.

K12 Administrator

General Perception and
Concerns

Cursive was added to the fourth and fifth grade draft standards at the
10-26-16 meeting.

K12 Administrator

Other

Defined in the glossary

2552

Email
3.WF.1
Comment #2

Email
3.WF.1
Comment #3

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

• Were the cursive standards reviewed by occupational
therapists to make sure that it is developmentally
appropriate for “mastery” to occur by the end of third
grade? The continuum of cursive writing seems
disjointed.
Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and Is “manuscript” cursive or print?
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

2553

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and Most of the changes seemed to be improvements.
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
However, I feel the addition of cursive to the 3rd Grade
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
Standards is not needed.
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

General Perception and
Concerns

The inclusion of cursive writing standards is supported by current
brain research. Producing legible writing quickly may feel like an
automatic process for adults but for children, the development of
handwriting is a complex task requiring coordination of cognitive,
motor, and neuromotor skills (Dinehart, 2015). When writing in
cursive, the word becomes a unit rather than a series of separate
strokes and correct spelling is more likely to be retained (King, 2015).
Cursive engages more cognitive resources than keyboarding (King,
2015, Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). In classroom studies, new
research demonstrates that writing by hand allows the students to
process and summarize the lecture’s notes, through reflection and
synthesis that leads to better understanding and retention than
keyboarding (Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). Evidence supports
teaching both manuscript and cursive formats of writing and letting
students choose which works best for them (Berninger, 2014). Many
adults who were taught both use a combination of both formats
(Berninger, 2014).

2572

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and I think cursive should be continued in 4th grade.
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

General Perception and
Concerns

Cursive was added to the fourth and fifth grade draft standards at the
10-26-16 meeting.

2848

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

General Perception and
Concerns

The inclusion of cursive writing standards is supported by current
brain research. Producing legible writing quickly may feel like an
automatic process for adults but for children, the development of
handwriting is a complex task requiring coordination of cognitive,
motor, and neuromotor skills (Dinehart, 2015). When writing in
cursive, the word becomes a unit rather than a series of separate
strokes and correct spelling is more likely to be retained (King, 2015).
Cursive engages more cognitive resources than keyboarding (King,
2015, Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). In classroom studies, new
research demonstrates that writing by hand allows the students to
process and summarize the lecture’s notes, through reflection and
synthesis that leads to better understanding and retention than
keyboarding (Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). Evidence supports
teaching both manuscript and cursive formats of writing and letting
students choose which works best for them (Berninger, 2014). Many
adults who were taught both use a combination of both formats
(Berninger, 2014).

Mostly, the changes are positive or negligible. However,
the big exception is the added focus on non-contextual
spelling and cursive. The inclusion of these seems to be
an abdication of our duties as educational experts.
Cursive played an important role in increasing the speed
of writing when most written communication happened
with pen/paper. In our modern society with digital
communication, keyboarding is a much more useful tool.
Cursive instruction takes away time from more important
topics.

2873

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

I don't think there were significant changes, mostly some
verbiage changes, but it didn't impact the overall meaning
of the standard.
I also think the additional writing and spelling standards
are adding more to an already extended instructional day.
Is cursive writing a necessary standard in today's digital
society? I am not sure this is time well spent, when
teachers are more worried about focusing on critical
thinking skills.

General Perception and
Concerns

The inclusion of cursive writing standards is supported by current
brain research. Producing legible writing quickly may feel like an
automatic process for adults but for children, the development of
handwriting is a complex task requiring coordination of cognitive,
motor, and neuromotor skills (Dinehart, 2015). When writing in
cursive, the word becomes a unit rather than a series of separate
strokes and correct spelling is more likely to be retained (King, 2015).
Cursive engages more cognitive resources than keyboarding (King,
2015, Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). In classroom studies, new
research demonstrates that writing by hand allows the students to
process and summarize the lecture’s notes, through reflection and
synthesis that leads to better understanding and retention than
keyboarding (Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). Evidence supports
teaching both manuscript and cursive formats of writing and letting
students choose which works best for them (Berninger, 2014). Many
adults who were taught both use a combination of both formats
(Berninger, 2014).

2898

3.WF.3

Know and apply spelling conventions and patterns.a.
Spell single-syllable words with less common and
complex graphemes (e.g., ough, augh, old, -ind, -ost, ild families).b. Use a dictionary or thesaurus to check
spellings of unknown words.c. Identify language of
origin for words, as noted in dictionaries.d. Spell
singular and plural possessives (e.g., teacher's,
teachers').e. Spell regular two-and three-syllable
words that:1. Combine all basic syllable types: closed,
VCe (Vowel-Consonant-silent e), open, vowel team,
vowel-r, and consonant le.2. Include common,
transparent prefixes and suffixes (e.g., re-, pre-, sub-,
un-, dis-, mis-; -able, -ness, -ful, -tion).f. Spell the 500
most common words in English, including regular and
irregular forms, as found in a research-based list.

What are the 200 words that 2nd graders should be able
to spell or the 500 words for 3rd graders? Is this our new
spelling program-is the ADE providing it? But more
importantly, the new writing (cursive) and spelling
foundation standards are adding even more to a
curriculum that we struggle to teach and students to
achieve! We also are expected to teach keyboarding!
Our day isn't any longer, yet you're expecting more of the
students. No wonder scores are what they are. It's too
much!!

General Perception and
Concerns

The word list would be a district or school decision. The spelling
program is also a district decision. Fluency in handwriting and spelling
are foundational skills that support writing.

2989

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b.
Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript,
with appropriate spacing and indentation.

I only read the executive summary. I chose agree because
i am thrilled that cursive writing is being brought back! It's
been around forever and always should be, how else can
you expect generations to come to put their signature on
something...a question my son always asks. Something
that would make sense to get rid of is non-sense words.
Why learn how to read a word that isn't a word.

General Support

No refinement needed

English Language Arts Public Feedback on the Draft Standards - Grade 4
SID Number
69

Standard Coding
4.WF.1

Draft Standard
Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and
write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b. Transcribe
ideas legibly in cursive and manuscript, with appropriate
spacing and indentation.

Public Comment
If teaching cursive is required in
third grade this standard needs
to be continued into the next
grade levels so the skills are not
lost. This happened when I
taught 5th grade 20 years ago,
because students did not
continue cursive in 4th grade I
would need to retch in 5th.

Role
K12 Teacher

Category
Refinement Note
Grade Level
Working group agrees the WF standard 1 should extend through 5th grade to support mastery of cursive and manuscript.
Additions/Deleti
ons/Changes
Standard should read " Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.a. Read and write cursive letters, upper and lower case.b. Transcribe ideas legibly and fluently in
cursive and manuscript.
The inclusion of cursive writing standards is supported by current brain research. Producing legible writing quickly may feel like an automatic process for adults but for
children, the development of handwriting is a complex task requiring coordination of cognitive, motor, and neuromotor skills (Dinehart, 2015). When writing in cursive,
the word becomes a unit rather than a series of separate strokes and correct spelling is more likely to be retained (King, 2015). Cursive engages more cognitive
resources than keyboarding (King, 2015, Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014). In classroom studies, new research demonstrates that writing by hand allows the students to
process and summarize the lecture’s notes, through reflection and synthesis that leads to better understanding and retention than keyboarding (Mueller &
Oppenheimer, 2014). Evidence supports teaching both manuscript and cursive formats of writing and letting students choose which works best for them (Berninger,
2014). Many adults who were taught both use a combination of both formats (Berninger, 2014). Percent of balance for Literary and Informational text is a district
curriculum issue.

92

4.RL.2

Determine a theme of a story, drama, or poem from
details in the text; summarize the text.

The 2016 and 2010 standards
K12 Teacher
documents are almost exactly
the same. I was hoping for an
improvement regarding the
specifics and vertical alignment
of skills and concepts. For
instance "summarize" appears
for the first time in fourth grade,
but no where in the documents
are teachers given the student
expectations for summaries
written by fourth graders versus
those written by tenth graders.

General
Perception and
Concerns

4.RL. 2 aligns with the progression of standards across grade levels. No change necessary.

1198

4.L.1

Demonstrate command of the conventions of Standard
English grammar and usage when writing or speaking.a.
Use relative pronouns (who, whose, whom, which, that)
and relative adverbs (where, when, why).b. Form and
use the progressive verb tenses (e.g., I was walking; I am
walking; I will be walking).c. Use modal auxiliaries (e.g.,
can, may, must) to convey various conditions.d. Order
adjectives within sentences according to conventional
patterns (e.g., a small red bag rather than a red small
bag).e. Form and use prepositional phrases.f. Produce
complete sentences, recognizing and correcting
inappropriate fragments and run-ons.g. Correctly use
frequently confused words (e.g., to, too, two; there,
their).h. Write and organize one or more paragraphs
that contain: An introduction of the topic, supporting
details, and a conclusion that is appropriate to the
writing task. (Construction of paragraph(s) should
demonstrate command of Writing standards 1-3.)

I like that L.1h has been
expanded on to specifically state
introduction, supporting details
and a conclusion.

General Support none - Comment in support.

Email Comment

1.L.1

Demonstrate command of the conventions of Standard
English grammar and usage when writing or speaking.a.
Use relative pronouns (who, whose, whom, which, that)
and relative adverbs (where, when, why).b. Form and
use the progressive verb tenses (e.g., I was walking; I am
walking; I will be walking).c. Use modal auxiliaries (e.g.,
can, may, must) to convey various conditions.d. Order
adjectives within sentences according to conventional
patterns (e.g., a small red bag rather than a red small
bag).e. Form and use prepositional phrases.f. Produce
complete sentences, recognizing and correcting
inappropriate fragments and run-ons.g. Correctly use
frequently confused words (e.g., to, too, two; there,
their).h. Write and organize one or more paragraphs
that contain: An introduction of the topic, supporting
details, and a conclusion that is appropriate to the
writing task. (Construction of paragraph(s) should
demonstrate command of Writing standards 1-3.)

K12
•         The L.1/L.2 standards
Administrator
“Demonstrate command of
conventions” at elementary
level is concerning. It is not
specific as to what the level of
command will be. What will be
the metric?

The metric for demonstrating mastery would be determined at the local level.

1766

4.L.1

Demonstrate command of the conventions of Standard This seems redundant. Isn't it
English grammar and usage when writing or speaking.a. already addressed in the Writing
Use relative pronouns (who, whose, whom, which, that) Standards?
and relative adverbs (where, when, why).b. Form and
use the progressive verb tenses (e.g., I was walking; I am
walking; I will be walking).c. Use modal auxiliaries (e.g.,
can, may, must) to convey various conditions.d. Order
adjectives within sentences according to conventional
patterns (e.g., a small red bag rather than a red small
bag).e. Form and use prepositional phrases.f. Produce
complete sentences, recognizing and correcting
inappropriate fragments and run-ons.g. Correctly use
frequently confused words (e.g., to, too, two; there,
their).h. Write and organize one or more paragraphs
that contain: An introduction of the topic, supporting
details, and a conclusion that is appropriate to the
writing task. (Construction of paragraph(s) should
demonstrate command of Writing standards 1-3.)

General
Perception and
Concerns

Not redundant, in support of Writing standards

2228

4.L.1

Demonstrate command of the conventions of Standard H is a writing standard and is
English grammar and usage when writing or speaking.a. Writing standards 1-3. Take it
Use relative pronouns (who, whose, whom, which, that) out
and relative adverbs (where, when, why).b. Form and
use the progressive verb tenses (e.g., I was walking; I am
walking; I will be walking).c. Use modal auxiliaries (e.g.,
can, may, must) to convey various conditions.d. Order
adjectives within sentences according to conventional
patterns (e.g., a small red bag rather than a red small
bag).e. Form and use prepositional phrases.f. Produce
complete sentences, recognizing and correcting
inappropriate fragments and run-ons.g. Correctly use
frequently confused words (e.g., to, too, two; there,
their).h. Write and organize one or more paragraphs
that contain: An introduction of the topic, supporting
details, and a conclusion that is appropriate to the
writing task. (Construction of paragraph(s) should
demonstrate command of Writing standards 1-3.)

General
Perception and
Concerns

In support of writing standards

2703

4.L.1

Demonstrate command of the conventions of Standard Good
English grammar and usage when writing or speaking.a.
Use relative pronouns (who, whose, whom, which, that)
and relative adverbs (where, when, why).b. Form and
use the progressive verb tenses (e.g., I was walking; I am
walking; I will be walking).c. Use modal auxiliaries (e.g.,
can, may, must) to convey various conditions.d. Order
adjectives within sentences according to conventional
patterns (e.g., a small red bag rather than a red small
bag).e. Form and use prepositional phrases.f. Produce
complete sentences, recognizing and correcting
inappropriate fragments and run-ons.g. Correctly use
frequently confused words (e.g., to, too, two; there,
their).h. Write and organize one or more paragraphs
that contain: An introduction of the topic, supporting
details, and a conclusion that is appropriate to the
writing task. (Construction of paragraph(s) should
demonstrate command of Writing standards 1-3.)

General Support none

2705

4.L.2

Demonstrate command of the conventions of Standard Good
English: Capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when
writing.a. Use correct capitalization. b. Use commas and
quotation marks to mark direct speech and quotations
from a text.c. Use a comma before a coordinating
conjunction in a compound sentence.d. Spell gradeappropriate words correctly, consulting references as
needed.

General Support none

2706

4.L.3

Use knowledge of language and its conventions when
writing, speaking, reading, or listening.a. Choose words
and phrases to convey ideas precisely.b. Choose
punctuation for effect.c. Differentiate between contexts
that call for formal English (e.g., presenting ideas) and
situations where informal discourse is appropriate (e.g.,
small-group discussion).

2710

4.L.4

2711

This standard should not be
used for one or more of the
following reasons: considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content. “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood"

General
Perception and
Concerns

Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed age-appropriate.

Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and
Take out a.
multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grade 4
reading and content, choosing flexibly from a range of
strategies.a. Use context (e.g., definitions, examples, or
restatements in text) as a clue to the meaning of a word
or phrase.b. Use common, grade-appropriate Greek and
Latin affixes and roots as clues to the meaning of a word
(e.g., telegraph, photograph, autograph).c. Consult
reference materials (e.g., dictionaries, glossaries,
thesauri), both print and digital, to find the
pronunciation and determine or clarify the precise
meaning of key words and phrases.

General
Perception and
Concerns

Addressed by L4 work group

4.L.5

Demonstrate understanding of figurative language,
word relationships, and nuances in word meanings.a.
Explain the meaning of simple similes and metaphors
(e.g., as pretty as a picture) in context.b. Recognize and
explain the meaning of common idioms, adages, and
proverbs.c. Demonstrate understanding of words by
relating them to their opposites (antonyms) and to
words with similar but not identical meanings
(synonyms).

Good

General Support none

2712

4.L.6

Acquire and accurately use grade-appropriate general,
academic, and domain-specific words and phrases,
including those that signal precise actions, emotions, or
states of being (e.g., quizzed, whined, stammered) and
that are basic to a particular topic (e.g., wildlife,
conservation, and endangered when discussing animal
preservation).

This standard should not be
used for one or more of the
following reasons: considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content. “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood"

General
Perception and
Concerns

1200

4.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in
I like the focus on the syllable
decoding multisyllabic words in context and out of
pattern and morphology that
context.a. Use combined knowledge of all letter-sound this standard contains.
correspondences to read unfamiliar multisyllabic words
accurately.b. Apply knowledge of the six syllable
patterns to read grade level words accurately.c. Use
combined knowledge of morphology (e.g., roots and
affixes) to read grade level words accurately.

Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed age-appropriate.

General Support none

1258

4.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in
decoding multisyllabic words in context and out of
context.a. Use combined knowledge of all letter-sound
correspondences to read unfamiliar multisyllabic words
accurately.b. Apply knowledge of the six syllable
patterns to read grade level words accurately.c. Use
combined knowledge of morphology (e.g., roots and
affixes) to read grade level words accurately.

These phonics skills should have
been mastered by 2nd grade,
they are not developmentally
appropriate. Furthermore, it
was stated that the new
standards are "free from
embedded pedagogy and
instructional practices." Phonics
is an instructional practice and
as such, should be removed. As
a teaching practice, students in
3rd and higher would receive
phonics instruction due to
intervention needs. Why are we
dumbing down our ELA
standards?

Developmentall Phonics is one of the Big 5 components of Reading
y
Appropriate/Rig
or

1637

4.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in
Why does it change to "syllable
decoding multisyllabic words in context and out of
patterns" in fourth grade context.a. Use combined knowledge of all letter-sound instead of syllable types?
correspondences to read unfamiliar multisyllabic words
accurately.b. Apply knowledge of the six syllable
patterns to read grade level words accurately.c. Use
combined knowledge of morphology (e.g., roots and
affixes) to read grade level words accurately.

Grade Level
The use of syllable types in 2nd and 3rd grade refer to recognition of the types where 4th and 5th refer to patterns as students internalize the skill.
Additions/Deleti
ons/Changes

1667

4.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in
The addition of the 6 syllable
decoding multisyllabic words in context and out of
types to all grade levels is useful.
context.a. Use combined knowledge of all letter-sound
correspondences to read unfamiliar multisyllabic words
accurately.b. Apply knowledge of the six syllable
patterns to read grade level words accurately.c. Use
combined knowledge of morphology (e.g., roots and
affixes) to read grade level words accurately.

General Support none

1900

4.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in
decoding multisyllabic words in context and out of
context.a. Use combined knowledge of all letter-sound
correspondences to read unfamiliar multisyllabic words
accurately.b. Apply knowledge of the six syllable
patterns to read grade level words accurately.c. Use
combined knowledge of morphology (e.g., roots and
affixes) to read grade level words accurately.

Six syllable types is a tool, not a
standard. Everyone on the rdg
committee did not master the six
syllable types yet you all read
and many of you have a masters
degree. What happens is that
something like this actually
distracts from the reading
process of strong and gifted
readers. Please be careful about
what becomes a standard. It
might read, "Recognize and
apply all six syllable types when
decoding grade level texts for
students needing further reading
skill development with syllables."

General
Perception and
Concerns

The 6 syllable types support word analysis skills.

2220

4.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in
decoding multisyllabic words in context and out of
context.a. Use combined knowledge of all letter-sound
correspondences to read unfamiliar multisyllabic words
accurately.b. Apply knowledge of the six syllable
patterns to read grade level words accurately.c. Use
combined knowledge of morphology (e.g., roots and
affixes) to read grade level words accurately.

Take out six. Programs use
various ways of teaching
syllables. Say. apply knowledge
of syllable patterns.

Curriculum &
Instruction

The universal academic structure supports six syllable patterns.

2684

4.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills in
Keep.
decoding multisyllabic words in context and out of
context.a. Use combined knowledge of all letter-sound
correspondences to read unfamiliar multisyllabic words
accurately.b. Apply knowledge of the six syllable
patterns to read grade level words accurately.c. Use
combined knowledge of morphology (e.g., roots and
affixes) to read grade level words accurately.

General Support None

2683

4.RF.4

Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support
a. take out purpose and
comprehension.a. Read grade-level text with purpose
understanding and 4c
and understanding.b. Read grade-level prose and poetry
orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, and expression
on successive readings.c. Use context to confirm or selfcorrect word recognition and understanding, rereading
as necessary.

Grade Level
4a is a critical piece of the vertical articulation of reading comprehension. 4c has been addressed by the L4 committee.
Additions/Deleti
ons/Changes

2673

4.RI.1

Refer to details and examples in a text when explaining
what the text says explicitly and when drawing
inferences from the text.

This standard should not be
used for one or more of the
following reasons: considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content. “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood"

Developmentall Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed age-appropriate.
y
Appropriate/Rig
or

2179

4.RI.10

By the end of the year, proficiently and independently
read and comprehend informational texts, including
history/social studies, science, and technical texts, in a
text complexity range determined by qualitative and
quantitative measures appropriate to grade 4.

Include the third dimension of
text complexity. Change to…..in
a text complexity range
determined by qualitative
measures, quantitative
measures, and reader and task
considerations appropriate….

Grade Level
Text complexity group added the third dimension
Additions/Deleti
ons/Changes

2682

4.RI.10

By the end of the year, proficiently and independently
read and comprehend informational texts, including
history/social studies, science, and technical texts, in a
text complexity range determined by qualitative and
quantitative measures appropriate to grade 4.

This standard should not be
used for one or more of the
following reasons: considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content. “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood"

Developmentall Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed age-appropriate.
y
Appropriate/Rig
or

2674

4.RI.2

Determine the main idea of a text and explain how it is
supported by key details; summarize the text.

Take out summarize text

2675

4.RI.3

Explain events, procedures, ideas, or concepts in a
historical, scientific, or technical text, including what
happened and why, based on specific information in the
text.

This standard should not be
used for one or more of the
following reasons: considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content. “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood"

Grade Level
Summarizing is a critical piece of the vertical progression of comprehension
Additions/Deleti
ons/Changes
Developmentall Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed age-appropriate.
y
Appropriate/Rig
or

2676

4.RI.4

Determine the meaning of general academic and
This standard should not be
domain-specific words or phrases in a text relevant to a used for one or more of the
grade 4 topic or subject area.
following reasons: considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content. “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood"

Developmentall Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed age-appropriate.
y
Appropriate/Rig
or

2677

4.RI.5

Describe the overall structure (e.g., chronology,
comparison, cause/effect, and problem/solution) of
events, ideas, concepts, or information in a text or part
of a text.

This standard should not be
used for one or more of the
following reasons: considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content. “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood"

Developmentall Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed age-appropriate.
y
Appropriate/Rig
or

2678

4.RI.6

Compare and contrast a firsthand and secondhand
account of the same event or topic; describe the
differences in focus and the information provided.

This standard should not be
used for one or more of the
following reasons: considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content. “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood"

Developmentall Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed age-appropriate.
y
Appropriate/Rig
or

2679

4.RI.7

Interpret information presented visually, orally, or
quantitatively (e.g., in charts, graphs, diagrams, time
lines, animations, or interactive elements on Web pages)
and explain how the information contributes to an
understanding of the text in which it appears.

This standard should not be
used for one or more of the
following reasons: considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content. “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood"

Developmentall Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed age-appropriate.
y
Appropriate/Rig
or

2680

4.RI.8

Explain how an author uses reasons and evidence to
support particular points in a text.

This standard should not be
used for one or more of the
following reasons: considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content. “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood"

Developmentall Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed age-appropriate.
y
Appropriate/Rig
or

2681

4.RI.9

Integrate information from two texts on the same topic This standard should not be
in order to write or speak about the subject
used for one or more of the
knowledgeably.
following reasons: considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content. “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood"

Developmentall Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed age-appropriate.
y
Appropriate/Rig
or

2664

4.RL.1

Refer to details and examples in a text when explaining
what the text says explicitly and when drawing
inferences from the text.

This standard should not be
used for one or more of the
following reasons: considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content. “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood"

Developmentall Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed age-appropriate.
y
Appropriate/Rig
or

2182

4.RL.10

By the end of the year, proficiently and independently
read and comprehend literature, including stories,
dramas, and poetry, in a text complexity range
determined by qualitative and quantitative measures
appropriate to grade 4.

Include the third dimension of
text complexity. Change to…..in
a text complexity range
determined by qualitative
measures, quantitative
measures, and reader and task
considerations appropriate….

Grade Level
Text complexity group added the third dimension
Additions/Deleti
ons/Changes

2672

4.RL.10

By the end of the year, proficiently and independently
read and comprehend literature, including stories,
dramas, and poetry, in a text complexity range
determined by qualitative and quantitative measures
appropriate to grade 4.

This standard should not be
used for one or more of the
following reasons: considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content. “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood"

Developmentall Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed age-appropriate.
y
Appropriate/Rig
or

2665

4.RL.2

Determine a theme of a story, drama, or poem from
details in the text; summarize the text.

This standard should not be
used for one or more of the
following reasons: considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content. “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood"

Developmentall Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed age-appropriate.
y
Appropriate/Rig
or

2666

4.RL.3

Describe in depth a character, setting, or event in a story This standard should not be
or drama, drawing on specific details in the text (e.g., a used for one or more of the
character’s thoughts, words, or actions).
following reasons: considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content. “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood"

Developmentall Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed age-appropriate.
y
Appropriate/Rig
or

1197

4.RL.4

Determine the meaning of words, phrases, and
figurative language found in stories, myths, and
traditional literature from different cultures, including
those that allude to significant characters.

Implementation The structural design of the standards support their inegration as stated in the ELA introduction
of Standards

I like that figurative language has
been added to this standard. It
might be helpful to make a
comment linking this standard to
L.5 where it lists the types of
figurative language expected for
4th graders to understand.

2219

4.RL.4

Determine the meaning of words, phrases, and
figurative language found in stories, myths, and
traditional literature from different cultures, including
those that allude to significant characters.

You took out an important
element in this standard. Now it
reads..including those that
allude to significant characters-who are these? Add an e.g.
(mythological characters). and
add literary to
characters...significant literary
characters. The point of this
standard is for students to
notice that meaning is given
based on allusions to literacy
characters. We have to know
something about the literary
characters in order to
understand the text.

Curriculum &
Instruction

The standard still supports understanding of allusions to characters. Specific types of characters is a local decision.

2667

4.RL.4

Determine the meaning of words, phrases, and
figurative language found in stories, myths, and
traditional literature from different cultures, including
those that allude to significant characters.

This standard should not be
used for one or more of the
following reasons: considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content. “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood"

Developmentall Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed age-appropriate.
y
Appropriate/Rig
or

2668

4.RL.5

Explain the overall structure and major differences
between poetry, drama, and prose.

This standard should not be
used for one or more of the
following reasons: considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content. “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood"

Developmentall Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed age-appropriate.
y
Appropriate/Rig
or

2669

4.RL.6

Compare and contrast the point of view from which
different stories are narrated, including the difference
between first-and third-person narrations.

This standard should not be
used for one or more of the
following reasons: considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content. “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood"

Developmentall Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed age-appropriate.
y
Appropriate/Rig
or

2670

4.RL.7

Make connections between the text of a story or drama
and a visual or oral presentation of the text, identifying
where each version reflects specific descriptions and
directions in the text.

This standard should not be
used for one or more of the
following reasons: considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content. “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood"

Developmentall Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed age-appropriate.
y
Appropriate/Rig
or

2671

4.RL.9

Compare and contrast the treatment of similar themes
and topics (e.g., opposition of good and evil) and
patterns of events (e.g., the quest) in stories, myths, and
traditional literature from different cultures.

This standard should not be
used for one or more of the
following reasons: considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content. “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood"

Developmentall Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed age-appropriate.
y
Appropriate/Rig
or

2695

4.SL.1

Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions
(one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led) with diverse
partners on grade 4 topics and texts, building on others’
ideas and expressing their own clearly.a. Come to
discussions prepared having read or studied required
material; explicitly draw on that preparation and other
information known about the topic to explore ideas
under discussion.b. Follow agreed-upon rules for
discussions and carry out assigned roles.c. Pose and
respond to specific questions to clarify or follow up on
information, and make comments that contribute to the
discussion and link to the remarks of others.d. Review
the key ideas expressed and explain their own ideas and
understanding in light of the discussion.

This standard should not be
used for one or more of the
following reasons: considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content. “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood"

Developmentall Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed age-appropriate.
y
Appropriate/Rig
or

2696

4.SL.2

Paraphrase portions of a text read aloud or information This standard should not be
presented in diverse media and formats, including
used for one or more of the
visually, quantitatively, and orally.
following reasons: considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content. “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood"

Developmentall Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed age-appropriate.
y
Appropriate/Rig
or

2697

4.SL.3

Identify the reasons and evidence a speaker provides to This standard should not be
support particular points.
used for one or more of the
following reasons: considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content. “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood"

Developmentall Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed age-appropriate.
y
Appropriate/Rig
or

2702

4.SL.4

Report on a topic or text, tell a story, or recount an
experience in an organized manner, using appropriate
facts and relevant, descriptive details to support main
ideas or themes; speak clearly at an understandable
pace.

This standard should not be
used for one or more of the
following reasons: considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content. “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood"

Developmentall Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed age-appropriate.
y
Appropriate/Rig
or

2699

4.SL.5

2700

4.SL.6

Add audio recordings and visual displays to
presentations when appropriate to enhance the
development of main ideas or themes.
Differentiate between contexts that call for formal
English (e.g., presenting ideas) and situations where
informal discourse is appropriate (e.g., small-group
discussion); use formal English when appropriate to task
and situation. (See grade 4 Language standards 1 and 3
for specific expectations).

take out when appropriate to
enhance the development of
main ideas or themes
This standard should not be
used for one or more of the
following reasons: considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content. “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood"

Grade Level
Removing 'when appropriate" would remove clarity and focus from the standard.
Additions/Deleti
ons/Changes
Developmentall Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed age-appropriate.
y
Appropriate/Rig
or

2685

4.W.1

Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a
point of view with reasons and information.a. Introduce
a topic or text clearly, state an opinion, and create an
organizational structure in which related ideas are
grouped to support the writer’s purpose.b. Provide
reasons that are supported by facts and details.c. Link
opinion and reasons using words and phrases (e.g., for
instance, in order to, in addition).d. Provide a concluding
statement or section related to the opinion presented.

This standard should not be
used for one or more of the
following reasons: considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content. “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood"

Developmentall Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed age-appropriate.
y
Appropriate/Rig
or

2694

4.W.10

Write routinely over extended time frames (time for
research, reflection, and revision) and shorter time
frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of
discipline-specific tasks, purposes, and audiences.

This standard should not be
used for one or more of the
following reasons: considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content. “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood"

Developmentall Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed age-appropriate.
y
Appropriate/Rig
or

2686

4.W.2

Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic
and convey ideas and information clearly.a. Introduce a
topic clearly and group related information in
paragraphs and sections; include formatting (e.g.,
headings), illustrations, and multimedia when useful to
aiding comprehension.b. Develop the topic with facts,
definitions, concrete details, quotations, or other
information and examples related to the topic.c. Link
ideas within categories of information using words and
phrases (e.g., another, for example, also, because).d.
Use precise language and domain-specific vocabulary to
inform about or explain the topic.e. Provide a
concluding statement or section related to the
information or explanation presented.

This standard should not be
used for one or more of the
following reasons: considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content. “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood"

Developmentall Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed age-appropriate.
y
Appropriate/Rig
or

2687

4.W.3

Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences
or events using effective technique, descriptive details,
and clear event sequences.a. Orient the reader by
establishing a situation and introducing a narrator
and/or characters; organize an event sequence that
unfolds naturally.b. Use dialogue and description to
develop experiences and events or show the responses
of characters to situations.c. Use a variety of transitional
words and phrases to manage the sequence of events.d.
Use concrete words and phrases and sensory details to
convey experiences and events precisely.e. Provide a
conclusion that follows from the narrated experiences
or events.

This standard should not be
used for one or more of the
following reasons: considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content. “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood"

Developmentall Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed age-appropriate.
y
Appropriate/Rig
or

2221

4.W.4

Produce clear and coherent writing in which the
Add WF standards in the
development and organization are appropriate to task, parenthesis.
purpose, and audience. (Grade-specific expectations for
writing types are defined in standards 1–3 above).

Implementation The structural design of the standards support their inegration as stated in the ELA introduction
of Standards

2688

4.W.4

Produce clear and coherent writing in which the
development and organization are appropriate to task,
purpose, and audience. (Grade-specific expectations for
writing types are defined in standards 1–3 above).

This standard should not be
used for one or more of the
following reasons: considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content. “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood"

Developmentall Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed age-appropriate.
y
Appropriate/Rig
or

2222

4.W.5

Add WF standards in the
parenthesis

Implementation The structural design of the standards support their integration as stated in the ELA introduction
of Standards

2689

4.W.5

With guidance and support from peers and adults,
develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning,
revising, and editing. (Editing for conventions should
demonstrate command of Language standards 1–3 up
to and including grade 4).
With guidance and support from peers and adults,
develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning,
revising, and editing. (Editing for conventions should
demonstrate command of Language standards 1–3 up
to and including grade 4).

This standard should not be
used for one or more of the
following reasons: considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content. “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood"

Developmentall Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed age-appropriate.
y
Appropriate/Rig
or

1199

4.W.6

I appreciate that the page limit
for how much students should
type has been removed.

General Support None

1423

4.W.6

This standard is essential for
college and career success.

General Support None

2224

4.W.6

With some guidance and support from adults, use
technology, including the internet, to produce and
publish writing as well as to interact and collaborate
with others; demonstrate sufficient command of
keyboarding skills to complete a writing task.
With some guidance and support from adults, use
technology, including the internet, to produce and
publish writing as well as to interact and collaborate
with others; demonstrate sufficient command of
keyboarding skills to complete a writing task.
With some guidance and support from adults, use
technology, including the internet, to produce and
publish writing as well as to interact and collaborate
with others; demonstrate sufficient command of
keyboarding skills to complete a writing task.

You took out a critical element in
this standard which gave
information about what
students should be able to do. A
writing task could be a sentence,
it could be a paragraph.
Providing the length (number of
pages) was a specific that should
be kept in. Also the idea that it
should be accomplished in a
single sitting is very important.
As written this could be
interpreted many many different
ways.

Curriculum &
Instruction

The standard provides the learning objective; the specific measures is a decision of local control.

2690

4.W.6

With some guidance and support from adults, use
technology, including the internet, to produce and
publish writing as well as to interact and collaborate
with others; demonstrate sufficient command of
keyboarding skills to complete a writing task.

This standard should not be
used for one or more of the
following reasons: considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content. “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood"

Developmentall Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed age-appropriate.
y
Appropriate/Rig
or

2691

4.W.7

Conduct short research projects that build knowledge
through investigation of different aspects of a topic.

one project

2692

4.W.8

Recall relevant information from experiences or gather
relevant information from print and digital sources; take
notes, categorize information, and provide a list of
sources.

This standard should not be
used for one or more of the
following reasons: considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content. “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood"

Grade Level
This standard is in alignment with W.10
Additions/Deleti
ons/Changes
Developmentall Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed age-appropriate.
y
Appropriate/Rig
or

2693

4.W.9

Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to
support analysis, reflection, and research.a. Apply grade
4 Reading standards to literature.b. Apply grade 4
Reading standards to informational texts.

This standard should not be
used for one or more of the
following reasons: considered
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content. “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in
the type of critical thinking that
the Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood"

Developmentall Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed age-appropriate.
y
Appropriate/Rig
or

1080

4.RL.10

By the end of the year, proficiently and independently
read and comprehend literature, including stories,
dramas, and poetry, in a text complexity range
determined by qualitative and quantitative measures
appropriate to grade 4.

Some standards were shorten
K12 Teacher
and simplified, while others were
lengthened in order to include indepth explanations. Both
simplified and deepened
standards were easily
understood.

General Support None

Specifically, 4.RL.10 on reading
and comprehending literature
added in proficiency and
removed scaffolding, and also
added quantitative and
qualitative measures. Proficiency
is an important addition because
students should be reading
proficiently in order to
comprehend what they are
reading.
1208

K-5 phonics focus in much K12 Teacher
needed. Also,
incorporating handwriting
is much needed. It should
be a expectation 1st - 5th.

Grade Level
Addressed through addition of 4.WF.1
Additions/Deleti
ons/Changes

1530

K12 Teacher
I prefer the progression
format to the current draft
format. Teachers need to
be able to see how the
standards build and align
across grade-levels. The
sight word list should be
standardized and
provided ("research
based" is vague).
Removing examples from
4th and 5th grade
standards does not help to
l if
k12
I support the reParent/Guardian
introduction of cursive
handwriting to the
educational standards. In
the proposed draft
standard, cursive
handwriting is taught in
Grade 3. It's important to
continue encouraging
students to write in
cursive beyond. They
need to continue
practicing so that it is
reinforced and that the
skill they learned is not
lost or neglected. It is
recommended that the
following sentence be
added to the standards for
Grades 4 and
5:“Transcribe ideas legibly

General
Perception and
Concerns

1995

Progression format will be in final draft. Specific examples were intenionally removed to maintain local curriculum control.

Grade Level
Addressed through addition of 4.WF.1
Additions/Deleti
ons/Changes

English Language Arts Public Feedback on the Draft Standards - Grade 5
SID
Number
55

Standard
Coding
5.L.1

Draft Standard

Public Comment

Role

Demonstrate command of the conventions of
Standard English grammar and usage when
writing or speaking.
a. Explain the function of conjunctions,
prepositions, and interjections in general and
their
function in particular sentences.
b. Form and use the perfect (e.g., I had walked;
I have walked; I will have walked) verb
tenses.
c. Use verb tense to convey various times,
sequences, states, and conditions.
d. Recognize and correct inappropriate shifts in
verb tense.
e. Use correlative conjunctions (e.g., either/or,
neither/nor).
f. Write and organize one or more paragraphs
that contain: a topic sentence, supporting
details, and a conclusion that is appropriate to
the writing task
(Reference Writing standards 1-3).

A close examination of 5th grade K12
revealed the following:
Administrato
incorrect us of a colon in 5.L.1 f. r
Also, F is included in each of the
writing standards, so it is
redundant and goes BEYOND
conventions. Additionally, the
use of "conclusion" versus
"concluding statement" implies
a separate paragraph. In 5.L.2
"Standard" English appears
though "standard" does NOT
need to be capitalized. In 5.W.3 c
the inclusion of "clauses" has
been eliminated but "After he
left" is a transitional clause vs
phrase.

Category

Refinement Note
Vertical articulation needed 3-5

55

5.L.2

Demonstrate command of the conventions of
Standard English capitalization, punctuation,
and spelling when writing.
a. Use punctuation to separate items in a series.
b. Use a comma to separate an introductory
element from the rest of the sentence.
c. Use a comma to set off the words yes and no
(e.g., Yes, thank you), to set off a tag
question from the rest of the sentence (e.g., It’s
true, isn’t it?), and to indicate direct
address (e.g., Is that you, Steve?).
d. Use underlining, quotation marks, or italics to
indicate titles of works.
e. Spell grade-appropriate words correctly,
consulting references as needed.

A close examination of 5th grade K12
revealed the following: incorrect Administrato
us of a colon in 5.L.1 f. Also, F is r
included in each of the writing
standards, so it is redundant and
goes BEYOND conventions.
Additionally, the use of
"conclusion" versus "concluding
statement" implies a separate
paragraph. In 5.L.2 "Standard"
English appears though
"standard" does NOT need to be
capitalized. In 5.W.3 c the
inclusion of "clauses" has been
eliminated but "After he left" is a
transitional clause vs phrase.

Grade Level No change recommended. According to Merriam Webster, Standard
Additions/De English is capitalized.
letions/Chan
ges

55

5.W.3.c

Write narratives to develop real or imagined
experiences or events using effective technique,
descriptive details, and clear event sequences.
a. Orient the reader by establishing a situation
and introducing a narrator and/or characters;
organize an event sequence that unfolds
naturally.
b. Use narrative techniques, such as dialogue
and description, to develop experiences and
events or show the responses of characters to
situations.
c. Use a variety of transitional words and
phrases to manage the sequence of events.
d. Use concrete words and phrases and sensory
details to convey experiences and events
precisely.
e. Provide a conclusion that follows from the
narrated experiences or events.

A close examination of 5th grade K12
revealed the following: incorrect Administrato
us of a colon in 5.L.1 f. Also, F is r
included in each of the writing
standards, so it is redundant and
goes BEYOND conventions.
Additionally, the use of
"conclusion" versus "concluding
statement" implies a separate
paragraph. In 5.L.2 "Standard"
English appears though
"standard" does NOT need to be
capitalized. In 5.W.3 c the
inclusion of "clauses" has been
eliminated but "After he left" is
a transitional clause vs phrase.

Grade Level No change recommended. Term clause appears beginning in 6th grade.
Additions/De
letions/Chan
ges

69

3.WF.1

Demonstrate and apply handwriting skills.
a. Read and write cursive letters, upper and
lower case.
b. Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive and
manuscript, with appropriate spacing and
indentation.

If teaching cursive is required in K12 Teacher
third grade this standard needs to
be continued into the next grade
levels so the skills are not lost.
This happened when I taught 5th
grade 20 years ago, because
students did not continue cursive
in 4th grade I would need to retch
in 5th.

Vertical articulation needed 3-5

159

5.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills
in decoding multisyllabic words in context and
out of context.
a. Use combined knowledge of all letter-sound
correspondences to accurately read unfamiliar
multisyllabic words.
b. Apply knowledge of the six syllable patterns
to read grade level words accurately.
c. Use combined knowledge of morphology to
read grade level words accurately.
d. Know and apply common, grade-appropriate
Greek and Latin affixes and roots to accurately
read unfamiliar words.

As a former science teacher, I like K12 Teacher General
the emphasis on informational
Support
text not only in reading but in
writing. I like the addition of root
words, suffixes, and prefixes. I
teach at a traditional school and
this is part of our curriculum and I
felt an important part of reading.
I am glad to see that it is a
requirement for all fifth grade
students.

Comment in support of standards.

283

It seems to be more cohesive and K12 Teacher Curriculum No change recommended. Research expectations and pacing are
not so vague that teachers have
& Instruction decided at the district level.
to spend hours trying to figure
out what is actually required. I
am very glad cursive was added
back in. I also like that the
writing standards are clear and
appropriate (5th Grade). I am
concerned that there is too
much to cover in the year.
Especially the research portions,
which is difficult to fit in because
many students do not
comprehend what research says
or can assimilate it into their
own words at the age of 11.

283

1768

5.L.1

Demonstrate command of the conventions of
Standard English grammar and usage when
writing or speaking.a. Explain the function of
conjunctions, prepositions, and interjections in
general and their function in particular
sentences.b. Form and use the perfect (e.g., I
had walked; I have walked; I will have walked)
verb tenses.c. Use verb tense to convey various
times, sequences, states, and conditions. d.
Recognize and correct inappropriate shifts in
verb tense.e. Use correlative conjunctions (e.g.,
either/or, neither/nor). f. Write and organize
one or more paragraphs that contain: a topic
sentence, supporting details, and a conclusion
that is appropriate to the writing task
(Reference Writing standards 1-3).

It seems to be more cohesive
K12 Teacher General
and not so vague that teachers
Support
have to spend hours trying to
figure out what is actually
required. I am very glad cursive
was added back in. I also like
that the writing standards are
clear and appropriate (5th
Grade). I am concerned that
there is too much to cover in the
year. Especially the research
portions, which is difficult to fit in
because many students do not
comprehend what research says
or can assimilate it into their own
words at the age of 11.

Comment in support of standards.

My hard copy shows "Write and K12 Teacher
organize one or more paragraphs,
" but it is not showing on here.
Also, I am concerned that if it
uses the word "or" between
"one" and "more," some
educators may interpret this as
one paragraph is sufficient for a
fifth grader.

This standard is in alignment with 5.W.10

General
Perception
and
Concerns

2232

5.L.1

Demonstrate command of the conventions of f. Take this out. This is a writing K12 Teacher
Standard English grammar and usage when
standards and is address in
writing or speaking.a. Explain the function of
writing standards 1, 2, and 3.
conjunctions, prepositions, and interjections in
general and their function in particular
sentences.b. Form and use the perfect (e.g., I
had walked; I have walked; I will have walked)
verb tenses.c. Use verb tense to convey various
times, sequences, states, and conditions. d.
Recognize and correct inappropriate shifts in
verb tense.e. Use correlative conjunctions (e.g.,
either/or, neither/nor). f. Write and organize
one or more paragraphs that contain: a topic
sentence, supporting details, and a conclusion
that is appropriate to the writing task
(Reference Writing standards 1-3).

2760

5.L.1

Demonstrate command of the conventions of good
Standard English grammar and usage when
writing or speaking.a. Explain the function of
conjunctions, prepositions, and interjections in
general and their function in particular
sentences.b. Form and use the perfect (e.g., I
had walked; I have walked; I will have walked)
verb tenses.c. Use verb tense to convey various
times, sequences, states, and conditions. d.
Recognize and correct inappropriate shifts in
verb tense.e. Use correlative conjunctions (e.g.,
either/or, neither/nor). f. Write and organize
one or more paragraphs that contain: a topic
sentence, supporting details, and a conclusion
that is appropriate to the writing task
(Reference Writing standards 1-3).

General
Perception
and
Concerns

K12
General
ParentGuard Support
ian

Writing 1,2 & 3 are "Text Types and Purposes" and do not address
written language structure.

None

1536

5.L.2

Demonstrate command of the conventions of e. needs to be moved down to
Standard English capitalization, punctuation,
the next line
and spelling when writing.a. Use punctuation to
separate items in a series.b. Use a comma to
separate an introductory element from the rest
of the sentence.c. Use a comma to set off the
words yes and no (e.g., Yes, thank you), to set
off a tag question from the rest of the sentence
(e.g., It’s true, isn’t it?), and to indicate direct
address (e.g., Is that you, Steve?).d. Use
underlining, quotation marks, or italics to
indicate titles of works. e. Spell gradeappropriate words correctly, consulting
references as needed.

K12 Teacher General
Perception
and
Concerns

Standard is correct as written

2761

5.L.2

Demonstrate command of the conventions of good
Standard English capitalization, punctuation,
and spelling when writing.a. Use punctuation to
separate items in a series.b. Use a comma to
separate an introductory element from the rest
of the sentence.c. Use a comma to set off the
words yes and no (e.g., Yes, thank you), to set
off a tag question from the rest of the sentence
(e.g., It’s true, isn’t it?), and to indicate direct
address (e.g., Is that you, Steve?).d. Use
underlining, quotation marks, or italics to
indicate titles of works. e. Spell gradeappropriate words correctly, consulting
references as needed.

K12
General
ParentGuard Support
ian

None

2762

5.L.3

Use knowledge of language and its conventions a. teaching a skill and is unclearwhen writing, speaking, reading, or listening.a. eliminate
Expand, combine, and reduce sentences for
meaning, reader/listener interest, and style.b.
Compare and contrast the varieties of English
(e.g., dialects, registers) used in stories, dramas,
or poems.

K12
Grade Level Correct as written, section a. supports opening statement
ParentGuard Additions/De
ian
letions/Chan
ges

2763

5.L.4

Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown good
and multiple-meaning words and phrases based
on grade 5 reading and content, choosing
flexibly from a range of strategies.a. Use
context (e.g., cause/effect relationships and
comparisons in text) as a clue to the meaning of
a word or phrase.b. Use common, gradeappropriate Greek and Latin affixes and roots as
clues to the meaning of a word (e.g.,
photograph, photosynthesis).c. Consult
reference materials (e.g., dictionaries,
glossaries, thesauruses), both print and digital,
to find the pronunciation and determine or
clarify the precise meaning of key words and
phrases.

K12
General
ParentGuard Support
ian

None

2764

5.L.5

Demonstrate understanding of figurative
good
language, word relationships, and nuances in
word meanings.a. Interpret figurative language,
including similes and metaphors, in context.b.
Recognize and explain the meaning of common
idioms, adages, and proverbs.c. Use the
relationship between particular words (e.g.,
synonyms, antonyms, homographs) to better
understand each of the words.

K12
General
ParentGuard Support
ian

None

2765

5.L.6

Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate
general academic and domain-specific words
and phrases, including those that signal
contrast, addition, and other logical
relationships (e.g., however, although,
nevertheless, similarly, moreover, in addition).

This standard should not be used K12
for one or more of the following ParentGuard
reasons: considered
ian
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content.

Developmen Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed appropriate.
tally
Appropriate/
Rigor

1252

5.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills
in decoding multisyllabic words in context and
out of context.a. Use combined knowledge of
all letter-sound correspondences to accurately
read unfamiliar multisyllabic words.b. Apply
knowledge of the six syllable patterns to read
grade level words accurately.c. Use combined
knowledge of morphology to read grade level
words accurately.d. Know and apply common,
grade-appropriate Greek and Latin affixes and
roots to accurately read unfamiliar words.

Why is my child (who is a 5th
K12
grader this year) need additional ParentGuard
phonics instruction, when these ian
foundational skills should have
been mastered in 2nd grade? I
don't believe that explicit
teaching of phonics from 3rd
grade up is developmentally
appropriate. Furthermore, the
ADE states that new ELA
standards "are free from
embedded pedagogy and
instructional practices." What is
phonics but an instructional
practice. Phonics does not
belong in our standards,
especially in 3-5.

Developmen Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed appropriate;
tally
phonics is a basic component of reading.
Appropriate/
Rigor

2231

5.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills
in decoding multisyllabic words in context and
out of context.a. Use combined knowledge of
all letter-sound correspondences to accurately
read unfamiliar multisyllabic words.b. Apply
knowledge of the six syllable patterns to read
grade level words accurately.c. Use combined
knowledge of morphology to read grade level
words accurately.d. Know and apply common,
grade-appropriate Greek and Latin affixes and
roots to accurately read unfamiliar words.

This needs a rewrite. In the old K12 Teacher Curriculum The universal academic structure supports 6 syllable patterns
standard the students were to
& Instruction
use a combined knowledge of...
a, b, c, and d. to decode words.
How can you used a combined
knowledge of morphology? c and
d are the same. Greek and Latin
affixes and roots are morphology.
Take out the word six. That is
program (curriculum) specific.
Some programs (like Spalding)
use other ways of teaching
syllables.

2743

5.RF.3

Know and apply phonics and word analysis skills Good
in decoding multisyllabic words in context and
out of context.a. Use combined knowledge of
all letter-sound correspondences to accurately
read unfamiliar multisyllabic words.b. Apply
knowledge of the six syllable patterns to read
grade level words accurately.c. Use combined
knowledge of morphology to read grade level
words accurately.d. Know and apply common,
grade-appropriate Greek and Latin affixes and
roots to accurately read unfamiliar words.

K12
General
ParentGuard Support
ian

None

2744

5.RF.4

Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to
a. Take out purpose and
support comprehension.a. Read grade-level
understanding. c. eliminate
text with purpose and understanding.b. Read
grade-level prose and poetry orally with
accuracy, appropriate rate, and expression on
successive readings.c. Use context to confirm or
self-correct word recognition and
understanding, rereading as necessary.

K12
Grade Level Critical piece of vertical articulation. 4c has been addressed throuh the
ParentGuard Additions/De L4 committee.
ian
letions/Chan
ges

2733

5.RI.1

Quote accurately from a text when explaining This standard should not be used K12
what the text says explicitly and when drawing for one or more of the following ParentGuard
inferences from the text.
reasons: considered
ian
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content. “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in the
type of critical thinking that the
Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood"

2184

5.RI.10

2742

5.RI.10

2734

5.RI.2

By the end of the year, proficiently and
independently read and comprehend
informational text, including history/social
studies, science and technological texts, in a
text complexity range determined by qualitative
and quantitative measures appropriate to grade
5.
By the end of the year, proficiently and
independently read and comprehend
informational text, including history/social
studies, science and technological texts, in a
text complexity range determined by qualitative
and quantitative measures appropriate to grade
5.
Determine two or more main ideas of a text
and explain how they are supported by key
details; summarize the text.

Developmen Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed appropriate.
tally
Appropriate/
Rigor

Include the third dimension of
text complexity. Change to…..in a
text complexity range determined
by qualitative measures,
quantitative measures, and
reader and task considerations
appropriate….
Just state read and comprehend
informational text appropriate to
grade 5. Problems for special ed
students and English language
learner students.

K12 Teacher Grade Level Text complexity group added the third dimension
Additions/De
letions/Chan
ges

Take out summarize text.

K12
Grade Level Summarizing is a critical piece of the vertical progression of
ParentGuard Additions/De comprehension.
ian
letions/Chan
ges

K12
General
ParentGuard Perception
ian
and
Concerns

Concerns addressed in the introduction to the ELA Standards.

2735

5.RI.3

Explain the relationships or interactions
between two or more individuals, events, ideas,
or concepts in a historical, scientific, or
technical text, based on specific information in
the text.

This standard should not be used K12
for one or more of the following ParentGuard
reasons: considered
ian
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content. “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in the
type of critical thinking that the
Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood"

Developmen Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed appropriate.
tally
Appropriate/
Rigor

2736

5.RI.4

Determine the meaning of general academic
This standard should not be used K12
and domain-specific words and phrases in a text for one or more of the following ParentGuard
reasons: considered
ian
relevant to a grade 5 topic or subject area.
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content.

Developmen Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed appropriate.
tally
Appropriate/
Rigor

2737

5.RI.5

Compare and contrast the overall structure
(e.g., chronology, comparison, cause/effect,
and problem/solution) of events, ideas,
concepts, or information in two or more texts.

Developmen Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed appropriate.
tally
Appropriate/
Rigor

This standard should not be used K12
for one or more of the following ParentGuard
reasons: considered
ian
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content.

2738

5.RI.6

Analyze multiple accounts of the same event or This standard should not be used K12
topic, noting important similarities and
for one or more of the following ParentGuard
differences in the point of view they represent. reasons: considered
ian
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content. “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in the
type of critical thinking that the
Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood"

Developmen Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed appropriate.
tally
Appropriate/
Rigor

2739

5.RI.7

Draw on information from multiple print or
digital sources, demonstrating the ability to
locate an answer to a question quickly or to
solve a problem efficiently.

This standard should not be used K12
for one or more of the following ParentGuard
reasons: considered
ian
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content.

Developmen Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed appropriate.
tally
Appropriate/
Rigor

2740

5.RI.8

Explain how an author uses reasons and
evidence to support particular points in a text,
identifying which reasons and evidence support
which point(s).

This standard should not be used K12
for one or more of the following ParentGuard
reasons: considered
ian
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content.

Developmen Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed appropriate.
tally
Appropriate/
Rigor

2741

5.RI.9

Integrate information from several texts on the This standard should not be used K12
same topic in order to write or speak about the for one or more of the following ParentGuard
subject knowledgeably.
reasons: considered
ian
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content.

Developmen Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed appropriate.
tally
Appropriate/
Rigor

2716

5.RL.1

Quote accurately from a text when explaining This standard should not be used K12
what the text says explicitly and when drawing for one or more of the following ParentGuard
inferences from the text.
reasons: considered
ian
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content. “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in the
type of critical thinking that the
Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood"

2183

5.RL.10

By the end of the year, proficiently and
independently read and comprehend literature,
including stories, dramas, and poetry, in a text
complexity range determined by qualitative and
quantitative measures appropriate to grade 5.

2732

5.RL.10

By the end of the year, proficiently and
independently read and comprehend literature,
including stories, dramas, and poetry, in a text
complexity range determined by qualitative and
quantitative measures appropriate to grade 5.

1201

5.RL.2

Determine a theme of a story, drama, or poem
from details of the text; include how characters
in story or drama respond to challenges, how
the speaker in a poem reflects upon a topic,
and a summary of the text.

1517

5.RL.2

Determine a theme of a story, drama, or poem Punctuate consistent with the
from details of the text; include how characters other grade levels.
in story or drama respond to challenges, how
the speaker in a poem reflects upon a topic,
and a summary of the text.

Include the third dimension of
text complexity. Change to…..in a
text complexity range determined
by qualitative measures,
quantitative measures, and
reader and task considerations
appropriate….
Simplify to state read and
comprehend literature
appropriate to grade 5. There
needs to be accommodations for
special ed and English language
learners.
The way the punctuation of this
standard changed makes it less
clear that students should be able
to summarize the text and is
inconsistent with the punctuation
of both the fourth grade and 6th
grade RL.2 standards.

Developmen Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed appropriate.
tally
Appropriate/
Rigor

K12 Teacher Grade Level Text complexity group added the third dimension
Additions/De
letions/Chan
ges

K12
General
ParentGuard Perception
ian
and
Concerns

Concerns addressed in the introduction to the ELA Standards.

Community General
Member
Perception
and
Concerns

Standard is correct as written

K12 Teacher General
Perception
and
Concerns

Standard is correct as written

1520

5.RL.2

Determine a theme of a story, drama, or poem
from details of the text; include how characters
in story or drama respond to challenges, how
the speaker in a poem reflects upon a topic,
and a summary of the text.

for consistency with other grade K12 Teacher
levels, the standard could include
a semicolon and then "summarize
the text"

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Standard is correct as written

1521

5.RL.2

Determine a theme of a story, drama, or poem Change to ;summarize the text.
from details of the text; include how characters
in story or drama respond to challenges, how
the speaker in a poem reflects upon a topic,
and a summary of the text.

K12 Teacher General
Perception
and
Concerns

Standard is correct as written

1522

5.RL.2

Determine a theme of a story, drama, or poem
from details of the text; include how characters
in story or drama respond to challenges, how
the speaker in a poem reflects upon a topic,
and a summary of the text.

In order to be consistent with the K12 Teacher
other standards this should read
";summarize the text" instead of
"and a summary of the text".

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Standard is correct as written

1527

5.RL.2

Determine a theme of a story, drama, or poem
from details of the text; include how characters
in story or drama respond to challenges, how
the speaker in a poem reflects upon a topic,
and a summary of the text.

In order to match the other grade K12 Teacher
levels with this standard - - put a
semi colon in front of ;summarize
the text.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Standard is correct as written

2718

5.RL.2

Determine a theme of a story, drama, or poem
from details of the text; include how characters
in story or drama respond to challenges, how
the speaker in a poem reflects upon a topic,
and a summary of the text.

This standard should not be used K12
for one or more of the following ParentGuard
reasons: considered
ian
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content.

Developmen Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed appropriate.
tally
Appropriate/
Rigor

1202

5.RL.5

Explain the overall structure of a text: how a
series of chapters, scenes, or stanzas fits into
the overall work.

I like how this standard was
Community General
revised to emphasize the focus on Member
Support
overall structure of a text.

None

2720

5.RL.5

Explain the overall structure of a text: how a
series of chapters, scenes, or stanzas fits into
the overall work.

This standard should not be used K12
for one or more of the following ParentGuard
reasons: considered
ian
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content. “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in the
type of critical thinking that the
Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood"

Developmen Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed appropriate.
tally
Appropriate/
Rigor

2725

5.RL.7

Analyze how visual and multimedia elements
contribute to the purpose, meaning, or tone of
the text (e.g., graphic novel, multimedia
presentation of fiction, folktale, myth, and
poem).

This standard should not be used K12
for one or more of the following ParentGuard
reasons: considered
ian
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content.

Developmen Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed appropriate.
tally
Appropriate/
Rigor

2726

5.RL.9

Compare and contrast stories in the same genre Take out on their approaches to
(e.g., mysteries and adventure stories) on their similar themes and topics
approaches to similar themes and topics.

K12
Grade Level Standard is aligned to the vertical articulation of the skill
ParentGuard Additions/De
ian
letions/Chan
ges

2754

5.SL.1

Engage effectively in a range of collaborative
This standard should not be used K12
discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher- for one or more of the following ParentGuard
led) with diverse partners on grade 5 topics and reasons: considered
ian
texts, building on others’ ideas and expressing developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
their own clearly.a. Come to discussions
standard, are unclear. teach “allprepared having read or studied required
purpose tools” vs needed
material; explicitly draw on that preparation
and other information known about the topic to content. “We cannot regulate
explore ideas under discussion.b. Follow agreed- biology. Young children are
upon rules for discussions and carry out
simply not wired to engage in the
assigned roles. c. Pose and respond to specific type of critical thinking that the
questions by making comments that contribute Common Core calls for. That
to the discussion and elaborate on the remarks would require a fully developed
of others.d. Review the key ideas expressed and prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
draw conclusions in light of information and
until early adulthood"
knowledge gained from the discussions.

Developmen Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed appropriate.
tally
Appropriate/
Rigor

2755

5.SL.2

Summarize a written text read aloud or
information presented in diverse media and
formats, including visually, quantitatively, and
orally.

This standard should not be used K12
for one or more of the following ParentGuard
reasons: considered
ian
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content.

Developmen Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed appropriate.
tally
Appropriate/
Rigor

2756

5.SL.3

Summarize the points a speaker makes and
This standard should not be used K12
explain how each claim is supported by reasons for one or more of the following ParentGuard
and evidence.
reasons: considered
ian
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content.

Developmen Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed appropriate.
tally
Appropriate/
Rigor

2757

5.SL.4

Report on a topic or text or present an opinion,
sequencing ideas logically and using
appropriate facts and relevant, descriptive
details to support main ideas or themes; speak
clearly at an understandable pace.

Developmen Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed appropriate.
tally
Appropriate/
Rigor

2758

5.SL.5

Include multimedia components (e.g., graphics, Take out when appropriate to
sound) and visual displays in presentations
enhance the development of
when appropriate to enhance the development main ideas or themes.
of main ideas or themes.

This standard should not be used K12
for one or more of the following ParentGuard
reasons: considered
ian
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content.

K12
Grade Level Removing "when appropriate" would remove clarity and focus from the
ParentGuard Additions/De standard.
ian
letions/Chan
ges

2759

5.SL.6

Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks,
using formal English when appropriate to task
and situation. (See grade 5 Language standards
1 and 3 for specific expectations.)

This standard should not be used K12
for one or more of the following ParentGuard
reasons: considered
ian
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content.

Developmen Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed appropriate.
tally
Appropriate/
Rigor

2745

5.W.1

Write opinion pieces on topics or texts,
supporting a point of view with reasons and
information.a. Introduce a topic or text clearly,
state an opinion, and create an organizational
structure in which ideas are logically grouped to
support the writer’s purpose.b. Provide logically
ordered reasons that are supported by facts
and details.c. Link opinion and reasons using
words, phrases, and clauses (e.g., consequently,
specifically).d. Provide a concluding statement
or section related to the opinion presented.

This standard should not be used K12
for one or more of the following ParentGuard
reasons: considered
ian
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content. “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in the
type of critical thinking that the
Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood"

Developmen Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed appropriate.
tally
Appropriate/
Rigor

2753

5.W.10

Write routinely over extended time frames
(time for research, reflection, and revision) and
shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or
two) for a range of discipline-specific tasks,
purposes, and audiences.

This standard should not be used K12
for one or more of the following ParentGuard
reasons: considered
ian
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content.

Developmen Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed appropriate.
tally
Appropriate/
Rigor

2746

5.W.2

Write informative/explanatory texts to examine
a topic and convey ideas and information
clearly.a. Introduce a topic clearly, provide a
general observation and focus, and group
related information logically; include formatting
(e.g., headings), illustrations, and multimedia
when useful to aiding comprehension.b.
Develop the topic with facts, definitions,
concrete details, quotations, or other
information and examples related to the
topic.c. Link ideas within and across categories
of information using words, phrases, and
clauses (e.g., in contrast, especially).d. Use
precise language and domain-specific
vocabulary to inform about or explain the topic.
e. Provide a concluding statement or section
related to the information or explanation
presented.

This standard should not be used K12
for one or more of the following ParentGuard
reasons: considered
ian
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content. “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in the
type of critical thinking that the
Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood"

Developmen Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed appropriate.
tally
Appropriate/
Rigor

2747

5.W.3

Write narratives to develop real or imagined
experiences or events using effective technique,
descriptive details, and clear event sequences.a.
Orient the reader by establishing a situation
and introducing a narrator and/or characters;
organize an event sequence that unfolds
naturally.b. Use narrative techniques, such as
dialogue and description, to develop
experiences and events or show the responses
of characters to situations.c. Use a variety of
transitional words and phrases to manage the
sequence of events.d. Use concrete words and
phrases and sensory details to convey
experiences and events precisely.e. Provide a
conclusion that follows from the narrated
experiences or events.

This standard should not be used K12
for one or more of the following ParentGuard
reasons: considered
ian
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content. “We cannot regulate
biology. Young children are
simply not wired to engage in the
type of critical thinking that the
Common Core calls for. That
would require a fully developed
prefrontal cortex, a part of the
brain that is not fully functional
until early adulthood"

Developmen Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed appropriate.
tally
Appropriate/
Rigor

1635

5.W.4

Produce clear and coherent writing in which the For 5th ELA, can there be more
development and organization are appropriate clarification of fluency
to task, purpose, and audience. (Grade-specific expectations for typing?
expectations for writing types are defined in
standards 1–3 above.)

K12 Teacher General
Perception
and
Concerns

Typing is addressed in 4.W.6

2748

5.W.4

Produce clear and coherent writing in which the
development and organization are appropriate
to task, purpose, and audience. (Grade-specific
expectations for writing types are defined in
standards 1–3 above.)

This standard should not be used K12
for one or more of the following ParentGuard
reasons: considered
ian
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content.

Developmen Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed appropriate.
tally
Appropriate/
Rigor

2749

5.W.5

Just state writing through
planning, revising, editing,
rewriting.

2225

5.W.6

With guidance and support from peers and
adults, develop and strengthen writing as
needed by planning, revising, editing, rewriting,
or trying a new approach. (Editing for
conventions should demonstrate command of
Language standards 1–3 up to and including
grade 5.)
With some guidance and support from adults,
use technology, including the internet, to
produce and publish writing as well as to
interact and collaborate with others;
demonstrate sufficient command of
keyboarding skills in order to complete a writing
task.

You took out a critical element in K12 Teacher
this standard which gave
information about what students
should be able to do. A writing
task could be a sentence, it could
be a paragraph. Providing the
length (number of pages) was a
specific that should be kept in.
Also the idea that it should be
accomplished in a single sitting is
very important. As written this
could be interpreted many many
different ways.

Grade Level This standard is in alignment with 5.W.10
Additions/De
letions/Chan
ges

2750

5.W.6

With some guidance and support from adults,
use technology, including the internet, to
produce and publish writing as well as to
interact and collaborate with others;
demonstrate sufficient command of
keyboarding skills in order to complete a writing
task.

This standard should not be used K12
for one or more of the following ParentGuard
reasons: considered
ian
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content.

Developmen Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed appropriate.
tally
Appropriate/
Rigor

2751

5.W.7

Conduct short research projects that use
One project
several sources to build knowledge through
investigation of different aspects of a topic and
to answer a specific question.

K12
General
ParentGuard Perception
ian
and
Concerns

Standard appropriatly written

K12
Grade Level This standard is in alignment with 5.W.10
ParentGuard Additions/De
ian
letions/Chan
ges

2752

5.W.8

Recall relevant information from experiences or
gather relevant information from print and
digital sources; summarize or paraphrase
information in notes and finished work, and
provide a list of sources.

1208

1461

5.L.5

Include multimedia components (e.g., graphics,
sound) and visual displays in presentations
when appropriate to enhance the development
of main ideas or themes.

Developmen Technical reviewer in developmental psychology deemed appropriate.
tally
Appropriate/
Rigor

K-5 phonics focus in much
k12 Teacher
needed. Also, incorporating
handwriting is much needed. It
should be a expectation 1st - 5th.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Do not like the change to 5.L.5.
Like the changes to 5.RI.10,
5.RF.6, 5.W.6. Like that Reading
standard 10 is more descriptive.
Overall the changes result in a
more clearly defined document.

K12 Teacher General
Support

k12 Teacher
I prefer the progression
format to the current draft
format. Teachers need to
be able to see how the
standards build and align
across grade-levels. The
sight word list should be
standardized and provided
("research based" is
vague). Removing
examples from 4th and
5th grade standards does
not help to clarify.

1530

1594

This standard should not be used K12
for one or more of the following ParentGuard
reasons: considered
ian
developmentally inappropriate,
have multiple standards within a
standard, are unclear. teach “allpurpose tools” vs needed
content.

5.W.6

With some guidance and support from adults,
use technology, including the internet, to
produce and publish writing as well as to
interact and collaborate with others;
demonstrate sufficient command of
keyboarding skills in order to complete a writing
task.

For 5th ELA, can there be
more clarification of
fluency expectations for
typing?

General
Perception
and
Concerns

k12 Teacher Other

Addressed through the addition of 5.WF.1

None (not actionable)

Progression format will be in final draft. Specific examples were
intentionally removed to maintain local control.

Specifically left out to allow for local control

1955

2833

5.W.3

K12
I support the reParentGuard
introduction of cursive
ian
handwriting to the
educational standards. In
the proposed draft
standard, cursive
handwriting is taught in
Grade 3. It's important to
continue encouraging
students to write in
cursive beyond. They need
to continue practicing so
that it is reinforced and
that the skill they learned
is not lost or neglected. It
is recommended that the
following sentence be
added to the standards for
Grades 4 and
5:“Transcribe ideas legibly
in cursive"
Write narratives to develop real or imagined
K12 Teacher
They are essentially the
experiences or events using effective technique, same. These are some of
descriptive details, and clear event sequences. my suggestions: 5W3a. Orient the reader by establishing a situation What is meant be
and introducing a narrator and/or characters; "effective techniques"?
organize an event sequence that unfolds
Students are no longer to
naturally.
learn any functional
b. Use narrative techniques, such as dialogue
writing? Is that at another
and description, to develop experiences and
grade level or out? 5W6events or show the responses of characters to What is the time limit?
situations.
How and when do students
c. Use a variety of transitional words and
learn keyboarding? 5AZL3phrases to manage the sequence of events.
Please clarify "b". The ELA
d. Use concrete words and phrases and sensory standards are extremely
details to convey experiences and events
full but vague. There are
precisely.
multiple components to
e. Provide a conclusion that follows from the
each standard but no
narrated experiences or events.
steps or scaffolding to
achieve them.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Addressed through the addition of 5.WF.1

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Many decisions have been omited in order to leave them up to local
control. For example: time limits, when keyboarding is taught and
which techniques will be taught.

2833

5.W.6

With some guidance and support from adults,
use technology, including the internet, to
produce and publish writing as well as to
interact and collaborate with others;
demonstrate sufficient command of
keyboarding skills in order to complete a writing
task.

K12 Teacher
They are essentially the
same. These are some of
my suggestions: 5W3What is meant be
"effective techniques"?
Students are no longer to
learn any functional
writing? Is that at another
grade level or out? 5W6What is the time limit?
How and when do students
learn keyboarding? 5AZL3Please clarify "b". The ELA
standards are extremely
full but vague. There are
multiple components to
each standard but no
steps or scaffolding to
achieve them.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Many decisions have been omited in order to leave them up to local
control. For example: time limits, when keyboarding is taught and
which techniques will be taught.

2833

5.L.3

Use knowledge of language and its conventions
when writing, speaking, reading, or
listening.
a. Expand, combine, and reduce sentences for
meaning, reader/listener interest, and style.
b. Compare and contrast the varieties of English
(e.g., dialects, registers) used in stories,
dramas, or poems.

K12 Teacher
They are essentially the
same. These are some of
my suggestions: 5W3What is meant be
"effective techniques"?
Students are no longer to
learn any functional
writing? Is that at another
grade level or out? 5W6What is the time limit?
How and when do students
learn keyboarding? 5AZL3Please clarify "b". The ELA
standards are extremely
full but vague. There are
multiple components to
each standard but no
steps or scaffolding to
achieve them.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Many decisions have been omited in order to leave them up to local
control. For example: time limits, when keyboarding is taught and
which techniques will be taught.

English Language Arts Public Feedback on the Draft Standards - Grade 6
SID Number

Draft Standard

Public Comment

109

Standard
Coding
6.RL.10

By the end of the year, proficiently and
independently read and comprehend literature,
including stories, dramas, and poetry, in a text
complexity range determined by qualitative and
quantitative measures appropriate to grade 6.

This was a smart change. The K12
General
new wording gives teachers Parent/Guardian Support
more input on the texts
selected for their classes.

779

6.L.1

Demonstrate command of the conventions of
I support the adoption of this K12 Teacher
Standard English grammar and usage when writing standard.
or speaking.a. Ensure that pronouns are in the
proper case (subjective, objective, and
possessive).b. Use intensive pronouns (e.g., myself,
ourselves).c. Recognize and correct inappropriate
shifts in pronoun number and person.d. Recognize
and correct vague pronouns (i.e., ones with unclear
or ambiguous antecedents).e. Recognize variations
from Standard English in their own and others’
writing and speaking, and identify and use
strategies to improve expression in conventional
language.

General
Support

Comment in support of standards.

3066

6.L.1

Demonstrate command of the conventions of
Standard English grammar and usage when writing
or speaking.a. Ensure that pronouns are in the
proper case (subjective, objective, and
possessive).b. Use intensive pronouns (e.g., myself,
ourselves).c. Recognize and correct inappropriate
shifts in pronoun number and person.d. Recognize
and correct vague pronouns (i.e., ones with unclear
or ambiguous antecedents).e. Recognize variations
from Standard English in their own and others’
writing and speaking, and identify and use
strategies to improve expression in conventional
language.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

The 2001 Massachusetts's standards were used as a
resource to the workgroups during the revision process.
Sandra Stotsky provided a technical review of the draft
and her feedback was considered during revision.

Role

This comment is directed
Other
toward this standard and all
that follow. This "review and
revise" process has been
made a mockery by the
Standards Review Committee.
What little rearranging of
words and rephrasing the
Cmte did amounts to nothing
more than reheated pabulum.
It's unfortunate ego and
disdain for Arizona kids
couldn't have been set aside
to even consider CA and MA
pre-CCSS, or to include Sandra
Stotsky in this task...which has
been completely botched.
Shame on this Cmte.

Category

Refinement Note
Comment in support of standards.

The Governor's executive order asked for Arizona
educators to review, vet, and revise the standards to be
best for Arizona students. The working groups carefully
reviewed every standard and researched ELA best
practices. Over 200 educators have created ELA and
Math standards that best fit the needs of Arizona
students.

778

6.L.2

3069

6.L.2

777

6.L.3

Demonstrate command of the conventions of
Standard English capitalization, punctuation, and
spelling when writing.a. Use punctuation (commas,
parentheses, dashes) to set off
nonrestrictive/parenthetical elements.b. Use
correct spelling.
Demonstrate command of the conventions of
Standard English capitalization, punctuation, and
spelling when writing.a. Use punctuation (commas,
parentheses, dashes) to set off
nonrestrictive/parenthetical elements.b. Use
correct spelling.

Use knowledge of language and its conventions
when writing, speaking, reading, or listening.a.
Vary sentence patterns for meaning,
reader/listener interest, and style.b. Maintain
consistent style and tone.

I support the adoption of this K12 Teacher
standard.

Comment in support of standards.

This comment is directed
Other
toward this standard and all
of the standards to follow.
This "review and revise"
process has been made a
mockery by the Standards
Review Committee. What
little rearranging of words and
rephrasing the Cmte did
amounts to nothing more
than reheated pabulum. It's
unfortunate ego and disdain
for Arizona kids couldn't have
been set aside to even
consider CA and MA pre-CCSS,
or to include Sandra Stotsky in
this task...which has been
completely botched. Shame
on this Cmte.

The 2001 Massachusetts's standards were used as a
resource to the workgroups during the revision process.
Sandra Stotsky provided a technical review of the draft
and her feedback was considered during revision.

I support the adoption of this K12 Teacher
standard.

The Governor's executive order asked for Arizona
educators to review, vet, and revise the standards to be
best for Arizona students. The working groups carefully
reviewed every standard and researched ELA best
practices. Over 200 educators have created ELA and
Math standards that best fit the needs of Arizona
students.

General
Support

Comment in support of standards.

3068

776

6.L.3

6.L.4

Use knowledge of language and its conventions
when writing, speaking, reading, or listening.a.
Vary sentence patterns for meaning,
reader/listener interest, and style.b. Maintain
consistent style and tone.

This comment is directed
Other
toward this standard and all
of the standards to follow.
This "review and revise"
process has been made a
mockery by the Standards
Review Committee. What
little rearranging of words and
rephrasing the Cmte did
amounts to nothing more
than reheated pabulum. It's
unfortunate ego and disdain
for Arizona kids couldn't have
been set aside to even
consider CA and MA pre-CCSS,
or to include Sandra Stotsky in
this task...which has been
completely botched. Shame
on this Cmte.

Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and I support the adoption of this K12 Teacher
multiple‐meaning words and phrases based on
standard.
grade 6 reading and content, choosing flexibly from
a range of strategies.a. Use context (e.g., the
overall meaning of a sentence or paragraph; a
word’s position or function in a sentence) as a clue
to the meaning of a word or phrase.b. Use
common, grade‐appropriate Greek or Latin affixes
and roots as clues to the meaning of a word (e.g.,
audience, auditory, audible).c. Consult reference
materials (e.g., dictionaries, glossaries,
thesauruses), both print and digital, to find the
pronunciation of a word or determine or clarify its
precise meaning or its part of speech.d. Verify the
preliminary determination of the meaning of a
word or phrase (e.g., by checking the inferred
meaning in context or in a dictionary).

General
Perception
and
Concerns

The 2001 Massachusetts's standards were used as a
resource to the workgroups during the revision process.
Sandra Stotsky provided a technical review of the draft
and her feedback was considered during revision.
The Governor's executive order asked for Arizona
educators to review, vet, and revise the standards to be
best for Arizona students. The working groups carefully
reviewed every standard and researched ELA best
practices. Over 200 educators have created ELA and
Math standards that best fit the needs of Arizona
students.

General
Support

Comment in support of standards.

3067

775

6.L.4

6.L.5

Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and
multiple‐meaning words and phrases based on
grade 6 reading and content, choosing flexibly from
a range of strategies.a. Use context (e.g., the
overall meaning of a sentence or paragraph; a
word’s position or function in a sentence) as a clue
to the meaning of a word or phrase.b. Use
common, grade‐appropriate Greek or Latin affixes
and roots as clues to the meaning of a word (e.g.,
audience, auditory, audible).c. Consult reference
materials (e.g., dictionaries, glossaries,
thesauruses), both print and digital, to find the
pronunciation of a word or determine or clarify its
precise meaning or its part of speech.d. Verify the
preliminary determination of the meaning of a
word or phrase (e.g., by checking the inferred
meaning in context or in a dictionary).

This comment is directed
Other
toward this standard and all
of the standards to follow.
This "review and revise"
process has been made a
mockery by the Standards
Review Committee. What
little rearranging of words and
rephrasing the Cmte did
amounts to nothing more
than reheated pabulum. It's
unfortunate ego and disdain
for Arizona kids couldn't have
been set aside to even
consider CA and MA pre-CCSS,
or to include Sandra Stotsky in
this task...which has been
completely botched. Shame
on this Cmte.

Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, I support the adoption of this K12 Teacher
word relationships, and nuances in word
standard.
meanings.a. Interpret figures of speech (e.g.,
personification) in context.b. Use the relationship
between particular words (e.g., cause/effect,
part/whole, item/category) to better understand
each of the words.c. Distinguish among the
connotations (associations) of words with similar
denotations (definitions) (e.g., stingy, scrimping,
economical, unwasteful, thrifty).

General
Perception
and
Concerns

The 2001 Massachusetts's standards were used as a
resource to the workgroups during the revision process.
Sandra Stotsky provided a technical review of the draft
and her feedback was considered during revision.
The Governor's executive order asked for Arizona
educators to review, vet, and revise the standards to be
best for Arizona students. The working groups carefully
reviewed every standard and researched ELA best
practices. Over 200 educators have created ELA and
Math standards that best fit the needs of Arizona
students.

General
Support

Comment in support of standards.

3071

6.L.5

774

6.L.6

819

6.L.6

Demonstrate understanding of figurative language,
word relationships, and nuances in word
meanings.a. Interpret figures of speech (e.g.,
personification) in context.b. Use the relationship
between particular words (e.g., cause/effect,
part/whole, item/category) to better understand
each of the words.c. Distinguish among the
connotations (associations) of words with similar
denotations (definitions) (e.g., stingy, scrimping,
economical, unwasteful, thrifty).

This comment is directed
Other
toward this standard and all
of the standards to follow.
This "review and revise"
process has been made a
mockery by the Standards
Review Committee. What
little rearranging of words and
rephrasing the Cmte did
amounts to nothing more
than reheated pabulum. It's
unfortunate ego and disdain
for Arizona kids couldn't have
been set aside to even
consider CA and MA pre-CCSS,
or to include Sandra Stotsky in
this task...which has been
completely botched. Shame
on this Cmte.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

The 2001 Massachusetts's standards were used as a
resource to the workgroups during the revision process.
Sandra Stotsky provided a technical review of the draft
and her feedback was considered during revision.

Acquire and use accurately grade‐appropriate
general academic and domain‐specific words and
phrases; gather vocabulary knowledge when
considering a word or phrase important to
comprehension or expression.
Acquire and use accurately grade‐appropriate
general academic and domain‐specific words and
phrases; gather vocabulary knowledge when
considering a word or phrase important to
comprehension or expression.

I support the adoption of this K12 Teacher
standard.

General
Support

Comment in support of standards.

Clear, concise and to the
K12 Teacher
point. I support this adoption.

General
Support

Comment in support of standards.

The Governor's executive order asked for Arizona
educators to review, vet, and revise the standards to be
best for Arizona students. The working groups carefully
reviewed every standard and researched ELA best
practices. Over 200 educators have created ELA and
Math standards that best fit the needs of Arizona
students.

3070

6.L.6

753

6.RI.1

800

6.RI.1

Acquire and use accurately grade‐appropriate
general academic and domain‐specific words and
phrases; gather vocabulary knowledge when
considering a word or phrase important to
comprehension or expression.

Cite textual evidence to support analysis of what
the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn
from the text.
Cite textual evidence to support analysis of what
the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn
from the text.

This comment is directed
Other
toward this standard and all
of the standards to follow.
This "review and revise"
process has been made a
mockery by the Standards
Review Committee. What
little rearranging of words and
rephrasing the Cmte did
amounts to nothing more
than reheated pabulum. It's
unfortunate ego and disdain
for Arizona kids couldn't have
been set aside to even
consider CA and MA pre-CCSS,
or to include Sandra Stotsky in
this task...which has been
completely botched. Shame
on this Cmte.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

The 2001 Massachusetts's standards were used as a
resource to the workgroups during the revision process.
Sandra Stotsky provided a technical review of the draft
and her feedback was considered during revision.

I support the adoption of this K12 Teacher
standard.

General
Support

Comment in support of standards.

Clear, concise and to the
K12 Teacher
point. I support this adoption.

General
Support

Comment in support of standards.

The Governor's executive order asked for Arizona
educators to review, vet, and revise the standards to be
best for Arizona students. The working groups carefully
reviewed every standard and researched ELA best
practices. Over 200 educators have created ELA and
Math standards that best fit the needs of Arizona
students.

3040

6.RI.1

Cite textual evidence to support analysis of what
the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn
from the text.

This comment is directed
Other
toward this standard and all
of the standards to follow.
This "review and revise"
process has been made a
mockery by the Standards
Review Committee. What
little rearranging of words and
rephrasing the Cmte did
amounts to nothing more
than reheated pabulum. It's
unfortunate ego and disdain
for Arizona kids couldn't have
been set aside to even
consider CA and MA pre-CCSS,
or to include Sandra Stotsky in
this task...which has been
completely botched. Shame
on this Cmte.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

The 2001 Massachusetts's standards were used as a
resource to the workgroups during the revision process.
Sandra Stotsky provided a technical review of the draft
and her feedback was considered during revision.
The Governor's executive order asked for Arizona
educators to review, vet, and revise the standards to be
best for Arizona students. The working groups carefully
reviewed every standard and researched ELA best
practices. Over 200 educators have created ELA and
Math standards that best fit the needs of Arizona
students.

757

6.RI.10

By the end of the year, proficiently and
I support the adoption of this K12 Teacher
independently read and comprehend informational standard.
texts and nonfiction in a text complexity range
determined by qualitative and quantitative
measures appropriate to grade 6.

General
Support

Comment in support of standards.

812

6.RI.10

By the end of the year, proficiently and
Clear, concise and to the
K12 Teacher
independently read and comprehend informational point. I support this adoption.
texts and nonfiction in a text complexity range
determined by qualitative and quantitative
measures appropriate to grade 6.

General
Support

Comment in support of standards.

1840

6.RI.10

By the end of the year, proficiently and
independently read and comprehend informational
texts and nonfiction in a text complexity range
determined by qualitative and quantitative
measures appropriate to grade 6.

Grade Level Comment in support of standards.
Additions/D
eletions/Cha
nges

Needs to remain in the grade K12 Teacher
level. Students need to know
how to use everyday non
fiction readings in an
academic and everyday
setting.

2186

6.RI.10

By the end of the year, proficiently and
independently read and comprehend informational
texts and nonfiction in a text complexity range
determined by qualitative and quantitative
measures appropriate to grade 6.

Include the third dimension of K12 Teacher
text complexity. Change
to…..in a text complexity
range determined by
qualitative measures,
quantitative measures, and
reader and task
considerations appropriate….

Grade Level Addressed by the Text Complexity group.
Additions/D
eletions/Cha
nges

3048

6.RI.10

By the end of the year, proficiently and
independently read and comprehend informational
texts and nonfiction in a text complexity range
determined by qualitative and quantitative
measures appropriate to grade 6.

This comment is directed
Other
toward this standard and all
of the standards to follow.
This "review and revise"
process has been made a
mockery by the Standards
Review Committee. What
little rearranging of words and
rephrasing the Cmte did
amounts to nothing more
than reheated pabulum. It's
unfortunate ego and disdain
for Arizona kids couldn't have
been set aside to even
consider CA and MA pre-CCSS,
or to include Sandra Stotsky in
this task...which has been
completely botched. Shame
on this Cmte.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

I support the adoption of this K12 Teacher
standard.

General
Support

Comment in support of standards.

Clear, concise and to the
K12 Teacher
point. I support this adoption.

General
Support

Comment in support of standards.

752

6.RI.2

803

6.RI.2

Determine a central idea of a text and how it is
conveyed through particular details; provide a
summary of the text distinct from personal
opinions or judgements.
Determine a central idea of a text and how it is
conveyed through particular details; provide a
summary of the text distinct from personal
opinions or judgements.

The 2001 Massachusetts's standards were used as a
resource to the workgroups during the revision process.
Sandra Stotsky provided a technical review of the draft
and her feedback was considered during revision.
The Governor's executive order asked for Arizona
educators to review, vet, and revise the standards to be
best for Arizona students. The working groups carefully
reviewed every standard and researched ELA best
practices. Over 200 educators have created ELA and
Math standards that best fit the needs of Arizona
students.

3041

6.RI.2

Determine a central idea of a text and how it is
conveyed through particular details; provide a
summary of the text distinct from personal
opinions or judgements.

This comment is directed
Other
toward this standard and all
of the standards to follow.
This "review and revise"
process has been made a
mockery by the Standards
Review Committee. What
little rearranging of words and
rephrasing the Cmte did
amounts to nothing more
than reheated pabulum. It's
unfortunate ego and disdain
for Arizona kids couldn't have
been set aside to even
consider CA and MA pre-CCSS,
or to include Sandra Stotsky in
this task...which has been
completely botched. Shame
on this Cmte.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

The 2001 Massachusetts's standards were used as a
resource to the workgroups during the revision process.
Sandra Stotsky provided a technical review of the draft
and her feedback was considered during revision.
The Governor's executive order asked for Arizona
educators to review, vet, and revise the standards to be
best for Arizona students. The working groups carefully
reviewed every standard and researched ELA best
practices. Over 200 educators have created ELA and
Math standards that best fit the needs of Arizona
students.

745

6.RI.3

Analyze in detail how a key individual, event, or
idea is introduced, illustrated, and developed in a
text (e.g., through examples or anecdotes).

I support the adoption of this K12 Teacher
standard.

General
Support

Comment in support of standards.

805

6.RI.3

Analyze in detail how a key individual, event, or
idea is introduced, illustrated, and developed in a
text (e.g., through examples or anecdotes).

Clear, concise and to the
K12 Teacher
point. I support this adoption.

General
Support

Comment in support of standards.

3042

6.RI.3

751

6.RI.4

806

6.RI.4

Analyze in detail how a key individual, event, or
idea is introduced, illustrated, and developed in a
text (e.g., through examples or anecdotes).

Determine the meaning of words and phrases as
they are used in a text, including figurative,
connotative, and technical meanings.
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as
they are used in a text, including figurative,
connotative, and technical meanings.

This comment is directed
Other
toward this standard and all
of the standards to follow.
This "review and revise"
process has been made a
mockery by the Standards
Review Committee. What
little rearranging of words and
rephrasing the Cmte did
amounts to nothing more
than reheated pabulum. It's
unfortunate ego and disdain
for Arizona kids couldn't have
been set aside to even
consider CA and MA pre-CCSS,
or to include Sandra Stotsky in
this task...which has been
completely botched. Shame
on this Cmte.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

The 2001 Massachusetts's standards were used as a
resource to the workgroups during the revision process.
Sandra Stotsky provided a technical review of the draft
and her feedback was considered during revision.

I support the adoption of this K12 Teacher
standard.

General
Support

Comment in support of standards.

Clear, concise and to the
K12 Teacher
point. I support this adoption.

General
Support

Comment in support of standards.

The Governor's executive order asked for Arizona
educators to review, vet, and revise the standards to be
best for Arizona students. The working groups carefully
reviewed every standard and researched ELA best
practices. Over 200 educators have created ELA and
Math standards that best fit the needs of Arizona
students.

3043

6.RI.4

748

6.RI.5

807

6.RI.5

Determine the meaning of words and phrases as
they are used in a text, including figurative,
connotative, and technical meanings.

Analyze how a particular sentence, paragraph,
chapter, or section fits into the overall structure of
a text and contributes to the development of the
ideas.
Analyze how a particular sentence, paragraph,
chapter, or section fits into the overall structure of
a text and contributes to the development of the
ideas.

This comment is directed
Other
toward this standard and all
of the standards to follow.
This "review and revise"
process has been made a
mockery by the Standards
Review Committee. What
little rearranging of words and
rephrasing the Cmte did
amounts to nothing more
than reheated pabulum. It's
unfortunate ego and disdain
for Arizona kids couldn't have
been set aside to even
consider CA and MA pre-CCSS,
or to include Sandra Stotsky in
this task...which has been
completely botched. Shame
on this Cmte.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

The 2001 Massachusetts's standards were used as a
resource to the workgroups during the revision process.
Sandra Stotsky provided a technical review of the draft
and her feedback was considered during revision.

I support the adoption of this K12 Teacher
standard.

General
Support

Comment in support of standards.

Clear, concise and to the
K12 Teacher
point. I support this adoption.

General
Support

Comment in support of standards.

The Governor's executive order asked for Arizona
educators to review, vet, and revise the standards to be
best for Arizona students. The working groups carefully
reviewed every standard and researched ELA best
practices. Over 200 educators have created ELA and
Math standards that best fit the needs of Arizona
students.

3044

6.RI.5

Analyze how a particular sentence, paragraph,
chapter, or section fits into the overall structure of
a text and contributes to the development of the
ideas.

This comment is directed
Other
toward this standard and all
of the standards to follow.
This "review and revise"
process has been made a
mockery by the Standards
Review Committee. What
little rearranging of words and
rephrasing the Cmte did
amounts to nothing more
than reheated pabulum. It's
unfortunate ego and disdain
for Arizona kids couldn't have
been set aside to even
consider CA and MA pre-CCSS,
or to include Sandra Stotsky in
this task...which has been
completely botched. Shame
on this Cmte.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

The 2001 Massachusetts's standards were used as a
resource to the workgroups during the revision process.
Sandra Stotsky provided a technical review of the draft
and her feedback was considered during revision.
The Governor's executive order asked for Arizona
educators to review, vet, and revise the standards to be
best for Arizona students. The working groups carefully
reviewed every standard and researched ELA best
practices. Over 200 educators have created ELA and
Math standards that best fit the needs of Arizona
students.

746

6.RI.6

Determine an author’s point of view or purpose in I support the adoption of this K12 Teacher
a text and explain how it is conveyed in the text.
standard.

General
Support

Comment in support of standards.

808

6.RI.6

Determine an author’s point of view or purpose in Clear, concise and to the
K12 Teacher
a text and explain how it is conveyed in the text.
point. I support this adoption.

General
Support

Comment in support of standards.

3059

6.RI.6

754

6.RI.7

809

6.RI.7

Determine an author’s point of view or purpose in This comment is directed
Other
a text and explain how it is conveyed in the text.
toward this standard and all
of the standards to follow.
This "review and revise"
process has been made a
mockery by the Standards
Review Committee. What
little rearranging of words and
rephrasing the Cmte did
amounts to nothing more
than reheated pabulum. It's
unfortunate ego and disdain
for Arizona kids couldn't have
been set aside to even
consider CA and MA pre-CCSS,
or to include Sandra Stotsky in
this task...which has been
completely botched. Shame
on this Cmte.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

The 2001 Massachusetts's standards were used as a
resource to the workgroups during the revision process.
Sandra Stotsky provided a technical review of the draft
and her feedback was considered during revision.

Integrate information presented in different media
or formats (e.g., visually, quantitatively) as well as
in
words to develop a coherent understanding of a
topic or issue.
Integrate information presented in different media
or formats (e.g., visually, quantitatively) as well as
in
words to develop a coherent understanding of a
topic or issue.

I support the adoption of this K12 Teacher
standard.

General
Support

Comment in support of standards.

Clear, concise and to the
K12 Teacher
point. I support this adoption.

General
Support

Comment in support of standards.

The Governor's executive order asked for Arizona
educators to review, vet, and revise the standards to be
best for Arizona students. The working groups carefully
reviewed every standard and researched ELA best
practices. Over 200 educators have created ELA and
Math standards that best fit the needs of Arizona
students.

3045

6.RI.7

755

6.RI.8

810

6.RI.8

Integrate information presented in different media
or formats (e.g., visually, quantitatively) as well as
in
words to develop a coherent understanding of a
topic or issue.

Trace and evaluate the argument and specific
claims in a text, distinguishing claims that are
supported by reasons and evidence from claims
that are not.
Trace and evaluate the argument and specific
claims in a text, distinguishing claims that are
supported by reasons and evidence from claims
that are not.

This comment is directed
Other
toward this standard and all
of the standards to follow.
This "review and revise"
process has been made a
mockery by the Standards
Review Committee. What
little rearranging of words and
rephrasing the Cmte did
amounts to nothing more
than reheated pabulum. It's
unfortunate ego and disdain
for Arizona kids couldn't have
been set aside to even
consider CA and MA pre-CCSS,
or to include Sandra Stotsky in
this task...which has been
completely botched. Shame
on this Cmte.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

The 2001 Massachusetts's standards were used as a
resource to the workgroups during the revision process.
Sandra Stotsky provided a technical review of the draft
and her feedback was considered during revision.

I support the adoption of this K12 Teacher
standard.

General
Support

Comment in support of standards.

Clear, concise and to the
K12 Teacher
point. I support this adoption.

General
Support

Comment in support of standards.

The Governor's executive order asked for Arizona
educators to review, vet, and revise the standards to be
best for Arizona students. The working groups carefully
reviewed every standard and researched ELA best
practices. Over 200 educators have created ELA and
Math standards that best fit the needs of Arizona
students.

3046

6.RI.8

Trace and evaluate the argument and specific
claims in a text, distinguishing claims that are
supported by reasons and evidence from claims
that are not.

This comment is directed
Other
toward this standard and all
of the standards to follow.
This "review and revise"
process has been made a
mockery by the Standards
Review Committee. What
little rearranging of words and
rephrasing the Cmte did
amounts to nothing more
than reheated pabulum. It's
unfortunate ego and disdain
for Arizona kids couldn't have
been set aside to even
consider CA and MA pre-CCSS,
or to include Sandra Stotsky in
this task...which has been
completely botched. Shame
on this Cmte.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

The 2001 Massachusetts's standards were used as a
resource to the workgroups during the revision process.
Sandra Stotsky provided a technical review of the draft
and her feedback was considered during revision.
The Governor's executive order asked for Arizona
educators to review, vet, and revise the standards to be
best for Arizona students. The working groups carefully
reviewed every standard and researched ELA best
practices. Over 200 educators have created ELA and
Math standards that best fit the needs of Arizona
students.

756

6.RI.9

Compare and contrast one author&#039;s
I support the adoption of this K12 Teacher
presentation of events with that of another author. standard.

General
Support

Comment in support of standards.

811

6.RI.9

Compare and contrast one author&#039;s
Clear, concise and to the
K12 Teacher
presentation of events with that of another author. point. I support this adoption.

General
Support

Comment in support of standards.

3047

6.RI.9

788

6.RL.1

2564

6.RL.1

Compare and contrast one author&#039;s
This comment is directed
Other
presentation of events with that of another author. toward this standard and all
of the standards to follow.
This "review and revise"
process has been made a
mockery by the Standards
Review Committee. What
little rearranging of words and
rephrasing the Cmte did
amounts to nothing more
than reheated pabulum. It's
unfortunate ego and disdain
for Arizona kids couldn't have
been set aside to even
consider CA and MA pre-CCSS,
or to include Sandra Stotsky in
this task...which has been
completely botched. Shame
on this Cmte.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Cite textual evidence to support analysis of what
the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn
from the text.
Cite textual evidence to support analysis of what
the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn
from the text.

Clear, concise and to the
K12 Teacher
point. I support this adoption.

General
Support

How much support? This
standard does not progress
well into 7.RL.1 and 8.RL.1. I
think the word "relevant"
should be added like it is in
the writing standard.

Grade Level Relevence is implied by the phrase, "to support analysis".
Additions/D
eletions/Cha
nges

Other

The 2001 Massachusetts's standards were used as a
resource to the workgroups during the revision process.
Sandra Stotsky provided a technical review of the draft
and her feedback was considered during revision.
The Governor's executive order asked for Arizona
educators to review, vet, and revise the standards to be
best for Arizona students. The working groups carefully
reviewed every standard and researched ELA best
practices. Over 200 educators have created ELA and
Math standards that best fit the needs of Arizona
students.

Comment in support of standards.

3030

6.RL.1

Cite textual evidence to support analysis of what
the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn
from the text.

This comment is directed
Other
toward this standard and all
of the standards to follow.
This "review and revise"
process has been made a
mockery by the Standards
Review Committee. What
little rearranging of words and
rephrasing the Cmte did
amounts to nothing more
than reheated pabulum. It's
unfortunate ego and disdain
for Arizona kids couldn't have
been set aside to even
consider CA and MA pre-CCSS,
or to include Sandra Stotsky in
this task...which has been
completely botched. Shame
on this Cmte.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

The 2001 Massachusetts's standards were used as a
resource to the workgroups during the revision process.
Sandra Stotsky provided a technical review of the draft
and her feedback was considered during revision.
The Governor's executive order asked for Arizona
educators to review, vet, and revise the standards to be
best for Arizona students. The working groups carefully
reviewed every standard and researched ELA best
practices. Over 200 educators have created ELA and
Math standards that best fit the needs of Arizona
students.

798

6.RL.10

By the end of the year, proficiently and
independently read and comprehend literature,
including stories, dramas, and poetry, in a text
complexity range determined by qualitative and
quantitative measures appropriate to grade 6.

Clear, concise and to the
K12 Teacher
point. I support this adoption.

General
Support

Comment in support of standards.

1203

6.RL.10

By the end of the year, proficiently and
independently read and comprehend literature,
including stories, dramas, and poetry, in a text
complexity range determined by qualitative and
quantitative measures appropriate to grade 6.

I like the focus on qualitative
and quantitative measures.

Community
Member

General
Support

Comment in support of standards.

1539

6.RL.10

By the end of the year, proficiently and
independently read and comprehend literature,
including stories, dramas, and poetry, in a text
complexity range determined by qualitative and
quantitative measures appropriate to grade 6.

I agree with the change in
wording by including
qualitative and quantitative
measures throughout the
grade levels in this standard.
It brings attention to using
more than just the lexile
numbers.

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment in support of standards.

2185

6.RL.10

By the end of the year, proficiently and
independently read and comprehend literature,
including stories, dramas, and poetry, in a text
complexity range determined by qualitative and
quantitative measures appropriate to grade 6.

Include the third dimension of K12 Teacher
text complexity. Change
to…..in a text complexity
range determined by
qualitative measures,
quantitative measures, and
reader and task
considerations appropriate….

Grade Level Addressed by Text Complexity group.
Additions/D
eletions/Cha
nges

3038

6.RL.10

By the end of the year, proficiently and
independently read and comprehend literature,
including stories, dramas, and poetry, in a text
complexity range determined by qualitative and
quantitative measures appropriate to grade 6.

This comment is directed
Other
toward this standard and all
of the standards to follow.
This "review and revise"
process has been made a
mockery by the Standards
Review Committee. What
little rearranging of words and
rephrasing the Cmte did
amounts to nothing more
than reheated pabulum. It's
unfortunate ego and disdain
for Arizona kids couldn't have
been set aside to even
consider CA and MA pre-CCSS,
or to include Sandra Stotsky in
this task...which has been
completely botched. Shame
on this Cmte.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Clear, concise and to the
K12 Teacher
point. I support this adoption.

General
Support

Theme and summary should
be in separate standards.
Theme is subjective where a
summary is not.

Grade Level This is a multi-tiered standard. Students must be able to
Additions/D determine a theme or central idea in order to provide a
eletions/Cha summary.
nges

789

6.RL.2

1025

6.RL.2

Determine a theme or central idea of a text and
how it is conveyed through particular details;
provide a summary of the text distinct from
personal opinions or judgments.
Determine a theme or central idea of a text and
how it is conveyed through particular details;
provide a summary of the text distinct from
personal opinions or judgments.

K12 Teacher

The 2001 Massachusetts's standards were used as a
resource to the workgroups during the revision process.
Sandra Stotsky provided a technical review of the draft
and her feedback was considered during revision.
The Governor's executive order asked for Arizona
educators to review, vet, and revise the standards to be
best for Arizona students. The working groups carefully
reviewed every standard and researched ELA best
practices. Over 200 educators have created ELA and
Math standards that best fit the needs of Arizona
students.

Comment in support of standards.

3031

6.RL.2

792

6.RL.3

3032

6.RL.3

Determine a theme or central idea of a text and
how it is conveyed through particular details;
provide a summary of the text distinct from
personal opinions or judgments.

Describe how a particular story’s or drama’s plot
unfolds in a series of episodes as well as how the
characters respond or change as the plot moves
toward a resolution.
Describe how a particular story’s or drama’s plot
unfolds in a series of episodes as well as how the
characters respond or change as the plot moves
toward a resolution.

This comment is directed
Other
toward this standard and all
of the standards to follow.
This "review and revise"
process has been made a
mockery by the Standards
Review Committee. What
little rearranging of words and
rephrasing the Cmte did
amounts to nothing more
than reheated pabulum. It's
unfortunate ego and disdain
for Arizona kids couldn't have
been set aside to even
consider CA and MA pre-CCSS,
or to include Sandra Stotsky in
this task...which has been
completely botched. Shame
on this Cmte.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

I support this adoption.

General
Support

Comment in support of standards.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

The 2001 Massachusetts's standards were used as a
resource to the workgroups during the revision process.
Sandra Stotsky provided a technical review of the draft
and her feedback was considered during revision.

K12 Teacher

This comment is directed
Other
toward this standard and all
of the standards to follow.
This "review and revise"
process has been made a
mockery by the Standards
Review Committee. What
little rearranging of words and
rephrasing the Cmte did
amounts to nothing more
than reheated pabulum. It's
unfortunate ego and disdain
for Arizona kids couldn't have
been set aside to even
consider CA and MA pre-CCSS,
or to include Sandra Stotsky in
this task...which has been
completely botched. Shame
on this Cmte.

The 2001 Massachusetts's standards were used as a
resource to the workgroups during the revision process.
Sandra Stotsky provided a technical review of the draft
and her feedback was considered during revision.
The Governor's executive order asked for Arizona
educators to review, vet, and revise the standards to be
best for Arizona students. The working groups carefully
reviewed every standard and researched ELA best
practices. Over 200 educators have created ELA and
Math standards that best fit the needs of Arizona
students.

The Governor's executive order asked for Arizona
educators to review, vet, and revise the standards to be
best for Arizona students. The working groups carefully
reviewed every standard and researched ELA best
practices. Over 200 educators have created ELA and
Math standards that best fit the needs of Arizona
students.

793

6.RL.4

3033

6.RL.4

794

6.RL.5

Determine the meaning of words and phrases as
they are used in a text, including figurative and
connotative meanings; analyze the impact of a
specific word choice on meaning and tone.
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as
they are used in a text, including figurative and
connotative meanings; analyze the impact of a
specific word choice on meaning and tone.

I support this adoption.

K12 Teacher

This comment is directed
Other
toward this standard and all
of the standards to follow.
This "review and revise"
process has been made a
mockery by the Standards
Review Committee. What
little rearranging of words and
rephrasing the Cmte did
amounts to nothing more
than reheated pabulum. It's
unfortunate ego and disdain
for Arizona kids couldn't have
been set aside to even
consider CA and MA pre-CCSS,
or to include Sandra Stotsky in
this task...which has been
completely botched. Shame
on this Cmte.

Analyze how a particular sentence, chapter, scene, I support this adoption.
or stanza fits into the overall structure of a text and
contributes to the development of the theme,
setting, or plot.

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment in support of standards.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

The 2001 Massachusetts's standards were used as a
resource to the workgroups during the revision process.
Sandra Stotsky provided a technical review of the draft
and her feedback was considered during revision.
The Governor's executive order asked for Arizona
educators to review, vet, and revise the standards to be
best for Arizona students. The working groups carefully
reviewed every standard and researched ELA best
practices. Over 200 educators have created ELA and
Math standards that best fit the needs of Arizona
students.

General
Support

Comment in support of standards.

3034

6.RL.5

Analyze how a particular sentence, chapter, scene,
or stanza fits into the overall structure of a text and
contributes to the development of the theme,
setting, or plot.

This comment is directed
Other
toward this standard and all
of the standards to follow.
This "review and revise"
process has been made a
mockery by the Standards
Review Committee. What
little rearranging of words and
rephrasing the Cmte did
amounts to nothing more
than reheated pabulum. It's
unfortunate ego and disdain
for Arizona kids couldn't have
been set aside to even
consider CA and MA pre-CCSS,
or to include Sandra Stotsky in
this task...which has been
completely botched. Shame
on this Cmte.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

The 2001 Massachusetts's standards were used as a
resource to the workgroups during the revision process.
Sandra Stotsky provided a technical review of the draft
and her feedback was considered during revision.
The Governor's executive order asked for Arizona
educators to review, vet, and revise the standards to be
best for Arizona students. The working groups carefully
reviewed every standard and researched ELA best
practices. Over 200 educators have created ELA and
Math standards that best fit the needs of Arizona
students.

795

6.RL.6

Explain how an author develops the point of view
of the narrator or speaker in a text.

Clear, concise and to the
K12 Teacher
point. I support this adoption.

General
Support

Comment in support of standards.

3035

6.RL.6

Explain how an author develops the point of view
of the narrator or speaker in a text.

This comment is directed
Other
toward this standard and all
of the standards to follow.
This "review and revise"
process has been made a
mockery by the Standards
Review Committee. What
little rearranging of words and
rephrasing the Cmte did
amounts to nothing more
than reheated pabulum. It's
unfortunate ego and disdain
for Arizona kids couldn't have
been set aside to even
consider CA and MA pre-CCSS,
or to include Sandra Stotsky in
this task...which has been
completely botched. Shame
on this Cmte.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

The 2001 Massachusetts's standards were used as a
resource to the workgroups during the revision process.
Sandra Stotsky provided a technical review of the draft
and her feedback was considered during revision.
The Governor's executive order asked for Arizona
educators to review, vet, and revise the standards to be
best for Arizona students. The working groups carefully
reviewed every standard and researched ELA best
practices. Over 200 educators have created ELA and
Math standards that best fit the needs of Arizona
students.

796

6.RL.7

Compare and contrast the experience of reading a Fully support this adoption.
story, drama, or poem to listening to or viewing an
audio, video, or live version of the text, including
contrasting what they &quot;see&quot; and
&quot;hear&quot; when reading the text to what
they perceive when they listen or watch.

3036

6.RL.7

Compare and contrast the experience of reading a
story, drama, or poem to listening to or viewing an
audio, video, or live version of the text, including
contrasting what they &quot;see&quot; and
&quot;hear&quot; when reading the text to what
they perceive when they listen or watch.

K12 Teacher

This comment is directed
Other
toward this standard and all
of the standards to follow.
This "review and revise"
process has been made a
mockery by the Standards
Review Committee. What
little rearranging of words and
rephrasing the Cmte did
amounts to nothing more
than reheated pabulum. It's
unfortunate ego and disdain
for Arizona kids couldn't have
been set aside to even
consider CA and MA pre-CCSS,
or to include Sandra Stotsky in
this task...which has been
completely botched. Shame
on this Cmte.

General
Support

Comment in support of standards.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

The 2001 Massachusetts's standards were used as a
resource to the workgroups during the revision process.
Sandra Stotsky provided a technical review of the draft
and her feedback was considered during revision.
The Governor's executive order asked for Arizona
educators to review, vet, and revise the standards to be
best for Arizona students. The working groups carefully
reviewed every standard and researched ELA best
practices. Over 200 educators have created ELA and
Math standards that best fit the needs of Arizona
students.

3037

6.RL.8

797

6.RL.9

3039

6.RL.9

(Not applicable to literature)

Compare and contrast texts in different forms or
genres (e.g., stories and poems; historical novels
and fantasy stories) in terms of their approaches to
similar themes and topics.
Compare and contrast texts in different forms or
genres (e.g., stories and poems; historical novels
and fantasy stories) in terms of their approaches to
similar themes and topics.

This comment is directed
Other
toward this standard and all
of the standards to follow.
This "review and revise"
process has been made a
mockery by the Standards
Review Committee. What
little rearranging of words and
rephrasing the Cmte did
amounts to nothing more
than reheated pabulum. It's
unfortunate ego and disdain
for Arizona kids couldn't have
been set aside to even
consider CA and MA pre-CCSS,
or to include Sandra Stotsky in
this task...which has been
completely botched. Shame
on this Cmte.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

The 2001 Massachusetts's standards were used as a
resource to the workgroups during the revision process.
Sandra Stotsky provided a technical review of the draft
and her feedback was considered during revision.

Clear, concise and to the
K12 Teacher
point. I support this adoption.

General
Support

Comment in support of standards.

This comment is directed
Other
toward this standard and all
of the standards to follow.
This "review and revise"
process has been made a
mockery by the Standards
Review Committee. What
little rearranging of words and
rephrasing the Cmte did
amounts to nothing more
than reheated pabulum. It's
unfortunate ego and disdain
for Arizona kids couldn't have
been set aside to even
consider CA and MA pre-CCSS,
or to include Sandra Stotsky in
this task...which has been
completely botched. Shame
on this Cmte.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

The 2001 Massachusetts's standards were used as a
resource to the workgroups during the revision process.
Sandra Stotsky provided a technical review of the draft
and her feedback was considered during revision.

The Governor's executive order asked for Arizona
educators to review, vet, and revise the standards to be
best for Arizona students. The working groups carefully
reviewed every standard and researched ELA best
practices. Over 200 educators have created ELA and
Math standards that best fit the needs of Arizona
students.

The Governor's executive order asked for Arizona
educators to review, vet, and revise the standards to be
best for Arizona students. The working groups carefully
reviewed every standard and researched ELA best
practices. Over 200 educators have created ELA and
Math standards that best fit the needs of Arizona
students.

768

6.SL.1

Engage effectively in a range of collaborative
I support the adoption of this K12 Teacher
discussions (one‐on‐one, in groups, and
standard.
teacher‐led) with diverse partners on grade 6
topics, texts, and issues, building on others’ ideas
and expressing their own clearly.a. Come to
discussions prepared having read or studied
required material; explicitly draw on that
preparation by referring to evidence on the topic,
text, or issue to probe and reflect on ideas under
discussion.b. Follow rules for collegial discussions,
set specific goals and deadlines, and define
individual roles as needed.c. Pose and respond to
specific questions with elaboration and detail by
making comments that contribute to the topic,
text, or issue under discussion.d. Review the key
ideas expressed and demonstrate understanding of
multiple perspectives through reflection and
paraphrasing.

General
Support

Comment in support of standards.

3060

6.SL.1

Engage effectively in a range of collaborative
discussions (one‐on‐one, in groups, and
teacher‐led) with diverse partners on grade 6
topics, texts, and issues, building on others’ ideas
and expressing their own clearly.a. Come to
discussions prepared having read or studied
required material; explicitly draw on that
preparation by referring to evidence on the topic,
text, or issue to probe and reflect on ideas under
discussion.b. Follow rules for collegial discussions,
set specific goals and deadlines, and define
individual roles as needed.c. Pose and respond to
specific questions with elaboration and detail by
making comments that contribute to the topic,
text, or issue under discussion.d. Review the key
ideas expressed and demonstrate understanding of
multiple perspectives through reflection and
paraphrasing.

This comment is directed
Other
toward this standard and all
of the standards to follow.
This "review and revise"
process has been made a
mockery by the Standards
Review Committee. What
little rearranging of words and
rephrasing the Cmte did
amounts to nothing more
than reheated pabulum. It's
unfortunate ego and disdain
for Arizona kids couldn't have
been set aside to even
consider CA and MA pre-CCSS,
or to include Sandra Stotsky in
this task...which has been
completely botched. Shame
on this Cmte.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

The 2001 Massachusetts's standards were used as a
resource to the workgroups during the revision process.
Sandra Stotsky provided a technical review of the draft
and her feedback was considered during revision.

Interpret information presented in diverse media
and formats (e.g., visually, quantitatively, and
orally) and explain how it contributes to a topic,
text, or issue under study.

I support the adoption of this K12 Teacher
standard.

General
Support

769

6.SL.2

The Governor's executive order asked for Arizona
educators to review, vet, and revise the standards to be
best for Arizona students. The working groups carefully
reviewed every standard and researched ELA best
practices. Over 200 educators have created ELA and
Math standards that best fit the needs of Arizona
students.

Comment in support of standards.

818

6.SL.2

Interpret information presented in diverse media
and formats (e.g., visually, quantitatively, and
orally) and explain how it contributes to a topic,
text, or issue under study.

Clear, concise and to the
K12 Teacher
point. I support this adoption.

General
Support

Comment in support of standards.

3061

6.SL.2

Interpret information presented in diverse media
and formats (e.g., visually, quantitatively, and
orally) and explain how it contributes to a topic,
text, or issue under study.

This comment is directed
Other
toward this standard and all
of the standards to follow.
This "review and revise"
process has been made a
mockery by the Standards
Review Committee. What
little rearranging of words and
rephrasing the Cmte did
amounts to nothing more
than reheated pabulum. It's
unfortunate ego and disdain
for Arizona kids couldn't have
been set aside to even
consider CA and MA pre-CCSS,
or to include Sandra Stotsky in
this task...which has been
completely botched. Shame
on this Cmte.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

The 2001 Massachusetts's standards were used as a
resource to the workgroups during the revision process.
Sandra Stotsky provided a technical review of the draft
and her feedback was considered during revision.

771

6.SL.3

Delineate a speaker’s argument and specific claims, I support the adoption of this K12 Teacher
distinguishing claims that are supported by reasons standard.
and evidence from claims that are not.

The Governor's executive order asked for Arizona
educators to review, vet, and revise the standards to be
best for Arizona students. The working groups carefully
reviewed every standard and researched ELA best
practices. Over 200 educators have created ELA and
Math standards that best fit the needs of Arizona
students.

General
Support

Comment in support of standards.

3062

6.SL.3

770

6.SL.4

3063

6.SL.4

Delineate a speaker’s argument and specific claims, This comment is directed
Other
distinguishing claims that are supported by reasons toward this standard and all
and evidence from claims that are not.
of the standards to follow.
This "review and revise"
process has been made a
mockery by the Standards
Review Committee. What
little rearranging of words and
rephrasing the Cmte did
amounts to nothing more
than reheated pabulum. It's
unfortunate ego and disdain
for Arizona kids couldn't have
been set aside to even
consider CA and MA pre-CCSS,
or to include Sandra Stotsky in
this task...which has been
completely botched. Shame
on this Cmte.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

The 2001 Massachusetts's standards were used as a
resource to the workgroups during the revision process.
Sandra Stotsky provided a technical review of the draft
and her feedback was considered during revision.

Present claims and findings, sequencing ideas
logically and using pertinent descriptions, facts,
and details to accentuate main ideas or themes;
use appropriate eye contact, adequate volume,
and clear pronunciation.
Present claims and findings, sequencing ideas
logically and using pertinent descriptions, facts,
and details to accentuate main ideas or themes;
use appropriate eye contact, adequate volume,
and clear pronunciation.

I support the adoption of this K12 Teacher
standard.

General
Support

Comment in support of standards.

This comment is directed
Other
toward this standard and all
of the standards to follow.
This "review and revise"
process has been made a
mockery by the Standards
Review Committee. What
little rearranging of words and
rephrasing the Cmte did
amounts to nothing more
than reheated pabulum. It's
unfortunate ego and disdain
for Arizona kids couldn't have
been set aside to even
consider CA and MA pre-CCSS,
or to include Sandra Stotsky in
this task...which has been
completely botched. Shame
on this Cmte.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

The 2001 Massachusetts's standards were used as a
resource to the workgroups during the revision process.
Sandra Stotsky provided a technical review of the draft
and her feedback was considered during revision.

The Governor's executive order asked for Arizona
educators to review, vet, and revise the standards to be
best for Arizona students. The working groups carefully
reviewed every standard and researched ELA best
practices. Over 200 educators have created ELA and
Math standards that best fit the needs of Arizona
students.

The Governor's executive order asked for Arizona
educators to review, vet, and revise the standards to be
best for Arizona students. The working groups carefully
reviewed every standard and researched ELA best
practices. Over 200 educators have created ELA and
Math standards that best fit the needs of Arizona
students.

773

6.SL.5

Include multimedia components (e.g., graphics,
images, music, and sound) and visual displays in
presentations to clarify information.

I support the adoption of this K12 Teacher
standard.

General
Support

Comment in support of standards.

3064

6.SL.5

Include multimedia components (e.g., graphics,
images, music, and sound) and visual displays in
presentations to clarify information.

This comment is directed
Other
toward this standard and all
of the standards to follow.
This "review and revise"
process has been made a
mockery by the Standards
Review Committee. What
little rearranging of words and
rephrasing the Cmte did
amounts to nothing more
than reheated pabulum. It's
unfortunate ego and disdain
for Arizona kids couldn't have
been set aside to even
consider CA and MA pre-CCSS,
or to include Sandra Stotsky in
this task...which has been
completely botched. Shame
on this Cmte.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

The 2001 Massachusetts's standards were used as a
resource to the workgroups during the revision process.
Sandra Stotsky provided a technical review of the draft
and her feedback was considered during revision.

I support the adoption of this K12 Teacher
standard.

General
Support

772

6.SL.6

Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks,
demonstrating command of formal English when
indicated or appropriate. (See grade 6 Language
standards 1 and 3 for specific expectations.)

The Governor's executive order asked for Arizona
educators to review, vet, and revise the standards to be
best for Arizona students. The working groups carefully
reviewed every standard and researched ELA best
practices. Over 200 educators have created ELA and
Math standards that best fit the needs of Arizona
students.

Comment in support of standards.

3065

6.SL.6

Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks,
demonstrating command of formal English when
indicated or appropriate. (See grade 6 Language
standards 1 and 3 for specific expectations.)

This comment is directed
Other
toward this standard and all
of the standards to follow.
This "review and revise"
process has been made a
mockery by the Standards
Review Committee. What
little rearranging of words and
rephrasing the Cmte did
amounts to nothing more
than reheated pabulum. It's
unfortunate ego and disdain
for Arizona kids couldn't have
been set aside to even
consider CA and MA pre-CCSS,
or to include Sandra Stotsky in
this task...which has been
completely botched. Shame
on this Cmte.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

The 2001 Massachusetts's standards were used as a
resource to the workgroups during the revision process.
Sandra Stotsky provided a technical review of the draft
and her feedback was considered during revision.
The Governor's executive order asked for Arizona
educators to review, vet, and revise the standards to be
best for Arizona students. The working groups carefully
reviewed every standard and researched ELA best
practices. Over 200 educators have created ELA and
Math standards that best fit the needs of Arizona
students.

758

6.W.1

Write arguments to support claims with clear
I support the adoption of this K12 Teacher
reasons and relevant evidence.a. Introduce claim(s) standard.
and organize the reasons and evidence clearly.b.
Support claim(s) with clear reasons and relevant
evidence, using credible sources and
demonstrating an understanding of the topic or
text.c. Use words, phrases, and clauses to clarify
the relationships among claim(s) and reasons.d.
Establish and maintain a formal style.e. Provide a
concluding statement or section that follows from
the argument presented.

General
Support

Comment in support of standards.

814

6.W.1

Write arguments to support claims with clear
I support this adoption.
reasons and relevant evidence.a. Introduce claim(s)
and organize the reasons and evidence clearly.b.
Support claim(s) with clear reasons and relevant
evidence, using credible sources and
demonstrating an understanding of the topic or
text.c. Use words, phrases, and clauses to clarify
the relationships among claim(s) and reasons.d.
Establish and maintain a formal style.e. Provide a
concluding statement or section that follows from
the argument presented.

General
Support

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

1842

6.W.1

Write arguments to support claims with clear
This is linked to 6.RI.10. Both
reasons and relevant evidence.a. Introduce claim(s) need to remain together.
and organize the reasons and evidence clearly.b.
Support claim(s) with clear reasons and relevant
evidence, using credible sources and
demonstrating an understanding of the topic or
text.c. Use words, phrases, and clauses to clarify
the relationships among claim(s) and reasons.d.
Establish and maintain a formal style.e. Provide a
concluding statement or section that follows from
the argument presented.

3049

6.W.1

Write arguments to support claims with clear
reasons and relevant evidence.a. Introduce claim(s)
and organize the reasons and evidence clearly.b.
Support claim(s) with clear reasons and relevant
evidence, using credible sources and
demonstrating an understanding of the topic or
text.c. Use words, phrases, and clauses to clarify
the relationships among claim(s) and reasons.d.
Establish and maintain a formal style.e. Provide a
concluding statement or section that follows from
the argument presented.

767

6.W.10

K12 Teacher

This comment is directed
Other
toward this standard and all
of the standards to follow.
This "review and revise"
process has been made a
mockery by the Standards
Review Committee. What
little rearranging of words and
rephrasing the Cmte did
amounts to nothing more
than reheated pabulum. It's
unfortunate ego and disdain
for Arizona kids couldn't have
been set aside to even
consider CA and MA pre-CCSS,
or to include Sandra Stotsky in
this task...which has been
completely botched. Shame
on this Cmte.

Write routinely over extended time frames (time
I support the adoption of this K12 Teacher
for research, reflection, and revision) and shorter standard.
time
frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range
of discipline‐specific tasks, purposes, and
audiences.

Grade Level These standards are not linked. RI.10 relates to Text
Additions/D Complexity and W.1 relates to argumentative writing.
eletions/Cha
nges

General
Perception
and
Concerns

The 2001 Massachusetts's standards were used as a
resource to the workgroups during the revision process.
Sandra Stotsky provided a technical review of the draft
and her feedback was considered during revision.
The Governor's executive order asked for Arizona
educators to review, vet, and revise the standards to be
best for Arizona students. The working groups carefully
reviewed every standard and researched ELA best
practices. Over 200 educators have created ELA and
Math standards that best fit the needs of Arizona
students.

General
Support

Comment in support of standards.

3058

759

6.W.10

6.W.2

Write routinely over extended time frames (time
for research, reflection, and revision) and shorter
time
frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range
of discipline‐specific tasks, purposes, and
audiences.

This comment is directed
Other
toward this standard and all
of the standards to follow.
This "review and revise"
process has been made a
mockery by the Standards
Review Committee. What
little rearranging of words and
rephrasing the Cmte did
amounts to nothing more
than reheated pabulum. It's
unfortunate ego and disdain
for Arizona kids couldn't have
been set aside to even
consider CA and MA pre-CCSS,
or to include Sandra Stotsky in
this task...which has been
completely botched. Shame
on this Cmte.

Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a I support the adoption of this K12 Teacher
topic and convey ideas, concepts, and information standard.
through the selection, organization, and analysis of
relevant content.a. Introduce a topic; organize
ideas, concepts, and information, using strategies
such as definition, classification,
comparison/contrast, and cause/effect; include
formatting (e.g., headings), graphics (e.g., charts,
tables), and multimedia when useful to aiding
comprehension.b. Develop the topic with relevant
facts, definitions, concrete details, quotations, or
other information and examples.c. Use appropriate
transitions to clarify the relationships among ideas
and concepts.d. Use precise language and
domain‐specific vocabulary to inform about or
explain the topic.e. Establish and maintain a formal
style.f. Provide a concluding statement or section
that follows from the information or explanation
presented.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

The 2001 Massachusetts's standards were used as a
resource to the workgroups during the revision process.
Sandra Stotsky provided a technical review of the draft
and her feedback was considered during revision.
The Governor's executive order asked for Arizona
educators to review, vet, and revise the standards to be
best for Arizona students. The working groups carefully
reviewed every standard and researched ELA best
practices. Over 200 educators have created ELA and
Math standards that best fit the needs of Arizona
students.

General
Support

Comment in support of standards.

815

6.W.2

Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a I support this adoption.
topic and convey ideas, concepts, and information
through the selection, organization, and analysis of
relevant content.a. Introduce a topic; organize
ideas, concepts, and information, using strategies
such as definition, classification,
comparison/contrast, and cause/effect; include
formatting (e.g., headings), graphics (e.g., charts,
tables), and multimedia when useful to aiding
comprehension.b. Develop the topic with relevant
facts, definitions, concrete details, quotations, or
other information and examples.c. Use appropriate
transitions to clarify the relationships among ideas
and concepts.d. Use precise language and
domain‐specific vocabulary to inform about or
explain the topic.e. Establish and maintain a formal
style.f. Provide a concluding statement or section
that follows from the information or explanation
presented.

K12 Teacher

1026

6.W.2

Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a Multi-media is not clear, yet K12 Teacher
topic and convey ideas, concepts, and information formatting and graphics have
through the selection, organization, and analysis of examples of expectations.
relevant content.a. Introduce a topic; organize
ideas, concepts, and information, using strategies
such as definition, classification,
comparison/contrast, and cause/effect; include
formatting (e.g., headings), graphics (e.g., charts,
tables), and multimedia when useful to aiding
comprehension.b. Develop the topic with relevant
facts, definitions, concrete details, quotations, or
other information and examples.c. Use appropriate
transitions to clarify the relationships among ideas
and concepts.d. Use precise language and
domain‐specific vocabulary to inform about or
explain the topic.e. Establish and maintain a formal
style.f. Provide a concluding statement or section
that follows from the information or explanation
presented.

General
Support

Comment in support of standards.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

Because multimedia relates to technology, any examples
given would quickly become outdated.

3050

760

6.W.2

6.W.3

Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a
topic and convey ideas, concepts, and information
through the selection, organization, and analysis of
relevant content.a. Introduce a topic; organize
ideas, concepts, and information, using strategies
such as definition, classification,
comparison/contrast, and cause/effect; include
formatting (e.g., headings), graphics (e.g., charts,
tables), and multimedia when useful to aiding
comprehension.b. Develop the topic with relevant
facts, definitions, concrete details, quotations, or
other information and examples.c. Use appropriate
transitions to clarify the relationships among ideas
and concepts.d. Use precise language and
domain‐specific vocabulary to inform about or
explain the topic.e. Establish and maintain a formal
style.f. Provide a concluding statement or section
that follows from the information or explanation
presented.

This comment is directed
Other
toward this standard and all
of the standards to follow.
This "review and revise"
process has been made a
mockery by the Standards
Review Committee. What
little rearranging of words and
rephrasing the Cmte did
amounts to nothing more
than reheated pabulum. It's
unfortunate ego and disdain
for Arizona kids couldn't have
been set aside to even
consider CA and MA pre-CCSS,
or to include Sandra Stotsky in
this task...which has been
completely botched. Shame
on this Cmte.

Write narratives to develop real or imagined
I support the adoption of this K12 Teacher
experiences or events using effective technique,
standard.
relevant descriptive details, and well‐structured
event sequences.a. Engage and orient the reader
by establishing a context and introducing a
narrator and/or characters; organize an event
sequence that unfolds naturally and logically.b. Use
narrative techniques, such as dialogue, pacing, and
description, to develop experiences, events, and/or
characters.c. Use a variety of transition words,
phrases, and clauses to convey sequence and signal
shifts from one time frame or setting to another.d.
Use precise words and phrases, relevant
descriptive details, and sensory language to convey
experiences and events.e. Provide a conclusion
that follows from the narrated experiences or
events.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

The 2001 Massachusetts's standards were used as a
resource to the workgroups during the revision process.
Sandra Stotsky provided a technical review of the draft
and her feedback was considered during revision.
The Governor's executive order asked for Arizona
educators to review, vet, and revise the standards to be
best for Arizona students. The working groups carefully
reviewed every standard and researched ELA best
practices. Over 200 educators have created ELA and
Math standards that best fit the needs of Arizona
students.

General
Support

Comment in support of standards.

816

6.W.3

Write narratives to develop real or imagined
I support this adoption.
experiences or events using effective technique,
relevant descriptive details, and well‐structured
event sequences.a. Engage and orient the reader
by establishing a context and introducing a
narrator and/or characters; organize an event
sequence that unfolds naturally and logically.b. Use
narrative techniques, such as dialogue, pacing, and
description, to develop experiences, events, and/or
characters.c. Use a variety of transition words,
phrases, and clauses to convey sequence and signal
shifts from one time frame or setting to another.d.
Use precise words and phrases, relevant
descriptive details, and sensory language to convey
experiences and events.e. Provide a conclusion
that follows from the narrated experiences or
events.

3051

6.W.3

Write narratives to develop real or imagined
experiences or events using effective technique,
relevant descriptive details, and well‐structured
event sequences.a. Engage and orient the reader
by establishing a context and introducing a
narrator and/or characters; organize an event
sequence that unfolds naturally and logically.b. Use
narrative techniques, such as dialogue, pacing, and
description, to develop experiences, events, and/or
characters.c. Use a variety of transition words,
phrases, and clauses to convey sequence and signal
shifts from one time frame or setting to another.d.
Use precise words and phrases, relevant
descriptive details, and sensory language to convey
experiences and events.e. Provide a conclusion
that follows from the narrated experiences or
events.

Produce clear and coherent writing in which the
development, organization, and style are
appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.
(Grade‐specific expectations for writing types are
defined in standards 1–3 above.)

761

6.W.4

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment in support of standards.

This comment is directed
Other
toward this standard and all
of the standards to follow.
This "review and revise"
process has been made a
mockery by the Standards
Review Committee. What
little rearranging of words and
rephrasing the Cmte did
amounts to nothing more
than reheated pabulum. It's
unfortunate ego and disdain
for Arizona kids couldn't have
been set aside to even
consider CA and MA pre-CCSS,
or to include Sandra Stotsky in
this task...which has been
completely botched. Shame
on this Cmte.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

The 2001 Massachusetts's standards were used as a
resource to the workgroups during the revision process.
Sandra Stotsky provided a technical review of the draft
and her feedback was considered during revision.

I support the adoption of this K12 Teacher
standard.

General
Support

The Governor's executive order asked for Arizona
educators to review, vet, and revise the standards to be
best for Arizona students. The working groups carefully
reviewed every standard and researched ELA best
practices. Over 200 educators have created ELA and
Math standards that best fit the needs of Arizona
students.

Comment in support of standards.

817

6.W.4

3052

6.W.4

762

6.W.5

Produce clear and coherent writing in which the
development, organization, and style are
appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.
(Grade‐specific expectations for writing types are
defined in standards 1–3 above.)
Produce clear and coherent writing in which the
development, organization, and style are
appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.
(Grade‐specific expectations for writing types are
defined in standards 1–3 above.)

I support this adoption.

K12 Teacher

This comment is directed
Other
toward this standard and all
of the standards to follow.
This "review and revise"
process has been made a
mockery by the Standards
Review Committee. What
little rearranging of words and
rephrasing the Cmte did
amounts to nothing more
than reheated pabulum. It's
unfortunate ego and disdain
for Arizona kids couldn't have
been set aside to even
consider CA and MA pre-CCSS,
or to include Sandra Stotsky in
this task...which has been
completely botched. Shame
on this Cmte.

With some guidance and support from peers and I support the adoption of this K12 Teacher
adults, develop and strengthen writing as needed standard.
by planning, revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a
new approach. (Editing for conventions should
demonstrate command of Language standards 1–3
up to and including grade 6.)

General
Support

Comment in support of standards.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

The 2001 Massachusetts's standards were used as a
resource to the workgroups during the revision process.
Sandra Stotsky provided a technical review of the draft
and her feedback was considered during revision.
The Governor's executive order asked for Arizona
educators to review, vet, and revise the standards to be
best for Arizona students. The working groups carefully
reviewed every standard and researched ELA best
practices. Over 200 educators have created ELA and
Math standards that best fit the needs of Arizona
students.

General
Support

Comment in support of standards.

3053

6.W.5

763

6.W.6

2226

6.W.6

With some guidance and support from peers and
adults, develop and strengthen writing as needed
by planning, revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a
new approach. (Editing for conventions should
demonstrate command of Language standards 1–3
up to and including grade 6.)

This comment is directed
Other
toward this standard and all
of the standards to follow.
This "review and revise"
process has been made a
mockery by the Standards
Review Committee. What
little rearranging of words and
rephrasing the Cmte did
amounts to nothing more
than reheated pabulum. It's
unfortunate ego and disdain
for Arizona kids couldn't have
been set aside to even
consider CA and MA pre-CCSS,
or to include Sandra Stotsky in
this task...which has been
completely botched. Shame
on this Cmte.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

The 2001 Massachusetts's standards were used as a
resource to the workgroups during the revision process.
Sandra Stotsky provided a technical review of the draft
and her feedback was considered during revision.

Use technology, including the internet, to type and
publish writing as well as to interact and
collaborate with others; demonstrate sufficient
command of keyboarding skills to complete a
writing task in a single sitting.
Use technology, including the internet, to type and
publish writing as well as to interact and
collaborate with others; demonstrate sufficient
command of keyboarding skills to complete a
writing task in a single sitting.

I support the adoption of this K12 Teacher
standard.

General
Support

You took out a critical
K12 Teacher
element in this standard
which gave information about
what students should be able
to do. A writing task could be
a sentence, it could be a
paragraph. Providing the
length (number of pages) was
a specific that should be kept
in. As written this could be
interpreted many many
different ways.

Grade Level The number of pages is a curriculum and instruction
Additions/D issue; therefore, it should be decided at the local level.
eletions/Cha
nges

The Governor's executive order asked for Arizona
educators to review, vet, and revise the standards to be
best for Arizona students. The working groups carefully
reviewed every standard and researched ELA best
practices. Over 200 educators have created ELA and
Math standards that best fit the needs of Arizona
students.

Comment in support of standards.

3054

6.W.6

764

6.W.7

3055

6.W.7

Use technology, including the internet, to type and
publish writing as well as to interact and
collaborate with others; demonstrate sufficient
command of keyboarding skills to complete a
writing task in a single sitting.

Conduct short research projects to answer a
question, drawing on several sources and
refocusing the inquiry when appropriate.
Conduct short research projects to answer a
question, drawing on several sources and
refocusing the inquiry when appropriate.

This comment is directed
Other
toward this standard and all
of the standards to follow.
This "review and revise"
process has been made a
mockery by the Standards
Review Committee. What
little rearranging of words and
rephrasing the Cmte did
amounts to nothing more
than reheated pabulum. It's
unfortunate ego and disdain
for Arizona kids couldn't have
been set aside to even
consider CA and MA pre-CCSS,
or to include Sandra Stotsky in
this task...which has been
completely botched. Shame
on this Cmte.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

The 2001 Massachusetts's standards were used as a
resource to the workgroups during the revision process.
Sandra Stotsky provided a technical review of the draft
and her feedback was considered during revision.

I support the adoption of this K12 Teacher
standard.

General
Support

Comment in support of standards.

This comment is directed
Other
toward this standard and all
of the standards to follow.
This "review and revise"
process has been made a
mockery by the Standards
Review Committee. What
little rearranging of words and
rephrasing the Cmte did
amounts to nothing more
than reheated pabulum. It's
unfortunate ego and disdain
for Arizona kids couldn't have
been set aside to even
consider CA and MA pre-CCSS,
or to include Sandra Stotsky in
this task...which has been
completely botched. Shame
on this Cmte.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

The 2001 Massachusetts's standards were used as a
resource to the workgroups during the revision process.
Sandra Stotsky provided a technical review of the draft
and her feedback was considered during revision.

The Governor's executive order asked for Arizona
educators to review, vet, and revise the standards to be
best for Arizona students. The working groups carefully
reviewed every standard and researched ELA best
practices. Over 200 educators have created ELA and
Math standards that best fit the needs of Arizona
students.

The Governor's executive order asked for Arizona
educators to review, vet, and revise the standards to be
best for Arizona students. The working groups carefully
reviewed every standard and researched ELA best
practices. Over 200 educators have created ELA and
Math standards that best fit the needs of Arizona
students.

765

6.W.8

3056

6.W.8

766

6.W.9

Gather relevant information from multiple print
and digital sources; assess the credibility of each
source; and quote or paraphrase the data and
conclusions of others while avoiding plagiarism and
providing basic bibliographic information for
sources.
Gather relevant information from multiple print
and digital sources; assess the credibility of each
source; and quote or paraphrase the data and
conclusions of others while avoiding plagiarism and
providing basic bibliographic information for
sources.

I support the adoption of this K12 Teacher
standard.

General
Support

Comment in support of standards.

This comment is directed
Other
toward this standard and all
of the standards to follow.
This "review and revise"
process has been made a
mockery by the Standards
Review Committee. What
little rearranging of words and
rephrasing the Cmte did
amounts to nothing more
than reheated pabulum. It's
unfortunate ego and disdain
for Arizona kids couldn't have
been set aside to even
consider CA and MA pre-CCSS,
or to include Sandra Stotsky in
this task...which has been
completely botched. Shame
on this Cmte.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

The 2001 Massachusetts's standards were used as a
resource to the workgroups during the revision process.
Sandra Stotsky provided a technical review of the draft
and her feedback was considered during revision.

Draw evidence from literary or informational texts I support the adoption of this K12 Teacher
to support analysis, reflection, and research.a.
standard.
Apply grade 6 Reading standards to literature.b.
Apply grade 6 Reading standards to literary
nonfiction.

The Governor's executive order asked for Arizona
educators to review, vet, and revise the standards to be
best for Arizona students. The working groups carefully
reviewed every standard and researched ELA best
practices. Over 200 educators have created ELA and
Math standards that best fit the needs of Arizona
students.

General
Support

Comment in support of standards.

3057

6.W.9

Draw evidence from literary or informational texts
to support analysis, reflection, and research.a.
Apply grade 6 Reading standards to literature.b.
Apply grade 6 Reading standards to literary
nonfiction.

1231

1832

6.RI.10

By the end of the year, proficiently and
independently read and comprehend informational
texts and nonfiction in a text complexity range
determined by qualitative and quantitative
measures appropriate to grade 6.

This comment is directed
Other
toward this standard and all
of the standards to follow.
This "review and revise"
process has been made a
mockery by the Standards
Review Committee. What
little rearranging of words and
rephrasing the Cmte did
amounts to nothing more
than reheated pabulum. It's
unfortunate ego and disdain
for Arizona kids couldn't have
been set aside to even
consider CA and MA pre-CCSS,
or to include Sandra Stotsky in
this task...which has been
completely botched. Shame
on this Cmte.

General
Perception
and
Concerns

The 2001 Massachusetts's standards were used as a
resource to the workgroups during the revision process.
Sandra Stotsky provided a technical review of the draft
and her feedback was considered during revision.
The Governor's executive order asked for Arizona
educators to review, vet, and revise the standards to be
best for Arizona students. The working groups carefully
reviewed every standard and researched ELA best
practices. Over 200 educators have created ELA and
Math standards that best fit the needs of Arizona
students.

I see some standards are
K12 Teacher
missing from previous, like
functional writing. Functional
writing in 6th and 7th grade
are missing and functional
writing is the way adults
write. That is how we make
points, using evidence, and
making our claims in a
functional format.

Functional writing has not been removed; it is still
available under the umbrella of the 3 text types.

AZ.6.RI.10 should not
be deleted. Students
come to 6th grade not
prepared to read non
fiction and use it
effectively in an
academic setting.

RI.10 has not been deleted.

K12 Teacher

English Language Arts Public Feedback on the Draft Standards - Grade 7
SID Number
2807

Standard Coding
7.L.1

Draft Standard
Public Comment
Demonstrate command of the conventions of
I like this standard, please
Standard English grammar and usage when writing or adopt.
speaking.a. Explain the function of phrases and clauses
in general and their function in specific sentences.b.
Choose among simple, compound, complex, and
compound‐complex sentences to signal differing
relationships among ideas.c. Place phrases and clauses
within a sentence, recognizing and correcting
misplaced and dangling modifiers.

Role
K12 Teacher

Category
General
Support

Refinement Note
Comment support the standard.

2806

7.L.2

I like this standard, please
adopt.

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment support the standard.

2805

7.L.3

I like this standard, please
adopt.

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment support the standard.

2810

7.L.4

Demonstrate command of the conventions of
Standard English capitalization, punctuation, and
spelling when writing.a. Use a comma to separate
coordinate adjectives (e.g., It was a fascinating,
enjoyable movie. He wore an old, green shirt).b. Use
correct spelling.
Use knowledge of language and its conventions when
writing, speaking, reading, or listening.a. Choose
language that expresses ideas precisely and concisely,
recognizing and eliminating wordiness and
redundancy.
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and
multiple‐meaning words and phrases based on grade
7 reading and content, choosing flexibly from a range
of strategies.a. Use context (e.g., the overall meaning
of a sentence or paragraph; a word’s position or
function in a sentence) as a clue to the meaning of a
word or phrase.b. Use common, grade‐appropriate
Greek or Latin affixes and roots as clues to the
meaning of a word (e.g., belligerent, bellicose,
rebel).c. Consult general and specialized reference
materials (e.g., dictionaries, glossaries, thesauruses),
both print and digital, to find the pronunciation of a
word or determine or clarify its precise meaning or its
part of speech.d. Verify the preliminary determination
of the meaning of a word or phrase (e.g., by checking
the inferred meaning in context or in a dictionary).

I like this standard, please
adopt.

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment support the standard.

1775

7.L.5

Demonstrate understanding of figurative language,
word relationships, and nuances in word meanings.a.
Interpret figures of speech (e.g., literary, religious, and
mythological allusions) in context.b. Use the
relationship between particular words (e.g.,
synonym/antonym, analogy) to better understand
each of the words.c. Distinguish among the
connotations (associations) of words with similar
denotations (definitions) (e.g., refined, respectful,
polite, diplomatic, condescending).

In a., I am happy to see
"biblical" replaced with
"religious." It makes more
sense because it
encompasses more and is
more inclusive.

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment support the standard.

2809

7.L.5

Demonstrate understanding of figurative language,
I like this standard, please
word relationships, and nuances in word meanings.a. adopt.
Interpret figures of speech (e.g., literary, religious, and
mythological allusions) in context.b. Use the
relationship between particular words (e.g.,
synonym/antonym, analogy) to better understand
each of the words.c. Distinguish among the
connotations (associations) of words with similar
denotations (definitions) (e.g., refined, respectful,
polite, diplomatic, condescending).

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment support the standard.

2808

7.L.6

I like this standard, please
adopt.

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment support the standard.

2772

7.RI.1

I like this standard, please
adopt.

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment support the standard.

2188

7.RI.10

Acquire and use accurately grade‐appropriate general
academic and domain‐specific words and phrasesgather vocabulary knowledge when considering a
word or phrase important to comprehension or
expression.
Cite several pieces of textual evidence to support
analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as
inferences drawn from the text.
By the end of the year, proficiently and independently
read and comprehend informational texts and
nonfiction in a text complexity range determined by
qualitative and quantitative measures appropriate to
grade 7.

Include the third dimension K12 Teacher
of text complexity. Change
to…..in a text complexity
range determined by
qualitative measures,
quantitative measures, and
reader and task
considerations appropriate….

Grade Level Addressed by the Text Complexity group.
Additions/D
eletions/Cha
nges

2788

7.RI.10

I like this standard, please
adopt.

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment support the standard.

2771

7.RI.2

I like this standard, please
adopt.

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment support the standard.

2770

7.RI.3

By the end of the year, proficiently and independently
read and comprehend informational texts and
nonfiction in a text complexity range determined by
qualitative and quantitative measures appropriate to
grade 7.
Determine two or more central ideas in a text and
analyze their development over the course of the text;
provide an objective summary of the text.
Analyze the interactions between individuals, events,
and ideas in a text (e.g., how ideas influence
individuals or events, or how individuals influence
ideas or events).

I like this standard, please
adopt.

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment support the standard.

2783

7.RI.4

Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they I like this standard, please
are used in a text, including figurative, connotative,
adopt.
and technical meanings; analyze the impact of specific
word choices on meaning and tone.

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment support the standard.

2811

7.RI.5

Analyze the structure an author uses to organize a
text, including how the major sections contribute to
the whole and to the development of the ideas.

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment support the standard.

I like this standard, please
adopt.

2784

7.RI.6

Determine an author’s point of view or purpose in a
text and analyze how the author distinguishes his or
her position from that of others.

I like this standard, please
adopt.

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment support the standard.

2785

7.RI.7

Compare and contrast a text to an audio, video, or
multimedia version of the text, analyzing each
medium’s portrayal of the subject (e.g., how the
delivery of a speech affects the impact of the words).

I like this standard, please
adopt.

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment support the standard.

2786

7.RI.8

I like this standard, please
adopt.

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment support the standard.

2787

7.RI.9

I like this standard, please
adopt.

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment support the standard.

2565

7.RL.1

Trace and evaluate the argument and specific claims in
a text, assessing whether the reasoning is sound and
the evidence is relevant and sufficient to support the
claims.
Analyze how two or more authors writing about the
same topic shape their presentations of key
information by emphasizing different evidence or
advancing different interpretations of facts.
Cite several pieces of textual evidence to support
analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as
inferences drawn from the text.

Other

Grade Level "Several" is an instructional decision and is decided at the local
Additions/D level. Relevance is implied by the phrase, "to support analysis".
eletions/Cha
nges

2782

7.RL.1

How much "several"? This
standard does not progress
well from 6.RL.1 and to
8.RL.1. I think the word
"relevant" should be added
like it is in the writing
standard.
I like this standard, please
adopt.

K12 Teacher

General
Support

2187

7.RL.10

2773

7.RL.10

2781

7.RL.2

2780

7.RL.3

Cite several pieces of textual evidence to support
analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as
inferences drawn from the text.
By the end of the year, proficiently and independently
read and comprehend literature, including stories,
dramas, and poetry, in a text complexity range
determined by qualitative and quantitative measures
appropriate to grade 7.

By the end of the year, proficiently and independently
read and comprehend literature, including stories,
dramas, and poetry, in a text complexity range
determined by qualitative and quantitative measures
appropriate to grade 7.
Determine a theme or central idea of a text and
analyze its development over the course of the text;
provide an objective summary of the text.
Analyze how particular elements of a story or drama
interact (e.g., how setting shapes the characters or
plot).

Comment support the standard.

Include the third dimension K12 Teacher
of text complexity. Change
to…..in a text complexity
range determined by
qualitative measures,
quantitative measures, and
reader and task
considerations appropriate….

Grade Level Addressed by the Text Complexity group.
Additions/D
eletions/Cha
nges

I like this standard, please
adopt.

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment support the standard.

I like this standard, please
adopt.

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment support the standard.

I like this standard, please
adopt.

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment support the standard.

1549

7.RL.4

2779

7.RL.4

2778

7.RL.5

2777

7.RL.6

2776

7.RL.7

2775

7.RL.8

2774

7.RL.9

1553

7.SL.1

Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they
are used in a text, including figurative and connotative
meanings; analyze the impact of specific word choices
on meaning and tone, including rhymes and other
repetitions of sounds (e.g., alliteration) on a specific
verse or stanza of a poem or section of a story or
drama.
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they
are used in a text, including figurative and connotative
meanings; analyze the impact of specific word choices
on meaning and tone, including rhymes and other
repetitions of sounds (e.g., alliteration) on a specific
verse or stanza of a poem or section of a story or
drama.
Analyze the structure of a text, including how a drama
or poem’s form or structure contributes to its
meaning.
Analyze how an author develops and contrasts the
points of view of different characters or narrators in a
text.
Compare and contrast a written story, drama, or
poem to its audio, filmed, staged, or multimedia
version, analyzing the effects of techniques unique to
each medium (e.g., lighting, sound, color, or camera
focus and angles in a film).
(Not applicable to literature)
Compare and contrast a fictional portrayal of a time,
place, or character and a historical account of the
same period as a means of understanding how
authors of fiction use or alter history.
Engage effectively in a range of collaborative
discussions (one‐on‐one, in groups, and teacher‐led)
with diverse partners on grade 7 topics, texts, and
issues, building on others’ ideas and expressing their
own clearly.a. Come to discussions prepared having
read or researched material under study; explicitly
draw on that preparation by referring to evidence on
the topic, text, or issue to probe and reflect on ideas
under discussion.b. Follow rules for collegial
discussions, track progress toward specific goals and
deadlines, and define individual roles as needed.c.
Pose questions that elicit elaboration and respond to
others’ questions and comments with relevant
observations and ideas that bring the discussion back
on topic as needed.d. Acknowledge new information
expressed by others and, when warranted, modify
their own views.

I like the addition of the s on K12 Teacher
the end of word choices. That
helps to clarify the standard.

General
Support

Comment support the standard.

I like this standard, please
adopt.

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment support the standard.

I like this standard, please
adopt.

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment support the standard.

I like this standard, please
adopt.

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment support the standard.

I like this standard, please
adopt.

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment support the standard.

I like this standard, please
adopt.
I like this standard, please
adopt.

K12 Teacher

General
Support
General
Support

Comment support the standard.

K12 Teacher

The word "diverse" should
K12 Teacher
either be eliminated or
reworded with "a variety of"
or "different."
Also, the standards shouldn't
dictate grouping. That is an
instructional decision that
should be made by the
teacher.

Comment support the standard.

Grade Level No revision needed. "A variety of" and "different" are synonyms
Additions/D of diverse. The standard does not dictate the type of grouping, it
eletions/Cha is giving examples of grouping.
nges

2799

7.SL.1

Engage effectively in a range of collaborative
I like this standard, please
discussions (one‐on‐one, in groups, and teacher‐led) adopt.
with diverse partners on grade 7 topics, texts, and
issues, building on others’ ideas and expressing their
own clearly.a. Come to discussions prepared having
read or researched material under study; explicitly
draw on that preparation by referring to evidence on
the topic, text, or issue to probe and reflect on ideas
under discussion.b. Follow rules for collegial
discussions, track progress toward specific goals and
deadlines, and define individual roles as needed.c.
Pose questions that elicit elaboration and respond to
others’ questions and comments with relevant
observations and ideas that bring the discussion back
on topic as needed.d. Acknowledge new information
expressed by others and, when warranted, modify
their own views.

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment support the standard.

2804

7.SL.2

Analyze the main ideas and supporting details
I like this standard, please
presented in diverse media and formats (e.g., visually, adopt.
quantitatively, and orally) and explain how the ideas
clarify a topic, text, or issue under study.

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment support the standard.

2803

7.SL.3

I like this standard, please
adopt.

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment support the standard.

2802

7.SL.4

Delineate a speaker’s argument and specific claims,
evaluating the soundness of the reasoning and the
relevance and sufficiency of the evidence.
Present claims and findings, emphasizing salient points
in a focused, coherent manner with pertinent
descriptions, appropriate vocabulary, facts, details,
and examples; use appropriate eye contact, adequate
volume, and clear pronunciation.

I like this standard, please
adopt.

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment support the standard.

2801

7.SL.5

Include multimedia components and visual displays in I like this standard, please
presentations to clarify claims and findings and
adopt.
emphasize salient points.

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment support the standard.

2800

7.SL.6

Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks,
demonstrating command of formal English when
indicated or appropriate. (See grade 7 Language
standards 1 and 3 for specific expectations.)

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment support the standard.

I like this standard, please
adopt.

2789

7.W.1

Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons I like this standard, please
adopt.
and relevant evidence.a. Introduce claim(s),
acknowledge alternate or opposing claims, and
organize the reasons and evidence logically.b. Support
claim(s) with logical reasoning and relevant evidence,
using accurate, credible sources and demonstrating an
understanding of the topic or text.c. Use words,
phrases, and clauses to create cohesion and clarify the
relationships among claim(s), reasons, and evidence.d.
Establish and maintain a formal style.e. Provide a
concluding statement or section that follows from and
supports the argument presented.

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment support the standard.

2794

7.W.10

Write routinely over extended time frames (time for
research, reflection, and revision) and shorter time
frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of
discipline‐specific tasks, purposes, and audiences.

I like this standard, please
adopt.

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment support the standard.

2790

7.W.2

Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a
I like this standard, please
topic and convey ideas, concepts, and information
adopt.
through the selection, organization, and analysis of
relevant content.a. Introduce a topic clearly,
previewing what is to follow; organize ideas, concepts,
and information, using strategies such as definition,
classification, comparison/contrast, and cause/effect;
include formatting (e.g., headings), graphics (e.g.,
charts, tables), and multimedia when useful to aiding
comprehension.b. Develop the topic with relevant
facts, definitions, concrete details, quotations, or
other information and examples.c. Use appropriate
transitions to create cohesion and clarify the
relationships among ideas and concepts.d. Use precise
language and domain‐specific vocabulary to inform
about or explain the topic.e. Establish and maintain a
formal style.f. Provide a concluding statement or
section that follows from and supports the
information or explanation presented.

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment support the standard.

2791

7.W.3

Write narratives to develop real or imagined
I like this standard, please
adopt.
experiences or events using effective technique,
relevant descriptive details, and well‐structured event
sequences.a. Engage and orient the reader by
establishing a context and point of view and
introducing a narrator and/or characters; organize an
event sequence that unfolds naturally and logically.b.
Use narrative techniques, such as dialogue, pacing,
and description, to develop experiences, events,
and/or characters.c. Use a variety of transition words,
phrases, and clauses to convey sequence and signal
shifts from one time frame or setting to another.d.
Use precise words and phrases, relevant descriptive
details, and sensory language to capture the action
and convey experiences and events.e. Provide a
conclusion that follows from and reflects on the
narrated experiences or events.

1043

7.W.4

Produce clear and coherent writing in which the
development, organization, and style are appropriate
to task, purpose, and audience. (Grade‐specific
expectations for writing types are defined in standards
1–3 above).

2792

7.W.4

Produce clear and coherent writing in which the
I like this standard, please
development, organization, and style are appropriate adopt.
to task, purpose, and audience. (Grade‐specific
expectations for writing types are defined in standards
1–3 above).

K12 Teacher

I'm very disappointed at the K12 Teacher
removal of functional writing.
It seems as is if students with
varying degrees of disabilities
are being forgotten at every
step of the standards process
when they should be
included. This is one area
where they could work at
GRADE LEVEL with their
PEERS to work on letters,
resumes, recipes, maps, etc.
At my prior school, my
functional class and an
honors class wrote penpal
letters to each other. Their
friendship, our lesson plans,
were only possible because of
7w4.
K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment support the standard.

Grade Level Functional writing has not been removed, it is still available under
Additions/D the umbrella of the three text types.
eletions/Cha
nges

General
Support

Comment support the standard.

2798

7.W.5

With some guidance and support from peers and
I like this standard, please
adults, develop and strengthen writing as needed by adopt.
planning, revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new
approach, focusing on how well purpose and audience
have been addressed. (Editing for conventions should
demonstrate command of Language standards 1–3 up
to and including grade 7.)

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment support the standard.

2797

7.W.6

I like this standard, please
adopt.

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment support the standard.

2796

7.W.7

I like this standard, please
adopt.

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment support the standard.

2793

7.W.8

Use technology, including the internet, to produce and
publish writing and link to and cite sources as well as
to interact and collaborate with others, including
linking to and citing sources.
Conduct short research projects to answer a question,
drawing on several sources and generating additional
related, focused questions for further research and
investigation.
Gather relevant information from multiple print and
digital sources, using search terms effectively; assess
the credibility and accuracy of each source; and quote
or paraphrase the data and conclusions of others
while avoiding plagiarism and following a standard
format for citation.
Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to
support analysis, reflection, and research.a. Apply
grade 7 Reading standards to literature.b. Apply grade
7 Reading standards to literary nonfiction.

I like this standard, please
adopt.

K12 Teacher

General
Support

Comment support the standard.

Email Comment 7.W.9

2795

996

7.W.9

Disagree with vertical group. K12
The eg provides teachers with Administrator
directions.

Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to I like this standard, please
support analysis, reflection, and research.a. Apply
adopt.
grade 7 Reading standards to literature.b. Apply grade
7 Reading standards to literary nonfiction.

K12 Teacher

K12 Teacher
I did, however have a
strong objection to the
removal of standard AZ
7.W.4 and AZ 8.W.4.
This is a standard that I
feel must be left in for
students that have
varying degrees of
learning disabilities
(LD, MIMD,
MOMD etc )

This is a matter of curriculum and instruction and should be
decided at the local level.

General
Support

Comment support the standard.

Functional writing has not been removed; it is still available under
the umbrella of the three text types.

1669

7.RI.8

1669

7.RI.9

1669

7.W.1

1669

7,.RI.10

I like the clear focus on
argumentation,
especially 7RI.8,9 &
7W.1. I also like how
R.10 has moved the
subject specific reading
types to R.9 so that it
does not seem like an
extra bit
Analyze how two or more authors writing about the
I like the clear focus on
same topic shape their presentations
argumentation,
of key information by emphasizing different evidence especially 7RI.8,9 &
or advancing different interpretations
7W.1. I also like how
of facts.
R.10 has moved the
subject specific reading
types to R.9 so that it
does not seem like an
extra bit
Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons I like the clear focus on
and relevant evidence.
argumentation,
a. Introduce claim(s), acknowledge alternate or
especially 7RI.8,9 &
opposing claims, and organize the reasons
7W.1. I also like how
and evidence logically.
R.10 has moved the
b. Support claim(s) with logical reasoning and relevant subject specific reading
evidence, using accurate, credible
types to R.9 so that it
sources and demonstrating an understanding of the
does not seem like an
topic or text.
extra bit.
c. Use words, phrases, and clauses to create cohesion
and clarify the relationships among
claim(s), reasons, and evidence.
d. Establish and maintain a formal style.
e. Provide a concluding statement or section that
follows from and supports the argument
presented.
Trace and evaluate the argument and specific claims in
a text, assessing whether the
reasoning is sound and the evidence is relevant and
sufficient to support the claims.

By the end of the year, proficiently and independently
read and comprehend informational
texts and nonfiction in a text complexity range
determined by qualitative and quantitative
measures appropriate to grade 7.

K12
Parent/Guardia
n

Comment supports the standard.

K12
Parent/Guardia
n

Comment supports the standard.

K12
Parent/Guardia
n

Comment supports the standard.

I like the clear focus on K12
Parent/Guardia
argumentation,
n
especially 7RI.8,9 &
7W.1. I also like how
R.10 has moved the
subject specific reading
types to R.9 so that it
does not seem like an
extra bit

Comment supports the standard.

English Language Arts Public Feedback on the Draft Standards - Grade 8
SID Number

Role

Draft Standard

Public Comment

2191

Standard
Coding
8.RI.10

By the end of the year, proficiently and
independently read and comprehend
informational texts and nonfiction in a text
complexity range determined by qualitative and
quantitative measures appropriate to grade 8.

Include the third dimension K12 Teacher
of text complexity. Change
to…..in a text complexity
range determined by
qualitative measures,
quantitative measures, and
reader and task
considerations appropriate….

2566

8.RL.1

Cite the textual evidence that most strongly
supports an analysis of what the text says
explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the
text.

2190

8.RL.10

1558

8.RL.9

1559

8.RL.9

1560

8.RL.9

1561

8.RL.9

Category

Refinement Note

Grade Level
Addressed by Text Complexity group.
Additions/Deletions/Ch
anges

How much citations? In 7th Other
we see the word "several".
This standard does not
progress well from 6.RL.1
and 7.RL.1. I think the word
"relevant" should be added
like it is in the writing
standard. Isn't that what is
meant by "strongly
supports"?
By the end of the year, proficiently and
Include the third dimension K12 Teacher
independently read and comprehend literature, of text complexity. Change
including stories, dramas and poetry, in a text
to…..in a text complexity
complexity range determined by qualitative and range determined by
quantitative measures appropriate to grade 8.
qualitative measures,
quantitative measures, and
reader and task
considerations appropriate….

Grade Level
Cite textual evidence does not necessarily refer to
Additions/Deletions/Ch citations; citations are addressed in W.8. Relevence is
anges
implied by the phrase, "to support analysis".

Analyze how a modern work of fiction draws on
themes, patterns of events, or character types
from myths, traditional stories or religious
works, including describing how the material is
rendered new.
Analyze how a modern work of fiction draws on
themes, patterns of events, or character types
from myths, traditional stories or religious
works, including describing how the material is
rendered new.
Analyze how a modern work of fiction draws on
themes, patterns of events, or character types
from myths, traditional stories or religious
works, including describing how the material is
rendered new.

appreciate that religious
works replaced Bible

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standard.

Appreciate taking out the
word Bible in this standard.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standard.

I appreciate that the explicit K12 Teacher
text suggestion of "including
the Bible" was removed and
replaced with a more global
approach of "religious
works".

General Support

Comment in support of standard.

Analyze how a modern work of fiction draws on
themes, patterns of events, or character types
from myths, traditional stories or religious
works, including describing how the material is
rendered new.

I appreciate and recognize
the edits made to this
standard.

General Support

Comment in support of standard.

K12 Teacher

Grade Level
Addressed by Text Complexity group.
Additions/Deletions/Ch
anges

1562

8.RL.9

Analyze how a modern work of fiction draws on
themes, patterns of events, or character types
from myths, traditional stories or religious
works, including describing how the material is
rendered new.
Analyze how a modern work of fiction draws on
themes, patterns of events, or character types
from myths, traditional stories or religious
works, including describing how the material is
rendered new.

1564

8.RL.9

1565

8.RL.9

Analyze how a modern work of fiction draws on
themes, patterns of events, or character types
from myths, traditional stories or religious
works, including describing how the material is
rendered new.

1566

8.RL.9

Analyze how a modern work of fiction draws on
themes, patterns of events, or character types
from myths, traditional stories or religious
works, including describing how the material is
rendered new.

1569

8.RL.9

Analyze how a modern work of fiction draws on
themes, patterns of events, or character types
from myths, traditional stories or religious
works, including describing how the material is
rendered new.

1570

8.RL.9

Analyze how a modern work of fiction draws on
themes, patterns of events, or character types
from myths, traditional stories or religious
works, including describing how the material is
rendered new.

Thank you for taking out
K12 Teacher
Bible and putting in religious
works.

General Support

Comment in support of standard.

We recognize and
K12 Teacher
appreciate that the example
of the Bible was taken out.
Some could have
misinterpreted that as a
book that must be studied
and used
I appreciate the wording in K12 Teacher
this standard. It doesn't
negate the contribution of
religious works to our
society, but it also doesn't
express a singular religious
work to be taught or
excluded
I appreciate and recognize
K12 Teacher
that religious works are
referenced here instead of
one particular book. Thank
you for recognizing the need
for cultural sensitivity.

General Support

Comment in support of standard.

General Support

Comment in support of standard.

General Support

Comment in support of standard.

General Support

Comment in support of standard.

General Support

Comment in support of standard.

I feel like the change in this K12 Teacher
standard from a reference
to one particular religious
work to the more general
phrasing "religious works"
was an important change.
This allows for the views of
various cultures to be
respected and for broader
implications for instruction
I appreciate the change
K12 Teacher
from "bible" to 'religious
works". It speaks to the
diversity in AZ

1571

8.SL.1

1044

8.W.4

996

8.W.4

Engage effectively in a range of collaborative
‐
discussions (one on one, in groups, and
teacher led) with diverse partners on grade 8
topics, texts, and issues, building on others’
ideas and expressing their own clearly.a. Come
to discussions prepared having read or
researched material under study; explicitly draw
on that preparation by referring to evidence on
the topic, text, or issue to probe and reflect on
‐
ideas under discussion.b. Follow rules for
collegial discussions and decision making, track
progress toward specific goals and deadlines,
and define individual roles as needed.c. Pose
questions that connect the ideas of several
speakers and respond to others' questions and
comments with relevant evidence, observations,
and ideas.d. Acknowledge new information
expressed by others, and, when warranted,
qualify or justify their own views in light of the
evidence presented.
Produce clear and coherent writing in which the
development, organization, and style are
‐
appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.
(Grade specific expectations for writing types
are defined in standards 1–3 above.)

The word "diverse" should
K12 Teacher
either be eliminated or
reworded with "a variety of"
or "different."

As a SpEd teacher, I'm very K12 Teacher
disappointed at the lack of
inclusion of the functional
writing standards in any of
the ELA standards. Students
enjoy being able to task
analyze their favorite
recipes and make them in
class, write an email to their
favorite teacher, or send
one to their mom. Students
work with their grade level
peers, on the same tasks,
enabling them to work on
assignments without feeling
different, providing them the
opportunity to showcase
their abilities in providing
info visually

Grade Level
Funtional writing has not been removed; it is still
Additions/Deletions/Ch available under the umbrella of the three text types.
anges

Produce clear and coherent writing in which the
development, organization, and style are
‐
appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.
(Grade specific expectations for writing types
are defined in standards 1–3 above.)

I did, however have a strong K12 Teacher
objection to the removal of
standard AZ 7.W.4 and AZ
8.W.4. This is a standard
that I feel must be left in for
students that have varying
degrees of learning
disabilities (LD, MIMD,
MOMD etc )

Funtional writing has not been removed; it is still
available under the umbrella of the three text types.

Grade Level
No revision needed. "A variety of" and "different" are
Additions/Deletions/Ch synonyms of diverse. The standard does not dictate
the type of grouping, it is giving examples of grouping.
anges

Also, the standards
shouldn't dictate grouping.
That is an instructional
decision that should be
made by the teacher.

Email Comment 8.W.9

Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to
support analysis, reflection, and research.
a. Apply grade 8 Reading standards to literature.
b. Apply grade 8 Reading standards to literary nonfiction.

Recommend leaving in the
examples.

K12 Administrator

The examples were removed as this is a matter of
curriculum and instruction and should be decided at
the local level.

English Language Arts Public Feedback on the Draft Standards - Grades 9-10
SID Number
132

Standard Coding
9-10.RL.7

Draft Standard
Analyze the representation of a subject or a key scene in two different
artistic mediums, including what is emphasized or absent in each
treatment.

Public Comment
Role
What do you mean by
Other
treatment? Be more specific
and to the point. Treatment
is too vague.
Source material is not always Other
included or applicable to the
literature.

133

9-10.RL.9

Analyze how an author draws on and transforms source material in a
specific work.

135

9-10.RI.8

Delineate and evaluate the argument and specific claims in a text,
If the text is fiction this
assessing whether the reasoning is valid and the evidence is relevant and standard would not apply
sufficient; identify false statements and fallacious reasoning.
because it is not real.

136

9-10.W.10

137

9-10.L.4

Write routinely over extended time frames (time for research, reflection, By what time frame should Other
and revision) and shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for we measure this? By time
they spend in school or at
a range of tasks, purposes, and audiences.
home writing?
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple‐meaning
Section A: does not need the Higher
words and phrases based on grades 9–10 reading and content, choosing parenthetical
Education
flexibly from a range of strategies.
Section B: the parts of
a. Use context (e.g., the overall meaning of a sentence, paragraph, or
speech should be present in
text; a word’s position or function in a sentence) as a clue to the meaning the example to clarify what
it is asking, i.e. analyze-v,
of a word or phrase.
analysis-n, analytical-adj;
b. Identify and correctly use patterns of word changes that indicate
different meanings or parts of speech (e.g., analyze, analysis, analytical; also, the word morpheme
should be used for clarity's
advocate, advocacy).
c. Consult general and specialized reference materials (e.g., dictionaries, sake
glossaries, thesauruses), both print and digital, to find the pronunciation Section C: teacher should
of a word or determine or clarify its precise meaning, its part of speech, have discretion of whether
to teach print or digital
or its etymology.
references, not be required
d. Verify the preliminary determination of the meaning of a word or
to instruct in both
phrase (e.g., by checking the inferred meaning in context or in a
dictionary).
Section D: this section seems
unnecessary, given its
resemblance to section A

Other

Category
Implementation of
Standards

Refinement Note
"Treatments" is an understandable term for teachers. No revisions
needed.

General Perception
and Concerns

This comment does not apply to the standard. No revision
necessary.

General Perception
and Concerns

This comment does not apply to the standard. Which is why there
is no RL.8. No revision necessary.

Curriculum &
Instruction

This issue is determined by local curriculum and/or individual
instructional decisions. No revision necessary.

General Perception
and Concerns

L.4.a. - The parenthetical information adds clarity to the standard
and aligns to the vertical progression. L.4.b. - The parenthical
information is clear as written. L.4.c.The standards require the
students to be able to use both print and digital sources. L.4.d This
is a different skill from L.4.a. No revisions are necessary.

138

9-10.SL.1

Initiate and participate effectively in a range of collaborative discussions Regarding SL. 1 C. Found this Other
(one‐on‐ one, in groups, and teacher‐led) with diverse partners on grades standard difficult to measure
9–10 topics, texts, and issues, building on others&#039; ideas and
and assess students on.
expressing their own clearly and persuasively.
a. Come to discussions prepared having read and researched material
under study; explicitly draw on that preparation by referring to evidence
from texts and other research on the topic or issue to stimulate a
thoughtful, well‐ reasoned exchange of ideas.
b. Work with peers to set rules for collegial discussions and
decision‐making (e.g., informal consensus, taking votes on key issues,
and presentation of alternate views), clear goals and deadlines, and
individual roles as needed.
c. Propel conversations by posing and responding to questions that relate
the current discussion to broader themes or larger ideas; actively
incorporate others into the discussion; and clarify, verify, or challenge
ideas and conclusions.
d. Respond thoughtfully to diverse perspectives, summarize points of
agreement and disagreement, and, when warranted, qualify or justify
their own views and understanding and make new connections in light of
the evidence and reasoning presented.

Curriculum &
Instruction

This is a pedagogical issue that can be addressed at a building
level. No revisions necessary.

139

9-10.W.6

Appreciate the use of
Other
technology and the progress
we are making as teachers.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

141

9-10.SL.5

Use technology, including the internet, to produce, publish, and update
individual or shared writing products, taking advantage of
technology&#039;s capacity to link to other information and to display
information flexibly and dynamically.
Make strategic use of digital media in presentations to enhance
understanding of findings, reasoning, and evidence and to add interest.

The use of digital media
Higher
should be up to the
Education
discretion of the teacher,
not a requirement of the
state. Students receive
enough digital exposure in
the world, if a teacher wants
to have a digital-free
classroom, she should be
allowed that courtesy.

Curriculum &
Instruction

Digital literacy is embedded in the ELA standards. No revisions
necessary.

I think we still need to
K12 Teacher
differentiate between grade
levels in the bands. For
example, we should not
have a 9-10 and 11-12 band.
The standards need to be
explicit for each grade level.
As written, students are held
accountable for the same
level of skill at the end of 9th
grade as they are after
another year of instruction
at the end of 10th grade. The
same idea applies to the end
of the junior and senior
years. The complex skills
need to be broken into
grade level mastery.

General Perception
and Concerns

There is differentiation within the text complexity. Additionally the
grade-bands allow for two years of mastery.

351

2193

9-10.RI.10

By the end of the year, proficiently and independently read and
comprehend informational texts and nonfiction in a text complexity
range determined by qualitative and quantitative measures appropriate
to grades 9-10.

Include the third dimension K12 Teacher
of text complexity. Change
to…..in a text complexity
range determined by
qualitative measures,
quantitative measures, and
reader and task
considerations
appropriate….

General Perception
and Concerns

This comment was processed by the text complexity group on
10.18.16

2432

9-10.RI.10

By the end of the year, proficiently and independently read and
comprehend informational texts and nonfiction in a text complexity
range determined by qualitative and quantitative measures appropriate
to grades 9-10.

I like that is now involves a K12 Teacher
qualitative and quantitative
measure, rather than just
referring the the CCR text
complexity band

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

2430

9-10.RI.2

Determine a central idea of a text and analyze its development over the revise to read more like 11- K12 Teacher
course of the text, including how it emerges and is shaped and refined by 12.RI.2 so the part about an
objective summary is
specific details; provide an objective summary of the text.
blended with the standard,
rather than separated.

General Perception
and Concerns

this is developmentally appropriate in progression of the
standard.

Email Comment 9-10.RI.9

Analyze seminal/primary documents of historical and literary
significance, including how they address related themes and concepts.

General Support

the examples are a curricular decision of the LEA.

2439

9-10.RI.9

Analyze seminal/primary documents of historical and literary
significance, including how they address related themes and concepts.

support refinement, but
k12
would like to keep
Administrator
parenthetical examples.
I like that specific documents K12 Teacher
are no longer referenced
and that is was broadened to
include both seminal US and
world documents

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

2489

9-10.RI.9

Analyze seminal/primary documents of historical and literary
significance, including how they address related themes and concepts.

General Perception
and Concerns

the skill of cursive is addressed in the k-5 standards

1588

9-10.RL.10

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

2192

9-10.RL.10

By the end of the year, proficiently and independently read and
comprehend literature, including stories, drama, and poetry, in a text
complexity range determined by qualitative and quantitative measures
appropriate to grades 9-10.
By the end of the year, proficiently and independently read and
comprehend literature, including stories, drama, and poetry, in a text
complexity range determined by qualitative and quantitative measures
appropriate to grades 9-10.

Students might need that
K12 Teacher
cursive skill in order to read
those seminal / primary
documents.
Thank you for removing the K12 Teacher
e.g.

Include the third dimension K12 Teacher
of text complexity. Change
to…..in a text complexity
range determined by
qualitative measures,
quantitative measures, and
reader and task
considerations
appropriate….

General Perception
and Concerns

This comment was processed by the text complexity group on
10.18.16

2431

9-10.RL.10

I like that is now involves a K12 Teacher
qualitative and quantitative
measure, rather than just
referring the the CCR text
complexity band

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

By the end of the year, proficiently and independently read and
comprehend literature, including stories, drama, and poetry, in a text
complexity range determined by qualitative and quantitative measures
appropriate to grades 9-10.

2428

9-10.RL.2

Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze in detail its
development over the course of the text, including how it emerges and is
shaped and refined by specific details; provide an objective summary of
the text.

"Provide an objective
K12 Teacher
summary of the text" shows
up in 4th grade as
“summarize the text”. It
makes sense the way it’s
worded in 3rd grade with
“explain how it [central
message] is conveyed
through key details.”Perhaps
if it was reworded to
integrate the task of
providing a summary, that
way teachers know the skill
is related to being able to
show the development of
theme, rather than the way
it is now, it seems like
they’re two separate
standards in one. See RI.2
for suggestion

General Perception
and Concerns

this relates to elementary

1574

9-10.RL.6

Analyze how points of view and/or cultural experiences are reflected in
works of literature, drawing from a variety of literary texts.

The revision was
appropriate.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1575

9-10.RL.6

Analyze how points of view and/or cultural experiences are reflected in
works of literature, drawing from a variety of literary texts.

I appreciate the removal of
specific curricular choices.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1576

9-10.RL.6

Analyze how points of view and/or cultural experiences are reflected in
works of literature, drawing from a variety of literary texts.

Appreciate taking out world K12 Teacher
literature focus.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1577

9-10.RL.6

Analyze how points of view and/or cultural experiences are reflected in
works of literature, drawing from a variety of literary texts.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1578

9-10.RL.6

Analyze how points of view and/or cultural experiences are reflected in
works of literature, drawing from a variety of literary texts.

I appreciate the removal of
specific phrasing that
dictated curricular choices.
I like that it is not a World
Lit. focus.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1579

9-10.RL.6

Analyze how points of view and/or cultural experiences are reflected in
works of literature, drawing from a variety of literary texts.

I appreciate the removal of K12 Teacher
specific curricular materials.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1580

9-10.RL.6

Analyze how points of view and/or cultural experiences are reflected in
works of literature, drawing from a variety of literary texts.

This wording is also an
K12 Teacher
improvement. It allows for
more choice to be taken at
the district and school level
when choosing a variety of
texts. In the past, it made it
seem that teachers must
choose literature from
outside the U.S. and if they
didn't, they weren't adhering
to the standard.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1582

9-10.RL.6

Analyze how points of view and/or cultural experiences are reflected in
works of literature, drawing from a variety of literary texts.

I like the removal of the
world literature focus.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K12 Teacher

1583

9-10.RL.6

Analyze how points of view and/or cultural experiences are reflected in
works of literature, drawing from a variety of literary texts.

Omitting "world literature" K12 Teacher
enables more local control
over decisions that will help
specific student populations
to reach this goal.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

Email Comment 9-10.RL.6

Analyze how points of view and/or cultural experiences are reflected in
works of literature, drawing from a variety of literary texts.

Recommend keeping
outside the United States
and world literature in the
standard as this helps
students to understand the
global world in which they
live

k12
Administrator

Curriculum &
Instruction

this is a curriculum decision of the local education agency.

1585

9-10.RL.6

Analyze how points of view and/or cultural experiences are reflected in
works of literature, drawing from a variety of literary texts.

I appreciate the removal of
"from outside the United
States" in this standard.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1587

9-10.RL.6

Analyze how points of view and/or cultural experiences are reflected in
works of literature, drawing from a variety of literary texts.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1779

9-10.RL.6

Analyze how points of view and/or cultural experiences are reflected in
works of literature, drawing from a variety of literary texts.

I like the change of focus
K12 Teacher
away from 'World
Literature" as in 2010
standards. This allows for
more local
control/curriculum.
This is an excellent change K12 Teacher
that broadens
district/school/teacher
choices--as long as "a variety
of literary texts" includes
texts written in other
countries, by other
ethnicities, women, counter
points of view, etc.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1590

9-10.RL.7

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

9-10.RL.9

I appreciate the removal of
the example. The standard
stands out more.
I appreciate the rewording
that allows for schools and
districts to choose what
their students read rather
than dictating a world
literature focus with this
standard

K12 Teacher

1581

Analyze the representation of a subject or a key scene in two different
artistic mediums, including what is emphasized or absent in each
treatment.
Analyze how an author draws on and transforms source material in a
specific work.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1592

9-10.RL.9

Analyze how an author draws on and transforms source material in a
specific work.

I appreciate the removal of K12 Teacher
the example in this standard.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1606

1593

9-10.SL.1

9-10.W.2

Initiate and participate effectively in a range of collaborative discussions
(one‐on‐ one, in groups, and teacher‐led) with diverse partners on grades
9–10 topics, texts, and issues, building on others&#039; ideas and
expressing their own clearly and persuasively.
a. Come to discussions prepared having read and researched material
under study; explicitly draw on that preparation by referring to evidence
from texts and other research on the topic or issue to stimulate a
thoughtful, well‐ reasoned exchange of ideas.
b. Work with peers to set rules for collegial discussions and
decision‐making (e.g., informal consensus, taking votes on key issues,
and presentation of alternate views), clear goals and deadlines, and
individual roles as needed.
c. Propel conversations by posing and responding to questions that relate
the current discussion to broader themes or larger ideas; actively
incorporate others into the discussion; and clarify, verify, or challenge
ideas and conclusions.
d. Respond thoughtfully to diverse perspectives, summarize points of
agreement and disagreement, and, when warranted, qualify or justify
their own views and understanding and make new connections in light of
the evidence and reasoning presented.

The word "diverse" should K12 Teacher
either be eliminated or
reworded with "a variety of"
or "different."

General Perception
and Concerns

the inherent nature of the standard allows for the types of groups
suggested.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

Also, the standards
shouldn't dictate grouping.
That is an instructional
decision that should be
made by the teacher.

Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex
2e. I like the removal of
ideas, concepts, and information clearly and accurately through the
"objective" and including
effective selection, organization, and analysis of content.a. Introduce a
"appropriate"
topic; organize complex ideas, concepts, and information to make
important connections and distinctions; include formatting (e.g.,
headings), graphics (e.g., figures, tables), and multimedia when useful to
aiding comprehension.b. Develop the topic with well‐chosen, relevant,
and sufficient facts, extended definitions, concrete details, quotations, or
other information and examples appropriate to the audience’s
knowledge of the topic.c. Use appropriate and varied transitions to link
the major sections of the text, create cohesion, and clarify the
relationships among complex ideas and concepts.d. Use precise language
and domain‐specific vocabulary to manage the complexity of the topic.e.
Establish and maintain a formal style and an appropriate tone while
attending to the norms and conventions of the discipline in which they
are writing.f. Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from
and supports the information or explanation presented (e.g., articulating
implications or the significance of the topic).

K12 Teacher

1596

9-10.W.2

Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex
e. like the change from
ideas, concepts, and information clearly and accurately through the
objective to appropriate
effective selection, organization, and analysis of content.a. Introduce a
topic; organize complex ideas, concepts, and information to make
important connections and distinctions; include formatting (e.g.,
headings), graphics (e.g., figures, tables), and multimedia when useful to
aiding comprehension.b. Develop the topic with well‐chosen, relevant,
and sufficient facts, extended definitions, concrete details, quotations, or
other information and examples appropriate to the audience’s
knowledge of the topic.c. Use appropriate and varied transitions to link
the major sections of the text, create cohesion, and clarify the
relationships among complex ideas and concepts.d. Use precise language
and domain‐specific vocabulary to manage the complexity of the topic.e.
Establish and maintain a formal style and an appropriate tone while
attending to the norms and conventions of the discipline in which they
are writing.f. Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from
and supports the information or explanation presented (e.g., articulating
implications or the significance of the topic).

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1598

9-10.W.2

Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex
ideas, concepts, and information clearly and accurately through the
effective selection, organization, and analysis of content.a. Introduce a
topic; organize complex ideas, concepts, and information to make
important connections and distinctions; include formatting (e.g.,
headings), graphics (e.g., figures, tables), and multimedia when useful to
aiding comprehension.b. Develop the topic with well‐chosen, relevant,
and sufficient facts, extended definitions, concrete details, quotations, or
other information and examples appropriate to the audience’s
knowledge of the topic.c. Use appropriate and varied transitions to link
the major sections of the text, create cohesion, and clarify the
relationships among complex ideas and concepts.d. Use precise language
and domain‐specific vocabulary to manage the complexity of the topic.e.
Establish and maintain a formal style and an appropriate tone while
attending to the norms and conventions of the discipline in which they
are writing.f. Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from
and supports the information or explanation presented (e.g., articulating
implications or the significance of the topic).

9-10.W.2e the change from K12 Teacher
"objective tone" to
"appropriate tone" is a good
change.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1599

9-10.W.2

Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex
e. I appreciate the change of K12 Teacher
ideas, concepts, and information clearly and accurately through the
the word "objective" to
effective selection, organization, and analysis of content.a. Introduce a
"appropriate"
topic; organize complex ideas, concepts, and information to make
important connections and distinctions; include formatting (e.g.,
headings), graphics (e.g., figures, tables), and multimedia when useful to
aiding comprehension.b. Develop the topic with well‐chosen, relevant,
and sufficient facts, extended definitions, concrete details, quotations, or
other information and examples appropriate to the audience’s
knowledge of the topic.c. Use appropriate and varied transitions to link
the major sections of the text, create cohesion, and clarify the
relationships among complex ideas and concepts.d. Use precise language
and domain‐specific vocabulary to manage the complexity of the topic.e.
Establish and maintain a formal style and an appropriate tone while
attending to the norms and conventions of the discipline in which they
are writing.f. Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from
and supports the information or explanation presented (e.g., articulating
implications or the significance of the topic).

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1602

9-10.W.2

Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex
In 2e the change from
K12 Teacher
objective to appropriate was
ideas, concepts, and information clearly and accurately through the
effective selection, organization, and analysis of content.a. Introduce a
necessary.
topic; organize complex ideas, concepts, and information to make
important connections and distinctions; include formatting (e.g.,
headings), graphics (e.g., figures, tables), and multimedia when useful to
aiding comprehension.b. Develop the topic with well‐chosen, relevant,
and sufficient facts, extended definitions, concrete details, quotations, or
other information and examples appropriate to the audience’s
knowledge of the topic.c. Use appropriate and varied transitions to link
the major sections of the text, create cohesion, and clarify the
relationships among complex ideas and concepts.d. Use precise language
and domain‐specific vocabulary to manage the complexity of the topic.e.
Establish and maintain a formal style and an appropriate tone while
attending to the norms and conventions of the discipline in which they
are writing.f. Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from
and supports the information or explanation presented (e.g., articulating
implications or the significance of the topic).

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1605

9-10.W.2

Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex
ideas, concepts, and information clearly and accurately through the
effective selection, organization, and analysis of content.a. Introduce a
topic; organize complex ideas, concepts, and information to make
important connections and distinctions; include formatting (e.g.,
headings), graphics (e.g., figures, tables), and multimedia when useful to
aiding comprehension.b. Develop the topic with well‐chosen, relevant,
and sufficient facts, extended definitions, concrete details, quotations, or
other information and examples appropriate to the audience’s
knowledge of the topic.c. Use appropriate and varied transitions to link
the major sections of the text, create cohesion, and clarify the
relationships among complex ideas and concepts.d. Use precise language
and domain‐specific vocabulary to manage the complexity of the topic.e.
Establish and maintain a formal style and an appropriate tone while
attending to the norms and conventions of the discipline in which they
are writing.f. Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from
and supports the information or explanation presented (e.g., articulating
implications or the significance of the topic).

Changing the wording of
K12 Teacher
"objective tone" in the 2010
draft to "appropriate tone"
allows for the writer's choice
in the piece. In other words,
it allows for the writer to
choose the best tone for the
piece.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

2490

9-10.W.6

Use technology, including the internet, to produce, publish, and update
individual or shared writing products, taking advantage of
technology&#039;s capacity to link to other information and to display
information flexibly and dynamically.

why name the internet here? K12 Teacher
Either give a more
comprehensive list or don't
name anything at all.
K12 Teacher

General Perception
and Concerns

changing this would eliminate the vertical progression as well as
anchor standards

General Perception
and Concerns

There is differentiation within the text complexity. Additionally the
grade-bands allow for two years of mastery.

351

I think we still need to
differentiate between grade
levels in the bands. For
example, we should not
have a 9-10 and 11-12 band.
The standards need to be
explicit for each grade level.
As written, students are held
accountable for the same
level of skill at the end of 9th
grade as they are after
another year of instruction
at the end of 10th grade. The
same idea applies to the end
of the junior and senior
years. The complex skills
need to be broken into
grade level mastery.

664

9-10.RL.6

Analyze how points of view and/or cultural experiences are reflected in
works of literature,
drawing from a variety of literary texts.

I agree with the standards
K12 Teacher
are an improvement
compared to Arizona's
current standards but there
are some places where I
think the examples for
clarification need to still be
present. For example, in 910.RL.6 I believe it should
include the added disclaimer
of using texts outside the
U.S. This would help to
ensure that teachers are
acknowledging cultural text
beyond what is just present
in the United States.

Curriculum &
Instruction

this is a curriculum decision of the local education agency.

999

9-10.RL.6

Analyze how points of view and/or cultural experiences are reflected in
works of literature,
drawing from a variety of literary texts.

I disagree with 9-10.RL.6
K12 Teacher
with the taking out "work of
literature from outside the
United States." I believe
having students read
literature BEYOND the
borders of our country will
help them tremendously in
life and college. With such a
diverse and global economy
and social media--students
need to read other's
experiences beyond the U.S.
Everything else in the draft I
agree with.

Curriculum &
Instruction

this is a curriculum decision of the local education agency.

1055

9-10.RL.9

Analyze how an author draws on and transforms source material in a
specific work.

I read the anchor standards K12 Teacher
and most of the 9-10 ELA
standards. The proposed
standards use more explicit
and direct wording, but are
very similar to the AZCCR
standards. I was a little
disappointed that that the
standard to analyze how a
text "draws on and
transforms source material"
is still included at the 9-10
level. Basically, I think the
"transforms" requirement is
too difficult for this grade
level and should be pulled
out.

Developmentally
Appropriate/Rigor

this follows the vertical progression of reading standard 9

Email Comment

• The high school ELA
k12
standards are set as bands. Administrator
What level of mastery
should students have at the
end of 9th vs. 10th? 11th vs.
12th?

General Perception
and Concerns

this is diffentiation with text complexity. Additionally the grade
bands allow for two years of mastery.

English Language Arts Public Feedback on the Draft Standards - Grades 11-12
SID Number Standard
Coding
140
11-12.RL.5

Draft Standard

Public Comment

Analyze how an author’s choices concerning how to structure
specific parts of a text contribute to its overall structure and
meaning as well as its aesthetic impact.

Sections of the draft standards seem to K12 Teacher General
be rather vague and difficult to measure.
Perception and
Concerns
(Ex: 11-1.RL.5).

NO REVISION NEEDED:
This standard is best measured through writing or discussion at
the classroom level. The revision increases expectations and
allows freedom for deeper conversation about text structure.

142

Analyze how point of view impacts the implicit and explicit
meanings in a text.

The previous AZCCRS standard addresses K12 Teacher Grade Level
teaching satire, irony, and sarcasm
Additions/Deletio
specifically and how those things appear
ns/Changes
in the text. "Point of view" is vague and
could be as simple as first/second/third
person and does not account for
determining the difference between
what is said in the text and what is
actually meant. These things need to be
spelled out in the standard, as "implicit
and explicit meanings" is too vague and
leaves too much room for
interpretation.

Standard should read: Using a variety of genres, analyze how the
narrative point of view impacts the implicit and explicit meanings
in a text.

Thank you for adding quantitative
measures to this standard. It takes the
focus off of Lexile scores.

Business
General Support
Representati
ve

no revision needed. They agree

The addition of qualitative measures
takes the focus off of just Lexile scores.
Smart addition.

Business
General Support
Representati
ve

no revision needed. They agree

I only reviewed my grade levels'
K12 Teacher General Support
standards, but not much had changed,
and what has changed were things I
could get on board with. I like the
removal of Shakespeare from the 11-12
RL7 standard, based on the assumption
that not many teachers will willingly
give up Shakespeare anyway. I also
liked the addition of "world documents"
to the RI8 and 9 standards to free up
teachers from teaching a purely
Americancentric curriculum.

no revision needed. They agree

175

176

278

11-12.RL.6

11-12.RL.10 By the end of the year, proficiently and independently read and
comprehend literature, including stories, dramas, and poetry, in a
text complexity range determined by qualitative and quantitative
measures appropriate to grades 11-12.
11-12.RI.10 By the end of the year, proficiently and independently read and
comprehend informational text and nonfiction in a text complexity
range determined by qualitative and quantitative measures
appropriate to grades 11-12.
11-12.RI.7 Analyze multiple interpretations of a story, drama, or poem (e.g.,
recorded or live production of a play or recorded novel or poetry),
evaluating how each version interprets the source text.

Role

Category

Refinement Note

The list draws educators into choosing exclusively satire as the
text. The revision would allow educators freedom of more texts
but provide more variety for students. By turning the focus to
satire sarcasm, irony, and understatement, the standard would
imply that satire is exclusively meant for 11th and 12th grade,
and this would be the only means through which point of view is
analyzed.
See technical review comments for this standard on 10.18.16

278

11-12.RI.8

Delineate and evaluate the rhetorical effectiveness of the authors'
reasoning, premises, purpose, and argument in seminal U.S. and
world texts.

I only reviewed my grade levels'
K12 Teacher General Support
standards, but not much had changed,
and what has changed were things I
could get on board with. I like the
removal of Shakespeare from the 11-12
RL7 standard, based on the assumption
that not many teachers will willingly give
up Shakespeare anyway. I also liked the
addition of "world documents" to the
RI8 and 9 standards to free up teachers
from teaching a purely Americancentric
curriculum.

no revision needed. They agree

278

11-12.RI.9

Analyze foundational U.S. and world documents of historical and
literary significance for their themes, purposes, and rhetorical
features.

I only reviewed my grade levels'
K12 Teacher General Support
standards, but not much had changed,
and what has changed were things I
could get on board with. I like the
removal of Shakespeare from the 11-12
RL7 standard, based on the assumption
that not many teachers will willingly give
up Shakespeare anyway. I also liked the
addition of "world documents" to the
RI8 and 9 standards to free up teachers
from teaching a purely Americancentric
curriculum.

no revision needed. They agree

I think we still need to differentiate
K12 Teacher General
between grade levels in the bands. For
Perception and
example, we should not have a 9-10 and
Concerns
11-12 band. The standards need to be
explicit for each grade level. As written,
students are held accountable for the
same level of skill at the end of 9th grade
as they are after another year of
instruction at the end of 10th grade. The
same idea applies to the end of the
junior and senior years. The complex
skills need to be broken into grade level
mastery.

There is differentiation with text complexity. Additionally, the
grade-bands allow two years for mastery.

351

2195

2434

11-12.RI.10 By the end of the year, proficiently and independently read and
comprehend informational text and nonfiction in a text complexity
range determined by qualitative and quantitative measures
appropriate to grades 11-12.

Include the third dimension of text
complexity. Change to…..in a text
complexity range determined by
qualitative measures, quantitative
measures, and reader and task
considerations appropriate….
11-12.RI.10 By the end of the year, proficiently and independently read and
I like that is now involves a qualitative
comprehend informational text and nonfiction in a text complexity and quantitative measure, rather than
just referring the the CCR text
range determined by qualitative and quantitative measures
appropriate to grades 11-12.
complexity band

K12 Teacher Implementation
of Standards

this was addressed by the text complexity group 10.18.16 in k12
topics.

K12 Teacher General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

Email
Comment

11-12.RI.1

Email
Comment

11-12.RI.2

2429

11-12.RI.2

Email
Comment

11-12.RI.3

Email
Comment
1180

Cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support analysis of
what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the
text, including determining where the text leaves matters
uncertain.
Determine and analyze the development and interaction of two or
more central ideas over the course of a text to provide a complex
analysis or objective summary.

Drop “including determining where the
text leaves matters uncertain.” It
distracts from the main objective.

K12 Teacher Developmentally This is developmentally the logical step in the progression of
Appropriate/Rigor rigor.

The last sentence says “complex analysis K12 Teacher Developmentally The close connection of the two standards represent the parallel
or objective summary”! This should be
Appropriate/Rigor skills, yet there is a distinct difference between a literary and nonrewritten similarly to RL2 above. It
fiction text.
seems to span two completely different
levels of cognition.

Determine and analyze the development and interaction of two or
more central ideas over the course of a text to provide a complex
analysis or objective summary.

I really like how this is worded. 9-10.RI.2 K12 Teacher General Support
should read similarly and so should 1112.RL.2, in terms of the objective
summary.
Analyze a complex set of ideas or sequence of events and explain
I think RI3 is vague and too similar to
K12 Teacher General
how specific individuals, ideas, or events interact and develop over RI2. “Analyze a complex set of ideas” is
Perception and
the course of the text.
not much different from RI2’s “analyze
Concerns
the development and interaction of two
or more central ideas.” Maybe I’m
reading this wrong, but if this standard is
uniquely about how the author
transitions from idea to idea, I prefer the
wording in RL3: “Analyze the impact of
the author’s choices regarding how to
develop and connect elements of the
[text].” Forgive me if this is not the
desired focus of the standard, but I think
“explain how specific individuals, ideas,
or events interact” is confusing. I would
like each standard to focus on a unique
objective from the other standards, and
the current wording of this one bleeds
into RI2 and RI5.

Comment in support of the standards.

11-12.RI.5

Analyze and evaluate the effectiveness of the author's choice of
structural elements and text features.

the broad nature of the standard allows for the inclusion of
modes and patterns but not the limitation of such.

11-12.RI.6

Determine an author’s point of view or purpose in a text in which
the rhetoric is particularly effective, analyzing how style and
content contribute to the effectiveness of the text.

If we are talking about patterns of
development or rhetorical modes, why
not say so?
little clunky with "in which the rhetoric is
particularly effective" ... why don't we
remove this? Would educators choose
horribly written poor rhetoric pieces?
And if they do, wouldn't that be for
rhetorical purpose? There is a limitation
provided with this language.
Should read " Determine an author's
point of view or purpose in a text
analyzing how style and content
contribute to the effectiveness of the
text" ... removes limit and clarifies the
intent.

K12 Teacher General
Perception and
Concerns
K12
General
ParentGuard Perception and
ian
Concerns

this standard focuses on the structure of the text while RI.2
focuses on the content.

This is developmentally the logical step in the progression of
rigor.

Email
Comment

11-12.RI.6

Determine an author’s point of view or purpose in a text in which
the rhetoric is particularly effective, analyzing how style and
content contribute to the effectiveness of the text.

1792

11-12.RI.6

Determine an author’s point of view or purpose in a text in which
the rhetoric is particularly effective, analyzing how style and
content contribute to the effectiveness of the text.

1179

11-12.RI.8

1623

11-12.RI.8

1793

11-12.RI.8

2435

Email
Comment

"Point of view” should be eliminated to K12 Teacher
avoid the confusion between its
different meanings of “opinion” and
“place from which the speaker speaks.”
Purpose is good enough.
Using "effectiveness" instead of "power, K12 Teacher
persuasiveness, or beauty of the text" is
more academic and measurable.

General
Perception and
Concerns

This standard aligns vertical with the anchor and 6-12 standards.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

Delineate and evaluate the rhetorical effectiveness of the author's
reasoning, premises, purpose, and argument in seminal U.S. and
world texts.

Did anyone notice how similar standard K12
General Support
RI 8 and Ri 9 are?
ParentGuard
Aren't premises inherent in argument? ian
Truthfully, this is asking to delineate and
evaluate the rhetorical effectiveness of
the author's argument..it could be that
simple, but I believe that some teacher,
somewhere or some parent will resist
the simplicity of this and not know how
to teach it to students. That being said
the three components of this standard
are integral with 9 proving that none of
these standards are taught in a vacuum.

Comment in support of the standards.

Delineate and evaluate the rhetorical effectiveness of the author's;
reasoning, premises, purpose, and argument in seminal U.S. and
world texts.
Delineate and evaluate the rhetorical effectiveness of the author's
reasoning, premises, purpose, and argument in seminal U.S. and
world texts.

I appreciate the removal of the specific
works and examples mentioned in this
standard.
The simplification of this standard is
more in line with the other standards.
As it was before, it read awkwardly.

K12 Teacher General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K12 Teacher General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

11-12.RI.8

Delineate and evaluate the rhetorical effectiveness of the author's
reasoning, premises, purpose, and argument in seminal U.S. and
world texts.

Comment in support of the standards.

11-12.RI.8

Delineate and evaluate the rhetorical effectiveness of the author's
reasoning, premises, purpose, and argument in seminal U.S. and
world texts.

I like that specific documents are no
K12 Teacher General Support
longer referenced and that is was
broadened to include both seminal US
and world documents
I don’t see much difference between RI8 K12 Teacher General
and RI9. These should be clarified.
Perception and
Concerns

They are operating on different levels of rigor. RI8 asking
students to evaluate effectiveness where RI9 will ask students to
evaluate for a feature. 9 is more content focused while 8 is more
stucturally focused and compliment each other.

1181

11-12.RI.9

Analyze foundational U.S. and world documents of historical and
literary significance for their themes, purposes, and rhetorical
features.

so with the comment for RL 9 ... think of K12
General Support
this ... Taft's Dollar Diplomacy and then ParentGuard
Albert Beveridge's March of the Flag ... ian
this is when magic can happen. I know
this is "curricular" but this is the issue
with good standards and bad pedagogy.
So this is a great standard but the
training moving forth for standards
implementation needs to be about
changing mindsets and letting go of 20th
century way of thought that is impeding
the learning of students of the 21st
century.

Comment in support of the standards.

1629

11-12.RI.9

Analyze foundational U.S. and world documents of historical and
literary significance for their themes, purposes, and rhetorical
features.

I appreciate the removal of the specific
examples from this standard. The
standard is much more clear and it
leaves the curriculum and instructional
decisions up to the district/teacher

K12 Teacher General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1795

11-12.RI.9

Analyze foundational U.S. and world documents of historical and
literary significance for their themes, purposes, and rhetorical
features.

The simplification of this standard is
more in line with the other standards.
As it was before, it read awkwardly.

K12 Teacher General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

2436

11-12.RI.9

Analyze foundational U.S. and world documents of historical and
literary significance for their themes, purposes, and rhetorical
features.

K12 Teacher General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1177

11-12.RL.10 By the end of the year, proficiently and independently read and
comprehend literature, including stories, dramas, and poetry, in a
text complexity range determined by qualitative and quantitative
measures appropriate to grades 11-12.

I like that specific documents are no
longer referenced and that is was
broadened to include both seminal US
and world documents
Like the 11-12. Redundant to say By the
end...grade 11 and then By the end ...
grade 12.
Can apply this comment to 9-10 as well.

K12
General Support
ParentGuard
ian

Comment in support of the standards.

2194

11-12.RL.10 By the end of the year, proficiently and independently read and
comprehend literature, including stories, dramas, and poetry, in a
text complexity range determined by qualitative and quantitative
measures appropriate to grades 11-12.

K12 Teacher General
Perception and
Concerns

This was addressed by the text complexity group 10.18.16 in k12
topics.

2438

11-12.RL.10 By the end of the year, proficiently and independently read and
comprehend literature, including stories, dramas, and poetry, in a
text complexity range determined by qualitative and quantitative
measures appropriate to grades 11-12.
11-12.RL.1 Cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support analysis of
what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the
text, including determining where the text leaves matters
uncertain.
11-12.RL.2 Determine two or more themes or central ideas of a text and
analyze their development over the course of the text, including
how they interact and build on one another to produce a complex
account; provide an objective summary of the text.

Include the third dimension of text
complexity. Change to…..in a text
complexity range determined by
qualitative measures, quantitative
measures, and reader and task
considerations appropriate….
I like that is now involves a qualitative
and quantitative measure, rather than
just referring the the CCR text
complexity band
Drop “including determining where the
text leaves matters uncertain.” It
distracts from the main objective.

K12 Teacher General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

Email
Comment

Email
Comment

K12 Teacher Developmentally This is developmentally the logical step in the progression of
Appropriate/Rigor rigor.

RL2: Drop “two or more” and “including K12 Teacher Developmentally This is developmentally the logical step in the progression of
how they interact and build on one
Appropriate/Rigor rigor.
another to produce a complex account.”
Too guiding, distracting.

1183

11-12.RL.2

Determine two or more themes or central ideas of a text and
analyze their development over the course of the text, including
how they interact and build on one another to produce a complex
account; provide an objective summary of the text.

Still think there are limitations in the
K12
General Support
"provide an objective summary" ... so
ParentGuard
rarely used at the high school level in
ian
ELA. There was a place when we had
RHST standards but this is often done as
scaffolding within the larger standard.
Hopefully when implementation
methods are created there can be a
concentration on how to teach the
standards and not just what they are.
This can trickle down to the teacher prep
programs at our four universities.

Comment in support of the standards.

1610

11-12.RL.4

Thank you for taking out fresh and
beautiful!

K12 Teacher General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1611

11-12.RL.4

This standard is "fresher" and
streamlined!

K12 Teacher General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1615

11-12.RL.4

Comment in support of the standards.

11-12.RL.4

This standard is much more "fresh"
without the text that was removed.
Thank you.
The simplification of this standard is
more in line with the other standards.
As it was before, it read awkwardly.

K12 Teacher General Support

1786

Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a
text, including figurative and connotative meanings, while analyzing
the impact of specific choices on meaning and tone.
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a
text, including figurative and connotative meanings, while analyzing
the impact of specific choices on meaning and tone.
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a
text, including figurative and connotative meanings, while analyzing
the impact of specific choices on meaning and tone.
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a
text, including figurative and connotative meanings, while analyzing
the impact of specific choices on meaning and tone.

K12 Teacher General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

Email
Comment

11-12.RL.5

Analyze how an author’s choices concerning how to structure
specific parts of a text contribute to its overall structure and
meaning as well as its aesthetic impact.

1788

11-12.RL.5

Analyze how an author’s choices concerning how to structure
specific parts of a text contribute to its overall structure and
meaning as well as its aesthetic impact.

Eliminate the second “structure” as it
K12 Teacher
leads to circular thinking or begging the
question: “structure… contribute[s] to its
overall structure.”
The simplification of this standard is
K12 Teacher
more in line with the other standards.
As it was before, it read awkwardly.

1176

11-12.RL.6

Analyze how point of view impacts the implicit and explicit
meanings in a text.

General
Perception and
Concerns

The first structure refers to the author's choice and the second
structure refers to the text itself.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

This one is generating interesting
K12
General Support
discussion. From a teacher perspective, ParentGuard
this is awesome because there are so
ian
many mediums in which this can be
taught. Removing specificity actually
allows for improved teaching and
learning because educators are not
pigeonhold. It is imperative that
teachers who do not understand
standards actually go through p.d. to
learn how to do this. We cannot take for
granted that the schools of education
understand these and are teaching
future teachers how to do so.

Comment in support of the standards.

1182

11-12.RL.9

Analyze how two or more texts from the same period treat similar
themes or topics.

What is unique about this standard is
K12
General Support
that it can also be in informational text. ParentGuard
This would be amazing for educators to ian
have training in how to look at nonfiction and fiction together.
This was a plus with the 2010 standards
and continues to be so.

Comment in support of the standards.

Email
Comment

11-12.RL.9

Analyze how two or more texts from the same period treat similar
themes or topics.

Drop “from the same time period.”
K12 Teacher General
There are lots of ways to compare works
Perception and
with similar themes, whether they are
Concerns
from the same time period or not. As it
is written, we would not be satisfying
the standard if we were comparing
Heart of Darkness with Things Fall Apart
and Apocalypse Now, for example.

Standard should read: Drawing on a wide range of time periods,
analyze how two or more texts treat similar themes or topics.
This revision honors the anchor standard, requests a wide
variety, and strengthens the standard of comparing texts.

1790

11-12.RL.9

Analyze how two or more texts from the same period treat similar
themes or topics.

This change makes sense and provides K12 Teacher General Support
districts/schools/teachers with a
broader choice of text to teach the skill.

see above

1608

11-12.SL.1

Initiate and participate effectively in a range of collaborative
discussions (one‐on‐ one, in groups, and teacher‐led) with diverse
partners on grades 11–12 topics, texts, and issues, building on
others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly and persuasively.a.
Come to discussions prepared having read and researched material
under study; explicitly draw on that preparation by referring to
evidence from texts and other research on the topic or issue to
stimulate a thoughtful, well‐ reasoned exchange of ideas.b. Work
with peers to promote civil, democratic discussions and
decision‐making, set clear goals and deadlines, and establish
individual roles as needed.c. Propel conversations by posing and
responding to questions that probe reasoning and evidence; ensure
a hearing for a full range of positions on a topic or issue; clarify,
verify, or challenge ideas and conclusions; and promote divergent
and creative perspectives.d. Respond thoughtfully to diverse
perspectives; synthesize comments, claims, and evidence made on
all sides of an issue; resolve contradictions when possible; and
determine what additional information or research is required to
deepen the investigation or complete the task.

The word "diverse" should either be
eliminated or reworded with "a variety
of" or "different."

The inherent nature of the standard allows for the types of
groups suggested.

Also, the standards shouldn't dictate
grouping. That is an instructional
decision that should be made by the
teacher.

K12 Teacher General
Perception and
Concerns

1184

Email
Comment

11-12.W.3

11-12.W.3

Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events
using effective technique, well‐chosen details, and well‐structured
event sequences.a. Engage and orient the reader by setting out a
problem, situation, or observation and its significance, establishing
one or multiple point(s) of view, and introducing a narrator and/or
characters; create a smooth progression of experiences or events.b.
Use narrative techniques to develop experiences, events, and/or
characters.c. Use a variety of techniques to sequence events so that
they build on one another to create a coherent whole and particular
tone and outcome.d. Use precise words and phrases, relevant
descriptive details, and sensory language to convey a vivid picture
of the experiences, events, setting, and/or characters.e. Provide a
conclusion that follows from and reflects on what is experienced,
observed, or resolved over the course of the narrative.

People claim that narratives are not
K12
General
limited at the high school level, but look ParentGuard Perception and
at these parameters. Engage by setting ian
Concerns
out problem, introduce narrator and
characters, use narrative techniques,
etc. If you want a persuasive narrative
or argumentative narrative this need to
be directed. As written, this is almost a
clear, standard, less advanced type of
writing.

The standard should not dictate the curricular decision to
integrate per the request of the comment.

There are some beautifully written
arguments that use narrative techniques
but these modes of writing should be
integrated.

Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events Add back in clarifications- these should
using effective technique, well‐chosen details, and well‐structured be eg
event sequences.a. Engage and orient the reader by setting out a
problem, situation, or observation and its significance, establishing
one or multiple point(s) of view, and introducing a narrator and/or
characters; create a smooth progression of experiences or events.b.
Use narrative techniques to develop experiences, events, and/or
characters.c. Use a variety of techniques to sequence events so that
they build on one another to create a coherent whole and particular
tone and outcome.d. Use precise words and phrases, relevant
descriptive details, and sensory language to convey a vivid picture
of the experiences, events, setting, and/or characters.e. Provide a
conclusion that follows from and reflects on what is experienced,
observed, or resolved over the course of the narrative.

K12
General
Administrat Perception and
or
Concerns

no revision
The listing of elements is unnecessary as all narrative techniques
should be utilized at the 11-12th level of learning.

2491

11-12.W.6

Use technology, including the internet, to produce, publish, and
no need to mention the internet here.
update individual or shared writing products in response to ongoing Either give a complete list of types of
technology or remove the internet.
feedback, including new arguments or information.

K12 Teacher General
Perception and
Concerns

Changing would eliminate the vertical progression of the
standard as well as the anchor standard.

Email
Comment

11-12.W.9

Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support
analysis, reflection, and research.
a. Apply grades 11-12 Reading standards to literature.
b. Apply grades 11-12 Reading standards to informational and
nonfiction text.

Keep clarifying statement

K12
General
Administrat Perception and
or
Concerns

the elimination expands the decision making ability of the LEA for
curriculum.

140

11-12.RL.5

Analyze how an author’s choices concerning how to structure
specific parts of a text contribute to its overall structure and
meaning as well as its aesthetic impact.

Sections of the draft standards
seem to be rather vague and
difficult to measure. (Ex: 111.RL.5).

K12 Teacher General
Perception and
Concerns

see line #3

351

Email
Comment

11-12.RL.7

Analyze multiple interpretations of a story, drama, or poem (e.g.,
recorded or live production of a play or recorded novel or poetry),
evaluating how each version interprets the source text.

278

11-12.RL.7

Analyze multiple interpretations of a story, drama, or poem (e.g.,
recorded or live production of a play or recorded novel or poetry),
evaluating how each version interprets the source text.

278

11-12.RI.8

Delineate and evaluate the rhetorical effectiveness of the authors'
reasoning, premises, purpose, and argument in seminal U.S. and
world texts.

K12 Teacher General
I think we still need to
Perception and
differentiate between grade
Concerns
levels in the bands. For example,
we should not have a 9-10 and
11-12 band. The standards need
to be explicit for each grade
level. As written, students are
held accountable for the same
level of skill at the end of 9th
grade as they are after another
year of instruction at the end of
10th grade. The same idea
applies to the end of the junior
and senior years. The complex
skills need to be broken into
grade level mastery.

this is the same as line #10 -- repeat

Support removal of second
parentheses (Including at least
one play by Shakespeare and
one play by an American
dramatist)
I only reviewed my grade levels'
standards, but not much had
changed, and what has changed
were things I could get on board
with. I like the removal of
Shakespeare from the 11-12
RL7 standard, based on the
assumption that not many
teachers will willingly give up
Shakespeare anyway. I also
liked the addition of "world
documents" to the RI8 and 9
standards to free up teachers
from teaching a purely
Americancentric curriculum.

K12
General Support
Administrat
or

Comment in support of the standards.

K12 Teacher General Support

repeated comment

I only reviewed my grade levels' K12 Teacher General Support
standards, but not much had
changed, and what has changed
were things I could get on board
with. I like the removal of
Shakespeare from the 11-12
RL7 standard, based on the
assumption that not many
teachers will willingly give up
Shakespeare anyway. I also
liked the addition of "world
documents" to the RI8 and 9
standards to free up teachers
from teaching a purely
Americancentric curriculum.

repeated comment

278

11-12.RI.9

Analyze foundational U.S. and world documents of historical and
literary significance for their themes, purposes, and rhetorical
features.

I only reviewed my grade levels' K12 Teacher General Support
standards, but not much had
changed, and what has changed
were things I could get on board
with. I like the removal of
Shakespeare from the 11-12
RL7 standard, based on the
assumption that not many
teachers will willingly give up
Shakespeare anyway. I also
liked the addition of "world
documents" to the RI8 and 9
standards to free up teachers
from teaching a purely
Americancentric curriculum.

repeated comment

2058

11-12.L.2.a

Demonstrate command of the conventions of Standard English
capitalization, punctuation, and
spelling when writing.
a. Observe hyphenation conventions.
b. Use correct spelling.

I agree with most but I do have an issue K12 Teacher General
with 11-12.L.2a. I think it is arbitrary to
Perception and
ask students to understand hyphenation
Concerns
conventions. First, this is not one of the
top 10 grammar errors. Second, most
adults don't know how to use hyphens
correctly. And third, this addition to the
standards has always seemed like a pet
favorite of someone who was part of the
decision making process. I would like to
see it removed or replaced with
something more reasonable and
applicable to daily use.

this is part of the vertical progression of the language standards

·         The high school ELA standards are
set as bands. What level of mastery

Text complexity is adressed in several standards and the glossary.

Email
Comment

Email
Comment

K12
General
Administrat Perception and
Concerns
should students have at the end of 9th vs. or
11-12.L.1

Demonstrate command of the conventions of Standard English
grammar and usage when writing
or speaking.
a. Apply the understanding that usage is a matter of convention,
can change over time, and is
sometimes contested.
b. Resolve issues of complex or contested usage, consulting
references as needed.

10th? 11th vs. 12th?
“Apply the understanding” is vague. I
K12 Teacher General
think this standard would be useful if it
Perception and
Concerns
stated that the student should be able to
use spoken and written language that is
appropriate to the intended audience.

the suggestion made does not address the intended skill of the
standard.

English Language Arts Public Feedback on the Draft Introduction

SID Number
48

Introduction Scale
Disagree

Introduction Comment
Role
I think they need to be more detailed, more K12 Teacher
specific. When we changed to the new
standards a few years ago, they became so
broad that new teachers don't have a clear
picture of exactly what they need to teach.

Category
General Perception and
Concerns

Refinement Note
No change recommended. The
introduction is meant to be an
overview and not meant to be specific
in nature.

50

Agree

General Support

Comment in support of introduction.

55

Disagree

The wording provides clarification and
K12 Teacher
rationale.
The introduction should address that the
K12 Administrator
standards are still based on the Common
Core standards, whether you wish to call
them that or not. No change I have seen is
more than a minor recrafting of the 2010
standards that almost mirror the CCSS. The
standards prior to 2010 were significantly
different--with heavy emphasis, at least in
ELA, on the six traits of writing. The draft
represents nothing more than a
tweaking...and the research on which the
tweaking is based seems to stem from 2010.

General Perception and
Concerns

No change recommended. The
introduction explains the "extended
broad-based effort was led by Arizona
educators to create the next
generation of successful K-12 Arizona
students".

56

Disagree

The introduction should address that the
K12 Administrator
standards are still based on the Common
Core standards, whether you wish to call
them that or not. No change I have seen is
more than a minor recrafting of the 2010
standards that almost mirror the CCSS. The
standards prior to 2010 were significantly
different--with heavy emphasis, at least in
ELA, on the six traits of writing. The draft
represents nothing more than a
tweaking...and the research on which the
tweaking is based seems to stem from 2010.

General Perception and
Concerns

No change recommended. The
introduction explains the "extended
broad-based effort was led by Arizona
educators to create the next
generation of successful K-12 Arizona
students".

57

Disagree

The introduction should address that the
K12 Administrator
standards are still based on the Common
Core standards, whether you wish to call
them that or not. No change I have seen is
more than a minor recrafting of the 2010
standards that almost mirror the CCSS. The
standards prior to 2010 were significantly
different--with heavy emphasis, at least in
ELA, on the six traits of writing. The draft
represents nothing more than a
tweaking...and the research on which the
tweaking is based seems to stem from 2010.

General Perception and
Concerns

No change recommended.The
introduction explains the "extended
broad-based effort was led by Arizona
educators to create the next
generation of successful K-12 Arizona
students".

61

Agree

Not sure why you wasted taxpayer dollars to Community Member
review these standards. They were fine to
begin with. It doesn't look like you lowered
the expectations. I hope not! Our students
need some challenges in school.

General Support

Comment in support of introduction.

62

Agree

Not sure why you wasted taxpayer dollars to Community Member
review these standards. They were fine to
begin with. It doesn't look like you lowered
the expectations. I hope not! Our students
need some challenges in school.

General Support

Comment in support of introduction.

64
67

Strongly Agree
Agree

I like the clarification made to wording.
K12 Teacher
I did not read through this entire draft but
Community Member
am commenting on one issue. Bring back
cursive writing to elementary schools. When
a legal "signature" is required, often you are
asked to PRINT your name and also to give
your SIGNATURE. There is a huge
difference between the two. I absolutely
think cursive writing is a necessity. How can
students read historical documents if they
cannot read cursive writing? This is an art
that should never be lost. I STRONGLY
SUPPORT cursive writing.

General Support
General Support

Comment in support of introduction.
*Since it is focused on third grade
standards, this comment is being
addressed by the third grade team.

68

Agree

Implementation of
Standards

69

Agree

70

Agree

Will additional funding be provided to
K12 Teacher
purchase needed resources to teach cursive
writing?
Will additional funding be provided to
K12 Teacher
purchase needed resources to teach cursive
writing?
The intoduction is complete but I feel like it K12 Teacher
is missing a driving statement and purpose.

71

Agree

It was refreshing to read an educational
Retired Educator
document that has a high probability of
understanding by the general citizenry,
parents in particular. The intro was clear
and concise and reflects a genuine effort to
link each grade level to the one preceding it
and the one following. Much good work
here. I am so pleased to see the elimination
of embedded instructional strategies and
philosophy

General Support

No change recommended. Resources
to teach cursive writing will be at the
local level.
No change recommended. Resources
to teach cursive writing will be at the
local level.
No change recommended. The
introduction contains the purpose of
the standards.
Comment in support of introduction.

Implementation of
Standards
General Perception and
Concerns

72

Agree

75

Strongly Agree

83

Disagree

84

Strongly Agree

86

Strongly Agree

87
88
90

Agree
Agree
Agree

91

Agree

93
94

Agree

It was refreshing to read an educational
document that has a high probability of
understanding by the general citizenry,
parents in particular. The intro was clear
and concise and reflects a genuine effort to
link each grade level to the one preceding it
and the one following. Much good work
here. I am so pleased to see the elimination
of embedded instructional strategies and
philosophy
Vast improvement over the Engage NY
Common Core *%$#.
After spending years instituting CCSS in
classrooms across the state, finally getting
teachers, students and parents to
understand their use in the classroom, the
state now wishes to change standards again,
asking that teachers again realign lessons,
assessments, and teaching strategies on a
whim. The wording for the draft is vague
and not user friendly for teachers, students
or parents, particularly the large ELL
population in this state
I appreciate the further narrowed standards
and the format. I only reviewed the 5th
grade ELA standards, but they were easy to
access and review.
I'm glad we got away from that pesky
Common Core!
The prose is coherent.
The prose is coherent.
I think that the standards are easy to
understand. The progression is nice!
I think that the standards are easy to
understand. The progression is nice!
Did not review ELA standards.
I think the issue is text complexity. The
state should provide more guidance on the
grade appropriate materials and should also
include the complexity of questions based on
Webbs to help teacher meet the higher
demands

Retired Educator

General Support

Comment in support of introduction.

K12 Parent/Guardian

General Support

Comment in support of introduction.

K12 Teacher

General Perception and
Concerns

No change recommended. Each
standard was evaluated for clarity
using the rubric for reviewing
standards. ELL population is instructed
using ELP standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of introduction.

Other
Other
K12 Teacher

General Support
General Support
General Support

Comment in support of introduction.
Comment in support of introduction.
Comment in support of standards.

General Support

Comment in support of introduction.

Other
Curriculum & Instruction

N/A
No change recommended. This
remains in local control.

Other
K12 Administrator

104

Strongly Agree

105

Strongly Agree

106

Strongly Agree

107

Strongly Agree

110

Strongly Agree

111

Disagree

112

Strongly Agree

113

Strongly Agree

I was excited to see as changes such as the
focus on foundational skills around the six
syllable types which has been virtually
foreign to our teachers. Since it was in the
appendix, it was often ignored. This is a big
yahoo and aligns with a lot of my work. I
also love that the standards reference
complexity through Lexiles as young as
second grade.
I do not like the proposal to remove the
minimum requirement of 50/50 text type
reading or addition of cursive writing
The introduction helped me to understand
the standards.
The graphics were especially helpful in
learning how to read the standards.
The introduction is well written and is easy
to understand.
I found the introduction to be helpful and
concise.
The Introduction doesn't explain the
problem the proposed standards are
attempting to fix. The Description of a
Successful Arizona English Language Arts
Student is insufficient.

K12 Teacher

General Perception and
Concerns

First comment in support of standards.
No change recommended.
Requirement of text type reading
should be decided at local level.
Cursive is being addressed by 3rd
grade team.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of introduction.

Community Member

General Support

Comment in support of introduction.

Business Representative

General Support

Comment in support of introduction.

Retired Educator

General Support

Comment in support of introduction.

Community Member

General Perception and
Concerns

Attachment received and read on
9/23/16. Many of the concerns raised
are related to curriculum and
instruction, and therefore should be
considered at the local level.

General Support

Comment in support of introduction.

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of introduction.

Other

General Support

Comment in support of introduction.

I have a more detailed attachment that
explains these observations is much more
detail. Please contact me and provide an
email address so I can attach a more
detailed explanation
The purpose and process was clearly
K12 Teacher
explained. The overview was well organized
and the explanation of coding was also very
clear.
I LOVE the addition of foundational writing
K12 Teacher
standards for K-2. I also love the deeper
language standards. As an ELD teacher, I
always felt like the mainstream classrooms
did not focus enough on the parts of speech
and applying them into ELA lessons.
I think the new draft standards go deeper
vs. wider. I really appreciate that.

115

Strongly Agree

130

Agree

Clarification to differentiate standards from
curriculum and teaching practices is a
welcome change.
It is concise and simple. It stays to the
point.

140

Agree

Sections of the draft standards seem to be
rather vague and difficult to measure. (Ex:
11-1.RL.5).

144

Strongly Agree

The introduction provides a clear summary
K12 Teacher
of the purpose of the ELA standards, the
process involved in revising the standards,
and a clear, concise description of the
"what" and the "how" of implementation. In
addition, the use of bullet points and
concise, clear paragraphs make the
introduction easy to understand. The
introduction is above average compared to
the introduction statements of other states
that have revised the standards.

General Support

*Since this comment is focused on an
11-12th grade standard, it is being
addressed by the 11-12th grade
working group.
Comment in support of introduction.

145

Strongly Agree

The introduction provides a clear summary
K12 Teacher
of the purpose of the ELA standards, the
process involved in revising the standards,
and a clear, concise description of the
"what" and the "how" of implementation. In
addition, the use of bullet points and
concise, clear paragraphs make the
introduction easy to understand. The
introduction is above average compared to
the introduction statements of other states
that have revised the standards.

General Support

Comment in support of introduction.

146

Strongly Agree

General Support

Comment in support of introduction.

147

Strongly Agree

The Introduction clearly details why the
Other
2010 Standards were reviewed and the
process for review. It also clarifies issues
such as the difference between standards,
curriculum, and instruction, and the intent of
the Standards
The introduction is really clear. I like that
K12 Parent/Guardian
the writers kept or brief. The graphics are
helpful in reading the standards.
Did not read them. I'm a teacher of math so K12 Teacher
feel I shouldn't make an opinion on these
standards.

General Support

Comment in support of introduction.

Other

N/A

148

K12 Teacher

General Perception and
Concerns

160

Disagree

K.RF.3a & K.RF.2a are duplicates.This should K12 Teacher
be under K.RF.3 phonics. Also, does this
include long vowels? It should.
K.RF.3c-Which HFW list? our Houghton
Mifflin list has 80 words.
K.RI.5 - "Recognize common types of
informational text" too vague. Need
examples like K.RL.5.
K.WF.2a -This should be under K.RF.3
Phonological Awareness- no writing is
happening.
K.WF.2b-Need to specify writing like
K.WF.2c.
K.WF.3d-Which 20 frequently used words?
HFW? Regular words should be sounded out.

Grade Level
*Since this comment is focused on
Additions/Deletions/Change specific kindergarten standards, it is
being addressed by the kindergarten
s
working group.

169

Agree

All you did was clean up the formatting of
the standards by getting rid of the lines
between everything. Seriously?!?!

General Perception and
Concerns

174

Strongly Agree

General Support

177

Agree

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

182

Agree

The introduction was easy to follow and
Business Representative
understand.
Since I am a teacher, I am already familiar K12 Teacher
with the layout of the current standards, and
these standards have a similar layout.
The overview of the reading, writing,
K12 Teacher
listening & speaking, and reading standards
appear complete and easy to understand.

No change recommended. Each
standard was reviewed by K-20
educators and a significant number
were revised.
Comment in support of introduction.

General Support

Comment in support of introduction.

183

Agree

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of introduction.

184

Agree

Yes, the 2016 Arizona DRAFT ELA
Introduction flows well and is easy to
understand.
Please create curriculum that complements
these standards. Without new curriculum,
teachers will use the same garbage
curriculum that is common core.

K12 Parent/Guardian

Curriculum & Instruction

No change recommended. This
remains in local control.

186

Agree

I'm concerned about cursive showing up in
third grade and then nothing. If it is worth
doing, then we should do it right. If it's
going to be a third grade expectation then
there needs to be follow up in grades 4 and
5 at least. There should also be something
about manuscript in K-2 as well.

K12 Administrator

General Perception and
Concerns

*Since it is focused on third grade
standards, this comment is being
addressed by the third grade team.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

General Support

Comment in support of introduction.

K12 Teacher

I think the changes have made things more
clear.
187

Strongly Agree

189

Agree

For the most part, I think the standards are K12 Teacher
reasonable and achievable at the first grade
level.
The format is easy to read, and the wording K12 Teacher
is clear and concise.

191

Strongly Agree

221

Strongly Agree

222

Strongly Agree

223

Strongly Agree

225

Strongly Agree

227

Disagree

229

Strongly Agree

235

Agree

236

Strongly Agree

2374

Strongly Agree

I like the bullet formatting because it helps K12 Teacher
to easily read and understand the important
points.
I strongly agree that the 2016 AZ ELA
K12 Teacher
Introduction is complete and easy to
understand. It also immediately brings to
your attention the addition of the K-3
Reading and Writing Foundations.
I read through them and it is very clear to
K12 Parent/Guardian
see what the studnets need to know as over
branching concepts through the grades

General Support

Comment in support of introduction.

General Support

Comment in support of introduction.

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

The Introduction is clearly written and easy
to follow: All headlines are in bold print
which makes it easy to find specific
information quickly.
I have reviewed the draft of the ELA
standards and strongly recommend
approving and adopting them. The
adjustments are fair, clear and consistent
with good ELA teaching.
Cursive writing and reading skills MUST be
taught

Other

General Support

Comment in support of introduction.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

Community Member

General Perception and
Concerns

*Since it is focused on third grade
standards, this comment is being
addressed by the third grade team.
Comment in support of standards.

The divisions of the details and bulletized
Community Member
verbiage made it easy to read and
understand.
We should definitely have cursive writing
K12 Parent/Guardian
brought back. Unfortunately my kids will be
beyond the age to get help at this point.
I've done my best to teach them myself, but
it should be taught at the schools, as well
as home economics, and shop and wood
working. These things never should've been
taken out in my opinion.

General Support
General Perception and
Concerns

*Since it is focused on third grade
standards, this comment is being
addressed by the third grade team.

Each standard is meticulously described and K12 Teacher
allows the teacher to know exactly what
they should be teaching. Further, the
standards can easily be changed to the "I"
statement for a student. For example, "I
can ask and answer questions using textual
evidence
Each standard is meticulously described and K12 Teacher
allows the teacher to know exactly what
they should be teaching. Further, the
standards can easily be changed to the "I"
statement for a student. For example, "I
can ask and answer questions using textual
evidence

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

238

Strongly Agree

Each standard is meticulously described and K12 Teacher
allows the teacher to know exactly what
they should be teaching. Further, the
standards can easily be changed to the "I"
statement for a student. For example, "I
can ask and answer questions using textual
evidence
I have lived in Texas and California where
K12 Parent/Guardian
cursive has been taken out education. I feel
that is tradgic! Kids won't know how to read
their parents or grandparents notes they
have written. More importantly they need
to learn how to sign their name! It is also
an easier form of writing if it is learned. This
is too beautiful a skill and must be
continued! Furthermore, I have many
banking friends who are floored that new
young people opening accounts have no
odea how to cursive sign their name

General Perception and
Concerns

Comment in support of standards.

239

Strongly Agree

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

241

Agree

I read the Executive Summary. I saw a
Community Member
story on television that stated the teaching
of cursive was to be dropped from Arizona
public schools. However, your DRAFT
Executive Summary seems to include the
teaching of it. If you do plan to drop it, I
that would be a terrible loss to the education
of our students. I hold a bachelor's degree
in English with honors from one of our finest
universities. I believe manual cursive trains
one for: spelling, word structure, sentence
structure and recall.

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

242

Strongly Agree

Other

General Support

Comment in support of introduction.

243

Agree

K12 Parent/Guardian

General Support

Comment in support of introduction.

252
253
254

Agree
Agree
Strongly Agree

K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher

General Support
General Support
General Support

Comment in support of introduction.
Comment in support of standards.
Comment in support of introduction.

255

Strongly Agree

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of introduction.

256

Strongly Agree

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of introduction.

257

Strongly Agree

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of introduction.

258

Strongly Agree

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of introduction.

259

Strongly Agree

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of introduction.

260

Strongly Agree

It outlined the purpose, process the
workgroup undertook for the standard
review and a clear and concise overview.
I agree that it's easy to understand. That
hardly means that it is strong and concise.
I feel that it is the same as the last one.
Each standard was very clear and concise.
Yes, it was very specific and easy to
understand.
Yes, it was very specific and easy to
understand.
Yes, it was very specific and easy to
understand.
Yes, it was very specific and easy to
understand.
Yes, it was very specific and easy to
understand.
Yes, it was very specific and easy to
understand.
Yes, it was very specific and easy to
understand.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of introduction.

261

Strongly Agree

262

Strongly Agree

263

Strongly Agree

264

Strongly Agree

265

Strongly Agree

266

Strongly Agree

267

Strongly Agree

268

Strongly Agree

269

Strongly Agree

270

Agree

275

Agree

279

Agree

280

Agree

Yes, it was very specific and easy to
understand.
Yes, it was very specific and easy to
understand.
Yes, it was very specific and easy to
understand.
Yes, it was very specific and easy to
understand.
Yes, it was very specific and easy to
understand.
Yes, it was very specific and easy to
understand.
Yes, it was very specific and easy to
understand.
Yes, it was very specific and easy to
understand.
Yes, it was very specific and easy to
understand.
The introduction appears to be the same in
content.
It would be better with exemplars.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of introduction.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of introduction.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of introduction.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of introduction.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of introduction.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of introduction.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of introduction.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of introduction.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of introduction.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of introduction.

K12 Teacher

Curriculum & Instruction
General Perception and
Concerns

No recommended changes. This
remains in local control.
No recommended changes. This
remains in local control.

General Perception and
Concerns

No recommended changes. This
remains in local control.

K12 Parent/Guardian
It is easier as an adult to understand. For
students who have difficulty with ELA, I
think they need more time in ELA. My Son
has always struggled with ELA and so have
I. My daughter does it like breathing. But
the teachers are so busy they can't help so
we use "Siri" to help with homework. I
would have sent my son to summer school
but I couldn't afford it. I don't quite
understand if a child is having difficulty with
a subject and willing to go to summer
school, why do some pay and not others?
K12 Parent/Guardian
It is easier as an adult to understand. For
students who have difficulty with ELA, I
think they need more time in ELA. My Son
has always struggled with ELA and so have
I. My daughter does it like breathing. But
the teachers are so busy they can't help so
we use "Siri" to help with homework. I
would have sent my son to summer school
but I couldn't afford it. I don't quite
understand if a child is having difficulty with
a subject and willing to go to summer
school, why do some pay and not others?

281

Agree

282
283

Strongly Agree

290

Strongly Agree

294

Agree

295

Disagree

307

Agree

308

Agree

It is easier as an adult to understand. For
students who have difficulty with ELA, I
think they need more time in ELA. My Son
has always struggled with ELA and so have
I. My daughter does it like breathing. But
the teachers are so busy they can't help so
we use "Siri" to help with homework. I
would have sent my son to summer school
but I couldn't afford it. I don't quite
understand if a child is having difficulty with
a subject and willing to go to summer
school, why do some pay and not others?

K12 Parent/Guardian

K12 Administrator
Can we see red line version
Most of it is similar to before and pretty easy K12 Teacher
to folllow.
Conversational English is a must for all
K12 Parent/Guardian
citizens.
K12 Parent/Guardian
Unfortunately as a parent most of the
academics are very different from what we
learned in school. I feel we do not have
enough of the knowledge we need as a
parent to help our child with school work.
I feel that these standards are just a
renamed, regurgitation of the Common Core Retired Educator
Standards (AZ College and Career
Standards) we currently have. Little change
has been done on these standards!! These
are not AZ Standards!! They are Common
Core Standards!! Go back to the drawing
board, and come up with standards AZ
wants!! If you can't come up with
something new go back to the standards
prior to C.C.S. and tweak those standards,
at least they were more Developmentally
Appropriate!!!!!
Some schools in Arizona uses Spalding
K12 Parent/Guardian
method. It would be good if you introduce
the same here in Arizona Public schools.
The introduction is easy to understand, but K12 Teacher
it is not entirely complete. The following
suggestions should be considered: the
standards, curriculum, and instruction
descriptions should be worded as they are in
the Executive Summary document; the
items in the Description of a Successful AZ
ELA Student section should include more
detail; a visual of the K-12 vertical
progression would better explain the
alignment; and the term “cluster” should be
removed from the Standards coding section.

General Perception and
Concerns

No recommended changes. This
remains in local control.

Other
General Support

A comparison document is available on
standards website.
Comment in support of introduction.

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

General Perception and
Concerns

No changes recommended. This
remains in local control.

General Perception and
Concerns

No change recommended. Each
standard was reviewed by K-20
educators and a significant number
were revised.

Curriculum & Instruction

*Since it is focused on third grade
standards, this comment is being
addressed by the third grade team.
The working group agrees that the
language in the Introduction is more
effective. Vertical alignment is
included.
Cluster is the technical term for a
group of related standards.

General Support

I like how the balance is back in between
non fiction and fiction.
Get the governor's name out of there. He
has not been a friend to education. This is
just a watered down version of Common
Core. What's not to understand?

346

Agree

349

Agree

351

Disagree

354

Strongly Agree

355

Agree

360

Agree

361

Agree

362
Strongly Agree
363

367
368
369
370
373

Agree
Strongly
Strongly
Strongly
Strongly

Agree
375

Disagree

376
Agree

Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree

I think we still need to differentiate between
grade levels in the bands. For example, we
should not have a 9-10 and 11-12 band. The
standards need to be explicit for each grade
level. As written, students are held
accountable for the same level of skill at the
end of 9th grade as they are after another
year of instruction at the end of 10th grade.
The same idea applies to the end of the
junior and senior years. The complex skills
need to be broken into grade level mastery.
The language is worded in a way that allows
both educators and non-educators an
understanding of the content. It is a simple
overview.
Very similar to existing standards with
relatively minor changes.
A shorter introduction would suffice as it
does not need to give the details for those
teachers using it.
A shorter introduction would suffice as it
does not need to give the details for those
teachers using it.
I believe that the language of the revised
standards is clear and specific as to what the
students are expected to know by the end of
their learning year.
Althought the standards were easy to
understand, I do not like the format. (If this
is the format they will be presented in.) Will
the ELA standards be presented in grade
level bands like they were intended to be
understood and implemented
Looks great!
Looks great!
Looks great!
Clear as day!
The "Description of a Successful Arizona
English Language Arts Student" is a great
description of a student in AZ. The graphics
for the Standard Coding was easy to follow.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

General Perception and
Concerns

The governor's call to action was a part
of the process for the development of
the standards.

K12 Teacher

Curriculum & Instruction

*Since it is focused on 9-10th and 1112th grade standards, this comment is
being addressed by the 9-10 and 1112 grade teams.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of introduction.

K12 Administrator

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

K12 Teacher

General Support

K12 Teacher

The working group agrees that the
language in the Introduction is
effective.
The working group agrees that the
language in the Introduction is
effective
Comment in support of introduction.

K12 Teacher

Comment is not actionable.

K12
K12
K12
K12
K12

Comment
Comment
Comment
Comment
Comment

Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Administrator

I don't really care about this information, so K12 Teacher
it doesn't matter to me. It is all noise.
The standards are incredibly wordy, but can K12 Teacher
be analyzed with experience. Scaffolded
standards could be beneficial.

in
in
in
in
in

support
support
support
support
support

of
of
of
of
of

introduction.
introduction.
introduction.
introduction.
introduction.

Comment is not actionable.
Comment is not actionable.

377
Agree
378
379
380
381
382

Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Strongly Agree

383

Strongly Agree
384
393
406

Agree
Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree

407

Agree
443

Strongly Agree
444

Strongly Agree
449

Strongly Agree

450

Strongly Agree
451

Strongly Agree

The standards are incredibly wordy, but can
be analyzed with experience. Scaffolded
standards could be beneficial.
The standards are incredibly wordy, but can
be analyzed with experience. Scaffolded
standards could be beneficial.
Clear understanding
Clear understanding
Clear understanding
I agree with the changes that were made to
the draft and recommend use of the revised
2016 standards.
I don't want to fill in all the comment
sections cuz of time, sorry. My daughter
Samara L. Carrillo scored in the highest ELS
percentage! Keep teaching great! Thank u

K12 Teacher

Comment is not actionable.

K12 Teacher

Comment is not actionable.

K12
K12
K12
K12

Comment in support
Comment in support
Comment in support
Comment in support
and standards.

K12 Parent/Guardian

Comment is not actionable.

The standards are clearly stated while still
broad enough to allow school and teacher
interpretation in implementation.
Well done - concise and informative
The ELA standards are complete and easy to
comprehensible.
ELA introduction is complete and easy to
understand. Is divided with subtitles which
make it easy to follow. It should provide
some examples and as a suggestion it could
be shorter.
The introduction is clear and concise. I do
think it helps those not involved in the
creation or revision of the standards. It
provides crucial background information. I
like the format as well.
The introduction is clear and concise. I do
think it helps those not involved in the
creation or revision of the standards. It
provides crucial background information. I
like the format as well.
They are explicit and well defined for what
needs to be taught.
The introduction provides the reasoning
behind the modification of the standards,
making clear the difference between terms
that are often used incorrectly. It's clear,
concise, well-written and the overview is
easy to follow as is the organizational
graphic
The introduction provides the reasoning
behind the modification of the standards,
making clear the difference between terms
that are often used incorrectly. It's clear,
concise, well-written and the overview is
easy to follow as is the organizational
graphic

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher
K12 Administrator

Comment in support of introduction.
Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of introduction.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of introduction.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of introduction.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of introduction.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of introduction.

Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher

of
of
of
of

introduction.
introduction.
introduction.
introduction

476

Strongly Disagree
498
Disagree
499
Disagree
500
Disagree
501
Strongly Agree
502
Strongly Agree
527
Strongly Agree
588

Strongly Agree

589

590
591
592

Agree
Agree
Agree
Strongly Agree

595
596
597
598
599
600
601

Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree

In theory, the purpose of schools is to
Higher Education
prepare students for citizenship. Yet, we
teach reading and writing without
mentioning citizenship in the anchor
standards. That is why the public is so
poorly informed about public policy and
politics. If we are serious about wanting
democracy, that should be reflected in all of
our curricula, especially English. There is
one mention of politics in the 8th grade
standards. The 11th-12th grade standards
have one substandard on democratic
speech
The ELA Intro nneds to be more word choice K12 Teacher
friendly for all participants to understand.

Other

This is a curriculum and instruction
issue and should be decided at the
local level.

The introduction uses ELA domain
specific vocabulary.

The ELA Intro nneds to be more word choice K12 Teacher
friendly for all participants to understand.

The introduction uses ELA domain
specific vocabulary.

The ELA Intro nneds to be more word choice K12 Teacher
friendly for all participants to understand.

The introduction uses ELA domain
specific vocabulary.

The introduction is clear, concise, and
complete. It outlines the major terms and
sections of the standards in an easy-to-read
manner.
I think the standards are useful and
manageable and an improvement to my
classroom learning environment.
I think the standards are useful and
manageable and an improvement to my
classroom learning environment. I support
the adoption of these standards
The documents and graphics are easy to
understand.
The information is simple and to the point as
it pertains to this set of standards. Won't
bog down stakeholders with too much
extraneous information.
I support these standards.
I support these standards.
I like the break down of the vocabulary
typically associated with standards
documents like this one.
It is well organized. Subtopics are easily
identified by the bolded subtitles. Lists are
marked with bullets.
I can easily read the introduction.
Easy to read.
Easy to read.
The format was very clear
The format was very clear
The standards look very similar to those we
have already. Looks nice.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of introduction.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of introduction.

K12 Administrator

Comment in support of introduction.

K12 Parent/Guardian
K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher

Comment in support of standards.
Comment in support of standards.
Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of introduction.

K12
K12
K12
K12
K12
K12

Comment
Comment
Comment
Comment
Comment
Comment

Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher

in
in
in
in
in
in

support
support
support
support
support
support

of
of
of
of
of
of

introduction.
introduction.
introduction.
introduction.
introduction.
standards.

602
603
604
605
609
610
611
613
614
615

Strongly Agree
Agree
Agree
Strongly Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree

616
Agree
617
618

Agree
Agree

620

Disagree
631

Agree

636
Agree
639
640

Strongly Agree
Strongly Disagree

642

Agree
645

Strongly Agree

I think they look great!
I understand all elements of the ELA
I understand all elements of the ELA
The introduction explains what will be in the
document clearly and efficiently.
It makes sense.
It makes sense.
It makes sense.
It gives purpose and rationale.
Yes these are easy to understand and
complete.
Yes these are easy to understand and
complete.
No changes are necessary. Teachers are
more effective when they understand and
familiar with the content.
As a teacher, I believe the language used in
the ELA draft is appropriate.
It helps lay out what will be changed in an
easy to read layout.
I do not feel that standards 3.WF.1.a and b
involving cursive are grade appropriate. Our
biggest concern is on the students ability to
master the use of manuscript legibly.
Introducing cursive at this age is not
appropriate
The layout of the document was very easy
to read and look through.
The standards are easy enough to read. I
am a math teacher so I do not use them
regularly.
I think that the revised introduction is clear,
informative, and easy to follow.
I didn't disagree, but there was no choice to
indicate I didn't read it.
The introduction is easy to understand, but
it is not entirely complete. The following
suggestions should be considered: the
standards, curriculum, and instruction
descriptions should be worded as they are in
the Executive Summary document; the
items in the Description of a Successful AZ
ELA Student section should include more
detail; a visual of the K-12 vertical
progression would better explain the
alignment; and the term “cluster” should be
removed from the Standards coding section.

K12 Parent/Guardian
k12 Student
k12 Student
K12 Teacher

Comment
Comment
Comment
Comment

in
in
in
in

support
support
support
support

of
of
of
of

standards.
introduction.
introduction.
introduction.

K12
K12
K12
K12
K12

Comment
Comment
Comment
Comment
Comment

in
in
in
in
in

support
support
support
support
support

of
of
of
of
of

introduction.
introduction.
introduction.
introduction.
introduction.

As I read through each standard, I
compared them to the CCSS, and as an
educator I can truly appreciate the addition
of the Writing Foundations in First Grade.
They are standards that are lacking and
need to be added

K12 Teacher

Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of introduction.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of introduction.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of introduction.

K12 Teacher

Curvise is being addressed by the third
grade team.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of introduction.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of introduction.

K12 Teacher

Comment is not actionable.

K12 Administrator

Other

Descriptions currently match in both
sections. The term 'cluster' is
necessary for understanding the
standards. The remainder of the
comment is not specific enough to be
actionable.

Comment in support of standards.

648

Agree
649

653
656

Agree
Strongly Agree

Strongly Agree
658

Agree
660

Strongly Agree

662

Agree

During revision the information about
building coherent background knowledge in
the elementary was removed. This is
concerning because the background
knowledge that students build and bring to
the secondary is critical for continued growth
especially in reading. With the
understanding that local control will guide
the content of reading and instruction,
please consider returning the content about
building coherent knowledge back into the
elementary. It was one of great strengths of
the 2010
During revision the information about
building coherent background knowledge in
the elementary was removed. This is
concerning because the background
knowledge that students build and bring to
the secondary is critical for continued growth
especially in reading. With the
understanding that local control will guide
the content of reading and instruction,
please consider returning the content about
building coherent knowledge back into the
elementary. It was one of great strengths of
the 2010
I appreciate this introduction.
The 2016 Arizona DRAFT English Language
Arts Introduction is very easy to understand.
Since I worked with the Curriculum Revision
committee in 2014-2015 and am still apart
of the committee this school year, I feel that
these standards are what we need to be
teaching our students.

K12 Teacher

This is addressed in the Reading:
Foundational Skills (K-5) section of the
introduction.

K12 Teacher

This is addressed in the Reading:
Foundational Skills (K-5) section of the
introduction.

K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher

Comment in support of introduction.
Comment in support of introduction.

The document is easy to read and concise. I K12 Administrator
have a certain level of comfort with the
standards in general. That may affect my
choice. However, it is easy to understand
and is not too long or wordy.
It is clear and written in accessible
K12 Teacher
language.
One change I would like to see is within the K12 Parent/Guardian
Writing Foundations section. I do not think
that it should be called "Spelling" and would
like to see a shift towards using the term
Morphology or Word Work. The standards
listed under that section belong more with
one of those proper headings.
The standards overall are clear and well
written, I think the changes were very
positive and would like to see them
implemented

Comment in support of introduction.

Comment in support of introduction.
Spelling is the widely accepted term.

663

One change I would like to see is within the K12 Parent/Guardian
Writing Foundations section. I do not think
that it should be called "Spelling" and would
like to see a shift towards using the term
Morphology or Word Work. The standards
listed under that section belong more with
one of those proper headings.

Agree
664
Strongly Agree
665
Strongly Agree
672

The standards overall are clear and well
written, I think the changes were very
positive and would like to see them
implemented
The language of the new standards is
K12 Teacher
concise and stays aligned with the standards
and their main intention
The introduction is clear and allows the
K12 Teacher
reader to have a glimpse into the course. It
simply explains the purpose of the standards
and its many categories.
I think it is clear, concise, well-formatted,
K12 Teacher
and easy to read. However, a clear definition
of fluency might be helpful. Many teachers
believe fluency is all about speed and
accuracy. The math fluency definition is
great and it would be nice to have a similar
one for reading fluency. This link has a great
definition of the 3 dimensions of fluency.
http://www.ascd.org/publications/education
al-leadership/mar04/vol61/num06/CreatingFluent-Readers.aspx

Spelling is the widely accepted term.

Comment in support of standards.
Comment in support of introduction.

Reading and writing fluency are both
defined in the glossary.

Strongly Agree
673

I feel that the simplification of the standards K12 Teacher
has greatly increased the ease at which the
standards can be understood.

Strongly Agree

6.RI.9
Compare and contrast one author’s
presentation of
events with that of another (e.g., a memoir
written
by and a biography on the same person).
6.RI.9
Compare and contrast one author's
presentation of
events with that of another author.

Comment in support of standards.

674

Strongly Agree
679

681
682

Agree
Disagree
Strongly Agree

683
Strongly Agree
684
Strongly Agree
685

686
728

729
744
747
749
750
784
786

Strongly Agree
Agree

Disagree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree

799
Strongly Agree
802

Strongly Agree

The delineation between standards,
K12 Teacher
curriculum and instruction is helpful because
misinformed people believe that the
standards tell them HOW to teach. This
makes the role of the standards clearer and
puts the decisions about resources and
strategies on the districts and teachers.

Comment in support of introduction.

Standards are broken down and placed on
K12 Teacher
an easy to read grid. It is not identified as
"Introduction" and there is no formal text to
add to the look of it being an introduction.

It is identified as the introduction on
the first page.

I don't see an introduction.
The ELA Draft introduction uses clear and
concise language and is well organized. It is
easy to understand.
In reading the standards the wording was
clear and concise. It left room room for
choice of materials, but was clear on what
the outcome needed to be.
In reading the standards the wording was
clear and concise. It left room room for
choice of materials, but was clear on what
the outcome needed to be.
In reading the standards the wording was
clear and concise. It left room room for
choice of materials, but was clear on what
the outcome needed to be.
Easy, self explanatory.
They are very easy to understand. They are
not complete. K.RF.3c...read 50 most
common high-frequency words for a
research-based words...There are many
research-based list. The list should be
specified
It is easy to read and understand.
It is easy to find and it is easy to read.
It is easy to find and it is easy to read.
It is easy to find and it is easy to read.
It is easy to find and it is easy to read.
It seems to have a variety of groups that
have given feedback.
It seems to have a variety of groups that
have given feedback.
Easy to read and understand. I found the
standards easy to integrate in speech
therapy and align my speech goals to the
standards.
The language in the new standards is easy
to understand.

K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher

Comment is not actionable.
Comment in support of introduction.

K12 Administrator

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Administrator

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Administrator

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher

Comment in support of introduction.
Comment is not related to the
introduction.

K12
K12
K12
K12
K12
K12

Comment
Comment
Comment
Comment
Comment
Comment

Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher

in
in
in
in
in
in

support
support
support
support
support
support

of
of
of
of
of
of

introduction.
introduction.
introduction.
introduction.
introduction.
introduction.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of introduction.

Other

Comment in support of introduction.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of standards.

822

Agree
823

Agree
825

829
830
831
832

Strongly Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Strongly Agree

833
Strongly Agree
834
Strongly Agree
835
Strongly Agree
836
Strongly Agree
837
Strongly Agree
838
Strongly Agree
839
Strongly Agree
840
Strongly Agree
841
Strongly Agree

As a special education coordinator I can
follow these standards a lot better than the
Current standards. The format of the drafts
is way easier to follow and easier to use
when writing special education goals.
As a special education coordinator I can
follow these standards a lot better than the
Current standards. The format of the drafts
is way easier to follow and easier to use
when writing special education goals.
It provides a clearer picture of expectations
It is easy to read and to navigate. It
includes explanations of terms and a list for
success.
They are clearly written.
Yes, this draft was easy to read and
understand.
They are clearly written.
I found the new language in the rewritten
standards easier to unpack and
select/design assessments.
I found the new language in the rewritten
standards easier to unpack and
select/design assessments.
I found the new language in the rewritten
standards easier to unpack and
select/design assessments.
I found the new language in the rewritten
standards easier to unpack and
select/design assessments.
I found the new language in the rewritten
standards easier to unpack and
select/design assessments.
I found the new language in the rewritten
standards easier to unpack and
select/design assessments.
I found the new language in the rewritten
standards easier to unpack and
select/design assessments.
I found the new language in the rewritten
standards easier to unpack and
select/design assessments.
I found the new language in the rewritten
standards easier to unpack and
select/design assessments.
I found the new language in the rewritten
standards easier to unpack and
select/design assessments.

K12 Administrator

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Administrator

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of introduction.

K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher

Comment in support of standards.
Comment in support of introduction.

K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher

Comment in support of standards.
Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of standards.

845

848
857

Disagree
Agree

Agree
858
859

Strongly Agree
Agree

882
995
Strongly Agree
996
Agree
1003

Agree

When information is presented about the
standards it would be appropriate to have
the information presented in clear prose
language. It is somewhat ironic that the
presentation of the standards is done in a
manner that lacks complete coherent
paragraphs with meaningful transitions
demonstrating an understanding of the
audience that will be reading the
introduction. Plus, the inclusion of bullet
lists demonstrates a fundamental weakness
in the writing skills of the author.

K12 Administrator

The introduction is written in a concise
manner so that it can share a large
amount of information quickly and
efficiently. Because this document is
intended for both professional
educators and the general public, the
committee decided on a straight
forward, concise format.

Well thought out and challenges students.
K12 Teacher
Curriculum typically refers to the knowledge K12 Administrator
and skills students are expected to learn,
which includes the learning standards or
learning objectives they are expected to
meet; the units and lessons that teachers
teach; the assignments and projects given
to students; the books, materials, videos,
presentations, and readings used in a
course; and the tests, assessments, and
other methods used to evaluate student
learning.

Comment in support of introduction.
Comment is not actionable.

Much clearer in expectations. More
descriptive.
It has advanced language, but it is
understandable.
Length and clarity - bottom not top
I've spent some professional development
time going over the new standards, and I
think the ELA standards are very clear and
easy to work with.
As an educator, the ELA Intro. is easy to
read and understand. I was able to easily
comprehend the terms and information.
Please consider adding ELP standards to the
ELA standards. At least add the ELP
grammar standards. They are far better
than the ELA standards listed in this
document. My class of first grade ELL
students have much better grammar skills
and therefore writing skills than the non-SEI
classroom at my school. I have seen many
native English speaking parents be
embarrassed when my refugee students
know more about English grammar and
write better than their child

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of introduction.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of introduction.

Community Member
K12 Teacher

Comment is not actionable.
Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of introduction.

K12 Teacher

Comment does not address the
introduction.

1004

Agree
1011
Agree
1012
Agree
1013
Agree
1021
Strongly Agree
1022
Strongly Agree
1023
Strongly Disagree
1024

Agree
1027

Agree
1031
Strongly Agree

Please consider adding ELP standards to the
ELA standards. At least add the ELP
grammar standards. They are far better
than the ELA standards listed in this
document. My class of first grade ELL
students have much better grammar skills
and therefore writing skills than the non-SEI
classroom at my school. I have seen many
native English speaking parents be
embarrassed when my refugee students
know more about English grammar and
write better than their child
I'm a Move On When Reading Specialist and
I like the increase of rigor to the K-3 ELA
standards.
I'm a Move On When Reading Specialist and
I like the increase of rigor to the K-3 ELA
standards.
I'm a Move On When Reading Specialist and
I like the increase of rigor to the K-3 ELA
standards.
The new standards reflect the same
organization and structure as the old
standards thus making the transition easy.
The new standards reflect the same
organization and structure as the old
standards thus making the transition easy.
Well easy to understand because it was
copied and pasted from Common Core 2010.
No red line because that would be too
obvious.
It is lengthy and seems to explain a lot of
misconceptions. This is a good thing since
we are still in a state of change, but could be
confusing for those who are not well versed
in education.
It is very similar to the standard wording of
2010. I do like the side by side grade level
set up of the 2010 standards though. As a
teacher, this gives us a picture of where
they are coming from, and where they are
going
The wording appears to be the same as
common core, but the font and format make
it appear easier to read.

K12 Teacher

Comment does not address the
introduction.

K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Parent/Guardian

A red-line version is posted on the
State Board of Education public
feedback website.

K12 Teacher

The introduction uses ELA domain
specific vocabulary.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of introduction.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of introduction.

1040

Agree
1052

Agree

1055
1056
1057
1059

Strongly Agree

1062

Strongly Agree
1064
Strongly Agree
1065

Strongly Agree

1069

Agree
1070
1073
1074

Agree
Agree
Agree

1080
Strongly Agree

I found the standards to be easily readable. K12 Teacher
But, I also believe that they are vague. As a
teacher and a parent I believe that many
school districts will interpret them in many
ways. Therefore, we need examples as to
what to teach/explain. What does the state
expect. I know that Mesa District will go
through and make examples from what we
believe the expectation shall be for each
standard. But, what about rural areas or
other districts?

Comment does not address the
introduction.

It was categorized and headed with easy to
understand information.
Didn't read it. I am familiar with the
standards due to extensive professional
development in my district.
Didn't read it. I am familiar with the
standards due to extensive professional
development in my district.
Didn't read it. I am familiar with the
standards due to extensive professional
development in my district.
I fully understand the process after reading
the introduction.
The 2016 ELA draft was easy to follow and is
very clear. The standards do a good job in
preparing our students for their future by
having them work with critical thinking.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of introduction.

K12 Teacher

Comment is not actionable.

K12 Teacher

Comment is not actionable.

K12 Teacher

Comment is not actionable.

K12 Administrator

Comment in support of introduction.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of standards.

This explains why and what the changes
were and how to read the document.
This should help the public understand the
changes and purpose.
already commented ... site not functioning
correctly :(
As a whole it is easy to understand, as it is
the same as the current common core
standards. However, I do think there needs
to be specific resources provided through
the state to meet standards 4.RL.7,9 and
4.RL.7-9. The verbiage is understandable
however the resources are difficult to find
and create
Really, nothing was changed. It is just for a
non-educator to read.
I agree with and would like the committee to
approve the new modifications.
I agree with and would like the committee to
approve the new modifications.
Each item was explained with clarity, some
in greater detail than others. Page 6
provided helpful; diagram with anchor
standards.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of introduction.

K12 Teacher

Comment is not actionable.

K12 Teacher

Comment does not address the
introduction.

K12 Teacher

Comment is not actionable.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of introduction.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of introduction.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of introduction.

1081
Strongly Agree
1082
Strongly Agree
1084

Strongly Agree
1092
Strongly Agree
1093
Strongly Agree
1102
1103

Agree
Agree

1104
1175
1185

1209
1210
1211
1215

Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree

Strongly Agree
Agree
Strongly Agree
Agree

Strongly Agree
1216

Agree

1217

Agree
1221
Strongly Agree

The Arizona draft is easy to follow and
K12 Teacher
provides a clear direction of what the
student outcome should be.
I am content with the standards as they are K12 Teacher
written. New standards are not needed.

Comment in support of introduction.

These drafts are easy to navigate as
compared to the 2010 standards. They are
shorter, yet I think they cover all the
needed areas as well as the old ones (which
could be 30 pages long in some cases). It is
designed to be easier to navigate and use
for the average classroom teacher. Well
done!
You have done a nice job beefing up certain
areas, moving and regrouping other
standards, overall an improvement.
You have done a nice job beefing up certain
areas, moving and regrouping other
standards, overall an improvement.
I feel the changes to the standards will
benefit our students.
I feel the changes to the standards will
benefit our students.
The standards are well written and easy to
understand the terminology used to describe
what students are to learn.
clearer and more comprehensive
I appreciate the explanation of how the
revision process took place. Also like the
clarification between standards, curriculum
and instruction.
I like the simplicity of the definitions.
There is a good explanation of why, how,
and who is involved in the process for
improving these standards.
I like the simplicity of the definitions.
I believe these Standards are not only
beneficial but helpful to the educators who
actually work with the students. Teachers,
above everyone else, have a right for their
voices to be heard and their rights to be
valued as the professionals in this area.
I approve of the revisions of the standards
and support what they look like now.
Easy to understand, but incomplete.
Standards, curriculum and instruction
descriptions shoud match Executive
Summary document; a visual of th K-12
vertical progression would be helpful; the
term cluster should be removed

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Administrator

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Administrator

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Administrator

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Administrator

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Parent/Guardian
Community Member

Comment in support of introduction.
Comment in support of introduction.

K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher

Comment in support of introduction.
Comment in support of introduction.

K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher

Comment in support of introduction.
Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of standards.

K-12 Teacher

Descriptions currently match in both
sections. The term 'cluster' is
necessary for understanding the
standards.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of standards.

Love the Handwriting and Spelling standards
and the specific number of Sight Words (50)

Comment is not actionable.

1222

Agree

1223

Agree
1225

Strongly Agree
1226

Strongly Agree
1227

Strongly Agree
1229
Strongly Agree
1231
Strongly Agree
1232
1233
1243

Disagree
Agree
Strongly Agree

1246
Agree
1247
1254

Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree

1256 Agree

1257 Agree

1259 Agree

The standards are concise, which makes
them easier to read.
most standards are understandable to
teachers and made more specific. Students
and parents would have difficulty by
standard headlines, but when specifics are
written, they are clearly.
The standards that were very vague before
were clarified and made clearer for teachers
and students. It's more user friendly now
also for parents to check in on what their
students are doing in class.
Changes from the 2010 to the 2016 are very
easy to follow. However, I wish the
comparison chart between the standards
would note where the standard was moved
to (shift in grade levels).
I like the headings and bulleted
explanations. I also appreciate how you did
not deviate too much from the previous
version, making it feasible for teachers.
I have always loved the ELA standards
whether it was Common Core or AZ
standards. I feel that they are at a higher
level and my students benefit from it.
They standards are articulated well. I am a
science teacher and I can see easily, the
relevance and how to incorporate into my
science lessons.
It may be easy to read for an educator but
not for a parent.
It provides more clarity and means to
measure the standards.
The wording is very similar to the 2010
standards.
I understand the standards, what i do not
understand is any differences, other than
their using everyday language vs. eduspeak.
The introduction is clear and easy to
understand.
Easy to understand.
The standards as presented appear to match
accordingly to the current curriculum being
taught on our campus.
The standards as presented appear to match
accordingly to the current curriculum being
taught on our campus.
The standards as present appear to match
accordingly to the current curriculum being
taught on our campus.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

Comment is not actionable.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

No standards were moved.

K12 Administrator

Comment in support of introduction.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Parent/Guardian
Elected Official

The introduction uses ELA domain
specific vocabulary.
Comment in support of introduction.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of introduction.

K-12 Teacher

Comment is not actionable.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of introduction.

K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher

Comment in support of introduction.
Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of standards.

1260 Agree

1261 Agree

1262 Agree
1264

Agree
1265

Agree
1266

1270
1271

Agree
Strongly Agree

Agree
1272
Strongly Agree
1282

Agree
1283 Strongly Agree
1284 Strongly Agree
1285 Strongly Agree

The standards as present appear to match
K12 Teacher
accordingly to the current curriculum being
taught on our campus.
The standards as presented appear to match K12 Teacher
accordingly to the current curriculum being
taught on our campus.
The standards as present appear to match
K12 Teacher
accordingly to the current curriculum being
taught on our campus.

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of introduction.

K12 Teacher

The introduction uses ELA domain
specific vocabulary.

K12 Teacher
Community Member

Comment in support of introduction.
Comment does not address the
introduction.

These standards are easy to read, and
understand for the teacher. They provide
an overall basis structure for young readers
to understand the purpose for reading.
There is enough rigor in the standards so
student can master the basics and build a
foundation for reading and strategies for
decoding and comprehension.
Written in bulleted lists to make it easy to
read and follow and written in easy to
understand language. I like the
deconstruction of the notation to show
exactly what each component of the coding
means.
As an educator, I thought the draft was easy
to understand. However, if I were not in
education, I think it would be much more
confusing to understand some of the
language and requirements.
Clearly stated
There are 3 areas of concern to me, one is
addressed somewhat in the writing portion
of the standards. I would like to see an
emphasis on proofreading, not just for a
literature report, but for all work (both in
and out of school), I would like to see
education on appropriate grammar in all
grades, and, not addressed but I think
important, standards for school children
should include school/community service to
some extent in every grade
I am satisfied with the proposed standards.
These will provide a great education for our
students and their needs.

K-12 Administrator
The standards outline explicit skill sets to be
taught.
K-12 Teacher
Some items are more aligned with
developmentally appropriate grade levels
K-12 Administrator
Some items are more aligned with
developmentally appropriate grade levels
K-12 Administrator
Some items are more aligned with
developmentally appropriate grade levels
K-12 Administrator

Comment in support of standards.

Comment in support of standards.

Comment in support of standards.

Comment in support of standards.
Comment in support of standards.
Comment in support of standards.
Comment in support of standards.

1291 Strongly Agree
1299

Agree
1300

Agree
1301
1302
1306

Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree

I am in agreement with the standards as
they are drafted. They maintain the strength
of common core. In general, I think the idea
of moving away from Common Core
standards is asinine. Common core
standards are directed to make students
think and do so much more than the old
standards. As a parent, I am concerned that
we are watering down common core and my
kids will not be able to compete for college
placement with students from place like New
York and Massachusetts,
K-12 Parent/Guardian

Comment in support of standards.

I am in agreement with the standards as
they are drafted. They maintain the strength
of common core. In general, I think the idea
of moving away from Common Core
standards is asinine. Common core
standards are directed to make students
think and do so much more than the old
standards. As a parent, I am concerned that
we are watering down common core and my
kids will not be able to compete for college
placement with students from place like New
York and Massachusetts,
K-12 Parent/Guardian
Good explanations of the process and the
focus of the standards.
K-12 Teacher
Good explanations of the process and the
focus of the standards.
K-12 Teacher

Strongly Agree

Strongly Agree

I appreciate the definitions of standards,
curriculum, and instruction. The intro is a
great tool to use with teachers that are still
unsure of these. Defining each standard in
a broad overview is well written and
appropriately placed in the introduction.

Agree

1318
1328

Comment in support of introduction.

The visual of the anchor standards is helpful.
The introduction was well written, with an
easy to understand overview of the ELA
Standards. The graphics were helpful as
how to decipher the standards.
I feel the Arizona Draft English Language
Arts Standards are well written.
Thanks for the clarifications
The definitions for instruction, curriculum
and standards were helpful. Overall, the
introduction will be useful to teachers.

1310

1317

Complete and user friendly. I appreciate the
visuals and ease of comparison.
K-12 Parent/Guardian

Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree

1329

Other

Comment in support of standards.

Comment in support of introduction.
Comment in support of introduction.
Comment in support of introduction.
Comment in support of introduction.

K-12 Teacher
K-12 Teacher
K-12 Teacher

Comment in support of standards.
Comment in support of introduction.
Comment in support of introduction.

K-12 Teacher
Comment in support of introduction.

K-12 Teacher

1330

Strongly Agree
1331

Strongly Agree
1335

The overview of the standards does just
that: Gives an overview that makes sense,
rather than the detailed explanation of the
process that used to be in the intro.
Speaking and Listening: Flexible
communication and collaboration is clearly
stated to include student behaviors that
teachers use for engaging students in
learning. It demonstrates that this portion is
a logical infusion of skills into what's already
being done. This clarification allows teachers
to realize how everything connects.
K-12 Teacher
Each strand in the ELA standards is clearly
defined. It is also easy to see their interconnectedness. As a teacher, I can read
them and not become overwhelmed by their
number, but begin to build units that blend
standards together logically.
K-12 Teacher

I also appreciate the colored areas that
explain how the standards are organized.

Strongly Agree

The addition of the definitions of Standards,
Curriculum, and Instruction is helpful. So
many of the concerns about the 2010
standards were actually concerns about
curriculum or instruction decisions made by
districts or teachers rather than about the
standards themselves. The definitions help
to clarify and explain those distinctions.
Also the brief explanations of the strands
within the ELA standards are what a
standards' introduction should include.

Strongly Agree

The addition of the definitions of Standards,
Curriculum, and Instruction is helpful. So
many of the concerns about the 2010
standards were actually concerns about
curriculum or instruction decisions made by
districts or teachers rather than about the
standards themselves. The definitions help
to clarify and explain those distinctions.
Also the brief explanations of the strands
within the ELA standards are what a
standards' introduction should include.

1340

1341

Comment in support of introduction.

Comment in support of introduction.

I love the explanation of the difference
between Standards, Curriculum, and
Instruction. Parents and teachers really
need to understand this.
In order to understand the standards, it is
imperative that the definitions of standards,
curriculum, and instruction are understood.

Strongly Agree

Comment in support of introduction.

K-12 Teacher
Comment in support of introduction.

K-12 Teacher
Comment in support of introduction.

K-12 Teacher

1342

Agree

It is great that the standards, curriculum,
and instruction are defined and explained.
I appreciate the additional information that
defines Instruction, Curriculum, and the
Standards.

Strongly Agree

I really like the introduction to the 2016
draft standards. It give some background
and the purpose and philosophy. It sets the
stage for reading the rest of the standards. K-12 Teacher

Strongly Agree

I really like the introduction to the 2016
draft standards. It give some background
and the purpose and philosophy. It sets the
stage for reading the rest of the standards. K-12 Teacher

Strongly Agree

I really like the introduction to the 2016
draft standards. It give some background
and the purpose and philosophy. It sets the
stage for reading the rest of the standards. K-12 Teacher

1347 Strongly Agree

I really like the introduction to the 2016
draft standards. It give some background
and the purpose and philosophy. It sets the
stage for reading the rest of the standards. K-12 Teacher

1348 Strongly Agree

I really like the introduction to the 2016
draft standards. It give some background
and the purpose and philosophy. It sets the
stage for reading the rest of the standards. K-12 Teacher

1349 Strongly Agree

I really like the introduction to the 2016
draft standards. It give some background
and the purpose and philosophy. It sets the
stage for reading the rest of the standards. K-12 Teacher

Strongly Agree

Very concise. Provided background of the
process used, and highlighted the changes in
the standards. I think the specific focus on
phonics and the syllable times throughout
elementary is extremely important.
K-12 Teacher

Agree

It is clearly written and easy to follow. I
appreciate the straight forward bullet-ed
format. I wish the research and explanation
of how the original standards were written
would have been nice to keep in the
introduction. That is where I discovered the
process was lead by educators, no political
agendas were a part of the process and I
believe that is important to many people.
Other

Strongly Agree

1343

1344

1345

1346

1354

1370

K-12 Teacher

Comment in support of introduction.
Comment in support of introduction.

K-12 Teacher
Comment in support of introduction.

Comment in support of introduction.

Comment in support of introduction.

Comment in support of introduction.

Comment in support of introduction.

Comment in support of introduction.

Comment in support of introduction.

Comment in support of introduction.

1371

Agree
1392

Strongly Agree

1393

Strongly Agree
1394
Agree
1397

Strongly Agree

1405

1427
1431

Agree
Strongly Agree

Strongly Agree
1447
1453
1456

Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree

1461
Strongly Agree
1495
Strongly Agree
1502

Strongly Agree

1530

1543
1545

Agree
Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree

It is clearly written and easy to follow. I
appreciate the straight forward bullet-ed
format. I wish the research and explanation
of how the original standards were written
would have been nice to keep in the
introduction. That is where I discovered the
process was lead by educators, no political
agendas were a part of the process and I
believe that is important to many people.
I have reviewed the new standards. I like
them and hope that you adopt them.
The ELA Introduction provides many pieces
of information that gives non-educators
information in an easy to read explanations.
I particularly am happy to see that the
terms standards, curriculum, and instruction
are defined.
I liked the definitions, especially the
difference between standards, curriculum
and instruction.
I appreciate the distinction between
standards, curriculum, and instruction.
Overall, it's easy to understand. There is
some wording that could perhaps be
simplified or explained more for those
outside of the education world to better
comprehend.
I am able to understand them.
The introduction did a great job of explaining
the process that has been undertaken to get
the standards to this point.
I LOVE the standards that have been
presented. Job well done.
The way the standards are laid out are easy
to understand and read.
Thank you for keeping doing what is best for
our children.
Explains for all stakeholders the reasoning
behind the changes and is a thorough
explanation of the standards.
Standards are written in clear, concise
language. Vertical and horizontal alignment
has been taken into account and provides a
clear progression.
The introduction gives the reader a big
picture overview that is valuable.
I liked the clarification of terms in the
introduction (especially standards,
curriculum, and instruction).
I'm in support of these draft standards
I'm in support of these draft standards

Comment in support of introduction.

Other
K-12 Teacher

Comment in support of standards.
Comment in support of introduction.

K-12 Teacher
Comment in support of introduction.
K-12 Teacher
K-12 Teacher

Comment in support of introduction.
Comment is not specific enough to be
actionable.

K-12 Teacher
Community Member

Comment in support of standards.
Comment in support of introduction.

K-12 Teacher
K-12 Teacher
K-12 Parent/Guardian
K-12 Parent/Guardian

Comment in support of standards.
Comment in support of standards.
Comment in support of standards.
Comment in support of introduction.

K-12 Teacher
Comment in support of standards.
K-12 Parent/Guardian
K-12 Teacher

Comment in support of introduction.
Comment in support of introduction.

K-12 Teacher
K-12 Teacher
K-12 Teacher

Comment in support of standards.
Comment in support of standards.

1546
1547
1550

Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree
Agree

1552

Strongly Agree
1554
1556
1557

Disagree
Disagree
Agree

1563
Agree
1586
Strongly Agree
1589
Strongly Agree
1597

Agree

1612

Agree
1631

Agree
1649

Strongly Agree

1656
Strongly Agree
1669

Agree

I'm in support of these draft standards
I'm in support of these draft standards
Standards as written are still subject to
interpretation and not clearly defined.
My child can do better mathematics than I
did when I was her age.
She thinks of numbers in a way I can't even
do as an adult. I need a paper and pencil.
She does it in her head as a second
grader!!!
Easy to understand but the changes are not
necessary.
Easy to understand but the changes are not
necessary.
Standards as written are still subject to
interpretation and not clearly defined.
These explanations are at a basic
understanding. Most educators would no
problem with the meaning.
I appreciate the background knowledge that
the introduction provides about the
standards.
I appreciate the background knowledge that
the introduction provides about the
standards.
I would like to see the research behind the
original standards added back in.
I read the 5th & 6th grade standards with
much detail, as these are the grade levels in
which I have the most experience. The draft
is very comprehensive, language is specific
and attention to detail is obvious.
I like how the ELA introduction incorporates
the piece of 'what standards are' and
defining what students should know and be
able to do and not how teachers should
teach. I like the clarification of the defined
terms of standards, curriculum and
instruction.
I believe the introduction clearly lays out
what students will do.
Organized well; overview of process,
document organization and description of
sections was clear; Loved the visual of how
to read document!
Good explanation of the outline and way to
read the standard.

K-12 Teacher
K-12 Teacher
K-12 Teacher

Comment in support of standards.
Comment in support of standards.
Comment does not address the
introduction.
Comment in support of standards.

K-12 Parent/Guardian
K-12 Teacher
K-12 Teacher
K-12 Teacher

Comment in support of introduction.
Comment in support of introduction.
Comment does not address the
introduction.
Comment in support of introduction.

K-12 Teacher
Comment in support of introduction.
K-12 Teacher
Comment in support of introduction.
K-12 Teacher
K-12 Teacher

Research citations are included in the
glossary.
Comment in support of standards.

K-12 Teacher
Comment in support of introduction.

K-12 Teacher
Community Member

Comment in support of introduction.
Comment in support of introduction.

K-12 Teacher
K-12 Parent/Guardian

Comment in support of introduction.

1670

Strongly Agree
1671
Strongly Agree
1672
Strongly Agree
1673
Agree
1674

Strongly Agree
1681
Agree
1683

Strongly Agree
1684
1685

Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree

In reviewing the comparison, it is evident
that a lot of work has gone into revising
these standards. I truly hope they will be
approved and implemented. As an educator
I have seen the great benefit of having the
standards. Students are rising to the rigor of
the standards, they are discovering their
own learning, collaborating, and engaging
students.
The revisions really show the progression of
skills across the grade levels. I heartily
recommend adopting these standards.
The revisions really show the progression of
skills across the grade levels. I heartily
recommend adopting these standards.
I don't think any standards are complete
and easy to read, but I think that the
attempt to do so here is solid.
As an educator for over 11 years, I
appreciate the thoughtful progression the
DRAFT standards lay out for educators and
students. The College and career ready
standards are the best standards for student
achievement that I have had the pleasure to
work with. The Standards provide evidenced
based vertical/horizontal alignment and
grade appropriate learning standards that
will increase the achievement and
conceptual understanding of Arizona's
students.
I appreciate how the draft came to be and
how it explained the standards, curriculum
and instruction.

Comment in support of standards.

K-12 Teacher
Comment in support of standards.
K-12 Parent/Guardian
Comment in support of standards.
K-12 Parent/Guardian
Comment is not actionable.
K-12 Teacher
Comment in support of standards.

K-12 Teacher
Comment in support of introduction.
K-12 Teacher

I am BEYOND pleased to see the inclusion of
writing foundation standards and the more
explicit reading foundation standards! The
standards are clear, concise, and inclusive of
what our K-12 students in Arizona must
know and be able to do. The standards are
what students must be taught to be literate
and highly functional in the world. I'm so
pleased that we continue to require that
letter formation, handwriting, and cursive
writing are explicitly taught to our Arizona
K-12 Teacher
students.
These proposed standards are acceptable as
presented.
K-12 Teacher
These proposed standards are acceptable as
presented.
K-12 Teacher

Comment in support of standards.

Comment in support of standards.
Comment in support of standards.

1686

Strongly Agree

I am very happy with the standards at the
time. As a 7th Grade English teacher, I have
spent hours curtailing my curriculum and my
department's curriculum to the current
standards. We are seeing vast improvement
in AZ Merit scores. Please keep them as is. K-12 Teacher

Agree

The original standards are totally fine. There
is absolutely no reason to make a change at
this point, and any changes will do nothing
to actually further the education of the
students on the subject matters at hand.
K-12 Teacher

1687

1690

Agree
1698
Agree
1707

Agree
1719

Disagree

1720
1721
1722
1727
Strongly Agree
1728

Strongly Agree
1773

Agree
1774
Strongly Agree

I am familiar with the former ELA standards
and find this is consistent with the language
used by teachers. For this reason, I feel it
will be easily understood by all concerned
K-12 Teacher
and will eliminate confusion.
The introduction was easy to read and gave
good descriptions of what each section was
about.
K-12 Teacher
Very similar to current standards, but with
more prompt and support. really need to
consider developmental appropriateness. We
have students just turning 5 entering K and
students turning 6. The younger end have a
real hard time until late second sememster.
This standard does not apply to my teaching
certificate.
NA. I'm teaching math
Not applicable
Not applicable
I mainly checked the 11-12 ELA Standards
and I approve of the revisions, which I think
help to clarify the standards.
This document explains the Standards well.
Especially appreciated is the delineation
among Standards, Curriculum, and
Instruction. This and the Overview
(summary) of the Standards is not only
helpful for teachers, but will be for parents
too. The work groups are to be commended
for their contributions to this document.
The Introduction describes applications and
explicitly allows for individualization of
instruction. I appreciate the "Description of
a Successful Arizona English Language Arts
Student" section.
straightforward & consistent with
expectations of how to read a standards
document

Comment in support of standards.

Comment is not actionable.

Comment in support of standards.

Comment in support of introduction.

Comment does not address the
introduction.

K-12 Teacher
K-12
K-12
K-12
K-12

Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher

Comment is not actionable.
Comment
Comment
Comment
Comment

is not actionable.
is not actionable.
is not actionable.
in support of standards.

Comment in support of introduction.

K-12 Teacher
Comment in support of introduction.

K-12 Administrator
Comment in support of introduction.
K-12 Teacher

1776

1794
1821

Agree
Disagree

Strongly Agree
1822

1829
1830
1838

Strongly Agree
Agree
Agree

Agree
1839

1846
1847
1854

Agree
Agree
Agree
Strongly Agree

1859

1862
1863

1864
1866

Strongly Agree
Agree

Agree
Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree

Very minimal changes have been made from
the current standards. The changes made
are easy to understand.
Did not read them so I cannot agree
The Language Arts standards that have been
revised seemed to be attainable for third
graders and I agree on this current
improvement on them.
The Language Arts standards that have been
revised seemed to be attainable for third
graders and I agree on this current
improvement on them.
can read it clearly and can understand.
can read it clearly and can understand.
The Introduction is well written. I think
there is room in the foundational skills K-5
section to even state that high achieving and
gifted students may need significantly less
and maybe even unnecessary work in the
concepts of reading. Restated, early strong
readers do not need to demonstrate mastery
of every skill, e.g., the six syllable types.
They are a tool.
The Introduction is well written. I think
there is room in the foundational skills K-5
section to even state that high achieving and
gifted students may need significantly less
and maybe even unnecessary work in the
concepts of reading. Restated, early strong
readers do not need to demonstrate mastery
of every skill, e.g., the six syllable types.
They are a tool.
These look great!
These look great!
I like that the standards are complete and
easy to understand.
I think it is important for students to be
taught to dive deeper into a text and asked
more difficult questions. Our kids in Arizona
are not showing they are ready for college
or jobs after 12th grade. It is very sad to
know that we rank so low against other
states and their academic success.
I agree that they are easy to understand.
The new 2016 standards are very similar for
2nd grade as the 2010 standards. Most
changes made are simply clarification.
Standards are fairly easy to understand and
navigate.
It was very easy to read and understand.
It is written in language that is clear and
concise.

Comment in support of standards.
K-12 Teacher
K-12 Teacher

Comment is not actionable.
Comment in support of standards.

K-12 Teacher
Comment in support of standards.
K-12 Teacher
K-12 Teacher
K-12 Teacher

Comment in support of introduction.
Comment in support of introduction.
Comment does not address the
introduction.

K-12 Administrator
Comment does not address the
introduction.

K-12 Administrator
K-12 Teacher
K-12 Teacher
K-12 Teacher

Comment in support of introduction.
Comment in support of introduction.
Comment in support of standards.
Comment does not address the
introduction.

K-12 Teacher
K-12 Parent/Guardian

K-12 Teacher
K-12 Teacher
K-12 Teacher

Comment in support of standards.
Comment in support of standards.

Comment in support of introduction.
Comment in support of introduction.

1884

Strongly Agree
1885

Strongly Agree

I feel the introduction provides a lot of
clarity and definitions that are essential for
parents, teachers and community members
on the purpose of the standards. I like how
it defines and describes the difference
between the standards, curriculum and
instruction which is often confused.
This document is easy for educators and
parents to read and understand.
I appreciate the clarity of the introduction.
The introduction is easy to understand.It's
clear.
The introduction is easy to understand.It's
clear.
Very easy to follow, like that is is broken
down into different topics, like that they are
bolded.
Organization is logical. Spacing is good.
The standards are clear and complete. The
removal of the suggested exemplar texts
doesn't make sense.
The added changes made sense and
provided clarity.
I feel this statement sums up the
introduction to the English Language
Standards.
Arizona’s English Language Arts Standards
define what all students are expected to
know and be able to do, not how teachers
should teach or what should be
taught. While the standards focus on what is
most essential, a great deal is left to the
discretion of teachers and curriculum
developers.

Agree
Agree
Agree
Strongly Agree

It's definitely clear that the standards build
on top of each other from year to year. It
can get a little wordy and hard to follow.
Brief and concise.
Brief and concise.
I support the standards.

Agree
1887
1891
1901
1902

Agree
Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree

1907

1908
1910

Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree

Agree
1935

Agree

1945

1956

1957
1958
1971

I love the clarification of the standards,
explaining to parents that the standards are
best practices however it takes time to find
the fluency of what to teach in the
classroom as best skill.
K-12 Teacher

Comment in support of introduction.

Comment in support of introduction.

K-12 Teacher
K-12 Teacher
K-12 Teacher
K-12 Teacher
K-12 Teacher

Comment in support of introduction.
Comment in support of introduction.
Comment in support of introduction.
Comment in support of introduction.
Comment in support of introduction.

K-12 Teacher
K-12 Teacher

K-12 Teacher
K-12 Teacher

Comment in support of introduction.
Comment does not address the
introduction.
Comment in support of introduction.
Comment in support of introduction.

K-12 Teacher
Comment is not specific enough to be
actionable.
K-12
K-12
K-12
K-12

Teacher
Administrator
Administrator
Teacher

Comment in support of introduction.
Comment in support of introduction.
Comment in support of standards.

1976

Now is the time to get it right for our
children!

1977

The 2016 Arizona Draft Standards have
hardly been changed, especially for
Kindergarten through Grade 3. They are still
Common Core. Why didn’t they ask this
question.“Is the standard developmentally
appropriate? Grades K-3 are critically
important because whatever is learned in
these grades affects a child's success in
every grade thereafter. Since 1990,
creativity has diminished due in large to
"standards".
Community Member
Now is the time to get it right for our
children!

Strongly Disagree

1988
1989

Strongly Disagree
Agree

The 2016 Arizona Draft Standards have
hardly been changed, especially for
Kindergarten through Grade 3. They are still
Common Core. Why didn’t they ask this
question.“Is the standard developmentally
appropriate? Grades K-3 are critically
important because whatever is learned in
these grades affects a child's success in
every grade thereafter. Since 1990,
creativity has diminished due in large to
Community Member
"standards".
Clearly stated.
K-12 Teacher

Strongly Disagree

The Introduction conceals numerous aspects
of the development process, perhaps
through inadvertence and a lack of
understanding of the concerns of the
community, in politically correct and flowery
language that fails to communicate the
identity, goals, and methods of the
developers. The Introduction is
unnecessarily vague and appears to elevate
self-serving braggadocio over a concise,
substantive, or even clear explanation of
methodology and content.
K-12 Parent/Guardian

Strongly Disagree

I want to make sure that I don't give any
indication that I am pleased with this rewrite
of common core standards. Get rid of them
Completely. Go back 15 years and rewrite
those if you want to rewrite. NO COMMON
CORE> The current new standards are only
5% different than the previous standards.
This is unacceptable. How is this getting rid
of common core. Please use logic. If we
want to get rid of it. why is it 95% exactly
the same. That makes no Sense.
K-12 Parent/Guardian

2002

Comment does not address the
introduction.

Comment does not address the
introduction.

Comment in support of introduction.
Comment is not actionable.

40% of the standards have been
revised.

2003

Agree

2009

Strongly Agree
2010
Agree
2011

Agree
2056

Disagree
2059
Strongly Agree
2060

Agree
2064
Strongly Agree

No explanation needed. It's either clear, or
it's not. It's clear to me.
The part about the difference between
standards, curriculum, and instruction is
very helpful. I think many people do not
understand the difference which caused a lot
of confusion with "Common Core". I hope it
helps!
There were a few sections where the
wording was unclear to our team of kinder
teachers as to what the standard was
describing.
We have come so far in the last few years
developing our curriculum and most
important unwrapping each standard. It
would be a sad day for Arizona schools to
scrap all the work that has been done in the
last few years.
It is too long, really this part could
summarize quickly, "Arizona students will
learn to read, write, and communicate
effectively with digital and print media by
grade 12," The part about how to read the
standards is important, but most of the
bullet points are not necessary. A good
introduction should be able to be read by a
10 year old and they could narrate it back
with ease. Adults have a million things in
their minds and simplicity guarantees
retention.

K-12 Parent/Guardian

Comment in support of introduction.
Comment in support of introduction.

K-12 Parent/Guardian
Comment is not specific enough to be
actionable.
K-12 Teacher
Comment in support of standards.

K-12 Teacher
The introduction was created in
response to questions and concerns
received during the first round of
public feedback.

K-12 Parent/Guardian

We have been working with these standards
and are very pleased with them.
K-12 Administrator
I have to say that in general, I have been
annoyed at Arizona's reluctance to fall in
step with the Common Core Standards. I
think national norms for what kids should
know is an important step in raising the
quality of education in this country and
ensuring that students from all walks of life
have equal access to high academic
expectations. I do, however, like that the
new draft follows the pattern of the CC
standards but includes more specificity,
K-12 Teacher
especially in phonics.
I believe consistency in the standards is
essential. These standards provide our
students with the needed rigor to be
successful later in life.
K-12 Administrator

Comment in support of standards.

Comment in support of standards.

Comment in support of standards.

2065

Strongly Agree
2067

2083
2089

Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree

Strongly Agree
2092
2096
2097
2098
2099
2100
2101
2102

Agree
Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree

2103
Strongly Agree
2108
Agree
2109

Strongly Agree

The current standards are rigorous and set
high standards for our children in Arizona.
The standards grow and progress over time
from K-12. Students are challenged by the
standards and are rising to the rigor of
them.
I already understand the common core
standards and apply them. These new
standards read mostly the same, so I find
them very easy to understand.
No changes needed
Thank you to all of fabulous Arizona
educators who have given of their time and
effort to help be a part of this wonderful
process to make the standards the best they
can be! You guys ROCK!
The changes are not extreme. There are
subtle nuances as well as explicit changes.
The standards are clear and easy to dissect
and understand.
The standards are clear and easy to dissect
and understand.
The standards are clear and easy to dissect
and understand.
The standards are clear and easy to dissect
and understand.
The standards are clear and easy to dissect
and understand.
The standards are clear and easy to dissect
and understand.
The standards are clear and easy to dissect
and understand.
Spell the 500 most common words in
English, including regular and irregular
forms. - Clarify this list please!!
I feel like 2016 Arizona DRAFT English
Language arts Introduction is clear and
precise.
What the Sta Are sect: 2nd paragraph
what do you mean by promote. Don't we
want to do more than promote. Don't we
want students to apply or use. 3rd
paragraph--What do you mean by "a great
deal". What is left up to the teacher? And
should it be left to the teacher and
curriculum developer-- district? Need to add
into the overview of each from the "Range
and Content sections of the old CCSS-Brilliant ideas are there that are left out in
this document such as read widely, writing
as a tool

Comment in support of standards.

K-12 Administrator
Comment in support of standards.
K-12 Teacher
K-12 Teacher

Comment in support of introduction.
Comment in support of standards.

K-12 Administrator
K-12 Teacher
K-12 Teacher
K-12 Teacher
K-12 Teacher
K-12 Teacher
K-12 Teacher
K-12 Teacher
K-12 Teacher

K-12 Teacher

Comment in support of standards.
Comment in support of standards.
Comment in support of standards.
Comment in support of standards.
Comment in support of standards.
Comment in support of standards.
Comment in support of standards.
Comment in support of standards.
Comment does not address the
introduction.
Comment in support of introduction.

K-12 Teacher
More specifics expectations are
provided in grade level standards.

K-12 Teacher

Agree

I believe the new standards will be easy for
parents, students, and teachers alike to
understand and follow. These will provide
freedom for how teachers may teach the
standards, but still encourage the skill
development that is necessary.
I believe the new standards will be easy for
parents, students, and teachers alike to
understand and follow. These will provide
freedom for how teachers may teach the
standards, but still encourage the skill
development that is necessary.
It explains what needs to be explained.
It explains what needs to be explained.
It explains what needs to be explained.
It explains what needs to be explained.
Canmot comment on completness but easy
to read.
Clearly wording choices are made carefully,
but the rigor expected by the standards is
apparent and specific.

Comment in support of standards.

Strongly Agree

The revised standards are well written. I like
that specific examples have been removed
so the curriculum doesn't feel dictated. I
also like that the percentages have been
removed for literature vs. informational text
and argument/expository vs. narrative
writing. This gives English teachers more
flexibility. Also, some standards have been
revised to be more clear and concise,
making them easier to follow. Last, I like
that the social studies/science
K-12 Teacher
reading/writing have been removed.
The revised standards are well written. I like
that specific examples have been removed
so the curriculum doesn't feel dictated. I
also like that the percentages have been
removed for literature vs. informational text
and argument/expository vs. narrative
writing. This gives English teachers more
flexibility. Also, some standards have been
revised to be more clear and concise,
making them easier to follow. Last, I like
that the social studies/science
reading/writing have been removed.
K-12 Teacher
I like the way these standards are laid out.
They are easy to read and find the specific
standard. I think it is a big improvement for
the last standards.
K-12 Teacher

Comment in support of standards.

2165

Strongly Agree
2167

2237
2238
2239
2240
2291

Strongly Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree

2424

2426

2427

Strongly Agree
2492
Strongly Agree

Comment in support of standards.

K-12 Teacher
Comment in support of standards.

K-12 Teacher
Other
Other
Other
Other
Community Member

Comment
Comment
Comment
Comment
Comment

in
in
in
in
in

support
support
support
support
support

of
of
of
of
of

introduction.
introduction.
introduction.
introduction.
introduction.

Comment in support of standards.
K-12 Teacher

Comment in support of standards.

2516
Strongly Agree
2520
2525
2526
2553

Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree

Agree
2554
2555

Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree

A little tough as a parent as I am not used
to reading standards, but once I spent some
time with them, I found them very
understandable.
K-12 Parent/Guardian
spent time with it and see the progression.
good, strong
good, strong
I went over the comparison chart which
includes the 2010 Standards, the 2016 Draft
Standards, and notes. This made the Draft
a bit easier to negotiate.
I believe that the words explain what is to
be taught
I believe that the words explain what is to
be taught

Community Member
Retired Educator
Retired Educator

2562

2568
2578
2580
2663
2766

Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree
Agree

Strongly Disagree
2767

Strongly Agree

Comment in support of standards.
Comment in support of introduction.
Comment in support of introduction.
Comment in support of standards.

K-12 Teacher
K-12 Parent/Guardian
K-12 Parent/Guardian

2556
1) The overall structure and organization of
the standards seems to have been improved
compared to the last set of standards so
they can be more easily navigated.
2) Although I realize that standards are used
by educators and professional to prepare for
instruction, I do believe that some of the
terminology or verbose nature of the
standards could be streamlined for parents
to interact with them and connect with them
on a deeper level.
I like that the standards (particularly in
math, which is what I teach are more
thorough). For instance, the "persevere"
standard is clearly defined now.
Clear and concise
The revised wording is written clearly and
there is less subjectivity.
Standards have been clarified where
necessary.
It's easy to understand
I was forced to select a value even though I
did not want to answer this question. There
should be a N/A option. Please see my
answer to "This 2016 Arizona DRAFT of the
English Language Arts Standards is an
improvement compared to Arizona’s current
standards (2010)."
Clarifications were added to help assist in
understanding on some standards.

Comment in support of standards.

Comment in support of standards.
Comment in support of standards.
Comment does not address the
introduction.

Elected Official
Comment in support of standards.
K-12 Teacher
K-12 Teacher
K-12 Teacher
K-12 Teacher
K-12 Teacher

Comment in support of introduction.
Comment in support of introduction.
Comment in support of standards.
Comment in support of introduction.
Comments is not actionable.

Retired Educator
K-12 Teacher

Comment in support of standards.

2768

Agree
2769
2812
2813

Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree

2814

Agree
2815

Strongly Disagree
2816 Strongly Disagree
2817 Strongly Disagree
2818 Strongly Disagree
2819 Strongly Disagree
2820 Strongly Disagree
2821 Strongly Disagree
2822 Strongly Disagree
2823 Strongly Disagree
2824 Strongly Disagree
2825 Strongly Disagree
2826 Strongly Disagree
2827 Strongly Disagree
2828 Strongly Disagree
2829 Strongly Disagree

It would be nice if you clarified central
Idea". I spoke to several educators in
English and they ALL had a definition of
what this mean in Arizona Standard terms.
Plus, the standards use theme and central
idea inadvertently. They are both different.
So maybe say, "Central idea AND Theme".
This way it isn't a choice to teach one or the
other, but teach both (esp. since they are
different.)
I approve of the revisions and recommend
the state board adopt these standards.
I approve of the revisions and recommend
the state board adopt these standards.
I approve of the revisions and recommend
the state board adopt these standards.
The language is a little dense, so I wouldn't
exactly say that is was, "easy to
understand." I mean, as an educator, I
understood most of it, but I can see how it
might be confusing to a non-educator, such
as a concerned parent or guardian who is
trying understand the standards.
I did not read the ELA standards. My
concern is the math standards.
I did not read the ELA standards. My
concern is the math standards.
I did not read the ELA standards. My
concern is the math standards.
I did not read the ELA standards. My
concern is the math standards.
I did not read the ELA standards. My
concern is the math standards.
I did not read the ELA standards. My
concern is the math standards.
I did not read the ELA standards. My
concern is the math standards.
I did not read the ELA standards. My
concern is the math standards.
I did not read the ELA standards. My
concern is the math standards.
I did not read the ELA standards. My
concern is the math standards.
I did not read the ELA standards. My
concern is the math standards.
I did not read the ELA standards. My
concern is the math standards.
I did not read the ELA standards. My
concern is the math standards.
I did not read the ELA standards. My
concern is the math standards.
I did not read the ELA standards. My
concern is the math standards.

Comment does not address the
introduction.

K-12 Teacher
K-12 Teacher
Retired Educator
K-12 Parent/Guardian

Comment in support of standards.
Comment in support of standards.
Comment in support of standards.
Comment is not specific enough to be
actionable.

K-12 Teacher
Retired Educator
Retired Educator
Retired Educator
Retired Educator
Retired Educator
Retired Educator
Retired Educator
Retired Educator
Retired Educator
Retired Educator
Retired Educator
Retired Educator
Retired Educator
Retired Educator
Retired Educator

Comment is not actionable.
Comment is not actionable.
Comment is not actionable.
Comment is not actionable.
Comment is not actionable.
Comment is not actionable.
Comment is not actionable.
Comment is not actionable.
Comment is not actionable.
Comment is not actionable.
Comment is not actionable.
Comment is not actionable.
Comment is not actionable.
Comment is not actionable.
Comment is not actionable.

2830 Strongly Disagree
2831 Strongly Disagree
2833

I did not read the ELA standards. My
concern is the math standards.
I did not read the ELA standards. My
concern is the math standards.

Retired Educator
Retired Educator

Agree

There is continued need for further
clarification. These are some of my
suggestions: 5RL5- Correct the wording.
5RL5- What types? What genres
specifically? There are many references
throughout the standards that suggest
genres but let's get a collective list of all the
genres 5th grade teachers and students are
expected to have experience with. 5RL7More of the genres issue. 5RL10/ RI10- Not
all readers are fluent and independent at
K-12 Teacher
grade level. So then what?

Agree

The introduction is in sections to where the
audience can get a basic understanding of
what information is going to be read about
before they read those sections.

Agree

The introduction lays out in stark terms that
the standards do not dictate curriculum or
lessons. Most opponents of the standards
seemed to conflate these terms.
K-12 Teacher

2834

2847

2848

Agree
2862

Agree
2869
Disagree
2870

Strongly Disagree

Comment is not actionable.
Comment is not actionable.
Comment does not address the
introduction.

Comment in support of introduction.

K-12 Teacher

The introduction lays out in stark terms that
the standards do not dictate curriculum or
lessons. Most opponents of the standards
seemed to conflate these terms.
K-12 Teacher
Education is more than College/Career
Readiness. How will we be sure that other
programs and subject areas important to
students growth won't get pushed to the
side or cut. Is there more to "rearing a
child" (Latin translation of "education")?
What about being a responsible citizen in a
federal-democratic-republic nation? What
about budgeting and paying taxes?
College/Career Readiness makes education a
means to an end (get a job) rather than
being a whole person capable of unknown
K-12 Parent/Guardian
possibilities.
I wanted to know at a glance what
changed/what stayed the same. This was
not included in the draft.
K-12 Parent/Guardian
The 2016 draft Common Core ELA standards
are no different than the 2010 Common
Core ELA standards. Based on that, there is
no way a reasonable answer can be given to
this question.
Other

Comment in support of introduction.

Comment in support of introduction.

Comment is beyond the scope of work
of this group.

A comparative version of the 2010 and
2016 standards was included on the
State Board public feedback website.
Comment is not actionable.

2873
2898
2899
2908
2909

Agree

I think there are still areas open for
interpretation.
I'm mostly concerned with 3rd grade
changes.
I'm mostly concerned with 3rd grade
changes.
I'm mostly concerned with 3rd grade
changes.
I'm mostly concerned with 3rd grade
changes.
Expect More Arizona supports rigorous
standards that ensure all student are
prepared to be successful members of
society. Thank you for your leadership in
ensuring that the review process has been
open and one of the most public and
inclusive review processes in recent years.
We are also grateful to the 200 teachers
who spent 6,000 hours reviewing the
standards and 2,000 public comments to
ensure the standards reflected the needs of
Arizona teachers, parents, students, and
business leaders.
They seem to concise, simple, and to the
point. However, as a teacher it is nice to
have examples s support and clarification on
some of the standards, all in one place.

Agree

The wording is similar yet different jargon is
used to describe the definition of the
standards. Its not as detailed, leaves more
room to be creative, but the objective is
quite similar. The vocabulary is simplified.
K-12 Teacher

Agree

The wording is similar yet different jargon is
used to describe the definition of the
standards. Its not as detailed, leaves more
room to be creative, but the objective is
quite similar. The vocabulary is simplified.
K-12 Teacher

Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree

2941

2961

2962

2963

2988

Strongly Disagree
2998

K-12 Administrator
K-12 Teacher
K-12 Teacher
K-12 Teacher
K-12 Teacher

Comment is not specific enough to be
actionable.
Comment is not actionable.
Comment is not actionable.
Comment is not actionable.
Comment is not actionable.
Comment in support of standards.

Other
Comment does not address the
introduction.
K-12 Teacher

Re the draft ELA 9/10 &11/12 standards just 2 out of 43 each were eliminated (for
redundancy) so the CC standards remain
intact. As a former college English instructor
and professional writer, IMHO these
standards don’t give students a solid
foundation in grammar, vocabulary, reading,
or writing strategies related to a variety of
works (fiction, nonfiction, poetry, drama,
myth narrative, epic, etc.). Preserving
conflated subcategories of works into just
info. & lit is a huge step backwards.
K-12 Parent/Guardian
see input earlier today...
K-12 Parent/Guardian

Comment in support of introduction.

Comment in support of introduction.

Comment does not address the
introduction.

Comment is not actionable.

These guide lines are hard to understand
and don't seam age appropriate and are not
letting the teachers really teach not every
did learns the same way
K-12 Parent/Guardian

3001

3017

Strongly Agree

The removal of recommended texts is a
positive change. However, I would prefer to
see the percentage of literary and
informational text recommendations stay.
Prior to the shift to increase the amount of
reading students do of informational text,
teachers focused on literary text and
provided little instruction on informational
text. The removal of these recommendations
may lead to some teachers reverting back to
teaching comprehension based mostly or
solely on literary text.
K-12 Parent/Guardian
We find these new standards easy to
understand and concise.
Business Representative

Agree

Yes, in a total of seven pages, I found the
introduction easy to follow and did a good
job in laying out the history of the process -from the purpose, process and to the design
features. I especially liked the explanation
of the description of a successful Az English
language arts student and the Reading:
Foundational Skills (K-5)
Other

Agree
3020
3028

Comment does not address the
introduction.
Specific examples such as percentages
are a curriculum and instruction issue
and should be decided at the local
level.

Comment in support of standards.
Comment in support of introduction.

English Language Arts Public Feedback on the Draft Glossary
Role
Glossary Comment
I like that the glossary is detailed.
K12 Teacher
Very helpful for new teachers or those moving
K12 Teacher
grade levels and needing to teach different
elements within the standards. .Additionally, it will
be helpful for parents reading the standards.

Category
General Support
General Support

Refinement Note
Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.

Strongly Disagree

I like the idea of a glossary, but it is incomplete.
K12 Administrator
Helpful to both teachers and parents would be
defining terms that appear in the standards.
terms like "topic sentence," "thesis statement,"
"theme," "main idea," "tone," "primary vs
secondary sources," etc. Also, the section
following the glossary seemed to go too much into
the teaching of reading.

General Perception and
Concerns

Suggested terms wil be reviewed.

56

Strongly Disagree

I like the idea of a glossary, but it is incomplete.
K12 Administrator
Helpful to both teachers and parents would be
defining terms that appear in the standards.
terms like "topic sentence," "thesis statement,"
"theme," "main idea," "tone," "primary vs
secondary sources," etc. Also, the section
following the glossary seemed to go too much into
the teaching of reading.

Grade Level
Additions/Deletions/Changes

Suggested terms wil be reviewed.

57

Strongly Disagree

I like the idea of a glossary, but it is incomplete.
K12 Administrator
Helpful to both teachers and parents would be
defining terms that appear in the standards.
terms like "topic sentence," "thesis statement,"
"theme," "main idea," "tone," "primary vs
secondary sources," etc. Also, the section
following the glossary seemed to go too much into
the teaching of reading.

Grade Level
Additions/Deletions/Changes

Suggested terms wil be reviewed.

61

Strongly Agree

Thanks for the glossary. It helps people like me to Community Member
know what things mean. I hope the teachers don't
need to use it. Seems like they should already
know what the terms mean and how to use them.

General Support

comment in support of glossary.

62

Strongly Agree

Thanks for the glossary. It helps people like me to Community Member
know what things mean. I hope the teachers don't
need to use it. Seems like they should already
know what the terms mean and how to use them.

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

64

Strongly Agree

This was a much needed resource.

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

SID Number
48
50

Glossary Scale

55

Agree

K12 Teacher

67

Agree

70
71

Agree
Strongly Agree

72

Strongly Agree

83

Agree

84
86

Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree

87
88
92

Agree
Agree
Strongly Disagree

93
104
105

Agree
Strongly Agree

106
111

Strongly Agree
Disagree

112

Strongly Agree

115

Strongly Agree

130

Agree

Again, I only read a small portion of the draft /
glossary so cannot answer with a Yes or No answer
below. Therefore will choose N/A - not your
shortcoming at all, only because I didn't read the
entire draft.
The glossary is straightforward.
Very clearly explained in language that is
understandable.
Very clearly explained in language that is
understandable.
This glossary is adequate, but honestly does not
get used by teachers in the day to day operation of
the classroom.
It was extremely easy to navigate.
I'm glad we got away from that pesky Common
Core!
The prose is coherent.
The prose is coherent.
Although the glossary is easy to understand, I
would argue it is not complete. There are many
more ELA academic terms that should be added in
order to effectively inform teachers of Arizona's
expectations regarding instruction. For instance,
figurative language is missing from the glossary
and is often only partially taught in the classroom
setting. Also, a more succinct glossary would
better connect ELA instruction across the grade
levels.

Community Member

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

K12 Teacher
Retired Educator

General Support
General Support

Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.

Retired Educator

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher

General Support
General Support

Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of standards.

Other
Other
K12 Teacher

General Support
General Support
General Perception and
Concerns

Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.
Suggested terms wil be reviewed.

Did not review ELA standards.
They are aligned and concise.
The charts with syllables and phonemes were a
smart addition.
It was smart to add a glossary to the standards.
The explanations are easy to understand but
terms required for a classical liberal arts program
Vs the current servile art program need to be
added.
Absolutely! It is a great resource for anyone
needing clarification of education related
vocabulary.
A helpful tool to support the concepts laid out in
the document.
It defines the different terms and strategies well.
So if you are new to teaching you could easily
understand.

Other
K12 Teacher
K12 Parent/Guardian

Other
General Support
General Support

N/A
Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.

Community Member
Community Member

General Support
Curriculum & Instruction

Comment in support of glossary.
No changes recommended. Programs of study are
decided at the local level.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

Other

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

144

Strongly Agree

The glossary is very well constructed and will be an K12 Teacher
asset to the ELA standards. In addition, the
formatting assists the reader to find the terms
quickly. It will definitely assist with some of the
clarity issues of the previous standards.

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

145

Strongly Agree

The glossary is very well constructed and will be an K12 Teacher
asset to the ELA standards. In addition, the
formatting assists the reader to find the terms
quickly. It will definitely assist with some of the
clarity issues of the previous standards.

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

146

Strongly Agree

The Glossary clarifies ELA terms for both teachers Other
and parents, especially terms such as argument vs.
persuasive writing and Text Complexity. I also
appreciate the inclusion of phonics terminology.

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

147
148

Strongly Agree

The section on phonics is really helpful.
K12 Parent/Guardian
Did not read them. I'm a teacher of math so feel I K12 Teacher
shouldn't make an opinion on these standards.

General Support
Other

Comment in support of glossary.
N/A

160
168

Agree
Agree

It explains things well with examples.
Some of the wording is confusing.

K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher

Comment in support of glossary.
No actionable change.

169

Disagree

K12 Teacher

177
182

Agree
Agree

Examples should be placed with the standards so
that the average person can see what the
standard is asking for.
It has a good layout and it is easy to read.
While we can't know if every word is defined,
what is available appears complete and accurate.

General Support
General Perception and
Concerns
Curriculum & Instruction

K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher

General Support
General Support

Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.

183

Strongly Agree

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

186

Agree

The 2016 Arizona DRAFT Glossary is complete and K12 Teacher
easy to understand. The examples are very useful
and well organized.
The math changes clarified several things. I like
K12 Administrator
time and money showing back up in the primary
grades. The changes seemed reasonable.

Other

N/A

187
189
221

Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree

Simple to read.
It states key words used and defines them.
I strongly agree that the 2016 AZ ELA Glossary is
complete and easy to understand. It allows
teachers, parents, and students to quickly find
explanations for writing concepts such as
argument writing vs. narrative or explanatory.

General Support
General Support
General Support

Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.

K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher

Examples are curriculum and instruction and are
decided at the local level.

222

Strongly Agree

Great definitions so it is very clear what is meant K12 Parent/Guardian
for each term
All the information is useful to understanding the Other
standards and terms included. The only addition
that could be helpful would be to have a Table of
Contents of sorts. Quick reference for someone
looking for specific information. Ex: Definitions of
Standards terms...pp 82-84 Reading
Foundations....pp 85-86...etc.

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

223

Agree

General Support

The work group has not decided to add this.

225

Strongly Agree

The glossary is user-friendly and needs no further
revision.
Format made it easy to understand.
I think it's a shame if students can't learn to write
cursive. You need it to sign in cursive your own
name. I have a
The Language Arts Glossary is very useful because
it gives the teacher explicit vocabulary they need
to use when explaining academic vocabulary.
Further, the students will know exactly what they
will be learning in the standard and how they will
go about learning.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

229
233

Strongly Agree
Agree

Community Member
K12 Parent/Guardian

General Support
Curriculum & Instruction

Comment in support of glossary.
The third grade group will address the comment.

236

Strongly Agree

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

237

Strongly Agree

The Language Arts Glossary is very useful because K12 Teacher
it gives the teacher explicit vocabulary they need
to use when explaining academic vocabulary.
Further, the students will know exactly what they
will be learning in the standard and how they will
go about learning.

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

238

Strongly Agree

The Language Arts Glossary is very useful because K12 Teacher
it gives the teacher explicit vocabulary they need
to use when explaining academic vocabulary.
Further, the students will know exactly what they
will be learning in the standard and how they will
go about learning.

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

242

Strongly Agree

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

243

Disagree

Simple definitions and examples in the glossary
Other
help ensure an easy understanding of the content
in the document.
The lack of variety is astonishing.
Disagree

Not an actionable item.

246

Agree

General Perception and
Concerns
General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

247

Agree

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

It will be good to have all teachers using consistent K12 Teacher
vocabulary.
It will be good to have all teachers using consistent K12 Teacher
vocabulary.

252
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
275
279

Agree
Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree
Agree
Agree

280

Agree

281

Agree

282
288
289
290

Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree

294
295

Agree
Disagree

I feel that it is the same as the last one.
Yes, it's easy to understand.
Yes, it's easy to understand.
Yes, it's easy to understand.
Yes, it's easy to understand.
Yes, it's easy to understand.
Yes, it's easy to understand.
Yes, it's easy to understand.
Yes, it's easy to understand.
Yes, it's easy to understand.
Yes, it's easy to understand.
Yes, it's easy to understand.
Yes, it's easy to understand.
Yes, it's easy to understand.
Yes, it's easy to understand.
Yes, it's easy to understand.
Yes, it's easy to understand.
No concerns.
Not completely for me. I have always struggled
with ELA and so does my son.
Not completely for me. I have always struggled
with ELA and so does my son.
Not completely for me. I have always struggled
with ELA and so does my son.
Can we see red line version

K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher
K12 Parent/Guardian

K12 Administrator

General Support
General Support
General Support
General Support
General Support
General Support
General Support
General Support
General Support
General Support
General Support
General Support
General Support
General Support
General Support
General Support
General Support
General Support
General Perception and
Concerns
General Perception and
Concerns
General Perception and
Concerns
Other

Excellent
Excellent
Standards of excellence must be highly valued &
maintained.
I understand the standards.
I feel that these standards are just a renamed,
regurgitation of the Common Core Standards (AZ
College and Career Standards) we currently have.
Little change has been done on these standards!!
These are not AZ Standards!! They are Common
Core Standards!! Go back to the drawing board,
and come up with standards AZ wants!! If you
can't come up with something new go back to the
standards prior to C.C.S. and tweak those
standards, at least they were more
Developmentally Appropriate!!!!!

K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher
K12 Parent/Guardian

General Support
General Support
General Support

K12 Parent/Guardian
Retired Educator

General Support
General Perception and
Concerns

K12 Parent/Guardian
K12 Parent/Guardian

Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.
Not an actionable item.
Not an actionable item.
Not an actionable item.
Change document is available on the standards
website.
Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of standards.
No change recommended. Each standard was
reveiwed by K-20 educatiors and a significant
number were revised.

308

Agree

The glossary is easy to understand, but it is not
K12 Teacher
entirely complete, The following suggestions
should be considered: The entire Reading
Foundational Skill section should be removed
because it seems instructional in nature; the
glossary should include all important terms (e.g.
central idea, theme, explanatory writing, etc.); and
the Language Progressive Skills, by Grade chart
should be included in the glossary (page 27 of 40
in 2010 ELA Standards).

General Perception and
Concerns

Suggested terms wil be reviewed.

349

Agree

General Perception and
Concerns

Comment in support of glossary.

350

Agree

Grade Level
Additions/Deletions/Changes

This comment is being addressed by the
Kindergarten work group.

354

Strongly Agree

If you are a teacher, this is baby stuff you learn
K12 Teacher
while in a college teacher prep program. For
parents and non-educators, not so much...
I have one question about the use of "Magic e".
K12 Teacher
Vowel-Consonant-e
(VCe)
(“Magic e”)
It appears that you are following a specific
curriculum when you use that terminology. Why
not stick with "silent e"?
Clarification of the terms has been a long-standing K12 Teacher
issue with teachers. This document clarifies what
is meant by different standards in the documents.
Especially important in this is the examples
column. A confusion has been longstanding with
e.g. and i.e. Thank you for taking the time to
make this clear. Quantitative, qualitative and
reader and task have long needed clarification.
The visual is effective.

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

360

Strongly Agree

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

361

Strongly Agree

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

362

Strongly Agree

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

363

Strongly Agree

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

367
368
369

Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree

Yes, it is concise and allow for easily seeing the
subtopics of the standards and the vertical
alignment of the standards.
Yes, it is concise and allow for easily seeing the
subtopics of the standards and the vertical
alignment of the standards.
I believe that the language of the revised
standards is clear and specific as to what the
students are expected to know by the end of their
learning year.
I really like the addition of the glossary. I find it
helpful for teachers
Very helpful
Very helpful
Very helpful

K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher

General Support
General Support
General Support

Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.

370

Agree

373

Strongly Agree

375
379
380
381
382

Strongly Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree

393

Strongly Agree

406
407
443

Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree

444

Strongly Agree

449
450

Strongly Agree
Disagree

451

Disagree

476
498

Agree

Not as easy to read as the Intro. I don't know,
maybe the glossary could use the words in a
sentence, but then that would make the
document longer.
Very easy to follow. One typo in "functional text":
a readers vs. a reader.
The addition of the Phoneme-Grapheme
correspondence and the Orthography addition will
be very helpful for teachers.
Lovely
Very helpful
Very helpful
Very helpful
I recommend creating a glossary that can truly be
utilized by all stakeholders and serves as a useful
and accessible resource. I suggest items in glossary
by italicized or bolded in the standards and those
italicized or bolded words are linked to glossary for
easy access.
Good for those not employed in education,
redundant for those who are.
ELA glossary is a helpful tool for educators.
ELA Glossary is well explained and useful.
I am really glad we decided to create the glossary.
I feel it allows for common language and
understanding. It is easy to find and access. I think
this will also be a great asset to new teachers and
a great tool for educators.
I am really glad we decided to create the glossary.
I feel it allows for common language and
understanding. It is easy to find and access. I think
this will also be a great asset to new teachers and
a great tool for educators.
This is a valuable tool for teachers to have.
The glossary seems a bit incomplete. There are
many terms in the standards that could be defined
for the reader. In the ELA standards the literary
jargon should be defined- allusion, figurative
language, etc.
The glossary seems a bit incomplete. There are
many terms in the standards that could be defined
for the reader. In the ELA standards the literary
jargon should be defined- allusion, figurative
language, etc.
I don't know.
Nicely formatted!

K12 Teacher

general concern

the glossary is intended to define terms and not be
in narrative form.

K12 Administrator

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher

General Support
General Support
General Support
general support
general concern

Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.
this is being addressed by the glossary group.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

K12 Administrator
K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher

General Support
General Support
General Support

Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher

General Support
general concern

Comment in support of glossary.
this is being addressed by the glossary group.

K12 Teacher

general concern

this is being addressed by the glossary group.

Higher Education
K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment is not actionable.
Comment in support of glossary.

499
500
501

Agree
Agree
Strongly Agree

Nicely formatted!
Nicely formatted!
Clear and user friendly. I especially appreciate the
Foundational Skills outlines at the end of the
document.
I think the standards are useful and manageable
and an improvement to my classroom learning
environment.
I think the standards are useful and manageable
and an improvement to my classroom learning
environment. I support the adoption of these
standards
Very clear organization
Well done! All of the information is helpful and
aligns with research.
Please review to make sure all crucial terms are
included
Please look closely to make sure all key terms are
included.
Very comprehensive!
It is well organized. Words are alphabetized.
Definitions are very detailed.
I can understand the glossary.
User friendly.
User friendly.
It was very clear.
It was very clear.
Very clear and easy to read.
I like to see this adopted.
Glossary is user friendly
Glossary is user friendly
The glossary makes it easy to find information.
I appreciate the clarification.
I appreciate the clarification.
I appreciate the clarification.
It provides a common language for educators to
use, which helps for transient student populations.

K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher

General Support
General Support
General Support

Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.

502

Strongly Agree

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

527

Strongly Agree

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

588
589

Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree

K12 Teacher
K12 Administrator

General Support
General Support

Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.

590

Disagree

K12 Parent/Guardian

general concern

this is being addressed by the glossary group.

591

Disagree

K12 Teacher

general concern

this is being addressed by the glossary group.

592
595

Strongly Agree

K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher

General Support
General Support

Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.

596
597
598
599
600
601
602
603
604
605
609
610
611
612

Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Strongly Agree
Agree
Agree
Strongly Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Strongly Agree

K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher
K12 Parent/Guardian
k12 Student
k12 Student
K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher

General Support
General Support
General Support
General Support
General Support
General Support
General Support
General Support
General Support
General Support
General Support
General Support
General Support
General Support

Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.

614

Strongly Agree

The glossary is complete and easy to understand.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

615

Strongly Agree

The glossary is complete and easy to understand.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

617

Agree

The glossary was comprehensible and explained
well.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

618

620
636

Disagree
Agree

639

Strongly Agree

640

Strongly Disagree

642

Agree

645

Strongly Agree

646

Disagree

648

649

It helps new teachers follow and understand the
standards. The glossary also helps teachers have a
common language to help with transient students.
It helps students because they do not have to
learn new vocabulary when they move to a new
school.
See above in regards to cursive.
The standards are easy enough to read. I am a
math teacher so I do not use them regularly.
I think that the revised glossary is detailed and and
accessible.
Ditto (I didn't disagree, but there was no choice to
indicate I didn't read it.
)
The glossary is easy to understand, but it is not
entirely complete, The following suggestions
should be considered: The entire Reading
Foundational Skill section should be removed
because it seems instructional in nature; the
glossary should include all important terms (e.g.
central idea, theme, explanatory writing, etc.); and
the Language Progressive Skills, by Grade chart
should be included in the glossary (page 27 of 40
in 2010 ELA Standards).

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment is not actionable.
Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

K12 Teacher

K12 Administrator

Comment is not actionable.

general concern

this is being addressed by the glossary group.

It was easy to read a word and the definition or
K12 Teacher
look at the example and immediately get a better
understanding of the meaning.
The glossary explains the variations between tier K12 Teacher
1, 2, and 3 vocabulary words which is often a
misunderstood concept. If I have been taught
correctly, tier 2 also includes process specific
language like what is often found in directions. For
instance, describe, analyze, and compare are
process words. I feel these examples should also
be included in the glossary.

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

addition

this is being addressed by the glossary group.

Agree

Perhaps an entry in the glossary about the
importance of building background knowledge
through reading could be entered here.

K12 Teacher

addition

this is being addressed by the glossary group.

Agree

Perhaps an entry in the glossary about the
importance of building background knowledge
through reading could be entered here.

K12 Teacher

same as comment 147

653

Strongly Agree

656

Strongly Agree

658
660
664

Agree
Strongly Agree
Agree

665

Strongly Agree

672

Strongly Agree

673

Strongly Disagree

674

Strongly Agree

679

Agree

681
682
683

Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree
Agree

684

Agree

685

Agree

686
726
729
742

Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree

744

Strongly Agree

747

Strongly Agree

749

Strongly Agree

750

Strongly Agree

I would also suggest that the words included in the
Glossary should be in either bold, italic, or
hyperlinked in the text of the standards.
There was no issue in understanding the 2016
Arizona DRAFT English Language Arts Glossary.
Excellent/great examples
It is clear and written in accessible language.
I agree that the Glossary is complete and easy to
understand in that there is no questioning of the
contents of the standards or the organization.

K12 Teacher

other

this is for online publication

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

K12 Administrator
K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher

General Support
General Support
General Support

Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.

The glossary is easy to read and follow. It contains
all of the information that a reader might need if
they are unfamiliar with the vocabulary of the
standards.
I think it is clear, concise, well-formatted, and easy
to read. Please leave as is.
The glossary is beneficial to teachers and parents
as it allows for a common language.
Most impressive is the clarification around text
complexity to include other than quantitative
information about text.
Glossary is easy to read but no text stating
"Glossary'.
I like how the glossary is clear and concise.
The draft glossay was well organized.
Some of the definitions needed a glossary to
clarify the definition.
Some of the definitions needed a glossary to
clarify the definition.
Some of the definitions needed a glossary to
clarify the definition.
Helpful to parents as well.
very easy to use
It is nice to have to understand terms.
It would be easier to understand and more
effective if it was broken down into grade level
content.
It's helpful for teachers and parents when they
don't understand something in the standards
It's helpful for teachers and parents when they
don't understand something in the standards
It's helpful for teachers and parents when they
don't understand something in the standards
It's helpful for teachers and parents when they
don't understand something in the standards

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

K12 Teacher

addition

K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher
K12 Administrator

General Support
General Support
general concern

K12 Administrator

general concern

K12 Administrator

general concern

K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher

General Support
General Support
General Support
general concern

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.
these terms are the academic vocabulary of the ELA
standards
these terms are the academic vocabulary of the ELA
standards
these terms are the academic vocabulary of the ELA
standards
Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.
the glossary supports the academic vocabulary of all
grade levels

784
786
799
802

Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree

822

Agree

823

Agree

825

Strongly Agree

829
831
832

Agree
Agree
Strongly Agree

833

Strongly Agree

834

Strongly Agree

835

Strongly Agree

836

Strongly Agree

837

Strongly Agree

838

Strongly Agree

839

Strongly Agree

840

Strongly Agree

It is very helpful.
It is very helpful.
It focuses me to find key words and ideas.
The glossary is easily accessible, and helps me
better understand the terms.
It all stems back to my role as a special education
coordinator writing IEP's. I find the glossary easy
to understand.
It all stems back to my role as a special education
coordinator writing IEP's. I find the glossary easy
to understand.
The new standards document has a glossary that
appears to be complete and is easy to read not
only for teachers but also for lay people. It should
be helpful when explaining to parents about what
their students are doing in school.

K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher
Other
K12 Teacher

General Support
General Support
General Support
General Support

Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.

K12 Administrator

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

K12 Administrator

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

I feel the glossary will be helpful.
I feel the glossary will be helpful.
The glossary is quick and easy way to focus of key
learning and alignment to my levels of thinking
lessons I design for my students.
The glossary is quick and easy way to focus of key
learning and alignment to my levels of thinking
lessons I design for my students.
The glossary is quick and easy way to focus of key
learning and alignment to my levels of thinking
lessons I design for my students.
The glossary is quick and easy way to focus of key
learning and alignment to my levels of thinking
lessons I design for my students.
The glossary is quick and easy way to focus of key
learning and alignment to my levels of thinking
lessons I design for my students.
The glossary is quick and easy way to focus of key
learning and alignment to my levels of thinking
lessons I design for my students.
The glossary is quick and easy way to focus of key
learning and alignment to my levels of thinking
lessons I design for my students.
The glossary is quick and easy way to focus of key
learning and alignment to my levels of thinking
lessons I design for my students.
The glossary is quick and easy way to focus of key
learning and alignment to my levels of thinking
lessons I design for my students.

K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher

General Support
General Support
General Support

Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

841

Strongly Agree

The glossary is quick and easy way to focus of key K12 Teacher
learning and alignment to my levels of thinking
lessons I design for my students.
If you are going to present a glossary of terms it
K12 Administrator
should be complete and useful. The glossary
included in the draft document includes terms that
almost any reader of the standards would be
familiar with while excluding terms that most
readers would desire clarification of meaning
through a glossary. This glossary needs some
work.

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

845

Disagree

general concern

see 161. Being addresssed by glossary revision
group.

848
857

Agree
Agree

Well thought out and challenges students.
K12 Teacher
Curriculum typically refers to the knowledge and K12 Administrator
skills students are expected to learn, which
includes the learning standards or learning
objectives they are expected to meet; the units
and lessons that teachers teach; the assignments
and projects given to students; the books,
materials, videos, presentations, and readings
used in a course; and the tests, assessments, and
other methods used to evaluate student learning.

General Support
other

Comment in support of glossary.
comment misplaced in glossary section
an accurate definition is included in the introduction

859

Agree

K12 Teacher

other

non-actionable

995

Strongly Agree

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

996
1011

Agree
Strongly Agree

K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher

General Support
General Support

Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of standards.

1012

Strongly Agree

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

1013

Strongly Agree

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

1021

Strongly Agree

It's easy to understand. I wouldn't mind seeing a
few other key words defined to help teachers
understand exactly what is expected.
The glossary has workable definitions and is user
friendly.
The ELA Glossary is easy to navigate and use .
I like the increase of reasoning and providing proof
especially with the OA standards
I like the increase of reasoning and providing proof
especially with the OA standards
I like the increase of reasoning and providing proof
especially with the OA standards
The definitions are easy to understand and clarify
technical terms which helps all be on the same
page when interpreting the standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

1022

Strongly Agree

The definitions are easy to understand and clarify K12 Teacher
technical terms which helps all be on the same
page when interpreting the standards.

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

1023
1027

Strongly Disagree
Agree

General Support
General Support

Comment is not actionable.
Comment in support of glossary.

1040

Agree

None of you belong in education. Seriously.
K12 Parent/Guardian
Definitions are pretty easy to understand. Format K12 Teacher
is clear.
I would like more clarification or examples.
K12 Teacher

addition

this is being addressed by the glossary group.

1046

Agree

They look good and the addition of handwriting
and spelling ensures that students are receive
instruction in those areas.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

1052

Agree

It was identical to the 2010 wording, therefore,
easy to understand.
Didn't read it. I am familiar with the standards due
to extensive professional development in my
district.
Didn't read it. I am familiar with the standards due
to extensive professional development in my
district.
Didn't read it. I am familiar with the standards due
to extensive professional development in my
district.
Terms were clearly defined providing a greater
understanding
It is amazing how many people do not understand
these terms. Therefore, this document will help
those who are struggling with skills to understand
the concepts students are learning.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment is not actionable.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment is not actionable.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment is not actionable.

K12 Administrator

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

already commented ... site not functioning
correctly :(
Too easy.
I agree with and would like the committee to
approve the new modifications.
I agree with and would like the committee to
approve the new modifications.
Glossary was thorough and helpful.
I found the glossary to be well thought out and
easy to navigate.
The glossary needs some work. It is not user
friendly nor complete.
It's as good as any. Glossary's are tough. To be
truly comprehensive is almost impossible and then
not user-friendly because it is too cumbersome. It
is easy to understand. Nice job!

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment is not actionable.

K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher

General Support
General Support

Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher

General Support
General Support

Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.

K12 Teacher

general concern

this is being addressed by the glossary group.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

You glossary does what it is supposed to do.
You glossary does what it is supposed to do.
This is a valuable resource.
This is a valuable resource.
As far as I am able to determine the glossary is
complete. It is well written and easy to
understand.

K12 Administrator
K12 Administrator
K12 Administrator
K12 Administrator
K12 Teacher

General Support
General Support
General Support
General Support
General Support

Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.

1055

1056

1057

1059

Strongly Agree

1064

Strongly Agree

1065

Strongly Agree

1070
1073

Agree
Agree

1074

Agree

1080
1081

Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree

1082

Disagree

1084

Agree

1092
1093
1102
1103
1104

Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree
Agree
Agree
Strongly Agree

1175
1185

Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree

1209

Agree

1210

Strongly Agree

1211

Agree

1212

Strongly Agree

1213

Strongly Agree

1214

Strongly Agree

1215

Strongly Agree

1216

Strongly Agree

1217

Agree

1221
1222
1225

Strongly Agree
Agree
Agree

1226
1227

Agree
Disagree

1231
1233
1247

Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree

1254
1256

Strongly Agree
Agree

funny that we have to explain words to others
I love that the terms used in the standards are
completely defined here!
Yes, it is organized, complete and easy to
understand.
Very thorough, informative, and easy to
understand.
Yes, it is organized, complete and easy to
understand.
The further explanations of text complexity was
necessary and a good addition.
The further explanations of text complexity was
necessary and a good addition.
The further explanations of text complexity was
necessary and a good addition.
I do agree with the Glossary, it is helpful and
beneficial to teachers and educators
I approve of the revisions of the standards and
support what they look like now.
Reading Foundational Skill sections seems
instructional in nature; glossary should include all
important terms (central idea, theme, explanatory
writing)
Love how the wording was cleaned up
The formatting makes it easy to read.
Same as above, it's much clearer for teachers to
use in class.
n/a
For the top portion, I strongly agree that it is easy
to understand. Where I disagree comes with the
foundational appendix. The purpose of standards
is to show what students need to be able to do at
the end of the grade level, not how teachers
teach. The activities present within the
Phonological Awareness section is limiting to
teachers as it tells teachers how to teach these
skills. I think the entire foundational section here
should be reconsidered as it reads like curriculum,
not standards.

K12 Parent/Guardian
Community Member

General Support
General Support

Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

addition

this is being addressed by the glossary group.

K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher

General Support
General Support
General Support

Comment in support of standards.
Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.

K12 Teacher
K12 Administrator

General Support
other

Comment is not actionable.
the standards are separate from the glossary, which
is designed to clarify terminology.

It is easy to understand.
This was very smart!
The glossary is easy to understand and will be a
good resource for educators.
Easy to understand.
No comment at this time.

K12 Teacher
Elected Official
K12 Teacher

General Support
General Support
General Support

Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.

K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher

General Support
General Support

Comment in support of glossary.
Comment is not actionable.

1257
1259
1260
1261
1262
1264
1265

Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree

No comment at this time.
No comment at this time.
No comment at this time.
No comment at this time.
No comment at this time.
Easy and useful for teachers and parents.
Complete and in language that is easy to
understand
This glossary seems helpful for educators who are
unfamiliar with language arts terminology. It
ensures that everyone reading the standards has
the same understanding of what is presented.

K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher
K12 Teacher

General Support
General Support
General Support
General Support
General Support
General Support
General Support

Comment is not actionable.
Comment is not actionable.
Comment is not actionable.
Comment is not actionable.
Comment is not actionable.
Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.

1266

Agree

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

1270
1272
1282

Agree
Strongly Agree
Agree

K12 Teacher
K-12 Administrator
K-12 Teacher

other
General Support
General Support

this is being addressed by the glossary group.
Comment in support of standards.
Comment in support of glossary.

Strongly Agree

Could be more detailed
I am satisfied with the proposed standards.
Variety of information that provides clarity to the
terms used within the standards.
LOVE that everyone now has the same definition

1283

K-12 Administrator

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

1284

Strongly Agree

LOVE that everyone now has the same definition

K-12 Administrator

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

1285

Strongly Agree

LOVE that everyone now has the same definition

K-12 Administrator

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

1291

Strongly Agree

K-12 Parent/Guardian

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

1299

Agree

K-12 Parent/Guardian

other

this is being addressed by the glossary group.

1300

Agree

1301

Strongly Agree

Inclusive of all objectives with strong and easy to
understand definitions.
The glossary does a good job, but can be
developed a bit more.
The glossary does a good job, but can be
developed a bit more.
Excellent to include all of the phonics, phonemes,
syllable terminology and examples.

1302

1306
1310

K-12 Parent/Guardian

see 261

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

Strongly Agree

Excellent to include all of the phonics, phonemes, K-12 Teacher
syllable terminology and examples.

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree

The definitions are clear and precise.
Other
The examples and charts that are included in the K-12 Teacher
glossary are very helpful in understanding the
concepts and content described. The information
presented this way would be an effective support
to teachers new to such concepts and content.

General Support
General Support

Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.

1328

Agree

While the glossary is helpful there are quite a few K-12 Teacher
words that are missing from the list. It's shortsighted not to include all words that may create
confusion--definitions may be slightly different in
the context of the standards. For example:
explicit, connotative, figurative, inference, tone.

addition

the technical review suggested not creating a
glossary not include lists of figurative language and
literary terms because they are part of an educator's
working knowledge.

1329

Strongly Disagree

The phonemic awareness and reading examples in K-12 Teacher
the glossary don't really make sense in the
glossary. Traditionally a glossary is a term and
definition. The examples below seem like they are
in the wrong place.
Suggestion: Please bold the terms from the
glossary in the standards.
Suggestion: Please beef up the glossary or remove
entirely. Terms can be looked up, but a glossary
would provide teachers with definitions in terms
of the standards- Rigor, explictit, claim, technical
meanings

other

this is being addressed by the glossary group.

1330

Disagree

K-12 Teacher

addition/revision

this is being addressed by the glossary group.

1331

Agree

Define the terms found in the standards as they
apply to the standards or don't include a glossary
at all. The list falls far short of comprehensive
enough to be helpful.
The glossary contains clear terms. Perhaps there
are some unnecessary terms that were included
like examples (e.g., i.e.) that don't really need to
be there. At the same time, words that are in the
standards like rigor and claim, coherent,
connotative and figurative are not there and
should be. These terms, while perhaps known in
general, need to be more clearly defined in the
standards context.

K-12 Teacher

deletion/addition

this is being addressed by the glossary group.

1335

Disagree

I think the following words should be defined in
the context of the standards: rigor, connotative,
figurative, style, explicit(ly), analyze, coherent,
diverse, quantitatively, delineate, proficient(ly),
substantive, sufficient, plagiarism, claim, illusion,
strategic. command (of formal English), nuances,
domain-specific words, cumulative impact,
(artistic) mediums, treatment (9-10.RL.7),
delineate, fallacious, counterclaim, dynamically,
synthesize, authoritative (print and digital
sources),

K-12 Teacher

addition

this is being addressed by the glossary group.

1340

Agree

While there are many terms that teachers know, K-12 Teacher
defining them in the context of the standards
would be helpful. For example, everyone know
what substantive means, but as it's used in the
standards would be helpful to have defined.
Words that could be added: rigor, explicit, claim,
connotative and figurative, allusion, attributes of
style, coherent, inference, delineate, quantitative,
sufficient, plagiarism, technical meanings,
substantive, proficient(ly), ethos, pathos, logos,
strategic, etc.

addition

this is being addressed by the glossary group.

1341

Agree

While there are many terms that teachers know, K-12 Teacher
defining them in the context of the standards
would be helpful. For example, everyone know
what substantive means, but as it's used in the
standards would be helpful to have defined.
Words that could be added: rigor, explicit, claim,
connotative and figurative, allusion, attributes of
style, coherent, inference, delineate, quantitative,
sufficient, plagiarism, technical meanings,
substantive, proficient(ly), ethos, pathos, logos,
strategic, etc.

addition

this is being addressed by the glossary group.

1342

Agree

The word choices given were helpful and
K-12 Teacher
appropriate, but there are several that are missing
such as: (These need to be added into the context
of the standards.)
rigor/rigorous, claim, coherent, inference,
connotative, denotative, plagiarism, explicit,
allusion, technical meanings, inferences, strategic,
substantive, qualitative, quantitative, stamina,
fluency, literary terms, figurative language, genre
Make words in standards that are defined in
glossary italic or bold (or possibly linked)

addition

this is being addressed by the glossary group.

1343

Disagree

I appreciate this resource for teachers. I believe it K-12 Teacher
will be extremely helpful to our brand new
teachers as they plan their lessons around the
standards.
One word that is tossed about often that I feel
should be addressed in the Glossary is "rigor". A
concise definition would help keep teaching
practices consistent. Additionally, some indication
of the words that are defined should be apparent
in the standards (italicized, in bold, underlined
etc.).
I do not feel that it is complete.

addition

this is being addressed by the glossary group.

1344

Disagree

The glossary is very limited. There are many more K-12 Teacher
words, such as strategic, proficiency, etc that have
multiple or shaded meanings that need to be
clarified for the specific meaning of the standards.

addition

this is being addressed by the glossary group.

1345

Disagree

The glossary is very limited. There are many more K-12 Teacher
words, such as strategic, proficiency, etc that have
multiple or shaded meanings that need to be
clarified for the specific meaning of the standards.

see 276

see 276

1346

Disagree

The glossary is very limited. There are many more K-12 Teacher
words, such as strategic, proficiency, etc that have
multiple or shaded meanings that need to be
clarified for the specific meaning of the standards.

see 276

see 276

1347

Disagree

The glossary is very limited. There are many more K-12 Teacher
words, such as strategic, proficiency, etc that have
multiple or shaded meanings that need to be
clarified for the specific meaning of the standards.

1348

Disagree

The glossary is very limited. There are many more K-12 Teacher
words, such as strategic, proficiency, etc that have
multiple or shaded meanings that need to be
clarified for the specific meaning of the standards.

see 276

see 276

1349

Disagree

The glossary is very limited. There are many more K-12 Teacher
words, such as strategic, proficiency, etc that have
multiple or shaded meanings that need to be
clarified for the specific meaning of the standards.

see 276

see 276

see 276

1354

Strongly Agree

1392

Strongly Agree

1397
1405
1427
1431

Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree

1461

Strongly Agree

1495
1550

Strongly Agree
Agree

1557

Agree

1563

Agree

1586

Strongly Agree

1589

Strongly Agree

1594

Complete explanations are provided in the
glossary. It compiles reference information in one
place for ease of reference - text complexity,
foundational reading skills, tiers of vocabulary
words.
I have reviewed the new standards. I like them
and hope that you adopt them.
I appreciate the granularity of the glossary.
This is so necessary.
I am able to understand them.
I think the glossary is very helpful for
understanding what is meant by the terms in the
standards.
Great for parents and maybe new teachers.
Should be part of experienced teacher's
knowledge.
Terms are clearly defined and explained.
The comparison chart is easy to read and clearly
shows the changes.
The comparison chart is easy to read and clearly
shows the changes.
I evaluated the 3rd grade and 5th grade standards.
I was satisfied with the glossary for each of those
grade levels.
The glossary is clearly laid out and tied directly to
the standards.
The glossary is clearly laid out and tied directly to
the standards.
I would like to see the definition of fluency be
included in the ELA glossary. It is in the math and
is nicely done there.
The addition of phonological awareness
progression, orthography, and syllable types was a
wonderful addition. I would recommend defining
fluency. Fluency should not just be speed. Speed
does not always correlate to comprehension.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

K-12 Teacher
K-12 Teacher
Community Member
K-12 Teacher

General Support
General Support
General Support
General Support

Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

K-12 Parent/Guardian
K-12 Teacher

General Support
General Support

Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

K-12 Teacher

addition

this is being addressed by the glossary group.

K-12 Teacher

addition

this is being addressed by the glossary group.

1597

Agree

1612

Strongly Agree

Clear format, straightforward and user friendly.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

1631

Agree

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

1649

Strongly Agree

Community Member

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

1656

Strongly Agree

It is easy to follow and read. The glossary is a
helpful tool.
The glossary clearly shows how the academic
language is defined.
Not overly wordy!

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

1664

Strongly Agree

1669

Agree

1670

Strongly Agree

1673
1674

Agree
Strongly Agree

1678

Strongly Agree

1683

Agree

1684

Strongly Agree

1685

Strongly Agree

1687

Agree

The glossary is well written with good examples.
The general progression of phoneme awareness is
helpful.
Seems complete to me, but english is not my
forte. Like the explanation of Argument.
The 2016 standards seem to clearer and easier to
understand. My hope is that they will be adopted
for the benefit of our students.
Same as above
I appreciate the detail and organization of the
glossary. Providing specific resources in terms of
phonics skills and reading vocabulary for teachers
will enhance teacher and community
understanding of the expectations. I especially like
the description of text complexity, which provides
teaches with a road map to follow when selecting
resources for their classes.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

K-12 Parent/Guardian

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

K-12 Teacher
K-12 Teacher

General Support
General Support

Comment is not actionable.
Comment in support of glossary.

Personally, I do not like the term 'magic e" (as
K-12 Student
used in the syllable types), although I understand
it is a universal term. The more formal term I like
to use is "silent final- e"
The Glossary is a MUST for our teachers to have a K-12 Teacher
guide at their fingertips! Appendix A was strong,
so our teachers have become accustomed to that
support. Yes, it was a help! Our Glossary cannot go
away. Greek and Latin roots and the importance of
teaching these DOES NEED to be ADDED. These
roots and any affixes are a must for our students
to morphemically understand words and to build
their vocabulary and orthography banks.

other

this is already addressed in the glossary

addition

this is being addressed by the glossary group.

These proposed standards are acceptable as
K-12 Teacher
presented.
These proposed standards are acceptable as
K-12 Teacher
presented.
The original standards are totally fine. There is
K-12 Teacher
absolutely no reason to make a change at this
point, and any changes will do nothing to actually
further the education of the students on the
subject matters at hand.

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

General Support

Comment is not actionable.

1690

Strongly Agree

This glossaries and examples are very concise and K-12 Teacher
to the point. When standards become clogged
with an excess of information/examples, they tend
not to be avoided as a "go to" resource. The
graphics attached as examples are also easy to
follow and flow well (in order).

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

1698

Agree

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

1699

Strongly Agree

I liked that charts were included to show the
reading foundational skills and the short
explanations.
This will be helpful to teachers and parents alike,
providing important information so that parents
can support curriculum connections from home.

K-12 Administrator

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

1719

Disagree

This standard does not apply to my teaching
certificate.
NA. I'm teaching math
Not applicable
Not applicable
Seems very limited
The glossary provides a helpful tool for all of the
educational stakeholders, ensuring we are on the
"same page." Definitions and explanations are
clear and concise, and written to be understood by
professionals and parents alike. An excellent
addition is simplified and summarized information
from Appendix A of the Standards.

K-12 Teacher

other

Comment is not actionable.

K-12 Teacher
K-12 Teacher
K-12 Teacher
K-12 Teacher
K-12 Teacher

other
other
other
other
General Support

Comment is not actionable.
Comment is not actionable.
Comment is not actionable.
Comment is not actionable.
Comment in support of glossary.

1720
1721
1722
1723
1728

Disagree
Strongly Agree

1773

Disagree

While the definitions supplied are helpful and
K-12 Administrator
appear to reflect the standards, please include
definitions for the elements of literature
particularly pertaining to how they will be
measured on AzMERIT End of Course assessments.

other

addresses assessment

1774

Strongly Agree

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

1794
1829
1830
1838

Disagree
Agree
Agree
Agree

K-12 Teacher
K-12 Teacher
K-12 Teacher
K-12 Administrator

General Support
General Support
General Support
other

Comment is not actionable.
Comment is not actionable.
Comment is not actionable.
Comment is not actionable.

1839

Agree

K-12 Administrator

see 325

see 325

1846
1847

Agree
Agree

straightforward & consistent with expectations of
a glossary
Did not read them so I cannot agree
Little changes were made.
Little changes were made.
The glossary looks limited. It is important to
provide as many resources as we can.
The glossary looks limited. It is important to
provide as many resources as we can.
I think these are very specific.
I think these are very specific.

K-12 Teacher
K-12 Teacher

General Support
General Support

Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.

1852

Agree

Maybe include more examples for each definition, K-12 Teacher
especially for higher level skill words.

addition

this is being addressed by the glossary group.

1854
1859

Agree
Strongly Agree

K-12 Teacher
K-12 Teacher

General Support
General Support

Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.

1862
1863

Agree
Disagree

K-12 Parent/Guardian
K-12 Teacher

General Support
other

Comment in support of glossary.
Comment is not actionable.

1864

Strongly Agree

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

1866

Agree

K-12 Teacher

other

Comment is not actionable.

1884

Strongly Agree

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

1885

Agree

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

1887

Disagree

K-12 Teacher

addition

this is being addressed by the glossary group.

1891

Strongly Agree

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

1901

Strongly Agree

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

1902

Strongly Agree

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

1907

Strongly Agree

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

1908
1935

Strongly Agree
Agree

K-12 Teacher
K-12 Teacher

General Support
General Support

Comment in support of glossary.
Comment in support of glossary.

1945

Agree

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

1956

Strongly Agree

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of glossary.

1957

Agree

The glossary seems sufficient for its use.
It is very easy to read and also help our students
understand these terms.
I agree that these are easy to understand.
The glossary is not comprehensive enough. There
are more details and sections that could have
been included.
This is a convenient document to define terms
that might be misinterpreted.
I do not feel it is comprehensive (some examples
of missing terms: alliteration, metaphor), but
there are many commonly used terms across
grade levels
I appreciate the clarification for parents, students
and teachers.
It is easy to read and to understand. The set-up
makes it easy to see the definitions.
The word "proficiently" is used numerous times
throughout the Standards documents. How will
"proficiency" be measured? This is unclear and
should be added to the glossary.
I appreciate the definitions included in the
glossary.
The glossary is easy to understand and I
appreciate the easy to understand definitions.
The glossary is easy to understand and I
appreciate the easy to understand definitions.
Very well defined. Easy to follow. Can help with
lesson planning.
Very complete.
The added changes made sense and provided
clarity
I feel the glossary covers the K-12 English
Language Arts content area.
The glossary is very helpful giving great examples
of the expectations.
fyi...Typo pg. 85 wa not aw

K-12 Administrator

other

this is being addressed by the glossary group.

Content vocabulary and teaching vocabulary
explained.

1958

Agree

fyi...Typo pg. 85 wa not aw

K-12 Administrator

Content vocabulary and teaching vocabulary
explained.
K-12 Teacher
I support the standards.
"Teacher-led instruction in kindergartens has
Community Member
almost entirely replaced the active, play-based,
experiential learning that we know children need
from decades of research in cognitive and
developmental psychology and neuroscience."
"K-3 is not the time to encourage dependence and
conformity. It is not the time to demand that
young children collaborate and seek their peers’
opinions and suggestions about their work."

see 347

see 347

General Support
General Support

Comment in support of standards.
Comment does not relate to the glossary. It will be
addressed by the K-3 teams.

1971
1976

Strongly Agree
Disagree

1977

Disagree

"Teacher-led instruction in kindergartens has
Community Member
almost entirely replaced the active, play-based,
experiential learning that we know children need
from decades of research in cognitive and
developmental psychology and neuroscience."
"K-3 is not the time to encourage dependence and
conformity. It is not the time to demand that
young children collaborate and seek their peers’
opinions and suggestions about their work."

General Support

Comment does not relate to the glossary. It will be
addressed by the K-3 teams.

1988
1989

Agree
Strongly Disagree

Clearly stated.
K-12 Teacher
The Glossary mostly defines words found in the
K-12 Parent/Guardian
dictionary, fooling the reader into believing the
entire Glossary consists of such material which is
both obvious to any educated person and easily
available from off-the-shelf or online dictionaries.
The material of a more ephemeral and perhaps
controversial nature is left for later pages, and
consists of a crazy quilt of technical terminology
and childish onomatopoeia, which looks almost
designed to distract the reader from the actual
content.

General Support
other

Comment in support of glossary.
Comment is not actionable.

2002

Strongly Disagree

K-12 Parent/Guardian

General Support

Comment is not actionable.

2003

Strongly Agree

Glossary? ok. well. A glossary is the least of our
problems.
No complaints here.

K-12 Parent/Guardian

General Support

Comment in support of the glossary.

210

Agree

As a teacher I read lots of information relating to
do with education and standards. For the most
part I felt that I could read this document to my
parents and they would understand.
The glossary needs to include "domain-specific."

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the glossary.

2056

Disagree

K-12 Parent/Guardian

addition

this is being addressed by the glossary group.

2059
2064

Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree

K-12 Administrator
K-12 Administrator

General Support
General Support

Comment in support of the glossary.
Comment in support of the glossary.

K-12 Administrator

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the glossary.

K-12 Teacher
K-12 Teacher

General Support
General Support

Comment in support of the glossary.
Comment in support of the glossary.

K-12 Teacher

other

this is being addressed by the glossary group.

K-12 Teacher

see 364

see 364

K-12 Teacher

see 364

see 364

K-12 Teacher

see 364

see 364

K-12 Teacher

see 364

see 364

K-12 Teacher

see 364

see 364

K-12 Teacher

see 364

see 364

Strongly Agree

Easily comprehensible.
Common terminology provides our students with
clear understanding of the standards.
The current standards are rigorous and set high
standards for our children in Arizona. The
standards grow and progress over time from K-12.
Students are challenged by the standards and are
rising to the rigor of them.
There is thoroughness and thoughtfulness with
specific concentration to detail.
No changes needed
The draft is well written and not overly complex in
its language.
The glossary needs to be broken down by grade
level.
The glossary needs to be broken down by grade
level.
The glossary needs to be broken down by grade
level.
The glossary needs to be broken down by grade
level.
The glossary needs to be broken down by grade
level.
The glossary needs to be broken down by grade
level.
The glossary needs to be broken down by grade
level.
Great glossary, but are these words for all grades?

2065

Strongly Agree

2067

Strongly Agree

2083
2092

Strongly Agree
Agree

2096

Disagree

2097

Disagree

2098

Disagree

2099

Disagree

2100

Disagree

2101

Disagree

2102

Disagree

2103

K-12 Teacher

see 364

see 364

2104

Strongly Agree

The glossary is complete and easy to understand.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the glossary.

2105

Strongly Agree

The glossary is complete and easy to understand.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the glossary.

2108

Strongly Agree

The 2016 Arizona DRAFT English Language Arts
Glossary is a great resource. The terms are easily
readable, and clear up any misconceptions.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the glossary.

2109

Missing central idea, theme, main topic,
K-12 Teacher
connotative, tone, figurative, short vs. sustained
research project, literary text, narrative, coherent
writing, informative/explanatory writing, blended
text type writing (miss Appendix A info), word
relationships, nuances, should not list Tier one
word, etc, list as stated in the standards==domain
specific & general vocab. Experts call "final stable
syllable" a syllable type. Add it. Also need to
define on-level text, opinion, others--but I've run
ou

addition

this is being addressed by the glossary group.

I like the addition of the glossary
I like the addition of the glossary
Provides meaning to some words that may be
needed to aid in clarification.
Provides meaning to some words that may be
needed to aid in clarification.
Provides meaning to some words that may be
needed to aid in clarification.
Provides meaning to some words that may be
needed to aid in clarification.
Very easy to read.
The glossary is lacking in many definitions and
terms. More time needs to be spent ensuring this
is thoroughly complete. A detailed glossary will
help new teachers and community members to
make complete sense of the standards; thus
avoiding future confusion.

Community Member
Community Member
Other

General Support
General Support
General Support

Comment in support of the glossary.
Comment in support of the glossary.
Comment in support of the glossary.

Other

General Support

Comment in support of the glossary.

Other

General Support

Comment in support of the glossary.

Other

General Support

Comment in support of the glossary.

Community Member
K-12 Teacher

General Support
other

Comment in support of the glossary.
Comment is not actionable.

2235
2236
2237

Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree
Agree

2238

Agree

2239

Agree

2240

Agree

2291
2426

Agree
Disagree

2427

Disagree

The glossary is lacking in many definitions and
K-12 Teacher
terms. More time needs to be spent ensuring this
is thoroughly complete. A detailed glossary will
help new teachers and community members to
make complete sense of the standards; thus
avoiding future confusion.

see 383

see 383

2492

Strongly Agree

K-12 Teacher

other

Comment is not actionable.

2516
2520
2524

Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree

K-12 Parent/Guardian
Community Member
Community Member

other
General Support
General Support

Comment is not actionable.
Comment in support of the glossary.
Comment in support of the glossary.

2525
2526
2553

Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree
Agree

I was not aware of the glossary. I only looked for
the standards for my grade levels.
Same as above
actually found it helpful
helpful for someone without kids attending school
any longer
helpful
helpful
I was able to follow the ELA Glossary.

Retired Educator
Retired Educator
K-12 Teacher

General Support
General Support
General Support

Comment in support of the glossary.
Comment in support of the glossary.
Comment in support of the glossary.

2554

Strongly Agree

2555

Strongly Agree

2562
2568
2578

Agree
Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree

2766

Strongly Disagree

2767
2769

Strongly Agree
Agree

2812

Strongly Agree

2813

Strongly Agree

2814

Agree

2815
2816
2817
2818
2819
2820
2821
2822
2823
2824
2825
2826
2827
2828
2829
2830

Strongly Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Strongly Disagree

I think that this is an important feature so we can
see where each concept goes
I think that this is an important feature so we can
see where each concept goes
It is helpful.
Clear and thorough
The revised wording is written clearly and there is
less subjectivity.
I was forced to select a value even though I did not
want to answer this question. There should be a
N/A option. Please see my answer to "This 2016
Arizona DRAFT of the English Language Arts
Standards is an improvement compared to
Arizona’s current standards (2010)."

K-12 Parent/Guardian

General Support

Comment in support of the glossary.

K-12 Parent/Guardian

General Support

Comment in support of the glossary.

K-12 Teacher
K-12 Teacher
K-12 Teacher

General Support
General Support
General Support

Comment in support of the glossary.
Comment in support of the glossary.
Comment in support of the glossary.

Retired Educator

General Support

Comment is not actionable.

Looks great. Love it.
K-12 Teacher
I approve of most of the revisions and recommend K-12 Teacher
the state board adopt these standards.

General Support
General Support

Comment in support of the glossary.
Comment in support of the standards.

I approve of the revisions and recommend the
Retired Educator
state board adopt these standards.
I approve of the revisions and recommend the
K-12 Parent/Guardian
state board adopt these standards.
The language is a little dense, so I wouldn't exactly K-12 Teacher
say that is was, "easy to understand." I mean, as
an educator, I understood most of it, but I can see
how it might be confusing to a non-educator, such
as a concerned parent or guardian who is trying
understand the standards.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

other

this is being addressed by the glossary group.

Same as above.
Same as above.
Same as above.
Same as above.
Same as above.
Same as above.
Same as above.
Same as above.
Same as above.
Same as above.
Same as above.
Same as above.
Same as above.
Same as above.
Same as above.
Same as above.

Retired Educator
Retired Educator
Retired Educator
Retired Educator
Retired Educator
Retired Educator
Retired Educator
Retired Educator
Retired Educator
Retired Educator
Retired Educator
Retired Educator
Retired Educator
Retired Educator
Retired Educator
Retired Educator

Comment is not actionable.
Comment is not actionable.
Comment is not actionable.
Comment is not actionable.
Comment is not actionable.
Comment is not actionable.
Comment is not actionable.
Comment is not actionable.
Comment is not actionable.
Comment is not actionable.
Comment is not actionable.
Comment is not actionable.
Comment is not actionable.
Comment is not actionable.
Comment is not actionable.
Comment is not actionable.

2831
2834

Strongly Disagree
Strongly Agree

Same as above.
These are the basic vocabulary words used in
English throughout all grade levels. This is nice to
have a quick reference sheet to these words in
case parents or others do not understand what
the standards are trying to say.

Retired Educator
K-12 Teacher

Comment is not actionable.

2862

Agree

While the new glossary and standards are more
K-12 Parent/Guardian
complete and better understood there seems to
still be an overdose of standards. Particularly at
the younger ages K-3. Have developmental
specialists, capable of assessing standard rigor and
children's abilities, been fully utilized in this 2016
revision? If none, or minimal, then more guidance
and direction from multiple developmental
specialists is necessary. An overload of standards
with unrealistic expectations will result in lower
success.

General Support

Comment does not relate to the glossary. It will be
addressed by the K-3 teams.

2869

Agree

It is missing some key explanations for parents
K-12 Parent/Guardian
that are listed in the beginning of the Anchor
Standards--close reading. While I personally know
what this is, it is because I looked it up long ago
when Common Core came to AZ.

addition

this is being addressed by the glossary group.

other
General Support
revision

Comment is not actionable.
Comment in support of the glossary.
this is being addressed by the glossary group.

General Support

Close reading is a concern parents have about the
previous standards and we wonder why its
definition was not included.
2870
2873
2898

Agree
Agree

No opinion.
I thought this was fairly easy to understand.
For the most part I agree with the ease of
understanding of the glossary terms and
examples. I have a HUGE disagreement with the
six syllable types. What language arts program
were these taken from!? Three of them are NOT
syllable rules, but vowel rules! These are
supposed to help students chunk longer words!
Students should look for: compound words,
prefixes/suffixes, double consonants, (rab-bit)
open/closed syllables, and consonant-le words.
Please change these!!!! They're not helpful!

K-12 Administrator
K-12 Teacher

2899

Agree

For the most part I agree with the ease of
understanding of the glossary terms and
examples. I have a HUGE disagreement with the
six syllable types. What language arts program
were these taken from!? Three of them are NOT
syllable rules, but vowel rules! These are
supposed to help students chunk longer words!
Students should look for: compound words,
prefixes/suffixes, double consonants, (rab-bit)
open/closed syllables, and consonant-le words.
Please change these!!!! They're not helpful!

K-12 Teacher

see 425

see 425

2908

Agree

For the most part I agree with the ease of
understanding of the glossary terms and
examples. I have a HUGE disagreement with the
six syllable types. What language arts program
were these taken from!? Three of them are NOT
syllable rules, but vowel rules! These are
supposed to help students chunk longer words!
Students should look for: compound words,
prefixes/suffixes, double consonants, (rab-bit)
open/closed syllables, and consonant-le words.
Please change these!!!! They're not helpful!

K-12 Teacher

see 425

see 425

2909

Agree

For the most part I agree with the ease of
understanding of the glossary terms and
examples. I have a HUGE disagreement with the
six syllable types. What language arts program
were these taken from!? Three of them are NOT
syllable rules, but vowel rules! These are
supposed to help students chunk longer words!
Students should look for: compound words,
prefixes/suffixes, double consonants, (rab-bit)
open/closed syllables, and consonant-le words.
Please change these!!!! They're not helpful!

K-12 Teacher

see 425

see 425

2914

Strongly Disagree

-In the pursuit of teaching great literature, we
K-12 Parent/Guardian
should be abandoning textbooks.
-Great literature is key to developing critical
thinking skills. -Much of the concerns in business is
the lack of human skills. The study of human
character through great literature can help teach
us how to live. In other words, the moral value of
great literature should be preferred over nonfiction. Standards place on emphasis on skills
versus content -The standards are unclear and/or
have multiple standards

other

Comment does not relate to the glossary and will be
included in the general comments for the working
group to review.

2941

Disagree

Other

other

this is being addressed by the glossary group.

2962

Agree

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the glossary.

2963

Agree

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the glossary.

2988

Strongly Disagree

It would be helpful to align the ELA and math
glossaries with state or national best practices.
The ELA Glossary is easy to understand and
simplified.
The ELA Glossary is easy to understand and
simplified.
The glossary contains just 21 terms! A complete
glossary could be almost 21 pages. Basic terms are
missing such as parts of speech and grammarstarting with adjective. There's not even a
definition of literary work, much less definitions of
the various genres (also not defined) of literature
or literary concepts beginning with allegorymissing entirely. Finally, there's no definition of
"college- and career-ready." How can we craft CCR
standards if we don't define what CCR is?

K-12 Parent/Guardian

revision/addition

this is being addressed by the glossary group.

2998
3001

Disagree

K-12 Parent/Guardian
K-12 Parent/Guardian

other
other

Comment is not actionable.
Comment does not relate to the glossary and will be
included in the general comments for the working
group to review.

3020

Strongly Agree

Business Representative

General Support

Comment in support of the glossary.

3028

Agree

see input earlier today
These guide lines are hard to understand and
don't seam age appropriate and are not letting the
teachers really teach not every did learns the same
way
We agree strongly with the changes made and find
them easy to comprehend.
The glossary did, overall, provide a greater
understanding of what is in the Standards.

Other

General Support

Comment in support of the glossary.

English Language Arts Public Feedback on the Draft Standards (General Feedback on the Standards Overall)
SID
Number
48

Standards Scale

Standards Comment

Role

Category

Refinement Note

Agree

More rigorous

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

50

Agree

It is more explicit in its wording. I especially K12 Teacher
appreciate having clear and easy to interpret
spelling and writing standards as well as
having a baseline number of 50 high
frequency words listed for kindergarten. 50
gives teachers the opportunity to focus on a
reasonable number of words and have ample
time to facilitate rigorous and meaningful
reading instruction which is incredibly
important in transitioning to 1st grade.

General Support

*The kindergarten portion of the comment is being addressed by the kindergarten working
group.

54

Strongly Disagree The handwriting requirement for cursive is
K12 Teacher
ridiculous. There is no research to support
that cursive helps create college and career
ready citizens. Furthermore, the spelling
requirement for looking words up in
dictionaries is outdated. 21st Century
students don't use, and don't need
dictionaries, they need Google. The entire
spelling standards should be scrapped
Disagree
K12 Administrator
A close examination of 5th grade revealed
the following: incorrect us of a colon in
5.L.1 f. Also, F is included in each of the
writing standards, so it is redundant and
goes BEYOND conventions. Additionally, the
use of "conclusion" versus "concluding
statement" implies a separate paragraph. In
5.L.2 "Standard" English appears though
"standard" does NOT need to be capitalized.
In 5.W.3 c the inclusion of "clauses" has
been eliminated but "After he left" is a
transitional clause vs phrase
Disagree
K12 Administrator
A close examination of 5th grade revealed
the following: incorrect us of a colon in
5.L.1 f. Also, F is included in each of the
writing standards, so it is redundant and
goes BEYOND conventions. Additionally, the
use of "conclusion" versus "concluding
statement" implies a separate paragraph. In
5.L.2 "Standard" English appears though
"standard" does NOT need to be capitalized.
In 5.W.3 c the inclusion of "clauses" has
been eliminated but "After he left" is a
transitional clause vs phrase

55

56

Grade Level
*Since it is focused on third grade standards, this comment is being addressed by the third
Additions/Deletions/Change grade team.
s

Grade Level
*Since it is focused on fifth grade standards, this comment is being addressed by the fifth grade
Additions/Deletions/Change team.
s

Grade Level
*Since it is focused on fifth grade standards, this comment is being addressed by the fifth grade
Additions/Deletions/Change team.
s

57

Disagree

58

Agree

59

Strongly Agree

60

K12 Administrator
A close examination of 5th grade revealed
the following: incorrect us of a colon in
5.L.1 f. Also, F is included in each of the
writing standards, so it is redundant and
goes BEYOND conventions. Additionally, the
use of "conclusion" versus "concluding
statement" implies a separate paragraph. In
5.L.2 "Standard" English appears though
"standard" does NOT need to be capitalized.
In 5.W.3 c the inclusion of "clauses" has
been eliminated but "After he left" is a
transitional clause vs phrase
K12 Teacher
My comments are specific to 1st grade. I
appreciate the inclusion of writing
foundational standards. However, SoundLetter Basics and Handwriting 1.WF.2 do not
accurately describe grapheme-phoneme
mapping--confusing wording. In addition,
I'm not sure how necessary the Writing
Standards under Research to Build
Knowledge are, as I would think these
are covered under narrative and
informational writing. Why the inclusion
of "how to" books?
The standards are much clearer to read and Other
much better organized. They are broken
into sub-lists and bullet points, which makes
it easier for teachers to read, review, and
plan. I am also pleased and impressed to
see the addition of writing foundations
standards in Grades K-3.

Grade Level
*Since it is focused on fifth grade standards, this comment is being addressed by the fifth grade
Additions/Deletions/Change team.
s

Grade Level
*Since it is focused on first grade standards, the unbolded portion of this comment is being
Additions/Deletions/Change addressed by the first grade team.
s

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

Strongly Disagree I actually liked the organization of the 2010 K12 Teacher
Standards as they were used in an Essential
Standards concept. While it could have been
improved by adding some higher standards,
it was easier to teach. I feel strongly that
the RL Standards 2, 4 & 9 are too broad and
should be split up (especially for the theme
& plot standard). Due to the high # of
standards for this subject, I would like to
see the Speaking and Listening moved to a
history or other related class.

General Perception and
Concerns

Comment is unclear because the 2010 standards are organized in the same format as the draft
2016 standards. Every standard was vetted by K-20 educators.

61

Agree

look basically the same to me.

Community Member

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

62

Agree

look basically the same to me.

Community Member

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

64

Strongly Agree

The revisions were necessary and help with
clarification and vertical alignment.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

66

Strongly Disagree Please remove any requirements about
K12 Parent/Guardian
teaching of cursive writing. Arizona's scarce
educational resources should be spent more
wisely and efficiently. If students cannot
read a teacher's handwriting, improve the
teacher's penmanship rather than wasting
classroom hours teaching students to
decipher teacher handwriting. I am a lawyer
and count myself among those who see no
practical or professional value to cursive.

General Perception and
Concerns

*Since it is focused on third grade standards, this comment is being addressed by the third
grade team.

67

Strongly Agree

Getting away from Common Core and
bringing back cursive writing is just a start
to improving standards in the State of AZ.
Disagree
If teaching cursive is required in third grade
this standard needs to be continued into the
next grade levels so the skills are not lost.
This happened when I taught 5th grade 20
years ago, because students did not
continue cursive in 4th grade I would need
to retch in 5th
Disagree
If teaching cursive is required in third grade
this standard needs to be continued into the
next grade levels so the skills are not lost.
This happened when I taught 5th grade 20
years ago, because students did not
continue cursive in 4th grade I would need
to retch in 5th
Strongly Disagree While there are a few modifications, I don't
see the rigor raised.
Agree
This is a great improvement that should
benefit, educators and parents as well. It is
hoped that each administrative body and
school board will also take the time to read
it and make decisions in accordance with the
intent of this body of work. I believe there
is still refinement that would be of benefit to
students and instructors, but this is a
definite improvement
Agree
This is a great improvement that should
benefit, educators and parents as well. It is
hoped that each administrative body and
school board will also take the time to read
it and make decisions in accordance with the
intent of this body of work. I believe there
is still refinement that would be of benefit to
students and instructors, but this is a
definite improvement
Strongly Agree
I LOVE that there are writing foundation
standards. I like that spelling guidelines are
in place in those standards. I also really like
the cursive addition to the third grade
standards.

Community Member

General Perception and
Concerns

Comment is in support of cursive.

K12 Teacher

General Perception and
Concerns

*Since it is focused on 3rd, 4th, and 5th grades, this comment will be addressed by those teams.

K12 Teacher

General Perception and
Concerns

*Since it is focused on 3rd, 4th, and 5th grades, this comment will be addressed by those teams.

K12 Teacher

Every standard was reviewed for appropriate levels of cognitive demand.

Retired Educator

General Perception and
Concerns
General Support

Retired Educator

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

68

69

70
71

72

74

Comment in support of standards.

81

82

83

84

86
87

Strongly Disagree Standards haven't really changed, simply
K12 Teacher
the title keeps changing. Requiring cursive is
near-sighted at best, ignorant at worst.
Pens/pencils will be obsolete in 20 years,
people! It's like teaching kids how to use
card catalogs to find books, use of cassette
tapes to listen to music. We are quickly
evolving to textbooks from tablets and
classroom online programs with laptops for
turning in work! Signatures will be
thumbprints. Let us please teach children
skills they will actually need in life
Strongly Disagree PLEASE DO NOT CHANGE THE STANDARDS K12 Teacher
AGAIN! Students, teachers, and districts
have spent a lot of time learning the
previous new standards. There is not a
reason to change them except for political
gain. Leave politics out of education!

General Perception and
Concerns

*The portion of this comment that relates to cursvie will be addressed by the third grade team.

General Perception and
Concerns

Per the 4/27/15 mandate these standards were required to be reviewed and revised if
necessary.

Strongly Disagree Understanding that students are no longer
taught grammar at the elementary level, yet
expected to know basic writing skills by the
middle school level; and now the biggest
concern this committee has is to add cursive
writing to the standards? We are moving
into the 21st century where students are
encouraged to use technology to write, not a
pencil. Cursive is a luxury our teachers do
not have time to teach when kids cannot
read and write
Strongly Agree
Thank you for removing the 5 paragraph
essay. This is an archaic form of writing that
inhibits deep thinking and creativity.
Strongly Agree
I'm glad we got away from that pesky
Common Core!
Strongly Disagree It ignores what we now know about
handwriting. Handwriting matters: does
cursive? Research shows: legible cursive
averages no faster than print-writing of
equal/greater legibility. (Sources available
on request.)

K12 Teacher

General Perception and
Concerns

*Since it is focused on a third grade standard (cursive), this comment will be addressed by the
third grade working group.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

Other

General Perception and
Concerns

*Since it is focused on a third grade standard (cursive), this comment will be addressed by the
third grade working group.

The fastest, clearest handwriters shun
cursive: joining ONLY the most easily joined
letters, and "printing" those letters whose
printed & cursive shapes disagree.
Reading cursive (which still matters) can be
taught in just 30 to 60 minutes once kids
d i t

88

Strongly Disagree It ignores what we now know about
handwriting. Handwriting matters: does
cursive? Research shows: legible cursive
averages no faster than print-writing of
equal/greater legibility. (Sources available
on request.)

Other

General Perception and
Concerns

*Since it is focused on a third grade standard (cursive), this comment will be addressed by the
third grade working group.

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

Curriculum & Instruction

Student expectations for providing an objective summary will vary according to the difficulty of
the text and by local curricular decisions.

93

K12 Teacher
progression of phonics was needed as was
the handwriting/spelling/ and writing
progression for all students. I think that the
standards are much easier to understand
(just the way the document has been
formatted too)!
K12 Teacher
I really think that the emphasis and
progression of phonics was needed as was
the handwriting/spelling/ and writing
progression for all students. I think that the
standards are much easier to understand
(just the way the document has been
formatted too)!
K12 Teacher
The 2016 and 2010 standards documents
are almost exactly the same. I was hoping
for an improvement regarding the specifics
and vertical alignment of skills and concepts.
For instance "summarize" appears for the
first time in fourth grade, but no where in
the documents are teachers given the
student expectations for summaries written
by fourth graders versus those written by
tenth graders
Other
I did not review the ELA standards.

Other

Nonactionable comment.

94

Read no, look through, yes.

K12 Administrator

Other

Nonactionable comment.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

The fastest, clearest handwriters shun
cursive: joining ONLY the most easily joined
letters, and "printing" those letters whose
printed & cursive shapes disagree.

90

Agree

91

Agree

92

Disagree

Reading cursive (which still matters) can be
taught in just 30 to 60 minutes once kids
d ithink
t
I really
that the emphasis and

104

Agree

They are aligned and concise.

105

Strongly Agree

106

Strongly Agree

K12 Parent/Guardian
I am so happy that you kept what was
working and made needed improvements.
This is quality work by Arizona teachers.
Community Member
This is the best version of the draft. It is
clear from the Executive Summary that this
revision was handled by Arizona teachers.
The people of Arizona owe these teachers a
HUGE thank you for giving so much of their
time. It is also clear that they fixed the
elements that needed fixing in the standards
but did not make the mistake of throwing
the baby out with the bathwater. Completely
new standards would have cost schools
millions for no reason than politics. These
standards are Arizona's.

Business Representative
We need to support out teachers. AZ
teachers donated thousands of hours to this
even though we don't pay them or support
them nearly enough. If hundreds of Arizona
teachers worked thousands of hours on this,
then it must be the best version and what is
best for our kids
Bravo Arizona teachers! They kept what was K12 Parent/Guardian
already working and made it better for AZ
kids. The new writing standards are
fantastic! Basic writing instruction was
missing from the standards before and now
it is clearly explained. Thank you for not
giving in to pressure from a fringe political
group and starting from scratch, but instead
keeping what you know is working because
you teach the standards and making the
changes you knew needed to be made.
Teachers rock!
Retired Educator
This draft took what was working in the
2010 standards (and these were already a
huge improvement over the 2004 standards)
and made changes to make them even
better. Because this draft used the 2010
standards as a base, AZ will still be
competitive with the rest of the country,
except now we will jump ahead because the
new draft is even better. Please support the
work of these teachers.

107

Strongly Agree

108

Strongly Agree

110

Strongly Agree

111

Strongly Disagree Primary subject matter based on a classical Community Member
liberal arts philosophy Vs the current servile
arts philosophy needs to be included.

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

General Perception and
Concerns

*The attached comments were provided to the working group.
Working Group Comments: Attachments provided to the working group on 9/23/16 Comments
largely dictate curriculum which is controlled at the local level.

I don't know what I'm allowed to add or
attach for more detailed discussion, but if
the subsequent comment section to this
process doesn't allow .docx attachments
then please contact me to inform me of an
appropriate email address to forward the
more detailed discussion. Thank you.
112

Agree

First, I should mention that I only read third K12 Teacher
grade. I can't say that I strongly agree
because they are so similar. Adding
handwriting and the six types of syllables
does not significantly improve the standards.

General Perception and
Concerns

Although there are some concerns, they still agree with the revision.

113

Strongly Agree

I feel like the AZ Draft standards are better K12 Teacher
and easier to read visually. (i.e. the K-2 ELA
is mapped out into categories, vs all
together like the 2010 version).

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

114

Disagree

K12 Teacher
50 sight words is extreme for students
would often start kindergarten without even
knowing the letters in their names. Please
keep in mind kindergarten is not even
mandatory in this state. Furthermore, if you
wish kindergarten student to meet these
standards you need to start by providing
free preschool. I have been teaching
kindergarten for 16 years and Ithe students
start out each year knowing less and less.
The kids start out very low. Go back to
stardards that allow kids to enjoy school

General Perception and
Concerns

*Since it is focused on kindergarten standards, this comment will be addressed by the
kindergarten working group.

115

Strongly Agree

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

119

Strongly Agree

K12 Teacher
The original standards from grades 9-10
were very workable from my point of view.
The changes only help make the job of an
English teacher easier in that the more
defined the actual skills become, the more I
can move towards helping students attain
proficiency
Community Member
The new draft improves the previous
standards in meaningful ways. The new
writing standards will help our kids learn the
fundamental skills needed to write, which
will also help their reading skills. Bravo to
the teachers for not bowing to pressure to
make changes for change's sake and instead
keeping what works and making it better.
Hopefully, our elected officials will support
the work of the teachers.

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

120

Disagree

In Kindergarten, the changes are very minor K12 Teacher
and do not address the biggest concern I
know is held by many Kindergarten
teachers. The writing standards are NOT
holding our Kindergarten students to a high
level of expectation. Students should be able
to write simple sentences using sight words
and phonetic spelling. The language
indicating a combination of writing, dictating
& drawing lessens the goal for students. I
am thankful to finally see a minimum goal
for sight word reading!

General Perception and
Concerns

*Since it is focused on kindergarten standards, this comment will be addressed by the
kindergarten working group.

126

Strongly Agree

I think the the reading standards look much K12 Teacher
the same, but I really like the improvements
made to the writing standards. Adding
separate sections for each of the three types
of writing (narrative, informational, opinion)
is helpful, and adding the spelling and
correct letter formation standards is
wonderful. Thank you for revising these!

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

130

Agree

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

140

Disagree

Other
Yes it is because they cut out a lot of the
informational text that was not needed. It is
more to the point.
K12 Teacher
The problem I have with the draft of the
Arizona State Standards is the lack of actual
changes that have been made thus far.

General Perception and
Concerns

The revisions were vetted by over 200 K-20 educators.

144

Strongly Agree

K12 Teacher
The verbiage of the ELA standards has
improved in clarity and conciseness. For
example,the addition of the quantitative and
qualitative measures in regard to text
complexity will assist in the analysis of text.

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

145

Strongly Agree

K12 Teacher
The verbiage of the ELA standards has
improved in clarity and conciseness. For
example,the addition of the quantitative and
qualitative measures in regard to text
complexity will assist in the analysis of text.

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

146

Strongly Agree

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

147

Strongly Agree

The DRAFT ELA Standards clarify a number Other
controversial areas and are now much more
reflective of the intent of standards vs.
content limits.
This is a clearer and stronger version of the K12 Parent/Guardian
standards. I'm glad that the group returned
the power to determine the texts for a class
back to schools and teachers. Plus, the
group was smart to not start from nothing.
Using the 2010 standards as the jumping off
point was a good decision. It respects the
wishes of teachers, the people who actually
are responsible and accountable to the
standards.

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

148

Did not read them. I'm a teacher of math so
feel I shouldn't make an opinion on these
standards.
Strongly Agree
As a former science teacher, I like the
emphasis on informational text not only in
reading but in writing. I like the addition of
root words, suffixes, and prefixes. I teach at
a traditional school and this is part of our
curriculum and I felt an important part of
reading. I am glad to see that it is a
requirement for all fifth grade students
Disagree
I think this is very close to the 2010
standards, which I think are good standards.
I did not think there was improvement
needed. I am glad the 2016 standards
remain similar, because we are doing great
things in kindergarten based on these
standards
Strongly Disagree So, in the 5th grade ELA standards you
added 5 things. You didn't bother to make
the standards developmentally appropriate
for 10 year olds, AGAIN. All you did was
take the same standards, change some of
the of language, modify the format, add five
things and call it "revised". This is not
"revised" these are the SAME STANDARDS.
Why are you wasting the public's time with
this nonsense? If you don't want to really
do the work to change the standards then
leave them alone.

K12 Teacher

Other

Nonactionable comment.

K12 Teacher

General Support

*Since it is focused on fifth standards, this comment will be addressed by the fifth working
group.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

Developmentally
Appropriate/Rigor

The 4/27/15 mandate the 2010 Standards were required to undergo review and revision.

159

160

169

171

Strongly Disagree Why do we keep pushing down curriculum!? K12 Teacher
I've been teaching for 20 years and most of
these kids aren't ready for what you are
asking. They need social skills and a solid
base in phonemic awareness, phonics, and
comprehension, NOT 50 sight words. Who is
creating this? Also, if the state is going to
ask us to do more, then they should start
giving us funding for decent programs.

174

Strongly Agree

177

Disagree

182

Agree

183

Strongly Agree

184

Agree

Developmentally
Appropriate/Rigor

The revisions were vetted by over 200 K-20 educators who determined appropriate rigor.

The teachers in this process took what was Business Representative
working from the previous standards and
made them better. The teachers were smart
to use their experience teaching the
standards to understand that not everything
needed to be changed. We need to respect
their work. The standards are for teachers,
the actual experts
K12 Teacher
I teach third grade, and the third grade
standards reintroduce cursive writing. I
struggle to fit all the reading, math, writing,
and P.E. requirements into each school day
while also having time for science and social
studies. Adding the additional requirement
of cursive, which frankly, is no longer
needed in today's computer-based society,
would simply be too much. The spelling
standards would require a new curriculum
adoption, as Harcourt does not cover
everything in the draft standards.

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

Curriculum & Instruction

*Since it is focused on a third grade standard (cursive), this comment will be addressed by the
third grade working group.

K12 Teacher
The 2016 Arizona DRAFT of the English
Language Arts Standards is an improvement
due to the added explicit details that have
been added.
K12 Teacher
Yes, the 2010 standards were complied for
grades 3-5. The 2016 standards are
individualized for each grade level which
makes them easier to utilize.
K12 Parent/Guardian
These standards are very good. However,
my main concern is not necessarily the
standards, but the curriculum that came
with common core. The curriculum, the
methods of teaching and "learning" all of
that changed with common core - even
though they were sold as "only standards".
Even if the state changes the standards to
something completely different than
common core, if the teachers aren't given
curriculum then they'll continue to use the
garbage that common core gave.

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

Curriculum & Instruction

Curricular and instructional decisions are determined at the local level.

185

Strongly Disagree Standards were added, nothing taking away. K12 Teacher
The standards that were added were rote
memorization items that will have little
impact on the college and career readiness
of students. Is it really important to take
learning time to focus on writing in cursive
when we can access primary historical
documents on the internet? this is a skill
that could be put into the hands of parents
without worry of impacting their future.
Technology supports our spelling needs; it is
not needed in the standards.

186

Agree

187
189

General Perception and
Concerns

The revisions were vetted by over 200 K-20 educators who determined developmentally
appropriate standards.

K12 Administrator
Again, I think several items were clarified.
The addition of cursive needs to be well
planned out. If it only shows up at one grade
level what good is it? It appears it was
added because of someone's special
interest. Would we put comprehending text
at only one grade level? If it is important
enough to put it in, there needs to
consistency from grade to grade. K-2 needs
to be responsible for manuscript and 3-5
need to be responsible for cursive.

Curriculum & Instruction

Curricular and instructional decisions are determined at the local level.

Agree

I think they are very reasonable.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

Agree

It seems a lot of work was put into creating
more user friendly standards as well as a
more concise and rigorous wording.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

191

Strongly Agree

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

218

Agree

K12 Teacher
Generally speaking, I was pleased with the
2010 standards and these are an
improvement on them.
K12 Teacher
The common core standards are a vast
improvement over previous state standards,
but I do not agree with the cursive
requirement. Technology has made cursive
obsolete and using extremely valuable and
limited instructional to teach it seems
frivolous. I used to be concerned about the
lack of experience with cursive only because
my students couldn't read the comments I
wrote in cursive on their papers, but now I
make comments on their Google docs and
voice text messages. It is an outmoded skill

Grade Level
*The cursive portion of this comment is being addressed by the third grade team.
Additions/Deletions/Change
s

219

Agree

K12 Teacher
The common core standards are a vast
improvement over previous state standards,
but I do not agree with the cursive
requirement. Technology has made cursive
obsolete and using extremely valuable and
limited instructional to teach it seems
frivolous. I used to be concerned about the
lack of experience with cursive only because
my students couldn't read the comments I
wrote in cursive on their papers, but now I
make comments on their Google docs and
voice text messages. It is an outmoded skill

Grade Level
*The cursvie portion of this comment is being addressed by the third grade team.
Additions/Deletions/Change
s

221

Strongly Agree

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

222

Strongly Agree

K12 Parent/Guardian

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

223

Strongly Agree

Other

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

225

Agree

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

228

Agree

The 2016 AZ ELA Standards are an
improvement to the current 2010 standards.
Arizona K-20 educators and content experts
have vetted the changes and know what is
best for Arizona's kids. Some significant
improvements were removing the ELA
examples. To reduce the illusion that the
curriculum is being dictated through the
standards, specific examples will now have
to come from schools and districts. Other
improvements were adding the K-3 Reading
and Writing Foundations, as well as cursive
iti
These are very straong and clear. I find no
hidden agenda or propaganda embedded in
them. I like the whole ELA approach with
Reading , Writing, Speaking, and listening is
all put together.
Standards are aligned and progress through
the grade levels.
It focuses on the skills students need to
master in an ELA classroom and removes
any curriculum or literature suggestions that
may have muddied the conversation.
However our children need to know cursive
writing penmanship matters not to mention
the fact everyone still needs an actual
signature. In life . Many historic documents
are written in cursive please bring it back to
school
I did not read the 2010 studs.

K12 Parent/Guardian

General Support

*Since it is focused on a third grade standard (cursive), this comment will be addressed by the
third grade working group.

Community Member

Other

Nonactionable comment.

General Support

*Since it is focused on a third grade standard (cursive), this comment will be addressed by the
third grade working group.
*Since it is focused on a third grade standard (cursive), this comment will be addressed by the
third grade working group.

229
230

Strongly Agree

234

Strongly Agree

Yes I believe cursive writing is a must add to K12 Parent/Guardian
all schools.
Thank you for adding cursive writing! I hope K12 Parent/Guardian
there will be instruction offered to those in
upper grades who have missed out on this
educational opportunity.

General Support

236

Strongly Agree

These standards are exactly the same as the K12 Teacher
Common Core standards we had. Like the
Common Core, these standards are highly
rigorous and will prepare out students to be
successful in further college and career
readiness. The standards are specific and
ascertain exactly what teachers should be
teaching. Further, they clarify for students
what they should learn!!

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

237

Strongly Agree

These standards are exactly the same as the K12 Teacher
Common Core standards we had. Like the
Common Core, these standards are highly
rigorous and will prepare out students to be
successful in further college and career
readiness. The standards are specific and
ascertain exactly what teachers should be
teaching. Further, they clarify for students
what they should learn!!

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

238

Strongly Agree

These standards are exactly the same as the K12 Teacher
Common Core standards we had. Like the
Common Core, these standards are highly
rigorous and will prepare out students to be
successful in further college and career
readiness. The standards are specific and
ascertain exactly what teachers should be
teaching. Further, they clarify for students
what they should learn!!

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Parent/Guardian

General Support

*Since it is focused on a third grade standard (cursive), this comment will be addressed by the
third grade working group.

Other

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Parent/Guardian

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Parent/Guardian

General Perception and
Concerns

The percentages were never mandated. Many K-3 Arizona educators made an evidenced-based
decision to add cursive.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

General Perception and
Concerns

Over 200 K-20 educators vetted the review and revisions of the standards.

242

Strongly Agree

243

Agree

244

Disagree

246

Agree

247

Agree

249

Strongly Agree

Yes! Please bring back cursive writing to the
schools. My oldest never learned. It's a lost
art form that kids these days need to be
taught.
Read On Arizona has reviewed the proposed
2016 Arizona English Language Arts
Standards and found them to be
developmentally appropriate related to early
literacy. The focus on reading foundational
skills (phonemic awareness, phonics,
vocabulary development, fluency and
comprehension) as well as the inclusion of
writing foundational skills are critical to
developing a successful reader and reflect
effective literacy practices along the
continuum of learning
I would hope so after the abysmal track
record the Arizona educational system has
had over the past decade.
Removing the mandate for a balance
between informative and literary texts was a
poor choice, as was forcing cursive
handwriting.
We like the spelling and handwriting
component.
We like the spelling and handwriting
component.
Very clear

252

Disagree

I still see it the same.

240

254

Agree

255

Agree

256

Agree

257

Agree

258

Agree

259

Agree

260

Agree

261

Agree

262

Agree

263

Agree

264

Agree

265

Agree

266

Agree

267

Agree

268

Agree

269

Agree

270

Agree

275

Disagree

276

There was not much of a difference, but I
appreciate the thought that went into it.
There was not much of a difference, but I
appreciate the thought that went into it.
There was not much of a difference, but I
appreciate the thought that went into it.
There was not much of a difference, but I
appreciate the thought that went into it.
There was not much of a difference, but I
appreciate the thought that went into it.
There was not much of a difference, but I
appreciate the thought that went into it.
There was not much of a difference, but I
appreciate the thought that went into it.
There was not much of a difference, but I
appreciate the thought that went into it.
There was not much of a difference, but I
appreciate the thought that went into it.
There was not much of a difference, but I
appreciate the thought that went into it.
There was not much of a difference, but I
appreciate the thought that went into it.
There was not much of a difference, but I
appreciate the thought that went into it.
There was not much of a difference, but I
appreciate the thought that went into it.
There was not much of a difference, but I
appreciate the thought that went into it.
There was not much of a difference, but I
appreciate the thought that went into it.
There was not much of a difference, but I
appreciate the thought that went into it.
The standards remained consistent between
the English Language Learners and the
general education classroom. The change
appears to be a reduced in complexity for
the language learners.
Functional text was removed from 3rd,
which is disappointing. Also, no noticeable
developmental changes were made.
I would specifically like to address the
Kindergarten and First Grade Foundation
Standards. As a former K-3 curriculum
specialist, trainer for LETRS and TRE. I
believe these standards can be improved to
emphasize the importance of phonemic
awareness and phonics and their role in
developing proficient readers. The
expectation of reading 50 high frequency
words by sight (K.RF.3) may drive
kindergarten teachers to believe reading is
based on sight memory. 1st grade should
i l d PA
i l ti

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

General Perception and
Concerns

*Since it is focused on a third grade standard, this comment will be addressed by the third grade
working group.

Retired Educator

Grade Level
*Since it is focused on kindergarten and 1st grade standards, this comment will be addressed by
Additions/Deletions/Change those teams.
s

277

278

Agree

279

Agree

280

Agree

281

Agree

282

Retired Educator
I would specifically like to address the
Kindergarten and First Grade Foundation
Standards. As a former K-3 curriculum
specialist, trainer for LETRS and TRE. I
believe these standards can be improved to
emphasize the importance of phonemic
awareness and phonics and their role in
developing proficient readers. The
expectation of reading 50 high frequency
words by sight (K.RF.3) may drive
kindergarten teachers to believe reading is
based on sight memory. 1st grade should
i l d PA
i l ti
I only reviewed my grade levels' standards, K12 Teacher
but not much had changed, and what has
changed were things I could get on board
with. I like the removal of Shakespeare
from the 11-12 RL7 standard, based on the
assumption that not many teachers will
willingly give up Shakespeare anyway. I
also liked the addition of "world documents"
to the RI8 and 9 standards to free up
teachers from teaching a purely
Americancentric curriculum.

Grade Level
*Since it is focused on kindergarten and 1st grade standards, this comment will be addressed by
Additions/Deletions/Change those teams.
s

General Support

*Since it is focused on 11-12th grade standards, this comment will be addressed by the 11-12th
grade team.

Almost anything is improving but the
students need more opportunity to learn and
clarify what they are learning. Difficult to
help at home when I don't understand ELA
myself and I have my BS degree!
Almost anything is improving but the
students need more opportunity to learn and
clarify what they are learning. Difficult to
help at home when I don't understand ELA
myself and I have my BS degree!
Almost anything is improving but the
students need more opportunity to learn and
clarify what they are learning. Difficult to
help at home when I don't understand ELA
myself and I have my BS degree!
Can we see red line version

K12 Parent/Guardian

General Perception and
Concerns

Parents are not the primary audience for the standards.

K12 Parent/Guardian

General Perception and
Concerns

Parents are not the primary audience for the standards.

K12 Parent/Guardian

General Perception and
Concerns

Parents are not the primary audience for the standards.

K12 Administrator

Other

It is online.

283

Agree

K12 Teacher
It seems to be more cohesive and not so
vague that teachers have to spend hours
trying to figure out what is actually required.
I am very glad cursive was added back in. I
also like that the writing standards are clear
and appropriate (5th Grade). I am
concerned that there is too much to cover in
the year. Especially the research portions,
which is difficult to fit in because many
students do not comprehend what research
says or can assimilate it into their own
words at the age of 11.

General Support

The second half of the comment addresses curriculum.

288

Strongly Agree

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

289

Strongly Agree

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

290

Strongly Agree

I fully agree with the updated standards for
ELA.
I fully agree with the updated standards for
ELA.
Many skilled & educated professionals put
thought & life into this step up.

K12 Parent/Guardian

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

294

Disagree

295

Agsin, I feel there is not enough information K12 Parent/Guardian
to fully be able to help my child, when I
don't clearly understand the work. A lot of it
is very different from what I was taught and
makes it difficult to help with school work.

General Perception and
Concerns

Parents are not the primary audience for the standards.

Strongly Disagree I feel that these standards are just a
Retired Educator
renamed, regurgitation of the Common Core
Standards (AZ College and Career
Standards) we currently have. Little change
has been done on these standards!! These
are not AZ Standards!! They are Common
Core Standards!! Go back to the drawing
board, and come up with standards AZ
wants!! If you can't come up with
something new go back to the standards
prior to C.C.S. and tweak those standards,
at least they were more Developmentally
App op iate!!!!!
Strongly Agree
I support the adoption of the 2016 ELA Draft K12 Teacher
Standards because they were vetted by over
100 Arizona ELA educators from nine
counties, who donated 2,900 hours of their
time to the review process. These ELA
educators utilized their content expertise,
academic research, and public comments to
guide their work. Each standard, at each
grade level, was reviewed for clarity,
cognitive demand, and measurability, and it
was decided that these standards are what is
best for Arizona students.

General Perception and
Concerns

Over 200 K-20 educators vetted the review and revisions of the standards.

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

349

K12 Teacher
I liked the 2010 standards and the 2016
standards are an improvement.
Strongly Disagree Gosh, this looks a lot like watered down
K12 Teacher
Common Core. And as far as requiring
cursive, welcome back to the 19th century!!

General Perception and
Concerns

*The portion of this comment that deals with cursvie will be addressed by the third grade
working group.

351

Agree

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

352

Disagree

Other

Nonactionable comment.

353

Disagree

K12 Teacher
I like the removal of specific texts and
authors. I also like that text complexity is
based on appropriateness for grade levels in
addition to readability.
Other
I don't understand why we're changing
standards. If anything, provide
teachers/community with more resources to
support implementation rather than
changing. A lot of research and effort went
in to the Common Core Standards. Our
students shouldn't have to suffer for political
reasons
Other
I don't understand why we're changing
standards. If anything, provide
teachers/community with more resources to
support implementation rather than
changing. A lot of research and effort went
in to the Common Core Standards. Our
students shouldn't have to suffer for political
reasons

Other

Nonactionable comment.

308

346

Agree

354

Agree

I think the changes are small enough to not
be noticeable to teachers and students.
Other than the glossary, I think the general
wording has not changed much. I think
taking the specifics out of the examples
leaves the standards better open to
interpretation by the districts. It will also
help the public become more familiar with
the ideas and less with the content.

K12 Teacher

General Support

355

Disagree

K12 Administrator

Grade Level
*Since it is focused on a third grade standard, this comment will be addressed by the third grade
Additions/Deletions/Change working group.
s

356

Agree

K12 Teacher

General Support

*The portion of this comment that deals with cursvie will be addressed by the third grade
working group.

358

Strongly Agree

Please take out the requirement for
CURSIVE. This is a local control issue and
should not be included in our state
standards.
I fully support the teaching of cursive at
grade 3 along with the additions of the
glossary of key terms and emphasis on
phonics instruction.
Where is the support coming from?

K12 Teacher

Other

Nonactionable comment.

359

Strongly Agree

Where is the support coming from?

K12 Teacher

Other

Nonactionable comment.

360

Agree

The elimination of specific text that needed
to be taught is an improvement. It allows
districts and teachers to determine the best
and/or appropriate text for their students.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

361

Agree

The elimination of specific text that needed
to be taught is an improvement. It allows
districts and teachers to determine the best
and/or appropriate text for their students.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

362

Agree

363

Disagree

365

Agree

367

Strongly Agree

Over all I believe the revisions represent an K12 Teacher
improvement to the 2010 standards. I do
believe there are some items in the
language strand that are still at a higher
level of ability than the majority or students
at the given grade level
I do not feel that the standards needed to be K12 Teacher
changed. I feel that they were complete and
easy to understand as they were. I do not
like how the examples are taken out. In my
opinion, the examples clarified the standard.
The examples did not cause confusion or
limitations
Most standards are clear, but occasionally is
is difficult to know the proficiency level
students must reach. A few things are still a
guess.
K12 Teacher
Much clearer.

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

368

Strongly Agree

Much clearer.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

369

Strongly Agree

Much clearer.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

370

Agree

K12 Teacher
I think they are easier to read. But instead
of strongly agree, the phrasing with
"prompting and support" in the Kindergarten
2016 doc is overly used, and not as clear as
to HOW much a child ought to be able to do.

Will be addressed by Kindergarten group.

371

Disagree

Not much changed please look at research
about brain development and age
appropriate skills.

All standards were reviewed by grade-level and outside experts for developmental
appropriateness.

K12 Parent/Guardian

Comment in support of standards.

All standards were reviewed by grade-level and outside experts for developmental
appropriateness.

Specific examples are curriculum and instruction, and therefore a matter of local control.

Comment is not specific enough to be actionable.

*****

373

Agree

K12 Administrator
I'm pleased that the integrity of the 2010
standards were kept in tact. While I
appreciate the addition of the 6 syllable
types, I'm not sure those are all appropriate
to be taught to mastery in 1st grade. With
the advance in technology, I also don't see
the need for a standard for cursive writing.
I'm sure there will be a computer program
that will soon translate historical documents
written in cursive to print.

375

Not Applicable

Other

Comment is not actionable.

376

Agree

K12 Teacher
They are essentially the same. It doesn't
change anything I will do in my classroom
K12 Teacher
They are pretty similar with some minor
changes, but my biggest concern is
assessing some of these standards. So much
of it is subjective, and I would love to see
that in assessments, vs multiple choice.

Assessment

Comment relates to assessment, which is not in the scope of work of this group.

377

Agree

K12 Teacher
They are pretty similar with some minor
changes, but my biggest concern is
assessing some of these standards. So much
of it is subjective, and I would love to see
that in assessments, vs multiple choice.

Assessment

Comment relates to assessment, which is not in the scope of work of this group.

378

Agree

K12 Teacher
They are pretty similar with some minor
changes, but my biggest concern is
assessing some of these standards. So much
of it is subjective, and I would love to see
that in assessments, vs multiple choice.

Assessment

Comment relates to assessment, which is not in the scope of work of this group.

379

Agree

Clear and user friendly

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

380

Agree

Clear and user friendly

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

381

Agree

Clear and user friendly

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

390

Strongly Agree

I appreciate the addition of the print
concepts, phonological awareness and
phonics standards. Most importantly, I am
thrilled to see the Foundational standards
that include spelling and handwriting for
grades K-3. While I realize that grades 4-6
are no longer considered foundational, I
would have preferred to see spelling
continued at least through the fifth grade.
The words the students encounter are more
difficult, and the focus certainly could
change to include Greek & Latin roots.

K12 Teacher

393

Agree

406

Agree

407

Agree

K12 Teacher
These seem similar to the previous
standards, but I believe these are what is
best for students and include the rigor to
prepare them for college and career.
I did not feel strongly that they needed to be K12 administrator
revised - but the revisions that were made
are fine.
K12 Teacher
They are pretty similar.

Syllable types are being addressed by the first grade team. Cursive is being addressed by the
third grade team.

Spelling is part of L.4 in grades 4-6

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

442

Agree

448

Agree

449

Agree

450

Agree

451

Agree

472

Agree

473

Disagree

We saw little to no changes between the
current and new proposed standards. We
liked the change in Writing standard W6.
The current standard states to type a
minimum of 3 pages in one sitting and the
new version does not specify a specific
length. We felt that this was a positive
change and that the expectation of typing 3
pages in a sitting was too much for a 6th
grader and that quantity does not denote
quality
I am in full favor of the ELA standards draft.
We must continue to have rigorous ELA
standards. Our students deserve a high
quality education that prepares them for
college and beyond.
I feel they are very closely related. There
isn't a big enough difference to say there is
a huge improvement. I like the glossary a
lot.
The changes that I saw were an
improvement and made the writing standard
more developed. I know it was important to
keep the Language horizontal and vertical
alignment and while it's understood that
there are many implied sub-skills in these
umbrella standards, they are much
improved and show relevance and rigor in
comparison to the ones Arizona had while I
was a student here. These standards are
more aligned to our global technological
society
The changes that I saw were an
improvement and made the writing standard
more developed. I know it was important to
keep the Language horizontal and vertical
alignment and while it's understood that
there are many implied sub-skills in these
umbrella standards, they are much
improved and show relevance and rigor in
comparison to the ones Arizona had while I
was a student here. These standards are
more aligned to our global technological
society
I would HOWEVER strongly discourage the
addition of cursive writing to the standards
document.
In today's technologically advanced aged
this skill is not necessary and detracts from
other well spent instructional time in the
classroom
Addition of cursive writing will result in a
loss of instructional time when students
could otherwise be working to attain college
and career ready skills.
Cursive does not equate to college or career
ready in today's technological age

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

Elected Official

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K12 Teacher

Cursive writing is being addressed by the third grade team.

K12 Teacher

Grade Level
*Since it is focused on third grade standards, this comment is being addressed by the third
Additions/Deletions/Change grade team.
s

495

Strongly Disagree Teachers and student teachers were not fully K12 Teacher
trained for the change to Common Core. In
school districts and universities across the
nation, teachers received little to no training
on how to correctly adapt the new Common
Core standards into our classrooms. The
movement came too quick, had no
transitional period and gave teachers little
time to prepare new teaching materials.

497

Disagree

498

Disagree

499

Disagree

500

Disagree

501

Agree

502

Strongly Agree

527

Strongly Agree

588

Strongly Agree

589

Agree

590

Agree

Implementation of
Standards

Comment is not actionable by this group.

Perhaps I missed it, but I think the previous
language regarding the fact that a single rich
activity, like writing or guided discussion,
can cover multiple standards simultaneously
is very important and has been left out of
the current draft. Too often administrators
who do not well understand the way the
discipline is taught insist that English
teachers should be teaching only one
standard at a time which is simply not the
way it is done
It is getting there... Standards need to be
more clear, narrowed down. Power
standards could be worded better.
It is getting there... Standards need to be
more clear, narrowed down. Power
standards could be worded better.
It is getting there... Standards need to be
more clear, narrowed down. Power
standards could be worded better.
The changes were small, yet thoughtful.
They reflect the collective expertise of many
AZ educators who spend their days
dedicated to the students in our state. Their
expertise should not be discounted. The
content in the AZ draft standards reflect
sound educational practice. To alter them
significantly would ignore what we know to
be sound instructional practices; which is
what the draft standards reflect
I think the standards are useful and
manageable and an improvement to my
classroom learning environment.
I think the standards are useful and
manageable and an improvement to my
classroom learning environment. I support
the adoption of these standards
The standards will align nicely with the
neighboring grade levels.
I think this is just what Arizona needed. I
personally was comfortable with the
language and impact of the 2010 standards.
However, I know that my comfort came
from an in depth awareness and time spent
learning them. This was not the case for
others and the changes have clarified some
questions I used to answer...writing
foundation skills as well as text complexity.

K12 Teacher

This will be addressed by the introduction workgroup.

K12 Teacher

There are no longer power standards.

K12 Teacher

There are no longer power standards.

K12 Teacher

There are no longer power standards.

I support these standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Administrator

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Parent/Guardian

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

591

Agree

I support these standards

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

592

Strongly Agree

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

595

Disagree

596

Disagree

597

Not Applicable

The addition of the Writing Foundations was
needed.
The current versions has been slightly
reworded, but the overall meaning of the
standards have not changed.
The new standards seem very similar to the
2010 standards.
Seem to be the same.

K12 Teacher

Other

Comment is not actionable.

598

Not Applicable

Seem to be the same.

K12 Teacher

Other

Comment is not actionable.

599

Agree

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

600

Agree

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

601

Agree

I agree with the changes made, so I think it K12 Teacher
will be an improvement.
I agree with the changes made, so I think it K12 Teacher
will be an improvement.
K12 Teacher
It is more concise and easy to understand.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

602

Strongly Agree

For me, it is easier to understand.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

605

Strongly Agree

K12 Teacher
It adds important standards that students
and teachers were missing in previous years.
These standards add to the curriculum and
make our students college and career ready.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

609

Strongly Agree

I feel it more fully represents what we need K12 Teacher
to teach. My district just this year purchased
new ELA curriculum and spent millions of
dollars for the first time in 10 years. We will
not be able to purchase new curriculum if
standards change drastically. This is the first
time I have felt like I do not need to find
resources online or purchase them with my
own money to meet the standards. The new
curriculum has everything.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

610

Strongly Agree

I feel it more fully represents what we need K12 Teacher
to teach. My district just this year purchased
new ELA curriculum and spent millions of
dollars for the first time in 10 years. We will
not be able to purchase new curriculum if
standards change drastically. This is the first
time I have felt like I do not need to find
resources online or purchase them with my
own money to meet the standards. The new
curriculum has everything.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

611

Strongly Agree

I feel it more fully represents what we need K12 Teacher
to teach. My district just this year purchased
new ELA curriculum and spent millions of
dollars for the first time in 10 years. We will
not be able to purchase new curriculum if
standards change drastically. This is the first
time I have felt like I do not need to find
resources online or purchase them with my
own money to meet the standards. The new
curriculum has everything.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K12 Teacher

All standards were reviewed by grade-level and outside experts for developmental
appropriateness.

K12 Teacher

Comment is not actionable.

K12 Parent/Guardian

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

Strongly Agree

Changes made add relevant clarification. The K12 Teacher
standards kept are comprehensive and teach
to the whole child. Students are gaining a
stronger phonemic awareness foundation,
and discussions about texts are deeper and
richer
K12 Teacher
The standards look great.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

Strongly Agree

The standards look great.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

617

Strongly Agree

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

620

Disagree

K12 Teacher
I believe the standards shown were an
improved in the area of the language used in
the text.
K12 Teacher
I do not feel standards 3.WF.1.a and b are
age appropriate. Manuscript mastery at this
level is more important than intro of cursive.

639

Strongly Agree

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

642

Strongly Agree

K12 Teacher
I think that the new standards are much
clearer than the previous standards. They
are also more approachable because they
are more open-ended, and they allow for
teachers to use different methods for
covering each standard
I support the adoption of the 2016 ELA Draft K12 Administrator
Standards because they were vetted by over
100 Arizona ELA educators from nine
counties, who donated 2,900 hours of their
time to the review process. These ELA
educators utilized their content expertise,
academic research, and public comments to
guide their work. Each standard, at each
grade level, was reviewed for clarity,
cognitive demand, and measurability, and it
was decided that these standards are what is
best for Arizona students.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

645

Agree

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

646

Strongly Agree

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

647

Strongly Agree

K12 Teacher
Addresses areas that were not being
considered a "standard" so it may have been
viewed as less important.
K12 Teacher
Some gaps have been closed, but they
retain the forward thinking shifts needed to
move us toward 21st century learning.
K12 Teacher
The kindergarten standards were easy to
read and understand. I have a few
questions. On K.W.1, Why does the opinion
piece have to be about a favorite book. I
think that is limiting. Did they mean to have
that as the example of what it might look
like? Also, on K.WF.2c, I am not sure it is
developmentally appropriate for them to
know that every syllable has a vowel. I think
it is more appropriate for them to produce
them correctly. Other than that, I am very
pleased with the standards.

612

Strongly Agree

614
615

Grade Level
*Since it is focused on a third grade standard, this comment will be addressed by the third grade
Additions/Deletions/Change working group.
s

Grade Level
*Since it is focused on a kindergarten standard, this comment will be addressed by the
Additions/Deletions/Change kindergarten working group.
s

648

Disagree

649

Disagree

653

Strongly Agree

655

Strongly Agree

656

Strongly Agree

657

Not Applicable

658

Agree

660

Agree

662

Agree

663

Agree

Too much has been removed about the
depth and breadth of reading in the
elementary. I understand the need to stay
away from dictating book titles but helping
others understand the need for building
coherent background knowledge is key for
successful reading in the secondary and later
in life
Too much has been removed about the
depth and breadth of reading in the
elementary. I understand the need to stay
away from dictating book titles but helping
others understand the need for building
coherent background knowledge is key for
successful reading in the secondary and later
in life
I appreciate the distinction that has been
made between standards and curriculum by
eliminating all of the "i.e." language.
I'm so glad that the teachers didn't throw
out the 2010 standards. Instead, they kept
what was working and improved upon the
rest. This decision keeps us in competition
with the rest of the nation. Great job
teachers!
Yes, I believe after working on the
Curriculum Revision Committee and taking a
look at these new standards they are an
improvement to what we had before as they
provide a clearer picture as to what should
be expected from students at each grade
level
I do not focus on ELA, therefore I have not
taken the time to read the DRAFT English
Language Arts Standards at this stage.

K12 Teacher

Reading standards in elementary were augmented. No standards were removed.

K12 Teacher

Reading standards in elementary were augmented. No standards were removed.

They are easier to read and are in a
"friendly" format.
The standards appear to be simplified,
grouped by sub-headers, and no longer list
required texts. I Agree only because
eliminating the required texts is a good
change as teachers are qualified to select
appropriate texts. Most changes are
superfluous to the original standards as the
skills are exactly the same as the original
Common Core Standards. They seem easier
for non-educators to understand, but that
should not be a priority for designing
standards that are implemented by
p ofessionals
The changes were minimal, but the slight
wording changes are beneficial.
The changes were minimal, but the slight
wording changes are beneficial.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K12 Parent/Guardian

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K12 Teacher

Other

Comment is not actionable.

K12 Administrator

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K12 Parent/Guardian

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K12 Parent/Guardian

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

664

Agree

K12 Teacher
I agree with the standards are an
improvement compared to Arizona's current
standards but there are some places where I
think the examples for clarification need to
still be present. For example, in 9-10.RL.6 I
believe it should include the added
disclaimer of using texts outside the U.S.
This would help to ensure that teachers are
acknowledging cultural text beyond what is
just present in the United States.

Grade Level
*Since the comment addresses a specific 9-10 standard, it will be addressed by that team.
Additions/Deletions/Change
s

665

Strongly Agree

General Support

667

Not Applicable

668

Not Applicable

The standards are straight to the point and K12 Teacher
clear for teachers, students, and parents to
understand. They can be broken down into
simple scaffolding, while challenging
students in the end.
K12 Parent/Guardian
Where does ideology come in? Global
community awareness is too big an idea for
elementary kids.
Cursive is a dying art. Data based decisions Elected Official
and coding would be much more useful.
Typing would be more advantageous.

669

Not Applicable

Elected Official

Grade Level
*Since it is focused on a third grade standard, this comment will be addressed by the third grade
Additions/Deletions/Change working group.
s

671

Not Applicable

Elected Official

Other

672

Strongly Agree

K12 Teacher

Grade Level
*Since it is focused on a kindergarten standard, this comment will be addressed by the
Additions/Deletions/Change kindergarten working group.
s

674

Strongly Agree

I am concerned that we're the only state in
the nation that would require cursive -- and
that a special interest group (of retirees)
pushed this agenda.
Please provide a redline copy of how the
draft standards are different than the 2012
AZCCS so the public can efficiently examine
the differences.
Kindergarten: It would be beneficial to
clearly define what "with prompting and
support" looks like. This could easily lead to
confusion about the level of understanding a
K student must have.
1st/4th/6th- Clear and well-written as is.
2nd: I like the focus on specific spelling
standards.
3rd: Clear and well-written as is.
Appropriate vertical articulation.
5th: I dug into this deeply and feel they are
well written, clear, and appropriate.
Pl
d t th
t d d
Clarifications offer further support teachers
in knowing WHAT it is that their students
should be able to know and do. As a teacher
who spent years digging into these
standards to align instructional units with
these goals, I am encouraged that the rigor
has remained and that the examples have
been removed, further clarifying the
difference between curriculum and what the
standards are asking for.The standards were
good, the revisions make them better.
Please adopt the 2016 ELA draft standards!

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

675

Agree

I agree with the new standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

Comment in support of the standards.

All standards were reviewed by grade-level and outside experts for developmental
appropriateness.
Grade Level
*Since it is focused on a third grade standard, this comment will be addressed by the third grade
Additions/Deletions/Change working group.
s

A redline copy of the draft was provided on the State Board of Education public feedback
website.

679

Agree

680

Not Applicable

681

Not Applicable

682

Strongly Agree

683

Strongly Agree

684

New to teaching teacher, new to 6th grade.
It appears improved but as with all things,
language can always be reviewed for clarity
and accuracy.
I represent the campaign for cursive
handwriting. Our group wants cursive
handwriting required in the standards.
Cursive handwriting supports brain
development and literacy.
There seems to be more specificity.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

Business Representative

Grade Level
*Since it is focused on a third grade standard, this comment will be addressed by the third grade
Additions/Deletions/Change working group.
s

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher
The refined word choices and removal of
redundant standards is helpful to making the
standards coherent.
K12 Administrator
Many of the the 2010 standards are still in
the draft. That is good because I was happy
with the 2010 standards and the additions in
this draft clarified the outcomes. I especially
like that the grammar and spelling for each
grade level is broken down clearly so each
grade level knows exactly what they are
responsible for.

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

Strongly Agree

K12 Administrator
Many of the the 2010 standards are still in
the draft. That is good because I was happy
with the 2010 standards and the additions in
this draft clarified the outcomes. I especially
like that the grammar and spelling for each
grade level is broken down clearly so each
grade level knows exactly what they are
responsible for.

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

685

Strongly Agree

K12 Administrator
Many of the the 2010 standards are still in
the draft. That is good because I was happy
with the 2010 standards and the additions in
this draft clarified the outcomes. I especially
like that the grammar and spelling for each
grade level is broken down clearly so each
grade level knows exactly what they are
responsible for.

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

726

Agree

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

728

Not Applicable

K12 Teacher

Other

Comment is not actionable.

729

Agree

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

742

Strongly Agree

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

744

Not Applicable

The standards are almost identical to the
2010 standards.
The standards have not changed enough to
compare.
It was easy to read and clarified old
standards.
As an educator the new standards are easier
to understand and more specific. They also
took out repetitive information and made the
more clear.
almost identical

K12 Teacher

Other

Comment is not actionable.

747

Not Applicable

almost identical

K12 Teacher

Other

Comment is not actionable.

749

Not Applicable

almost identical

K12 Teacher

Other

Comment is not actionable.

750

Not Applicable

almost identical

K12 Teacher

Other

Comment is not actionable.

781

Agree

The ELA 2016 standards are simplified
language. I agree with removing functional
writing.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

The ELA 2016 standards are simplified
language. I agree with removing functional
writing.
It seems to have more clear and simplified
language. However, The writing sections
have additional details to clarify the
expectations.
.
It seems to have more clear and simplified language.
However, The writing sections have additional details to
clarify the expectations.
.
It is easier to understand, pinpoint specific
standards and break down for all levels of
learning.
I believe that the new standards are more
descriptive, and fitting for each grade level.
Research shows that cursive improves
reading skills, fine motor skills, spelling,
memory, fosters high level of thought, and
increases mental focus. We, at the
Campaign for Cursive, hope that it would be
in our state's standards as it would give
every student the opportunity for this brain
building tool
The format is way easier to follow and I can
actually see how to teach that standard.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

Other

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

Other

Grade Level
*Since the comment addresses a specific 3rd grade standard, it will be addressed by that team.
Additions/Deletions/Change
s

K12 Administrator

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

Strongly Agree

The format is way easier to follow and I can
actually see how to teach that standard.

K12 Administrator

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

825

Agree

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

827

Not Applicable

It is clearer to read and easier to see the 5th K12 Teacher
grade standards. There is some concern
about the format on the second page
appearing to go off the page - perhaps
because it is a draft.
Not much difference apparent to the before Other
and after. No process to address the age
development appropriate comments.
Parents still complaining that the standards
are going into the areas of curriculum that
continue to place barriers between clarity
and understanding at home. No redline
provided for clarity for comparison.
Rewrites are not explained to justify
appropriateness or demonstrate how we are
addressing a particular outcome other than a
new set of test scores that is one facet.

828

Agree

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

829

Agree

Other

Comment is not actionable.

830

Agree

K12 Teacher
The new standards are clear, concise and
easy to understand. I am not quite sure why
the standards needed to be modified, but
these are just fine.
Even though I agree, I did not feel the 2010 K12 Teacher
standards needed to improve.
Not sure if cursive writing needs to be added K12 Teacher
in.Necessary curriculum??

831

Agree

782

Agree

784

Agree

786

Agree

799

Strongly Agree

802

Strongly Agree

821

Not Applicable

822

Strongly Agree

823

Even though I agree, I did not feel the 2010 K12 Teacher
standards needed to improve.

A redline copy of the draft was provided on the State Board of Education public feedback
website. All standards were reviewed by grade-level and outside experts for developmental
appropriateness.

Grade Level
*Since the comment addresses a specific 3rd grade standard, it will be addressed by that team.
Additions/Deletions/Change
s
Other
Comment is not actionable.

832

Strongly Agree

Clear, concise, measurable, easy to unpack. K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

833

Strongly Agree

Clear, concise, measurable, easy to unpack. K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

834

Strongly Agree

Clear, concise, measurable, easy to unpack. K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

835

Strongly Agree

Clear, concise, measurable, easy to unpack. K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

836

Strongly Agree

Clear, concise, measurable, easy to unpack. K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

837

Strongly Agree

Clear, concise, measurable, easy to unpack. K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

838

Strongly Agree

Clear, concise, measurable, easy to unpack. K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

839

Strongly Agree

Clear, concise, measurable, easy to unpack. K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

840

Strongly Agree

Clear, concise, measurable, easy to unpack. K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

841

Strongly Agree

Clear, concise, measurable, easy to unpack. K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

843

Strongly Agree

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

845

Disagree

K12 Teacher
I am definitely in favor of the simplified
language and formatting, while keeping the
rigor high.
The current standards were developed based K12 Administrator
on the Common Core Standards Initiative.
As such they include numerous
characteristics that many find offensive, but
which have the potential to improve the
level of preparation our students achieve
during their education. This revision seems
to be focused on rolling back those changes.

General Perception and
Concerns

Comment is not actionable.

848

Strongly Agree

Well thought out and challenges students.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

856

Disagree

857

Agree

I was not unhappy with the prior standards. K12 Administrator
I believed we had made positive progress in
our classrooms with the current standards
(2010).
K12 Administrator
Cursive is not necessary.

858

Strongly Agree

859

Agree

883

Not Applicable

900

Not Applicable

K12 Teacher

K12 Teacher
I only examined the K ELA standards
because I am a Kindergarten Reading
teacher. I think the changes are
challenging, but still age-appropriate and
necessary for the increased expectations in
the older grades
It seems very similar to me, but I like these K12 Teacher
standards very much.
We need to go back to what we had before K12 Parent/Guardian
Common Core. Common core size doesn't
fit all and it's leaving many children behind.
How broadly can the standards be changed
when the textbooks available are aligned
with common core standards? Is this new
set of standards just another rebranding--a
name change? If so, this would seem to be
a waste of time and resources.

Other

Grade Level
*Since the comment addresses a third grade standard, it will be addressed by the third grade
Additions/Deletions/Change team.
s
General Support
Comment in support of standards.

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

General Perception and
Concerns

Comment is not actionable.

Implementation of
Standards

Comment is not actionable.

915

Not Applicable

932

Not Applicable

940

Not Applicable

964

Not Applicable

980

Not Applicable

981

Not Applicable

982

Not Applicable

992

Not Applicable

993

Not Applicable

995

Agree

996

Agree

998

Disagree

999

Disagree

Elected Official
Please provide a document that shows red
line strikes.
K12 Administrator
Please provide a red line of the changes as
quickly as possible. We need to be efficient - we are stretched thin due to the funding
issues we face.
K12 Administrator
We need examples back in the standards.
Cursive writing is problematic because we
are still working to ensure that students can
type.
K12 Teacher
I am concerned with requiring that cursive
writing be taught. I have no problem with
teaching students to read cursive, but
writing is a very different skill and honestly
not necessary.
K12 Administrator
As a finance director from NUSD I have a
concern about the changes on the
requirement such a new test for our
students. How can we invest in instructional
materials if we do not know if the legislature
will decide on a new test or requirements.

Other

Assessment

Assessment is outside the scope of work of this group.

Recruitment and retention of teachers at
NUSD hurt by changes in standards
Board needs to publish "red line" draft of
new standards showing changes made to
existing standards.
I'm thrilled teachers had input. My concern
is the continual change to our standards.
Please let's stop changing.
Origin of baseline standards

K12 Administrator

Other

Comment is not actionable.

K12 Teacher

Other

A redline copy of the draft was provided on the State Board of Education public feedback
website.

K12 Administrator

General Perception and
Concerns

Comment is not actionable.

Retired Educator

Other

A redline copy of the draft was provided on the State Board of Education public feedback
website.
A redline copy of the draft was provided on the State Board of Education public feedback
website.

Grade Level
*Since the comment addresses a third grade standard, it will be addressed by the third grade
Additions/Deletions/Change team.
s
Grade Level
*Since the comment addresses a third grade standard, it will be addressed by the third grade
Additions/Deletions/Change team.
s

Other

Comment is not actionable.

While there aren't too many changes (in the K12 Teacher
9-10, 11-12 standards), the changes that
have been made made the standards easier
to work with.
K12 Teacher
I did, however have a strong objection to
the removal of standard AZ 7.W.4 and AZ
8.W.4. This is a standard that I feel must be
left in for students that have varying
degrees of learning disabilities (LD, MIMD,
MOMD etc )
K12 Administrator
Explain how you have determined what
"appropriate for that grade level" means.
Are you using Lexile scales or something
else? We cannot always depend on vendors
to establish what is grade appropriate. If you
could more clearly define those terms for
each grade level, it would be helpful when
we go to select materials or ideas to teach.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K12 Teacher
I disagree with 9-10.RL.6 with the taking
out "work of literature from outside the
United States." I believe having students
read literature BEYOND the borders of our
country will help them tremendously in life
and college. With such a diverse and global
economy and social media--students need to
read other's experiences beyond the U.S.
Everything else in the draft I agree with.

Grade Level
*Since the standard addresses a specific 9th-10th grade standard, it will be handled by that
Additions/Deletions/Change team.
s

Grade Level
*Since the standard addresses specific 7th and 8th grade standards, it will be handled by those
Additions/Deletions/Change teams.
s

"[A]ppropriate for that grade level" relates to curriculum and instruction and is therefore is
decided at the local level.

K12 Teacher
Our state should not mandate cursive.
Cursive is a skill that can be easily taught at
home. The number of hours during the day
are limited and should be used for more
essential learning! Students will not need
cursive to be successful in the future
K12 Teacher
Our state should not mandate cursive.
Cursive is a skill that can be easily taught at
home. The number of hours during the day
are limited and should be used for more
essential learning! Students will not need
cursive to be successful in the future
K12 Teacher
I use the standards everyday as a public
school teacher. The new standards are
much better in large part because they are
more rigorous than in the past. My concern
is that non-educator public comments will
override the comments of the professionals
in education who use these standards. Are
there forums like this one for medical
practices? No. That is left to the medically
trained professionals, so why is education
different? Please at least give more weight
to teacher input than others.

Grade Level
*Since the comment addresses a third grade standard, it will be addressed by the third grade
Additions/Deletions/Change team.
s

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

Strongly Agree

K12 Teacher
I use the standards everyday as a public
school teacher. The new standards are
much better in large part because they are
more rigorous than in the past. My concern
is that non-educator public comments will
override the comments of the professionals
in education who use these standards. Are
there forums like this one for medical
practices? No. That is left to the medically
trained professionals, so why is education
different? Please at least give more weight
to teacher input than others.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

Agree

I have only read 3rd grade since that is what K12 Teacher
I've taught for several years and I'm
extremely familiar with it. It is easy to
understand and in some cases slightly more
simplified on certain standards than
previously. However, little has changed. I
don't think the handwriting and cursive
standard is necessary - this is just to
appease parents. Handwriting gets taught in
lower grades and is taught on an as-needed
basis in 3rd grade. Cursive gets taught in an
exploratory way when possible.

Grade Level
*Since the comment addresses a third grade standard, it will be addressed by the third grade
Additions/Deletions/Change team.
s

1000

Disagree

1002

Disagree

1003

Strongly Agree

1004

1005

Grade Level
*Since the comment addresses a third grade standard, it will be addressed by the third grade
Additions/Deletions/Change team.
s

1023

I am a high school social studies teacher. I
use the 2010 ELA standards for social
studies throughout the year. I believe we
need to emphasize social studies texts to a
greater, rather than lesser degree in the new
standards. Social studies tends to get
crowded out as it is. If teachers are not
obligated to teach any social studies texts,
they may end up teaching none. Primary
and secondary source documents are
essential to building historical thinking skills
as well ascritical reading skills
Strongly Agree
I like the addition of "writing foundations"
which includes spelling. I feel this gives
teachers direction in phonics and phonemic
awareness that were lacking in the 2010
standards. I also like the addition of rhyming
words in the lower grades. I feel there is a
better understanding of the need for
phonological awareness in the new
standards. The old standards were missing
these things even though they are a
significant part of reading and writing
Strongly Agree
I like the addition of "writing foundations"
which includes spelling. I feel this gives
teachers direction in phonics and phonemic
awareness that were lacking in the 2010
standards. I also like the addition of rhyming
words in the lower grades. I feel there is a
better understanding of the need for
phonological awareness in the new
standards. The old standards were missing
these things even though they are a
significant part of reading and writing
Strongly Disagree Same thing 2010 vs. 2016 but add cursive.

1024

Disagree

1027

Disagree

1031

Disagree

1019

1021

1022

Disagree

K12 Teacher

Other

The social studies standards review process began on 9/28/16.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K12 Parent/Guardian

General Perception and
Concerns
General Support

Comment is not actionable.

K12 Teacher
The standards are broad and incorporate a
lot of little parts. This leaves room for
teachers and districts to interpret them
differently.
K12 Teacher
I am lucky to be at a school that has a full
day K, but not all Kindergartens are full day.
It is extremely unfair to have so many
standards and some that are
developmentally
inappropriate for 5 year
‐
olds. For ex: old standard: Read common
high frequency words by sight (e.g., the, of,
to, you, she, my, is, are, do, does).Newly
drafted standard: Decode regularly spelled
closed syllable words. Read the 50 common
high-frequency words by sight from a
research-based word list.
It appears to be the same. There were a few K12 Teacher
changes as far as how the words were
arranged, but basically the same standards.

Comment in support of the standards.

Grade Level
*Since this comment addresses a kindergarten standard, it will be addressed by the
Additions/Deletions/Change kindergarten team.
s

Other

Comment is not actionable.

1039

Strongly Disagree There are some improvements in wording
K12 Teacher
and clarity in the new draft of the standards.
The one area which undermines the other
improvements, however, is the handwriting
portion. Insisting that third graders learn to
write cursive is ludicrous. Teaching cursive
will rob time from other, far more essential
standards, and it is entirely unnecessary in
the modern world. Teaching must focus on
the way students will communicate in the
future, not the way we communicated in the
past.

1040

Disagree

K12 Teacher
We went through them word by word.
Nothing has really changed. A few words
were added and some words were taken out.
Many of the statements were vague and left
open ended to what a school, grade level, or
teacher inferred the standard to mean.

Other

Comment is not actionable.

1041

Agree

General Support

Comment is in support of the standards.

1042

Disagree

1045

Not Applicable

K12 Teacher
I like the current standards, and think that
they are easy to read as a teacher.
K12 Teacher
We are pushing our students too hard,
throwing tests at them and creating robots,
not responsible children. I LOVE the fact
that cursive handwriting is in the standards,
and will be required BUT 2nd grade is WAY
too early. I teach 2nd grade, and
handwriting has become so horrible due to
increased technology and additional
standards, that to require 2nd grade
students to master cursive is ridiculous. 3rd
grade yes but not 2nd!!!
Please stop wasting everyone's time revising K12 Teacher
standards. This is a waste of money and
resources that could be spent actually
solving problems in education. Hint: it's not
the standards that are holding our kids back.
There is way too much administration at
district and state levels sapping money away
from the schools, and these advisory boards
and revisions are another symptom of that
bloat.

1047

Agree

K12 Teacher

Grade Level
*Since the comment addresses a third grade standard, it will be addressed by the third grade
Additions/Deletions/Change team.
s

1048

Agree

I read the 3rd grade standards. I like the
addition of the handwriting standards and
spelling standards ensures that all students
will receive instruction in those areas
whereas some are and some are not
currently
I read the 3rd grade standards. I like the
addition of the handwriting standards and
spelling standards ensures that all students
will receive instruction in those areas
whereas some are and some are not
currently

K12 Teacher

Grade Level
*Since the comment addresses a third grade standard, it will be addressed by the third grade
Additions/Deletions/Change team.
s

Grade Level
*Since the comment addresses a third grade standard, it will be addressed by the third grade
Additions/Deletions/Change team.
s

Grade Level
Cursive does not appear in the standards until third grade.
Additions/Deletions/Change
s

Other

Comment is not actionable.

1049

1050

1051

1052
1053

1055

1056

I read the 3rd grade standards. I like the
addition of the handwriting standards and
spelling standards ensures that all students
will receive instruction in those areas
whereas some are and some are not
currently
Agree
I read the 3rd grade standards. I like the
addition of the handwriting standards and
spelling standards ensures that all students
will receive instruction in those areas
whereas some are and some are not
currently
Agree
I read the 3rd grade standards. I like the
addition of the handwriting standards and
spelling standards ensures that all students
will receive instruction in those areas
whereas some are and some are not
currently
Strongly Disagree It was identical to the 2010 standards.
Agree

K12 Teacher

Grade Level
*Since the comment addresses a third grade standard, it will be addressed by the third grade
Additions/Deletions/Change team.
s

K12 Teacher

Grade Level
*Since the comment addresses a third grade standard, it will be addressed by the third grade
Additions/Deletions/Change team.
s

K12 Teacher

Grade Level
*Since the comment addresses a third grade standard, it will be addressed by the third grade
Additions/Deletions/Change team.
s

K12 Teacher

Other

Comment is not actionable.

General Perception and
Concerns

Comment is out of the scope of work of this group.

Strongly Disagree This revision of standards seems like a
K12 Teacher
selfish political agenda that does NOT do
what is best for our students. It is about
local control, and has nothing to do with
improving the education in AZ. We are redoing standards just to re-do standards, not
for progress. In addition, it hurts our
students and our achievement rates. If we
want to changes the standards every few
years our students end up with gaps and
inconsistencies that damage our student's
growth
Agree
I read the anchor standards and most of the K12 Teacher
9-10 ELA standards. The proposed standards
use more explicit and direct wording, but are
very similar to the AZCCR standards. I was a
little disappointed that that the standard to
analyze how a text "draws on and
transforms source material" is still included
at the 9-10 level. Basically, I think the
"transforms" requirement is too difficult for
this grade level and should be pulled out.
Agree

I read the anchor standards and most of the K12 Teacher
9-10 ELA standards. The proposed standards
use more explicit and direct wording, but are
very similar to the AZCCR standards. I was a
little disappointed that that the standard to
analyze how a text "draws on and
transforms source material" is still included
at the 9-10 level. Basically, I think the
"transforms" requirement is too difficult for
this grade level and should be pulled out.

Grade Level
*Since this comment addresses a specific 9-10th grade standard, it will be addressed by that
Additions/Deletions/Change team.
s

Grade Level
*Since this comment addresses a specific 9-10th grade standard, it will be addressed by that
Additions/Deletions/Change team.
s

1057

Agree

1058

Strongly Agree

I read the anchor standards and most of the K12 Teacher
9-10 ELA standards. The proposed standards
use more explicit and direct wording, but are
very similar to the AZCCR standards. I was a
little disappointed that that the standard to
analyze how a text "draws on and
transforms source material" is still included
at the 9-10 level. Basically, I think the
"transforms" requirement is too difficult for
this grade level and should be pulled out.

Grade Level
*Since this comment addresses a specific 9-10th grade standard, it will be addressed by that
Additions/Deletions/Change team.
s

1073

These are the best for Arizona kids. I
encourage the state board to adopt these
standards.
Agree
The addition of clear expectations in the
foundation reading skills augmented to
increase a focus on phonics will be beneficial
for students.
Strongly Agree
The current draft of the ELA Standards is a
huge improvement compared to AZ's current
standards. The 2016 draft puts the best
interest of our students first. These
standards will help our AZ students be
competitive and successful across the
nation. These standards truly ready our
students for a college and/or career track. I
believe these standards are the best practice
for our community as a whole
Strongly Agree
Helps to eliminate curriculum instruction.
Allows autonomy to occur in LEA and site
buildings as well as turning the exclusive
focus on skills.
Strongly Agree
already commented ... site not functioning
correctly :(
Strongly Disagree There were no noticeable changes to the
standards.
Agree
You have not changed anything except to
make it easier for the non educator.
Agree
I agree.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1074

Agree

I agree.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1075

Agree

I encourage the board to adopt these
standards. They thoroughly detail the skills
our students need in order to be successful.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1078

Disagree

There is no noticeable difference.

K12 Teacher

Other

Comment is not actionable.

1079

Disagree

There is no noticeable difference.

K12 Teacher

Other

Comment is not actionable.

1059

1062

1064

1065
1069
1070

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K12 Administrator

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K12 Teacher

Other

Comment is not actionable.

K12 Teacher

Other

Comment is not actionable.

K12 Teacher

Other

Comment is not actionable.

1080

Agree

1081

Strongly Agree

1082

Disagree

1084

Strongly Agree

1092

Disagree

1093

K12 Teacher
Some standards were shorten and
simplified, while others were lengthened in
order to include in-depth explanations. Both
simplified and deepened standards were
easily understood.
Specifically, 4.RL.10 on reading and
comprehending literature added in
proficiency and removed scaffolding, and
also added quantitative and qualitative
measures. Proficiency is an important
addition because students should be reading
proficiently in order to comprehend what
th
di
I believe the board should adopt these
standards. They will benefit our students.
I don't think the investment of time and
resources on "fixing" perfectly good
standards is necessary. However, because of
obvious political agendas, time and money is
being wasted updating standards. So, the
current DRAFT is FINE. Move on and spend
Arizona tax payers money on something
more useful
The "publishing" component was clarified.
Citing evidence is mentioned often. The
"Range of Writing" section was awesome!
I'm not sure we even had that before, but it
supports the Cornell Way and AVID
strategies Very nice!
Specifically 3.WF.1 needs to be deleted.
Students no longer need to know cursive to
survive in the real world. Everything is
manuscript from keyboarding. You can read
any piece of literature from around the world
in manuscript. We currently force them to
learn it in third grade and then it is never
reinforced again from that point on. Never.
Please drop this from the new standards.
Concentrate on the mechanics of good
sentence structure. Period.

Grade Level
*Since the comment addresses a 4th grade standard, it will be handled by the 4th grade team.
Additions/Deletions/Change
s

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K12 Administrator

Grade Level
*Since the comment addresses a third grade standard, it will be addressed by the third grade
Additions/Deletions/Change team.
s

Disagree

K12 Administrator
Specifically 3.WF.1 needs to be deleted.
Students no longer need to know cursive to
survive in the real world. Everything is
manuscript from keyboarding. You can read
any piece of literature from around the world
in manuscript. We currently force them to
learn it in third grade and then it is never
reinforced again from that point on. Never.
Please drop this from the new standards.
Concentrate on the mechanics of good
sentence structure. Period.

Grade Level
*Since the comment addresses a third grade standard, it will be addressed by the third grade
Additions/Deletions/Change team.
s

1102

Strongly Agree

K12 Administrator

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1103

Strongly Agree

I highly recommend that the board approve
the new draft standards.
I highly recommend that the board approve
the new draft standards.

K12 Administrator

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1104

Strongly Agree

1175

Agree

1185

Strongly Agree

1206

Strongly Agree

1208

Agree

1209

Agree

1210

Strongly Agree

1211

Agree

1212

Agree

1213

Agree

1214

Agree

1215

Strongly
Agree

1216

Agree

1217

Strongly
Agree

As a second grade teacher I focused my
reading on the standards for second grade
only.
I like the formatting for the new standards
and I find them easier to read in comparison
to the current standards
largely the same but the clarifications should
aid better teaching and learning
The DRAFT of the English Language Arts
Standards clearly defines and clarifies the
standards in places where they may have
been confusing before. They also raise the
rigor in appropriate ways.
I approve of the standards as written.
Thank you to the committee.
K-5 phonics focus in much needed. Also,
incorporating handwriting is much needed. It
should be a expectation 1st - 5th.
I agree the English Language Arts Standards
are an improvement, although I did like the
examples for personal use before.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K12 Parent/Guardian

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

Community Member

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K12 Teacher

Grade Level
*Since this comment addresses fourth and fifth grade standards, it will be addressed by those
Additions/Deletions/Change teams.
s
Comment in support of the standards.

K12 Teacher

K12 Teacher
The scaffolding of learning required from
year to year is evident. As a teacher, I like
to see what specifically my grade level is
learning. As a parent, I want to know what
my own children will be learning from year
to year. These new standards easily show
that information
I agree the English Language Arts Standards K12 Teacher
are an improvement, although I did like the
examples for personal use before.

General Support

The specific additions/revisions made to the
ELA standards are appropriate. The more
explicit phonics, phonemic awareness, and
writing foundations standards are an
improvement.
The specific additions/revisions made to the
ELA standards are appropriate. The more
explicit phonics, phonemic awareness, and
writing foundations standards are an
improvement.
The specific additions/revisions made to the
ELA standards are appropriate. The more
explicit phonics, phonemic awareness, and
writing foundations standards are an
improvement.
I believe that these are both helpful and
beneficial to both the educators who are in
the position to implement these and the
students who will benefit form them.
I approve of the revisions of the standards
and support what they look like now.
Having been vetted by over 100 AZ
educators, each standard, at each grade
level, was reviewed for clarity, cognitive
demand and measureability and is a great
improvement.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

Comment in support of the standards.

Comment in support of the standards.

1218

Disagree

Please read my comments relating
specifically to K-3.
I like the Handwriting, Spelling and number
of sight words (50)

K12 Parent/Guardian

Other

1221

Strongly
Agree

K12 Teacher

The current standards have a grade band,
which forces teachers to contemplate the
skills their students should have and where
they will need to go.
its easier to understand for both teachers
and students, and even parents.
There aren't very many changes to the
standards, in my opinion. Based off of the
very few changes, it's hard to measure the
level of improvement between the
standards.
The 2010 version the standards were
extremely easy to consume. You could see
the progression by including grade level
standards side by side. Adding who, what,
etc to standard 1 in 1 & 2 is limiting; doesn't
promote higher level thinking questions.
Functional texts should be taken out as it is
an artifact from AIMS & part of informational
text. Most grade levels have the e.g. taken
out, but they were added in foundational, so
it should be consistent. Consider adding an
appendix of seminal works.

K12 Teacher

Grade Level
*Since the comment addresses a third grade standard, it will be addressed by the third grade
Additions/Deletions/Change team.
s
General Support
Comment in support of the standards.

1222

Disagree

1225

Agree

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1226

Agree

K12 Teacher

Other

Comment is not actionable.

1227

Disagree

K12 Administrator

Grade Level
*Since the comment addresses first and third grade standards, it will be addressed by those
Additions/Deletions/Change teams.
s

1229

Not Applicable I am a sixth grade teacher and do not see a K12 Teacher
whole lot of changes other than some word
changes. I feel that the standards as a
whole are lacking in grammar concepts,

1231

Agree

1237

Strongly
Disagree

1241
1242

Comment is not actionable.

Grammar is addressed in the language standards as a progression of skills.

Grade Level
*Since the comment addresses specific 6th and 7th grade standards, it will be addressed by
Additions/Deletions/Change those teams.
s

Disagree

K12 Teacher
I see some standards are missing from
previous, like functional writing. Functional
writing in 6th and 7th grade are missing and
functional writing is the way adults write.
That is how we make points, using evidence,
and making our claims in a functional
format
no differences noted in standards; corrected K12 Teacher
some typos and added words that did not
change the standard.
Retired Educator
same

Other

Comment is not actionable.

Disagree

same

Retired Educator

Other

Comment is not actionable.

1246

Agree

again what is the improvement?

K12 Teacher

Other

Comment is not actionable.

1247

Strongly
Agree

K12 Teacher
The standards are easy to understand and
will be appropriate guides for instruction and
curriculum.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

Comment is not actionable.

1248

Disagree

K12 Teacher
Why is the AZ.2.RI.10 standard being
removed? It is a difficult standard, but why
would we not introduce it in 2nd grade if we
expect them to use these skills in 2nd grade.
This isn’t something you should wait to
teach until 3rd grade (a tested year.)
If they want to eliminate the reading
standard for functional text, it makes sense
that they want to eliminate the writing
standard too. I disagree for the same
reasons.
The addition of the spelling standards is
ridiculous!

Grade Level
*Since the comment addresses a 2nd grade standard, it will be addressed by that team.
Additions/Deletions/Change
s

1249

Disagree

K12 Teacher
Why is the AZ.2.RI.10 standard being
removed? It is a difficult standard, but why
would we not introduce it in 2nd grade if we
expect them to use these skills in 2nd grade.
This isn’t something you should wait to
teach until 3rd grade (a tested year.)
If they want to eliminate the reading
standard for functional text, it makes sense
that they want to eliminate the writing
standard too. I disagree for the same
reasons.
The addition of the spelling standards is
ridiculous!

Grade Level
*Since the comment addresses a 2nd grade standard, it will be addressed by that team.
Additions/Deletions/Change
s

1251

Strongly
Disagree

1254

Strongly
Agree

First of all, I am concerned as a parent with K12 Parent/Guardian
the level of detail I needed to
read/understand on my own and then find
clarification from my kids' teachers in order
to provide meaningful comments. The
public input meeting I attended should have
included an in-depth review of the standards
changes. The process was not parentfriendly and discouraged my parent friends
from participating. I have serious concerns
that the ELA standards are a "dumbing
down" of our current standards
K12 Teacher
I feel the revisions made in the 2016 AZ
Draft have clarified various standards, while
still paying attention to the progression of
skills needed for students to be successful in
meeting demands of career/college
readiness. Gaps in information have been
filled, making it a more complete document.
It's important to remember standards are
the minimum students should leave the class
knowing, not the maximum, which is why
these leave room for teachers to expect
more. I support the 2016 ELA Draft.

1256

Agree

Yes at the adoption of the Common Core
these seem to line with the said standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1257

Agree

Yes, at the adoption of Common Core align
with the said standard.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

Standards are written as a professional document for use by educators.

Comment in support of the standards.

1259

Agree

Yes, at the adoption of Common Core these
seem to align with the said standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1260

Agree

Yes, at the adoption of Common Core these
seem to align with the said standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1261

Agree

Yes, at the adoption of Common Core, these K12 Teacher
seem to line with the said standards.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1262

Agree

Yes, at the adoption of Common Core these
seem to align with the said standards.

K12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1263

Agree

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1264

Disagree

Standards descriptions are more specific and K12 Teacher
avoiding examples.
K12 Teacher
The current first grade ELA standards
present the students with skills from all
areas of reading. These standards help
students to develop comprehension and
decoding skills which will lead them to begin
to understand that reading should make
sense, has meaning, and there is purpose
for reading different genres. The ELA
standardes include a study of different usage
and grammar basics to help students write
and speak properly. I do feel contractions
should be put back into the standards.

1265

Strongly
Agree

1266

1270
1271
1272

I'm only answering in regard to the K
standards: There are several improvements
in both language and depth of knowledge. I
love the addition of "with guidance and
support" in many of the ELA standards. This
clears up whether we can use any
scaffolding when we assess a standard. I
also especially like the additions in the
Listening and Speaking and Writing sections.
I feel these skills are crucial components of a
well-rounded student and things good
teachers are doing already, so why not
assess?
Strongly
I think the changes to the standards,
Disagree
especially in grades K-1 are not
developmentally appropriate for younger
children. The current standards are plenty
rigorous for the majority of children
(especially those whose families are less
literate to begin with). It says "increased
focus on phonics" as an explanation on the
"Expect More Arizona" website; but it seems
that the increase is more just introducing
concepts earlier and earlier to children who
may not be ready for them
Strongly
Clearly organized. Makes more sense
Agree
visually.
Not Applicable Not completely, but I did look through the
Introduction to the Standards.
Strongly
I am satisfied with the standards.
Agree

K12 Teacher

Grade Level
*Since this comment addresses a first grade standard, it will be addressed by the first grade
Additions/Deletions/Change team.
s

Grade Level
*Since this comment addresses a kindergarten standard, it will be addressed by the
Additions/Deletions/Change kindergarten team.
s

K12 Teacher

All standards were reviewed by grade-level and outside experts for developmental
appropriateness.

K12 Teacher

Comment in support of the standards.

Community Member

Other

Comment is not actionable.

K-12 Administrator

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1281

Agree

The 2010 standards showed a deep
Community Member
understanding of student development and
provided opportunities to deepen knowledge
as they progressed through the grades.
They reflected the expertise of those who
wrote them, especially through the vertical
alignment. It's a shame the silent majority
and political agendas play such a role in our
educational system. Arizona believes itself
to be a special case, but children are the
same no matter their zip code.

Other

Comment is not actionable.

1282

Disagree

The standards are similar to the current
K-12 Teacher
standards with specific language added to
standards for clarification of scope and task.

Other

Comment is not actionable.

1291

Strongly
Agree

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1297

Agree

Easy to follow format for eduators,
K-12 Parent/Guardian
specialist, and overall users. Rigorous and
easy to implement into planning. Includes
the tier words.
I think the old standards were great, but the K-12 Parent/Guardian
changes have made certain things easier to
read. Having this level of rigor and
consistency of learning for AZ students and
other states is HUGELY important. We are
ranked 48th in the nation for funding our
students here in AZ. That is embarrassing in
itself, but what would be more embarrassing
is to completely change the standards in a
non-meaningful way just to appease certain
political agendas. These standards are
demand high achievement.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1298

Agree

I think the old standards were great, but the K-12 Parent/Guardian
changes have made certain things easier to
read. Having this level of rigor and
consistency of learning for AZ students and
other states is HUGELY important. We are
ranked 48th in the nation for funding our
students here in AZ. That is embarrassing in
itself, but what would be more embarrassing
is to completely change the standards in a
non-meaningful way just to appease certain
political agendas. These standards are
demand high achievement.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1299

Agree

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1300

Agree

The new standards help clarify things, but
K-12 Parent/Guardian
the changes, thankfully, are not to grave.
They still hold try to the purpose of common
core. That is, to get students to think and
articulate their thinking.
The new standards help clarify things, but
K-12 Parent/Guardian
the changes, thankfully, are not to grave.
They still hold try to the purpose of common
core. That is, to get students to think and
articulate their thinking.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1301

Strongly
Agree

Improved language which clarifies the
K-12 Teacher
standard. I approve of including
handwriting, including cursive, both of which
are powerful in brain development which is
important in the elementary schools where
brains are developing to a great degree.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1302

Strongly
Agree

Improved language which clarifies the
K-12 Teacher
standard. I approve of including
handwriting, including cursive, both of which
are powerful in brain development which is
important in the elementary schools where
brains are developing to a great degree.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1310

Agree

The 2016 Arizona DRAFT of the ELA
K-12 Teacher
Standards are an improvement over Arizona
current standards (2010), as they are more
clearly presented in the contents of a
standards. Numerically breaking down the
components of a standard should prove to
be helpful for teachers to decipher the
standards themselves. The examples within
the standards will also be an effective
support for teachers as they review the
standard and prepare to teach it.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1314

Not Applicable I feel that both the 2010 and 2016 standards K-12 Teacher
are fine. The 2010 standards did not need to
be readdressed but I understand that these
new standards are the result of the current
governor's political agenda. The 2010
standards were well-written and did not
need to be reviewed and improved, but they
have been.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1316

Not Applicable I feel that both the 2010 and 2016 standards K-12 Teacher
are fine. The 2010 standards did not need to
be readdressed but I understand that these
new standards are the result of the current
governor's political agenda. The 2010
standards were well-written and did not
need to be reviewed and improved, but they
have been.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1324

Strongly
Agree

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1328

Strongly
Agree
Strongly
Agree

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1329

1330

Strongly
Agree

The Board should approve the 2016 Arizona
Draft English Language Arts Standards. The
improvement and adjustments that were
made make sense and clarify the
expectation of the standards without
prescribing how to teach it or what to use to
teach it
Taking out the examples will leave The State
out of curriculum decisions.
Removing e.g. was helpful. They were
limiting. Curriculum decisions can be made
by the teacher and not the state.
The addition of qualitative and quantitative
within the standard is an improvement.

1331

Strongly
Agree

1335

Strongly
Agree

1340

Strongly
Agree

1341

Strongly
Agree

1342

Strongly
Agree

1343

Agree

1344

Strongly
Agree

When comparing the 2016 draft and the
2010 standards, the largest improvement is
the removal of specific examples. This
clarifies the true distinctions between
standards and curriculum. Listing examples
(as the 2010 standards do) confused
teachers and schools into believing specific
curriculum choices must be included (like
Shakespeare and specific U.S. documents).
Removing the examples frees up the
teachers' discretion
I appreciate the removal of specific content
and instruction examples (e.g.) which were
sometimes interpreted as a requirement.
Curriculum and Instruction should not be
dictated by the state. Those decisions
should be left up to the district and/or
school
A strength to the revised standards is the
removal of references to specific texts or
documents. The new languages gives
teachers and districts a lot of freedom to
make the write decisions for their own
students
A strength to the revised standards is the
removal of references to specific texts or
documents. The new languages gives
teachers and districts a lot of freedom to
make the write decisions for their own
students
This document has clarified the assumptions
for what had to be taught- by taking the e.g.
out helps.
This is a reader friendly document and easily
comprehended.
The removal of the examples throughout the
standards helps to alleviate the boundaries
and restrictions that teachers experienced.
The standards are the skills that the
students need to master. The text is the
vehicle and should be up to individual
teachers or school sites.
Clarification and redefining of the standards
will be helpful to all of our teachers.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

The 2016 draft of the standards makes the
K-12 Teacher
intended outcome of the standards more
clear and concise. It takes out the eg.s
which helps as very often the egs were
taught as part of the standards instead of an
example. The ideas that were added make
the standard more clear and added
standards that are life skills that needed to
be taught

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1345

Strongly
Agree

1346

Strongly
Agree

1347

Strongly
Agree

1348

Strongly
Agree

1349

Strongly
Agree

1354

Strongly
Agree

1392

Strongly
Agree
Strongly
Agree
Strongly
Agree

1393
1394

The 2016 draft of the standards makes the
intended outcome of the standards more
clear and concise. It takes out the eg.s
which helps as very often the egs were
taught as part of the standards instead of an
example. The ideas that were added make
the standard more clear and added
standards that are life skills that needed to
be taught
The 2016 draft of the standards makes the
intended outcome of the standards more
clear and concise. It takes out the eg.s
which helps as very often the egs were
taught as part of the standards instead of an
example. The ideas that were added make
the standard more clear and added
standards that are life skills that needed to
be taught
The 2016 draft of the standards makes the
intended outcome of the standards more
clear and concise. It takes out the eg.s
which helps as very often the egs were
taught as part of the standards instead of an
example. The ideas that were added make
the standard more clear and added
standards that are life skills that needed to
be taught
The 2016 draft of the standards makes the
intended outcome of the standards more
clear and concise. It takes out the eg.s
which helps as very often the egs were
taught as part of the standards instead of an
example. The ideas that were added make
the standard more clear and added
standards that are life skills that needed to
be taught
The 2016 draft of the standards makes the
intended outcome of the standards more
clear and concise. It takes out the eg.s
which helps as very often the egs were
taught as part of the standards instead of an
example. The ideas that were added make
the standard more clear and added
standards that are life skills that needed to
be taught
One of the strengths I see is the inclusion of
the information on phonics and the specific
focus on the 6 syllable types across grade
levels.
I have reviewed the new standards. I like
them and hope that you adopt them.
I focused heavily on first, second, and third
grades.
While I thought the examples led some
teachers to the wrong conclusions, the
examples were nice clarifications. I wonder if
there could be a separate document that
could house the explanations and examples.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K-12 Teacher

Other

Comment is not actionable.

K-12 Teacher

Specific examples are curriculum and instruction, and therefore a matter of local control.

1398

Strongly
Agree

1405

Agree

1427

Strongly
Agree
Strongly
Agree
Agree

1431
1453

Better progression- more clear, breakdown K-12 Teacher
of writing foundations for K-3; Functional
writing being absorbed by
Informational/Explanatory writing;
The changes seem to be more enveloping of K-12 Teacher
basic skills and are more specific in terms of
expectation. This makes it easier for
teachers to determine what they're teaching
and HOW and for parents to understand.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

I read the elementary standards. Please
adopt these standards.
These standards have increase the level of
rigor expected.
I believe that the new draft is an
improvement over the 2010 standards
because it is easier to read and understand
than the former draft.
I want my child to be able to communicate
using multiple modes - speaking and
listening and writing. In addition, she needs
to be able to read and comprehend and then
communicate her thoughts and ideas in
writing (research based).

Community Member

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K-12 Parent/Guardian

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K-12 Parent/Guardian

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

Comment in support of the standards.

1454

Strongly
Agree

1455

Strongly
Agree

I want my child to be able to communicate
K-12 Parent/Guardian
using multiple modes - speaking and
listening and writing. In addition, she needs
to be able to read and comprehend and then
communicate her thoughts and ideas in
writing (research based).

General Support

1461

Agree

Grade Level
*Since this comment addresses a specific 5th grade standard, it will be addressed by that team.
Additions/Deletions/Change
s

1477

Agree

Do not like the change to 5.L.5. Like the
K-12 Teacher
changes to 5.RI.10, 5.RF.6, 5.W.6. Like that
Reading standard 10 is more descriptive.
Overall the changes result in a more clearly
defined document.
Great progression
K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1495

Agree

K-12 Parent/Guardian

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1497

Strongly
Agree

K-12 Administrator

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1513

Strongly
Agree

Higher Education

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1530

Disagree

The addition of specific phonics instruction
for each grade level will help teachers the
grade by grade progression.
The ELA standards are rigorous and
necessary for our students to achieve at high
levels. The modifications will certainly help
with that.
These standards will help prepare students
for reading, writing, and communicating in
college and their careers.
I prefer the progression format to the
current draft format. Teachers need to be
able to see how the standards build and
align across grade-levels. The sight word list
should be standardized and provided
("research based" is vague). Removing
examples from 4th and 5th grade standards
does not help to clarify

K-12 Teacher

Grade Level
*Since the comment addresses specific K, 1st, 2nd, 4th, and 5th grade standards, it will be
Additions/Deletions/Change addressed by those teams.
s

1540

Strongly
Agree

1542

Strongly
Agree

1543

Strongly
Agree

1544

Strongly
Agree

1545

Strongly
Agree

1546

Strongly
Agree

1547

Strongly
Agree

1550

Agree

1554

Agree

1556

Agree

1557

Agree

1563

Agree

1586

Strongly
Agree

1589

Strongly
Agree

1594

Agree

I like that the six syllable types are taught
and used in decoding starting in first grade.
Cursive handwriting being taught in 3rd
grade is an improvement to the current
standards.
The grade level horizontal alignment and
vertical progressions of ELA standards are
clear progressions which is important to the
work teachers do.
The grade level horizontal alignment and
vertical progressions of ELA standards are
clear progressions which is important to the
work teachers do.
The grade level horizontal alignment and
vertical progressions of ELA standards are
clear progressions which is important to the
work teachers do.
The grade level horizontal alignment and
vertical progressions of ELA standards are
clear progressions which is important to the
work teachers do.
The grade level horizontal alignment and
vertical progressions of ELA standards are
clear progressions which is important to the
work teachers do.
The grade level horizontal alignment and
vertical progressions of ELA standards are
clear progressions which is important to the
work teachers do.
Most of the changes are Symantec and do
not change the standard.
The changes are not significant enough to go
through making this change.
The changes are not significant enough to go
through making this change.
Most of the changes are Symantec and do
not change the standard.
The third grade/ fifth grade standards are
exceptable
I strongly agree with the new draft of the
ELA standards and hope that you move to
adopt them. They are clear and concise
from an instructors perspective and good for
student learning.
I strongly agree with the new draft of the
ELA standards and hope that you move to
adopt them. They are clear and concise
from an instructors perspective and good for
student learning.
For 5th ELA, can there be more clarification
of fluency expectations for typing?

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K-12 Teacher

Other

Comment is not actionable.

K-12 Teacher

Other

Comment is not actionable.

K-12 Teacher

Other

Comment is not actionable.

K-12 Teacher

Other

Comment is not actionable.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K-12 Teacher

Grade Level
*Since this comment addresses a fifth grade standard, it will be addressed by the fifth grade
Additions/Deletions/Change team.
s

1597

Agree

1612

Agree

1631

Agree

1649

Strongly
Agree

1656

Agree

1664

Agree

1669

Agree

1670

Agree

1673

Agree

I believe that the addition of the explicit
foundational writing skills (spelling and
writing). was a great addition.
However, the K.RF.2a standard (under the
phonological awareness strand) is the exact
same standard as the Phonics RF.3a
standard. They should read differently as
phonics and phonological awareness are
very DIFFERENT. I noticed that this standard
is noted in the 2016 standards, but not in
the changes document. Why was functional
writing deleted?
I read the 5th & 6th grade standards with
much detail, as these are the grade levels in
which I have the most experience. The
document is clearly worded, detailed and
should be easily understood by educators
and parents
I like how the standards have been changed
and reworded where necessary and grade
level appropriate changes were made where
needed. I think the state should move
forward with the approval of the draft
standards
I appreciate the work that has went into the
revisions that have been made to these
standards. I urge you to move forward to
adopt these new drafts.
Clarification of modified standards was
helpful.
While I understand why examples were
removed, there is value of having them
available in some form - even if not in the
same document. The rewording of certain
standards does help clarify the meaning, but
is not always enough for some teachers.

K-12 Teacher

Grade Level
*Since this comment addresses a kindergarten standard, it will be addressed by the
Additions/Deletions/Change kindergarten grade team.
s

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

Community Member

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K-12 Teacher

Specific examples are curriculum and instruction, and therefore a matter of local control.

I like that cursive writing has been put into K-12 Teacher
3rd grade standards. Kindergarten
standards have added the sight words into
their standards which will support our
beginning readers.
I like the clear focus on argumentation,
K-12 Parent/Guardian
especially 7RI.8,9 & 7W.1. I also like how
R.10 has moved the subject specific reading
types to R.9 so that it does not seem like an
extra bit.
The changes made make sense.
K-12 Teacher

General Support

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

I have not spent a lot of time looking at the
old standards as I am new to the state.

Other

Comment is not actionable.

K-12 Teacher

Comment in support of the standards.

Grade Level
*Since this comment addresses a 7th grade standard, it will be addressed by the 7th grade
Additions/Deletions/Change team.
s

1674

Strongly
Agree

1683

Strongly
Agree

1684

Strongly
Agree
Strongly
Agree
Agree

1685
1687

WOW! I love that Arizona educators have
K-12 Teacher
come together to discuss and improve the
standards for Arizona students. The inclusion
of educators with review by the community
provides checks and balances but puts the
initial/major decision making into the hands
of the experts/people who will implement
the standards with Arizona students. As an
educator I highly respect my colleagues and
feel even more confident in the DRAFT
standards due to their involvement in the
process
Absolutely yes, the DRAFT standards for ELA K-12 Teacher
are an improvement. Six syllable TYPES
being explicitly addressed allows students to
unlock the code. Writing Foundations are a
must, and should have been included in the
2010 version, as well as Common Core
standards. Students are being held to high
standards in literacy that will serve them
well. We owe it to our Arizona students, and
the community as a whole, to adopt these
standards. Please be sure Six syllable TYPES
is used in each grade level.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

These proposed standards are acceptable as K-12 Teacher
presented.
These proposed standards are acceptable as K-12 Teacher
presented.
The original standards are totally fine. There K-12 Teacher
is absolutely no reason to make a change at
this point, and any changes will do nothing
to actually further the education of the
students on the subject matters at hand.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

Other

Comment is not actionable.

K-12 Teacher

Other

Comment is not actionable.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K-12 Administrator

Other

Comment is not actionable.

1699

Not Applicable I would not say that one is better than the
other. I feel that there is a process of
evolution taking place and
evaluating/streamlining the standards is a
part of that process.
Agree
These proposed standards are acceptable as
presented.
Agree
Most standards stayed the same with the
exception of Sound- Letter Basics and
Handwriting. Some words were
removed/replaced to give a better
explanation and a couple of standards were
eliminated and because of this I would say it
is an improvement
Not Applicable They are essentially the same.

1704

Disagree

1719

Disagree

1690

1692
1698

No much has changed from the previous
K-12 Parent/Guardian
ACCRS ELA standards. It appears that
mostly just the prescriptive appendices have
been removed. Were child developmental
psychologists used to determine if these
standards are "developmentally appropriate"
by grade level when they were being
drafted?
This standard does not apply to my teaching K-12 Teacher
certificate.

All standards were reviewed by grade-level and outside experts for developmental
appropriateness.

Other

Comment is not actionable.

1720

NA. I'm teaching math

K-12 Teacher

Other

Comment is not actionable.

1728

Agree

The 2016 ELA Standards are an
K-12 Teacher
improvement on Arizona's current standards
because some of the ambiguity from 2010
has been helped with simpler/clearer
language. Additionally, parts of the
standards that seemed to confuse the public,
such as textual examples in the high school
standards, have been removed.
My primary concern is the addition of
"cursive" to the curriculum. Although I am
not against it being taught, I am concerned
it will take away from the progress made in
reading and writing.

Grade Level
*Since the comment addresses a third grade standard, it will be addressed by the third grade
Additions/Deletions/Change team.
s

1730

Strongly
Agree

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1738

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

These standards are rigorous and
appropriate for our students
These standards are rigorous and
appropriate for our students
These standards are rigorous and students
are far more prepared than in the past.
The removal of specific texts and the
simplification of the presentation of the
standards including revised standard
language supports the accessibility of the
standards to narrow the scope of mastery;
however, just as student performance on the
AzMERIT End of Course Tests proved with
the 2010 standards, the scope of the
standards remains too broad to be measured
effectively by a single test.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1773

Strongly
Agree
Strongly
Agree
Strongly
Agree
Strongly
Agree
Strongly
Agree
Strongly
Agree
Strongly
Agree
Agree

These really are "Arizona standards" for
"Arizona students" and I encourage the
State Board of Education to honor the work
of Arizona educators in revising these
standards and adopt the English Language
Arts Standards
These standards are very benefiicial and
rigorous
These standards are very benefiicial and
rigorous
These standards are rigorous for our
students
These standards are more rigorous.

K-12 Administrator

Assessment

Comment is out of the scope of work of this group.

1774

Agree

The ELA standards have not been thoroughly K-12 Teacher
changed, which is a good thing, but the little
refinements are an improvement because it
gives students more accessibility to texts
(i.e. the Greek allusions standard in 4th
grade has been opened up to understanding
a wider realm of texts.)

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1776

Disagree

K-12 Teacher

Other

Comment is not actionable.

1796

Agree

I would not say they are an improvement
since there were very minimal changes
made to the wording of some standards.
They are at the same level as the current
standards in my mind.
It's easier to understand.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1739
1740
1742
1743
1745
1747

1797

Agree

It's easier to understand.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1798

Agree

It's easier to understand.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1799

Agree

It is more user friendly.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1800

Agree

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1804

Agree

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1811

Agree

There are clear statements without specific
K-12 Teacher
examples. Redundant statements
combined.
I don't think there is a significant difference K-12 Teacher
at the grade levels that I teach. I feel it
would be a huge mistake to scrap the
standards and start over. It is a huge waste
of time and money.
I don't feel that understanding the six
K-12 Teacher
syllable types would be necessary for this
age-level. It is a great strategy in reading,
however, can be difficult to grasp for
struggling readers and don't need to be able
to understand to become a fluent reader. I
do agree with the handwriting. I feel that
this is a great addition to the standards. I
disagree with having to identify the different
types of sentences, this is something that
would be understood at higher grade levels.

1812

Agree

I don't feel that understanding the six
K-12 Teacher
syllable types would be necessary for this
age-level. It is a great strategy in reading,
however, can be difficult to grasp for
struggling readers and don't need to be able
to understand to become a fluent reader. I
do agree with the handwriting. I feel that
this is a great addition to the standards. I
disagree with having to identify the different
types of sentences, this is something that
would be understood at higher grade levels.

Grade Level
*Since the comment addresses a K-3 standard, it will be addressed by those teams.
Additions/Deletions/Change
s

1813

Agree

K-12 Teacher

Grade Level
*Since the comment addresses a K-3 standard, it will be addressed by those teams.
Additions/Deletions/Change
s

1821

Agree

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1822

Agree

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1829

Agree

I don't think the 6 syllable types are
necessary to know and be able to identify.
Yes, that is a good strategy but I don't feel
students need to identify them in order to be
able to read and comprehend as second
graders. This will definitely be a challenge
for many of our struggling readers.
Handwriting is a great addition to the
standards. I don't feel it's age appropriate
for students to be able to identify
interrogative and imperative sentences.
They should be focused on complete
sentences
I do not see too much of a difference but
believe that a current third grader should be
able to learn and grow on each one of these
standards in the curriculum.
I do not see too much of a difference but
believe that a current third grader should be
able to learn and grow on each one of these
standards in the curriculum.
It seems simplified

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1830

Agree

It seems simplified

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

Grade Level
*Since the comment addresses a K-3 standard, it will be addressed by those teams.
Additions/Deletions/Change
s

1832

Agree

1833

Agree

1834

Agree

1838

Agree

1839

Agree

1846

Strongly
Agree

1847

Strongly
Agree

1851

Strongly
Agree
Strongly
Agree
Strongly
Agree

1852
1854

1859
1862

Strongly
Agree
Strongly
Agree

1863

Agree

1864

Strongly
Agree

1866

Agree

1874

Strongly
Agree
Strongly
Agree

1884

AZ.6.RI.10 should not be deleted. Students
come to 6th grade not prepared to read non
fiction and use it effectively in an academic
setting.
AZ.6.RI.10 should not be deleted. Students
come to 6th grade not prepared to read non
fiction and use it effectively in an academic
setting.
There are very slight differences between
the 2010 standards and the proposed
standards. As a teacher, I think the
standards on the DRAFT are appropriate for
my grade and will not be a huge adjustment
as a teacher
Overall this is an improvement. I like the
delineation in the primary grades. I also like
the writing foundational standards although
cursive writing is unnecessary as a standard.
Cursive writing needs to be a local control
issue, not a state mandate. This survey is
typed not written in cursive
Overall this is an improvement. I like the
delineation in the primary grades. I also like
the writing foundational standards although
cursive writing is unnecessary as a standard.
Cursive writing needs to be a local control
issue, not a state mandate. This survey is
typed not written in cursive
Yes, I feel like these new standards are
more detailed and explicit. They are more
"kid friendly" and I appreciate the details.
Yes, I feel like these new standards are
more detailed and explicit. They are more
"kid friendly" and I appreciate the details.
The standards are easier to read.

K-12 Teacher

Grade Level
*Since it addresses a specific 6th grade standard, this comment will be addressed by the 6th
Additions/Deletions/Change grade team.
s

K-12 Teacher

Grade Level
*Since it addresses a specific 6th grade standard, this comment will be addressed by the 6th
Additions/Deletions/Change grade team.
s

K-12 Teacher

General Support

K-12 Administrator

Grade Level
*Since it addresses a specific 3rd grade standard, this comment will be addressed by the 3rd
Additions/Deletions/Change grade team.
s

K-12 Administrator

Grade Level
*Since it addresses a specific 3rd grade standard, this comment will be addressed by the 3rd
Additions/Deletions/Change grade team.
s

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment is in support of the standards.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment is in support of the standards.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment is in support of the standards.

Good!

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment is in support of the standards.

I like that cursive writing is being brought
back into the standards in 3rd grade.

K-12 Teacher

I love the standards

K-12 Teacher

Grade Level
*Since it addresses a specific 3rd grade standard, this comment will be addressed by the 3rd
Additions/Deletions/Change grade team.
s
General Support
Comment is in support of the standards.

I like how detailed these new standards are.
They are easier for parents and teachers to
understand.
The 2016 changes to the document for
second grade were negligible. Wording and
clarification were added.
Yes, the explanations are better worded for
easy understanding. There were not many
changes to 2nd grade standards.
There are not a lot of changes, but some of
the explanations clarify the standards.
They are including standards that we have
been teaching for years.
The standards reflect the best practices
clearly clarified for teachers to teach
effectively in the classroom.

K-12 Parent/Guardian

General Support

Comment is in support of the standards.

K-12 Teacher

Other

Comment is not actionable.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment is in support of the standards.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment is in support of the standards.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment is in support of the standards.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment is in support of the standards.

Comment is in support of the standards.

1885

Agree

1887

Disagree

1891

Strongly
Agree

1901

Strongly
Agree
Strongly
Agree
Agree

1902
1903

The new draft standards provide a lot of
clarification and revisions that make the
standards more user friendly.
Many words added or removed are minor
changes. Changes make little difference to
the intent of the Standards. The Standards
should remain as they are.
I agree the 2016 Arizona of the English
Language Arts Standards is an improvement
compared to Arizona's current standards
because it clarifies the standards and they
are easier to read.
I like the clarity and specific language.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment is in support of the standards.

K-12 Teacher

General Perception and
Concerns

Comment is not actionable.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

I like the clarity and specific language.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

Much clearer to understand and much more K-12 Teacher
concise.
Similar to past standards. Easier to read.
K-12 Teacher
easier to find the content standard placed on
the side of the page.
Organization is easier to follow.
K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

The current standards do not need to be
K-12 Teacher
changed.
Not Applicable The added changes made sense and
K-12 Teacher
provided clarity
Agree
I like the addition of the Sound-Letter Basics K-12 Teacher
and Handwriting section in the English
Language Art content area. Otherwise, as a
kindergarten teacher, which are the
standards I looked at, there were not
significant changes to the content I teach.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1907

Strongly
Agree

1908

Strongly
Agree
Disagree

1910
1935
1945

1956

Agree

After reading through the changes I felt they K-12 Teacher
were good changes but some of the wording
may need to be revised. There are good
additions to the standards but they are
things that I have been doing, I am glad
they are now apart of the standards.

Comment is not specific enough to be actionable.

1957

Agree

Improvements are evident. Please consider
these adjustments:

*The specific refernces to the 2nd and 3rd grade standards will be addressed by those teams.
Examples such as percentages of informative and narrative are a curriculum and instruction
decision made at the local level.

Percentages for informative and narrative
texts are pivotal and should remain.
However, if there is complain about the ratio
of how much of each is being read, offer a
wider range (ex: 40% INF / 60% NAR - 60%
INF / 40% NAR)
I agree that samples that dictate curricula
should be excluded.
2.WF.1.b and 3.WF.1.b are out of order:
Transcription requires less fluency than
'writing with sufficient fluency to support

K-12 Administrator

1958

Agree

Improvements are evident. Please consider
these adjustments:

K-12 Administrator

*The specific refernces to the 2nd and 3rd grade standards will be addressed by those teams.
Examples such as percentages of informative and narrative are a curriculum and instruction
decision made at the local level.

Percentages for informative and narrative
texts are pivotal and should remain.
However, if there is complain about the ratio
of how much of each is being read, offer a
wider range (ex: 40% INF / 60% NAR - 60%
INF / 40% NAR)
I agree that samples that dictate curricula
should be excluded.
2.WF.1.b and 3.WF.1.b are out of order:
Transcription requires less fluency than
'writing with sufficient fluency to support
1964
1971
1976

1977

1983

1985

1988

1989

Not Applicable I am a math specialist. I don't know
anything about the ELA Standards.
Strongly
Everything looks great!
Agree
Strongly
NO!
Disagree
We should be encouraging a child's
independence and unique abilities. We
should not miss out on the teachers ability
and Golden Opportunity to introduce ageappropriate materials. We should not be
programming our children but teaching
them
Strongly
NO!
Disagree
We should be encouraging a child's
independence and unique abilities. We
should not miss out on the teachers ability
and Golden Opportunity to introduce ageappropriate materials. We should not be
programming our children but teaching
them
Agree
I am glad that handwriting is added to the
standards. I am glad to see explicit spelling
standards.
Disagree
I do not believe the "Spelling" section under
writing standards: foundational skills is
appropriate for first graders. It is not an
appropriate expectation to have first graders
spell words that they have not learned to
read yet
Agree
Concern for 2.RL.10 and 2.RI.10 who
determines the qualitative and quantitative
measures for grade two? The teachers? The
school? or the district?
Agree
The new standards show increased
specificity and detail on the precise skills
meant to be learned.

K-12 Administrator

Other

Comment is not actionable.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

Community Member

Other

Comment is not actionable.

Community Member

Other

Comment is not actionable.

K-12 Teacher

Grade Level
*Since it addresses a specific K-3 strand, those teams will address this comment.
Additions/Deletions/Change
s
Grade Level
*Since it addresses a specific 1st grade standard, that team will address this comment.
Additions/Deletions/Change
s

K-12 Teacher

K-12 Teacher

Grade Level
*Since it addresses a specific grade 2 standard, that team will address this comment.
Additions/Deletions/Change
s

K-12 Parent/Guardian

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

1995

Agree

2002

Strongly
Disagree

2003

Agree

2009

Strongly
Agree

2010

Agree

2012

Strongly
Disagree

I support the re-introduction of cursive
K-12 Parent/Guardian
handwriting to the educational standards. In
the proposed draft standard, cursive
handwriting is taught in Grade 3. It's
important to continue encouraging students
to write in cursive beyond. They need to
continue practicing so that it is reinforced
and that the skill they learned is not lost or
neglected. It is recommended that the
following sentence be added to the
standards for Grades 4 and 5:“Transcribe
ideas legibly in cursive"
FEd Led ED is a huge mistake on so many
K-12 Parent/Guardian
levels. We need control over our schools.
We decide what is best for our kids. There
are good standards in Common Core, i am
not saying it is all bad. But the math is
causing permanent math confusion for kids.
Coming home hating school. Frustration. The
propaganda inserted to all subjects is
ridiculous. Also forbidding students to bring
home their books for parents to see is
appauling. Happening all over the state.
Transparency!!!
I'd like to see fiction make a come back. We K-12 Parent/Guardian
seem to be focusing too heavily on
nonfiction, and while it creates reading with
a purpose, that purpose is not meaningful to
the students. Fiction often teaches moral
lessons that non-fiction cannot convey. I am
concerned about putting so much into the
curriculum that teachers have no time to
indulge the teachable moment or to make
that learning interesting and fun for the
students. Students are children, and children
learn through play.

Grade Level
*Since it addresses specific 4th and 5th grade standards, those teams will address this
Additions/Deletions/Change comment.
s

Comparing the old and new standards for
K-12 Parent/Guardian
my child's grade, I like how a lot of the
examples (e.g.) were taken out. The new
standards are easier to read.
They have included standards that we have K-12 Teacher
actually already been teaching for years. For
instance, in reference to writing, we have
always taught the children to write upper
and lower case letters from a model and
later on without a model for those who can.
If anything the standards in writing seem a
little less rigorous.

General Support

The Standards are pretty much the same as K-12 Parent/Guardian
Common Core, and they are still
developmentally inappropriate for K-3.

Other

This comment is not actionable.

There are currently 9 Reading Literature standards at all grade levels and 10 Reading for
Information standards at all grade levels.

Comment in support of the standards.

Comment is not actionable.

All standards were reviewed by grade-level and outside experts for developmental
appropriateness.

2056

Strongly
Disagree

After reviewing both documents, they are
K-12 Parent/Guardian
remarkably similar and overly -defined.
Writing may be the most demanding use of
executive functioning skills, but it doesn't
need to be explained in complex, multi-step,
discrete pieces. Reading quality texts of
fiction and nonfiction with many writing
opportunities will teach the mechanics
without a laundry list of definitions. Just
teach proper grammar with a wide range of
reading materials and the nuances of
language will develop naturally.

2058

Agree

I agree with most but I do have an issue
K-12 Teacher
with 11-12.L.2a. I think it is arbitrary to ask
students to understand hyphenation
conventions. First, this is not one of the top
10 grammar errors. Second, most adults
don't know how to use hyphens correctly.
And third, this addition to the standards has
always seemed like a pet favorite of
someone who was part of the decision
making process. I would like to see it
removed or replaced with something more
reasonable and applicable to daily use.

Grade Level
*Since it addresses a specific grade 11-12 grade standard, that team will address this comment.
Additions/Deletions/Change
s

2059

Strongly
Agree

K-12 Administrator

General Support

2060

Agree

K-12 Teacher

Grade Level
*Since it addresses a specific grade 1st grade standard, that team will address this comment.
Additions/Deletions/Change
s

2064

Strongly
Agree

K-12 Administrator

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

2065

Strongly
Disagree
Strongly
Agree
Strongly
Agree
Disagree

The level of rigor the standards provide is
necessary to support 21st Century learners
as well as proficiency on AzMerit.
THANK YOU for including specific guidance
on handwriting. I teach 1st grade and the
kids who have mastered handwriting almost
always have an edge academically.
Inclusion in the standards will give me the
freedom to focus on this more in class. I
also like that the reading foundations
(phonics) standards have more specific
components listed (e.g., vowel pairs, blends,
etc.), because this is really the "meat and
potatoes" of first grade reading and spelling
instruction
I believe consistency in the standards is
essential. These standards provide our
students with the needed rigor to be
successful later in life.
The current standards are much better than
what we had back in 2010.
I like what I see and I do want these
standards to be used.
Overall, yes, the standards are improved
over the previous standards.
I am neutral in opinion. There is not enough
change to report a positive or negative
change.

K-12 Administrator

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K-12 Teacher

Other

Comment is not actionable.

2067
2083
2092

The writing standards are written in a progression. The specific details within each standard
differentiate each grade level.

Comment in support of the standards.

2093

Agree

Although there has been refinement,
K-12 Teacher
clarification, and consistency issues
addressed, there could also be more
specifics added, particularly in the language
category: what figurative language terms
should a student at each grade level know?
what specific grammar concepts? These
things are still pretty vague and could cause
gaps in knowledge, particularly in the
transition from elementary to middle to
secondary settings.

2096

Strongly
Agree

The standards are clear and easy to
K-12 Teacher
understand. Please share the list of expected
spelling words, or where to find them.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

2097

Strongly
Agree

The standards are clear and easy to
K-12 Teacher
understand. Please share the list of expected
spelling words, or where to find them.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

2098

Strongly
Agree

The standards are clear and easy to
K-12 Teacher
understand. Please share the list of expected
spelling words, or where to find them.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

2099

Strongly
Agree

The standards are clear and easy to
K-12 Teacher
understand. Please share the list of expected
spelling words, or where to find them.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

2100

Strongly
Agree

The standards are clear and easy to
K-12 Teacher
understand. Please share the list of expected
spelling words, or where to find them.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

2101

Strongly
Agree

The standards are clear and easy to
K-12 Teacher
understand. Please share the list of expected
spelling words, or where to find them.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

2102

Strongly
Agree

The standards are clear and easy to
K-12 Teacher
understand. Please share the list of expected
spelling words, or where to find them.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

2103

Like the changes

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

2104

Strongly
Agree
Agree

The verbage is much more succinct.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

2105

Agree

The verbage is much more succinct.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

2108

Agree

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

2109

Strongly
Agree

I feel the 2016 DRAFT English Language arts K-12 Teacher
Standards and cleaner in appearance. This is
quick to read and easy to navigate.
The strengths of the old standards (vertical K-12 Teacher
articulation, district choice of curriculum,
research based, rigor) is still there. Should
have descriptions for each cluster in each
strand--maybe in the intro. Should have an
explanation as to why some standards don't
start until later grades. Take out all the
specifics in spelling! Way too prescriptive-this is curriculum--add this info to the
glossary. Please group the standards into
grade level bands (K-2, 3-5, etc)

Specific examples are curriculum and instruction, and therefore a matter of local control.

The working group believes the cluster titles are self-explanatory. The writing foundational
standards, including spelling, in grades K-3 are researched based.

2119

Disagree

Kindergarten still has 2 standards that are
K-12 Teacher
NOT appropriate for this age. K.L.1b plural
of adding s or es. Understanding plural is
find but expecting them to know when to
add es is not. K.L.4b inflictions /affixes is
also NOT appropriate. When these first came
out in 2010 we studied these for hours and
the 3rd grade teachers were shocked that a
3rd grade concept was for Kinder. It also
stated this was 3rd grade given to Kinder. I
have taught Kinder for 12 years these are
not appropriate
I feel like the sections for "foundational
Other
skills" and some of the other changes are
skills and instructional strategies rather than
standards and this is to be a standard
document. I find it interesting that the
standards that Arizona originally added to
the CCSS to create the 2010 standards were
all removed...they were so important to add
then but not now? (I don't mind them being
removed just found it interesting.)

2237

Disagree

2238

Disagree

I feel like the sections for "foundational
Other
skills" and some of the other changes are
skills and instructional strategies rather than
standards and this is to be a standard
document. I find it interesting that the
standards that Arizona originally added to
the CCSS to create the 2010 standards were
all removed...they were so important to add
then but not now? (I don't mind them being
removed just found it interesting.)

The sections for "foundational skills" are being addressed by the K-3 working group.

2239

Disagree

I feel like the sections for "foundational
Other
skills" and some of the other changes are
skills and instructional strategies rather than
standards and this is to be a standard
document. I find it interesting that the
standards that Arizona originally added to
the CCSS to create the 2010 standards were
all removed...they were so important to add
then but not now? (I don't mind them being
removed just found it interesting.)

The sections for "foundational skills" are being addressed by the K-3 working group.

2240

Disagree

I feel like the sections for "foundational
Other
skills" and some of the other changes are
skills and instructional strategies rather than
standards and this is to be a standard
document. I find it interesting that the
standards that Arizona originally added to
the CCSS to create the 2010 standards were
all removed...they were so important to add
then but not now? (I don't mind them being
removed just found it interesting.)

The sections for "foundational skills" are being addressed by the K-3 working group.

2289

Strongly
Agree

I would like to strongly encourage the State
Board of Education to adopt these drafts.

K-12 Teacher

Grade Level
*Since it addresses a specific grade kindergarten standard, that team will address this
Additions/Deletions/Change comment.
s

The sections for "foundational skills" are being addressed by the K-3 working group.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

2291

Agree

I like the focus on phonics, and focus on
Community Member
reading skills such as six syllables. It seems
six syllables was not in 2010 standards. I
also like the focus on K-3 cursive writing.
Cursive may be old school but it is still a
nice skill to have at any age. Manuscript
writing is still important though. The 2016
Ex Summary does state that the 2010
standards did dictate curriculum and that
has been removed. I like that as well.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

2380

Strongly
Agree
Strongly
Disagree
Agree

Short and sweet. Easier to understand and
K-12 Parent/Guardian
digest.
I'm filling out this form again, in order to
K-12 Parent/Guardian
resume commenting on the standards.
I think the standards are similar, which is
K-12 Teacher
appreciated because it takes time to
conform curriculum to standards. The
biggest changes seem to be clarification of
previous ideas and the deletion of specific
types of curriculum such as reading world
literature or American documents at specific
grade levels. The standards themselves
seem to be about the same as before.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

Other

Comment is not actionable.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

2426

Strongly
Agree

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

2427

Strongly
Agree

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

2454

Disagree

K-12 Teacher

Grade Level
*Since it addresses a specific grade kindergarten standard, that team will address this
Additions/Deletions/Change comment.
s

2492

Strongly
Agree
Strongly
Disagree

The changes that were made were minimal
but significant. I am pleased with them and
find the standards even easier to follow and
teach.
The changes that were made were minimal
but significant. I am pleased with them and
find the standards even easier to follow and
teach.
I currently teach kindergarten and was
disappointed to find a spelling standard at
this grade level. Students in kindergarten
should NOT be concerned with "perfect"
spelling. They should be encouraged to
write anything and everything phonetically.
Teachers at this grade level are not only
challenged by academic standards but by
physical, social, and emotional challenges
too. Spelling should not be included until
1st grade in my opinion
I think we should adopt these standards
because they are clear and concise.
These standards are relatively the same as
the previous ELA standards and are
standards within a standard. There is no
evidence that proper scope and sequence
was evaluated when the standards were
developed by grade level and it appears no
developmental child psychologists were used
as technical experts as well
My kids need to be challenged and these do
that
great way to build strong students

K-12 Teacher

General Support

good progression

2383
2424

2493

2516
2524
2525

Strongly
Agree
Strongly
Agree
Strongly
Agree

K-12 Parent/Guardian

Comment in support of the standards.
All standards were reviewed by grade-level and outside experts for developmental
appropriateness.

K-12 Parent/Guardian

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

Community Member

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

Retired Educator

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

2552

Strongly
Agree
Strongly
Agree
Strongly
Agree
Agree

2553

Agree

2526
2528
2530

2554
2555
2556

good progression

Retired Educator

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

good for my kids

K-12 Parent/Guardian

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

Changes are easy for teachers so they are
Retired Educator
not re-inventing their curriculum again
I note in draft, cursive handwriting is taught Community Member
in Grade 3. Because cursive handwriting
requires continuous practice so that it
becomes fluent to the writer, it is important
to encourage students to write cursive
beyond Grade 3. Beyond Grade 3, students
do not necessarily need to be instructed in
cursive handwriting, but they need to
practice the skill so it's reinforced.
Recommended addition to Grades 4 and 5:
"“Transcribe ideas legibly in cursive.”

Most of the changes seemed to be
improvements. However, I feel the addition
of cursive to the 3rd Grade Standards is not
needed.
Agree
I thought the other was good too, but this
seems even clearer
Agree
I thought the other was good too, but this
seems even clearer
Not Applicable 1) I would like to commend the hundreds of
hours that went into the process by Arizona
teachers and professionals.
2) I am encouraged by the removal of the
supplementary guidance that was perceived
as curriculum.
3) I am supportive of the inclusion of the
cursive writing element and the impact that
it will have on students.
4) I am encouraged to see the emphasis on
phonics instruction, but I don't think that it
can be stressed enough for our K-3 readers.

Grade Level
*Since it addresses a specific third grade standard, that team will address this comment.
Additions/Deletions/Change
s

K-12 Teacher

General Support

*Since it addresses a specific third grade standard, that team will address this comment.

K-12 Parent/Guardian

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

K-12 Parent/Guardian

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

Elected Official

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

I looked at the 4th grade standards and they K-12 Teacher
look almost identical to the common core
standards we are already using. I think that
these standards look great and should not
be changed.
I do not teach ELA, but it seems clear.
K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

2560

Agree

2562

Agree

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

2568

Easy to read, focused

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

2571

Strongly
Agree
Disagree

I didn't find it an improvement.

K-12 Teacher

Comment is not actionable.

2572

Agree

2573

Agree

I think cursive should be continued in 4th
K-12 Teacher
grade.
Job readiness is a great idea! I really feel
K-12 Administrator
that it will make K-12 a much more crucial
and important life goal for families and
youth, giving them the opportunity to
prepare for "real life". Taking less pressure
off of studnets to feel that education is
useless unless going onto a past high school
education

General Perception and
Concerns
General Support
General Support

Comment in support of standards.

*Since it addresses a specific third grade standard, that team will address this comment.

2579

Strongly
Agree

2580

Strongly
Agree
Strongly
Agree
Disagree

2581
2663

The standards have been reworded and
clarified since the previous version. The
changes were effective and will help
students achieve success.
Nicely clarified.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

I find the 2016 Arizona Draft very clear,
K-12 Teacher
concise and easy to read.
The standards are basically the same, except K-12 Teacher
you took out examples used to clarify the
meaning of some of the standards. You can't
really argue they're an improvement when
all you've done is change a couple of words.
Basically this is just bureaucracy wasting our
time and money to appease the ignorant
masses who don't know a thing about
education and education policy. If you
actually want to overhaul the standards
(which you don't) then get teachers involved
in the process instead of legislators

General Support

Comment in support of standards.

Retired Educator

2815

I have studied the new K-2 ELA v. the 2010
standards. What a joke! There is virtually no
change. What of Ducey's promise that "the
standards need to come from Arizona"? Like
the 2010 Common Core standards, the 2016
ELA standards for K-2 do not take current
research-based theories on child
development into account. They are
developmentally inappropriate and
potentially damaging to young children
whose neurological, psychological, and
cognitive development is individual and
cannot be standa di ed
Strongly
The team worked very hard on putting these
Agree
standards together.
Agree
I never believed there were that many
things that needed to be improved with the
2010 version. I approve of the revisions and
recommend the state board adopt these
standards.
Strongly
I approve of the revisions and recommend
Agree
the state board adopt these standards.
Strongly
I approve of the revisions and recommend
Agree
the state board adopt these standards.
Agree
A lot of it sounds the same as the old
standards. There are simply a few words
that have been slightly altered.
Not Applicable same as above

2816

Not Applicable same as above

2817

2766

Strongly
Disagree

The working groups were made up entirely of Arizona teachers. Over 200 state educators have
been involved in the revision process.

All standards were reviewed by grade-level and outside experts for developmental
appropriateness.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K-12 Teacher

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

Retired Educator

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K-12 Parent/Guardian

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

K-12 Teacher

Other

Comment is not actionable.

Retired Educator

Other

Comment is not actionable.

Retired Educator

Other

Comment is not actionable.

Not Applicable same as above

Retired Educator

Other

Comment is not actionable.

2818

Not Applicable same as above

Retired Educator

Other

Comment is not actionable.

2819

Not Applicable same as above

Retired Educator

Other

Comment is not actionable.

2820

Not Applicable same as above

Retired Educator

Other

Comment is not actionable.

2821

Not Applicable same as above

Retired Educator

Other

Comment is not actionable.

2822

Not Applicable same as above

Retired Educator

Other

Comment is not actionable.

2823

Not Applicable same as above

Retired Educator

Other

Comment is not actionable.

2824

Not Applicable same as above

Retired Educator

Other

Comment is not actionable.

2767
2769

2812
2813
2814

2825

Not Applicable same as above

Retired Educator

Other

Comment is not actionable.

2826

Not Applicable same as above

Retired Educator

Other

Comment is not actionable.

2827

Not Applicable same as above

Retired Educator

Other

Comment is not actionable.

2828

Not Applicable same as above

Retired Educator

Other

Comment is not actionable.

2829

Not Applicable same as above

Retired Educator

Other

Comment is not actionable.

2830

Not Applicable same as above

Retired Educator

Other

Comment is not actionable.

2831

Not Applicable same as above

Retired Educator

Other

Comment is not actionable.

2833

Disagree

They are essentially the same. These are
K-12 Teacher
some of my suggestions: 5W3- What is
meant be "effective techniques"? Students
are no longer to learn any functional writing?
Is that at another grade level or out? 5W6What is the time limit? How and when do
students learn keyboarding? 5AZL3- Please
clarify "b". The ELA standards are extremely
full but vague. There are multiple
components to each standard but no steps
or scaffolding to achieve them.

Grade Level
*Since it addresses a specific fifth grade standard, that team will address this comment.
Additions/Deletions/Change
s

2834

Agree

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

2843

Agree

Some of the standards we currently use
K-12 Teacher
have language that is broad and can have
multiple meanings, with these standards
that broad language is minimized and allows
for the audience to have a better
understanding of what task is being asked to
complete.
I would greatly encourage the State Board of
Education to adopt these standards because
they are closely aligned to the ones we have
been teaching with already
The most amiable change I found in the new K-12 Parent/Guardian
standards is the passing of all curriculum,
teaching resources and pedagogy from the
federal and state levels to the schools and
districts. I am most appreciative of this
change along with the cleaning up of
spelling, punctuation and sentence structure.
As a prior teacher, I also see the benefits of
qualitative and quantitative choosing
methods for reading materials. There are
still some concerns with how the standards
continue to materialize. See note

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

2847

Disagree

Mostly, the changes are positive or
K-12 Teacher
negligible. However, the big exception is the
added focus on non-contextual spelling and
cursive. The inclusion of these seems to be
an abdication of our duties as educational
experts. Cursive played an important role in
increasing the speed of writing when most
written communication happened with
pen/paper. In our modern society with
digital communication, keyboarding is a
much more useful tool. Cursive instruction
takes away time from more important
topics

*Since it addresses a specific third grade standard, that team will address this comment.

2848

Disagree

Mostly, the changes are positive or
K-12 Teacher
negligible. However, the big exception is the
added focus on non-contextual spelling and
cursive. The inclusion of these seems to be
an abdication of our duties as educational
experts. Cursive played an important role in
increasing the speed of writing when most
written communication happened with
pen/paper. In our modern society with
digital communication, keyboarding is a
much more useful tool. Cursive instruction
takes away time from more important
t i
1. Parent involvement in curriculum and
K-12 Parent/Guardian
pedagogy at the state and district levels is
not guaranteed, along with any changes
made in the future to the standards. How
will parents be able to uphold their
irreplaceable role in this process. 2. Testing
pushes what curriculum and pedagogy is
being implemented in the classroom. High
stakes testing needs to be strictly limited or
deleted. 3. PRIVACY: If we do not know
what is on a statewide test/survey then the
test should not be administered.

2862

Disagree

2869

Strongly
Disagree

I appreciate cursive learning was added,
K-12 Parent/Guardian
fixed percentages of Fiction/ non-Fiction test
were removed, the standards are more
similar than different to Common Core.
Close reading for K-3 but especially in K is
an unreasonable expectation given learning
to read happens developmentally in different
times for different children within k-3. I
don't see evidence of public input being
acknowledged, research was not cited, and
there are no references to addressing
developmental appropriateness of stnds

All standards were reviewed by grade-level and outside experts for developmental
appropriateness. Every public comment was reviewed and responded to.

2870

Strongly
Disagree

Comment is not actionable.

2873

Disagree

The 2016 Arizona Draft ELA Standards are
Other
virtually identical to the 2010 Common Core
Standards. There is nothing about them
that is improved.
I don't think there were significant changes, K-12 Administrator
mostly some verbiage changes, but it didn't
impact the overall meaning of the standard.
I also think the additional writing and
spelling standards are adding more to an
already extended instructional day. Is
cursive writing a necessary standard in
today's digital society? I am not sure this is
time well spent, when teachers are more
worried about focusing on critical thinking
skills.

*Since it addresses a specific third grade standard, that team will address this comment.

Other

This comment is beyond the scope of work of this group.

Grade Level
*Since it addresses a specific third grade standard, that team will address this comment.
Additions/Deletions/Change
s

2898

Agree

What are the 200 words that 2nd graders
K-12 Teacher
should be able to spell or the 500 words for
3rd graders? Is this our new spelling
program-is the ADE providing it? But more
importantly, the new writing (cursive) and
spelling foundation standards are adding
even more to a curriculum that we struggle
to teach and students to achieve! We also
are expected to teach keyboarding! Our day
isn't any longer, yet you're expecting more
of the students. No wonder scores are what
they are. It's too much!!

Grade Level
*Since it addresses specific second and third grade standards, those teams will address this
Additions/Deletions/Change comment.
s

2899

Agree

What are the 200 words that 2nd graders
K-12 Teacher
should be able to spell or the 500 words for
3rd graders? Is this our new spelling
program-is the ADE providing it? But more
importantly, the new writing (cursive) and
spelling foundation standards are adding
even more to a curriculum that we struggle
to teach and students to achieve! We also
are expected to teach keyboarding! Our day
isn't any longer, yet you're expecting more
of the students. No wonder scores are what
they are. It's too much!!

Grade Level
*Since it addresses specific second and third grade standards, those teams will address this
Additions/Deletions/Change comment.
s

2908

Agree

What are the 200 words that 2nd graders
K-12 Teacher
should be able to spell or the 500 words for
3rd graders? Is this our new spelling
program-is the ADE providing it? But more
importantly, the new writing (cursive) and
spelling foundation standards are adding
even more to a curriculum that we struggle
to teach and students to achieve! We also
are expected to teach keyboarding! Our day
isn't any longer, yet you're expecting more
of the students. No wonder scores are what
they are. It's too much!!

Grade Level
*Since it addresses specific second and third grade standards, those teams will address this
Additions/Deletions/Change comment.
s

2909

Agree

What are the 200 words that 2nd graders
K-12 Teacher
should be able to spell or the 500 words for
3rd graders? Is this our new spelling
program-is the ADE providing it? But more
importantly, the new writing (cursive) and
spelling foundation standards are adding
even more to a curriculum that we struggle
to teach and students to achieve! We also
are expected to teach keyboarding! Our day
isn't any longer, yet you're expecting more
of the students. No wonder scores are what
they are. It's too much!!

Grade Level
*Since it addresses specific second and third grade standards, those teams will address this
Additions/Deletions/Change comment.
s

2914

Strongly
Disagree

within one listed standard. -A single literary K-12 Parent/Guardian
tradition should complement what is being
taught in history. World lit/world history,
American lit/American history -Need to read
a whole book! Not excerpts!

Curriculum & Instruction

Comment addresses curriculum and instructional practices.

2941

2961

Not Applicable It would be helpful to better define
Other
expectations in ELA for reading at each
grade level so that it is clear and quantifiable
for educators and parents.
It would also be helpful to clarify the
timeline for implementation of the revised
standards and how AzMERIT may be
affected by any changes to the standards
Strongly
As a kindergarten teacher I am so glad to
K-12 Teacher
Agree
see the foundation writing skills section.
How can we teach students to write without
spending time teaching/practicing "how to
write" and reinforce correct letter formation.
There is so much push from the top to spend
all of our time teaching the standards, which
is difficult when the standards don't include
prerequisite skills for early childhood
learners. These things HAVE to be "taught"!

These explanations and expectations are part of curriculum and instruction and should be
addressed at the local level. Assessment is not the focus of this working group.

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

2962

Agree

The 2016 ELA standards are not as
K-12 Teacher
delineated as the 2010. It is not as specific,
but still comprehensible yet on point with
the objectives. Again, much more simplified.

2963

Agree

The 2016 ELA standards are not as
K-12 Teacher
delineated as the 2010. It is not as specific,
but still comprehensible yet on point with
the objectives. Again, much more simplified.

Other

Comment is not actionable.

2964

Agree

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

2988

Strongly
Disagree

I like the clarifications made for the 2016
Elected Official
standards and the elimination of examples
that were redundant. Some of the changes
made to move standards to more
appropriate grade levels made sense, as
well
The 2010 and draft 2016 9-12 standards are K-12 Parent/Guardian
basically identical, yet the process took ~15
mos. What's going on here? What directive
did SBE give volunteers who generously
donated time-make no changes?? Why was
the public given ~6 weeks (less than a
month since the SBE made the 2010
standards publicly available)? And our
comments are limited to 500 CHARACTERS?
A huge missed opportunity to restore pre2010 standards recognized for their superior
rigor compared to CC, and make targeted
improvements.

Other

Comment is not actionable.

2989

Agree

I only read the executive summary. I chose
agree because i am thrilled that cursive
writing is being brought back! It's been
around forever and always should be, how
else can you expect generations to come to
put their signature on something...a
question my son always asks. Something
that would make sense to get rid of is nonsense words. Why learn how to read a word
that isn't a word.

Grade Level
*Since it addresses a specific third grade standard, that team will address this comment.
Additions/Deletions/Change
s

K-12 Parent/Guardian

Comment in support of the standards.

2998
3001

Strongly
Disagree
Strongly
Disagree

3009

Agree

3020

Strongly
Agree

3028

Agree

see input earlier today...

K-12 Parent/Guardian

These guide lines are hard to understand
and don't seam age appropriate and are not
letting the teachers really teach not every
did learns the same way
Feel the strengthening and articulation of
phonics will be helpful and very important to
developing decoding skills for students.
We feel these changes will have a positive
impact on English language arts for all
students in Arizona.
It took me a while to review the entire
document and had to re-visit it several times
to review the comparisons but it served as a
good resource to compare between 2010
and 2016 changes. It is a bit long to follow
and again, it took awhile to become familiar
with its column to column explanation. but
overall, I found if to be a good resource.

K-12 Parent/Guardian

Other

Comment is not actionable.
All standards were reviewed by grade-level and outside experts for developmental
appropriateness.

K-12 Parent/Guardian

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

Business Representative

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

Other

General Support

Comment in support of the standards.

